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Recreation in the United States

The history of recreation in America is associated with a broad range of properties
representing activities that suggest themselves for possible historic recognition.
Baseball parks; college and professional football gridirons; yacht clubs; amuse-
ment parks, roller coasters, and carousels; circuses; camps; resort hotels;
horse and auto racetracks; zoos; aquariums, planetariums; world's fair sites; and
casinos are all recreational sites. This report examines a number of outstanding
and illustrative examples of these types for potential National Historic Landmark
designation.

The properties described in this study have been selected to represent places and
activities that have had a major impact in American history. The properties and
individuals associated with them are, in many cases, just as well known to most
Americans as masterworks of architecture and political and literary figures.
Those accessible to the public are vicited by numbers of people that would overe
whelm learned societies or scholarly institutions.

Certain properties on this list will be known to the most casual sports fan or
traveler. Other sites included are relatively obscure, but treasured by enthus-
iasts. Overall, there is little pattern to the relatively few sites illustrating
these subjects that have been recognized by local or State programs through
nomination to the National Register or in the handful of properties that have
been designated National Historic Landmarks in the field. It has also proved
difficult to find intact sites for same sports and activities. Tastes in sports
and amusement change and there may be little immediate use or reason to save
their decaying remnants. Scme recreational sites, such as world's fairs, in
fact, were usually designed to be temporary.

The contributions of ethnics, minorities, and waren to recreation and sports merit
consideration. These studies have been prepared with a conscious effort to relate
theg;e contributions. Considering the early dates of same of the properties, the
accomplishments noted are exceptionally worthy and demonstrate haw sports and
recreation have served to advance these elements of society.

A broad definition of recreation has led to the selection of a diverse collection
of properties. Same categories are, however, not included because it appears
best to treat them under other subjects. The most noticeable exclusion is of
properties whose significance rests strongly on landscape architecture, such as
golf courses, highways, trails, and most major public parks. Such properties
graw and change in ways that buidings, or even tennis courts, do not. Boston
Common and Boston Public Garden, on the other hand, are included because they are
,)JE fundamental importance to the Park movement and because they have notable
recreational associations on other accounts.

An example may help explain the difficulty with this aspect of recreation and the
decision to exclude it from this study. A number of the early automobile roads
of this century were designed with touring, as well as transportation, in mind.
For that reason, the Columbia River Highway, in Oregon, was closely examined, but
not nominated. Historic roads and trails clearly present problems in integrity
and require analysis of landscape design. Because of their enormous size and
unusual shape and because the very use that makes them significant may help
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-"est=roy

1,-are,L.
equire exhaustive study. (There are a number of such historic=
ations, e.g., the Skyline Drive traversing Shenandoah NationaCI

The National PlArks have been excluded from this study, although _the-e areecarnplet
missoy re4Peational fields in them. For example, the role of motintainclftohi

Qlub4 Cr' L1t establishment of Mount Rainier National Park suggests that WNW
the tr*Ma within the Park may be eignifieant historically. Also', theNatiOnattli.
Park !=.ervice already possesses its own earousel, at Glen Echo Park near Washington,
DX, In the latter case, a decision oh, the level of significance ofthe moreme
iietimpaished aarousela presented in this theme study can offer gildsman ho

7= Echo_ caroussl shotad he evaluated.

Excl9sion of nearly all homes of individuals has also substantially rampued theme
lepe of the study. Thus, "Babe" Ruth's houses are not included but WrigleyN7
Field and Fenway Park, two of the baseball parka where he played, are, ia theca
existing National Historic Landmark list, there are exceptions to thieractice. -
Only one major exception is proposed in this study, for John Jamestmdubon.

Or anizatibn of the èpOrt

In the introductory summaries that follow, the exist dmarks ii

recreation are listed topically, along with those nominat _ in this
capsule explanation of how they were seAected and issues they raise.
properties suggested or considered for nomination will be noted, in the interest
of keeping this essay brief.

Some properties in this study have significance in more than one area ofrecrea,
tion or in other themes that lend strength to their consideration. OnlyshandfUl
of National Historic Landmarks have been specifically designated for theirrecrea-
tional importance. Because they are physical remains, recreational sites May

resent or include accomplishments in architecture, engineering, art,orother
_ Jects. These exceptional areas of importance are specified in the individual
studies. Harvard Stadium, is, for example, significant tn the history ofooncreta
construction, as well as football.

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PPFRTIES

BASEBALL PARES

Proposed:

Comiskey Park, Illinois
Wrigley Field, Illinois
Fenway Park, Massachusetts
Cleveland MUnicipal Stadium, Ohio

. League Park, Ohio

Designated:

Jackie Robinson- House, New York

2



Notes.

Few sites from baseball's early years have any reasonable hi_storic integrity.
Those presented here are all early 20th-century baseball fielcz1s that have not,
with the exception of League Park, been heavily modified_inreceEent years. Cleve-
land MUnicipal umm designed as a multipurpose stadium, but is included here for
convenience.

Consideration was also given to nominating Yankee Steam arid .Tiger Stadium, in
light of their great importance in the sport. Both have, however, been greatly
altered in recent years.

The briefness of this lf.st may shock baseball fans, but asLoweL_1 Reidenbaugh has
documented in his recent book, Take Me Out to the BallPark, the majority of
early 20th-century ball parks haveer=_WomogrThl-p=oposed properties
also represent early professional football as well as baseball because the early
professional football teams did not have their own facilities.

STADIUMS "

A222E24:

The Rose Bowl, Pasadena, California
Yale Boul, New Haven, Connecticut
Grant Park Stadium (Soldier.Field), Chicago, Illinois
University of Illinois Memorial Stadium, Urbana, Illinois
University of Notre Dame Main and South QuadranOes Historic Dictrict and S

Notre Dame, Indiana
Harvard Stadium, Massachusetts
University of Michigan Stadium, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Ohio Stadium, Ohio

Desigpated:

Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum, California

Notes:

Some of these facilities have been used for mi astonishingoriety of sports and
recreational events in addition to football, although thy ar=7e all primarily
representative of it. Those at universities represent the athltic achievements
of the players and coaches early in this century. Other miversamity stadiums and
sites of "Bowl" games might have been included; the "Cotton Etivil" las withth Dallas'
Fair Park, which is being nominated as a whole. The selection=s here represent
the class, but should not be regarded as a definitive selection. The spectacles
and ceremonies that attend the events in the stadim arepageast=s that may merit
some recogpition.



COLLBIEAiSIC FACILITIES

Proposed:

Butler Fieldhtmo, Indianapolis, Inana
Herron Gymnasiuo, Miami Universi d Ohio

Ntqleattzl:

None

Notes:

ether propertieemight be considerargd under this subject. Butler represents an
era in the histayof basketball. Remarron Gym was significant for the accomplish-
ments of the mews it graduated, wwalose lifeuvrk, it should be noted UVB mostly
accomplished at stadium and basebeeal parks, including those proposed in this
study.

CRICKET, TENNIS,MMI LAWN BcMLING

12rrsed:

St. Petersburg LmlEowling Club, Fic=crida
Germamtown (Manbeim) Cricket Club, fin.iladelphia, Penmsylvania
Merton Cricket Ckb, Haverford, Pennearylvania
Newport Casino, Naport, Rhode Islanc

None

Notes:

Cricket, axe impatEmt sport historic=4Lly, was once a workingmen's game as well
as one favored karistocrats. Tenn=is hat undergone a contrary transformation.
Germantown and Nska are important =in both cricket and tennis. Marion Cricket
also has a hLgh400mmendable role Mai squash rackets play. The Newport Casino
has additional importance in architec=ture and social history. Bowling Green in
New York, whichmW suggest itself in light of St. Petersburg, lacks hisboric
integrity.

Hialeah Park RacCrock, Florida
Indianapolis MotnSpeedway, Indiana
Churchill I(cntucky

4



Designated:

Historic Track, New York

Notes:

Racing is an antique sport in America, but most of the early Uracks have been
destroyed. The dilemma in these cases is the relative importance that should be
attached to the tracks themselves, as opposed to grandstands, barns, and other
facilities at the tracks. Belmont, Pimlico, Santa Anita, and several others have
been excluded beCause of great changes to them. Keeneland and'Saratoga, on the
Other hand, merit further study if Churchill Downs and Hialeah set the standard.
The Kentucky State Historic Preservation Officer has also suggested that the
horse farms around Lexington should be recognized.

C P

Boston Ccumon, Massachusetts
Boston Public Garden, Massachusetts

Desionated.

Central Park York City, New York

Notes:

As ntioned above, multiple properties seem to deserve additional attention
under this subject. For example, many have been the sites of outstanding events,
such as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition (St. Louis World's Fair of 1904) at
Forest Park and Washington University in St. Louis. San Pedro Springs Park in
San Antonio is an exceptional early park site set aside during Spanish rule.
Other parks are important in city p1anning, e.g., Chicago's system and Frederick
Law 01msted's "emerald necklace" of Boston perks. All need study for their
landscape architecture and may have other attributes as well; the Boston Public
Garden has its renowned swan boats, and the Boston Common has a notable connection
to the early history of footb,11.

WDRLES FAIRAND EXPOSITION SITES

Administration Building, Golden Gate International Exposition (1939),
Island, San Francisco, California

Pan-Pacific Auditorium, Lce Angeles, California
San Francisco Civic Center (Panama-Pacific International Exposition [1915]),
California

Washington UniversityHilltop Campus Historic District (Site of Louisiana Purchase
Exposition and Third Olympic Games 11904)), Missouri

Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society Building (New York Building, Pan-
American Exposition (1901)), New York

Fair Park (Texas Centennial Exposition [1936]), Dallas, Texas

5



Designated:

Balboa Park, San Diego (Panama-California Exposition of 1915 and California
Pacific international Exposition of 1935), California

Cincinnati Mbsic Hall (Cincinmati Industrial Exposition of 1879 and Centemnial
Exposition of the Ohio Valley and Central States of 1888), Ohio

Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia (PhIladelphIa Centemnial Exhibition
of 1876)

Notes:

Several other proper ies must be acknowledged. The New York Wbrld's Fairs Site
(1939-40 and 1964-65) has a surviving landscape plan as well as severalstructures
from 1939 and others from 1964. Of the sites of Chicago's trao great fairs, that of
1893 survives largely in the landscape plan of Jackson Park and Midway Plaisance.
The important Museum of Science and Industry there is a reconstruction of an 1893
fair building. Of the 1933 "Century of Progress" only features there before ehe
fair (5oldier Field, Adler Planetarium, the Shedd Aquarium and the Field Mbseum,
the first three of which are nominated elsewhere in this si-udy) remain. The rest
of the latter fair's site in Burnham Park is vastly chang

A number of fair buildings, such as the Lustron houses from the "Century of Prog-
ress," at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, have been removed from their original
sites. Nom of these moved features are included in this study, because it Goesnot seem clear that they merit an exception to the rule on moved buildings.

AMUSEMENT PARKS CAROUS

Proposed:

Jission Beach Roller Coaste_, California
Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk Looff Carousel and Roller Coaster California
Santa Mbnica Looff Hippodrome, California
Philadelphia Tbboggan Company Carousel #6, Burlington, Colorado
Broad Ripple Park (Children's Nnseum) Carousel, Indianapolis, Indiana
Logansport Dentzel Carousel, Logansport, Indiana
Parker Carousel, Abilene, Kansas
Flying Horse Carousel, Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts
Highland Park Dentzel Carousel, Meridian, Mississippi
Armitage-Herschell Carousel, Minden, Nebraska
Playland Amusement Park, Rye, New York
Kennycood Park, Pennsylvania
Flying Horses Carousel, Westerly, Rhode Island
Crescent Park Looff Carousel and Shelter Building, E. Providence, Rhode

Notes:

Some 225 wood carousels of varying ages, histories, and states of preservation
survive, of thousands built in the United States beginning in the 1860s. Carousels
can also be classified by manufacturer. The examples presented in this study
are, in general, the oldest and best preserved that survive from eadhmanufacturer.

6
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The National Carousel Asaociation Census has been a bas e tool for- examining andselecting the exaMpret worW. In addition to the ,caresels that are
nominated here individus=y, historic carousels remain sus features within certain
awn= parks and othxzer properties proposed ferdestgnation. Unlike most
bisterie properties, eam7ousels tend to have been moved, often rep.meatedly. Thus
their shelter structures tend not to have survived, and are even -rarer than the
carousels themselves.

Carousele then cm be o=msidered as a separate category of propeties. On the
other hand, many have N-reen features of amusement parka. Likewie for roller
coasters, %,tich tend to be even rarer than carousels because of tr=eir scale; in
otherwIrds, they cannoM be aa easily move.-1 or restored. Othei features of
armament parks, sone e great rarity, have not bew as exhauatily studied or
described, by anyone, as carousels and roller coasters, both of whL4-dch have active
constituency groups urgi-kg their preservation.

Amussant parks themselvemes tend not to rernain the see. Few are substantially
intact from historic timmies. They usually retain a fev popular cl.fisic features
and Hretheme" the rest. Only a handful of the great armament parka- have survived
relatively intact by heorzving resisted Americans' increasing rmoblity eald the
emergmce of the toodeto theme parks. Kennywod, near Pittsburgh, and the Santa
Cruz leach Boardwalk are practically the last of their types and queven they have
been much modified. Pl.aland, in Rye, New York, is notable as a vsyell-preserved
park designed for early a.utasobile travelers.

Coney Island, %there the 7-prototypes of amusement parka developed. t-szaas many =all
amuseents of sane age, 'iyut only one old coaster, the ("Cyclone ) 1.(1928) [not as

* old as others included i.ra this study] ; a giant Ferris itheel; filld the Parachute
Tamp, tiich actually was a feature of the 1939-40 New York World'ms Fair and was
.atervard moved to its cum:L.-rent site.

In addition to the propties oresented here, the
Central Park, New York, and the Natatorium looff

z similar qualifications.

Ji PROPLIWES

Bed:

Lein & Goldsein Carousel,
Spokane, Was=hington, have

1rWa11ace Circus Winter Qvrters, ne-Fir Peru, Indiana

11;11911E511:

aboo , Wisconsin

tUSFOtee

%c ircuses fas America have traditionally been travel collections cf performers,
e.arsinials, and curiosities The greater ones resembled cornbinatios of world' s
1-_-_airs and zoos. There a=re relatively few sites available to coramemorate their
Yr-vagrant existence. Their- winter quarters are one of the exceptions.-

7
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Several sites, including the Peter Sells and John Robinson Houses, both in Ohio,and the_Ringling House, Sarasota, Florida, which were once residences of greatcircus figures, have been considered but ruled out. They do not have extant
historic circus quarters in their vicinities.

ZOOS

Proposed:

New York Zoological Park (The Bronx Zoo), New York
Cincinnati Zoo Historic Structures, Ohio

AMiagly_Designated:

None

Notes:

Zoos originated as stationary circuses and existed in primitive form even inantiquity. The Philadelphia Zoo, which is slightly older than Cincinnati's, hasimportant historical remains that deserve study if the Bronx and Cincinnati Zoosqualify. San Diego's genius has been in its landscaping and use of openenclosures. It has very little in the way of intact structures of qualifyingage.

NAUTICAL RECREATION AND SPORTS

EMS ng Beach, California
New Yor Yac t Club, New7 York City, New York
Boat House Row, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Notes:

These three properties represent strikingly different aspects of water recreation.Queen Mary's role is more complex than might be imagined. Since America has beendestroyed, the New York Yacht Club seems to be the premier sire for yachting.Boat House Raw is one of the finest collections of structures associated withrowing.

RESORT HMIS SPAS CASINOS

Proposed:

Asilomar Conference Grounds, California
Avalon Casino, California
W. Baden Springs Hotel, Indiana
Mapes Hotel and Casino, Reno, Nevada
Canfield Casino and Congress Park,
Saratoga Springs, New York

Saratoga Spa State Park, near Saratoga Sp 'ngs, New York
Hotel Breakers, Ohio

8
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Already_ Dest iated:

Hotel del Coronado, San Diego, California
Mission Inn, Riverside, California
Tampa Bay Hotel, Florida
Cape May Historir District, Nog Jersey
Timberline Lodge, Oregon

Notes:

This group of properties represents the passive side of recreation, which takes
many forms. Additional properties might be proposed as counterparts to those
included here. The history of American camping, especially, is poorly documented.

The selections here have a highly eclectic mixture of associations, Lncluding
everything from the perfecting of the foreword pass to the "big band era."

SCIENCE AS RECREATION

Adler Planetarium, Chicago, Illinois
Shedd Aquarium, Chicago, Illinois
Mill Grove, near Audubon, Pennsylvania

Designated:

None

Notes:

These properties Lllustrate the relation of recreatIon and science or reveal how
avocations can grow into scientific enterprises.

Just as colleges may be reluctant to accept praise for their athletic teams, when
they want to be known instead for (or at least also for) scholarship, same insti-
tutions that perform scientific wrk have thesarlity of purpose. Adler
Planetarium and Shedd Aquarium are institutions aptly illustrating this dichotomy.
Mill Grove, on the other hand, illustrates the same conflict growing out of
the work of a transcendently important individual who contributed vastly to
natural science, but also fathered bird-watching.

P EMMY AND FESTIVALS

Proposed:

Atlantic City Convention Hall, New Jersey

Des ignated:

N e

9



Notes:

This great structure has merits in engineering, and perhaps music, as well as for
the pageant for WhiCh it is best 'known. In common with ChurChill Downs and the
Rose Bowl, theMiss America pageant in Convention Hall is a focus of great interest
and attention and a celebratory spectacle in WhiCh the majority of the Nation to
some extent, shares, whether they endorse the concept or not. The Mardi Gras
and other great American pageants are of comparable significance but were not
examined in this

10
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1 Name
historic CorrtiOe Park

and r common Comiskey Park White Sox Park

ous Pia 1024-0018
Exp. 10-31-44

For NPS use only

received

date entered

2. Location
Street & numbe 324 35th S ee net for publication

city, town Chicago vicinity of

. Classification
Category
_ district

building(s)
I_ structure_ sit.
_ object

Ownership Status Present Use
public occupied agriculture museum

_
private unoccupied _ commercial
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parkboth work In progress educational _ private residencePublic Acquisi Accessible entertainment religious

_ government _ scientificin process X+ yes: restricted_
being considered yes: unrestricted _ industrial transportation_

n _ military
_

X other: Recrea 'on
4- Owner of.Property
;lime

street & number 324 W. 35th Street

city, town Chica o vicinity

5. Location of Legal Description
courlhou

nu_

egis ry of deeds, etc. Recorder of Deeds

Cook County Courthouse

Ch'c llinois
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None has this property been determ ned igible? yes _ no
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Description
Condition

excellent
_ good

felr

deteriorated
_ ruin*

unexposed

Check ono
_ unaltered

X altered

Chock one
N_ original site

moved date _ _ . _

the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Comiskey Park is a double-deek baseball park of concrete and steel faced with
white-painted brick on the exterior.' The second level partially covers the

lower deck. The exterior can be recognized by the rhythmic flatheaded arches
that ring it below the roofline and the "Cs" (for Comiskey) embossed on the
walls.

Comiskey Park is highly symmetrical because Comiskey felt that was the way
baseball parks should be built. At the time of construction, the field measured
363' down each foul line and 420 to straightaway center. Ed Walsh, Comiakey's
star pitcher, who advised the architect on the design, may have been responsible
for the outfield's generous dimensions. The symmetry has been preserved, although
the playing field's dimensions are now slightly reduced, to 352' to the corners
and 415' to center field.

When built in 1910, Comiskey Park featured a donble-deek concrete grandstand
running from the left-field corner to the right-field corner with wooden
bleachers in the outfield, except in centerfield. The main grandstand was
covered. Capacity was about 35,000.

In 1926, when the park was drawing great crowds, spurred by exciting games
between the White Sox and other teams, notably the Yankees, Comiekey decided
to enlarge the park. The wooden bleachers were torn down after the 1926 season
and rebuilt in concrete and steel; the seating capacity was enlargc by double-
decking the outfield pavilion except for a small-bleacher in center field; and
the present bleachers were built. Seating capacity after these changes reached
52,000, which has been reduced to slightly more than 44,000 through later
adjustments.

Other changes have been relatively minor. In 1934, the infield was moved 14'
out toward the outfield walls. In 1949 and 1969-70, inside fences in left
and right field were installed. An inside fence in center field, which reduced
the distance to home plate from 440' to a Wore usual 400, was erected in
1949, removed in 1976, and reinstalled in 1981. An artificial infield was
installed in 1967-68, while the outfield remained natural sod; following the
1975 season, the entire field was returned to grass. During the winter of
1982-83, the infield was moved 8' closer to the outfield.

Comiskey Park has had lights,
In 1952, a large electric
Scoreboard" in 1960, was put
a "state-of-the-art" Diamond

permitting the playing of night games, since 1939.
scoreboard, replaced by Bill Veeck's "Exploding
on top the centerfield bleachers. More recently,
Vision/Matrix scoreboard has taken its plane.

Comiskey Park has also been fitted with other improvements, such as an expanded
clubhouse, modern dugouts, and improved washrooms and concessions, that make it
an up-to-date facility.

1 7
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White Sox Media Guide and in Lowell Reidenbaugh, Take Me Out to the Ball'Park
(St. Louis: The Sporting News, 1984), pp. 66-73.



8. Significance
Period Arena of Significan ceCheck end justify below

prehistorie archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape archit tura . religion
1400-1499 . arclaeology-historic , conservation leve sclnce
150Q-1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture
1600-1699 arcNitecture eduCatIon sactail
1701799 art engineering

_

_ rrnmMc humandarlan
181:141899 _ commerce explorationSettlement philosophy theater

X 1900-
_

communications . industry
Invention

poiltica,gevern
emir (specify)

Itearear i on

Specific dates 1010; 1926 (altered) Builder;Architoct Zach,Lry_TDamis_ (baseball nark)

Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

Summary

Comiskey Park, the home of the Chicago White Sox since its construction in 1910,
is the oldest baseball park in use in the malor leagues. Its claim to distinc-
tion, however, does not rest only on its antiquity. It is associated with some
of the greatest individuals and moments in the sport, including the first All-
Star Game, staged as an event of the "Century of Progress" Exposition in 1933,
and also with baseball's darkest hour, the "Black Sox" scandal of 1920. This
tragic event, though it severely damaged the White Sox and obscured the legiti-
mate achievements of honest team members, led to a thoroughgoing reform of
baseball, and is instrumental to an understanding of the sport's efforts to
police itself. The renaissance of the White Sox in the last few years givea
the club potential for a future that echoes its glorious early hiatory.

Comiskey Park is significant in black
segregation excluded blacks from major
rented for the annual East-West All-Star
leagues, and served as the site of some
leaders in their leagues.

In addition, Comiskey Park has ties to
The Chicago Cardinals used Comiskey as
franchise moved to St. Louis.

history, for, during the yea _ when
league professional baseball, it was

Games (1933-50) played by the segregated
of the "World Series" games between the

the history of professional football.
their home field before 1960, when the

History

Comiskey Park's construction grew out of the establishment of the second major
the American, that climaxed around the turn of the century.' Since its

formation in 1875, the National League had dominated professional baseball and
had defeated several efforts by dissidents to organize a new leagues Charles
(the "Old Roman") Comiskey was one of the leaders in efforta to break the
National League's monopoly during the 1890s. He and others, such as Cornelius
McGillicuddy ("Connie Mack") and Byron Bancroft ("Ban"; Johnson, reshaped the
minor Western League into the American League, formally organized in 1900.

As part of these moves, Comiskey bought and tranSferred a St. Paul, Minn., team
to Chicago, where it took the name of the White StockingS, and began toplay at
the grounds of the Chicago Cricket Club, at 39th Street and Wentworth, where
Comiskey hastily erected South Side Park, a single-deck wooden grandstand,(do
longer extant), that seated about 15,000. The team was impressive from:the
beginning; it won the league's championship in 1900 and its first official.
pennant in 1901.
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The two leagues battled bitterly for personnel in 1901 and 1902 and finally
reached a truce in 1903, falling thereafter into a friendly rivalry, settled,
with rare exceptions, annually in the World Series. Except for the abortive
attempt, in 1914-15, to establish the Federal League, which both the National
and American Leagues opposed, baseball then settled into the familiar pattern
it would maintain wAtil both major leagues expanded in the 1960s. The popularity
of the sport rose rapidly, attendance doubling from 3.5 to 7 million between
1901 and 1908. This surge in fan support encouraged the construction of new
ball parks; Comiskey's Park, constructed in 1910, was among them.

In Chicago, there was crossriwn competition for fans with the Cubs, the National
League team that settled into Weeghman Field (preseni; Wrigley Field), a park
originally built for the Federal League Whales, on the city's North Side, in1916. In 1906, Comiskey's White Sox beat the Cubs in the so-called "crosstown"
World Series. Since the Chicago teams did not ordinarily face each other on
such a momentous occasion, they have generally held extra-league games for the
city championship (1903-42, 1949-72, 1981, 1985).

Comiskey's White Sox were an outstanding team during their first decade in their
new ballpark. In 1917, they captured the American League pennant and went on to
win the World Series 4-2 over the New York Giants. (The next year, the Cubs
rented Comiskey for their World Series against Boston, because Comiskey's seatingcapacity was larger than Wrigley Field's.) In 1919, the White Sex again captured
the American League pennant, but lost the World Series 5-3 to Cincinnati.

This defeat would bring to the surfLce, the next year, the "Black Sox" scanda1.2
Rumors had circulated at the time of the 1919 World Series concerning its being"fixed" by members of the White Sox team, some of whom may have been disenchanted
with Comiskey's low salaries. Comiskey had shared these suspicions and initiatedhis own investigation. Matters came to a head late in the 1920 season, when the
White Sox were locked in a pennant race with Cleveland.

At that point, a Cook County (Illinois) grand jury indicted eight White Sox
players; several soon confessed. Comiskey suspended all eight, killing hischances for the pennant, although his pitching staff performed remarkablywith four 20-game winners. As he told the grand jury:

If any of my players are not honest, I'll fire them no matter who they
are. If I can't get honest players to fill their places, I'll close the
gates of the park that I have spent 2 lifetime to build and in which in
the declining years of my life, I take the greatest measure of pride andpleasure.3
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Regardless of; the exact facts of the case and the subsequent acquittal of the
players, the scandal ruined the careers of those implicated. Judge Kennesaw
Mountain Landis, who had presided over the grand jury that indicted the players,
took over as baseball commissioner, in the wake of the scandal, with broad
powers. In one of his first acts, he banned the eight from organized baseball
for life. He stated in his decision on the matter:

Regardless of the verdict of juries, no player that undertakes or promises
to throw a bail game; no player that sits in a conference with a bunch of
crooked players and gamblers Where the ways and means of throwing games
are planned and discussed and does not promptly tell his club about it,
will ever play professional baseba11.4

Comiskey had cleansed his team aud helped reform baseball.
removed his team from serious competition for a number of
after his death in 1931, because the disgraced players had
_is team and among the strongest in the league. Not until
Sox again finish as high as second place. Paid attendance
its 1920 peak until 1946.5

He had, however,
years, until well
been the heart of
1957 did the White
did not return to

A stellar event in these difficult years, in addition to flashes of brilliance
on the part of individual players, was the first All-Star Game, at Comiskey
Park, on July 6, 1433. .It was held as a feature of the "Century of Progress"
exposition that Chicago hosted in 1933-34. The American League, coached by
Connie Mack, won 472 over John J. McGraw's Nationals on the strength of a,2-run
homer by Babe Ruth.6-Thisevent, drawing the best players from all the tgame
into teams reprebenting their respective leagues, became a notable tradition
that has captured the enthusiasm of baseball, fans. Subsequently, the, All-Star
Game of 1950 and the "Golden Anniversary All-Star Game" of 1983 have been held
at Comiskey.

In the decade from(-1957 to 1967, the White Sox were finally again highly
competitive,posting a .500 or better won/lost ratio every year, and winning
the American League pennant in 1959, under manager Al Lopez. When the Lopez-
era ended in 1967, several poor seasons, the worst in 1970, followed. The
team's fortunes revived temporarily in the 1971 and 1972 seasons, but then
again hit the doldrums. Bill Veeck, who had owned the team in 1459-60, assumed
control again in 1975781, but was unable to maintain the quality of his promising
1977 team.

In 1981, a limited par nership, headed by Jerry Reinsdorf, a Chicago real
estate dealer, and Eddie Einhorn, a television sports executive, took charge.
Under the new management, the team enjoyed spectacular success in 1983, winning
the American League West championship by a 20-game margin, an American League
record. Attendance topped 2 million in 1983 and exceeded the,l983 figure in
1984, both records for the club.7
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The Chicago White Sox have had their
into the Baseball Hall of Fame who
Park years include the following:

Luis Aparicio (1956-62, 1968-70)
Chief Bender (1925)
Jocko Conlan (1934-35)
Red Faber (1914-33)
Ted Lyons (1923-42, 1946)
Red Ruffing (1947)
Al Simmons (1933-35)
Hoyt Wilhelm (1963-68)

EPAB No. 1 4-08716
Exp.

share of notable players. Those inducted
served the White Sox during the Comiskey

Luke Appling (1930-43, 1945-50)
Eddie Collins (1915-26)
Johnny Evers (1922)
Harry Hooper (1921-25)
Eddie Roush (1913)
Ray Schalk (1912-28)
Ed Walsh (1904-16)

_

Early Wynn (1958-62)8

Comiskey Park's service as the location of the All-Star and "World Series"
Games of the black baseball leagues lends it associations with sports heroes
who were excluded from the major leagues by segregation. Some of them, such
as James ("Cool Papa") Bell and William J. ("Judy") Johnson, overcame obscurity
and became well-known figures. Others, including LeRoy (Satchel) Paige, Roy
Campanella, and Jackie Robinson, served their apprenticeship in the black
leagues and went on to notable success in the major leagues after segregation
collapsed in the late 1940s. 9

Finally, to a dwindling number of older fans, Comiskey retains one other element
of significance -- its service as the home field of the Chicago (now St. Louis)
Cardinals, the oldest continuously maintained franchise in major league profes-
sional football. Although the Cardinals long stood in the shadow of their
upstart competitors, the Bears, from crosstown Chicago, they did have their
share of excellent players and fine coaches. Hall of Fame players included
Guy Chamberlain (1927-28); John Driscoll (1921-25) [afterward with the Bears];
Walter Riesling (1929-33); Ernie Nevers (1929-31), who coached the team and
once scored 40 points against the Bears in a single game; and Charles Trippi
(1947-55). James Conzeiman (1940-42, 1945-47) and Earl "Curly" Lambeau (1950-
51) were notable coaches.10

Footnotes

IThis general sketch draws on "Baseball," Encyplopedia Britanniea, III, 228-
229. Other data comes from Lowell Reidenbaugh, Take Me Out to the Ball Park
(St. Louis: The Sporting News, 1984), pp. 66-73, and the sketch of White
history in the 1985 Chica o White_Sox Media Guide (Chicago: Chicago White
Public Relations Department, 1985), pp. 134 et Aeq.
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2Lewis Thompson and Charles Boswell, "Say It Ain't So Joel American Herita_gt,
XI, 4 (June 1960), 24-27, 88-93.

3Cited in Reidenbaugh, Ea. cit., p. 70.

4cited in Thompson and Boswell, Ea. cit., p. 93.

5From statistics in the 1985 Chica o White Sox Madis Guide, Ea. cit., pp. 137-
138.

8Reidenbsugh, 2E. cit., p. 72.

7Team history in the 1985 Chicago Whi_- Sox Media Guide, DE. cit., p . 134-136.

8Ibid., p. 152.

9Robert Peterson _the Ball Was White (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1984). Passim

lOptoger Treat, Official Enc clo edia of Football (New York: A.S. Barnes, 1972),
pp. 245-259 passim, and Bob Curran, Pro Football's Rag Days (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), pp. 53-58.
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1. Name

eon mx 1cao -cow
ERO. 10-31-84

Foe NPS um' oaly

received

date entered

historic Wrigley Field (Weeghman Field)

and or common Wrigley Field

Stree number Clark S reet and Addison Road

town Chicago vicinity of

not for publication

state Illinois county Cook

Classification
Category Ownership tus Present Us*_ district _ public occupied agriculture

X private unoccupied
_

commercial
museum

buildIng(s)
_X structure both work in progress educational

park

site Public Acquisition Accessible _ entertainment
private residence

object
religious
scientificin process yea: restricted

_ being considered _ yes: unrestricted
_ government

industrial transportation
military _ X Recreat ionother!no

4. Owner of Property
name Chicago Tribune Com.any

("ro=b7r=3ail)

stret & nu 435 N. Michigan Avenue

city, *own Chicago vicinity

5. Location o
courthouse, gisti of deeds. etc.

Legal Description
state Illinois 60611

Cook County Recorder of Deeds

street & number County Building

city, town Chica!o state Illinois
Representation in Existing Surveys

title None has this property been determined eligible? yes no

date federal

depositary for surrey records

city. town

3 9

ate

state

county _ local



7. Description
Condition
_X excellent
_ good
_ fair

Chock one Chock on
deteriorated _ uneltered X. original
ruins _X- altered _ moved date _ _

unexposed

Describe the present and original (II known) physical op000renee
Suspary

Ths principal portion of Wrigley Field is a double-decked "V"-shaped grandstand.
The second deck is set beck and covered, protecting patrons on that level from
the elements. Single levotl bleachers close in the arms of the "V" to form a
crude rectangle. Wrigley Vield is roughly 580 feet on the arms of the "V," which
are joined near the interaection of Addison Road and Clark Street. From a
player's perspective, the distances to the fences are 355,to left, 353 to right,
and 400 to center field.

The original portion of the park waa constructed in 1914. As modified, princi-
pally with the addition of the second deck in 1926-27, its seating capacity is
just over 37,000. When built in 1914 for Charles H. Weeghman's Chicago Whales
of the Federal League, the park was single-deck and seated 14,000.

Details of Changes

Other changes have occurred over time without fundamentally marring the field'a
basic configuration.1 In 1922-23, the stands were moved back several feet,
increasing the seating capacity to 20,000. In 1926-27, when the stands were
double-decked, the playing field was lowered several feet.

The construction of new bleachers and the installation of wider chairs in the
boxes and grandstand, in 1937-38, reduced the park capacity by several thousand.
About the same time, the tiers in the left-field stands were circled so that
all its seats faced home plate. In 1950-51, a similar step was taken with the
box seat tiers in right field. Later, a box seat deck extending from left
field to first base was torn down and replaced with a new box ;mat deck of
reinforced concrete.

The Wrigley scoreboard, 27 feet high and 75 feet long, is still hand-operated.
It provides inning-by-inning scores of all major league games, as well as
pitching changes. Situated atop the center-field bleachers, it was constructed
in 1935-37 under the direction of a young Cub executive, Bill Veeck, Jr. Earlier
the scoreboard was in the left-field corner. In 1982, an electronic measage
board was placed under the scoreboard.

Other recent changea have been made. In 1968-72, the upper decks were restruc-
tured. The dugouts were enlarged in 1977. In 1981-84, new officea were built
and the old onea refurbished in the area behind home plate, a new ticket office
was built directly behind home plate, and a new home clubhouse waa finished
under the third-base stands; the former home clubhouse now serves the grounda
crew. As part of this refurbishing, the viaitors' clubhouse has also been
enlarged and the press box extended.

4 0
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therefore restricted to daytime games. This tradition would not be so firmly
established, however, except for events in 1941. In that year, equipment had
been purchased and light towers were about to be erected, when the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor. The next day, Philip Wrigley, the owner, donated all
the equipment and materials to the Government's war effort.2 After the war, he
chose never to install lights and appears to have expressed skepticism as to the
deairability of their effect on the sport and the neighborhood.3

Other Wrigley traditions hould also be noted, even in a brief summary. After
a game, a flag is flown from a center-field pole. A Cubs win is denoted by a
blue flag with a white "W," a white flag with a blue "L" denotes a lose. The
ivy that adorns the walls was planted by Veeck in 1938.

Present Wrigley Field is a well-tended dowager among ball parks, although it
has been suggested that there may be deterioration in the structural steel of
its reinforced conerete.4 No engineering studies are on hand to confirm or
refute this assessment.

Footnotes

'This description and outline of changes to the park draws on the data in
Lowell Reidenbaugh, Take Me Gut to the Ball Park (St. Louis: The Sporting News,
1984), pp. 74-80, and Chicago Cubs, 1985 Chita o Cubs Media Guide (Chicago:
Chicago National League Ball Club, Inc., 1985), pp. 6-7.

2Reidenbaugh, ER. p. 80.

3Robert Heuer, "Neignbors, the Cubs and the Community, Seven Decades of Love
and Pain," Reader [Chicago] 14, 28 (Friday, April 12, 1985), p. 27, cites a
1963 letter from Philip Wrigley to a community group on the issue.

4Ibid., p. 32.
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Sigm icance
Period Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below

prehistoric . archeology-prehistoric
1400-1499 _ arcipology-historic

_ 1500-1599 agriculture
1500-1599 architecture

_ 1700-1799 _ art
_ 1500-1899 -__ commerce

L. 1900- communications

Specific dates 1914

_ community planning
. conservation
economics

_ education
engineering
explorationse e ent
industry
invention

BoildarArchitect

Statement of Significance (in one par ph)

landscape architect
law
literature
military
music
philosophy

____ politics government

Ure . religion
science
sculpture

_ social/
humanitarian
theater

_ transportation
other (specify)

_Re_creatioseball;
football)Zachary T. Davis

BUMMEIXY

This ivy-studded- baseball park, the home of the Chicago Cubs since 1916, on
Chicago's near North Side, is one of major league baseball's most venerable
structures; it is the oldest extant National League ball park.

It is also highly significant in the history of professional football, as the
longtime playing field for the Chicago Bears, a major league professional
football team that first gained prominence in the 1920s. Professional football
in that decade was just beginning to develop. Consequeutly, the clubs used
whatever facilities that were available. Baseball parks were ideal because the
playing seasons did not conflict in a major way.

Thus it is that Wrigley Field is associated not only with Dizzy Dean, "Cabby"
Hartnett, "Babe" Ruth, and dozens of other significant baseball players, but
was also the site pf "Red" Grange's first professional football game, the "T"
formation heroics of Sid Luckman, and other memorable events associated with
the Bears' preeminent football teams.

Baseball

The Chicago Cubs, the only charter National League team still playing in its
original city, have been the primary tenants of Wrigley Field, at Clark and
Addison Streets in Chicago, since 1916.1 It was not, however, built for the
team, nor did it originally bear the name of Wrigley Field.

Wrigley Field was built a., Weeghman Park in 1914, for Charles Weeghman and his
Chicago Whales of the Federal League, a third and self-proclaimed major league
that unsuccessfully contended with the established National (1876) and American
(1900) Leagues. The so-called "Federal League War" of 1914-15 was settled
partially by accommodations between the owners of the teams in t1,7 three lea-
gues. As part of these negotiations, Weeghman was offered an o, ion on the
Cubs. He raised the necessary money and moved them to the Whal park. To
buy the club, he recruited investors, including William Wrigley, t magnate of
the chewing gum company of the same name. In 1918, Weeghman,
embarrassad, sold out his interest to Wrigley. (The ballpark was officially
renamed for Wrigley in 1926.)
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Between 1876 and 1916, the Cubs (known before 1900 in succession as the White
Stockings, the Colts, and the Orphans, until they adopted their present name in
about 1900) had played at no fewer than four other Chicago locations, none of
which are extant. Their last stop before Wrigley Field, between 1893 and 1916,
was the West Side Grounds, at present Polk and Wolcott Streets, where they had
a double-decked 16,000-seat grandstand. At that site, they had won the National
League pennants of 1906-08 and 1910 and brought home the World Series title in
both 1907 and 1908.

In their new home, the Cubs, except in 1918,2 did not win the National League
championship again until 1929, and then lost the World Series to the Philadelphia
Athletics. In the 1930s, the Cubs enjoyed better fortunes, winning the pennants
in 1932, 1935, and 1938. In the latter year, Cubs fans in Wrigley witnessed
Gabby Hartnett's renowned "Homer in the Gloamin" that clinched the league lead
for the Cubs on the next to last day of the season.

The club, however, lost the World Series in all three years. The third game of
the 1932 Series, with the Cubs facing the New York Yankees at Wrigley, gave
baseball one of its most immortal and vigorously debated episodes. Babe Ruth
came to bat in the fifth inning, with the score tied 4-4. After each of two
strikes off Cubs pitzher Charley Root, Ruth held up a finger -- perhaps -- the
second time pointing to the center-field corner over the fence of which he then
proceeded to hit a home run.3

After 1938 the Cubs, except for a National League pennant in 1945, enjoyed no
pronounced success until 1984, when they won the National League East title.
Their die-hard fans, however, have never abandoned them.

Wrigley Field is noted for several interesting innovations in baseball-history.
Weeghman, in 1916, originated the custom of permitting fans to keep halls fouled
into the stands, now a universal practice. He also placed refreshment booths
behind the stands, reducing the number of vendors who plied the crowds, an
innovation likewise extensively copied.4

The Wrigleys, besides periodic improvements that kept the park in tip-top shape
during their 60-odd years of ownership, arranged to broadcast the club's games,
beginning in 1925; this was the first occasion on which the new medium was used
for this purpose. Rather than causing people to stay home, the broadcasts drew
fans from all over the Middle West and contributed vastly to the club's popu-
larity. For example, although the team finished fourth in 1927, its paid
attendance set a league record of 1.2 million.5
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The Cubs, although they have won few championships in recent years, have been
bleased with gifted players, too numerous to honor in detail here. The following
Wrigley-era players have been honored in the Baseball Hall of Fame;

Grover Cleveland Alexander (1918-26)
Louis Clark Brock (1961-64)
Jay Hanna ("Dizzy") Dean (1938-41)
Burleigh Grimes (1932-33)
Billy Herman (1931-41)
Monte Irvin (1956)
Ralph Kiner (1953-54)
Fred Lindstrom (1935)
Robin Roberts (1966)
Lewis ("Hack") Wilson (1926-31)

Twelve others so honored played with the
they arived in Wrigley.8

Ernie Banks (1953-71)
Hazen (Kiki) Cuyler (1928-35)
James ("Jimmie") Foxx (1942, 1944).
Charles ("Gabby") Hartnett (1922-40)
Roger Hornsby (1929-32)
George Kelly (1930)
Chuck Klein (1934-36)
Walter ("Rabbit") Maranville (1925)
Hoyt Wilhelm (1970)

Cubs and their predecessor teams before

It is also appropriate to note that the 1947 and 1962 All-Sars Games were held
in Wrigley Field.

Football

The Chicago Bears and George S. Bales, "Hr. Pro Football- -- whose name is
synonymous with the Bears -- began their professional careers as the Decatur
[Illinois] Staleys in 1920, the same year Halas helped found. the National
Football League. They played several games in Wrigley late that same. year.
(They became the Bears, based in Wrigley Field the following year, because'
Hales thought that if Wrigley's baseball players were "cubs," then his football
players should be "bears.") Hales was an actiVe player until 1930, as well as
an owner and coach. He continued to coach the club until 1967.7

The following summary e-aluation of the Bears' career, penned in 1972, for the
Official Encyclopedia of Football, well summarizes the importance of their role
in the history of professional football:

Hales and his Monsters of the Midway dominated football. They won the
most championships, [1933, 1940, 1941, 1943, 1946, 19631; they won the
most games, over 400; they scored the most points, more than 11,000; they
gained the most yards, nearly 25 miles; they scored the most touchdowns,
nearly 1,600; played to most fans, nearly 15,000,000. They probably made
the most money. And they were definitely penalized the most.

The list of Bear players shines brighter than all the rest in the honor
rolls of footba11.8
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Hales also was responsible for invigorating the us_ of the T formation
professional football. Sidney ("Sid") Luckman, "Mr. Quarterback," helped Hales
put his theories into practice during his 11 years with the team (1939-50).9

In addition to Hales and Luckman, the following players, who starred with the
Bears in Wrigley Field before they moved to Soldier Field in the early 1970s,
have been elected to the Pro Football Hall of Fame:

Guy Chamberlain (1921)
Daniel Fortmann (1936-43
Edward Healey (1922-27)
Walter Riesling (1934)
William Roy ("Link") Lyman (1926-34)
Bronko Nagurski (1930-37, 1943)
Clyde ("Bulldog") Turner (1940-52)

John Driscoll (1926-29)
Harold "Red" Grange (1925, 1929-34)
William ("Big Bill") Hewitt (1932-36)
Robert ("Bobby") Layne (1948)
George McAfee (1940-41, 1945-50)
Joseph Stydahar (1936-42, 1945-46)

Several of these players, including Grange and Luckman,
Bears' success by assisting Hales in coaching. 10

also contributed to the

Footnotes

1 This account of Wrigley's baseball history is based on
Lowell Reidenbaugh, Take He Out_to the Ball Park (St. Louis:
1984), pp. 74-80.

2 The Cubs requested and received the use of Comiskey Park, a la
the time, for the 1918 World Series.

that appearing in
The Sporting News,

e_ field at

3Jack Miley, "Babe Ruth's Greatest Moment," in Esquire's Great Men & Momenta_in
Eports (New York: Harper & Row, 1962), pp. 78-80.

4 michael Miner, "What Will Become of Wrigley Field?" Reader [Chicago] 14,
(Friday, April 12, 1985), p. 19.

5Robert Heuer, "Neighbors, the Cubs and the
and Pain," Reader [Chicago] 14, 28 (Friday,

8Chicago Cubs, 1985 Chicago Cubs Medim_Guide
Ball Club, Inc 1985), p. 137.

7George Hales, Hales by_Halas (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979), pp. 55-71.

Community, Seven
April 12, 1985),

(Chicago: Chicago

28

Decades of Love
p. 26.

National League

8Roger Treat, Official Encyclopedia of_Football (New York: A. S.
p. 599.

9Ibid.

101bid., pp. 245-256.
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Wrigley Field occupies the block bounded by Waveland Street on the north,
Sheffield Street on the east, Addison Street on the south, and the Chicago
Rapid transit right-of-way on the west.
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_ in process
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occupied
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_ work In progress
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yes: restricted
_ yes: unrestricted
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Present Wm
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_ commercial
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government
Industrial

_ military

museum
_ park
_ private residence
_ religious

scientific
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_ other:baseball park
Owner of Proper

. Haywood C. Sullivan Chief Executive Officer

number

city, own

Location of Lega

Boston Red Sox, 24 Yawkey Way

Boston vicinity 0 stele Massachusetts 02215

Descrip _oon
coil holt* try of deeds, etc. uffolk County Regist of Deeds

Pemberton Squar

city, town Stan state Massachusetts
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7. Description
Condition

excellent
good
fair

Chock one
_ deteriorated _ unaltered

ruins X__ altered
_ unexposed

Chock one
X original site

_ moved date

6--
h_ pr..ent and original (If known) physical appearance

Sus:ciliary

Fenway Park, originally constructed in 1912, retains the flavor of that era,
although it was renovated in 1934. It remains a single-deck park and has kept
its original tapestry-brick-style entrance and perimeter.

It has a standard capacity of 33,583 seats, but has accommodate4 as many as
47,625. Its dimensions, influenced by its irregularly shaped site, are 315'
from home plate to left field, 379' to left centerfield, 390' to centerfield
420' to deep centerfield, 380' to deep right field, and 302' to right field.

Alterations

As first built, the eteel and concrete park featured a single-deck grandstand,
wooden bleachers in left field, a wooden pavilion in right field, and wooden
bleachers in extreme right and centerfields.

The park's irregular contour adhered to the plot of ground on which it was
built, and there was a 10' embankment in front of the left field fence.
This incline eventually became known as "Duffy's Cliff" in tribute to Duffy
Lewis a gifted outfielder for the team in 1910-17.

Under Tom Tawkey's management, in 1933-34, the grandstand was lengthened around
to right field and new concrete bleachers were built in centerfield, replacing
the old wooden seats. In addition, Duffy's Cliff was largely removed and the
wooden wall behind it replaced by a 37' metal fence. Continued improvements
added a 23' acreen (1936) on top of the left field wal..1 (later known as the
"Green Monster" after being painted in 1947) to protect the shop windows on
Lansdowne Street.

Bullpens were constructed in 1940 in front of the bleachers behind the right
and right centerfield walls. This new area was named "Williamsburg," in
tribute to the club's young slugger, Ted Williams, who had hit 14 homers into
right field in 19392

Skyview boxes were constructed on both sides of the rooftop preas box in 1946.
Lights were installed in 1947, permitting night games.

Recent additions have included a scoreboard (24' x 40'), erected behind the
centerfield bleachers in 1975-76, and the enlarging and enclosing of the press
box. The "Green Monster" has also been refaced. Seating has been modernized
and private suites constructed atop the roofs in the firot base--right field
and the third base--left field sections of the stands.3

34
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A feature outside the park that has become associated with it in the popular
mind in recent decadeS is the CITGO sign atop 660 Beacon Street, and visible
behind the "Green Monster." This spectacular neon sign, dating from 1965, has
become a renowned element of the Boston skyline.4 (It is excluded from this
nomination.)

Footnotes

1Boston Red Sox, Red Sox Scorebook Magazine, 1985 (

1985). Ps 50

2Lowell Reidenbaugh, "Fenway Park," in T
The Sporting News, 1984), PP.: 50-54.

3Boston Red Sox, 22. cit., p. 5; Boston _-d Sox BcorebookMegaine, 1984 (Boston:
Boston Red Sox, 1984). p. 32, 34.

4Soston Landmarks Commission ..., 1983 Su - Fen-lann
(Boston: Boston Landmarks Commission, 1984 ), p. 54.
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Period
prehistoric
1400-1499
1600-1599
1601699
170U-1799
19011-1699

x 190a-

Specific dates

Areas of SignificanceChck and justify below
archeology-prehistoric community planning
archeology-historic Conservation
agriculture
architeCture
art
commerce
COnwnUnicationS

1912; modified 1934

economics
education
engineering
exploration settlement
industry
invention

u lidar architect
Statmnt of Significance (in one paragraph)

landsc
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
politics goys

chltecture religion
science
Sculpture

8houtesiniterIwn
theater

rnment treniponation
X other(spocity)
Recreation (baseball

C010MOnBrothersj.srobirects; park)
Osborn Engineering, engineers

Summary

Fenway Park, built in 1912, 2 years after Comiskey Park, is the smallest arm second
oldeat baseball park in use in the major league*, and the oldest single-deck one.
More than any other ball park, Fenway retains the basic character of early 20th-
century baseball. It is indeed, as the Red Sox themselves aseert, a "baseball
landmark."I Renovations in 1933-34 made it more permanent, but did not alter its
basic character.

Besides the Boston Red Sox, for whom it has been
Fenway has been the domicile of three major league
(1933-37), before their move to Washington in the la
who finally settled in Baltimore as the Colts; and
before their move to Foxboro, Massachusetts. Bosto
football teams have also made use of the park.

Baseball Histor-

home since its construction,
football teams: the Redskins
ter year; the Yanks (1944-48),
the Boston Patriots (1963-68),
Colltge and Boston Univeraity

After a while, the natives get restless, and then in Fenway Park, too small
for a ballgame, too big for a bridge tournament, too old for a shopping mall
and too young for a shrine, from the outside downright ugly; a jagged structure
wandering all over the place in Back Bay; from the inside, under the grandstand,
sterile concrete, confusing to the outlander, ill-equipped with rest MOMS,
full of concrete ramps that don't seem to go an _ara--in Feuway Park, the
roar of disapproval ascends.

Those conczete ramps do go somewhere. One leads to your seats on a Warm
night.2

Boston was awardad one of the original American League franchises when the league
was organized in 1901. The Pilgrims, renamed the Red SOx in 1907, played at the
Huntington Avenue Grounde, a 9,000-seat grandstand built on an old carnival site,
until Feuway was completed in 1912. The Huntington Avenue Grounds were thus the
scene of the first game of the first World Series (October 1, 1903), which American
League pennant winner Boston lost to the Pittsburgh Pirates of the National League.
(This site is now occupied by buildings of Northeatern University.) Boston alao
won the 1904 pennant, but John McGraw and his NOV York Giants [the National League
winners] refused to play theut.3
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In their first yeat in Fenway ( -,.912), the Red Sox again won the pwegoot =hietime McGraw, under the World Savories format, waa forced to face loft. Theensuing Red Sox victory, on Mehetober 16, 1912, was thus especially airet.Boston remained a !Superb team ct-earing the rest of the decade, winning Fennintsand World Series itz 1915, 1916,%wr and 1918, and finishing second in 1917. /tabeRuth, who joined the team in 1911.4, was one of the stars; for extlealla, he tesmade29 of the 33 home twos for the 1 919 team.

In 1916, however, tbe club had 1=ween purchased by Harry Frazae, a wealthy ycamanung
man from Peoria, Illinois, who werwus more interested in producing mustaleome=leathan in his baseball_ teen. Frar.c , beginning in 1918, lost heavily onlroadwma-ay,
and began to sell eand trade playadners, meetly to the New York Yankees, Fira to
go were Carl Maya (1919) and Babe Ruth (1920).4

Frazee also took out, from own-vier Jacob Ruppert of the Yankeea, a 9350, 000
mortgage on Fenwoy VIA. Other rzolayers joined the parade to New Yotki pitctaars
Waite Hoyt, Joe Bursa, Sam Jona& , George Fipgraa, and Herb Pennock; ihortEe= topEverett Scott; third baseman Joe .o.igar; and catcher Wally Schanz. Then playe_xs,
especially Ruth, hews the foune=3ation of the -Yankee Dynasty."

By 1923, when Frareft sold the cIsLah, thia -rape of the Red Sox" had sot&tedthe club that from 1922 to 19313w except in 1924, they were dead hit to -the
league. Even Boatott's traditionemaly dedicated fans stayed away in The
club went through 9 tanagers in 15 yeErs. The year 1932 was diesel-sleeve 43
wins to 111 losses with an aveage attendance of only 2,400 per gee. Escsb
Quinn, who had bough.t the club famm Frazee, was forced to sell.

The new owner area Tut Yawkey, a rcaung timber and ore heir, who began 10 reCe=rn-a tr uct the team (end iould own /IS_Lt longer than any other owner of eny team inmajor league history), Re rebuil_ t the park in 1933-34, spent heavily toatagurenew talent, and brought in Eddie Collins as genefil manager. By 194 the tileinahad recovered suffilenay to tae Second place, spearheaded by ituoie
50 home runs and lftague-leading averages in batting and runa-batted-dn; he
fans returned.

The next year, an iftitially relem-etant native of San Diego arrived in kotf=wia,
destined to become th team's--mand perhaps baseball'sgreateat bitter, ammd
Boston's stalwart ontil he retire in 1960Ted Williams. In 1941, resexampe,he batted .406, the second high_maat major league average in .modern baseboamalhistory, and a record that has stermod since that time.

*The Boston 1'Miracje Braves borrwed Fernley for the World Series in 1914, whi_ch
they Swept; the VicttiOu. 1915 at=ed 1916-Red Sox teams played their itor1d Seri_esin Braves Field (eoniatincted in 115)- which had a larger capacity tbanlenwity.
(Breves Field has been demolished .)
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Despite the improvements in the club, the New York Yankees regularly proved
almost impossible to overcome. The Red Sox did win the pennant in 1946 (but
lost the World Series) and in 1948 tied with Cleveland for first place, but
then heartbreakingly lost the tiebreaker in Fenway. la 1949, the Red Sox lost
the pennant in the last game of the regular season, this time to their lankee
nemesis.

Not until 1967 was Boston to win the American League pennant again. The years
beginning in 1959 were particularly dismal. The great exception was the "Miracle
Team" of 1967, which captured the pennant on the last day of the season. Carl
Yastrzemskl's league-leading .326 and 44 homers were instrumental. (Facing the
Cardinals again, as in 1946, the Red Sox again lost the World Series.)

The most recent Red Sox pennant was in 1975. They were once again disappointed,
however, in the last inning of the seventh game of the World Series, when the
Cincinnati Reds captured the series by one run, scored on a soft single. In
1978, the Red Sox made it into the league playoff but lost to the Yankees at
Fenway.

The team's role, and Fenway's, in baseball history can also be illustrated
by noting the Red Sox members (since 1912) of the Baseball Hall of Fame.5 Those
who played a major part of their careers at Fenway include:

Luis Aparicio
Rick Ferrell
Lefty Grove
George Kell
Red Ruffing
Tris Speaker

1971-73
1933-37
1934-41
1952-54
1924-30
1907-15

Joe Cronin
Jimmie Foxx
Harry Hooper
Herb Pennock
Babe Ruth
Ted Williams

1935-45
1936-42
1909-20
1915-22,
1914-19
1939-60

934

Other members of
include:

Lou Boudreau
Heinie Manush
Al Simmons

the Hall of Fame who

1951-52
1936
1943

have played for the Red Sox in Fenway

Waite Hoyt
Juan Marichal

1919-20
1974

Eight Hall of Fame members have managed the Red Sox in Fenway:

Ed Barrow 1918-20 Lou Boudreau 1952-54
Frank Chance 1923 Jot Cronin 1935-47
Hugh Duffy 1921-22 Bucky Harris 1934
Billy Herman 1964-66 Joe McCarthy 1948-50

38
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Two long-time Red Sox executives are also enshrined;

Eddie Collins
Tom Yawkey

Football

1933-51
1933-76

a Page

The Boston Redskins (1933-36) played in Fenway before they became unpopular in
Boston and moved to Washington. Their leading stars in Boston were Clifford Battles,
first in rushing in 1933; Albert Glen ("Turk") Edwards; and Wayne Milner, all of
whom have been elected to the National Football Hall of Fame. "Lone Stet" Dietz,
an American Indian, was the first head coach1, and there were several Indian players
on the team.6

Footnotes

1George Sullivan, "Fenway Park, a Precious Antique," in Boston Red Sox, Red Sox
Scorebook Magazine, 1984 (Boston: Boston Red Sox, 1984), p. 29.

2George V. Higgins, "Ballpark: Fenway, with Tears," In Daniel Okrent and Harris
Levine, eds., The Ultimate Baseball Book (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981), p. 345.

3This summary of the history of the Red Sox is based on the account in Lowell
Reidenbaugh, "Fenway Park," pp. 48-55, in Take_ Me Out_to the_Ball Park (St. Louis:
The Sporting News, 1984), and Donald Honig's, The Boston Red Sox_ An_Illuattated
Tribute (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1984).

4Frazee's role is described in Honig E1L. cit. pp. 43-47.

5The following lists appear in Boston Red Sox, 1985_ Media Guide (Boston: Boston
Red Sox, 1985) p. 89.

6Bob Curran, 12.sii,2.L.l'alt.A-DAa (Englewood. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc..
1969), pp. 142-143, and Roger Treat, The Official Ent clo edia of Football (New
York: A.S. Barnes 6 Co., 1972), pp. 61-69, 245, 247, and 252.
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SUMpary

Cleveland Municipal Stadium, a mammoth double-deck etructure, appears to be
elliptically shaped and is rounded on the interior. The outer walls, however,
are actually a series of flat planes forming an oval polygon. In form, from
the air, the structure resemblea the Greek letter csse, with open end to the
east. This open end, the centerfield of the baseball diamond, includes single-
deck bleachers. The structure is 800' long on the exterior running from east
to wear, 720' wide, and 116' tall above the field; the first deck is 61' high
on the exterior. There are more than 35,000 seats in the main, or first, deck
of the grandstand, 29,380 in the narrower upper deck, and more than 10,000
bleacher seats. For football, some 80,000 fans can be seated.1 The tructure
has undergone relatively few major changes.

k one
original tilts

_ moved date

I (ff known) physical appearance

The field within the stadium is 527' long end 446' wide. initially, for base-
ball, the distances to the walls were 320' at the foul lines, 463' in the power
alleys, and 470' to centerfield. Those measurements, however, underwent changeo
through the years as owners attempted to tailor the park to the talents of the
Cleveland players.2

Stadium Featurea

The stadium is built principally of reinforced concrete and structural steel
faced with mottled gray brick on the exterior. The steel frame and sheet
aluminum are exposed on the set-back upper deck. The cantilevered second deck
and roof protect all but the front row seats-from the elements.

The use of aluminum in the set-back walls of the second deck was one of the
most extensive to that time. This ventilated superstructure is made up of
louvers with mullions dividing them into panels and surmounted by a flat sheet
metal cornice. The frieze 10 enriched by a diagonal herringbone pattern. At
each column, about 15' apart, broad pilasters extend from the bottoms of the
louvers to the top of the cornice; these pilasters project beyond the face and
above the cornice.3

The exterior also features five large masonry towers at roughly the northeas ,

east, southeast, southwest, and northwest points of the stadium. The towers
are about five stories in height. They contain offices and other facilities.
Smaller office structures that accommodate the Browns' and Indians' offices are
adjacent to the northwest and southwest towers epectively.

Landsc ping

Of the landscaping outlined in the architect's renderings, little remains,
although some trees are still in place. Just to the north of the stadium,
however, and separated from its precincts by a recent chain-link fence, is a
landscaped garden. Xhieh slopes down to Erieview Street. This garden, the
Donald Gray Gardens (formerly Cleveland Municipal Garden), which is rather
overgrown, is the sole surviviag feature on-site, other than the Stadium itself,
of the Great Lakes Exposition.4
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Over the years, the Stadium became a financial drain for the city of Cleveland.
Art Modell, miner of the Browns, responded to the need in 1974, when he formed
Cleveland Stadium Corporation and igned a 25-year lease with the city. In
early 1982, all of the stock of the corporation was sold to the Browns.

When the egreement between the city and MOdell wee reached in 1974, he promised
$10 million in improvements, which were recently concluded. They include the
addition of 108 luxury loges, a computerised scoreboard, new seats, new concession
facilities, now lighting, outfield fence pads, end the installation of a new
playing surface, lowered 2' to prOvide a better view from the stands (1976).

Old electrical and plumbing systems were replaced. Locker rooms have been up-
graded. The stadium restaurants have been renovated, and firet aid areas were
installed. A. press box elevator wee also added.

_Footnotes

'Richard M. Kremer, Jr., "The Mhltipurpose Stadium as Architecture" (M.A. Thes
Georgia Inatitute of Technology, 1982), pp. 61-63, 139-141.

2Lowell Reidenbaugh, "Municipal Stadium," Ta__ Me Out to the Ball Park (St. Louis:
The Sporting News, 1984), p. 100.

3"Cleve1and Municipal Stadium in Cleve and, Architectural Record, 71 (January
1932), p. 37.

4Jim Toman and Dan Cook, clevelandMhei lati Stadium (Cleveland: Cleveland Land-
marks Press, Inc., 1981), p. 21. .

5Cleveland Browns, 1985 Cleveland Browns Media Guide (Cleveland, 1985), p. 163.
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--- -7.

landscape chitecture
., law
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, military

_ = music
., philosophy

politicsgovernment

Salida& Architect Frank R. Walker
raph)

religion
science
sculpture
social/
humardterlan

. theater
transportation
other (epacity)
Recreation
(iiadium)& Weeks

Cleveland Municipal Stadium, since its construction the largest stadium in use in
major league baseball, is significant not only tte one of the two playing fields of
the Cleveland Indisns baseball team (1932-date)(end their sole ball park after
1946) and as the home of the Cleveland (now Los Angeles) Rams (1941-45) and Browns
(1946-date) professioeal football teams, but also for other events that have occurred
in it and for its status se one of the earlieSt *tediums specifically designed for
multi-sport use.' It is also one of the first to be municipally financed. In
addition, it is the principal surviving element of the Greet Lakes Exposition
(1936-37).

HiStOr

Cleveland MUnicipal Stadium was designed by the progressive city administration as
a multipurpose structure to accommodate the great surge in attendance at tlaseball
and football games and other public spectacles, that occurred with the rise of the
automobile. Its great sixe was a measure of the confidence that city leaders, such
As City Manager William Hopkins and George Bender, chairman of the stadium commis-
sion, had in the city's future.2 Its purpose was to 'Accommodate outdoor gatherings
comfortably, including not only baseball and football games, but track meets,
boxing matchee, concerts, and even grand opere.3 Projected in 1925, the stadium
was not constructed until 1930-31, after the Depression had struck..

The first event of consequence to take place in the completed stadium Was the
heavyweight boking bout between Max Schmeling and Young Stribling on July 3, 1931:
Schmeling knocked out Stribling and retained the heavyweight championship of the
world.4 Since then, in addition to baseball and fOotball, the range of activities
at the stadium has included religious convocations, the Metropolitan 0 era, the
Beatles, circuses, rodeos, big bands, tractor pulls, and polka festivale.-

Baseball6

The Cleveland Indians u ed the Stadium during the 1933 season, but thereafter
1946, generally played weekday games at League Park and weekend and holiday g
at Municipal Stadium. (The earlier history of the baseball club is discusu,
the accompanying NatiOnal Historic Landmark study of League Park.) In the
year, Bill Veeck, the new president of the club, moved the games permanent/4
Municipal. The move coincided with a rising tide in the Indians' fortunes.
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In 1948, the Indians had a winning team and, with Municipal's vast Capacity, net a
major league attendance record (2.62 million) that stood until 1962 (and in the
American League until 1980). Tieing with the Red Sox at the end of the season, the
"Tribe" won a 1-game playoff in Fenway, and went on to beat the Boston Braves in
the World Series. Manager-player Lou Boudreau, the "most valuable player" in the
league that year, pitchers Bob Feller and Satchel Paige, and second baseman Larry
Doby were inotrumental in the triumph.

Feller's career was especially noteworthy and consistent. He led the American
League in strikeouts 7 seasons and won 20 games or more for Cleveland in 6 different
years. Paige, new to the team in 1948, was the first black to pitch in the American
League. Doby, who joined the team in 1947, was the first black in the American
League.7

The year 1954 was also marked by incredible success for the Indians. Under Manager
Al Lopez, the club won 111 games and lost only 43, for an unprecedented .721 average.
The team's triumph was marred by losing the World Series to the New York Giants in
four straight games highlighted by the Giants Willy Mays' circus catch.

Football

Cleveland Stadium is still the home of the Indians; it is also the home field of
the Cleveland Browns professional football team, who replaced the Rams when the
latter moved to Los Angeles in 1946. (The Rams, National Football League champions
in 1945 over the Washington Redskins, and their owner Daniel Reeves angered Cleve-
landers by the move. Since then, Browns' triumphs over the Rams have been especially
savored in Cleveland.)

In their first 4 seasons (1946-49), the Browns were part of the All America Football
Conference, which merged with the National Football League (NFL) in 1950; they won
the championship all 4 years and repeated the feat their first year in the NFL
(1950). Their gifted coach Paul Brown (until 1962) built his namesake team to
greatneas.9 Black players such as Marion Motley, Bill Willis, Len Ford, and
James (Jimmy) Brown made a strong contribution and helped integrate professional
football.

The Browns have won numerous divisional titles and the National Football League
championship four times (1950, I954-55v and 1964).9 The merit of the team can
also be illustrated by those elected to the Hall of Fame (with their years of
play) :10

Jim Brown
Frank Gatoki
Lou Groza
Mike McCormack
Marion Motley
Bill Willis

Coach Paul Brown

1957-65
1946-56
1946-59, 1961-67
1954-62
1946-53
1946-53

has also been inducted.

Len Ford
Otto Graham
Dante Lavelli
Bobby Mitchell
Paul Warfield
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In addition to the Rams and Browns, the Cleveland Municipal Stadium has also
hosted other football teams and games. The most noted of these have been 11 of
the Notre Dame-Navy contests.11

Great Lakes Exposition (1936-37) 12

Cleveland Municipal Stadium was a key feature of the Great Lakes Exposition of
1936, held to promote the story of the steal industry in the region and the contri-
butions it had made to the nation's progress. In 1937. the ExpOSition continued
with the breader theme of the "Making of America," which portrayed the story of the
contributions that the Great Lakes region had made in the growth of the cultural,
scientific, and industrial life of the country.

One major entertainment featured for the first time at the Exposition was the Billy
Rose Aquacade, which "exploited for the first time the great possibilities of water
as a new medium of entertainment."13 This spectacle featured a giant floating
stage that could be maneuvered at will, huge walls of water as curtains for scene
changes, and aquatic stars Such as Johnny Weismuller and Eleanor Holm. The Aquacade
went on to be a prominent element of both the Golden Gate International Exposition
(San FrancisCo) (1939-40) and the New York World's Fair (1939-40).

Some scholars believe the architectural features of the exposition were influential
examples. Only the stadium, which was incorporated into the exposition because of
its size and strategic location, and the Donald Gray Gardens, adjacent ria it
on the north, however, are tangible reminders of its existence.

Footnotes

'Richard M. Kramer, Jr., "The Multipurpose Stadium as Architecture," M.A. thesis,
Georgia ins itute of Technology, 1982, p. 61.

2Cleveland_Plain Dealer, Friday, July 3, 1931 (Stadium Special Edition), discusses
the background of the stadium's construction.

3Kramer, cit., p. 61.

4Lowell Reidenbaugh, "Municipal Stadium," Take Me Out to the Ball Park (St. u
The Sporting News, 1984), p. 100.

5Cleveland Browns, 1985 Cleveland Browns Media Guide (Cleveland, 1985), p. 163.

6The history of the team is based largely on Reidenbaugh, Ea. cit., pp. 100-111.
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8Cleveland Browns. 52. cit., p. 118.

8Ibid.

"Ibid., p. 6.

11Jim Toman and Dan Cook, Cleveland Munici al Stadium (Cleveland: Cleve1and
Landmarks Press, Inc 1981), P. 40.

12gaymond Girvigian, Pan Pacific Auditorium Historical Restoration Itport (Los
Angeles: Gruen Team, 1980), p. IIC, 2, 142-143.

"George Jackson, Ristoxy of Centenniala., Expositions and World Fairs (Lincoln,
Nebraska: Wesser-Brinkman Co., 1939), p. 124.
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Cleveland Municipal Stadium, view
from the northwest. Donald Gray
Gardens in foreground. (Cleveland
Browns, 1985)
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Southweat elevation, lo 1:c ng north-
northeast. (Steve Gordon, Ohio
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;JSoutheast elevation and Gatit b,
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Cleveland Municipal Stadium, northeast
grandstands and bleachers, looking
north-northeast. (Steve Gordon, Ohio
Historical Society, 1985)
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-t grandotands and field, looking
west-northwest. (Steve Gordon, Ohio
Historical Society, 1985)
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7. Description
Condition Check one Check one

excellent X deteriorated unaltered X original site..
good _ ruins - X altered moved date
fair unexposed

Describe the prsent and original (if known) physical appearance

S=Cary.1

The League Park Center consists of the former baseball company offices connected
by a single story wall to a single tier of stands. The stands formed a part of
a large double-tiered grandstand that flanked two sides of the baseball diamond.
The outfield was surrounded by a tall fence, and, with the office building in
One corner, the whole complex occupied most of a city block. The dimensions
were unusual: left field foul line 375', right field 290' (with a 40' wall),
and centerfield 420'. Except for the one tier of bleachers, the park has been
demolished.2

Stands

The remaining stands are of reinforced concrete and comnose a 100' segment of
the lower tier of the stadium. There is a brick facing on the outside rear
of the stands which features sawtooth arches and pilaSters topped by a cut
Stone cap. The wall continues along the edge of the Sidewalk and connects with
the baseball company Office building. Vacant and vandalized locker and shower
rooms are beneath the standS. Portions of the interior walls in these rooms
have large holes, probably the result of severe weathering and rusting of the
reinforcing rods, as well as vandalism.

Office Building

The office building is a 2-story concrete and brick structure with a shingle-
covered gable roof. The first story originally consisted of four isolated
concrete posts with iron gates between. This area held ticket booths and served
as a major gate into the stadium. The ironwork has been removed and the area
between the posts enclosed. The second floor, which initially held the company
offices, has a blind rounded arcade into which the windows are set.

Above the arcade the brick wall was stuccoed and the exposed curved ends of the
rafters project slightly from the wall. The ends of the building are a
duplicatiOn of the facade and also have corbeling beneath the stone capped
parapet gable. There are slight rectangular projections above the peak which
are reminiscent of chimneyS.

Present Use

The OffiCe building is currently used as a neighborhood center. The site Of
the ball park in divided into several small diamonds and a swimming area. The
latter conSists of a swimming poOl and bathhouse constructed in one corner of
the former outfield.
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Footnotes

'This description is closely based on the description section of the National
Register of Historic Places nomination form, prepared by David Simmons of the
Ohio Historical Society in 1979.

Reidenbaugh, "League Pal_ Take Me Out to the Ball Park
The Sporting News, 1984), p. 98.
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Summary

Charles S. Schneide
_-Recreation
(baseball__ ark)

Although only a portion of it remains, League Park, a large double--tized b(111
park, used as a major league baseball playing field beginning in 189Lis 014a,
of the oldest sites associated with major league baseball history. A umber ofEE
baseball and football immortals played there during the last decade nfthe 19t1 ra
century and the first half of the 20th.

Erected in 1909, the year before Comiskey, the oldest baseball park tkowin uee,
League Park served as a home playing field for the Cleveland profeestond tearnsaw
until 1946, and was the only park used from 1891 until the Indiana betAato plerw
in Mnnieipal Stadium on weekends in 1932. Cleveland's early professioasabotball__
teams also made use of it. The present League Park Center, attached to thgrand---
stands, served as the Cleveland baseball club's offices from its Construdon 14Je
1908 until the late 1940s.

Baseball Historyl

Professional baseball began in Cleveland in 1869 when the Forest cityft deadonediE
their amateur "gentlemen's varsity- status to speculate in the professionaicarket =
with $75 per month salaries. The team went through a number of recriganizatioris
and name changes during the 1870s and 1880s, and shifted between Z.be Ptofesaional
baseball leagues. It played at four different locations in the city.

By 1890 the Cleveland Spiders, as they were then known, had entered a save
The team was sold to Frank De Haas RobisOn who began a rebuilding prograo. One of
his actions was to hire a strong farmboy from the Canton, Ohio, area, nwidDent04_L
Young, who was later to gain fame for his fastball pitches as "Cy" Young. Waco,
who promised to "put Cleveland back in baseball,- also established a Pievp1ayirig=
field for the club. He Arad the owner of several streetcar lines and butitthe natt-w
League Park, at a point where two of them passed, in 1891; Bobison'S Areetcet4

provided ready access to the Park with a stop only 20' from the mai0 gate. The m

original structure was a simple green wooden pavilion and grandstand. Itseated -

about 9,000. Cy Young inaugurated the park with a 12-3 win over CluMnati.

After winning the Temple Cup Series, the forerunner of the World Serieft,1n1895,
the Cleveland team fell on hard times again, and was transferred to 5t...W.0 i4
1899. Ban Johnson was, at this time, organizing the American League and approached
businessmen in Cleveland for -asistance in financing a new team in tbeit city*
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Charles Somers, a Cleveland coal merchant, responded and helped organize the newCleveland Blues. These direct ancestors of the present-day Cleveland Indians thus
became charter members of the American League. Somers also provided most of the
funding for Johnson's entire league, set up as a rival to the then-dominant National
League.

The Cleveland Blues in 1902 became the Broncos and once again attracted first-rateplayers. Among these men wera Adrian "Addie" Joss, an outstanding pitcher, and
Larry "Napoleon" Lajoie, a second baseman. Lajoie, the batting champion of the
league in 1903 and 1904, was described in 1907 as the "king of ball players," andwas so popular that the team became known as the Cleveland Naps in his honor.

The increased crowds attracted by the Napo resulted in the erection of the deuble-
tiered steel and concrete stadium in League Park in 1909. The previous year had
seen the construction of the corner structure now known as the League Park Center.
It housed the Cleveland Baseball Coupany's main offices oh the second floor with a
cashier's room, auditor's room, and owners' private quarters over the ticket windowson the first floor. The office building was designed by Charles S. Schneider, a
Cleveland architect who also designed Stan Hywet Hall, the Seiberling Mansion (a
National Historic Landmark), in Akron, Ohio.

When Napoleon Lajoie left Cleveland in 1914, the team became the Cleveland Indians,
ih honor of Louis Francis Sockalexis, the first American Indian to play for a majorleague team (Cleveland). James "Sunny Jim" Dunn, a partner in a Cleveland railroad
construction firm, became owner of the club in 1916, and the ball park was, until
his death in 1927, generally known as Dunn Field.

Babe Ruth played in League Park a number of times for the, Boston Red Sox, gnd hit
one famous home run in 1919 that resulted in the resignation of the Indians' manager.
Trio Speaker, 1916 league batting champion for Cleveland (who had earlier playedfor the Red Sox) became the new manager and led the Indians to their first pennantvictory the font:ming year. The World Series was therefore played in League Park
in 1920 between the Indians and the Brooklyn Dodgers. Cleveland won the Series; on
the strength of the first grand-slam homer in Series history, by Elmer Smith, and
the only unassisted World Series triple play, by Bill Wambsganss.

Football2

League Park alao has ties to early professional football. Cleveland was represented
in the major leagues irregularly beginning in 1912 by teams known as the Tigers,
Erin Braus, Panthers, Indians, and Bulldogs; some of these teams used League Parkas their home field. The best year was 1924, when, under player-coach Guy Chamber-
lin, the Bulldogs (formerly of Canton) captured the National Football League title.
Chamberlin, as well as Joseph Guyon'(1921), William Ray ("Link") Lyman (1923-24),
and James ("Jim") Thorpe represent these teams in the National Football Hall of
Fame.
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League_Park's Fate

By the end of the 1920s, the fans had outgrown League Park and plans were developed
for the present Cleveland Stadium on the shore of Lake Erie. The new ball park was
dedicated in 1931, but League Park and the offices there continued to be used by
the Indians until 1946 when Bill Veeck shifted all operations to Cleveland Stadium.
Before that, weekday games were generally played at League Park; weekends and holi-
days at Municipal. Most of the stadium at League Park was subsequently demolished,
except for the Center and part of one lower tier of bleachers.

Footnotes

'This statement of significance is based on the corresponding section of the
National Register of Historic Places nomination form cited in Note 1 of the

Description, and Lowell Reidenbaugh, "League Park," Take Me Out to the Ball Park
(St. Louis: The Sporting News, 1984), pp. 94-99.

2Roger Treat, ed., The Official Encyclopedia of Football (New York: A.S. Barnes
& Co., 1972), pp. 23-100 passim, and 245, 248, 251, and 255; and Bob Curran, Pro
Football's Rag_Daye (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969),

pp. 8, 21, and 26-28.
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Verbal boundary description and justification Beginning at the northeast corner of 66th Street andLexington Avenue, proceed along the eastern curb of 66th Street to Linwood Street; then proceedeast along the southern curb of Linwood approximately 80'; then proceed south to LexingtonAvenue; then go west to the lace of be inning.
L ist all states and counties for properties overlapping state or county boundaries

code county code

code

11. Form Prepared By
county code

name/title es H. Charleton Historian

organization History Division,_National Park Service_ _claw Novembgr_1985

street & number 1100 L Street, NIV

city or town Washington

telephone (202). 343-8165

te DC 20013-7127

1 2, State Historic Preservation Officer Certifica- "on
The evaluated significance of this property within the state is:

national state local
As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law
665), I hereby nominate this prOperly for Inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.

State Historic Preservation Officer signature

title date_
For NPS use only

I hereby certify that thls property is included in the National Register

date
Keeper of the National Register

At

GPO II, ISS
rati-n
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Linwood

Lexington

Original stadium, now demolished

Office and stadium portion remaining

Scale: 200'm 1"
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received

date entered

Nam
historic The Rose

andv Ommon

2. Location
nu f 991 Rosemont Avenue, Brookside Park

Pasadena

California

not for publics

vicinity of

code

Category Ownership Status Present tize
district public occupied agricuaure museumbuilding(s) private

._1L
unoccupied _ commercial

_
structure both

_
work In progress Park

private residenceeducational_IL
site Public Acquisiti entertainment religiousAccessible_
Object in process _X yes: restricted government scientil ic

being considered
_

Industrial transportationyes: unrestricted_
_ no _

_ military X. other: Recreat ion
4. Owner of Property 1-lbporte)

n me ma

nu_

William J. Bogaard, City of Pa adena, City Hall

100 N. Garfield Avenue

city. town Pasadana

5. Loca
counhouse, registry of deeds, etc

_vicinityc at California

Legal Descrip ion

number 100

clty.town Pasadena

A essor' s Office Cit Hall Room 107

Garfield Avern.le

tit

epresen ion m Exis mg Surveys
has this pr

state Californik

determined eligible? yes

federal _ state _ county _ local
depository ft

city, town

urvey records
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7. De criptson
Condition
_X_ excellent

good
lair

Chock on Check ono
_deteriorated _ unaltered *_ original site

ruins _X_ altered ____ moved date s-
- unexpeeed

Describe the present end original (d known) physical appearance

The Rose Bowl is the outstanding built feature of Brookside 14, 9. Pasadena
city park nestled in the Arroyo Seco, a fairly level valley aurrimunded by
high bluffs, which accommodates a variety of other recreation', vsmsources.
The Rose Bowl, a concrete structure built on a purely 6114Aical plan, La
surrounded by a fence one mile in circumference. Between thOmcem and the
structure itself are planted, appropriately enough, about 3,00 roma bushes
of approximately 100 varieties.

The Rose Bowl is plain architecturally, i principal elMerie d.ecorative
feature being plain columns that support the upper tiers ef aegt;thzat extend
beyond the mounds of earth on which the lower ones rest directly, It measures
880 feet from its north to south rim, on the long axis of the ellipse, and 695
feet from the east to west rim. The circumference around theam is 2,430feet. The distance around the grassy area enclosed by the eaftwn Is 1,350feet; this results it a field space of approximately 79,156 eq0M fleet, or a
little less than 2 acres.1

The present seating arrangement features 77 rows that ris_
arranged one above another at slightly increasing intervals
ful and genuine "bowl-like" curve to the tiers of sears.
showing cross-Sections.) Myron Hunt, the architect, modeled
the Yale Bow1.2 Hunt also relied on the Yale model in the
technique used to erect the Rose Bowl, what he termed the "cOt
nique, digging out the field to a depth of 25 feet and uaihgthe .ireavated
material to provide fill for the foundation supports of the bedeof meats.3

Access to the field for athletes is provided by large tunnels (vain from the
dressing rooms) at the corners. Ingress and egress for seectetorsim by some
30 tunnels that enter the field between the principal loWet tuaduppenc tiers.
The Rose Bowl, as originally constructed, was open at its south adto permit a
full 220-yard straightway for a running track extending beyod thel. Bowl's
confines. In that configuration it had only about 57,000 seats, The closing
of the south end, in time for the 1929 Rose Bowl Game brought chi strxicture's
capacity to 76,000. Further enlargements occurring in 1932 at rdtbnam of the
Olympics were performed by Hunt; they brought the total re Only 84,000.
Changes in seating in 1949 (101,000) and 1971, including the replacerment and
rearrangement of the existing seats, have result d in a present'qquipzacity of
about 104,000.4

In considering the historic integrity of the Rose Bowl, the glteratLoa at to itS
original design may be discounted in view of Hunt's belief tNtadAtitional
seating along the sidelines would be necessary) and that he in tedplaxumed for
their installation.5 The major change, furthermore, the olooirad time south
end, took place in'1928, only 6 years atter constructions and has tlaerefore
been dignified by the passage of time. Except for that chatutthe 13,ow1 has
retained its characteristic form and its key structural elemehOare Intact.

era. They are
give a. grace-
illyastratian
feettame after
onm truction

ad fi3_1- tech-
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The internal seating at of the Rose Bowl has been much changed. Thia
is a practiCa csUes of use and the weather and has been common In
other stadings. 1hjø topent wamLs also addressed by Hunt when he acknowledged
the use of seak--petoatiotettertZaals, mainly wood, in the original sett con-
struction; coat wila OloolfantOr 6

FOOTNOTES

1 Herb Michelson god Pe Newreb-use, Rose Bola Football since 1902 (New York:
Stein and DaY, 19/7),B4 27-2443'

2 MYron Hunt, -The afina, C=Alifornia, Stadium," American Architect 128
(10-20-1925), pa 144,

3 p 342.

4 Michelson and Neunelwor cit_., p. 28; Jan Furey Muntz, "The Rose Bowl)" a_
David Gebhard, ed,, Eort Hunt 1868-1952: The Search for a Regional
Architect e (YeaOdtroleali 4:$01.a: Latter Art Gallery, California
Institute of Techookeir, 1984) pp. 67-68.

5 Myron Bunt, "The PkOhm; Stg-clium," California Life (Sumer 1923). p. 18.

6 Ibid.
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Peeled of filsaifinae--Chack and justify below
prehistoric embecdogy.PraSismatoric community planning Isridicupe architecture tfigion
1400-1499 archoologrhiatcrw...sric conservption science
1500-1599 _ogrlooitura economics Mentors sculpture
1SCW1699 srehlteclure education military social/

_ 1700-1199 engineering - _mu& humanitarian
181.111129 commaree exploration sett nt philosophy theater

X 1900- COrrimtglkotteni$ . industry politics government transportation
. invention other (specify)

..... Reeaton
Specific dates 922; 1928; oOderArchilect Sports)
meateneerst of Stgassseenee Na one ptmovaseaggo)

Summar y

The Rose Bowl le Of oecas-tanding significance in the field of recreatinz-- m as the
long-terta site of the a.1dest and esost renowned post-season college ootball
"bowl" game, held annually every New Year's Day since 1916, and in t:1 he gone
Bowl sines its completia.-ei in 1922 (except for one year during World ;ester II).
The Ros0 Bowl ia ealits =he outstanding extant historic manifestation of the
civic wOrk of the Paseden=a Tournament of Roses Association, the sponsor of the
city's famed annual New Year's Day flower festival and parade that ciliates to
1890, and fres which the tradition of the accompanying annual bowl at~ arose.
This link ie ysbolized -v-mshen the game begins at the conclusion of the parade.
In addition, the Rosa Bc=w1 was one of the venues for both the l93 &zxid 1984
Olympic Gomm.

D.Istory

The construction of the Rose Bawl, which the Totwnesent of Roses Agøciation
presented to the city Of imsadena, was a major accomplistment by the aanaiation,
a Civic group open to al]. Pasadena citizens who wish to participate. It carried
on the tradition of the ammasociation, which had earlier given TOurnaneun Park to
the city and vas responemible for a variety of other community isprOv----ements.

The Tournament of Spans and the accompanying Rose Boul football geese, today
witnessed by about 2 I.Z1ion in person and perhaps WO million on television,
bad modest beginnings alomost contemporaneous with the establishment Of t=he city
of Pasadena. In the latlim 1880s, Charles Frederick Holder, a local nalt=uralist
and author, suggested tO the local Valley Hunt Club that the club celewr--ate New
Year'S Day and the 005nt of the orange season by decorating their buggise..ea with
flowers and parading .ie the city.' Such a spectacle, resembling the flower
festival of Nice, France..., appealed to the local citizenry, many of bibc=vm were
refugees froze the fierce r-Amidwestern winters of the 1880e.

Word of these annual affesirs, conducted in sunshine and banks of floWerres while
most of the East was alliw---ering, naturally interested and tantalized east. ernera.
The citizens of Pasadena quickly realized their value for attracting tm, 43urists
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and eVen in drawing year-round residents. The festive became more elaborate
and varied, and, An 1895, the Tournament of Roses was founded to take over,
from the Hunt Club, the task of managing the affair.' ,"Horaes without buggies"
and,"horseless buggies" were soon added ard the floats were divided into com-
petitive classes,2 leading to the notion of contest implied in the vaguely
medieval expression "Tournament of Roses."

It required but a short leap of the imagination to add sports and athletic
contests to complemant the -battle of the flowers." Burro, pony, and foot
races were the first such events and varied competitions became a semi-permanent
fixture of the festive1.3 The first post-season "Tournament of Roses" football
game took place on January 1, 1902, when the Tournament of Roses committee
invited the teams of Michigan, the national co-champion, and Stanford. (Michi-
gan triumphed 49-0.) Ironically, in view of the later history of football in
the Rose Bowl, the local fans preferred chariot races the next year, and they
were the prime post-parade event until 1916.4

In that, year, the annual football series began when Brown was beaten by
Washington State, 14=0. The introduction of the game as an annual event came
as college football was winning a heightened measure of national popularity and
developing more moderntechniques, including the forward pass. With the excep-
tion,of two yearoat the end of World War I. when service teams competed (Mare
Islend MArinedA.9, Camp,Lewia Anmy 7, in 1918; and Great Lakes Navy 17, MAre
Island Marineb,O, in 1919), ond 1942, when thegame was held at Duke because of
wariime'defense Considerations, the Tournament. of Roses Game has been held
annually.5 'Sined:,.1923, the first year,the.Rose Bowl was available, it has
been held there:and Acquired the popular nemOofthe "Rose Bowl Game"; previ-

ly it was, held in Tournament Park. The zami has been broadcast on coast-
to-coast radio since 1927 and on national television since 1952.6

Notable teams led by exceptional coaches have been the general rule in the Rose
Bowl. The "western" team is the one that has won the season's Pacific Coast
Conference championship; the "eastern- team at first was a leading team invited
by the "western" team from anywhere else in the country, but since 1947 has
been the winner of the "Big Ten." Notable early contests includeC: the game of
January 1; 1925, between Knute Rockne's celebrated 1924 Notre Dame team that
featUred the "Four Horsemen" (Elmer Leyden, Harry Stuhldreher, Jon Miller, and
Jim Crowley) in the backfield and Glenn ("Pop-) Warner's Stanford eleven, fea-
turing Ernie Never's, in which Notre Dame capped its unbeeten season by defeating
Stanford 27-10 -- a game in which Nevers, nevertheless, gained more yardage than
the "Four Horsemen" combined; those in 1926, 1931, 1935, and 1946, in which
Alabama's "Crimson Tide," led by William Wallace Wade in the first two cases
and Frank W. Thomas in the latter, captured the Rose Bowl (Johnny Mack Brown,
of Alabama, starred in 1926, and went on to a film career, as did Herman Brix
[Bruce Bennett] of Washington, who played Tarzan); Georgia Tech's victory over
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California 8-7 in 1929, a game made renowned by "Wrong-Way" Roy Riegels' 64-yard
dash to within 6 inches of his own California goal; Columbia's stunning upset
of Stanford 7-0 in 1934; Howard Jones' five triumphs with Univereity of Southern
California teams (1930, 1932, 1933, 1939, and 1940); and the 1941 game in which
Clark Shaughnessy'S Stanford team, featuring the "T formation" and quarterback
Frank Albert, defeated Nebraska by a score of 21-13.7

Pasadena's festival-football extravaganza has set the pattern for a whole array
of college and profesaional football "bowl games" and accompanying pageantry
with parades or shows. The major other early college bowl games, with their
dates of initiation, are the Orange Bowl (Miami, Fla.)(1933), Sugar Bowl (New
Orleaws)(1935), Sun Bowl (R1 Paso)(1936), Cotton Bowl (Dallas)(1937), and the
Gator Bowl (Jacksonville, Fla.)(1946).8

The Tournament of Roses Parades have.developed a traditional pattern, featuring
an annual theme. For much of their history, the number of floats has been lim-
ited to roughly 60, including ueually about 10 commercial floats and 50 that
represent communities, States, or countries. Around 20 bands are invited to
march. Although the nuMber of floats is limited, each is usually quite elab-
orate, typically bearing between 100,000 and 250,000 blossoms. Only fresh-cnt
flowers are permitted, which requires the pre aration of the floats in a frenzy
of activity during the last days of December.

Following the parade, the Rose Bowl Game begins. The parade follows a 5-1/2-
mile route from the traditional point of beginning at the Tournament of Roses
House (formerly the William Wrigley Mansion), along Orange Grove and Colorado
Boulevards. After the parade, the floats are placed on display at Victory Park
at Sierra Madre Boulevard and Paloma Streets, in the eastern part of the city.) 10

Other Sports

The Rose Bowl's renown, while immortally linked to college championship foot-
ball, also has been enhanced by other sports activities, as well as civic,
cultural, and political events that have occurred in it. These have included
three "Superbowls" of professional football (1977, 1980, and 1983), the cycling
events of the 1932 Olympicsli and some of the soccer events of the 1984
Olympics. In recent years, the Rose Bowl also hosted the games of the Aztecs
professional soccer team, and is now in its third SeaSOn as the home of the
UCLA football team.

Myron Hunt, Architect of the Rose Bowl

A long-time resident of Pasadena (1903-52), Hunt designed many structures in
Southern California. In addition to the Rose Bowl, they included the Pasadena
Public Library, in the city's civic center; the Huntington Art Gallery; the
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Greek theaters it Occidental and Pomona Colleges;'the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles;
Throop Hall, the firat building of the California Institute of Technology; the Los
Angeles County Museum and Art Gallery; and at least OX hospitals. During the military
crisis keginning in 1940, he also designmd, with his partner H. C. Chambers, Complexes
at Camp Pendleton, Camp Call:an, Camp White, and Camp Rosecrans. 12

In his work .on the Rose Bowl, Hunt studied classical Greek and Roman theaters and
stadiums, including that at Pompeii, as well as contemporary examples, including the
review of aerial views, of stadium) Chen recently built or under construction in the
United States. As a result of his study, he incorporated certain design elements
contrary to prevailing fashion. He built the bowl in a true ellipse and placed the
athletes' entrances to the field at the corners, which he judged to be the least
desirable locations for seats from the spectators' point of view. He also decided,
on the pattern of Greek theaters, to leave the southern end open to permit breezes to
enter the field013

Conclusion

The Rose Bowl is certainly of the first rank of importance in the history of American
fochall, as the site of the preeminent (and first) of the post-season collegiate
-"bowl games." In addition, it merits consideration as a representative of the work
of the Tournament of Roses Association and its festival. Some have seen in the Tour-
nament of Roses and other California_festivels that developed in the same era an
attempt to emulnte the ancient Greeks.14 Whether the festival'and related games ware
consciously imitative or not, they have acquired major significance in themselves and
as a model for others.

Other sites connected with the Association do not have as intimate relation to it
do not meet other criteria. Specifically, although the present Tournament of Roses
House (former Wrigiey Mansion) has been a landmark on the parade route, as its tradi-
tional starting point, it has been the hpadquartersof the Association only since it
was bequeathed by the Wrigley family in 1959.15 The Holly Street Livery Stable,
although it was one of the early locations of float aasembly for the Rose Parades,
does not have a high measure of t.istoric integrity.16 The Tournament's float shelters
near the Rose Bowl in Brookside Park are of recent construction and modern design.

FOOTNOTES

1 Nancy Meyer, _Festivals of the Went (Pasadena, California: Ward Ritchie
Press, 1975), p. 11; Robert Meyer, Jr., Festivals U.S.A. and Canada (New
York: Ives Washburn, 1967), p. 104.
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2 Nancy meyer, cit.,

3 A list of these events and a summary of information on all the Tournaments
and Rose Bowl Games appears as an appendix to Herb Michelson and Dave New
house, Rose Bowl Football since 1902 (New York: Stein and Day, 1977), pp'
233-256.

4 Robert Meyer, Jr., sat. cit., ps. 204.

5 The Great Lakes Navy team of 1919 was especially notable in the development
of modern professAonal football. It included George Halas (formerly of the
University of Illinois college team), who in 1921 purchased the team that
the next year became the Chicago Bears, and who remained a key figure in the
sport for many yeatS, as well as John ("Paddy") Driscoll, James Conzelman,
Emmett Keefe, Herold Erickson, and others who were to be among the first
stars of the National Football League. Michelson and Newhouse, stn. cit.,
pp. 38-43; Roger L. Treat, ed., Encyclopedia of Sports, 3rd rev. ed. (New
York: A.S. Barnes and Co., 1963), pp. 406-407.

6 Michelson and Newhouse, o cit., p. 21.

7 /bid., passim.

8 John D. McCallum and Charles H. Pearson, Colle e Football U.S.A. 1869-1973
(New York: Hall of Yams Publishing Company, Inc., 1973), pp. 515-519.

9 Nancy Meyer, ittEr. cit; 12.

10 Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association, Inc., "Questions, Queetions -- and
the Answers from the Pasadena-Tournament of Rosee," pp. 1-4. (Information
Sheet.)

11 Xth Olympiade Committee..., The Games of the Xth 01 iade.. (Los Angele
Xth Olympiade Committee, 1933), pp. 74, 303.

12 Obituary, "Myron Hunt," American Institute of Architects Journal 18 (October
1952), 165-166.

13 Myron Hunt, "The Pasadena'Stadium," California Life (Summer 1923), pp. 14-18.

14 Kevin Starr, Americans and the California Dream 1850-1915 (Santa Barbara:
Peregrine Smith, 1981), pp. 379-380.

15. Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association, Inc., "Pasadena Tournament of Roses
Wrigley Gardens-" pp. 1-6. (Leaflet.)

16 Stephen B. Barasch, "National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form,
Holly Street Livery Stable," 1979.
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Verbal boundary descriptIon and justification
The boundary is that line described by the semi-permanent fence enclosing the
Rose Bowl.

List all states and counties for properties overlapping state or county bounded
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Aerial view of the Pose Etui.

(Denver Miller, City of Pasadena, 1985)
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tails of the Rose Bowl fLIDOvalrala level:
south facade (top); west facade(b0=tum).
(Denver Nailer, City of Paseclem, JAIE385)
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7. Descriptrnn
Condition

excellent
-= .X good

fair

Check one Chock one
deteriorated X unaltered 7 original 2

_ ruins _. altered = _ moved date
unexposed

Dscribe the pr sent and original known) physical appearance

Sumaril

Yale Bowl is a great oval structure of reinforced concrete constructed in 1914. It
is 750' wide and 930' long at its extreme points. The playing field is 300' x 500'
from face to face on the inner wails. The Bowl seats approximately 71,000 spec-
tators.

Interior

Yale Bowl is positioned with its main axis facing northwest-southeast, so that the
sun does not shine directly into the eyes of the players. Because of the manner of
construction, which basically involved digging a large pit and mounding the excavated
earth around it, the playing field is 27' below the outside grade, and the top row
of seats 27' above.

Much of the mass of the structure is formed by the earth mound that was thrown up
from the excavations. Atop thE ;Lnner side of this embankment, reinforced concrete
was applied to produce a continuous ring of seats set on the gentle slope surround
ing the playing field. Thirty reinforced concrete tunnels cut through the great
mound to provide access to the seats. The tunnel entrances are linked by very plain
retaining walls.

The entrances to the tunnels are decorated by aevere triangular pediments over
arched entrances. Visible above them from the exterior is the outer edge of the
great earthen embankment, which remains in an uncovered state, except for gratin
and small trees that have grown upon it.

The press stands on the southwest edge of the stadium, between Portals 14 and 17,
remain relatively small and unobtrusive. They have been present since at least the
1920s.

The principal approach to the Bowl is by a northbound road from Derby Avenue, which
intersects the southwest quadrant of the field at Gate C. Off Derby Avenue, the
road passes through the Walter Camp Memorial Gateway, dedicated in 1928, which
celebrates Yale's first coach, one of the most renowned figures in football history,
and an individual so beloved that numerous colleges and universities, including
Yale's traditional football foes, contributed to its construction. The Camp Gateway
provides an impressive processional approach to the Bowl.

Footnote

'The vital statistics of the stadium are taken from an information sheet on "Yale
Bowl," supplied by the Yale Department of Athletics, Physical Education, and
Recreation.
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Period Arens of Significanco-,-Check end justify below
prehistoric archeology-prehintoric community planning landscape architecture religion1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law science
1500-1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture
1600-1699 architecture education military
1701799 art engineering music itnitarien

_ 1900-1699 commerce exploration settlement philosophy theater
)C 1900- communications industry

invention
politics government transpodatIon

other(spoolty)
Recreation

pecific dot 1914 BuildorArchitact Charles A. F
SiLament of Significanco (in on. paragraph)

Summa

ect(College Football
diumY

The Yale Bowl, a widely admired and imitated work of sports architecture, is the
second oldest active college stadium in the United States, and was the largest at
the time of construction. It is significant on that account and for its associa-
tions with Yale's important role in the history of college football.

Yale's early influence in college football, through noted player-coach-official
Walter Camp, extended to the shaping of the very rules of the game, and embraced the
training of coaches who carried Camp's -Syatem" to other universities and colleges,
as well as the distinguished record amassed by the university's teams themselves.

Even beyond these highly significant events and influences, the history of the
building of the Yale Bowl provides an insight into Yale's theory of sports as an
activity vital to the development of whole individuals, a modern-day version of the
Classical mans sena in cor ore sano (healthy mind in a healthy body).

History

The discussions that preceded the erection of the Yale Bowl resulted in its building
as a single-purpose facility.1 This debate sheds light on Yale's philosophy of
education and is similar to discussions that took place at other universities
later on concerning the issues raised by the prominence of football at them.

In 1913, a Yale university committee was given a mandate to provide new and
increased athletic facilities to guarantee that every student in the University
would have ample opportunity for healthful exercise and recreation. The building
of the Bowl, intended to replace the wooden stands on Yale Field (off Derby Avenue
on the site of the present baseball field, across from the Bowl), was only one part
of the overall plan. It was initially assumed that the Bowl would include facili-
ties for several sports and not be limited to football alone, which would mean that
it would stand idle about ten months of the year. When the committee announced
that no other sports could be accommodated, furious debate ensued.

Advocates of track and field were especially iusistent that a 220-yard straightaway
be provided, and produced proposed deaign changes, including the cutting of tunnels.
The issue was ultimately resolved by placing the track on the old Yale Field site
and providing facilities for other sports at separate locations.
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Despite the debate at Yale before construction, the Bowl proved an instant success
and was quickly emulated. The stadium's dishlike shape suggested the name
"bowl," and was especially admired becauae it provided fine views for the spectators
from almost any seat. The Rose Bowl (1922) and the University of Michigan Stadium
(1927) are but two of the major facilities that owe basic elements of their design
and construction pattern to the Yale Bowl.

Yale did not build what Wa0 then the largest "stadium" in America to capture a
place in the college_football world. Yale was, in fact, the pacesetter in,the
game's early decades.2 Her teams had a wellestablished record that went back to
the earliest days of the "American" game, when its rules, even as to the numbers of
players on the respective sides, were not settled. Primitive versions of football
played by Yale students created such a stir that students were banned from playing
intramural games on the town green in 1858.

Yale first competed in intercollegiate football in 1872, 3 years after the first
intercollegiate game between Princeton and Rutgers. The following year, Yale began
playing with 11 on the team, thereafter becoming the great advocate of the number
that eventually became standard in the game.

Walter Camp (Yale, 1880), as Yale's advisory coach (1882-1910), full coach (1888
92), and representative on intercollegiate rules bodies, wan a preeminent voice in
the evolution of the game, as well as a maaterful coach for the Yale team, amassing
a 67-2 record in the 1888-92 period. Camp's role was so fundamental that he has
been termed the "Architect" and the "Father" of American intercollegiate footba11.3

Camp served on or advised every national rules committee from the time he was a
studentplayer in 1878 until his death in 1925. He devised or succesfully promoted
the scrimmage line, the 11man team, signal calling, the quarterback position, the
fourthdown rule, tackling below the waist, marking of the playing field as a
"gridiron," and the numerical scoring system. He collaborated in the selection of
the first AllAmericans (1889) and was the chief arbiter in their selection until
he died.

Camp's accomplishments, of course, and those of the distinguished players on his
Yale teams, preceded the erection of Yale Bowl. But their successors have gained
additional laurels within its precincts, and alumni of Yale have been coaches of
exceptional rank at other colleges and universities. Yale's coaches of distinction
since Camp have included Howard H. Jones (1913) and his brother Thomas A.D. ("Tad")
Jones (1916, 1920-27), who, with Camp, are in the select fraternity of those elected
to the National College Football Hall of Fame.
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Howard H. Jones went on from an inviucible team at Yale in 1909 to equally great
success as the coach of Iowa (1916-23) and the University of Southern California
(1925-40). Along with Jones, Yale alumni such as Amos Alonzo Stagg, the long-time
coach at the University of Chicago (1892-1932); and Harry Williams, at the University
of Minnesota, the originator of the "Minnesota shift," illustrate Yale's Importance
as a training ground for coacheS.

In intercollegiate competition, Yale has, as her roots would suggest, been a -ajor
force, except in the 19300 and early 1940s. Yala's strength was especially evid:nt
in the early days of the sport, when the Eastern teams were the leaders as well as
the originators of the game, and since the mid-1950s. In the Eastern intercollegiate,
or "Ivy League," Yale has captured the conference championship 19 times (1900, 1902,
1905(shared), 1909(shared), 1923(shared), 1927, 1946(shared), 1954(shared), 1956,
1960, 1967, 1968 (shared), 1969(shared), 1974(shared), 1976(shared), 1977, 1979,
1980, and 1981 (shared).4

Even in the dismal days of Yale football in the 1930s, however, Clinton "Clint"
Frank, twice an All-American halfback, performed "dramatic deeds" that "made him the
idol of young fans throughout the nation." With Frank and end Larry Kelley (1934-36),
who was brilliant in pass catching, the team was in contention in 1935-37, though it
did not capture the conference championship.5

Frank and Kelley were figures of such eminence that
College Football Hall of Fame, along with 12 other
other university. No history of early football could
include (with years of play):

Francis ("Albie") Booth (1929-31)
William Corbin (1886-88)
W.W. ("Fudge") Beffelfinger (1888-91)
James J. Hogan (1902-04)
John Reed Kilpatrick (1908-10)
Thomas L. Shevlin (1903-05)

they have been elected to the
Yale teammates, more than any
be written without them. They

Gordon F. Brown (1897-1900)
Edward H. ("Tad") Coy (1907-09)
Frank A. Hinkey (1891-94)
Henry Ketcham (1911-13)
William Mallory (1921-23)
Amos Alonzo Stagg (1885-89)6

Yale alumni also have reason to glory in the way their team has fared in the most
venerable of intercollegiate rivalries, "The Game," that with Harvard, which began
in 1875. As of the start of the 102th same in the series, in 1985, Yale had defeated
Harvard 55 times, while Harvard had bested Yale only 38 times, and 8 games had ended
in ties. Yale had shut out Harvard 28 times, while Harvard had performed the same
feat on Yale only 18 times. Perhaps the most treasured memory to the "Elie is the
1957 game, Yale 54, Harvard 0.7
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Yale's football history might be terminated here, without noting the role it has
played in shaping the careers and lives of many alumni, unknown to the Hall of
Fame, who have won distinction in other fields. One example may serve to illus-
trate the point, which is fundamental to the Yale philosophy of sport. Archibald
MacLeish, in a 1969 address to the National Football Hall of Fame, "Poetry -- and
Football," credited his football play at Yale with smoothing the way to his appoint-
ment as Assistant Secretary of State, for it made clear to doubting Senators that
he was a well-rounded individual, an athlete as well as a poet. Re went on rhetori-
cally:

What is there about the game of football--about the mere fact of having played
the game of footballwhich permitted that Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
to adjourn in peace? What guarantee does football offer that a man who has
played the game whatever else he may do or be, will at least act as though he
were human?...

Why are we haunted by the smell of torn earth and winter grass
of time?

I think I know and I think you know too. There are some things
have a poignanee which does emt belong so much to im as to the
stances which surround them --_to the fact that they are common
ences -- experiences in common.8

and the taste

in life which
human circum-
human experi-

Footnotes

1This account of the debate over the design and uses of the Bowl follows that by
George D. Veill, "This was almost Yale Arena, and the event you're watching a crew
race." (Reprint furnished by Yale University Department of Athletics, Physical
Education, end Recreation.)

2The account of Yale football that follows consolidates and summarizes material
that appears in John Allen Krout, "Annals of American Sport," The Pa eant of America
(New Haven, Yale University.Press, 1929), pp. 238-248; John D. McCallum and Charles
H. Pearson, College Football_U.S.A., 1869-1973 (New York: Hall of Fame Publishing
Company, Inc., 1973), pp. 86-99, 195-199; The College Game (Indianapolis: Hobbs-
Merrill, 1974), pp. 22, 24, 50, 52; and Hubert M. Gedgwick, -25 Years of Football in
Yale Bowl," New Haven Register, Sunday, November 19, 1939.

3Camp's tareer in sketched in McCallum and Pearson, sm. cit., pp. 88-92; and Krout,
sl.p. cit., pp. 238-248.

4Keith W. JennisOkr-4 ed. "Football," The Concise Encyclopedia of Aports (New York:
Franklin Watts, Lac., 1970), p. 450; and World Almanac, 1985, p. 829.
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Page

5Herbert Kamm, The Junior Illustrated_ilsy_lppedia of Sports Adanapolis: Bobbs-
Merrill, 1970), pp. 272-273.

6Ibid., pp. 301-309.

7Yale University Department of Athletics, Physical Education, and Recreation, Down
The_Field, 1985 Yale Football (New Haven, 1985); and Yale University Sports Informa-
tion Office, The_GAME, _Football Pr2gram, November 19, 1983 (New Haven, 1983), yassim,
especially pp. 8-9, and the article by Thomas G. Bergin, "Long Live The Game," at
pp. 57-61.

8MacLeish's speech is reprinted in full in McCallum and Pearson, o,p. eit., pp. 284-
287. The cited portion is at p. 286.
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- museum
_park
- prIvate rsid.nc.
- relIgious
- scientifIc

other: Recreation

street&flumber425EastMcFetrj4,Je
ciiy town icao _vicinfty of state pc
5. Location of Legal Description

courthouse registry of deedetc
- - --

stret&n ber 425 East McFetridge Dr1ve.
town

6. Representation in ExistlnQ SUrveys
tnt,_Superseded !ark Districts has this property been determined eligIble?. yes no

date 1941 .federai _ state _ _county L local

depositOryforsueyrecords Chi'cago_Park DistrIct, 425 East McFetrldge Drive
ny. tn Chicago

1 state IllInois 60605
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. Representation in existing surveys (cont.)

Title: National Register of Historic Places

Date: 1983 State

Depository for Survey Records: National Register of Historic Places

City, Town: Washington State: DC 20013-7127
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7. Descripteon
Condition

excellent
good
fair

Check ono Chock one
deteriorated unaltered _ original site
ruins _X_ altered moved date
unexposed

Doncribe tn.* present and original (it known) physical oppottranco
Soldier Field is situated south of the Field Museum on a roughly rectangular tract that itshares with the museum.1 The tract divides the north and southbound lanes of Lake ShoreDrive. The stadium's Classic Revival style utilizes the proper Greek Doric order, eventhough the building and its architectural detail are of reinforced concrete. The stadiumsits on two terraces. The level of the ground at the north is about 15' higher than thatof the south.

Soldier Field is 1375' x 350'. It draws direct inspiration from the ancient stadium form,and is U-shaped in plan. Its axis is north/south with a semicircular spendome, or theater,at the south. The axis, intended to align with that of the Field Museum, was Havered in1939 when the Park District completed its 4-story headquarters joined to the stadium on thenorth. This addition closed the north end of the formerly open "U." Folabird and Roche, the
architects of the stadium, also designed the Park District Headquarters, in a modernisticmode that contrasts sharply with the Classic features of Soldier Field.

The exterior of Soldier Field is well preserved. At the theater, or south, there are rhythmic
elevations, 3 stories high and 8 bays wide. The base has a simple wainscot and is eeparatedfrom the wall's middle zone by an unprofiled stringcourse. There are two rectangular windows
per bay, except in the central bay where there is a doorway with a Doric surround. The middlezone is plain, consisting of one rectangular window per bay except over the doorway. Crowningthe.wall is a simple cornice and an unadorned frieze surmounted by a blocky unbalustradedparapet. On top the parapet are three evenly spaced plinths, which originally supported
decorative bronze lighting standards. These have been replaced by painted steel induetriallight poles. Between each plinth, straps for flagstaffs are mounted on the face of the para-pet. Each elevation is separated from the others by single-bay pavilions punctuated at theirbases by doorways with rectangular windows above. On top of each pavilion is a pedestal
complete with cornice, dado, and base. These now support the floodlights that have replacedthe original ornate bronze standards.

Because Soldier Field's ground level is higher in the north, the exterior walls facing eastand west were deliberately held to 2 stories high so as not to overpower the Field Mnaeumfacade to the north. Here the repeating elevations consist of four bays each with squarewindows over rectangular ones. The elevations have a plain base molding, an upper wallmatching that of the theater, and are flanked by doorways with a Doric surround.

The most distinctive architectural feature of Soldier Field is the pair of systyle Doric
colonnades, aerially perched along the parallel east and weet sides. Theae are, in effect,decorative curtain walls that serve no utilitarian purpose. Each colonnade, flanked hytetrastyle temples, is formed by a double row of 32 columns. The temple's central inter-columniation is ditriglyphic. This grand ensemble rests on the canonical three steps,visually functioning as the entablature for the wall below. Each column, 32'-10-1/2" high,has twenty flutes, a proportion of 15-1/2, and is without entasis. Between the columns are
railings supported on cross-braced posts punctuated with patera. The colonnade's entablaturehas a plain architrave and metopes with round ehields surrounded by a guilloche. Flood-lights are inserted in the metopes facing the playing field. On the field side, 2-story
enclosed prees and box seats have been installed. They mask the faces of both colonnade,
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The pediments originally sported anthemia acroteria, which have since been taken down
although their bases remain. A staircase on the stadium's exterior leads up from the ground
to each temple. On the interior, more monumental staircases, now obscured by seats placed
on them, lead down toward the playing field.

Under the colonnades, the exterior walls of Soldier Field are particularly elaborate compared
to the other elevations. Set forward from the plane of the colonnade is a 1-story base
with five doorways. There are rectangular windows aside each doorway, a wainscot and a
denticulated cornice. Directly underneath the colonnade are five sets of three rectangular
windows. Each temple sits on a lofty projecting pavilion with a wainscot, doorway,
denticulated string course, a rectangular window with pilastera supporting an entablature,
and, across the top, six gorgon shielda.

Soldier FLeld's interior has been substantially modified. Originally, around the interior
face of the U, on a 26° slope, were open-air benches for 55,000 spectators. An additional
45,000 temporary seats could be provided on tiers on the terraces, above the theater and
sides, and across the north end 80 that as many as 120,000 people have been accommodated.
Individual seats have replaced many of the benches.

The seating focuses on a flat field at one time surrounded by a running track. Direct
acceas to the field from outside la provided at four locations. There are 44 gates for
spectators. Because the field currently is set up for football games, a concrete and steel
stand has been recently installed acrosa the stadium's mid-section to increase visibility.
The details of the stand's construction are unsympathetic to the atadium's historic features.
Seats have also been built out some 15 feet into the field on the east, aouth, and west
sides. The scale of the structure is so vast, however, that the open space seems hardly
reduced. The northern portion of the original playing field is now used for Park District
employee parking. In the south a synthetic turf has replaced the grass lawn.

Underneath the stadium's seating are 125,000 square feet of ancillary spaces on three
levels. These include ticket wickets, offices, concessions, dressing rooms, showers, rest
rooms, power equipment supply rooms, and storage. Notable are two 35-foot-high halls with
Ionic columna. This extensive open floor space was envisioned for automobile, livestock,
dairy, industrial, and other exhibitions. Few changes have been made in these ancillary
areas, although new exit ramps, elevators, and lighting have been installId.

Footnote

'The description given here is a condensed and edited version of that in Kevin Sarring's
nomination of Soldier Field to the National Register of Historic Places (1983).
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Period Areas of Significanco---Check and Justify below
prehistoric archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape archl ecture religion1400-1499 archeology-historie conservation law science
1500-15119 agriculture econontics literature sculpture1500-1699 architecture educaUon military social-1700-1799 an engMeering nwsie humanitarian

_ 1600-1599 commerce exploration set ement philosophy theater1990- communIcationS industry
Mvention

politics government transportation
other (specify)

.Reoreation (sCadiun4) football;___ t
fairSpecific dates 1923-24; 1939 auBderarchitect Holabird & RDChe, architects;

con:Rifting anginderaItatornent of Significance (in one paragraph)

Summary

Soldier Field, originally called Grant Park Stadium, has been an imposing presence on the
Chicago lakefront since its completion.1 Dedicated as a memorial to World War I Soldiers,the stadium was designed to embody civic pride and to be adaptable for a variety of public
gatherings. In its conception, it was one of the first multipurpose stadiums. Some of the
many special events conducted in the stadium are well known: annual All-Star football games(Since 1934), between professional and college players; the Army-Navy Game (1926) [usually
held in Philadelphia); the Twenty-eighth International Eucharistic Congress (1926); thesecond Dempsey-Tenney World Championship boxing bout (1927), won by Tunney; several renownedNotre Dame football games, of the Rockne era, in 1927-30, two of which drew the largest
Crowds (more than 120,000) ever to witness a sporta event in the United States;2 and
special ceremonies for "A Century of Progress" Exposition (1933-34).

Benignly neglected and underutilized in the 19508 and 1960s, Soldier Field was reborn earlyin the 1970s when the Chicago Bears professional football team moved to it from Wrigley
Field.

frias2Ez

Soldier Field's prominent lakefront site was dedicated to athletic activity in Daniel
Burnham and Edward H. Bennett's 1909 plan of Chicago, a milestone in the art of city
planning that addressed the entire lakefront of the city. It does not appear, however,
that they envisioned a massive stadium at the site. That decision fell to the South Park
Commissioners, the governmental officials who had charge of the site.3

The stadium's aite was formerly a shoal adjacent to the induatrial shoreline utilized by
the Illinois Central Railroad. Between 1917 and 1924 excavated construction material,
carried, for the most part, from the LOop, was used to fill the site. This landfill was
provided free of charge by the Chicago Tunnel Company whose 60-mile system laced downtown.
A special spur line was built east of 13th Street to west of the Field Museum where a largeshaft wee sunk and two elevators were installed to bring the loaded cars to the surface.
The cars were then towed over temporary tracks to the stadium site. This landfill was aSmall part of a great landfill project, never completely realized, along the lake.

Most of the site's landfill was already in place in the spring of 1919 when the South Park
Commissioners held a competition for the stadium's design. The guidelines, drafted by the
local section of the American institute of Architects, called for an arena, not less than
1,000 feet in length with a 1/3-mile running track, that could accommodate processions,
pageants, military maneuvers, concerts, outdoor dramatics, athletic contests, track meets,
horse shows, fairs, winter sports, ice carnivals, bicycle races, etc.
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The Commissioners asked six major architectural firms to submit plans: Edward R. Bennett,
Coolidge & Bodgdon, Bolabird and Roche, Zachary T. Davis, Jarvis Hunt, and Marshall & Fox.
The members of the jury were notable: Martin A. Ryerson, vice-president of the Chicago Art
Institute; J. Frank Foster, Superintendent of the South Park System; Amos Alonzo Stagg,
director of athletics at the University of Chicago; Richard E. Schmidt, architect, of
Schmidt, Garden & Martin; and Pierce Anderson, architect, of Graham, Anderson, Probst and
White. All of the entrants, except Holabird and Roche, who submitted a U-shaped design,
drew inspiration from round contemporary collegiate bowls, especially that at Yale (1914).
The Yale Bowl had been proclaimed the largest in the world and the most perfect place for
athletics and exhibitions.

On December 1, 1919, Holabird and Roche were named the winners. In the written statement
that accompanied their six drawings, the firm outlined two purposes: the proposed stadium's
deaign was to complement the Field Museum, and the majority of permanent seats would be
concentrated around a comparatively small area, to afford the greatest number the best view
of those athletic games and events that did not fill the stadium to capacity. The plan
also provided for a monumental obelisk above the theater to the soldiers of World War I.
This grand expression and other elements presented in the winning plan were never carried
out. Specifically, a swimming pool, recreation rooms, and a gymnasium under the seats were
proposed. The interior arrangement also provided for shops along the boulevard to the
east. None of these were built.

Architecturally, Soldier Fielcl's Classic Revival style melds Greek forms with machine-age
construction technology in ref zed concrete. Soldier Field's ancestors are Greek,
sculpted into the hillsides at nelphi, Epidaurus, Nemea, Olympia, Samothrace, and Rhodea,
where sacred games were held to honor the gods. Details were "carved" from reinforced
concrete known as:Benedict Stone. Its Doric order is directly borrowed from the Propylaea
by Mnesicles (433 B.C.) and the Parthenon (438 B.C.) by Ictinus and Callicrates in Athens.
(The Parthenon's columns are 2' taller than Soldier Field's and have the same proportions.)
At the tima of construction Soldier Field's colonnades were probably the longest in the
world.

When opened to the public in 1924, Soldier Field was among the largest stadiums in the
world, and it has houaed events that made excellent use of its great capacity. Although
Soldier Field did not have a regular long-term tenant until the Chicago Bears began tieing
it in 1971, it did serve a variety of events and purposes in addition to those mentioned
above. These include: the College All-Star football games; two other service academy
games; special contests between the Chicago Bears and Cardinals professional football
teams; the Chicago Rockets, a short-lived professional football team (in the late 1940s);
and the annual football games held between the champion public and parochial high schools
of Chicago.4 In the late 1930s one of the latter games drewmore than 100,000 fans, probably
the greatest number who have ever witnessed a high school game.
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Over the long term, however, Soldier Field has proved to have drawbacks from the viewpoint
of design utility. The exceptional length of its parallel east and west sides made many
events difficult to see, leading spectators to prefer the center seats. The depth of the
colonnades made it impractical to double-deck the stadium in those portions, as occurred in
many other stadiums and ball parks. Wintertime activities were limited by the stadium's
exposed location and the infeasibility of roofing it over.5

At present, Soldier Field's preServation is a lively issue in Chicago. Citizens, officials,
and architectural expert& have lined up on opposing sides. Some would prefer to demolish
it, and erect a new facility on the site or elsewhere in the metropolitan area. Others
would like to dome and further modify it. And yet others would prefer to see it "restored."

Its detractors refer to it frequently as a "white elephant."6 Its supporters offer such
appraisals as the following, penned in 1932, as evidence of its considerable meaning:

The great ... Stadium -- Soldier Field ... has been built as was the Parthenon, or the
Coliseum of Rome, to endure through the ages. Perpetuating the memory of Chicago's
sons who made the supreme sacrifice in the World War, it symbolizes in its classic
architecture, in it8 beauty and its strength, the youth and courage and the will to
win -- the spirit of the city's young manhood of 1917.7

Footnotes

'In general, this significance statement follows the National Register of Historic Places
nomination form prepared by Kevin Sarring in 1983. However, because statements by Paul
Sprague and Glen Holt (referenced in the Bibliography) that opposed the property's nomination
to the National Register appear to raise genuine areas of concern, substantial modifications
have been made where these authorities conflict. Key points of this type are footnoted
belOw.

2,Terry Brondfield, Rockne: Coach, The Hau The Le (New York: Random House, 1976),
p. 198; University of Notre Dame Sports Information Department, Notre Dame 1984 Football
Guide (Notre Dame, Indiana, 1984), p. 208.

3Glen E. Holt, "Statement Opposing the Nomination of Soldier Field to the National Register
Of Historic Places," 1983, pp. 3-4, cites and discusses pertinent sections of the Burnham-
Bennett plan.

41bid., pp. 9, 11.
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5These shortcomings are noted at length in Paul Sprague, "Statement Opposing
of Soldier Field to the National Register of Historic Places," 1983 pp. 2-16
_92. cit., pp. 8-11, 13.

6Holt, 22. AL., pp. 20-30, provides recent negative press commentary from
papers.

7From a 1932 Chicago guidebook cited in Harold M. Mayer and Richard C.
Growth of a Metropolis (1969)s p. 298.
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OlAn NM 1024,6018
Ezp. 10-31-84

For MP& use only

received

date entered

historic University of Illinois emorial Stadium

number on Florida Avenue between 1st and 4th Streets not for publication

city, town Champaign vicinity

Illinois code county Champaign

Classi ication
Category Ownership Status Present Use

district X public X occupied agriculture ITMSOUM_
_ building(*) private unoccupied commercial park_

both _ work In progress
_

educational
_
_ private residencestructure _

Public Acquisition
_
_ entertainmentsite Accessible religious

object in process yes: restricted government
_

scientific
being considered

_

yes: unrestricted industrial transportation
no military other: Footba 1_

4. 0 ner Proper y a

name Dr. Stanley D. Ikenberry

street & number President Unive

ci Chain ai n vicini state

S. Location of Legal Description
courthouse registry of deeds, etc. Chaznpaign County Courthouse

street & number Main and Broadway

city, town Urbana state Illinois

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title None has this propeny been determined eligible? yes X. no

date

depository for survey records

ci

_ federal _ state _ county _ __ local
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--------
Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Summaryl

Illinois Memorial Stadium ia a large, partially double-decked, stadium of concrete
and brick erected in 1921-24. It seats about 75,200 at capacity. It is in the
shape of a horseshoe, or "U," with the open end facing north. The two main stands,
with double decks, run north and south, and are terminated at both their ends by
staircase towers that also contain some rooms. The towers are clearly discerned as
such from inside the stadium, but from its east and west exteriors appear to be
continuations of the main mass of the elevations. The east and west tiers of
stands are joined at the south by a single tier of bleachers, approximately the
height of the lower decks of the grandstands.

Interior

The use of upper deckS for football stadiums whs the obvious solution to the need
to concentrate spectators on both of the long aides of the playing field, which were
then, and are now, the most desirable seats for watching football. In two stadia
built in the early 1920s, those of Ohio State and the University of Illinois, upper
decks were part of the original designs, with the result that the numbers of desir-
able seats for observing football, track, and similar sporting events in them was
considerably increased.

The stadium's interior is, with the exception of the continuation of the brick and
stone decoration of the staircase towers around to their inner sides, unadorned.
The seats are simple concrete benches. The upper decks project over the lower and
are of such size and position that they are set forward from the atadium's outer
walls, but not visible from outside it, except at the open end.

The only structural alterations of note on the interior are the 3-level press box
atop the west second tier of grandstands, and the placement of lights atop all four
stair towers. Both alterations, decidedly unhistoric in their character, are
visible from outside the stadium, although their effect is lessened by the bulk of
the structure. A 2-story office building will nestle around the base of the north-
east tower. It will serve football staff; it was under construction in late 1985.

The sod of the gridiron has been repiaced by astroturf, which was replaced again in
1985. The sod's removal occasioned the descent of a horde of souvenir hunters onto
the field to retrieve earth that "Red" Grange and other Illinois greats had trod.

In inclement weather, the stadium can be covered by an inflatable dome.

Exterior

The stadium's east and west exterior facades are formed by long masses of walls
ended by projecting pavilions of stone that join the north and south stair towers
to the main masses of both faces. On the first level, the massive character of the
exterior walls, brick on this level, is emphasized, the rhythm of its eight regularly
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spaced ground-floor doorways relating directly to internal circulation and with
three doors at each end in the staircase towers. The doors under the arched open-
ings in between the towers open into subsidiary passageways.

On the second levels of both facades there are long colonnades of paired columns,
each of which is inscribed with the name of a son of Illinois who perished in World
War I. The colonnade is functional as well as decorative. It provides an interior
passageway at the second-deck level. The mixture of brick and stone not only pro-
vides a rich colorful wall but its Classic details relate the stadium to nearby
academic buildings erected in Georgian style.

Some decorative elements of the east and west faces of the stadium and the Stair
towers are continued in a attenuated form on the exposed north and south faces of
the stair towers: the stone belt courses continue around them, as do the plaques
applied near the roof line. The great colonnades of the second levels are echoed
by grouped pilasters to both sides of three tall windows on the north and south
faces of the towers.

Footnote

'This description owes significant elements of its analysis to observations made
by Paul Sprague in his "Statement Opposing Nomination of Soldier Field to the
National Register of Historic Places" (September 1983), .plf±11-m.
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RerrPation
(college football

Illinois Memorial Stadium, one of the two major double-deck collage stadiums built
in the early 1920s, is a monument to one of the greatest football coaches of that
era--Robert ("Bob") Zuppke, Illinois' coach from 1913 to 1942, and his star player
Harold ("Red") Grange ("The Galloping Ghost"). With them, the University of Illinois
earned a solid niche in the history of college football.

The stadium has also attracted some note as a work of sports architecture. The
utilitarian character of its Classically inspired features has been especially
admired.1

History

On the same October day that Notre Dame visited the Polo Grounds in New York
and unleashed its four horsemen for a 13-7 victory over powerful Army, a swift
170-pounder from Wheaton, Illinois, was presiding over a dazzling christening
ceremony for the new University of Illinois Memorial Stadium. While the maize
and blue Michigan Wolverines pursued him fruitlessly, Red Grange bolted 95
yards with the opening kickoff, scored thrice more before the game was 12
minutes old (on runs of 67, 56, and 44 yards), scored again in the second
half, and threw for a sixth touchdown _to conclude the one-man show. In the
39-14 romp, Grange r011ed up 402 yards.2

Earlier football at the University of Illinois was less glorious. The University
of Illinois waa one of the founding members of the "Big Ten" (originally Western)
Football Conference, which was organized in 1896 to reform abuses then prevalent in
Midwestern football. Until Bob Zuppke, a Wisconsin graduate who never made the
varsity himself, was hired in 1913, although Illinois had good players such as
George Hales (who became the player-coach-owner of the Chicago Bears), her best
showing in the conference was a first place tie with Minnesota in 1910.3

In 1914, Zuppke's record was extraordinary; the team won every game and the national
championship. In succeeding years, he became renowned as a master of football
strategy. A contemporary appraisal of his role still bears quoting:

He was heralded in all parts of,the country as one of the greatest students of
strategy that the gridiron game,had produced. His admirers pointed to his
development in 1906 of the screen'pass, now illegal, his use of the guards as

1°6
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protrctors for the forward passer, his introduction of the spiral pass from
center to backfield in order to speed up the attack, and his perfection in
1921 of the huddle formation for calling signals. To Coach Zuppke also belongs
the credit for devising many strategems which have improved both offensive and
defensive tactics. Within recent years few coaches have had so pervasive an
influence upon the theory and practice of the game.4

Zuppke's skills paid off. Under him, Illinois went on to take the coüference
champiOnship in 1915 (shared), 1918, 1919, 1923 (shared), 1927, and 1928. He had
four unbeaten teams and three national championships to his credit.

Zuppke's success fed the desire of the -Fighting Illini- fans to attend home games.
Illineis Field (no longer extant), the old playing grounds, became woefully inade-
quate. Zuppke's early successes, in other words, can be aaid to have led directly
to the erection of Illinois Memorial Stadium. Among the players, in addition to
Grange, the star in 1923-25, who helped build the "Fighting Illini" legend under
Zuppke, were those On his 1914 team, the one he always considered his best, featuring
George (-Potsy") Clark at quarterback, Harold Pogue at halfback, and Ralph (Slooey)
Chappan at guard. And there were others through the years, like Perry Graves, Bart
Macomber, John Depler, Burt Ingwersen, Charles (Chuck) Carney, Jim McMillen, Bernie
Shively Russ Crane, Robert Reitsch, Butch Nowack, Leroy Wietz, Lou Gordon, and Jim
Reeder.

After Zuppke, his protege Ray Eliot (1942-59) captured the Big Ten titles in 1946,
1951, and 1953. The 1946 "Big Ten" title win was much appreciated for it led to
a Rose Bowl triumph over UCLA, 45-14. Alex Agase, "the wandering guard," and Buddy
Young, a tiny halfback, were perhaps Eliot's leading stars. In 1951, the team
repeated the feat, beating Stanford 40-7. Pete Elliott, the next coach, replayed
this history in 1963.

In the late 1960s, a -slush-fund" scandal rocked the Illinois team. The reforms
required eliminated the team as a force in Big Ten football for some years. Not
until 1983 did Illinois again win the Big Ten title.

Footnotes

1Illinois Memorial Stadium's merits in this regard are expounded on with clarity
In Paul Sprague's -Statement Opposing Nomination of Soldier Field to the National
Register of Historic Places" (September 1983), paesim. Illinois Memorial Stadium
is one of Sprague's principal counterpoints to what he feels is the gravely flawed
design of Soldier Field.

2The College Game (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1974), p. 129.
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3Data in this paragraph and later in this statement on the performance of the
"Fighting Illini" are taken from Mervin D. Hyman and Gordon S. White, Jr., tia. Ten
Football (New York: Macmillan, 1977), pp. 110-118, and 160-171, and yhe Co1lege_
Gamq, al cit., p. 129.

4.1ohn Allen Krout, "Annals of American Sport The Pa cant of America (New Haven;
Yale University Press, 1929), p. 251.

5This list of Illinois' most noted players appears in Hyman and White, INE.
p. 112.
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7_, Description
Condition
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unaltered original site
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Describe the present and original (It known) physical appearanc
Surain,ary

The Main and South Quadrangles of the University of Notre Dame ref 'eel; the origins
and purposes of the University's French founders and possess the distinctive
"academical village" quality that has become characteristic of Avfalcan higher
educational inatitutions.1 Between the University's founding Ili 1542 an,f '930, the
two quadrangles developed a harmonious reeddiencial-academic environment., melding
compatible architectural styles, and remaining relatively free of non-'listoric
intrusions. They compose the portion of the campus that is virtually unchanged
since the 1920s. The Stadium was completed in 1930.

Partially implementing a plan drawn up by architect-professor Francis Kervick in
1920, the outline of the east-west and north-south axes can be readily seen on a
map or in an aerial view of the campus. The north-south axis of the Main Quadrangle,
as the terminue of the formal tree-lined grand avenue approach to the University,
Is particularly striking. Also of importance in the campus plan is the arboretum
on the Main.Quadrangle, planted by Brother Philip Kunze in the 1880s.

HISTORIC STRUCTURSE

Exclusive of the Stadium, the University of Notre Dame Main and South Quadrangles
Historic District preserves 21 buildings built between 1843 and 1930; 8 others,
from the 19308, that positively support the ambience of the district; 4 later
buildings that in some respects break the stylistic unity of the district; and 2
relatively obscure structures that have little effect on the historic district, but
are included in order to provide.a rational boundary. All the buildings are in
use.

ORIGINAL BUILD NG

Old College (4413)_1_1843)

On the side of a slight hill overlooking St. Mary's Lake is the "Old College"
building. This simple vernacular structure, 2 stories on the uphill side and 3
stories on the downhill side, is the oldest extant In the district, and was designed
by the University's founder, Father Edward Sorin, and Brother Fre:1;as Patois. Ithas served multiple uses. Initially, it housed all the primary functions of the
university: instruction, residence, and dining. It has also been a farmhouse and
a bakery.2 Constructed of yellow brick made from local marl deposits, its building
material set a precedent that was maintained In most later construction.

"THB_FRENCH_QUARTER"

As the University grew, activities were transferred to other buildings. Two struc-
tures, which now serve as the Freshman Year Building and the Earth Sciences Building,
were built just west of the present Administration Building. They originally met
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taught the younger students. Later, in conjunction with the women's buildings, a
residence known as the Presbytery, for priests not living with the students, was
erected.

These three structures were basically seen as service buildings; situated directly
north of the site of the Main (Administration) Building, they served the functions
that took place in the Hain Quadrangle. Known as the "French Quarter," these three
yellow brick buildings, with their near-mansard, high slate roofs, flat facades,
rounded-arch and Gothic windows, and landscaped gardens, give accurate testimony to
the French origins of the University's founders; with the Administration Building
and Sacred Heart Church, they form a complementary group.

Freshmen Year BuildIng (Brownson Hall) #34) 55)

This s ructure is 2-1/2 stories with a garret and encloses a garden courtyard.
Father Edward Sorin and Brother Frangois Patois were the architects.

_Earth Sciences Buildin (former_Chapel) 0771 (1855)

This circular 1-1/2-story structure, with a hexagonal slate roof, was first used as
a chapel. It now houses offices, display spaces, and a departmental library. Its
architect was Brother Fran ois Fatois.

Presbytery_(#35) (1869)

The Presbytery is 2-1/2 stories with a garret. It has rounded-arch windows, with a
delicate wood, rather Victorian balcony on the front and a portico affixed to the
rear. William Thomas was the architect. The Presbytery has housed offices, in
addition to serving as a priests' residence.

Administration (Main) Buildin (#36) (1879)

The present structure is the third serving the same function on this site. The first
Main Building, completed in 1844, took over functions from Old College. The second,
completed in 1865, burned down in the spring of 1879, but by autumn the present
building (designed by Willoughby Edbrooke in what he called "modern Gothic" style but
is perhaps more appropriately termed 19th-century'eciectic) was complete enough to
welcome returning students.3 This building still commands its central location and
serves 428 a landmark for miles around, its gilded dome a widely recognized symbol of
the University of Notre Dame. While student residences, dining facilities, libraries,
and assorted academic functions are now housed in separate buildings, portions of the
Administration Building are still used for classroom space as well as administrative
offices.
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The Administration Building is a yellow brick 4-story structure with a serviceable
attic story lit by gables. It has a slate roof. It is a curious, eclectic assem-
blage of formal influences, reminiscent of French vernacular style with exuberant
horseshoe lintels (some of painted tin and others of stone) over the windows, that
distinguish it from the generally similar buildings around it. The windows have
shallow pointed arches. The set-back dome and its supporting structure are of clear
Renaissance Revival origin. There is a wooden front porch.

The interior is trimmed with dark stained wood details and paneling The dome sits
on an octagonal base with balconies ringing the rotunda space at the third and fourth
levels and smaller balcony openings on the fifth. The fifth level is not presently
in use. Murals by the 19th-century artist Luigi Cregori, celebrating Columbus'
discovery of America, cover the walls of the main entrance hallway. Another Gregori
mural of allegorical representations of Poetry. Music, Fame, Science, History,
Philosophy, and Religion is found on the inner dome.

Knute Rockne's office as coach was a 12' x 12' second-floor room at the rear over-
looking the university bakery.4

MAIN QUADRANGLE PLAN

Defined at its north end by the present Administration Building, the Main Quadrangle
was consciously developed to be both visually and functionally balanced. The
administration building was to be at the center of the vista when approaching the
University from the city of South Bend.

To the left of the Administration Building is the church, balanced on the right by
Washington Hall, which includes the fine arts theatre. South of the latter two
structures on the Main Quadrangle are LaFortune Student Center and Sorin Hall.
These early beginnings of the Main Quadrangle demonstrate the intentions of the
19th-century campus plan. All the functions of daily living, including those of
spiritual life, were to be on the west of the quadrangle; all the academic buildings
to the east.

Sacrea Heart Church (#29)_(1874-88)

Sacred Heart Church, designed by three of the original members of the community
(Fathers Alexis Granger and Edward Sorin and Brother Charles Harding), is a fine
example of a French Gothic structure. The church is of yellow brick with a slate
roof. The windows1, buttressing) doors, and armatures within the windows are direct
revivals of the French Gothic tradition. Frescoes by Luigi Gregori decorate parts
of the ceiling and walls. The stained-glass windows were crafted in LeMans, France.
Within the church are two fine pieces of sculpture by the celebrated Croatian
artist. Ivan Mestrovic. Revs. Louis DeSeille and Benjamin Petit, who headed the
mission aLation at Notre Dame before Father Sorin arrived in 1842, are interred in
the crypt. Knute Rockne's funeral took place here in 1931.5

1
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Washington Hall, another of Willoughby Edbrooke's designs, is yellow brick, has
a slate roof, and is 3 stories. It is very eclectic and less "French" than its
neighbors. It is basically square in plan with a central tower structure leading
into a foyer and lobby, then up stairs to a small semi-circular theater. The
original front stairway entrance to the second floor has been removed.

St. _Edward's_Hall (#45 ) (1 2)

St. Edward's Hall, just east of the Administration Building, was designed by commu-
nity members Father Edward Sorin and Brother Charles Harding to house the youngest
group of students at the University -- the "Minims," aged 6 to 13. The French
influence is Obvious in this 4-story yellow brick building which features a near-
mansard, steep slate roof and rounded-arch windows. It was renovated in 1929 to
serve as a dormitory for collegiate-level students.

La Fortune Student Center 043 (1883)

LaFortune, southeast of Washington Hall on the east edge of the Main Quadrangle,
was designed by Willoughby Edbrooke. Originally built to house the sciences, it is
one of the two buildings on the campus with.definite Neoclassical elements. Even
with its rounded corners and front columns, it maintains elements of visual compat-
ibility with neighboring structures through its modified mansard roof, roundedarch
windows, and yellow brick construction.

It was in this building that aerodynamics pioneer Albert Zahm tested his model
flying machines in the 1880s, and in its chemistry laboratories Rev. Julius
Nieuwland, C.S.C., perfected the formula for synthetic rubber. As an undergraduate,
Knute Rockne was a janitor in this building and became Nieuwland's assistant while
still an undergraduate in 1912.

LaFortune is 2-1/2 stories with a slate roof. It mixes French Medieval with some
Classical elements, such as the simplified Ionic columns in the little portico and
a vaguely Classic cornice with a dentil course below the soffit. It has hemicircular
arch windows above and segmental arch windows below, with exaggerated buttressing
stones flanking the arches. Recent remodeling has not seriously altered the exte-
rior. (As is the case with Washington Hall, the entrance into the second story has
been altered. In this case, the entrance was kept.)

The interior space is a rather Neoclassical eclectic. On the main level is an
enclosed courtyard that is skylighted. Balconies project out into it on the upper
level. The upper level also contains a large skylighted ballroom outfitted in a
Classical motif with columns, moldings, beams, and decorative elements rendered in
wood and painted.
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Directly west across the quadrangle from LaFortune is Sorin Hall, a 3-I12-story
yellow brick building with a wooden front porch. It was the first student residence
hall on the campus built with private rooms. Designed by Edbrooke in his Gothic
mode, this building, with its rounded turrets and high steep slate roof, represents
vernacular French Medieval "defensive" architecture. It marked a departure from
accepted standards of open "barracks" living quarters for students. An 1897 addi-
tion and the construction of a front porch are the only major exterior changes to
the building. The windows have simple squared lintels except for one neat row of
hemicircular arches in the central portion of the facade. The brickwork in the
turrets is nicely articulated, with deep-set panels.

Knute Rockne and Gus Dorais shared a basement room in Sorin Hall during their
freshman year at Notre Dame (1910-11).6 In a first-floor room, two students,
Michael and John Shea, wrote "The Notre Dame Victory March."7

LATER DEVELOPMENT_OF THE MAIN_AND SOUTH QUADRANGLES

Corby, Crowley, and Badin Halls (#27, 42, and 18), all designed by members of the
community, were built of the indigenous yellow brick and display near-mansard,
steep roofs. They were (and still are) functional buildings. Corby is a residence
hall, Crowley is a classroom building, and Badin has been used for both purposes.

As the Univ6rsity grew in physical size and educational stature, its officials
again turned to "outside" architects for design plans. William T. Brinkman drew up
the plans and oversaw the construction of Walsh Hall, a residence facility; and
Edward Tilton of New York designed Lemmonier Library. Walsh Hall was consistent
with the architectural styles present on the campus. Lemmonier deviated from the
previous pattern.

Corby Hall (#27) (1893)

Brother Charles Harding was the architect of this French vernacular structure, named
for Notre Dame's president Rev. William J. Corby (1866-72* 1877-81), noted for his
role as a Civil War Union chaplain for the Army of the Potomac's Irish brigade.
Just west of the church, it is yellow brick with a high gable steep near-mansard
roof combined with hipped roofs. It is 3 stories plus garret in front, 4 stories
in the rear, and has a wooden attached front porch. Some stone lintels are in the
shape of little gables; others mimic the shape of brick. A somewhat later addition
to the rear, also reminiscent of the French vernacular, adds other elements:
hemicircular arches are over openings in the central part of the addition with
segmental arches on flanking wings.
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Brother Charles Harding and Rev. John Zahm were the architects. On the east edge
of the Main Quadrangle. Crowley is 2 stories with a slate roof. It is a simple
rectangular building with Renaissance proportions, also utilizing yellow brick.
Its detail is similar to the more Victorian buildings near it. Here the window
openings take up a larger area of the wall with glazing in the large arches of the
upper windows. The cornice with dentil course is classically derived.

Badin Hall (1)18) (1897)

Brother Columkille Fitzgerald was the architect. This simple H structure, on the
north side of the South Quadrangle, is yellow brick, 3 stories plus garret, and has
a slate roof. The flanking elements, added in 1917, have steep roofs above Classical
cornices, but the general feeling and proportions are consistent with the French
Medieval style that prevails around it.

Band Buildin (#86) (1898)

The Band Building, just behind Washington Hall, is a little 2-story vernacular
building of the same yellow brick used in the larger buildings around it. It has
evenly spaced windows with low segmented arches, the simplest sort found on this
part of the campus. It has a flat roof. The architect is unknown.

Lo- Cha el (1/12) (1906)

The only reconstructed building of historical interest on the campus is the Log
Chapel, just southwest of Old College. Built by an ex-slave who still knew the
art of constructing log cabins, this 1-1/2-story cedar chapel (40' x 24') is made
of hand-hewn timber. It conforms to plans drawn from the reminiscences of original
community members of a cabin. Notre Dame's first structure, which stood on this site
when Sorin and his Brothers first arrived in 1842. Rev. Stephen T. Badin, who
began the mission station at Notre Dame in the original log cabin in 1831, is
buried beneath the chapel.

Knute Rockne, who was raised a Lutheran, was baptized a Catholic in the chapel on
November 20, 1925, the day before the Northwestern game.8

Walsh Hall (#_25) (1909)

Walsh, on the west side of the Main Quadrangle, is a long building of yellow brick;
it is 3-1/2 stories with a garret and has a high gable slate roof with pointed and
arched gables. It is compatible with the surrounding French-style buildings.
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Architecture Buildin (Lemmonier Libraa_atItil 1963) 4 (1917)

The Architecture Building, overlooking St. Mary's Lake and Old College, is a very
careful building that marks a response to the Renaissance Revival of the early 20th
century associated with Beaux Arts Classicism. Of Indiana limestone, it is 3
stories with an intermediate mezzanine level. It features a low-pitched green tile
roof. It has a triumphal arch entrance and a grand flight of exterior stairs; the
stairs are flanked by large lamps on copper tripods. Its qic1ple columns have Ionic
capitals. The building is unified by a continuous cornice with a dentil course and
egg-and-dart molding below that. The windows feature rounded arches.

Inside there is a large oval foyer and high skylighted room beyond, currently uaed
as a display gallery. The public spaces maintain the Classical motif throughout in
moldings, panels, and engaged columns and pilasters with appropriate capitals and
baseS.

7GOLLEGIATE GOTHIC" ADDITION* TO THE SOUTH IUADBNGLE

Four other Gothic Revival buildings essentially completed the quadrangles. Three
of them (Howard, Morrissey, and Lyons Halls) form a grouping of student residence
hallS designed in 1924-25 by two members of the Notre Dame faculty, Francis Kervick
and Vincent Fagan, in "Collegiate Gothic" style. The architects utilized a compat-
ible buff brick and gabled slate roofs, and formed a secluded courtyard between
them. The fourth building in this style is, without question, the finest Gothic
Revival building on the South Quadrangle -- Ralph Adams Cram's South Dining Hall
(1927).

Howard Hall (#15) (1924)

Howard Hall is yellow brick with a slate roof and gables and is 3 stories plus
garret. It also has a projecting bay of stone.

Morrissey Han (#10) (1925)

Morrissey Hall is yellow brick with a slate roof; it has 4 stories plus garret.
Copper-paneled bays project from the facade on the upper stories. The copper
has weathered to the color of the slate roof. There is an English Gothic squared
tower in the center of the building.

Lyons Hall (#8) (1925)

This 4-story building is yell w brick and has a steep gable slate roof. It is late
French Medieval In style. It features an arched gateway leading out onto a viewing
porch and pathways to the lake.
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Cram, with Kervick and Fagan serving as associate architects, designed this 2-stor
structure in English-vermilion brick trimmed with Indiana limestone. Architecturallyit is probably the most significant individual build0,ng on the campus and has fin,
interior spaces, which, through the generous use of dark oak on ne walls and higl
vaulted ceilings, very successfully recreate the atmosphere of a medieval guildhall
There are high leaded-glass windows facing north in the two large student dining halli
to either side of the structure and in the faculty dining hall which sits between them,
and excellent exposed groin vaults and Gothic arches on the interior. The facult2
dining hall has large Gothic hammer trusses supporting a high pitched roof clad witl
Gothic oak paneling. Murals, executed by the Hungarian artist Augustin Pall, line the
interior cafeteria walls. The condition of interior woodwork and all masonry, as wel]
as the slate gable roof, is excellent.

Stadiu 930)9

Notre Dame's stadium, "the house that Rockne built," was completed in 1930. It was
&instructed by the Osborn Engineering firm of Cleveland, and generally patterned, on a
smaller scale, after the stadium of the University of Michigan. The structure is 670'
on its north-south (principal) axis and 480' on the east-west axis. Its walls rise to45'. Its concrete core is faced with dull red Belden brick and decorated with white
limestone trim that is simple and and set in a regular pattern.

The exterior features of the stadium are highly symmetrical, except on the west where a
5-bay central section rises to 4 stories. The exterior features square openings on the
first level, some of which are blind; the second level is composed of triple-arched
open arcades, at regular intervals, that completely ring the stadium. Three massive
doors, the frameworks of which are trimmed with limestone, fill the three central bays
of the elevated western section. The press box, which is barely visible from outside
the stadium, tops out the raised section at 60'.

At intervals around the stadium 18 gates are positioned on the ground level. These
offer easy access to the interior, where they lead onto the field part way up the
stands. The seating capacity is 59,074.

The original sod of Car ier Field, venerated bec use Notre Dame did not lose a home
game there in 23 years, was moved to the stadium's field. The 1930 Naval Academy team
lost the dedication game 26-2, to Rockne's last, and his second straight national
championship, team.

Except for changes to the press box and minor upkeep, the key feature- of the stadium
are intact from 1930.
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LATER ADDITIONS

Supporting structures built in the 1930s that contribute to the general ambience of
the two quadrangles include the Law School, the Knights of Columbus Council Hall,
Dillon Hall, Alumni Hall, Hurley College of Business Administration, the Cushing
Hall of Engineering, and the Student Infirmary (#37, 85, 20, 23, 41, 40, and 46).
All were built of buff brick in Collegiate Gothic style, in several cases complete
with towers, fleches, statues, and gargoyles. The Rockne Memorial athletic complex
(#6) made use of the light brick as well as certain Gothic features.

Law School (1/37) (1930)

Maginnis and Walsh were the architects of this 3story building with a high gable
slate roof. The Law School reflects the Collegiate Gothic tradition with a
decidedly French, rather than the usual English, flavor, notably by including
more curvilinear elements in the windows. The interior main library area has
been sensitively remodeled and remains a fine interior space. It has a high
barrelvaulted ceiling and generous westfacing windows lighting the interior.
A mezzanine balcony punctuates the library space. The almost obligatory Gothic
statuary on the exterior fittingly includes Sir Thomas More.

Kni hts of Columbus_ Counci Hall ( 85) (193

Also by Maginnis and Walsh. this Normanstyle Gothic building, directly south of
Walsh Hall, is limstory and has a gable slate roof. Its heavy portico provides a
distinctive covered space at the edge of the southwest intersection of the
quadrangles.

Dillon Hall 20 9

Maginnis and Walsh designed both Dillon and its companion, Alumni Hall, which is
the eastern of the two. Both are student residences. Together with Alumni Hall,
it encloses a fine courtyard space with identical elements on the two buildings'
facing elevations so as to form a gateway to the courtyard and, from the courtyard,
a gateway to the South Quadrangle. Dillon is 3 stories with a high gable slate
roof.

Alumni_Hall_(#23) (193_1)

This building is 3 stories with a steep slate roof. Its statuary includes nicely
carved details of students and saints.

Hurle Colle of Business Administration 1932

Graham, Anderson, Probst, and White of Chicago designed Hurley, at the southeast
interSection of the quadrangles. It is 2 stories and has a flt roof. Its Col
legiate Goth:.c style reflects English influence, particularly in the perpendicular
windows.
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Cushing_Hall of Engineering (#40) 1933)

Campus architects Francis Kervick and Vincent Fagan designed Cush ng Hal_ It is 3
stories and has a flat roof. Like the Law School, just to its west, it reflects
French influence.

Student Infirmary (#46) (1934)

Maginnis and Walsh planned this 3-story building with a high gable slate roof.
Just north of St. Edward's Hall, it is the only example within the district of the
Gothic Revival built to the north of the Main Quadrangle. This structure nicely
reflects the French Gothic, complementing the decidedly French architecture imme-
diately to the south of it.

Rockne Memorial(ft6) (1938)

Maurice Carroll and Chester E. Dean were the architects of the Rockne Memorial.
The 3-story buff brick building has a flat roof that suggests Gothic influences.
Its deep loggia terminates the west end of the long South Quadrangle. The Rockne
Memorial was built to honor Rockne and to house the growing athletic programs of the
University. It contains a swimming pool, handball and squash courts, a solarium,
basketball gyms, the golf shop, and various athletic offices. The foyer contains
numerous artifacts of Rockne and his teams.10

INTRUSIONS

Although the most recent addition to the historic district, the business school's
2-story Hayes-Healy Center (1/88), designed bY Graham, Anderson, Probst, and White in
1968, has been termed "an extremely successful and harmonious use of the Gothic in a
contemporary mode,"11 it Is generally modern in appearance. In Fisher and Pangborn
residence halls and the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstorm (1/9, 7, and 19), general visual
compatibility waS sought through the use of buff briok, but the architectural designs
otherwise break the stylistic pattern of the campus. Of little or no discernible
value to the district are Lewis Hall (1/80) for women and the Laundry (#33).

1-1_-lealy.ELt21:18.B(181
It is buff brick and has a flat roof. The color of the bricks, the proportions of
openings, and the articulation of the facade -- carefully broken up into constituent
proportional elements -- along with the cornice line of the building, match the
Hurley College of Business Administration directly to its south.

Fisher Hal ( #9 953)

Holabird, Root, and Burgee were the architects of this 3-story buff brick building
with a flat roof, which, with Pangborn Hall, fills the southwest corner of the South
Quadrangle. This semi-modern building fits the Gothic scale.
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Holabird, Root, and Burgee were also the architects of this buff brick 3-story
building with a flat roof. It is a semi-modern building intended to fit into the
Gothic scale of the campus.

Hammes No e Da g Bookstore 19) 1955)

Montana and Schultz were the architects of th s buff brick 2-story structure with
a high gable slate roof. It is behind, or west, of Walsh Hall.

Lewis Hall_(#80) (1965)

Ellerbe Associates designed this buff brick 2-story building with a flat roof.
Northwest of the Administration Building, it is removed from the other buildings
and surrounded by trees, and is thus not a major intrusion in the district.

Lanndr (#33) (1934)

Thomas Hickey was the architect of this buff brick 1-story, flat roof service
structure. It is hidden behind a hill northwest of the Administration Building.

FOOTNOTES

1This descr!_ption is, except where noted, an edited and condensed version of the
National Register of Historic Places nomination prepared by Wendy Schlereth, the
University's archivist, under the direction of Provost Rev. James T. Burtchaell,
C.S.C., in 1976.

2Thomas J. Schlereth, The_Univellity_of Notre Dame: A Portrait of Its History
(Notre Dame. Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1976), p. 16.

31bid., pp. 55-58.

4Jerry Brondfield Roane: The Coach the Man the Le end 1,L-- York: Random House,
1976). p. 167.

5

Tbiti" p. 54.

61bid.. np. 46-48.
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7Sch1ereth, pp. cit., p. 118.

8Brondfie1d, op. cit., pp. 173-177.

9Schlereth, op. _cit., pp. 177-178.

10Ibid., p. 144.

11Ibid., p. 175.
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Significance
Period

.. prehistoric'
1400-1499
1500-1599

_. 1500-1699
_ 1700-1799

1500-1599
X_ 1900-

Ar s el SignificanceCheck
archeology-prehistoric
archeology-historic
agriculture
architecture
art
COMIlefCe
communications

Specific dates 1913-date
_ .

and justify below
community planning
conservation
economics
education
engineering
exploration settlem
industry
invention

Builder Architect

Statement of Significance (In one paragraph)
Summaryl

iandscape architecture
Iaw
iiterature
military
music

nt philosophy
politics government

various

-

X

religion
science
sculpture
social'
humanitarian
theater
transportation-

- other (specify)
Ftecxeatlon.
(football)

Notre Dame's collegiate faculty and students have distInguished themselves in
scholarly and scientific research* especially in the fields of aeronautics, biology,
chemistry, the history of American Catholicism, and the study of the relationship
between science and religion. In keeping with its religious origins, Notre Dame
has also traditionally been identified with social and humanitarian reform. The
record of the current president of the University, Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
C.S.C., on civil rights and social justice hardly needs to be mentioned. The very
establishment of the school was partly an effort to provide for distressed American
Indians on the Indiana frontier. These achievements merit full recognition. They
have, perhaps unjustly, been overshadowed in the popular press by the school's
astounding triumphs in collegiate amateur sports, especially football.

Drawing on all its strengths, as the University grew to national importance, it
took on significance as a cultural symbol and source of pride for American Catholics.
Notre Dame's physical expansion and credibility in both education and sports came
to represent for many ethnics and Catholics tangible evidence of their emergence
into the mainstream of American life. This role is also of major significance
historically. Ndtre Dame acquired a phenomenal popular following, including vicar-
ious "Subway Alumni," across the country.

In the history of American sports, however, Notre Dame is exceptionally important
because of its asSociation with the most famous football coach that perhaps any
American university has ever had. Knute Rockne's able predecessors and successors
as coach even stand in his shadow. A star player himself during his undergraduate
days at Notre Dame, he and his teams, from 1918 until his death in 1931, won nation-
wide recognition for the 'University, and spurred the growth of college football.
They stand among.the brightest stars in its "Golden Decade."2

The Notre Dame Main and South Quadrangles Historic District, with the University's
stadium, preserve the campus essentially as it existed during that dramatic period.
Six of its structures have direct individual associations with Rockne; another is a
memorial to him.

History

Originally, Notre Dame was only the vision of a French Catholic priest, Rev. Edward
F. Sorin, and a smal1 group of religious Brothers of the Congregation of the Holy
Cross. In the autumn of 1842 they took over a mission station-orphan asylum on a
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524-acre parcel of land surrounding two lakes just north of the small town of South
Bend. Sorin ambitiously planned to build a college that would not only educate the
youth of the vicinity, but would also attract students from all across the country.
Within 2 years' time, Notre Dame was chartered by the State legislature as a degree=
granting university; until 1917, it also, along with an orphanage, conducted a full
curriculum of elementary and secondary education, including a manual labor school.

It is difficult to pinpoint an agreed-upon date at which Notre Dame emerged as a
national force in all the areas mentioned above. To football, unquestioned national
prominence probably arrived when Notre Dame first beat Army in a renowned upset in
1913 -- a game in which player Knute Rockne and his revolutionary use of the forward
pass had a key role.3

Before Rockne became coach, Notre Dame was already highly successful in football.
Under a succession of coaches, including his immediate predecessor Jesse C. Harper
(1913-17), the team had already performed brilliantly. (Harper, like Rockne, has
been elected to the National Football Hall of Fame.)

Rockne's record as a football coach defies superlatives (105 wins to 12 losses and 5
ties, for the highest lifetime winning percentage of any coach in American college
football history, and 6 national championships in 13 seasons), but his career was
marked with contradictions that illustrate the tension between sports and scholarship
at a university and in an individual. At a scrawny 5'8" and 145 lbs., he had starred
in the memorable first Army-Notre Dame game in 1913. A gifted student, after grad-
uating magna cum laude in chemistry in 1914, he became both the assistant football
coach and a chemistry instructor. He was well-respected in the latter, and was, in
fact, also an assistant to Rev. Julius Nieuwland, who perfected the formula for
synthetic rubber. Not until Rockne became head coach in 1918 WaS he relieved of his
teaching duties.4

Rockne's national fame and reputation were
that featured George (The "Gipper") Gipp,
season.5 His reputation became legendary
Stuhldreher, Elmer Leyden (who coached at
Miller, and Jimmy Crowley) in the 1923 and
in the same years, likewise won enduring
during the 1920s.

assured by his unbeaten 1919 and 1920 teams
who died, aged 25, at the end of the 1920
with his backfield "Four Horsemen" (Harry
Notre Dame after Rockne in 1934-401, Don
1924 seasons. The "Seven Mules," his line
fame.6 His teams were extraordinary all

Rockne's "Fighting Irish" often played outside South Bend, especially in Chicago's
Soldier Field and New York's Polo Grounds, where they could seat large crowds. At
home games, limited capacity was a source of chagrin. Rockne was, in the late '20s,
still playing on the Notre Dame field that had been in use since 1899. This was
Cartier Field, a fenced multipurpose athletic area that had originally accommodated
baseball, track, and bicycling, as well as football. In 1920 its seating capacity
was 20,000; with enlargements, by 1928, about 35,000.7 This was only a fraction of
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the crowds the "Fighting Irish" drew in other cities. Partly because football was
contributing healthily to the college's revenues, Rockne ultimately convinced the
University to build the stadium he needed, and he helped design it. He kept the
area between the field and the stands small to keep "sideline guests," to a minimum
- -and he personally su-ervised the parking and traffic system that basically is the
same one in use today.

Rockne enjoyed only one season in the new stadium. He died, at the age of 43, in a
plane crash in Kansas on March 31, 1931. Some of those who have followed him and
his teams at Notre Dame have compiled a record that might be worthy of hia praise.
His successors as coach Frank W. Leahy (1941-43, 1946-53) and Ara Parseghian (1964
- 74) have followed him into the National Football Foundation Hall of Fame. Eleven
of the 26 Notre Dame players similarly honored are post-Rockne. These litter-day
Notre Dame teams have won 7 more national championships, 6 Heisman Trophies (more
than any other university), and have continued, every year, except 1933, to add to
their unending string of All-Americans (146 first-teem selections since Gus Dorais
and Ray Richenlaub in 1913).9

This remarkable record has been achieved without a mindless devotion to sports.
More than 99% of all athletes at Notre Dame have raduated. __-re Notre Dame athletes
enter graduate school than professional sports.

But even if Notre Dame's achievements in sports had stopped with Rockne ama,
they would still merit a prominent role in the history of college athletics, and
they have even added an enduring and endearing phrase to the language. George
Gipp, Rockne's 1920 star, as he lay dying, almost certainly told Rockne:

Some time when things are going wrong, when the breaks are beating the boys--
tell them to go in and win one for the Gipper. I don't know where I'll be,
but I'll know about it, and I'll be happy.

The story succeededwhen_Rockne first found it necessary to use it in 1928 at the
Polo Grounds in New York.11 It remains a part of Notre Dame tradition and American
folklore.

Footnotes

1This statement, except where it reflects data on Rockne and the Notre Dame football
teams, is a revised version of the corresponding section of the National Register
form cited in Note 1 of the Description.

2A spirited discussion is found in John D. McCallum and Charles H. Pearson, "Rockne
of the Golden Decade," College Football, U.S.A., 1869-1973 (New York: Hall of Fame
Publishing Company, 1973), pp. 161-174.
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3A standard account
U The Echoee Notre Dame Football (Huntsville, Ala., The Strode Publishers, 1984),
pp. 46-62.

of this renowned game can be found in Ken Kappoport, Wake

4This biographical information is drawn from Jerry Brondfield, Rockne, The Man,
the Coachthe Legend (New York: Random House, 1976), passim.

5See the chapter titled "Free Spirit," pp. 101-115, in Rappoport, Ea cit.

6The chapter "Famine, Pestilence, Destruction, and Death," in Rappoport,
discusses the careers of these football immortals. Grantland Rice, "The Four
Horsemen," pp. 143-145, in Esquire's Great Men and Moments in Sports (New York:
Harper and Row, 1962), describes the game in which he gave the sobriquets.

7Thomas J. Schlereth, The_Universit-- of Notre Dame: A Portrait of Its History and
Cam us (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1976), pp. 177-182; and
University of Notre Dame Sports Information Department, Notre Dame 1984 Fopthall
Guide (Notre Dame, Ind.: 1984), pp. 206-207. (The present Cartier Field is only a
namesake of its predecessor and is on a different site. Modern construction covers
the original location, and the historic sod from it was transplanted into the
present Stadium in 1930.)

8University of Notre Dame Sports Information Department, ops_lt_., p. 207.

9These statistics are taken from Ibid., pp. 192-204.

10Statements in University cf Notre Dame, "Notre Dame" Notre Dame, Ind. 1984),
unpaginated.

11A1 Stump, "The Gipper Didn't Die," pp. 140-143, in Ee_quire's Great Men and
Moments in S orts (New York: Harper and Raw, 1962).
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Verbal BoundarY_

The Main and South Quadrangles Historic District on the UniveraitY of Notre Dame
Campus is an area to the north of Notre Dame Avenue and bounded °lithe southwest,
west) and north by a peripheral road running west along the Old bort- Road then
turning north toward St. Mary's Lake and then northeast sksrting the am=uthern and
eastern border of St. Mary's Lake and the southern edge of St, ,100ph's Lake.
Along its eastern edge the district is defined by internal catePos wollviem7ays which,
proceeding from north to south, are to the east of the Student infi: inmary, St.
Edward's Hall, Washington Hall, the Band Building, LaFortune Student Cerammar, Crowley
Hall of Music, HayesHealy Center, the Hurley College of Business AdnY-ix=aistration,
and the Cushing Hall of Engineering. On the southeast the diettUt is =aordered by
the walkways immediately south of the Cushing Hall of Engineering ammad the Law
School, which then join with Notre Dame Avenue at its northern terminus.

Notre Dame Stadium rests on a noncontiguous tract southeast of the diet rict. For
the purposes of this nomination, its boundary is defined on the north a _-rid east by
campus roads adjacent to it, on the west by a campus walkway ruaniddse south from
the O'Shaughnesay Hall of Liberal and FiruL Arts, and on the south bY ineu imaginary
line drawn 50' south of its southernmost extension.
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Map Legend

1 CarrollHall

2 Fatima Shrine

3 Fatima RetRat House

4 Uldeetsity Village

5 ROTC Buildins

6 Rockne Memorial

7 Pinghorn Hall

8 Lyons Hall

9 Fisher Hall

10 Monissey Hall

11 Holy Cross Hall

12 Log Chapel

13 Old College

14 Architecta Building

15 Howard Hall

16 Cafeteria (The Oak Room)

17 South Dining Hall

1S Bidinliall

19 Hammes Notre Dame Boiston

20 Dillon Hall

21 Morris inn

22 Main Gate

23 Alunmi

24 Post Offsee

25 Walsh Hall

24 Sri Hall

192

27 Corby Hall

28 Grotto of Our Lady of Luurdes

20 Sacred Heart Church

30 Columba Hall

31 St, Joseph Hail

32 Moreau Seminary

33 Laundry

34 Freshman Year Building and

Brownson Hall

35 Presbytery

36 Administration Building

37 Law School

38 Lewis Bus Shelter

39 Tennis Courts

40 Cushing Hall of Engineering

41 Hurley College of Business

Administration

42 Patrick F. Crowley

Hall of Music

43 Larormne Student Center

44 Washington Hall

45 St. Edward's Hall

46 Student Infirmary

47 Holy Cross House

48 Stanford Hall

49 Keenan Hill

50 Zahm Hall

51 Cavanaugh Hall

52 Nieuwland Science Hall

53 Chemical Engineering Hall

54 Art Gallery (O'Shaughnessy Hall)

55 Sculpture Studio

$6 O'Shaughnessy Hall of Liberal

and Fine Arts

_

57 The Old Fieldhouse

58 Brtahillips Hall

59 Paley Hall

60 North Dining Hall

61 Haggar Hall

62 Fire Station

63 Power Plant and Utilities

64 Water Tower

65 Ave Maria Press

66 Mechanical Engineering Lib

67 Maintenance Center

68 knits Gennfret Life Building

69 Stepan Center

70 WNDU, Radio and Television

71 Radiation Research Building

92 Notre Dame Memorial Library

73 Stadium

74 Computing Center and

Mathematics Building

75 Aerospace Engineering Lab

76 Cartier Field

77 Earth Sciences Building

78 University Club

79 Athletic and Convontion Center

80 Lewis Hall

81 Center for Continuing Education

82 Bulb Shed (Campus Ministry)

83 East Gate

84 Paul V. Galvin Life Science Center

85 Knights of Columbus Council

Home

86 Band Building

87 Medical Scisnce Building

88 Hayes.Healy Center

89 Flanner Tower

90 Grace Tower

91 Alurani.Senior Club

N Boat House

93 Holy Cross kora

94 Founders' Monument

95 William J. Corby Statue

96 Sacred Heart Statue

97 St. Edward's Statue

98 Edward SOrin Statue

99 Our Lady of the Univemity Statue

100 Notre Datfie Townhom
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Sacred Heart Church, University of Notre
Dame, from the east. (University of
Notre Dame Photographic Service, 1975)
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South Dining Hall, University of Notre
Dame, from che north. (University of
Notre Dame

Photographic Service, 1975)



!Aerial view of Notre Dame University

:,Stadium, from the north, (James

'Charleton, National Park Service,

1985)
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West facade, Notre Dame University

Stadium, from the west. (James H.

Charleton, National Park Service,
1985)
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View of the western on of the Notre

Dane University Stadiun (left) and its

parking lots (right), from the north,

(James H. Charletzn, National Park

Service, 1985)
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received
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. Name
his

and or coMMOn

2. Loca ion

Stadium'

street & number 60 N. Harvard Street not for publication

city, town Boston vicinity of

state Massachusetts code county Suffolk cod

Classification
eMegory

district
building(s)

X structure
site
object

Ownership
_ public

X private
both

Public Acquisition
in process
being considered

Status
...& Occupied

unoccupied
work in progress

Accessible
yes: restricted

_ yes: unrestricted
no

Present Use
agriculture
commercial
educational
entertainment
government
industrial
military

museum
park
private resid nce
religious
scientific
transportation

X other Football

4. Owner- o Property
name Dr. Dere] --Sid-

$treet_& number Uni _rsity

city, town Cambridge _ vicinity of state usetts 02138

5. Location o Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc, Suffolk County Recidstry of Deeds

stree & number P

city, town state .1:k c usetts

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Boston Laridimrks

title Ccurmission Survey

date 1978

has this property been determined eligible' yes no

federal __ state county _X. local

depository for survey records Boston landmarks Commission, City Hall

city, town Boston
137
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7, Description
Cormlifion-- xcellent

fair

Check one
deteriorated urmtlered
ruins X altered
unexposed

Check one
X original site
_ . moved date

.7 - a- - -6
Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Suisttiary1

The Harvard Stadium, erected in 1903, is a U-shaped structure of concrete and
steel construction, resembling Classical Greek and Roman models that had a
curved end and straight sides. Its total exterior length in 573'; its overall
width, 420'. The structure's long axia runs northeast-southwest with the U
opening at the northeast end. The playing area includes a standard football
gridiron, and a 1/4-mile running track, which extends out the open end. The
interior measurements are 481' by 230'. The Stadium was designed to seat about
24,000 spectators.

Detailed Description

The inner wall is 9' high above the field, while the outer wall, 53' in height,
consists of two tiers of Roman arches and piers, separated by a molded belt
course and surmounted above the second level by a parapet with a massive cornice
that features simple square openings over alternate arches below. The parapet
and its concrete roof, supported by a row of pillars on the interior, was added
in 1910, as were the two square pavilions at the ends of the U. All exterior
wall surfaces were "rough-picked" to remove the wooden form prints and stains
from the concrete.

The arches in the lower tier serve as the entrances t0 the stadium. They admit
people into an inside corridor running the interior perimeter of the structure.
The corridor not only permits free internal circulation but can be used as a
running track in bad weather. On the inner edge of the corridor, concrete walks
lead to 36 stairways that open into the lower seat aisles. Eight larger stairways
rise to a second-level corridor from which passages and short flights of stairs
lead to the upper levels of seats.

The innovative structural system using Ransome's cold twisted steel bars combines
concrete encased steel beams and trusses, with 4500 "L"-shaped slab seats and a
poured, curved exterior wall 1390' long and 72' high to the parapet.2

Alterations

In terms of its general silhouette and major features, Harvard Stadium is well-
preserved. However, in common with almoat all active stadiums, it has had a
press box grafted onto it. In Harvard's case, the box is a long horizontal
steel and glass structure with an extended roof area; erected atop the north-
western side of the Stadium in 1981, it replaced an earlier facility.

In 1929-52, Harvard Stadium's open end was closed by a steel grandstand that
Ancreased seating capacity. It is now left open, as originally designed,
although temporary stands can be erected as the occasion arises, as occurred
before 1929. A chain-link fence, just behind the metal scoreboard beyond the
end of the running track, now secures the playing area.

138
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Condition

By the 1970s, chunks of masonry were missing from the structure in places and
the steel reinforcing rods were consequently exposed. Recent patching, while
correcting the problem, has, with work done over the years, given the structure
a mottled appearance.

Footnotes

'The atatistics and general descriptive data are extracted from Henry H. Fox,
"Methods of Construction of the Harvard Stadium," Harvard Engineering Journal,
3, 2 (June 1904), 91-108 fessim: and Lewis J. Johnson, "Materials and Design of
the Harvard Stadium," Harvard Engineering Journal, 3, 2 (June 1904), 109-130
passim.

2Margaret Floyd, "Colossus by the Charles The Harvard Stadium."



Period /kr as of SignificanceCheck and justify below
prehistoric archeology-prehistoric
1400-1499 archeology-historic
1500-1599 agriculture
1600-1699 architecture
1701799 art
18011-11399 commerce
1900- communications

Spec ific dates 1903

Statment of Significance

Summary

community planning
conservation
economics
education

X engineering
exploration settlement
industry
invention

BuilderArchitect

ne paragraph)

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
politics government

reWMon
ScienCe
Sculpture
Social
humanitarian
theater

,_tranaportation
other (specify)

_Recreatian-
CharleS F. McKim, arcbitect (fccothal1
Lewis J. Johnson, IrA-N.-71-TITA-- war)
Hollis, and J0sepn R. Nbrcester,
engimsers

Harvard Stadium is highly significant in the
technology of a construction, and for its
coaches and teams, who played a major role
collegiate football in the United States.

history of stadium design, for the
associations with Harvard football
in the early development of inter-

The Stadium's design, derived from Classical models in architecture and influenced
by the revival of the Olympic Games (1896), may even have influenced the rules of
football, for some suggest that the 1905 commission reforming the sport chose to
legalize the forward pass rather than widen the playing field for lateral action,
because Harvard Stadium, the newly completed "jewel" of the sport, was too narroW
to accommodate wider plays.'

Harvard Stadium, the first college stadium in the United States, is also the
earliest still extant. Its design and its multipurpose use became a prototype for
the design of college stadiums that were built by other universities in the United
States in the 20th century. The structure is also of significance as a pioneering
example of the use of reinforced concrete in the construction of large structureS.
At the time of its completion it was the largest structure of that material in the
world.2

History

Harvard's participation in rudimentary forms of college football played a signif-
icant role in the evolution of the sport long before Harvard Stadium was erected.
Early forms of the game had been banned at the university in 1860. The faculty
lifted its ban in 1871 and the game began to reappear on the campus. Harvard
played a carrying game, much like Rugby, called the "Boston game," which differed
from that played by other colleges, whose teams emphasized kicking.3

Lacking games with U.S. colleges because of the rlles differences, Harvard scheduled
games with McGill University of Montreal, in the spring of 1874. The gameS with
McGill committed Harvard to the running Rugby game, and influenced the pattern of
the U.S. game that was to evolve.

Harvard adopted the Rugby rules and Harvard and Yale met for the first time in
1875, in New Haven, in a game that was largely Rugby. The desire for a cOntest
between the two universities had led to a conference between them. Yale had

1140
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conceded to the Rugby principles of running with the ball and tackling. Yale
formally adopted the Rugby rules in 1876. That same year, Harvard, Yale, Columbia,
and Princeton met and organized the Intercollegiate FoOtball Association, adopting
Rugby-influenced rules.

Harvard's records in its early years of play, especially 1886-91, reflect Semething
of this pioneering dominance in the sport. In those 6 seasons, the "Crimson won 67
games and lost only 74 Their scoring record in the 1886 season, though played
under rules subsequently modified (and with several "prep" School games included), is
generally regarded as the all-time high for any team. The cumulative season pointage
was 765 to opponents' 41. The scores included such lopsided ratios as 82-0 against
Tufts, 62-0 with MIT, 70-0 against Dartmouth, and an unparalleled 158=0 against
Exeter. Only Princeton and Yale defeated Harvard that year.

The erection of Harvard Stadium grew out of certain basic factors.5 The University
came under increasing presaure and embarassment from the unsightly condition of its
wooden football stands, on the present Stadium site ih Soldier's Field. They were
also regarded as a fire hazard, and were expensive to maintain. The site's strategic
location, athwart a key spot in Frederick Law Olmsted's "emerald necklace" of Beaten
metropolitan parks, commended itself to respectful treatment as a "public duty."
Harvard's solution to these probleme was to recommend iteelf to other universities;
which faced similar dilemmas.

Olmsted prepared a plan that became the basis for the siting of the stadium and other
athletic structures nearby. With the determination made that the structure would be
a permanent One, arrived at not without objections from those who opposed giving
sports such a prominent role at the university, work began on materials and design
that would be both attractive and able to withstand the rigors of NeW England winters.
Lewis F. Johnson, of the University's civil engineering department, proposed a novel
treatment, the use of great concrete slabs reinforced with steel. Cost was a facter,
concrete being less expensive than brick or stone. Construction was quick, being
essentially completed in a few months in 1903.

After engineering details and materials testing were cOmpleted, the matter had been
turned over to Charles F. McKim, of McKim, Mead, and White, who had put the innova-
tive engineering into Classical dress, combining elements of Greek stadia and Reman
"circuses." The Classical symbolism of the Stadium "converged precisely with the
Claseically baaed curricular theory of the Harvard physical education constituency."6
This Classical emphasis was reiterated when in 1906 the aacendant Classics department
performed Apmemnon bir Aeschylus with live horses, chariots, and a temple erected in
the colossal stadium.
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In the new Stadium, from 1908 through 1916, Percy Duncan Haughton coached
Harvard teams to outstanding victories. Even a Yale partisan has noted that
he was "the man destined to humble Yale's pretensions to invincibility."8
Harvard was undefeated and untied in 1912 and 1913, undefeated in 1908, 1910,
and 1914 and defeated only once each year in 1909 and 1915. Haughton won at
Harvard where others had failed because he was one of the first major coaches
to realize that speed and power were, in themselves, relatively valueless unless
properly masked by deception.

Harvard played football only informally in 1917 and 1918, but returned to the
field ia 1919. The master coach had retired, but enOggh of his teaching and
his impetus remained to carry Harvard through to the 1919 championship and a
Rose Bowl victory over Oregon by 7-6 on New Year's Day, 1920.

An exciting series was staged in 1920-22 with the "Praying Colonels" of Centre
College, of Danville, Kentucky. Harvard won the first and third and lost the
second of the three matches.9

Overall. Harvard's teams have secured the championship in Ivy League (Eastern
Intercollegiate) conference play relatively infrequently, less often than the
team's illustrious early history would ci,.::zeatt 1901, 1908, 1912, 1913 (shared),
1946 (shared), 1961 (shared), 1966 (slia,'.,A), 1968 (shared), 1974 (shared),
1975, 1982 (shared), and 1983 (shared).Lj

Harvard's members of the College Football Hall of Fame include coaches Haughton
and Richard C. Harlow (1935-42, 1945-47) and the following players:

David C. Campbell (1899=1901)
Charles D. Daly (1898=1900)
H. R. ("Tack") Hardwick (1912-14)
Marshall Newell (1890-93)
Benjamin H. Ticknor (1928-30) 11

Edward L. Casey (1916, 1919)
Hamilton Fish (1907-09)
Edward W. Mahan (1913-15)
Stanley B. Pennock (1912-14)

Harvard's All-Americans include William Henry Lewis (1892-93), the first black to
be so honored; Endicott ("Chub") Peabody (1941), who later served as Massachusetts'
Governor; and Hamilton Fish (1907-09), longtime Congressman from Nei York (also
noted above) .12

Although Harvard is far behind (38 wins, as opposed to 55 losses, with 8 ties) in
its renowned rivalry with football nemesis Yale, in what the alumni of both
universities term "The Game," the "Crimson" have known some proud times in the
series, such as 4 straight victories_under Haughton in 1912-15 and 18 instances
where they have left Yale scoreless.13
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Footnotes

1 Nancy Salzman, "Harvard Stadium, Boston Landmarks Commission Study Report,"
December 1979, p. 3.0.

2 Margaret Floyd, "Colossus by the Charles: The Harvard Stadium."

3 These remarks on Harvard's early football history are extracted from the
article "Football," Encyclopedia Britannica IX, 480-482.

4 These statistics are from Keith W. Jennison, ed., The Concise Encyclopedia of
LSists (New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1970), p. 462.

5 The background of the Stadium's conception, design, and construction are
discussed at length in three articles in the Harvard Engineering Journal (June
1904), namely I. N. Hollis, "Origin of the Harvard Stadium," pp. 91-108; Lewis J.
Johnson, "Materials and Design of the Harvard Stadium," pp. 109-130; and Henry H.
Fox, "Methods of Construction of the Harvard Stadium," pp. 131-144.

6 Margaret Floyd, 122 cit.

7 ibid.

8 John Allan Krout, "Annals of American Sport," The Pageant of America (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1929), p. 250.

9 "Football," Encyclopedia Britannica, 21E. cit., IX, 484.

10 Keith W. Jennison, ed. "Football," The Concise Encyclopedia of Sports (New
York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1970), p. 450; and World Almanac_,_ 1985, p. 829.

11 Herbert Kamm, The Junior Illustrated Encycloil4cq S-orts (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1970), pp. 301-309.

12 John D. McCallum and Charles H. Pearson Colle- 869-1973
(New York: Hall of Fame Publishing Co., Inc. , 1973

Football U.S
pp. 115, 231.

These are the more conservative, i. e., Yale, statistics. Some discrepancies
in records kept by the two universities occur. The source is Yale University
Sports Information Office, THE GABE Football Pro am November _9 1983_ (New
Raven, 1983), pp. 8-9.
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Verbal Boundary

The Stadium strueture only and its todiatase lot, as bounded by N. Harvard Street
on the southeast, a line projeCted soithwee from N. Harvard Street along the axis
formed by the southwesternmost polot dthe Stadium and Harvard Street, northeast
along the Stadium well, and aoathodale=wng the line of the chainlink fence
enclosing the open end Of the StAdiuliond isms scoreboard.
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Renderings of Harvard Stadium that appeared
in the Harvard En ineer_in _Jourpal, 3, 2,
(June 1904 ), 92, shortly after completion of
the structure. (Harvard University Department
of Planning)
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Universi Stadium

and Or common

2. Location
Street & num

city, town

state

f S. Str _ not for public& ion

Ann Arbor _ vicinity of

Michigan county Wash

3. Cla sification
Category Ownership Status Pm:ant Use

district public occupied agriculture museum_
building(s) private unoccupied _ commercial

_
park

_X_ structure
_

both
_
_ private residencework in progress _ educational

Public Acquisition
_
Accssiblesite entertainment religious_

object government
_

scientificin process X yes: restricted_
yes: unrestricted industrial

_
transportationbeing considered_

_ no
_

militert X other Ecoth.111

4. Owner of Property stadium

name Dr. Harold S. Sha iro President

street & number Universi _ Michigan

city, town _ vicinity of

Location of Legal Description
Washtenaw County Register of Dee_s, _ourthouse

Hall Buildingcourthouse, registry of deeds, etc

street numbe 100 N. 5th Street

city, town Ann Arbor Michigan

6! Representation in Existing Surveys
title

date

depositOry for survey records

ctty, town

has this property been determined eligibl _ yes X no

federal _ state county
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Canditiort Check one
excellent deteriorated unaltered
good _ ruins yr,_ altered

_ fair _ unexposed

Chock one
X, original si(e

moved dote

Describe the present end original lif known) physical appearance

Summary,-

The University of Michigan Stadium Is the largest college stadium in the Natio
devoted exclusively to football. It is basically a "bowl" dug into the earti,
Its overall dimensions are 754' by 584'. Its present capacity of 101,70,
reflecte a major second-level addition of steel stands made in 1949, whit.-
raised its permanent capacity from about 72,000 to more than 97,000, and min=
seating enhancements in 1956 and 1973. The stadium is squared off around title
playing field to conform to the rectangular dimensions of the football gridiron.
Thia Lmings all the seats as close as possible to the field. The end seats,
notably, are so close to the field that the goalposts are practically in the
crowd.

Additional PeatTARUM

Michigan Stadium's original portion consists of 70 rows of Seats rising in
tiers that border the rectangular gridiron. It basic construction is modeled
on that of the Yale Bowl. Thus, the depressed gridiron, about 35' below street
level, was placed after excavating and mounding the earth around it. It pre-
sently features artificial turf. Thus dug into the ground, the stadium origi-
nally rose only some i5' above ground level at the highest point on the exterior.
Tunnels pierce the mound to provide ingress and egress from the stands and
field. Lockers and shower rooms are under the east stan&i. The press box, a
larger replacement of an original Neoclassical one, is on the west.

The prIncipal exterior wall is on the eaat side, where the site slopes down.
Before massive fill occurred on this side there was a lower-level main entranceflanked by broad staircases leading up to the present ground level. The west
side remains close to grade. The exposed walls are red brick with limestone
trim.

The present main eaat entrance is recessed slightly and framed by eight Doric
columns. There is a simple brick cornice running the circumference of the
wall. Each bay is punctured by four simple rectaegular windows with simple
sills in limestone set off by a raised rounded arch entrance with an elaborate
keystone decorated with a shield. The shields support a limestone cornice.
There are four brackets at each entrance, two on either side of the shields.

Provision had been made for an increase in the size of the stadium by making
the support piers especially heavy to provide the necessary footings. The
steel upper deck stands added 20 rows of seats in 1949; they replaced temporary
wooden bleachers. The style of the addition is not noticeably distinct on the
interior, but claahes dramatically with the neoclassical exterior decoration of
the original portion.
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Footnote

1This description has been prepared largely by consulting three articles in
the Michigan Alumnus that described the original stadium and from the photo-
graphic evidence that accompanies this study. The articles are: "Michigan's
new football field," 32, 35 (August 1926), 719-722; "Work on new stadium pro-
gressing rapidly, 33, 14 (January 1927), 299-301; and "Michigan's new football
field," 34, 10 (December 1927), 231-234.
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Like such o her Midwestern coaches aa Ratite Rockne at Notre Dame, and Bob
Zuppke at Illinois, with whom his name will be forever bracketed, and whose
careers overshadow all their successors, Fielding ("Hurry-Up") Yost transformed
his college into a national power in football. The atadinm at the University
of Michigan then is just as apt a memorial to him as the stadiums at the other
two universities are to those coaches. Like Rockne, he took a personal interest
in his structure's design.

Michigan Stadium has another distinction beyond Michigan's suatained greatness
in college football. It I. the largest college football stadium in the United
States, partly because Yost had "the formaight to build the preaent Michigan
stadium with a double foundation so that it could be enlarged to its present
capacity of more than 100,000."1

History

The Univers ty of Michigan was the pioneer in Midwestern football. A team'was
organized as early as 1873, but Michigan found no opponent until Racine College
in 1879. Michigan won by one touchdown and one field goal to nothing, and went
on to establish football on a firm foundation. The Wolverines also pioneered
in intersectional football, meeting Harvard, Yale, and Princeton in 1881.
Michigan lost all three games, but tried the same thing again in 1883, this time
against Weeleyan, Yale, Harvard, and Stevens Tech. Michigan again_lost all the
games, but football was on its way at Ann Arbor and in the "West."2

In the mid-1980s, Michigan fans could look back on an extraordinary football
history. The team's "Big Ten" Conference statistics alone are staggering. In
addition to 4 straight titles racked up by Yost's "point-a-minute" teams (1901-
04),_Michigan has lad or shared the Western ("Big Ten") Conference in 1898,
1922, 1923, 1925-26, 1930-33, 1943, 1947-50, 1964, 1969, 1971-74, 1976-78,
1980, and 1982.3 The major reason this list is not even more impressive is
that Michigan was out of the conference in 1905-17.

The most significant figure in Michigan rise to fame, Fielding Yost, accepted
the coaching job at Ann Arbor in 1901, bringing with him a star "pupil" from
the Weft Coast:William M. ("Willie") Heston who became one of the prime forces
on the immortal teams of, the next. 4 years. 4 Although they were, technidally,
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not "point-a-minute" teams, their record was extraordinary. In 5 seasons, they
won 55 of 57 games and tied one of the other two, amassing 2,821 points to 42 for
their opponents. Heston and Adolph ("Germany") Schulz (1905-08) so distinguished
themselves that they are enehrined in the College Football Hall of Fame.5

Although Yost, who was coach until 1928 (and athletic director until he retired
in 1941), would never quite match that record again, he did enjoy some excellent
aeasons in the 1920s. Merry Ripka, his greet'halfback, led a "comeback" in the
undefeated seasons of 1922 and 1923; he succeeded Yost as coach in 1929-37. Yost
characterized his 1925 team as "the best I ever had." On that team, the "two
Bennies," left end Benjamin Oosterbaan (1925-27) and "the perfect quarterback"
Benjamin Friedman (1924-26), among other feats, evened scores with Zuppke and
"Rad" Grange of the University of Illinois. Oosterbaan also ultimately coached at
Michigan (1948-59).

The 1925 team helped Yost realize his dream. Michigan's Ferry Field, built in
1921, had seated 24,000 and with additions in 1925 reached 47,000, but did not
begin to accommodate the host of fans. Yost accordingly set out to -build a
stadium that would seat Ann Arbor's population 3 times over. The gargantuan
task was completed in the fall of 1927.

Harry Newman starred in 1930-32. Under coach Herbert O. ( Frits") Crisler
(1938-47) in the late 1930s, Tom Harmon (1938-40) scored 33 touchdowns and
inspired a film in which he played himself* Blocking back Forest Evaehevski
and tackle Ed Frutig were other stars of the era. Crisler also laid the
foundations for Michigan's excellence in the years immediately after World War

This discussion could continue almost indefinitely, with memorable notes about
Michigan's titanic battles with Ohio State after World Wor II and a host of
other citations familiar to Michigan fans. Perhaps, however, it is appropriate
to conclude with * salute, in the form of an anecdote concerning a player whose
service was sandwiched between Michigan's great years in the 1930s, the center
in the 1934 season in Which Michigan won only 1 game. Re was the Most Valuable
Player on that team and was sufficiently talented to be named to the All-Big Ten
First Team, and it was noted of him that he "defended tenaciously despite the
superior opposition he had to face and was oue of the fee bright spots on a team
going nowhere."6

Nearly 40 years later, recalling his years in college football, he would'remark,
"As an old center: I know what it's like to be number two."7 At that point, in
1973, Gerald R. Nerry") Ford's playing field was even larger than Fielding
?OEM'S enormous old °tedium.
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Footnotes

1John D. McCallum and Charles H. Pearson, Colle-e Football U.S. .

(New York: Hall of Fame Publishing Co., Inc., 1971 ), p. 154.

2"Football," EncyclopQdia Britannica, IX, 569.

3Kaith W. Jennison, ed., "Football," The Conoise_Encyclopedia of Sporto (New
York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1970), p. 452; and World Almanac 1985, p. 830.

4Yost's and his teams' career in Michigar football before World War II is sketched
from material in The Collage Game (Indianapolis: Hobbs-Merrill, 1974), PP. 110-
113, and Mervin D. Hyman and Gordon S. White, Jr., Eig,Ten Football (New York:
Macmillan, 1977), pp. 45-57, 93-113, and 190-216.

5Michigan's Hall of Fame members include players:

Beniamin Friedman (1924-26)
William M. Heston (1901-04)
-Benjamin G. Oosterbaan (1925-27)
Neil Snow (1898-1901)

and coaches:

Herbert 0. ('Fritz') Crisler (1938-47)
Fielding Yost (1900-28)

This data iø from Herbert Kamn,
(Indianapolis: Hobbs-Merrill, 1970

6Hyman and White. !m. cit., p. 204.

7Ibid., p. 205.

Thomas D. Harmon (1938-40)
Harry Kipke (1921-23)
Adolph ("Germany") Schulz (1905-08)
Francis ("Whitey") Wistert (1931-33)

E.E. ("Ted") W eman (1927-28)

, pp. 301-309.
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Verbal boundary description and Justification
The staditra is situatedon a large landscaped lot, rectangular in shape, bounded on the
north by Keech Street, on the east _= Street extended, on the south by East Staditin
Boulevard, and on the west by South Main Street. This is the area proposed for inclusion.
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Description
Condition
X_ excellent

good
_ fair

deteriorated
ruins
unexposed

Check one
. unaltered

X altered

Chock one
X original site

moiled date

Describe th present and original (it known) physical appearance

Summary

Upon its completion in 1922, Ohio Stadium received immediate acclaim nationwide
for its architectural design and innovative features. Constructed of reinforced
concrete on a steel frame, the stadium is built in a double-decked horseshoe
design. It measures 754' in length, 597' in width, 107' (at the greatest) in
height, and 1/3 mile in circumference. The stadium, which itseif covers about
10 acres, is the principal building of a 90-acre physical recreation center.

Detailed Descri tion

The main entrance, which faces almost directly north at the closed end of the
stadium, features an arch 72' wide by 86' high with a coffered half dome 20' in
diamlter. Towers flank this main arch and stand at the open ends of the horse-
shoe. Those to either side of the main arch are 109' high and 36' square. The
98' high stadium walls contain a series of 78 arches, running around the perim-
eter on the lower level. These are used as entrances; each arch measures 13'
wide and 56' high. There are small rectangular openings on the upper level
above each arch.

Inside the stadium, 56 stairways and 12 ramps feed 112 aisles serving the two
decks. The stadium was designed to seat 63,000 people, 42,000 on the lower deck
and 21,000 on the upper. Temporary seating increased the capacity to 72,000.

Ohio Stadium's architecture includes several innovative features. The double-
decked seating arrangement provides shelter for some spectatora during inclement
weather. The bowed sides of the horseshoe design permit a sweeping view of the
field and the crowd and bring the spectators close to the action, stimulating
crowd participation and enthusiasm; the closest seats are 72 away from the
sidelines, while the farthest are 231' away.

The design of the stadium provides enough space for a regulation-size oval
outdoor track that surrounds the football field and extends out the stadium's
open end. Spaces beneath the concrete seats furnish enough room for team
locker rooms (at the ends of the stadium) and two 80' by 400' areas for indoor
exhibits.

Not long after the stadium wgs completed, temporary
bleachers (at the open end) were added, increasing the
81,000. (Renumbering of seats after World War II also
capacity.) Standing room crowds have brought official
more than 87,000.

seating and portable
stadium's capacity to
increased the seating
attendance records to

Ohio Stadium's basic structure remains intact. Several changes have been made
over time. On the west side, the Stadium Scholarship Dormitory, for outstanding
high school Students in need of financial aid, was built and opened in 1933.
Glass panes were installed in the entrance arches for protection from the
elements. The four-deck press box on the west side (added 1950) is the third
to be situated there; the original press box on the east side of the stadium
was removed at an unknown date.
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the press. Artificial turf wax laid down in 1970 and lights for intramural
sports were added in 1972. The locker rloms were most recently zaaodeled in
1965. The recently completed scoreboard and Jesse Owens Memorial Plaza are the
latest additions. The basic exterior appearance of the stadium, however,
remains essentially unchanged from the original design.

Footnote

1Th1s description is an edited version of that appeari gin the National Register
of Historic Places nomination form.
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The design for the Ohio Stadium, by university architect Howard Dwight Smith,
was an outstanding achievement. Built in 1921-22, it was the largest stadium
west of the Appalachians and the first horseshoe-ehaped double-deck stadium in
the United States. The American Institute of Architects awarded Smith a gold
medal in 1921 for "excellence in public works" because of his imaginative
design. Specifically, the stadium combined the best features of the straight-
sided, open-ended Harvard Stadium and the curved and closed Yale Bowl, the two
pece-setting stadiums of the first decades of the 20th century.

Home of Ohio State University's football Buckeyes, since October 21, 1922, when
it woo formally dedicated at the OSU-Michigan game, Ohio Stadium has been the
home gridiron of several Heiman Trophy winners and numerous "Big Ten" champion-
ship and national championship teams. Track immortel Jesse Owens is the best
known of the Olympic track stars from Ohio State who have raced on the track
that surrounds the stedium's football playing field.1

HistorX

Ohio Stadium replaced the overcrowded grandstands of Ohio Field, where Ohio
State football teams had played since 1898. After the university joined the
Western ("Big Ten") Conference in 1912, its football teama gained national
prominence by winning 3 conference championships in 5 seasons (1916, 1917,
and 1920). Spectators packed the grandstands bordering Woodruff and High
Streets to watch Coach John W. Wilce and the Buckeyes in action. It became
evident that a new stadium was needed to meet the clamoring demand for tickets.

Plans for a new stadium were announced in 1919. Ohio Stadium was to be the
main building of a 90-xracre physical recreation area west of Neil Avenue and
east of the Olentangy River. The plan, which included practice fields and
tennis courts, was in keevg with the national college slogan for physical
fitness during World War I, "Everybody in the game."

Because no sources of public funding were-available, it was necessary to finance
the 63,000-oeat stadium, which cost $1.9 million, entirely by public subscrip-
tion and by profits earned from intercollegiate athletic events at Ohio State.
The university's alumni, the public in Ohio generally, and the citizens of
Columbus rallied to the cause, which was a major undertaking for a city of
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less than 250,000. Although skeptics questioned whether the university would
ever fill the stadium, most people were caught up in the general enthusiasm.

October 18-23, 1920, was proclaimed Stadium Week and, in all parts of the coun-
try, newspapers publicized the project. The proposed stadium was the cover
story and subject of a 23-page spread in The Architectural_ Becord.2 In Columbus,
there were special stadium editions of local newspapers, parades, billboards, and
speeches and music in front of the Statehouse.

Construction was begun in August 1921, and the stadium was virtually completed in
September 1922. Football and track squads began practicing on the field and
track as the wooden seats were being set up. Dedication ceremonies, before a
capacity crowd of 71,385, were held October 21, 1922k just before the Ohio State-
Michigan game (which Ohio State unfortunately lost).-

Ohio Stadium's first-season attendance, nevertheless, more than doubled the
season attendance for Ohio Field during the previous year. Subsequently, Ohio
Stadium has often led the nation in season attendance for college football; in
the last 33 years, Ohlo State has held this distinction 21 times.

Undoubtedly, this has been largely because Ohio State's teams have compiled an
outstanding record in intercollegiate play, leading the "Big Ten" all-time
standings in percentage of games won (nearly 72Z). Ohio State has captured or
tied for the "Big Ten" champiohship 23 times since it joined the conference in
1912. Since 1947, when the "Big Ten" entered its pact to play in the Rose Bowl?
Ohio State has played in the New Year's Day classic no fewer than 11 times.4

Ohio's teams have been led by exceptional coaches and have included outstanding
players. The most noted of the coaches have been: Howard W. Jones (1910), John
W. Wilce (1913-28), Francis A. Schmidt (1934-40) [all three elected to the Foot-
ball Hall of Fame], Paul BroWn (1941-43) Carroll Widdoes (1944-45), and W.
Woodrow ("Woody") Hayes (1951-78).5

The university's football greats include those elected to the Football Hall of
Fame -- Charles W. ("Chic") Harley (fullback, 1916-19), Wesley ("Wes") E. Fesier
(end, 1928-30), and Les Horvath (quarterback, halfback, 1940-42, 1944) -- Reisman
Trophy winners Horvath (1944), Vic Janowicz (1950), Howard ("Hopaiong") Cassad
(1955), and Archie Griffin (1974, 1975) -- and a total _of 76 All-Americans.
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Sports, however, even Ohio State football, know their spectacular moments of
defeat, even defeat snatched from the jaws of victory, as well as triumph. Ohio
Stadium was witness to what One author -- probably a Notre Dame partisan -- has
called "without doubt the most thrilling college game of all time ... between
Notre Dame and Ohio State on November 2, 1935." Continuing the account:

Ohio State's Stadium held a whopping 81,000, and none of them could believe
their eyes.

Ohio State led 13 to 0 at the start of the fourth quarter. Striking quickly,
Notre Dame, with Andy Filney running and passing, scored two touchdowns.
But they missed both convorsion attempts and the Buckeyes clung to a 13-12
lead as the game entered its last ninety seconds.

Pilney, hemmed in While trying to pasts on Ohio State's 41-yard line, broke
loose through the middle and dashed to the 19. But Pilney was not able to
continue. Re was carried off the field, and it seemed that the last
Irish spark had burned out. Then thirty seconds later Bill Shakespeare
threw a pass over the goal line. Notre Dame end Wayne Milner appeared
from a group of Ohio State defenders caught the ball, and made a touchdown
for foOtball's most dramatic victory.

In addition to its architectural importance and its association with the Ohio
State Buckeyes, the Ohio Stadium hosts a variety of university activities,
including other sports events, classes, dance festivals, pageants, and the
university's commencement exercises.

The Jesse Owens Track Classic, now in its third year, bids to become one of the
stadium'a most noteworthy events. The plaza and the meet commemorate Owens'
spectacular accomplishments while at Ohio State (1933-35) and on the U.S. Olympic
team in Berlin (1936).8 Two other Ohio State track stars are numbered in past
Olympic history; Mal Whitfield (800-meter winner in 1948 and 1952) and Glenn
Davis (400-meter hurdles in 1956).9

Footno es

'This Statement of significance is a revision of the National Register of Hi- oric
Places nomination form with additional material from the chapter "The Stadium and
Its Aftermath," in James E. Pollard, Ohio State Athletical879-1959 (Columbus:
Ohio State University Athletic Department, 1959), pp. 117-130.

2Howard Dwight Smith, "The Stadium at Ohio State University," The Arch
Record (October 1920), pp. 1-23.
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6Ibid., p. 78.
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901emes E. Pollard, 22.
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9Ibid., pp. 183-188, 196. Other Ohio State athletes, it should be noted, have taken
part in the Olympics. Their athletic activities while at the university took place
elsewhere on the campus. See Jades E. Pollard, ,22. AL., for details.
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received

date entered

I. Name
historic Butler Fieldhouse

and or common Hinkle Fieldhouse

Location
Butler University Campus

number4gth St. and Boulevard P N A not for publication

city, town_

state

Indianapolis vicinity of

Indiana aunty -arion

Classification
Category Ownership Status Present Use

district public occupied agriculture museum
building(s) _X private unoccupied commercial park
structure both work In progress educational private residence
site Public Acquisition Accessible enteftainment religious_
object In proceSs yes: restricted government

_
scientific_

being considered
_IL

yes:unrestricted industrial
_

transportation
no military

_
X other recreati n

4. Owner o Property
name Butler University

street & number 4600 Sunset Avenue

city, town Indianapolis WA- vicinity of State India

5. Location o Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Marion Cotint Recorder's 0ff1c e

_ number 721 City-County Buildin

city, town Indianapolis

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title National Register of Histsmjg Place

date August 19, 1983

state Indiana 46204

has this property been determin d eligible?

X. federal _ state

_ yes _ no
county local

depositary for survey records National Rister of -Ht_aric_paac

Washingtoncity, town
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7. Description
Cendition Check one Chock one

exceMnt _ deteriorated unaltered original site
.rL. good _ ruins altered ____ moved date
_ fair _ unexposed

COOMNbethie- present end origins' (If known) physical appearance
Elink1O Field Tuse is adjacent to 49th Street in the northeast portion of the campus of
Butler University, between 49th and 52th Streets, Boulevard Place, and the Central Canal.
It has a rectangular plan, brick walls, and a three-stage monitor roof supported by an
arched steel truss system. The building lies on an east-west axis with the gable ends
facing those directions.'

The main facade is the south wall where the entry gates are located. The south wall
rests upon a poured concrete, beveled foundation. The brick walls are approximately
three stories high from grade to the parapet. The facade is divided vertically into 22
bays by decorative buttresses. The pointed stone buttress caps project slightly above
the parapet level. The parapet has stone coping.

The south wall is pierced by eight entry gates: Gatea 1, 2, and 3 occupy the three
westernmost bays; Gates 4 and 5, the two center bays; and Gates 6, 7, and 8, the three
easternmost bays. Above each door is a tall round-arch window with steel muntins and
frame; the arches have limestone keystones and springstones. The gate bays are further
accented with decorative brick panels that rise several feet above the parapet and have
octagonal center tablets and accented buttresses. The bays'betweee the gates each have a
pair of ground-level windows. A stone string course encircles the building between the
first and second-story levels. Every bay has a pair of metal frame windows at the third-
floor level.

The north facade is generally similar to the south facade. It has the same number of
bays and buttresses. The bays are identical, but with no entry gates. Because of the
sloping grade, the poured concrete basement is exposed with pairs of windows in each bay.
There Di a pair of windows in each bay at the ground-floor level except in the two central
bays, which are blind. The easternmost bay has three metal flush doors and the second
bey has been altered with the addition of an overhead garage door. The seventh and
eighth bays from the west end have single added doors with concrete platforms and stairs.
A brick smokestack is directly behind the two central bays. The north facade also has a
course of third-floor-level windows.

Theeeast facade is a round-arch gable end approximately six stories high. It is nine
bays wide. The bays are divided by buttreses. The buttress caps project above the stone
coping on the parapet. On the ground floor the two southern and northernmoat bays have
large steel-framed windows. The next bay on each side has twin metal-flush doors with a
single window above. The center bay has four windows., two above and two below. The bay
south of the center is identical to the central bay. The bay north of the central bay
bag two lower windows and one upper. The third-floor level has rectangular steel-framed
windows in each bay. The parapet line established on the north and south facades continues
se a stone string course. The gable windows increase in height toward the central bay,
which hat a window three times the height of the smaller windows. The end gable bays are
too short to accommodate windows.

The west wall is identical to the east facade above the third-floor level. A 2--story
brick wing, however, is attached to its lower floors. The wing houses a small gym and a
swimming pool. It is five bays deep and nine bays wide. The bays of the wing also have
buttresses apd large steel-frame windows. The windows on the north facade are blocked up
with glazed tile blocks as are the three northern windows on the west side. The two end
bays of the southern facade have single metal doors. The wing's roof is flat.
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7 Page 2
The roo o e e_ use s covere. w t asva t a ing es. It is built in t ree _cages
with glazed monitor ribbons between each stage. The first lower) stage is steeply
pitched. The second (middle ) stage is slightly pitched. The third (top) stage is the
two-sided gable apex.

The central part of the interior space of the fieldhouse accommodates the 99' by 50'
(NCAA regulation-size) wooden basketball court, which is surrounded on all four sides bythree tiers of atands. The main floor stands (the first tier) are made of wood, and are
not permanent. The floors are poured concrete, as are the ramps and upper two tiers of
stands. The seats are painted wooden planks fixed to the concrete steps. The framework
for the stands, ramps, and roof are all exposed painted steel girders. The corrugated
metal roof sheathing is also exposed to view. The interior walls are clad with brown
glazed brick.

The entryways from the south facade gates are guarded by glazed tiie block ticket offices.
Several painted concrete block offices and classrooms have been tucked under the main
floor stands on the east end. The area under the stands on the west end is cordoned off
by chain-link fencing. This enclosed section serves as an athletic practice area.
Behind and under the stands is a wide open walkway which encircles the stands. Within
this area are maintenance offices, drinking fountains, and trophy cases.

The fieldhouse is illuminated by natural light from the monitor roof windows and the
graduated windows in the gable ends. Electrical lights suspended from the ceiling, with
metal shades, provide artificial illumination.

The hardwood basketball court is removable. The end lines are on the north and south
sides. The original court ran east and west. It was changed in 1933 to accommodate more
seating and to eliminate the problem of sunlight from the west blinding the eyes of theplayers. The late afternoon sun streaming through the large west end windows created a
blind spot for players moving westward on the court.

The wing may be entered from inside the fieldhouse; it contains the swimming pool, in the
northern half, and the practice gymnasium, in the southern half. Subterranean areas of
the wing accommodate locker facilities and mechanical rooms.

Despite minor changes, the historical integrity of this structure remains largely intact.
It continues to serve as the home of the Butler University "Bulldogs eating, by veteran
coach Tony Hinkle's count, 15,062 for basketball games.

FootnOte

'This description is an edited version of that appearing in the National Register of
Historic Places nomination form (prepared in 1982), as verified by on-site inspection
in December 1984.
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SignI mance
Period Areas of SignificoneCheck end justify below

ftWm.m

prehistoric archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape arch rdigion
1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law sdence
1500-1599 _ agriculture economics literature sculpture
1600-1699 architecture education military soOaV
1700-1799 art engineering music hummnitarlan
1800-1899 commerce exploration-settlement philosophy AMWer
1900- communications industry

invention
politics government ---banspodanon

A_Mher(specM0
-

Specific dates 1927=28

Statement of Significance
Sqnmary

Builder Architect FerinOr

n ono paragraph)

Spencer Cannon
_ spoxts.

(basketball)

Butler Fieldhouse is the earliest of the major college fieldhouses, which, along with
rules changes that made for a faster game, transformed college basketball in the late
1920s and 19300. These great fieldhouses replaced the "tiny boxlike floors of the
1920s, where the players often wound up in the fans' laps."1 The burgeoning popularity
of the college game created the demand. Butler also provided a perfect forum for the
finals of the Indiana State high school tournament, one of the most active in the country
and nationally noted for the "Hoosier Hysteria" it annually provokes.

One of the more authoritative sources on basketball, William C. Mokray, in his Encyclopedia
of Basketball, has described the game in Indiana as follows:

While many states insist that basketball in their areas is the best, it is generally
said that Indiana holds that distinction. The Hoosier State's 762 high schools play
to 12 million spectators every year (twice that of Pennsylvania, the next highest),
while the annual Indiana state tournament attracts 1-1/2 million more fans through
its district and regional eliminations, which then lead to the finals in the Butler
University field house in Indianapolis.

Further evidence of Indiana's frenzied interest in the game is evidenced by several
undeniable facts. In some towns, citizens cannot purChase a season ticket for home
games until some fan dies or changes residence. The nation's largest high school
gymnasium is located in Elkhart and it seats 8,284 spectators. Centre Grove high
school, which is located in a township of 36 square miles and has no post office,
has an enrollment of only 257 students but boasts a gym that seats 4,000.2

From the tine of its construction until the late 1960s, the Butler Fieldhouse was well-
known throughout Indiana as the largest indoor sports facility in the State. In its
history, millions of Hoosiers have used the building for recreation, entertainment,
civic, religious, and political functions, as well as sporting events. As late as 1981
it was the eleventh largest Division I (NCAA) basketball arena in the nation, and it is
the oldest of these; it is still the largest at any private institution.

History

By the time basketball began to achieve its great popularity in the early 1920s, it had
taken firm root in the Midwest. This was nowhere more the case than in Indiana. Colleges,
as well as nearly every high school, had organized teams. Butler University, although a
small private institution, developed an excellent team, which won the Men's Amateur
Athletic Union National Championship in 1924.3
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2The eam scctsses came ust 7 ut Cr Wàup ann ng ts move ram a cro e owutowncampus to its present spacious facilities in what was then known as Fairview Park.This NOVO WOO propitious for basketball's future at Butler and in Indiana, for itpermitted the plannins of a spacious facility for the rising sport and an idealsetting for the State's high school basketball tournaments.

Fermor Spencer Cannon an Indianapolis architect, designed the Butler Fieldhouse.Cannon was an influentIal member of the community, being instrumental in forming theIndiana Society of Architects and other architectural organizations. The ButlerFieldhouse was his most notable project. Its importance was established from thebeginning, primarily because its innovative construction techniques allowed 15,000people to view events without interference from posts or pillars.

Upon completion in 1928, the fieldhouse immediately brought Statewide and nationalattention not only to Butler University, but to Indiana basketball. Butler'a teamwas voted national champion that year. In the first game at the fieldhouse, Butlerdefeeted Notre Dame, the national champion the previous year. 'Also, from 1928 on,the fieldhouse was the site of major Indiana high school and National CollegiateAthletic Association basketball activities. With the exception of World War II, theIndiana High School Bseketball Tournament championships were held in the fieldhouseuntil the late 1960s. The "Hoosier Hysteria" that accompanies the State high school
basketball tournament is probably unequaled outside Indiana; an understanding of thisunique cultural phenomenon helps to explain why the Butler Fieldhouse is well-knownoutside Indianapolis.

In addition to basketball, the fieldhouse has been the site of many other important
athletic and general-interest events. The Butler Indoor Relays were held here in the1930s and 1940s. It has been the site of professional tennis toure, marathon bicycleraces, and circuses. The fieldhouse also evolved into an unofficial convention
center for the city, attracting an impressive array of Presidential candidates, andpolitica, social, and civic leaders, including such prominent figures as Wendell L.Willkie, Thomas E. Dewey, Billy Graham, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Herbert C. Hoover,Gerald R. Ford, and Jesse Jackson.

Butler Fieldhouse served,rto some extent, as a prototype for other large modernathletic complexes, its size alone initially setting it apart as a unique structure.
During half a century it has evolved into a focal point for Indiana sports, parti-cularly basketball. In 1965 its name Was changed to Hinkle Fieldhouse, in honor of
Paul D. "Tony" Hinkle, ,who coached at Butler University for nearly 50 years, withmore than, 1,100 NCAA victories to his credit, 632 of them in basketball. Hecoached the.U.S. All-Star basketboll team against the U.S.S.R team, and is a memberof the Jamem Naismith, Helms Foundation, and Indiana Basketball halls of fame. In1962 he received the National Collegiate Basketball Coaches Aesociation's highestaward for his contributions to the sport.
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FootnotAb

'William G. MOkray, Ronnid Encyglopedia of Basketball (New. York: Ronald Press, 1962).
p. 1-15.

2PPokray, 22. tit. 120 7--1.

3john D.McCallum, Coll*ga_Baskatball,__B.S.A.,' since 1892 New York: Stein & Day,

1970), P* 43.
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Form Prepared
James H. Charleton Histallian

Organization History Division, National Park Service

street & nurnbe 1100 L Street, NW

date Octoilma9$5___
telephone _(2k21-1.4.3=61.65 _

City or town Washington state DC 20013-7,147___

2. State Historic Preservation Officer Certification
The evaluated significance of this property within the state is.

natIonal state local

As the designated State Historic Preseriation Officer for the National Historic PreservationAct of 1966 (Public Law 09-
669). I hereby nominate thls property for inclusion In the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.

State Historic Pres rvatIon Officer signature

title date

For NPS uSe only
I hereby certify that this property Is included In the National Register
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10. VERBAL BOUNDARY

Commencing at the intersection of the west right-of-way line of Boulevard Place and the
north right-of-way line of West 49th Street as now located on Drawing No. 59-51, Office
of the Marion County Surveyor, said point being north 30.00 feet and west 25.00 feet from
the southeast corner of Lot 24, Blues Overlook Addition, an addition to the city of
Indianapolis, Marion County, Indiana, the plat of which is recorded in Plat Book 16, page
174, in the Office of the Recorder of Marion County, Indiana; thence south 90 degrees 00
minutes 00 seconds west 630.58 feet along said north right-of-way; thence north 0 degreaa
08 minutes 10 seconds west 198.15 feet to the point of beginning; thence south 89 degrees
51 minutea 50 seconds west 488.90 feet; thence north 0 degrees 08 minutes 10 seconds west
285.20 feet; thence north 89 degrees 51 minutes 50 seconds east 488.90 feet; thence South
0 degrees 08 minutes 10 seconds east 285.20 feet to the point of beginning and containing
3.201 acres, more or less.
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eceived

date entered

1. Name
historic Herron sillIT1

end or common Van Voorhis Hall_fOld Herron Gymnasium')

Location
strea number East High Street, ?Halal not for publication

city, town Oxford _ vicinity of

ate Ohio code 039 county Butler code

Classification
Category

district
Ownership

A public
Status

occupied
Present Use

agriculture museum_
L. building(s) _ private

_X_
_ unoccupied commercial park

structure both work in progress
_

educational
_

private residence
site Public Acquisition Accessible entonsinment

_
religious

object In process X_ yes: restricted government
_

scientific
being considered yes: unrestricted

_
industrial

_
transponation

no military other:

4. Owner of Property
name Miami Universi_ lice of the _=-esident

street & number Roudebush H211

city. town Oxford vicinity of

5. Location of Legal Description
Ohio 45056

courthouse istry of deed

street & numbe

etc. Rutler Co_mly_Adkdnistrative Bui1din

130 High Street

city, town Hamilton Ohio 45011

6. Representation in Existmg Surveys
title

date Mrch 17 1977

has this propeny been determined eligible? _ yes no

_ federal X. state _ county local

depository for survey records Miami Purchase AssociaUm,__,&12_11ayton_Street

city. town Cincinnati 181
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Cmeditlato
_.mMinent
-1..9ood

fair

Check one Check ono
_ datarloritO0 _X_ unaltered _ ... original site

_ ruins altered _,X._ moved date 1923___
unexposed

DOnatraliba Olna preimmd and efleksull (If known) Ph, Weld affmlistance
The (01d).Herr n Cymnaelum, preeently named Van Voorhis Hall, I. the oldest
existing academic building on the Miami University campus and the only academic
building predating 1900, having been constructed in 1897.1 The gymnasium
presents a utilitarian Romanesque Revival facade to the campus.

It Is a symmetrical 2-story rectangular brick building with a low hip roof and
solid massive facades on all four of its sides. It I. dominated by arches:
large arched doorways at front and rear, blind arches in the wall construction,
a=hed window lintels, and small arched windows in the second story.

The structure's foundation is made of large rock-faced stone blocks laid In
plain aehlar. The main facade features a central pavilion with flanking wings.
A centrally placed double froni. door has a solid wood-panel arched transom
topped by a stone arched lintel supported by decorative stonejlilasters.
Wrought iron lampposts (not original) stand to each side of the door. Four,
rectangular windows are in the first story in each of the flanking wings.

Blind brick arches reinforce and decorate the second-story exterior walls.
Four.centrally placed windows in the second storY have one-over-one double-hung
sashes, recessed brick transoms, and brick arched lintels. Rectangular windows
in other parts of the building have flat stone lintels and projecting lug sIlla.
Stone belt courses run between the first and aecond stories and the blind
arches and small arched windows at the top of the second story.

Unusual tadpole-shaped ,brackets decorate A curved frieze in the cornice. The
hip roof is tin and is topped.by asphalt roofing materiel. Two chimneys original
to the building have beet: removed;

Classrooms and offices occupy the first floor All ceilings on this floorand
in the baseMent, which houses a supply room and the campus mailroom, are covered
with pressed tin. The first-floor ceilings ere probably original; those in the
basement are likely from the 1920s. A circular metal stairway leading from the
first floor to the secoed has been removed.

The second-Story gymnasium is the most important Interior feature.. The floor
area measures 98' by 68' and the ceiling reaches a height of about 30'. A
track 12' above the gymnasium floor runs completely around the room. Five
riveted steel Howe trusses span the width of the building and provide support
for the uninterrupted space of the gymnasium as well as the roof. This truss
system supports a wood deck ceiling with four akylights. Arched windows at the
running track level help light the rool.

The building Is currently used for classrooms and office, on the first floor;
art clasaea are conducted in the gymnadium.
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In 1923 because it occupied a site designated for a dormitory by a special
bequest to the university, the gymnas_um was moved from its original site. It
was shifted 522' east on railroad tracks placed down the gentle slope.

o 1001-COS
128610-41.411

Miami University will decide in the near future whether to move ahead with
demolition of the Old Herron Gymnasium, a step contemplated in campus planning
documents since at least 1978. Vocal opponents of its demolition emphasize its
historic value, and have striven to propose adaptive reuse.2 University offi-
cials cite repair costs and lack of historic significance, among other factors,
as reasons for demolition.3

(It ahould be noted that Miami University owns and maintains two National
Historic Landmarks in excellent condition: the William Holmes McGuffey Home
and Langstroth Cottage, and plans to preserve a number of other older buildings
on campus.)

Footnotes

'This description of the Old Herron Gymnasium is an edited version of that in
the National Register of Historic Places nominati n form, prepared by Mrs. Lucy
Crossan Curry in 1979.

2 Citizens for Historic and Preservation Services, Inc., Butler Com Ohio.
"The Restoration of Van Voorhis Hall" (Cincinnati: Jones and Speer, 1985).

3 The university's views and plan for historic preservation are set forth in
Committee on Campus Historic Preservation, "Report to President Shriver" (Oxford,
Ohio: Miami Univeraity, 1978). Van Voorhis is referenced as a structure that is
"expendable with little loss" (p. 10).
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8. Significance
Period

prehistoric
1400-1499
1500-1599
1800-1699
1700-1799
1800-1899

X

Specific dates

Artas of SignificaneaCheck and justify below
archeology-prehistoric
archeology-historic
agriculture
arChitetiture
art
commerce
Communications

1896-97

cOmmunity planning
cfJruservstIon
eCOnomics
education
engineering
exploration settlement
Industry
Invention

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
musiC
philosophy
politics government

uildararehiteet Fred E. Townsend

religion
science
sculpture
social
humanitarian
theater
transportation

_X_ other (spaolty)
Recreation__

:sitrn
Staintnant of Signifielnea (in on* paragraph)

Summary

The (Old) Herron Gymnasium's national significance derives from Miami graduatep
who used the building and have gone on to prominent coaching positions or excel-
led in sports. These include such notables as Col. Earl H. ("Red") Blaik,
Wilbur C. ("Weeb") Ewbank, and Paul E. Brown, in football; and Thomas P.
Sharkey in track. Official coaching claases began at Miami in 1924 when Herron
Gymnasium was the primary athletic facility. Since that time, Miami has made a
major contribution to coaching staffs at all levels of educational and profes-
sional sports in this country. So definitive has this contribution been to the
American sports world that this State university has been acclaimed the "Cradle
of Coaches."1

Herron Gymnasium is associated only with the early years of this phenomenon,
which continues up to the preaent. However, inasmuch as the University's former
playing field, the second oldest college-owned stadium, was demolished in 1982
and because the other gym on the campus dates from 1930, Herron is the most
suitable candidate for 'recognition of Miami's historically important role in
sports.

Herron's Rotaaneaque architectural style and interior truss system are unique to
the community and the college campus. Miami's original gymnasium is also its
oldest remaining academic building.

History

Increased State appropriations to Miami made construction of a gymnasium feasi-
ble. John W. Herron (Miami, 1845), for whom the building was nawed, conceived
the idea and hired Fred E. Townsend, an architect from Hamilton, Ohio, to draw
the plana.2 The gymnasium was built by an Oxford firm, the Johnston Brothers
Lumber Company. At the time of its completion, the new gymnasium was acclaimed
the finest in the State. It also contained the State's first indoor running
track.

The center for Miami athletics from 1897 until 1930, Herron Gymnasium was used
for training Miami's athletes and housed Miami's first coaching classes in 1924-
30. Herron Gymnasium served as a coeducational facility until Withrow Court,
for Sten, was built in 1930.3 Male students had used the building in the mornings,
women in the afternoons. After 1930, women alone used Herron. In 1962, Miami
built a new women's gymnasium and the Herron name was transferred to the new
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building. The old gymnasium was _ named Van Voorhis Hall for Tom Van Voorhis
(Miami, 1920), who wee Miami's physical education director for many years; devel-
opment and improvement of intramural sports at Miami resulted from his dedication.
Since 1962, the structure has been used for various purposes.

Notable Athletes Associated with (Old) Herron Gymnasium

Outstanding coaches and trainers and students who trained in or used Herron
Gymnasium are discussed in the following biographical aketches.4

George E. Rider came to Miami in 1917 end coached football, basketball, and
track fer years. He left Miami in 1919 but returned in 1924 as Director of
Physical Education and Athletics and cross country and track coach. He taught
some of the firet coaching classes. Rider remained at the univelaity until
retirement. In 1955 be went to Germany for the Army to coach the track team in
preparation for the Olympic Games. The summer of .1956 saw him working in'
Canada for the Canadian Olympic Training Program.

Chester M. Pittser is considered by many to be one of the men responsible for
helping to start the "Cradle of COaches." Fittser coached Miami football for
Year* (1924-31) and baseball for 7 seasons. His football teams compiled a
record of 41 victories, 25 defeats, and 2 tiea. HA coached "Weeb" Ewbank, Paul
BrOWA, and TOm Sharkey, and taught some of the first coaching classes. Pittser's
baseball teams captured three Buckeye Conference titles and shared two in
compiling a record of 77 wins and 21 losses.

Elatvid.Russell Baker (113), a memLer of Miami's football teams in 1909-12, was
Considered a "triple-threat" halfback who wore no headgear or padding. Captain
in 1912, he is believed to have been one of the first collegiate players in the
Midwest to throw a long pass.

'Col. Earl B. ( Red") Blaik ('18) WAS elected to the National Football Hall of
Fame (1964) and received the Foundation's most coveted award, the Gold Medal
Award, 2 pearl later. A 1920 graduate of West Point, at the Academy, he was
the first Quiet to play against Wavy in three sports--football, basebe:2, and
basketball. He earned'All-American honors la football in 1919. HA was head
Coach.at Dartmouth for 7 years (1934-40) and compiled a record of 45 wins, 15
defeats, and 4 ties. HA served as head football coach at West Point for 18
years (1941-58), and aS athletic director for 11 years. Six of his At=sy teams
were undefeated as he compiled a record of 121-30-10. He coached 26 All-
Americans. He was inducted into the College'Football Hall of Fame 41978).
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Edward A. Sauer ('20_ captsined the 1919 football team; he played both offensive
and defensive tackle. Sauer played professional football for the Daytori Triangles,
an early professional football team, in 1920-26, and served as a referee of football
in both high school and professional (NFL) games.

Virgil E. Perry ('24) was an outstanding fullback who played without headgear in
the early 19208. A member. of Miami's undefeated 1921 football team, he was captain
of the 1923 team. He also excelled in track as a champion broad jumper. He finished
third in the NCAA meet in Chicago in 1923 with a leap of 23' 4", and was also a
member of Miami's championship sprint relay team in 1924.

E. Jay Colville ('26) worked as a trainer for Miami from hia undergraduate days in
1922. He went to Melbourne, Australia, in 1956 as a trainer for the United States
Olympic boxing team.

Thomas P. Sharkey ('26), a former co-holder of the world record in the 100-yard
dash (9.6 seconds), was an outstanding track and football performer. Undefeated in
dual meets during his college career, he captured 11 Ohio, Buckeye, and Big Six
Conference titles in the 100- and 200-yard dashes. He von the National AAU 220-yard
dash in 1926. At Miami, he was captain of the 1925 football team.

Wilbur C. ("Weeb") Ewbank ('28) was in the first class in athletic coaching at the
University. He is the only man ever to coach championship teams in both the American
and National Football Leagues: the Baltimore Colts (AFL, 1958-59) and the New York
Jets (NFL, 1968). A three-sport star at Miami and coach of its basketball team for
one season (1938-39), Ewbank began his career as coach of all sports at Miami
University's McGuffey Laboratory School. HiS teams won 71 of 98 games. Ewbank
spent part of World War 11 at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station as head basket-
ball coach and assistant football coach under Paul Brown. After the war Ewbank
coached at Brown and Washingtor: Universities. In 1949 he rejoined Paul Brown on
the staff of the Cleveland Browne. In his 5 years there, the Browne won the All-
America Conference title four times and the NFL title once. Ewbank was hean coach
of the Baltimore Colts nine seasons beginning in 1954. His years with the New York
Jets (1963-72) were highlighted by the 1968 Super Bowl crown. He was elected to
the Professional Football Hall of Fame (1978).

Paul E. Brown ('30), in 34 seasons of coaching high school, college, service, and
professional football, compiled a record of 299 victories, 86 defeats, and 15 ties.
He starred as a quarterback on Miami football teams. After 1 year coaching at a
preparatory school, he returned to his old high school at Massillon, Ohio, where he
built a football legend in 9 years by winning 80 games, losing 8, and tying 1. He
=eyed on to Ohio State for 3 years and guided the Buckeyes to the national collegiate
championship and won Coach:of the Year honors in 1942. The next 2 years he spent
coaching the Great Lakes Naval Training Center team before entering professional
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football. In 1945 he assembled the Cleveland Browns whose coach he remained
for 17 years. His teams dominated the All-America Conference all 4 years and
captured 7 divisional crowns and 3 NFL championships. His record with the
Browns was 156-42-8. He was inducted into the Professional Football Hall of
Fame (1967). The following year he returned to professional football by
accepting the head coach and general manager assignments with the Cincinnati
Bengals. He retired after the 1982 Season.

James A. Gordon ('31), an outstanding track man and an end in football, was the
first Miamian to participate in the Olympics. He was a finalist In the 400-m
in the Olympic Games in Los Angeies in 1932. He became Athletic Menager at
Miami in 1948 and Chairman of the Men's Health and Physical Education Department
in 1950. He authored a textbook entitled Track and Field: Changing Concepts
and Modern Techniques.

Footnotes

'Bob Kurz, Miami of Ohio _The Cradle of Co
Inc., 1983), and Miami University, -Cradl
University, 1972).

2The statement of significance is edite
of Historic Places nomination form,

30ther great Miami players and coaches
Dietzel, Ara Parseghian, John Pont, Jim
Alston, Carmen Cozza, and Wayne Embry.

4The sketches that follow are all based on the corresponding sections discussing
these individuals in Kurz, EE. cit., and Miami University, 102. cit.
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CRICKET, TENNIS, AND LAWN BOWLING SITES
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7. Description
Condition Check one Check one
-- excellent ___ deteriorated unaltered _X_ original a tc-
-X good _ ruins __X_ altered _ moved date
___ fair unexposed

Describe the pregnant end origina if known) physical appearance

The St. Petersburg Lawn Bowling Club comprises a clubhouse complex, two
sheds, two bowling courts, and covered walkways located on a 1 1110 acre plot 0f
land In Mirror Lake Park in central St. Petersburg, Florida. The club property
Is located on the northeast boundary of the park, Just northeast of Mirror Lake.
The neighborhood surrounding the bowling club contalns a mixture of residential.
commercial, and governmental buildings. Some of the clty's oldest buildings are
located In this area as It is the original core of the communIty. The
construction of buildings and associated parking areas by state and local
governments hawe made serious intrusions into Mirror Lake Park so that Its
Identity has been largely lost, except Immediately around Mirror Lake. The
residential structures in the area are slowly belng replaced by commercial and
governmental buildings. Low-rise structures, however, are still the more
prevalent in the area.

The principal features of the lawn bowling club arc its clubhouse cOmplex
and its two bowling courts, both of which contain 6 rinks each. The southern
court originally was used by the male members only and contained 17 rinks, but
this was reduced to 13 In 1976 when the City of St. Petersburg constructed the
Sunshine Center, a senior citizens facility, on the southeast edge 0f the
bowling club property. In 1980 the Sunshine Center expanded, reducing the
number of rinks in the southern court to slx.

The south court is separated from the clubhouse complex and north bowling
court by a covered walkway. There are similar walkways at the south end of the
south court and at the east and west ends of the north court. Thesc walkways
are paved with hexagonal concrete blocks which were laid in 1926. The shelters
have raised seam metal roofs supported by round metal posts.

The clubhouse complex Iles In the northwest corner of the bowling club
property. The complex consists of a wood frame vernacular building erected in
1918 and enlarged In 1923 and 1928, and a Mediterranean Revival style concrete
block addition constructed on the west of the original building In 1933.

The more recent section is used as a separate clubhouse ,by the male members
of the bowling club, while the women occupy the older structure. The main
entrance facade of the men's clubhouse overlooks Fourth Avenue North, the north
border of Mirror Lake.Park. The rear facade, which Is virtually identical with
the street facade, overlooks the south court. The facades are both three bays
wide, with a central arched doorway flanked by two tall narrow windows. The
doorways contain double leaf wood and glass doors. Each doorway has an arched
fan light.

The street facade still has its 6/9 double hung sash windows, whereas those
at the rear have been replaced by meTal frame awning windows. The windows on
the side elevations of the men's clubhouse are similar In proportions to those
on the north and south facades. They contain, however, single leaf, three light
casement windows with fixed four light sashes above.

(See Continuation Sheet)
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Present and Original Physical Appearance

The main roof of the stuccoed concrete block addition is a cross gable.
There are alerting parapets on the gable ends. The roof is covered with slate
and the tops of the parapets have a terra cotta coping. Each gable end has an
arched aitic vent, and all but the one on the south facade is fitted with wood
louvers. The south vent has a metal exhaust cowl.

The women s portion of the clubhouse Is a wood frame vernacular structure
which Is connected to the mon's clubhouse on the west by a short wing The
exterior siding of the building is weatherboard. The main roof is composed 0f
three intersecting gables. One ridge Is oriented east-west intersected by two
parallel ridges oriented north-south. The building also has 'short shed roofs on
its south and east elevations. There appears to be no main entrance facade and
the placement of doors and windows is irregular.

A photograph dating circa 1924-25 indicates that the clubhouse was a
single-story L-shaped building with a small flat roofed addition. The long axis
of the gable rozifed building was oriented north-south. The roof of the east ell
terminated In a jerkin head. The small flat roofed addition was found at the
end of the east ell. The main roof had widely projecting eaves with exposed
rafter ends. The exterior siding on the building was weatherboard. The
principal windows were six light double casements throughout. There was a small
exterior brick flue on the north end of the building. This flue is still In
existence today. The black and white photograph shows that the building was
painted a dark color with a light trim. The only photograph avallabIe from that
period shows the clubhouse from its east elevation. It Is not possible to
determine, therefore what the main facade which overlooked the bowling court to
the south looked like.

The small concrete block building located near the northeast corner of the
lawn bowling club property is the bowls testing building. The one-story, gable
roof structure was erected in 1940 and has remained essentially unchanged since
that time. The long axis of the building is oriented north-south. The three-
bay main entrance facade is located on the north eand of the building. The door
In the entrance facade is wood with a louvered glass panel. The fenestration
consists of awning windows.

A small rectangular concrete block storage shed Is located near the
northeast corner of the clubhouse addition erected in 1933. This building was
erected In 1976. It Is one-story high, has a shed rooland no windows.
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Statement of Significance (fn one paragraph)

At the turn of the century Florida became popular as a winter resort state.
oath St. Petersburg being one of the retirement meccas. The St. Petersburg Lawn
Bowling Club has historically provided outdoor recreational facilities In a game
particularly suited to retired men and women. The Club is significant as being
the oldest Lauri Bowling Club in Florida and one of the oldest in the UnitedStates. The San Francisco Lawn Bowling Club is the oldest active bowling club
in its original location In the United States. From 1932 to 19 .Z the St.
Petersburg Lawn Bowling Clue was recognized as the largest lawn bowling ciiite inthe world, besed om the number of rinks, which was twenty-five. The
Petersburg Lawn Bowling Club is also the only location in the United States
authorized by the American Lawn Bowls Association as a bowl testing facllity.4

During the winter of 1915-16, Al Mercer, a eegular visitor to St.Petersburg from Toronto, Canada, investigated the possibility of using marl-surfaced rogue courts In St. Petersburg as bowling rinks. The grasses used for
lawn bowling did not thrive in Florida, and the marl of the rogue court - a game
similar to croquet - seemed to offer a suitable alternative surface. Mercer andan associate named William Armstrong found that marl covered with a thin layerof sand provided an acceptable bowling surface. Shortly thereafter, the two menrequested that the City of St. Petersburg construct marl bowling rinks In Mirror
Lake Park. The city agreed, and In 1917 the St. Petersburg Lawn Bowling Club,
Incorporated was formed. 2

Suilder/Architeet

Lawn bowling came to the United States with the settlers from the BritishIsles and the first greens were recorded In the colonies as early as 1615.After the American Revolution, the sport enjoyed little popularity in Americadue to Its English connection. The game reappeared In 1879 at Dunellen In NewJerzey and slowly spread up and down the Atlantic status. Bowls ,crossed thecontinent for the first time in 1901 whon two St. Andrew's Societies jointlyorganized a bowling club and built a green in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.Southern California discovered the game about 1908; so Ideal are conditions fortoe gamel there that they now have the greatest concentration of clubs in thecountry.

While the game Is played on grass elsewhere, In Florid, the "greenNconsists of a marl 0a90 on which powdered rock or sand is thinly spread. ThAbowls, which are not spherical but oblate (flattened) spheroids, are tapered sothat they are heavier on one end and therefore travel on a curved course. Thecurve becomes more pronounced as the speed of the bowl decreases. The mainobjective of each player is to roll his bowls as close as possible to +he sjackll
(a small white ball previously'rolled onto the green, as well as closer than h1sopponent's -wis. The game is played as singles, pairs, triples and rinks (fourvs. four).

(See Continuation Sheet)
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The o ficial organization of the sport. the American Lawn Bowls
Association, was formed in Buffalo, New York in 1915, with the St. Petersburg
club joining in 1920. 5

The first "clubhouse" for the St. Petersburg Lawn Bowling Club was a tent
which could be set up as needed in Mirror Lake Park. The first permanent
structure was a wood frame building created in 1918, which still exists today
although considerably alterod. Originally, there were just two bowling rinks at
Mirror Lake. In 1922, this was Increased to nine rinks, and siX more rinks
were added in 1926 when the women bowlers formed a separate organization.. By
1932 the number of rinks had incrpased to twenty-five: 17 men's rinks, 6
women's rinks and 2 warm-up rinks. ° Four rinks were lost In 1976 when the City
of St. Petersburg erected a senior citizens service facility at Mirror Lake.
The Lawn Bowling Club was listed on the National Register in 1980 in an attemptby the Club to halt the further expansion of the center which was being
federally funded. This effort failed and in 1981 seven more 'rinks were lost to
the center. The two practice rinks were lost earlier. The total number ofrinks at the St. Petersburg Lawn Bowling Club In 1985 is twelve: six men's and
six women's. 7

The clubhouse was enlarged in 1928, and a new concrete Mediterranean
Revival Style Clubhouse was addedto the existing structures in 1933. Themembership of the club grew steadily until it peaked at 483 In 1952-53. Themembers decided that their facility would not accommodate so many members, and
$12,000 was raised to -stablish e separate club, the Bartlett Park Lawn Bowling
Club, formed in 1954.

In 1940, the St. Petersburg Lawn Bowling Club was designated as tho onlysanctioned facility for testing the accuracy of bowls by the American Lawn Bowls
Association. Although this service is available to the whole country. only the
bowls used on the hard marl surfaced rinks of Florida require adjustment as theywear down unlike the bowls used on grass rinks in the rest of the UnitedStates.9

In 1956. the rinks of the club were rebuilt and the bowling surface changed
from marl to a durable synthetic surface cailed "rubico". The Club's facilities
include not only the rinks, but also a 2,500 book library. Benches and chairs,all protected by a covered walkway along the ends of the rinks, are alsoprovided for the comfort of bowlers and spectators. 10

With the reduction of rinks to twelve, the St. Petersburg Lawn Bowling ClubIs no longer able to host any American Lawn Bowling Association NationalTournaments or the open tournament of the ALBA Southeast Division, which It haddone for 64 years. The first National Open Lawn Bowling Winter Tournament washosted by the Club In 1926, but is aiso unable to be held at the St. Petersbur-
Club because of the required number of s xteen rinks for national tournaments.'

(See Continuation Sheet)
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State Historic Preservation Officer signature

title date

For NPS _

I hereby certify that In

Keeper ci the National Rogider

GPO 911.39u
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1 Name
historic

owl mola24-oets
Exp, 10-31-04

For NP5 use only

received

data entered

anheim ClUb

and or common Germantown Cricket Club

2. Location
Street & number 5140 Morris Street (401-57

city. town Philadelphia

Pennsylvania 19144 code

. Classification
Category

district
-X- building(s)

structure
site

_ object

anheim S aet) not for publication

viciiiity of

Ownership
_ public

private
both

Public Acquisition
in process

_ being considered

county

Status
_X_ occupied
_ unoccupied
_ work in progress
Accessible
-X_ yes: restricted

yes unrestricted
_ no

Philadelphia

Present Use
_ agriculture

commercial
educational
entertainment
government
industrial_ military

4. Owner of Property

witMeum
park
private residence
religious
scientific
transportation
other: Recreation

oca Club)

namm Pr. Thomas E. Bressi, President,

street& number 411 Manheim Street

Germantown Cricket Club

city. town Philadelphia _ vicinity of

5 Location of Legal Description
courthouse. registry of deeds. etc. Registry Unit

state Pennsylvania 19144

street & number Room 153, City Hall

city, town Philadelphia state Pennsylvania 19106

6 Represen ation in Exis mg Surveys
Ude Historic American Buildings Survey

_

date 1973

has this propeny been determined eligible? _ yes _ nO

depository for survey records Library of Congress

city. town washinaton

_X_ federal state county _ local
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Description

__good
_fair

Checkene
deteriorated . unattered
ruins uttered

_ unexposed

. original site
moved date _

known) physica) appearanc

Execution of Charles MCKim's plan for the Germantown Cricket Club was coupleted in
October 1891. His plan included the central block of the present clubhLuse, the
cricket lawn and drives, a large grandstand at the south end of the lawn, an elab-
orate wrought-iron fence, and remodeling of certain existing structures on the
site. With the exceptions of the grandstand and the pre-existing McKean House,
which have been demolished, these features remain. With some modifications early in
the 20th century, they are intact.'

Main Clubhouse

The main block of the clubhouse (215 feet by 60 feet deep) is a Flemish-bond brick
building of 2-1/2 stories with a massive gable roof. The lawn front is screened by
a 2-story colonnade carrying the cave, in a manner recalling Williamsburg and
Southern Colonial. Crosa-gable-ended wings terminate the principal building.
McKim, Mead, and White added them in 1902 and 1907. They also constructed the
3-story Athletic Building in 1901.

The clubhouue sits on a southeast-northwest axis at the northern edge of the club's
grounds. The great gable roof runs on this axis. A central widow's walk tops the
structure. A molded cornice rune around the roof edge. A roof balustrade above it
was removed after 1953.

The entrance facade facing eaot is the most formal. The main block contains a
central projection of 3 bays approached by a balustraded terrace with flanking
projecting pavilions. The two later wings project beyond the original block.
These three pavilions give this face a "W" shape. The left and right pavilions are
two bays in width, each containing 8/8 double-hung sash with marble trim. The left
central and right central parts of the building are 3 bays in width. The left and
right openings have 4/4 double-hung sash and the center ones contain 6/6 double-
hung sash. The central pavilion has this same arrangement on its second floor.
The ground floor of the central pavilion has the main door, which serves as its
focal point. The left and right openings contain 2/4 sash. The main doorway has a
basket arch with a fanlight and columns on both sines of the door. The lower
portion of the doorway has been covered at a later date by an enclosed passageway.
The passage opens into a broad central entry hall.

The rear, or west, facade fronting the playing field in dominated by a 2-story
colonnade, set just in front of the facade. The colonnade fronts on a 2-story
recessed porch. The lower Doric story contains a terrace serving the principal
ground-floor public rooms; the second-floor Tuscan balcony, now enclosed, runs the
length of the ballroom behind it on that level.
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The two bays to either side of the 2-story porch have openings on the first and
second floors that contain 8/8 double-hung sash with marble sills and lintels with
projecting keystones. There are 5 dormers on the main house on this face. The
center and right dormers are'pedimented. The left center and right center dormers
are archhead.

The placement of wings alongside the main building required the conversion of the
original aide rooms into passageways. These wings followed the original Georgian
Revival design concept. The northwest wing is 2 bays wide with 6/6 double-hung
sash on both floors. A half-circle window sits within the gable end. The southeast
wing is 3 bays wide by 4 bays in length. Not quite matching the west wing, the
openings consist of 8/8 double-hung sash with marble trim and a half-circle light
in the gable end. A central paneled door with columns, entablature, and pediment
nits in the right center bay of this addition.

The Athletic Building

Designed by HeRtm, Mead 6 White in 1901, this 40 by 60 foot building, northwest of
the main clubhouse, housed separate locker facilities, a "ladies" lounge, squash
courts, a bowling alley, and a 2-Story indoor swimming pool lit with modified
Diocletian windows on three sides, with a spectators gallery on the fourth. The
pool area was floored over in the winters for use as a cricket practice hall. In
1929, two squash singles courts and bowling alleys, designed by Dreyer 6 Churchman,
were added to the west. The later additions remained sympathetic to the original
design, which is distinguisheato the north by the great gabled block of the swimming
pool and to the south by a pedimented 2-story Doric portico.

The large lawn south of the main clubhouse has retained its original configuration
since first laid out by McKim as a cricket field in 1890. The playing field itself
is rich in historical associations, having been the site of the important outdoor
sporting events at the club, including the renowned Davis Cup matches of the 1920s,
for which temporary wooden stands were erected. It is now principally used for
lawn tennis and is finely kept.

The "Ju o Clubhouse"

The "Juniors' Clubhouse," a square masonry building near the southeast corner of
the plot, was built before 1876 as an outbuilding for the Price estate. MeKim
renovated it when he erected the clubhouse. The first-floor interior was fitted
with Georgian Revival panelling and the exterior was given a Colonial Revival
fenestration, with a balcony supported by a plastered cove around the four sides of
the building, providing a gallery for promenading and viewing the playing fields.
A high peaked roof surmounts the building. The structure presents a whimsical and
picturesque counterpart to the formality of the main building. It is presently
used for storage
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The_Stable

This eclectic late Queen Anne-styled building was built about 1890 to serve as a
stable for a private residence at the corner of Manheim and Morris Streets, the
intersection near which it still stands. This property was annexed by the Club
about 1900, and the stable has since served the Club as a service building. It is
a typical aaymmetrical eclectic picturesque design combining Several materials:
stone, brick, and frame construction with ornamental shingles made of wood and hung
tile. The building remains virtually unaltered.

The Entrance Gates and_Front Fence

The entrance gates and fence on Manheim Street were erected at the same time as
the original clubhouse and were designed by McKim. The brick piera with richly
detailed molded brick panels, capped with carved limestoue urns; the elaborate
fences and entrance gates; and their semicircular flanking walla and wrought-iron
arches are based on high-style English Georgian designs. They resemble deaigns by
McKim, Mead & White for other gateways and fences, notably those at Harvard and
Columbia Universities.

Fo- note

'This description mergea a draft deacription prepared by the Philadelphia Historical
Commission, that by George Thomas, of Clio Group, Inc., for the State Historic
Preservation Office, and a description appearing in a draft NatiOnal Register of
Historic Places nomination form by Mark and Joan Bower of the Club. None of these
three documents have ever been submitted for local, State, National Register
listing.
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Period
. prehistoric

. 1400-1499
1500-1599
1600-1699
1700-1798

_-= 1800-1899
1901:

Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below
archeology-prehiStoric
archeology-historiC
agriculture
erChitecture
an
comaierce
communications

Specific dates
- 1907

community planning
conservation

_ economicS
education
engineering
exploration's lement
industry

_ invention

Suilder-Atchitect
Statement of Significance (in one pare aph)

Stmmay_

landscape architecture
law

rature
military
music
philosophy

._, politics government

Char1e.; F. McKim
(McKim, Head,-& White)-

reiigion

science

scuiptwo
soclai
hUmmnitarien
theater
ensporiation

Lather(specity)
Kecreatiqn

----tcfTeRbt7'
--tennis) -

The Germantown Cricket Club is the Second oldest surviving cricket club in the United
States today; its part in the sport during the 19th century wae of international rank.In the 20th century the club has played an important role in the history of tennis,its most noted member/player being Philadelphian William T. ("Big Bill") Tilden, II.
Germantown's clubhouse is also significant as an excellent example of the Georgian
Revival style; it was designed by Charles F. McKim of the noted firm of McKim, Mead &White.1

EliSax

The Germantown Cricket Club became active in August 1854 and was formally organized inJune 1855. (Only the Philadelphia Cricket Club, organized in February 1854, is older,
and it now occupies a more recent building than the Germantown. Philadelphia's buildingis also much modified.)

In the next 6 years, just before the Civil War, cricket became so popular in the Phila-
delphia area that no less then 30 clubs were founded. Matches between them attracted
large audiences and became important social as well as sporting events. The clubstended to be local in membership, and drew from Philadelphia's large population of
English immigrants working in the textile factories, as well as the old family gentry.

Germantown's membership was composed at first of boys aged 12 to 16 from families whoowned estates in the vicinity. At first the club met and played on various estate
grounds, but in 1856 acquired ground on Wister Street in Germantown. The club remained
there until the Civil War broke out.

Interest in the game continued strong until 1861 when many of the players enlisted forservice with the Union Army. After the war, a meeting was held in July 1866 to restorethe club. Although baseball was replacing cricket as the most popular sport in America
by this time, Germantown Cricket Club bOasted more members in 1866 than in 1861.

Germantown remained an active and strong club in the postwar years. Then, in 1889 the
Germantown and the Young America Cricket Clubs merged. The Young America, another
distinguished Philadelphia club, dated its founding to 1855. The merger gave the club
a membership of 2,000, including 100 active cricketers, the largest number in thecountry at the time.
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Shortly after the merger, the board of 44 rectors engaged Charles F. McKim, of
McKim, Mead, and White, to plan a new clubhouse on land recently acquired by the
club. McKim, a native of Germantown, was a member of the Club. The clubhouse was
to be named "Manheim" in recognition of the street which connected the site with
Germantown Avenue. Construction of the main clubhouse took place in 1890-91.

Tenn

Tennis gained ascendancy over cricket at Germantown early in the 20th century. The
first 4 dirt courts were built in 1904 and 16 were added in 1911. Eventually,
tennis courts covered the crIcket field. The apogee of the club's tennis fame came
during the career of "Big Bill" Tilden, who played for Germantown and whose family
homes were less than two blocks from the club.

Tilden dominated world tennis in 1920-25. He won the United States national clay-
court and doubles titles in 1918. He was the first American man to win the Wimble-
don title, in 1920, nnd repeated that success the next year. With William M.
Johnston, he won the Davis Cup back from Australia in 1920. In 1920-25, he won six
United States singles championships in succession, those in 1921-23 on "home court"
at Germantown, and came back for a swan song in 1929. In between, in annual Davis Cup
matches in 1924-27, all also held at Germantown, Tilden starred in 1925, leading a
5-0 United States win over France; performed more poorly in 1926, although the
United States topped France 4 sets to 1; and lost decisively in 1927 to Rent Lacoste
("The Alligator") as the United States lost to France 2-3.

The role of women in tennis also received a perceptible impetus at Germantown. A
tournament held in 1887 and 1888 became the first official U.S. championship for
women in 1889. (Bertha Townsend won in the latter year.)3

Architecture

It has been noted that:

the Germantown Cricket Club is one of a number of commissions by McKim, Mead,
and White which mark the shift by the firm away from their earlier more pictur-
esque Shingle Style toward more aCademic Classical and Georgian Revival styles.
The firm, indeed, was a leader in the Georgian Revival movement, which enjoyed
great popularity from the'1890s through the 1920s. The use of Georgian-derived
ornament and forme was deemed especially appropriate by the firm for commissions
in which such styles were historically part of the local scene, with demonstra-
tions of this design philosophy to be found in their academic work for Harvard
and Princeton, the COmmodore William Edgar House in Newport, Rhode Isl.tnd, and
the Germantown CriCket Club, all built in areas with strong ties to the eight-
eenth century.4
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In addition, after Germantown's construction, the novelty of the style provedto be a prototype in the Philadelphia area. Local architects went on to popu-larize the Colonial and Georgian Revivals, influencing Philadelphians' taste as
the preferred styles in the decades between 1890 and 1940.

0

1The basic source for this history of the club is a draft National Register of
Historic Places nomination form by Mark and Jean Bower, which has not been Sub-mitted to the State Historic Preservation Office. It draws generously on the
Club's archives and minutes.

2Tilden's career here has been summarized as it appears in
Encyclopedia Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica,
Frank Deford, Bi Bill Tilden, The Trium hs and the Tra ed-
and Schuster, 1976), pp. 8-19, _5, 110-111,
and Parke Cummings, erican Tennis The Stor
Little, Brown, & Co., 1957), p 117, and Appendix.

the article "Tennis,"
1967), 21, 845-846;
(New York: Simon

4-155, and 185-197;
d It- Peo.le (Boston:

3"Tennis," Encyc3qpeda Britannica, 21, 848.

4Damie Stillman, ed ArchItecture and Ornament in Late 19th-Centn
(Newark, Delaware: University of Delaware 9 pp. 9.
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9. Major Bibliograph cal Re erences

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET

10. Geographical Data
Acreage of nominated property app_roxirnately 10
Quadrangle name Germantown
UT M References

A Witi 4 8 5 [3 ilj0]
Zone Fasting

C 14181510 1 j01

E LL_I LLL j II

Quadrangle scale 24 990

14 14 13 0 2 4 0 B 11 181 14 18 15 1111 i0 ILO 12 19 9 3 0
Northing Zone Fasting Northing

14 14 12 19 19 13_10 1 D 1_1 i8 1 14]&15_10 11 lz., k_g_ito 12_14 io I

I IIL..L.1 Fill 1111_,,
G I II I I I I i I 1_ LL-1-1 L 1_ I _I_ j1JIHiIiH
Verbal boundary description and justification
The northeast half of the rectangular block bounded
Manheim Street to the southeast, Wissahickon Avenue
o the northwest.

by Morris Street to the northeas
to the southwest, and Raspberry Street

L lat all states and counties for properties overlapping state or

state code county

county boundaries

state code

code

county code

I 1 Form Prepared By
nameititle James H. Charleton, Historian

organization History Division, National Park Service date June 26, 1985

street & number 1100 L Street, NW

city or town Washington

telephone (202) 343-8165

state DC 20013-7127

12. State Historic Preservation Officer Certification
The evaluated significance of this property Within the state is:

national state local

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1956 (Public Law 89
665), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.

State Historic Preservation Officer signature

title date

For NPS uee only
I hereby certity that this property is included In the National Register

K_

Attest:

al RegiSter

Chief of tiOn 212

date

dMe
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Tiermantovn Cricket Club; lawn facade','.

showing Athletic Building to left in

trees. (Jack E. Boucher; Historic

American Buildings Survey, 1978)
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Name

4:4,18 Pia.1024-
Ezp.10-31-e4

For NIPS use only

received

date entered

hIstoriC Merion

and_Or common

2. Location
num r Montgomery Avenue and Gra s Lane _ not for publication

city, town I-faverford

Pennsylvania

assification

_ vicinity of

county Mont gOmery code

Category Ownership 5 Mum Present Us
district public _ occupied agriculture museum_
buliding(S)

_
private unoccupied commercial park

structure both
_

work In progress educational
_

private residence
site Public Acquisition Accessible

_

entertainment
_

religious_
object In process yes: restricted

_
government

_
scientific_ _

being considered yes: unrestricted
_

_ industrial
_

transponation
X no military other: recreation

4. Owner of Property
roam- Me ion Cricket Club

& number Montgy Avenue & Grays Lane

city, town Haverford _ vicinity of

5. Location o Legal Description
state Pennsv1vani

Courthouse, registry_ of deeds. etc. Recorder of Deeds ntgomery Count Courthouse

r Swede and Airy Streets

Norristown

epresentation in Existing Surveys
title

stew Pennsyl vania 19401

None has this property been determined eligible? yes ne

date

.dePository for survey records

nity. town
215
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Condition
_X excellent

good
fair

Check one
deteriorated unaltered
ruins X altered
unexposed

Check one
X original site
_ moved date

Co -rib* the present and original (if known) physical appearance

§MMESX

The Merlin Cricket Club occupies a 20-acre rectangular plot just off MontgomeryAvenue. Its clubhouse, the main section of which was designed by Frank Furness
in 1896, is on the portion of the plot nearest Grays Lane and is aligned to a
northeast-southwest axis that conforms roughly to the shape and orientation ofthe land.

on Cricket Club

The Clubhouse faces Merlon's majestic front
courts for lawn tennis This great lawn wa
competition in 1939.

awn, which can be set up into
the setting for the Davis Cup

Since moving to Haverford in 1892, the clnb has acquired no new land at thissite, except for 3 acres adjoining the northeast side of the original grounds,
which were purchased in 1920. This land included an existing residence, soondubbed the "Lodge,- that provided living splice for members residing at the club
until it was torn down in 1969.1

Main Building_

Furness designed a great Victorian cut stone pile, 3 stories it height over araised basement. The front facade is highly symmetrical, almost mirror-imagein appearance.

The central portion of the facade is 16 bays on the second level, the central8 of which project slightly forward, supported at the projected corners and in
the center by great stone and brick piers that join single archespeach supporting4 bays. On the first floor, a massive veranda runs the full width of the
central portion; the second-floor rooms over it are supported in the recessed
section by narrower arches and smaller stone piers.

Each keystone, including those over the basement half-windows, is ornamentedwith a fleur-de-lis. Under each window on the second level is a recessed and
highly decorated panel bearing the club's name. Single openings in the third-
floor gables of the central bays are centered over the keystones of the two
large arches on the firat level.

Beyond the 16-bay central section, the veranda continues in wood to both left
and right. Its roof, which sports open porches on both sides on the second
level, is supported by three sets of paired wood columns along the front. Bothlevels are balustraded.
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The northeastern section of the structure,-Wah-is set bac- from t e ma n
mass, is asymmetrical, but continues the same principal motifs and materials.
The ends and rear of the structure are simpler versions of the front facade.
The most important feature of the rear elevation is a large porte-cochere in a
wing at a right angle to the main mass; the single arch in the porte-cochere
is executed in much the same manner and size as the large arches on the front
facade.. A large Palladian window is positioned above the porte-cochere in the
wing.

Merion's main clubhouse has been extended to the northeast and is much modifiet:4
on the interior. Notably, in 1928, the club conducted a major remodeling of
the main building. The main dining room and kitchen were moved from the second
floor to the first and three private dining rooms were added. A low-slung
locker building was also constructed, to the north; ix included three squash
rackets singles courts and a doubles court. Eight years later, further altera-
tions were made to the ballroom and second floor of the main clubhouse; a new
Sun Lounge was placed in the southern half of the former dining room on that
level.

Other Changes

Exclusive of the interior changes and northeast additions to the historic core
of the main clubhouse, which have affected its exterior appearance little,
changes and additions elsewhere in the complex have occurred over the years,
reflecting accommodations to the members' needs and the introduction of new
sports favored by them.

In 1900, three squash racquets singles courts were constructed adjoining the main
clubhouse. A doubles court was erected next to them in 1923 and reconstructed
by 1950. In 1965 two new singles squash racquets courts and one new doubles
court replaced badminton courts that had been built in 1937 in part of a 1923
garage on the earlier stables Rite.

Merion's tennis courts have also been revamped over the years. Eight dirt
courts were laid out in 1920. Four Teniko courts were installed in 1945 and
two more in 1947-48; four more Teniko courts (three on the site of the "Lodge"
in 1971-72) and three all-weather have subsequently been added, bringing the
total to 13 hard-surface courts. Two platform (paddle) tennis courts were
added in 1961; they were redecked with aluminum in 1974 and an additional court
was constructed.

The largest facility added is the indoor tennis building, which was completed
in 1974; it is near the northeast end of the complex. The new ladies locker
room in this structure replaced one in the "Cottage" behind the porte-cochere.
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footnote

1Data in this description that are not derived from onsite inspection are taken
from the history of the club that appears in Marion Cricket Club, The Merlon Cricket
Club Members Guide (Haverford, Pa.: (19851). pp. 9-16, and Paul A. Casey et al.,
The Meriop Cricket Club, 1865-1965 (Philadelphia: Privately printed, 1965), unpag-
inated.
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Statment af Signiticadee (In one paragraph)
Summary

The Merion Cricket Club is significant in the history of cricket, tennis, squeal:,
and golf in the United States. Also, its clubhouse, which has survived generally
intact, is of considerable architectural interest as one of the few surviving
works of Philadelphia's premier Victorian-era architect, Frank Furness.

The Marion Cricket Club is one of the handful of surviving properties that
illustrate and continue the history of the traditionally English sport of
cricket in America. Although cricket today is confined regionally and tends to
be regarded as the preoccupation of a social elite, it was a major sport in the
United Statee in the 19th century that valiantly, though vainly, contended with
baseball for supremacy among "ball" games. Philadelphia was the most important
center for its play, and it was particularly popular among immigrant English
factory workers, as well as the well-to-do.1

Cricket in the United States declined precipitously after 1900. Marion's
members, however, had by then already assumed a vigorous role in the new sport
of lawn tennis, in which they were to win major distinction. They also took a
leading role in golf, building a celebrated course near their clubhouse, and
have excelled in squash racquets. The club today provides a rich variety of
recreational actiVities for its members.2

Cricket at Marion

In 1865, some 15 young men from Merion and nearby Radnor, aged 14 to 22, banded
together as the Merion Cricket Club, pledging to meet to play cricket at least
once a week. The club soon began accepting challenge matches. Enthusiasm grew
and the club's membership increased rapidly along with it.

The club at first played on the estate of the father of one of its members. In
1873, it moved to land in Ardmore, Fa., that was owned by two of the members; a
clubhouse and grounds were soon prepared. By 1888, when the club first won the
Halifax Cup (since 1874 the leading trophy in North-American cricket), the club
was well established, and was outgrowing the Ardmore site.

Thus, in 1892, the Club moved to its present site in Haverford. A clubhouse
was completed the same year. In 1696, however, fire destroyed the clubhouse
and it was decided to retain Frank Furness to design the replacement. In the
new location, cricket continued to be a focus of the members' interest, although
other sports, notably tcnnis, were eventually to displace it: indoor bowling
was introduced in 1895, and the club's first golf course was laid out the
following year.
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The grounds formally opened with a Halifax Cup Match on May 13, 1893. In other
international cricket matches on the Haverford field, Merion faced tease from
Cambridge University and Marylebone in Great Britain, Australia, and India.
Cricket continued to be important at the club through the first decade of the
new century. The 1924 visit of the Incogniti, a foreign cricket team, however,
was the last auch event.

The club has intermittently revived i s ancestral sport, generally for local
play. In the late 1970s, however, the sport enjoyed a modest revival that has
continued to the present.

Tennis at Merlon

Lawn tennis was first played by Marion'a members at the club's earlier site in
1879, just 5 years after it was introduced into the United States at Staten
island, N.Y. It gained rapidly in popularity, and the club's members achieved
prominence in the sport. The club grounds also became the site of notable
tournaments, including the National Intercollegiate Tournaments (1900-34, 1937,
except in 1917-18) and the Pennsylvania State Tournaments (from inception in
1894 to the present, except in 1932-36 and 1942-45).

Mena' national singles champions from Merion include William J. Clothier (1906).
R. Norris Williams, Jr. (1914, 1916), and E. Victor Seixaa (1954); Seixas also
won at Wimbledon the previous year.

One of the great highlights of tennis at Marion was the Davis Cup Challenge
Round in September 1939, in which Australia's John Bromwich and Adrian Quist
captured the Cup 3-2 over Robert Riggs and Frank Parker of the United States.3
On that occaaion, stands holding 8,000 people were erected on Merion's front
lawn.

_Squash

Merion has produced a phenomenal number of national champions in both singles
and doubles competition in this sport; some of the competitions have been held
on the club's courts: in men's singles (Donald Straehan, 1939; A. Willing
Patterson, 1940; Charles M.P. Brinton, 1941, 1942, 19461 1947 (with no tourna-
ments held in 1943-45, inclusive]; Hunter Lott, 1949; G. Diehl MAteer, Jr.,
1952-54, 1961; Samuel P. Howe, III, 1962; Benjamin Heckscher, 1963; and Ralph
Howe, 1964); and in mens' doubles (Hunter Lott, 1938-42 inclusive; Charles
M.P. Brinton and Donald Strachan, 1946: David McMullin, 1947; Charles Brinton,
1948; Hunter Lott and G. Diehl Mateer, Jr., 1949, 1950, 1953; G. Diehl Mateer,
Jr., 1951; and John F. Rents and G. Diehl Mateer, Jr., 1961). [In 1961, the
club swept all five major mens' championships.]
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Although women did not begin to play squash racquets at Merion until 1927, they
alao have amassed a singularly creditable record in national championship compe-
tition: in singles (Ruth Hall, 1931; Mrs. Ann Page Homer, 1936, 1937, 1939,
1947; and Mts. Nathan P. Stauffer, Jr., 1951); and in doubles (Mrs. Ann Page
Homer and Mrs. Crawford C. Madeira, 1933; Mrs. Homer, 1936; Mts. Nathan P.
Stauffer, Jr., 1950, 1961, 1964; Mra. H.L.G. Clement, 1956; Mrs. Clement and
Mts. Charles Classen, 1958, 1960; and Mrs. Vosters and Mrs. Classen, 1962).

Golf

Historically, Merlon's members embraced golf early, and, in 1896, the club
built its first golf course, a 9-holer, at a site about 3/4-mile northeast of
the clubhouse. An 18-hole course was laid out in Haverford Township, Delaware
County, in 1910-12 and a second one in 1914. In 1942, the cricket and golf
clubs were formally separated.

Several Merion players excelled in golf. The Haverford courses have become
well-known nationally. (Golf courses, which are essentially landscape designs,
will be considered for National Historic Landmark designation under the theme
of landscape architecture.)

Other Sports

Three male members of Merion (Samuel
M. Sheaffer, Jr.) were on the United
of 1932 and 1936, and one (E. Newbold
captained 15 of the 16 United States
between 1923 and 1947.

E. Ewing, David McMullin, III, and Charles
States field hockey teams in the Olympics
Black, IV) in 1956. Miss Anne B. Townsend
Women's Teams for which she was selected

In 1914, the National Archery Championship was held on the Merion Cricket Club
grounds. Philadelphia-area teams won the event.

Footnotes

1John Allen Krout, "Annals of American Sport," The Pageant of America (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1929), pp. 114, 124-130.

2Information in this statement is taken from the history of the club that
appears in Merion Cricket Club, The Merion Cricket Club Members Guide (Haverford,
Pa.: [19851), pp. 9-16, and Paul A. Casey et al., The Merion Cricket Club
1865-1965 (Philadelphia: privately printed, 1965), unpaginated.

3Parke Cummings cen Tenn±n The Stor of a Game and It Feole (Boston:
Little, Brown, & _e., 1957), P. 64.
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Name

Olia Fix 1 oole
Sag, 10-41-

Foe PIPS use only

rebeived

date entered

historic NetTort Casino

one or common

Location
street & number 186-202 Bellevve Avenue

city. town Newpo

(entran at 104)

vicinity o

_ not fo publication

"to Rhode Island code County NeWport c_ _e

3. Classification
Category Ownership Status Present Use

district _ public X occupied agriculture X_ museumx building(s) -X_ private unoccupied commercial park_ structure both work in progress educational private re I -neeX site Public Acquisition Accessible _ entertainment _ religious
object in procesS _X__ yes: restricted government _ scientific

_ being considered _ yes: unrestricted _ industrial _ transportation_ no military x othar: recreation

4. Owner of Property t tenni7r7Enter)

narrW Col. William F. Long. Jr.

street & nurn

USA Ret. Director of Ne rt erations

International Tennis Nall of Fame,_ 194_8ellevue Avenue

Location of Legal Description
courthoutie, registry of deeds. OM

street a number Broadway

city, town

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
-6r1O- terwan

title
ngs

state ode Island 02840

Survey (RT-331) Ass this property been determined eligible? yes no

date 1971

depository for survey records Library of Congress

city. t eshingtmn
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7. Description
Condition
_ X excellent

good
hair

Check one Check one
deteriorated unaltered x original site
ruins x. altered , moved date
unexposed

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Suntnaryl

The distinctive green-shingled Casino complex occupies a large roughly L-shaped
plot, much of which is occupied by the expanses of its grass tennis courts, some of
the few in the United States now available for public use. The complex is concealed
behind the 2-1/2story main facade, which fits into a continuous commercial street-
scape on Bellevue Avenue.

The street front of the main building, facing west on Bellevue Avenue, contains
restaurants and stores on the ground floor. It is 9 bays and measures 180' x 45'.
The second story houses the various rooms of what was originally the gentlemen's
club. TWo wings (185' x 25') that project to the rear at right angles are linked
by a 1-story curved piazza (20' wide), the famed "Horseshoe Piazza,- that encloses
an open court. Behind the curved piazza are several acres of land on which grass
tennis courts are laid out. A 2-story ballroom-theater (54' x 100') at the back of
the lot is linked by an ornate 2-story porch with a building (80' x 100') enclosing
a 2-story court tennis court.

The complex is, with the limited exceptions noted below, well preserved or finely
restored. The International Tennis Hall of Fame is fully committed to the prop-
erty's pre ervation and has made remarkable progress to that end during the last
decade.

S o e Block

The Bellevue Avenue facade of the Newport Casino, the more formal of the two prin-
cipal fronts, is symmetrically composed to the sides of au arched entrance of red
pressed brick, 19' Wide and 11' higth This heavy main entrance arch reflects the
influence of Henry Hobson Richardson's work. Flanking the central arch are eight
shops, four to each side, the bay windows of which fit neatly into the commercial
streetscape. The piers dividing the bays are red pressed brick with limestone
bandS.

The projecting upper level, beneath a pitched roof, displays a series of three
rhythmically placed receding and projecting gables and balconies covered in shingles
cut to form various patterns. At its center is a recessed porch below a high gable
containing a Palladian window motif. The detailing on the upper story combines
Queen Anne (as in the pargetry of the gables and the panels beneath the gables) and
Georgian (the Palladian motif in the central gable) forms.

The stores are entered by individual entrances from Bellevue Avenue. The interior
partitions of the stores vary to suit the individual needs of the clients. The
northernmost store is now a restaurant that extends through into the north arm of
the piazza. The roOms on the second floor, which feature elaborate trim, are
arranged in an irregular manner; they are reached by a stairway in the center of
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the entrance hall. The balcony is on the west, the club rooms are on the north, anda wide hall to the south leads to the billiard room at the southeast corner. Alongthe hall to both sides are arranged other rooms of different shapes and dimensions.
The gables at the north and south ends of the roofs contain rooms.

During the winter of 1880-81, the bachelors' apartments of the second floor wereconverted into clubrooms. Next to the office, in the center of the building, was
placed the conversation room (25' x 30'). The bay window configuration of the second-floor facade was changed to the present large open veranda. An addition 25' square
was also erected at the southwest corner. This addition increased the floor space ofthe store below it on the first floor and permitted the billiard room (25' x 50'), onthe second floor. Although the clubrooms were last used as such before World War II,
their interior decor, surprisingly, remains almost intact.

The facade of the main block facing the court is less formal than the Bellevue Avenuefacade, with no attempt at symmetry. Brick on the first level and shingled above, itle dominated by a great expanse of roof pierced by 4 projecting gables and dormers,to the south of the center entrance. Thin side's most distinctive feature, north ofthe center entrance on the east wall of the store block, is an octagonal shingled
toWer with a bell roof, which contains a large square-faced Tiffany clock. The towerbas been enlarged in 1890 and 1968. Another significant element in the easternfacade is the complex window treatment over the central entrance.

PlaseaS

The south arm, 2 stories with a pitched roof,
floor in 1881 Into two large rooms (each 16'
open deck was added to the second story above
to the east la used as an office. The room to
by a stairway (not original) to:exhibit areas
Originally folding doors behind the staircase
be opened into one large room.

was enclosed and divided on the first
x 45'), for use as reading rooms; an
the converted reading rooms. The room
the west, now a gift shop-, is connected
extending over both downstairs rooms.
permitted the two downstairs rooms to

The north arm, now a restaurant, is a large room that opens to an awning-covered
porch. Originally 2 stories, the north arm was extended before 1890. In 1948 the
restaurant area of the north wing WaS deatroyed by fire. The wing was rebuilt as a
1-story Structure with a flat roof.

The open curved "Horseshoe Piazza" connecting the two wings is 1 story with a pitchedroof and hae shingled balustrades. It is framed with light uprights supporting
grilled panels, derived from Stick Style and Japanese influences, and utilizing avariety of patterns.
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The theater is entered on the north. The auditorium runs the length of the original
building. It includes a 25' square stage. The floot of the audience hall accommo-
dates approximately 350 seats, originally moveable for the room's use as a ballroom.
A shallow balcony at the rear, or west, contains three rows of seats. On the north
and south Bides at the balcony level are slightly projecting railed boxes under low
arches. Below the boxes on the south is storage space. The lobby, ticket office,
and restrooms are below the boxes on the north side of the building.

The permanent seats were installed in 1927. An enclosed stairway on the west (1967),
carefully matched in style to the other features of the theater, leads to the balcony
and projection booth (1930s) in the second story gallery of the porch on the west
side. A relatively inconspicuous eastern cinder block addition (1930) provides space
for scenery, storage, and dressing rooms.

The theater's decoration, primarily in white and gold, is rich. The lower portion of
the walls is covered with horizontal wainscotting and vertical panelling. The wood-
covered pilasters with plaster Ionic composite capitals are decorated with chevtons
and rondels. The pilasters support arches which enframe the boxes at the balcony
.level. The plaster wall at the balcony level is covered with a basket weave pattern
accented with rondels placed above the pilasters and rosettes in a semi-ordered
pattern. There are accented keystones on each arch. The frieze at the top of the
wall is decorated with pilasters, windows, and stencilled designs. The short pilas-
ters, in two different widths, are decorated with semicircles at the ends and a
diamond motif in the center. Corresponding to the wide pilasters of the frieze are
elongated modillions which integrate the surface treatment of the ceiling with that
of the walls.

A very elaborately turned balustrade encloses the boxes and balcony. At regular
intervals, square open screens accent the vertical pattern of the balusters. The
original wall sconces remain. The center chandelier is suspended from a metal flashed
opening which is surrounded by eight glass globes. Other glass globes are placed at
Amtervals along the ceiling beams.

Court Tennis Building

The theater and court tennis building are connected by a 2-story porch. The pitched
roof of this porCh intersects the west hip of the theater roof. The court tenniS
building itself has a flat roof. The exterior walls of the court tennis building are
of frame construction covered with shingles. The interior walls of the center portion
are Portland cement.
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In 191 a locker'room was added to the court tennis building. After a fire in 1945,the building was divided into halves for locker rooms and equipment storage space.Its restoration for court tennis was completed in 1979.

_tds and v Cou

The lawn courts have had a generally similar configuration since construction,although they have periodically been re-marked within the confines of the walkwaysand buildinga; there are now 15. The first grandstand on "Center Court" wes boughtfrom a circus in 1892. Other stands, later used for tennis, were built for theannual horse show in 1906-07. They remain on the west side of Center Court. Newerand larger grandstands are on its south.

Footnotes

'The description of the Casino has been prepared by consolidating and summarizingdata in the following sources: Antoinette F. Downing and Vincent J. Scully, Jr., TheArChiteCtural Herita- e of Ne- art Rhode Island (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, 1967),p. 151; "G.M.H., His ry: The National Lawn Tennis Hall of Fame and Tennis Museum,
Inc., Newport, Rhode Island" (Newport, Rhode Island, 1975), p. 3; and Historic American
Buildings Survey, "Newport Casino, Photographs, Written Historical and DescriptiveData" (HABS RI-331)(Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1971), pp. 1-12.
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8. &gni mance
Period Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below

prehistoric archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion
1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law science
1500-1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture
16011699 X architecture education military social
1700-1799 ao engineering muMc humanitarian

X 1800-1899 cemmerce exploration settlement philosophy _ theater
X 1900- communications industry

invention
OONUcs government transportation

other (specify)
.Recreqtign__

Specific dates 1880-date builder Architect McKim, Mead, & White (tennis center)

Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

Sump:Lary

The Newport Casino (1880-81) was America's answer to
an historical perspective, since the rebuilding of
premier historical site in lawn tennis worldwide.'
may also be considered one of the first examples of
clubs built with recreational facilities, which were a
social life of the 1880s.

Wimbledon (1877). Indeed, from
Wimbledon in 1922, it ia _the
AB a complex of buildings, it
the suburban and resort country
new feature of the sophisticated

The Casino hosted the U.S. Lawn Tennis Championships from 1881 to 1914 and has con-
tinued as a site for international tennis tournaments. Today it includes the Inter-
national Tennis Hall of Fame. It also houses the second "court" tennis court built
in the United States, which is the oldest extant.

The Casino has transcended its origins aS a private club for high society--the very
Center of Newport's summer colony of the privileged--and has become the preeminent
historic shrine of a sport, tennis, which, though it was dominated in itS early
history by a similar aristocratic flavor, has been democratized in the mid-20th
century.

The Newport Casino is also of exceptional impGrtance in the history of U.S. architec-
ture. With its richly textured surfaces and intricate detailing, the Newport Casino
was McKim, Mead, and White's classic statement, early in their career as a firM, of
the Shingle Style.

The Casino was also the site of the first Newport Jazz Festival (1954).2

MiStory

James Gordon Bennett, Jr., the fabulously wealthy, irascible, and eccentric owner of
the New York Herald, enjoyed vacations at Newport.3 In the late 1870s, he was, as
he would be until his death, in the forefront of adventure and all types of recreation.
He was vice-commodore of the New York Yacht Club and was a patron of horseracing,
shooting, foxhunting, etc. He introduced polo to the United States and brought a
team to Newport to teach the game.

Bennett apparently challenged one of the polo team members, who complied, to ride his
horse into the Reading Room, then the most exclusive club in the city. Irritated at
the unamused reaction by the club to what he regarded as good fun--for the club
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canceled Bennett's guest privileges--he decided to build his own club complex, onBellevue Avenue, across from his mansion, Stone Villa (now demolished). Bennettorganized the club as a joint stock company and retained McKim, Mead, and White todesign what waa dubbed the Newport Casino. Staunch friends of Bennett, includingAugust Belmont and Pierre Lorillard, were among the founding eubscribers.4

The Casino, completed in 1880, with an addition the next year, included not onlyBennett's club, the clubrooms of which were on the second floor of the main building,but also a ballroom, a theater, a restaurant, fountains, and grass courts on which toplay another new game recently imported from Great Britain--lawn tennis.

Tennis5

"Lawn tennis" was first played in the United States in 1874, the year after it waspatented in Great Britain. It was an adaptation of "court" tennis to outdoor courts,
incorporating elements of badminton, racquets, and other games. By 1880, there were
several private courts in the Newport area.

The first "national" tennis tournament was held at the Staten Island Cricket andBaseball Club (the place in the United States where it had first been played, in thesummer of 1874) in September 1880. Players from various clubs, however, were usingdifferent types of balls, different heights of the net, etc. These differences inthe equipment and rules led to the founding of the United States Lawn Tennis Associa-tion (USLTA) in May 1881. Thirty-three clubs were represented, and within a shorttine the first official championship was awarded to the Newport Casino for August 31to September 3 of that year.

Newport was a logical choice. Most of the players at that time were in "Society" or
considered acceptable, a great many of them being "Ivy League" college students.And, in 1881, Newport was a preeminent social reeort and the Casino had its finestand most modern facilitiee, including new lawn tennis courts. Attendance at thefirst national tournament was small--only about 100, to watch the 26 players.

Richard Dudley Sears of Boston won the first men's singles championship and continuedto win it for Seven successive years, until he retired undefeated. (Sears also wasU.S. amateur court tennis champion in 1892.) Until 1890 the men's doubles champion-
ships were also played at Newport, afterward being held for many yeara at the Longwood
Cricket Club at its successive locations in and near Boston.

Until the USLTA decided to move the Netional Men's Singles Championships to the WestSide Tennis Club courts in Forest Bills, New York, in 1915, they were held at theNewport Catlin°. The Newport Casino can thue juatifiably be considered the "cradle"
of lawn tennis in the United States.
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After Sears, notable champions at Newport included three-tiae winners Oliver S.
Campbell (1890-92) and Malcolm D. Whitman (1898-1900) and six-time winner Williae
based (1901-02; 1907-11). William Clothier won in 1906 and Maurice McLoughlin in
1912 and 1913.

The transfer of the national championships from Newport arose largely from tennis'
growing popularity. The tournaments had been attracting more and more spectators,
and the seating at Newport was inadequate for the great crowds. Newport also wall
relatively inaccessible and comparatively short of restaurants and hotels. The West
Side Tennis Club had just moved to Forest Hills, and their clubhouse eourta' grand-
stencils could then accommodate some 15,000 spectators. (Forest Hills has been rebuilt.)

Although Sobered by the loss of the Nationals, Newport that year began to hold the
Newport Invitetional TOurnaments. These were men's sing%es and doubles events.
invitations were eagerly sought by the best domestic and foreign players, since this
tournament was considered a "tune-up" for the Nationals, scheduled later in August.
The'Newport amateur tournaments cOntinued through:1967 when "open" tournaments were
sanctioned, and the pros took over. Some tournaments were omitted during World Wars
and II, but the list of Newport amateur singles winners includes such American

luminaries se William: ("Big Bill") Tilden (1919, 1926-27, 1929-30), William Johnston
(1922;.1924-25)0 Ellsworth Vines (1931-32), Bobby Rigg0 (1936), Don Budge (1935;

.

1937-38), William Talbert (1948), Pancho Gonzalez (1949), Ham Richardson (1954-55),
Chuck McKinley (1962, 1964), and Dennis Ralston (1965) of the United States; end
AustrallanWEen Rosewall (1956), Mal Anderson (1957-58), and Rod Laver (1960); and
Japenele Ichips NUmagae (1916). Many of these men also did well in the doubles
competition.8

From 1965 through 1970 Men's Professional Singles and Doubles Tournaments were held,
using the (JaMes H.) Van Alen Scoring System, which has: been adopted for USS in
modern competition tennis., Almost all of those.campeting bad previously played at
the Casino as amateurs. ln 1971-74, the Virginia Slims.Grasscourts.Champlonahips
took the place of the previously all-male tournaments. The format of the women's
profesaional circuit was changed so that Newport was eliminated in 1275. In 1974-76
the National Men's Amateur Grasecourts Championships were held on the Casino Courts,
and in 1975 both the Man's and Women's Cham-ionships. Since 1976, the Tennis Hall of
Fame Championships have been held annually.

The CSSiSO was &leo a prime center for court tennis, until the court was damaged by
fire in 1939.. Faithfully reStored in recent years, the court nov has the ambience in
which'Tom Pettitt, the firet American'player to win the world' championship (1885).
Played and trained other players far many years.8

ow for additional discusSion of Van Alen's role.
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Ne!port Jazz_Festival (1954)

The Casino's evolution was.epitomized by this event, though it was afterward trans-
ferred to nearby Freebody Park. Offenbach and Strauss had once been the musical
accompaniment to the tennis matches, with an orcheatra playing from the Horseshoe
Piazza. In 1954, the musical entertainers at the festival included Eddie Condon,
Bobby Hackett, Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Kenton, and Fee Wee Russell.9

The_International Tennis Hell ofF 10

In 1952, James H. Van Alen, then serving as president of the Casino, whose family had
been summer residents of Newport for several generations, and who had played tennisat the Casino since childhood, originated the idea of the National Tennis Hall ofFame.** After preliminary discussions with various tennis officials and prominent
former players, he received sanction from the United States Lawn Tennis Associationto establish at the Newport Casino the National Lawn Tennis Hall of Fame and TennisMuseum, Inc. William J. Clothier, National Singles Champion at Newport in 1906, was
elected president by the board of directors.

Clothier personally devoted himaelf to soliciting items for exhibit. He also, for
the first few years, paid a large part of the expenses out of his own pocket. Among
the first items acquired for display was the "Sears Bowl," a handsome sterling silver
punch bowl, the first national championship trophy. The collections today include
medals: cups: trophies: racquets used by distinguished players, including Bill Tildenand Arthur Ashes and a large number of items relating to the Davis Cup matches. Aamnia but excellent reference library has also been accumulated, containing many
out-of-print books on tennis.

From the beginning, the Tennis Hall of Fame hoped to acquire the entire NewportCasino property. When Van Alen was elected president in 1957, he immediately went to
work to accomplish this end. During the past few years, with funds donated by generous
friends, the Hall of Fame has purchased the former "Casino Theater" (renamed the "Van
Alen Auditorium"), and in addition about 2 acres of city-owned land, on which the
Center Court, grandstand, and several other grass courts are situated. The Hall of
Fame also owns adjoining land on which an indoor tennis court facility has recently
been constructed by a group of local businessmen under a land-lee:0e arrangement.

**Van Alen is a great amateur court tennis player: three times United States singles
champion and winner, with his brother, of the U.S. doubles title.
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In 1975, the museum was expanded by repairing and restoring the old clubrooms on the
second floor. Also, late that year, the Tennis Hall of Fame finally acquired full
title to all of the Newport Casino property.

In 1977, the National Tennis Foundation and the Tennis Hall of Fame merged, in a
union designed to enhance the activities of both organizations, becoming the National
Tennis Foundation and International Tennis Hall of Fame, Inc.

The Architects

McKim, Mead, and White, formed in 1879, was perhaps the leading architectural firm in
the United States at the turn of the century. The firm was influential in both
eclectic styles and the Classic Revival.

Between 1879 and 1915, the office prepared more than 900 commissions. The firm's
early work was especially focused on resort and domestic commissions in the picturesque
Shingle and Colonial Revival styles. Their later commissions were often either
Georgian Revival or Classical.

The Newport Casino put both the firm and the Shingle Style on the map. Together with
clubs at Short Hills, New Jersey, and Narragansett Pier, Rhode Inland (the latter no
longer extant), the Casino was one of their three important club commissions in the
1880s.

Footnotes

'Helen F. Allen, "Tennis at Newport, then and now," The International Teppis_Hall
of Fame,_ Newportt_Rhode_Ipland (Newport, 1980), p. 9.

2Parke Cummings, Amarican Tennist_The Story of_a came and Its People (Boston: Little,
Brown, and Co., 1957), p. 182.

3Julia Lamb, "The Commodore' enjoyed l --but New York eociety winced," Smithsonian
(November 1978), pp. 132-141, is the source for this 4ketch of Bennett's career.

4HIstoric American Buildings Survey, "Newport Casino, Photographs, Written Historical
and Descriptive Data" (HABS RI-331) (Washington, D.C.: National Park Service,
1971), p. 8.

5This sketch of the early history of tennis and its evolution at Newport derives
from Allen, 22. cit., pp. 8-26; and Parke Cummings, op. cit., pp. 30-47, 61-71,
87-91, and 162; and "G.M.H.," "History: The National Lawn Tennis Hall of Fame and
Tennis Haseum, Newport, Rhode Island" (1975)-2 PP 3-6,
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6The dates indicated are those given in International Tennis Hall of Fame, The
International Tennis_HAA_912nax_Newpork, Rhode_ Island (Newport, Rhode Island,
1980). The4ndividuals are those highlighted in "G.M.H.," cit., p. 5.

2E. cit., pp. 5-6.

9Cummings,22. cit., p. 127.

9Ibid., p. 182.

10The sources for this section are "G.M.H.," cit., pp. 6-10; and International,
Tennis Hall of Fame, <NE. cit., pp. 23-26.

11This brief summary reflects the judgments of Antoinette F. Downing and Vincent J.
Scully, Jr., The Architectural Herita e_of NmaELLAIKA_Itillal (New York: Clarkson
N. Potter, 1967), 2k. cit., p. p. 151; and Leland M. Roth, "McKim, Mead, and White,
p. III, 141, la Adolf K. Placzek, ed., MacNiflan Enc-clo-edia of Architects (NewYork: The Free Press, 1982).
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1. Name
historic Hialeah Park Race Track

and or common Miami Jockey Club; Hialeah Race T ack; Hialeah Park

:ts im()WitiC),1

street & number East Fourth Avenue _ no publication

oty. umn Hi al eah vicinity of

ti Florida 33011 code county Dade coda 025

Classification
Category Ownership Status Present Use

district X public occupied agriculture museum
buliding(s) private unoccupied _X commercial ----Park
structure both work In progress educational private

site Public Acquisition Accessible entertainment religious_X_
object In process yes. restricted government scientific

being considered
_X_

yes: unrestricted industrial
_

transportation
no military

_
_ other Re creati °nal

4. Owner of Property
name Ci t_y_Jf Hialeah

Strout & number P.O. Box 40

city, rn Hialeah vicinity of state Florida 33011

ocation of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Dade County Courthouse

street & number

city, town Miami state Florida 33130

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Me Florida Hist_ic Sites Survey

uly, 1972

has this property been determsiigibls

federal X_ state county local

lurvey records Florida Division of Archives, History & Records Management

city, town Tal ahassee
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state Florida 32304
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Canditien Chock on Chock one
excellent _ dewier unaltered _1(,. original site

_ good ruins ._ altered moved dat
_ fair unexposed

prosant,and original (if known) physical appearanco

Hialeah Park Race Track occupies approximately 234 acres bounded on the
north by East 32nd Street, on the east by Flamingo Way, on the south by the
Florida East Coast Railroad, and on the west by Palm Avenue. The physical plant
consists of the original oval 1 1/8 mlle loam surface racetrack, laid out In
1925; an infield turf track, 90 feet wide and 1 mile long, designed in 1931; a
walking ring based on France's Longchamp race course and paddock area using
features from English tracks, both also dating from 1931; and numerous
structures, the mosi notable being the clubhouse and grandstand.

The original grandstand and clubhouse were wooden structures with striped
canvas awnings, as seen in a photograph of 1925. These were replaced with
concrete and steel structures on the same foundation in 1931 as designed by
Lester W. Gelsiar. Geisler, an architect in Kissimmee, Florida, designed the
master plan for the physical plant as well as the grandstand and clubhouse. He
also continued to design additions and renovations for the clubhouse and
grandstand'that occurred through the years.

From a photograph dating 1935, the grandstand (reference #1 on sketch map)
of 1931 consisted of three levels with the :Min west elevation faced with
arched, vine covered redwood lattice work. Three sets of monumental staircases,
also in existence today, projected out with turned balustrades and aro made of a
local keystone, which contains coral. The grandstand is connected by an arched
horse tunnel to Ihe clubhouse (12), which has a curved facade on the west
elevation with a series of arched openings on the first and second level. The
second and third levels have balconies overlooking the paddock area. Both the
clubhouse and the grandstand are steel and concrete structure with the clubhouse
having a stucco surface with stone quoins.

Numerous additions have been made to these two structures, with the
photograph taken in 1935 being a good example of the additive process: to the
north of the grandstand, the steel framework of an addition to the grandstand
under construction is visible. In 1951, a 480-ton steel overhead structure was
installed. The clubhouse was enlarged in 1954. Drawings dated February 10,
1955 show another grandstand addition consisting of a sky terrace, the second
mezzanine and the revision of functional service areas, as designed by Lester W.
Geisler. This addition added to the west elevation a continuous mansard
roofilne with projecting dormers. In 1962 a veranda level was built in the
clubhouse and in 1964 a new grandstand. Today the entire west L''',.70( 'f the
clubhouse and grandstand have a slate roof and on the track si?
and clubhouse are multi-leveled, open-air, steel frame
concrete flooring.

(See Continuation Sheet)
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The following structures are also cons dered to be contributing
significance to Hialeah as they were built In 1931 to serve as support
structures and still do so today (reference Vs on sketch map):

o (13) 26 Stables - hip roof w/hip dormers, asphalt shingles, exposed wood
rafters, ballon framing w/stucco infill, interior stable walls are wood,
stable arcade supported by 6'1)(6" wood columns resting on concrete base.
dirt floor

o (14) Stable Kitchen - hlp roof w/hip dormers, asphalt shingles, brick
chimney, balloon framing w/clapboard siding, replaced aluminum 4-pane
windows, exposed wood rafters, gable porch overhang, west elevation
stucco

o (15) State Racing Commission - 1 story hipped --d tile roof, 611)(6"

framing w/stucco infill, 4 over 4 windows

o (16) 2 Paddocks - hip roof w/flat red tiles, concrete block w/stucco,
east side of roof covered w/vines, east elevation is open and supported
by 6"x6" wood posts, paddocks are divided into 10 bays separated by wood
partitions, four round windows with no lites are on west elevation.
paddocks are connected by curved gateway of same construction topped
w/concrete entablature

o (17) Administrative Office Building - concrete block w/stucco with
additions in 19360 1941, 1960. hip red tile roof, pedImented entrance,
recessed arched casement windows, cupola, ornamental scrolls over arched
entrance and flanking windows.

The following structures were built following this period, so are not
considered contributing (reference Ots on sketch map):

o (18 ) Residence - built In 1934 w/addltIon In 1965

o (19) Office - built in 1958

o (110) Blacksm th Shop - built in 1956

o (111) Public Restaurant "Flamingo PavIllion" - circa 19401s with new
structure built in 1984 on old foundation

o (112) Aquarium - built In 1962

(See Cont nuation Sheet)
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O (I13) Paint and Sign Shop - built in 1955

o (014) Pump House - built in 1941

o (115) Garage - built in 1958

o (016) Bunk House - built in 1956

O (017) Power House - built In 1954

o (018) Carpenter Shop - built In 1965

o (019) 2 Dormitories - built in 1963

o (020) 3 Stables - circa 1940

o (f21) Sales Pavillion - built In 1963

O (122) Office - built In 1968

o (#23) Equipment Room - built in 1967

o (#24) Warehouse - circa 1960

Through the years, many efforts to landscape and beautify Hialeah Park have
been undertaken. In 1931, a lake was formed In the Infield of the racetrack,
flamingos were Imported from Cuba and the grounds were landscaped. The Flaming
Plaza Fountain was constructed In 1951. the statue commemorating Citation, a
Triple Crown winner, was unveiled In 1965 and extensive planting of the site
with flora native to the Everglades occurred In 1957. The combination of those
efforts result In Hialeah's present park-like atmosphere.

By 1931. the features composing the Hialeah Race Track site were complete
While the various structures on the site have been altered or enlarged, their
Individual styles have been retained. The site, the oldest recreational
facility of its kind In South Florida, has continued to function as the founders
of Hialeah intended, providing recreation for thousands each year.

(Note: The photograph of 1935 referenced above Is located In a museum of the
History of the Hialeah Race Track which Is within the Clubhouse of Hialeah Park.
This photograph was observed during a site visit of December 13, 1985 and due to
poor lighting conditions was not recorded.)
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111. Signi icance
Period

prehistoric
Areas of SignificanceCheck and Justify below
___ archeology-prehistoric X. community planning L _ landscape archit lure awicaon

1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation _ law science_
1500-1599

_

_ economics literature sculpture--agriculture
_architecture___ 1600-1099 ucation _ military social/

1700-1790 an . engineering _ music humanitarian
11300-11199 commerce exploratIon/settlement __ philosophy theater
1900- transportatiencommunications Industry

invention
politics/government_

othtrr (s ity)
REcreat iO

Specific dates 1925. 1932 uilder/Architect Lester W. Geis le

intatemont of illgalticanaa fin on paragraph)

The Hialeah Park Race Track Is nationally significant as the oldest and
widest continuously operating turf horse racing track in the United States. As
One of horseracing's most prominent winter resort tracks, Hialeah serves as the
launching pad for three year olds and hosts several nationally famous mces such
as the Flamingo, Widener and Turf Cup. The Hialeah Park Race Track has played
an important role in the development of South Florida tourism and was an early
forerunner of planned giant amusement/recreational complexes.

The City of Hialeah was formed as a speculative enterprise in 1921 by James
H. Bright, a cattleman from Missouri. and Glenn H. Curtiss, the aviation
pioneer. The land on which the city was built was for--d by the drainage which
resulted from the construction of the Miami River Canal

Bright and Curtiss planned Hialeah to Include many amenities ignored by
other South Florida town developers. They donated large tracts of land for
community use and helped acquire land and building funds for the construction of
two churches, a park, the city hall, a school and a golf course, a municipal
water plant, and a racetrack.

Hialeah's first racetrack was devoted not to horse racing but to another
spectator sporting activity, dog racing. The first greyhound parimutuel track
In America was opened in February of 1922 by the Miami Kennel Club. The track
was developed by Owen P. Smith the Inventor of the mechanical rabbit and
president of the Miami Kennel Club.'' The newly invented mechanical rabbit and
was an acceptable Improvement over the use of live rabbits and greyhound racing
was a popular success., This was the first of the sporting arenas which Hialeah
was destined to host.'

The Curtiss-Bright Company was instrumental in founding a favorable image
of Hialeah through such efforts as helping to form the Hialeah Women's Club in
1922, successfully acquiring funding for a schoo6 and offering land for use as
the home of the Miami Pan American Exposition.4 Curtiss and Bright also
foresaw a need foe recreation during the peak of South Florida's winter season..
When approached In 1924 by Joseph M. Smoot about investment opportunities, they
eagerly helped him to establish the Miami Jockey Club and to construct a
racetrack and grandstand adjacent to the -reyhound track on the site originally
intended for the Pan American Exposition.

The Hialeah track opened on January 15, 1925 and consisted of a grandstand
seating 5,000, a clubhouse to accommodate 1,000, an administrative building, a
paddock area and twenty-one stables and the track itself. Near the racetrack,
Hialeah Introduced another first to the Miami area, the Spanish sport jal-alai.
A fronton seating 4,000 was opened, and near that an amusement park developed,
with a roller coaster and a dance hall. Apartments and,houses sprang up near
thls new entertainment center.7

(See Continuation Sheet)
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Visitors to the Hialeah Park Race Track in 1925 were able to bet on horse
races, enjoy an amusement park with roller coaster, visit Chief H'Ily Willy's
Miccosukee Indian Village and Trading Post. watch jai-aleL amo fr'A the day by
betting at the greyhound track, which heiJ begun night races as a heYle against
competition from the horse track. Hialeah offered the most complete
recreational complex In South Florida at that time. 8

The Great Hurricane of September 1926 dealt the City of Hialeah a
staggering blow. Twenty people were killed, and over seventy percent of the
homes in the city were destroyed or damaged. The Hialeah Park complex lost its
roller coaster, jai-alai fronton, and dog kennels. From that point on, ,the
various owners of the Hialeah Park Race Track concentrated on horse racing. 7

The racetrack was purchased In 1930 by Joseph E. Widener, a wealthy
Philadelphian. He undertook a major renovation of the sporting facility, hiring
Lester W. Geisler, an architect in Kissimmee. Florida to design a master plan
for the park. This master plan consisted of replacing the wooden grandstand and
clubhouse structures with 'concrete and steel structures, using the same
foundation. Also included In the master plan were the stables, paddock area,
walking rink, and the addition of the infield turf track, now the widest at 90
feet and the oldest in continuous use. Extensive landscaping was called for in
the master plan, with hundreds of royal palms and coconut trees planted, and a
lake was created within the track Infield and populated with pink flamingos
imported from Cuba. The stables were located on the areas west of the track on
land purchased from the Miami Kennel Club. The jai-alai fronton and Indian
Village became landscaped portions of the horse racing facility. 10

The opening of the new Hialeah Race Track on January 14. 1932 set its tone
for years to come. It was attended by the rich and notable who rode special
trains south frOm Palm Beach and debarked at a station specially built by the
Seaboard Airline Railway. LI-

Hialeah Park has become known as one of horse racing's most prominent
tracks. It is the home of such famous races as the Flamingo, Widener and Turf
Cups. Hialeah has developed through the years as a starting point for many
three year olds such as Citation and Seattle Slew, headed for success In the
Kentucky Derby and other classics.12 Many famous jockeys such as Eddie Arcaro
end Willie Schumacher have raced at Hiaieah. The track has been the major
industry of the City of Hialeah since its opening In 1925 and has made Florida
the capital of winter racing. The prominence of the Hialeah Park Race Track has
helped South Florida to gain and retain a reputation as a worthwhile vacation
spot, as it is recognized as the world's most beautiful race course.13-

(See Continuation Sheet)
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Beginning at the Southeast corner of the Intersection of East 32nd Street
and Palm Avenue proceed in an easterly direction along the south side of East
32nd Street to the southwest corner of the intersection of East 32nd Street and
4th Avenue to the northwest corner of the Intersection of East 4th Avenue and
the northern boundary of the right-of-way of the Florida East Coast Railroad'
thence West along the northern boundary of sald right-of-way to Palm Avenue,
thence North along the east side of Palm Avenue to the Point of Beginning.
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1. Name
historic Indianapolis Mbtor Speedway

and or common same; "The Brickyard"

2. Location
street & number _4790 West 16th S eet not for publication

city, town Speedway vicinity of

state Indiana code 18

. Classifica
Category

district
building(s)

_ structure
site
object

ion
Ownership

public
X private

_ both
Public Acquisition

in process
being considered

county Marion

Status
L.. occupied

unoccupied
work in progress

Accessible
X yes: restricted

yes: unrestricted
no

Present Use
agriculture

_ commercial
educational

x_ entertainment
government
industrial
military

4. Owner o Property

ode 97

X museum
park
private rest _nce
religious
scientific
transportation

_X= ether: Auto obile
Race Track

nem Indianapolis Motor SPAIJOIKL Co at'
street & number 4790 WeSt 16th Street

city, town Speedway vicinity of

S. Location of Legal Description
state Indiana

courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Recorder ' s Office , Marion County, Indiana

street & number City-County Building, Market & Alabasna Streets

city, town Indianapolis state Indiana

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Annual Preservation Report for

title Indiana, 1973-1974 has this property been determined eligible? yes

date federal X state

no

county _ local

depositoni for survey records Indiana Department of.Natural Resources

city, town Indianapolis 253 statndialia_
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Title: National Register of Historic Places
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7, Descrip oon
Condition Check one
_A excellent deteriorated _ unaltered
_ good ruins altered

fair unexposed

Check one
X original site

moved date

Describe the present end original (If known) physical appearance

Suary

The basic course configurations, grandstand layout, pit layout, and garage arrange-
ment of the Indianapolis Speedway are very similar to the Speedway as conceived in
1909.1 The track itself is the principal feature contributing to the Speedway's
historic significance.

The_Track

The predominant physical feature of the Speedway is its 2-1/2-mile curved track.
The track has two long stretches (1,100 yards each); two short (220 yards each)
straight stretches,_or chuta; and four (440 yards each) turns, each banked at a
maximum angle of 9°12'. It is between 50' and 60' wide, being broader on the
turns. Built in 1909, the track was originally surfaced with macadam, but that
same fall was resurfaced using more than 3 million brick paving blocks. This
surface underlies the present asphalt surface, which was put down in the backstretch
and turns in 1937. One yard of brick was left exposed at the start-finish line.2

Withthe exception of periodic asphalt resurfacings, the last in 1977, and banking
and safety aprons on the turns (1935-36), the former to render them uniform in
slope, the track is in its 1909 configuration. The track's site is essentially
flat except for a small creek that runs from west to east; the track crosaes it on
two reinforced concrete heavy-duty bridges.

The "Pits"

The "pits," which include 33 service areas for racing automobiles (the number
permitted in the race), are lanes along the main straight stretch between Turns 4
and 1 on the infield side. Originally, they were crude refueling and maintenance
stations. Before the end of World War II, they were separated from the infield by
a board fence. Since then a concrete retaining wall has been added on both sides.

The pit procedure la essentially identical to procedures used in early racing The
service crews for each racing car are stationed in the caes pit during the race.
When the car needs fuel or repalra, such as a tire change, it pulls Off the track
into its pit position, where the crew can fill the car with fuel and perform
maintenance. The entryways and exits to the pit area, commonly called "aprons,"
have been extended and widened in recent years for safety reasons.

The Stands

The original grandstands, constructed in 1909-11, on the west aide of the straight
stretch between.TUrns 1 and 4, were wooden single-deck stands, with wooden roofs,
extending north and south. After World War II, these grandstands were gradually
replaced by modern steel and concrete stands, including four of the double-deck
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vat e y mar e n this Description. Th -e along the main straig taway
between Turns 1 and 4 were labeled Grandstands A*, C, H, and the Paddock*. Grand-
stands B*, E*, and the Southwest Vista extend around the south edge of Turn 1.
Grandstand G and the Southeast Vista border Turn 2. Grandstands L, M, and L South
extend around Turn 3. Grandstand K is on the north short straight stretch. Grand-
stand J and the Northwest Vista are along Turn 4. Recently, enclosed glassed-in
boxes for VIPs have been added in the vicinity of the Southeast Vista stands.

The Scorin To

The first scoring tower was a 1-story wood frame platform used in 1909-11. It was
replaced by a wooden 4-deck hip-roofed structure, with an hexagonal roofline,
commonly called the °Pagoda." This structure burned in 1925, and was rebuilt the
same year. In 1957, it was replaced by the current 7-story steel frame and concrete
scoring tower, with accommodations for radio representatives, timing and scoring
persons, the safety director, and special guests.

"Gasoline 4lley"

The garage area reserved for the use of racing teams for working on their cars and
for parts and car storage has long been nicknamed "Gasoline Alley." This garage
area, erected in 1915, was originally two rows of wood frame 1-story roofed garages,
each row including some 20 units, each 16' x 20'. In 1941, a large number of these
garages were destroyed by a spectacular fire. Rebuilt and enlarged periodically,
with, some in concrete block, they can now service some 88 cars,

Office Building and Moseum

The Indianapolis Motor Speedway Corporation offices and museum are housed in a
2-story building completed in 1976. The Speedway Museum contains many vintage
racing cars (including those that have won 29 of the 500s), the trophica awarded to
winners, and racing memorabilia.

Chevrolet Memorial

A handsome Greek-style exedra just southwest of the Office"Museum building in the
track's infield honors Louis Chevrolet and many other race drivers and automotive
pioneers.3 It features four bronze panels depicting Louis' greatest accomplishments
and his associates in them. A bronze bust of Louis is mounted on.a pedestal in the
center. The bronzes are by sculptor Adolph Wolter.

Other_Facilities

A 9-hole golf course (1929) is laid out inside the race course and an 18-hole
championship course (1965) outside the track, parallel to the backstretch. Both
are used throughout most of ne golf season. More than half the available land
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space of the Speedway
inside and outside the
maintenance machinery,
and other accessory
Speedway.
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is devoted to parking facilitiea, which are situated both
track area. Concession stands, repair 9hops for Speedway
a field hospital (rebuilt in 1948),.a 96unit motel (1963),
uctures complete'the facilities of the Indianapolis Motor

Footnotes

IThia Description, except where noted, is an edited version of the corresponding
section of the National Register of Historic Places nomination form prepared by
J. Reid Williamson, Executive Director of the Historic Landmarks Foundation of
Indiana, et al., in 1974.

2Terry Reed, Indy, Race and Ritual (San Rafael, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1980),
p. 23.

3Louis Chevrolet Memorial Committee, The Louis Chevrolet Memorial Indianapolis
Motor Speedway Indianapolis: 1976).



Period Areas of SignificanceChock and justify below
prehistoric archeology-prehistonc community planning landscape architecture rellglon1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law Science150(61599 agriculture economics literature sculpture1600-1699 architecture education military
1700-1799 engineering music humanitarian
1801:61999 commerce exploration settle Fl philosophy --theaterX 1900- communications industry

invention
politictrgovernment _transpodatlon

other(spttelfy)-
ge_creAti.0.0_Specific dabs* 1909 Builder.Architect Park Talia o Andrews (automobile-

Statement qf Significance (in one paragraph)
Summar y

_

Auto racing is the second most popular sport in the United States, attracting more
than 40 million paid attendance each year.2 The Indianapolis Motor Speedway, long
the premier auto racing site in the United States, is also the only reasonably
intact early 20th-century high-speed auto race course in the country. It is the
oldest continuously operated automobile race course in the world.

Memorial Day in 1986 will be the 75th anniversary of the Indianapolis 500. With an
attendance of some 3002000, it is, in most years, dae largest single-day spectator
sporting event in the world.

The prestige of the race is emphasized by its worldwide media coverage. It is a
live 4-1/2-hour program carried by more than 750 otations in the United States,
the Voice of America, the entire Armed Forces Network, and overseas foreign language
broadcasts.

In addition to its premier place in the sport of auto racing, the Speedway has made
significant contributions to automobile design, performance, technology, and safety.

Designed to accommodate race speeds of 75-80 miles per hour, it is currently used
for racing at or near 200 miles per hour. The 9°12' turns are considerably differ-
ent in design Zrom later courses such as Daytona, Pocono, and Talladega Raceways,
and from the very high banked turns of the old board speedways of the 1920s. As an
example of a specialized industrial and technological problem met by the best
engineering of the pre-World War I period, the Indianapolis Motor Speedway is
unique. The Speedway is a singular example of American auto racing architecture;
it is also the prototype for the post-World War II speedways. It is therefore an
extremely important example of integration of engineering and landscape architecture
for a singular purpose.

History

I would rather win that race than anything in the world. I would rather be
Ralph DePalma than Presideat. Ernie Fyle3

The Indianapolis Motor Speedway was developed in 1909 1-)y Carl G. Fisher, James A.
Allison, Arthur C. Newby, and Frank H. Wheeler, all of whom were automobile manufac-
turing figures in the city and interested in racing.4 Fisher (who was also the
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prime p_imoter of Miami Beach in the late 1920s) and Allison were partners in the
Presto-Lite Corporation, which manufactured carbide automobile head lamps. Newby
was an officer of the National Motor Vehicle Company, an automobile maker. Wheeler
owned most of the Wheeler-Schebler Carburetor Company.

The partners purchased 320 acres in December 1908 for the site of a high-speed auto
racing course. The first track, a four-sided 2-112-mile track of crushed stone and
tar, was laid down early in 1909. The first race took place August 19 of that year.
Earlier that summer, the track had been used for a series of motorcycle races and
as the starting point for a balloon race.

The track almost immediately wenc to pieces under the pounding of racing machines,
and three fatal accidents prompted the owners to rebuild the track. Using 3.2
million 10-lb. brick paving blocks, this job was completed by December 17, when the
track was reopened for high-speed performance runs. The 1910 season consiste4 of
several short distance auto races in May, July, and September. In the fall, Allison
and Fisher decided to start a 500-mile stake race for cars of 600-cubic-inch dis-
placement to be held on Memorial Day 1911.

This first 500-mile race drew the best drivers of the era. Ray Harrort, who had
retired, came back to compete against such drivers as Ralph DePalma, Teddy Tetzlaff,
Bob Burman, Ralph Mulford, Howdy Wilcox, and Eddy Hearne. Harroun, driving a
black and yellow Marmon Wasp, won the race with an average speed of 74.59 miles per
hour.

The Memorial Day 500-mile race quickly became en international classic. Many were
highly exciting. For example, in 1912, Ralph DePalma led up to the I98th lap. His
MercedeS broke a connecting rod and Joe Dawson sailed by in a National to win;
DePalma and his mechanic forlornly pushed the car for the last mile and a half.
When they finally arrived at the finish line, still one lap short, they were
greeted by an unprecedented cheer.5

The.1913 race was dominated by the French Peugeot team. Jules Goux won. Rene
Thomas of France won the 1914 race in a Delage. DePalma, again in a Mercedes, won
the 1915 race, making up for his heartbreaking 1912 failure. The races were sus-
pended in 1917-18, because of the war effort.

In 1920, Gaston Chevrolet won in a Frontenac designed by his brother Louis -- one
of many chevrolet-designed cars that competed at Indianapolis. Louis himself was
in the race and had competed at Indianapolis in 1909 in the 250-mile inaugural race
and in 1910 and in the 500s in 1915, 1916, and 1919, but never won.6 Tommy Milton
won in 1921 in another Frontenac. The 1922 race was taken by Jimmy Murphy in a
Duesenberg, built by Fred and August Duesenberg in Indianapolis. Tommy Milton won
his second 500 in 1923 in the Miller Special, made by Harry Miller of California.
Ralph De Palma's nephew, Peter DePaolo, the winner in 1925, was the first driver to
finish at an average speed in excess of 100 miles per hour.
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Carl Fisher and his associates sold the Speedway to Capt. Edward Eddie"Rickenbacker in 1927. Rickenbacker had raced in the first 500 in 1911 and others,
before he became an air ace. Rickenbacker remained the owner until 1945.

Louis Meyer won the Memorial Day race 3 times (1928, 1933, and 1936). Wilbur Shaw(1937, 1939, and 1940) and Mauri Rose (1941, 1947, and 1948) both also won three.The 1947 race was a battle between Bill Holland and Maur/ Rose, teammates drivingidentical cars. On the I93rd lap, Rose passed Holland to take the lead. The BlueCrown pit crew gave ambiguous signals to the drivers. Holland assumed he was inthe lead and slowed his machine, thinking Rose was one lap behind. Rose took thecheckered flag for first place 28 aeconds ahead of Holland.'

The Speedway's post-World War II history it
has been as exciting as its earlier history.
two consecutive races; he was killed racing in
consecutive win. .Rodger Ward won twice (1959
times (1961, 1964,.1967, and 1977). Al Unser
1971,and 1978; Bobby Unser in 1968, 1975, and
Janet Guthrie was the first to compete, in 1977.

was closed in 1942-45, inclusive --
In 1953 and 1954 Bill Vukovich won
1955, in the lead, trying for a third
and 1962). A.J. Foyt has won four
has won the 500-mile event in 1970,
1981. No woman has yet won the 500;
7

The Speedway was acquired from Rickenbacker in 1945 by Anton (Tony) Hulman, Jr., ofTerre Haute, Ind. Wilbur Shaw, the 500 winner, had interested Hillman in the deal,and became the president and general manager. Hulman continued to operate. theSpeedway until his death in 1977; its ownership remaints in the Hulman family. TheHulman era has witnessed extensive renovations and improvements.

The Speedway's contributions to automotive design, performance, and technology bearmention here.8 The shock-testing ability of high-speed racing has permitted advanced
automotive technology to be thoroughly proved before its introduction in productssold to the general public. Before the development of private test facilities byautomobile manufacturers after World War I, the track was America's primary provinggrounds for the automotive industry; it is still used regularly for test purposes.

In this-fashion, the track has made important contributions to the development ofsuch aUtomotive components as high compression engines, superchargers, overheadcam shafts, hydraulic shock absorbers, advanced carburetors, fuel injection systems,hydraulic brakes, tires, magnetos, spark plugs, piston rings, and suspension systems.

By making their use mandatory in Indianapolis races, track officials have also
hastened public acceptance of safety devices, including crash helmets, safety belta,shoulder harnessea, fire-reaistant clothing, and rupture-resistant safety bladdersinside fuel tanks.
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Footnotes

1 With the exceptions noted below this statement of Significance is an edited
version of that appearing-In the National Register of Historic Places nomination
cited in full in Note 1 of the Description.

2 Herber1 Kamm, ed., The Junior Illustrated Encyclopedia of Sports (Indianapolis:
BobbsMerrill Co., Inc., 1970), p. 3.

3 Cited in Terry Reed, Indy, Race and Ritual (San Rafael1 Calif.: Presidio Press,
1980), p. xi.

4 The data on the races and competitions has been updated using Reed, Ibid., and
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, 500 Souvenir Book (Speedway, Ind.: Carl Hungness Publish
ing Co., 1983), pAriLsim, as sources.

5 Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, "Ralph de Pa a's Glorious Failure,".pp. 118-120, in
Esquire's Great Men_and Moments in Sport (New York: Harper and Row, 1962).

6 Louis Chevrolet Memorial Committee, The Louis Chevrolet Memorial, Indianapolis
Motor Speedway (Indianapolis: 1976), unpaginated.

7 Reed, 4211.. cit p. 33.

8 Keith W. Jennison, "Automobile Racing," The Concise Encyclopedia of Sports
(New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1970), p. 40.
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Verbal Boundary

The Indianapolis Motor Speedway'is a tract of approximately 560'acris almost entirely
in the town of Speedway, Indiana (2.18 acres are within the city:limits of Indianap
olis). The property line ofthe district is the centerline of West 16th Street, from
its intersection with the centerline of Georgetown Road, east to the FennCentral
Railroad tracks; north to the%extended -centerline of West 25th Street; -weat 1953'4
north 2186' to the centerlinej 'of. Weat3Oth Street; .14reat 648' to the centerline of
Georgetown Road; and south' to thedenterlinetvf, West 16th Street. The 2.18 acres in
.Indianapolis form a strip 648'. Xiang and 150' deep st-the-extteme north edge of the
'Speedway property, along the south edge-of:West -30th.Street
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Scoring tower, astride track, at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
(Indianapolis Motor Speedway Corporation,
1985)
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_Sumaary

Churchill Downs occupies 147 um 10 8 MtrDrimarily residential section of south
central LOuievilleJ The greditand and 4t=1ubhouse are situated on the northwest
side of the track while the -btu are on al:he Opposite side to the southeast. The
infield is sodded. Opposite N grancistely5.1d's central section in the infield are
formal gardens.

The original grandstand And cLdouse (187 ) were replaced in 1595-96 by the central
poition of the present grandetad, which ta = easily identifiable by the twin spires
atop It. The grandstand and clubhouse ware a expanded in the 1920s and additions to
thecomplex occurred in the ROs. be tounajor additiono to the grandstand and
clubhouse have been lateral ewesione to Pezimake additional seating possible. These
have, however, been subdued chaos, the itintent being to retain emphasis on the
twin spires of the original section.

be 0 _al Churchill Downs um-94)

Tbetraek was founded in the LQuisvilLe Jockey Club and modeled after the
trek at Epsom DoWhe in Engledf The arigIginal clubhouse, erected in 1875, was
designed by the Louisville cityachitett, itaohn Andrewartha It was "a picturesque
codection of intersecting polgono, salltlpLEle porches or verandas, and unexpected
gables. There was much '0arpenta's Gothle bric-a-brac under the eaves and along
thepinnacles."2 The originalgmndstand, built at the same time, just west Of
The clubhouse; was also Cothicindeaign, taiLAt each end were two large towers, used
sobservation posts, with a aeller toWer 1.11.t the grandstand's center. The place-

: nt of the grandstand, however' proved to be a mistake because it caused the
racing fans to face the aftermonaun.

resent Churchill Do 1894-95)

In 1894-95, the central potticad the
truk's northwest side, follOWtga deS1
lathe Louisville firm of D.X. Nophy.
projecotions, whose ends are Coated

Ant grandstand was odestructed on the
beThy Joseph D. Baldez, a young draftsman

sectng the lateral roof are two gable
-ilasters. Each is surmounted by an

octagonal cupola crowned by an eight-sided -,re in the shape of an elongated bell.
Those twin spires "have oinsegnose the ttrademark of Churchill Downs and are
synonymous with the Kentucky Defoy."3 Visolt4lly, the spires are more than symbols,
for their verticality providesiwelcutto Peselief from what would otherwise be a
trlctly horizontal cOmpOslticidUe to thie grandstand's periodic expansions.

The rear of the grandstand's siginal sectAzion is of brick and incorporates two
roundels containing horses' /ma'am each pttrojection. In addition, each is also
treated with three arched opwlogs frAmed U by voussoirs at the heads and Ionic
pilasters at the sides. Much dale 1895 grarandstand's interior remains, including
thebrIck-floored "bullring" whm trainers oeczongregate.
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Additions to the grandstaud at this popular raceecurs _bee brought toots seating
capacity to more than 42,000. The additions have incluado expansio,eone to the
grandstand in 1920, 1960, altd 1962-63; clubhouse expaileicrein 1924, 19eM52-63, and
1972; the installation of infield tote boards in 1970 arri 1914 the erect_ion of the
Churchill DOwas Kentucky Derby Museum in 1961; infield toMteelmd restroom facilities
in 1952-63; jockeys' quarters, press boxes, and glaese-deoredmof boltee twin 1966-67;
and the current conversion of the barns from wood to Crafttett block. Sc--vme of the
additions have made use of Neo-Ceorgian features such 40 Median winde=ws, decks
with turned spindles, and denticulated cornices. These eleonts are not Inharmful to
the overall composition and provide an interesting contraetM the CothAMLe spires.
In 1972, the spires and roof were retiled with elate X0 theffiginal stylmme, and the
entire structure is painted annually.

The barns are being converted from wood to concrete bloek, seep which smmarves as a
safeguard against fire; they ate simple 1-story lateral Wmctures V. e.th gabled
roofs. Their mote eXtend elightly to provide shelter for narrow gremimound-level
walkways extending across their fronts. The facades are broken by nueerot=ae entries
that give access to individual stalls.

One of Churchill Downs' trademarke is the series of garage and florel displays
throughout the grounds. Thair colorful variety prodUeee sballiant comentrest to
the stark whiteness of the Downs' structures. In the aprtms large gumantity of
tulips are imported from the Netherlands, and 60,000 ottlerplants are g=rown each
year in greenhouses operated on the soethwest of the DOW' propertF. Numerous
flower-filled urns are placed throughout the arovede, induana severk_A in the
infield from the 1893 Chicago World's Columbian Expoeitien, (At one einem, a bend
platform was opposite the grandstand in the infield and a trhling track wmeas inside
the main one.) Appropeiately, the infield is sodded Vithentucky bluemagrass in
tribute to the area of the State that is internationally Amster its thomeroughbred
farms.

Footnotes

1This description is an edited version of the deecriptlon of Churchill Downs in
the National Register of Historic Places nomination frula prepared by the Kentucky
Heritage Commission in 1977.

2Walter E. Langsam, Pretserv ion Louisville (Louisville:
Metropolitan Council of Covernmen

3Robert Gorham, Churchill_Downs -7
Downs, 1973), p. 54.

973), p. 165.
ref the Ohio

100th Kentucky Derhy ( Church=L11
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1700-1799 In engineering music humanitarinn

.....)1111011399 commerce exploration settlement _ philosophy theater
190C-- cOMmunica ions Industry politics-government tramportationX

invention X_ other (specify)
_ . Rereation

Specific dates
.

1875-date D.x. muri,hy and Co.-- (horseracing)

Statment oaf Significsnce fin one paragraph)

Stemary

grandstand & clitbhouse-(184)5-961----

Churchill Downs, which features the largest racing grandstand in North America, has
attained significance primarily as the home' mince 1875, of the annual Kentucky
Derby, the internationally renowned race for 3..year--old thoroughbred horses, which
aerves as the first phase of ti,e "Triple Crown," racing's "moat sought after dis-
tinction."' The Preaknees (since 1873), at Pimlico, in Baltimore, and the Belmont
Stakes (since 1867), in New York, complete the equine triathlon.*

The track at Churchill Downs was constructed in 1374 by Col. Meriwether Lewin Clark,
a prominent Louisville thoroughbred breeder, in an attempt to stimulate the thorough-
bred industry, which was then in a period of decline. It was modeled after Epsom
Downe in England. The Derby rapidly acquired prominence in racing and has now for
111 years attracted racing's greatest horses, jockeya, and trainers. The Downs in
also the scene of other important races.

Historically, the horse industry has been a vital element in the economy of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. It remains a significant factor today. Churchill Downs
epitomizes the importance of the industry to the State, and the State's universal
identification with thoroughbred horse racing.

Finally, although the Derby's "Run for the Roses" is but a 2-minute horse race over
1-1/4 miles on the first Saturd4y in May, It is "the most glamorous race in the
United States"2 and certainly 2 of the most exciting minutes in the world of sports.
It has also become enveloped with added significance as a great local festival with
a national reputation. It is invested with traditions and ritual that bring it to
par with the Mardi Gras of New Orleana and the Tournament of Roses in Pasadena.

*The Belmont Stakes have been run at several New York tracks: Jerome Park (1867-
89), Morrie Park (1890-1904), Belmont Park (1905-63), and Aqueduct (1963-date).
Belmont has no basic historic integritn Jerome and Morris Parks no longer exist.
Pimlico is extremely altered.
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The horse industry has always been vital to Kentucky's economy, first as the only
means of transportation and tken as a breeding business and sport. Organized racing
took place in Kentucky as early as 1789. From then until 1874, when Churchill
Downs was constructed, there were several tracks in the State. In 1873, however,
horse racing in Kentucky was at a low ebb and many horse breeders were considering
closing their stock farms, since they could not get good prices for their thorough-
bred yearlings. Col. Meriwether Lewis Clark established Churchill Downs and the
Kentucky Derby in an attempt to alleviate this depressed situation.

Colonel Clark was born in Louisville, a few miles northeast of the present track,
on his family's estate, Blenheim. He was the grandson of William Clark of the
Lewis and Clark expedition and the namesake of Clark's partner in that great venture.
Meriwether Lewis Clark's maternal great-grandfather, Armstead Churchill, had come
to Kentucky from Virginia in 1787 and settled on 0- large tract of land, south of
the Forks of the Ohio, which he dubbed Blenheim. It was on part of this estate
that his great-grandson built his racetrack.

Meriwether Lewis Clark had long been interested in the breeding and racing of
horses and, in 1873, traveled to Europe in search of ideas for the racetrack he
hoped to build on the Churchill land. Among the famous tracks he visited in FranCe
and England was Epsom Downs in England, where the Epsom Derby and the Oaks are run.
Clark was so impressed he decided to model his track after it. Inspired by the
success of the English system, he chose to employ the concepts of organizing clubs
and designating races for the various ages and classes of thoroughbreds. In addi-
tion, the sizable purses, he felt, would insure a continuing demand for good quality
racehorses.

Clark called his track Churchill Downs, since it was built on Churchill land.
COntinuing the emulation of English models, he chose to name his principal race the
Kentucky Derby and modeled the Clark Handicap after the St. Leger Handicap.

To raise money to sponsor his project, Clark formed the Louisville Jockey Club, and
served as its first president. Clark's uncles, John and Henry Churchill, were
principals in the club; John served as the first treasurer and Henry waS on the
board of directors, as was Luke Blackburn, who soon thereafter (1879) became Governor
of Kentucky. The 320 original members of the club each subscribed 8100. The land
was leased from John and Henry Churchill. Each year until 1906 the lease was
renewed; in that year it was purchased from the Churchill heirs.

Not only did Clark form the Jockey Club and construct Churchill Downs, he was the
first to introduce pari-mutuel betting to the United States from France. He else
supported the State legislation, passed in 1878, which legalized the practice at
recognized racetracks.
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After the track was built there was no money left for either a grandstand or stables.
The Jockey Club borrowed money from a wealthy Louisvillian, W.H. Thomas, and a
clubhouse, designed by John Andrewartha, and grandstand were constructed in What is
now the backstretch across from the present grandstand. Living quarters were built
in the clubhouse for Colonel Clark, who entertained lavishly during the racing
season.

The first Kentucky Derby was run on Monday, May 17, 1875, over a distance of a mile
and a half. (In 1896 the length was reduced to the presentday mile and a quarter.
The Derby is now held on the first Saturday in May.) The Spiritof the Times, a New
York City periodical devoted exclusively to sporting events, gave this lively and
prophetic account of the first Derby:

The inaugural meeting of the newly organized Louisville Jockey Club commenced
today and continues over six days. A more brilliant opening was never witnessed,
and the anticipations of the most sanguine and enthusiastic Kentuckian were more
than realized. Fully ten thousand people witnessed the sport, and the spacious
grandstand was crowded to its utmost capacity. Delightful weather favored the
Jockey Club on its opening day, and the presence of a dazzling array of female
loveliness, representatives of Kentucky's proverbially beautiful daughters,
enhanced the attractiveness of the occasion. The track was in superb order for
fast running, and betokened the care and attention bestowed on its preparation
this spring. The result of the first day of the meeting assures the future
success of the Louisville Jockey Club, and it will now take its place as the
great racing centre of a State so distinguished in the turf annals of America.3

Many names might be invoked in a chronicle of the Derby's history since that day --
horses, jockeys, trainers, and owners. The winners of the Triple Crown surely bear
mentioning, among the many great horses that have raced in Louisville. They have
included: Sir Barton (1919), Gallant Fox (1930), Omaha (1935), War Admiral (1937),
Whirlaway (1941), Count Fleet (1943), Assault (1946), Citation (1948), Secretariat
(1973), Seattle Slew (1977), and Affirmed (1978).4

Oliver Lewis, a black, won the first running of the Derby (1875), aboard Aristides.
Of the other great jockeys, Isaac Murphy, another black, is regarded as perhaps the
greatest of all; his record of three Derby victories was not surpassed until 1948,
when Eddie Arcaro won the fourth of his five (1938, 1941, 1945, 1948, and 1952).
Earle Sande (1923, 1925, and 1930), Bill Hartack (1957, 1960, 1962, 1964, and 1969),
and Willie Shoemaker (1955, 1959, and 1965) are other multiple winners. Ben A.
Jones and his son Horace ("Jimmy") were two of the leading trainers who have worked
the Derby, saddling six winners for Calumet Farms; James ("Sunny Jim") Fitzsimmons-
an exjockey who trained Triple Crown winners Gallant Fox and Omaha, was another.-
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Other important races have been run at Churchill Downs. They include: the Kentucky
Jockey Club Stakes (for 2yearolds); the Clark Handicap (earlier the Clark Stakes)
(for 3yearolds and over); and the Kentucky Oaks (for 3yearold fillies).

Finally, mention should e made of an important figure in the history of Churchill
Downs, Col. Matt J. Winn, a Louisville tailor who had a flair for promotion. Winn
took over management of the organization when it was nearly bankrupt in 1902. He
enhanced the track's status and was in major part responsible for the Kentucky
Derby's worldwide popularity and prestige.

MO 1024-0011
exp. 10-31-54

Footnotes

1Keith W. Jennison, ed., "Horse Racing," in The Cenci e Eric -1- edia
(New York: Franklin Watts) Inc., 1970), p. 78. Except where attribution is, as_
here, otherwise noted, this statement of significance is an edited version of the
National Register of iUstoric Places nomination form prepared by the Kentucky
Heritage Commission in 1977.

2Jennison, alt. cit., p. 77.

3Ci ed in National Register form.

4The World Almanac, 1982, p. 861; Jennison, 2E. cit., p. 78.

51.bid., pp. 79-80.
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VTM References: A. 16/608060/4228890
B. 16/608020/4228580
C. 16/607840/4228370
D. 16/607200/4228370
E. 16/607180/4228430
F. 16/607450/4228540
G. 16/607280/4228770
H. 16/607310/4228880
I. 16/607530/4229150
J. 16/607980/4229080

Verbal Boundary

Beginning on the south side of Central Avenue (point .1 on USGS map) approximately
200 feet east of South Fifth Street, the boundary runs in a southeasterly direction
for approximately 700 feet to a point on the west side of South Fourth Street
approximately 600 feet south of the intersection of South Fourth and °antral Avenue.
The line continues southwest along South Fourth for approximately 1800 feet to the
intersection of South Fourth and Longfield Avenue. The boundary follows the north
side of Longfield for approximately 2100 feet in a westwardly direction, and then
turns northwest for approximately 200 feet along a service rood. Next, the line
turns northeast following the north side of the racetrack chute for approximately
100G feet before turning northwest for approximately 900 feet to a point southwest
of the clubhouse/grandstand structure (point G on USGS map). The boundary then runs
northeast along the rear of the structure for approximately 300 feet (to point H on
USGS map) and then continues in a northeasterly direction for approximately 1200
feet until it meets Central Avenue. Turning east, the Line follows the south side
of Central Avenue approximately 1200 feet to the point of origin.

The nominated acreage includes the track, the clubhouse, the grandstand, garden
areas, the barns, and the historic brick wall that bounds a portion of the track.
These are all vital elements in the historic physical complex of Churchill Downs.
The main parking areas have not been included.
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Churchill Downs
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1. Name
historic Boston Concnon

and or common

2 Locaton
atreet& number Beacon, Park, Tremont, Boylston, and Charles Street .....not for publication

city, town BOstri inity of

state Massachucetta code 025 county Suffolk c 025

3. Classification
C.tøgory Ownership Status Prsssnt Us*_X district .X. public occupied agriculture mus.umbuilding(s) private ...X... unoccupied commercial L... park

structure both work in progress educatIonal private resldnc.site Public Acquisition Accessibl, entertainment religiousobject in process yes: restricted government cl*ritillc
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no military Other:

4 Owner of Property
name City of Boston

street & number City Bali

city, town Boston vicinity of state Massachusetts

5. Location of LgaI Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Suffolk County Registry of Deeds

street & number Pemberton Square

city, town BostOn state Massachusetts

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Boston Landmarks Commission Survey has this property beer determUedellgthIe? yei ._no

date 1959 federal state county ..X.... local

depository for survey records Boston Landmarks Cormrtission, City Flail

city, town BOst
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Mir

stnintRy1

Check one
unaltered

JL altred

Check on.
X original site
. moved date

---------------
sent end original (If known) physical appearance

Boston COMMon comprises 50 acres of open space in the heart of the city. When
the Common was established in 1634, it stood at the west edge of town. Beyond
present Charles Street were tidal marshlands. Over three and a half centuries,
the principal changes to the topography of the COmmon have been in the levelling
of some of its hills end the filling of some of its natural ponds. Original
features that still survive include the central Flagstaff Hill (surmounted
eince 1877 by Soldier. and Sailors Monument) and nearby Frog Pond.

The principal features of the Common, besides its topography, are the paths
that traverse it, in much the same pattern as historically, and the monuments
that embellish it. A number of the walkways on the Common take the form of
wide, tree-lined nalls, the first of which was established along Tremont
Street in 1722 and replanted in 1784.2 Its present-day successor, lined with
brick planters, is known as Lafayette Mall. The monuments on the COMM range
from commemorative tablets to fountains (notably the Victorian-era Brewer
Fountain) to large-scale works such as the Soldiers and Sailors Monument and
the Markman Bandstand. The most important work of art I. probably St. Gaudens'
Shaw Memorial, which faces the Massachusetts State House near the northeast
corner of the Common. An inventory of monuments on the Common follows this
general discussion.

Also included within the bounds of the Common is the Central Burying Ground
on Boylston Street between Tremont and Charles. The gravestones and vaults
of this cemetery, established in 1756, provide an important element in the
historic appearance of the Common. A newer feature, recognised as a National
Historic Landmark in its own right, is the Tremont Street Subwey (1895-98),
the firat such facility in the country. Although the subway-iteelf is under-
ground, its stone entrance and exit structures are prominent at the Park and
Boylston Street corners of the Common. The entrance and exit kiosks to the
underground parking garage along the Charles Street side are recent and rela-
tively small, tho -h clearly not historic, elements.

LIST OF PRINCIPAL Fgt.:TURKS ON BOSTON COMMON*

Gould Shaw ( 97)

The artist was Augustus St. Gaudens, and the architects were ?k-Kim, Mead and
White. The memorial features a great bronze bas,relief panel, dedicated to
Civil War Col. Robert Gould Shaw and his men of the 54th Massachusetts Infantry,
the first Massachusetts regiment of free black nen. Shaw and many of his men
perished in the attack on Battery Wagner.

Keyed to Boston Redevelopment Authority map accompanying this study.
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CurtLn Guild Menorial En ce (2

Designed by Ralph Adams Cram and Frank W. Ferguaon,

Blackstone Memorial Tablet (3) (1914)

Designed by R. Clipston Sturgis.

Plaque to the_Rayal Navy (4)

Fla tie Indic-

Fox Rill, a
in the 19th

Soldiers a

Designed by
work of his
Civil War.

the site of Fox Hill 925)

noted

CAM Iiip.ICOS-COO
Imo. 10-3F-114

architects.

natural feature at the west end of the Common, was leveled for landf
century.

a

Sailors Monument (Civil_War Apay and_NavyMonument)_(6) ( 77)

Martiu Milmore, A protege of Thomas Ball, it is the most significant
short career.3 It is dedicated to the men of Boston who died in the

Football Tablet (7) (1925)

Dedicated to the Oneida Football Club of Boston the first organized football club
in the United States. The club played on the field in the vicinity of the tablet
"against all comers" in 1862-65. Seven surviving members of the club were presentat its dedication.4

Found±of oston Memorial Table ) (1930)

The artist was John F. Paramino, and the architectural settIng was designed by
Charles A. Coolidge. The tablet commemorates the arrival of John Winthrop in
Boaton, and was placed on the 300th anniversary of that event.

Brewer Fountain (9)

Presented to the City by Gardner Brewer,
and given to the city of Paris in 1868.

Statue of Commodor John Barr (10)

Designed by Cascieri and di Biecari.

a copy of one designed by Lienard
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beclaratior encOablet (TV13)

The artist was John F. Paramino.

Boston Massacre Monument (15)_(1888)

The artist was Robert Kraus. This memorial honors free black Crispus Attucks and
others slain by British troops in Boston in 1770. The top of the monument has
thirteen stars representing the thirteen original States. "Free America" holda a
flag in her left hand.

Geor e F. Parkman Memorial_Bandstand (16) (pill

Designed by Robinson and Shepard. This bandstand replaced a 19thcentury bandstand
on the same site.

Subway=_Entrances

Although these small stone Classic Revival structures that shelter the entrances to
the subway were denounced, when constructed in the 1890s, aa intrusions that
resembled mausoleums, they have become a familiar element on the Common.

Fened

The Common'a 19thcentury iron fence with elabo.. te entrance gates was partially
removed in World War II scrap iron drives.

CONDITION:

The monuments and the vegetation of the Common suffer from typical pollutant and
disease problems, identical. to those noted in the Description of the Boston Public
Garden. The expense of optimum treatment, as well as the necessity for regular
scheduled maintenance, will, no doubt, be considerable.

Footnotes

'This description, except as noted, has been adapted and edite/ from the National
Register of Historic Places joint nomination of the Boston Comm and Public Garden
prepared by Robert Rettig in 1974.

2Walter Muir Whitehill, Boston: A To o-ra hical Riator (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1968 ), pp. 150,159.

3"Martin Milmore," iBioataz_ConciseDiction_Amv- (New York: Charles
Seribner's Sons, 1964), p. 682.

4John D. McCallum and Charles H. Pearson, College Football, U.S.A._ 186971973 (New
York: Hall of Fame Publishing Co., 1973), P. 80*
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S. Signiicance
Period

prehistoric
1400-1499
1500-1599
i tida-161119

X 1700-1799
1500-1999
1900----

Arose of SIgnificanosCheck end justify below
archeology-prehistoric
archeology.histcric
agriculture
architecture
art
commerce
coMmunications

Specific dates 1634-date

Statement of Significance (in one pare
Suormerli

community planning
conservation
economics
education
engineering
exploration settlement .

. Industry
invention

Builder Archltpet
,

ph)

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
patics:government

Multiple

religion
science
sculpture
social'
humanitarian
theater
transportation
other (specify)
Recreation
(public park)

Boston Common, generally considered the oldest public park in the United States,
merits examination for its significance in the history of conservation, landscape
architecture, military and political history, and sculpture, as well as recreation.

It and the adjoining Public Garden are still one of the greatest amenities of
Boston. Much of their importance oprings from their location in the heart of one
of America's oldest and historically most important cities. The Common was, for
example, a political rallying point and military training field before and during
the American Revolution and the Civil War. In the late 19th and early 20th centu-
ries, it became a showplace for public sculpture. It was also the playing field of
the first organized football club in the country, the Oneida Club, which began
competing in 1862.2

RistqrY

The Common was purchased and set aside
tha founding of Boston, as common land
and as a training field for militia.
across Tremont $treet. As early as the
wrote about the men and women of Boston

by the town in 1634, a scant 4
for the citizens, as pasturage
At that point it also included
1660s, John Josselyn, a resident
taking their evening strolls on

years after
for cattle,
some lands
Englishman,
the Common:

On the South there is a small, but pleasant Common where the Gallants a little
befOre Sun-set walk with their Marmalet-Madams, as we do in Morefields, etc.
till the nine a clock Bell rings them home to their respective habitations,
when presently the Constables walk their rounds to see good orders kept, and
to take up loose people.3

Children then, as now, enjoyed wading in Frog Pond in the summer and skating in
winter.

Early in the 18th century, the Common began to assume the "park-like" qualities
for which it has ever after been noted; the tree-lined Tremont Mall was in place by
1722. Another long-time feature of the Common, the Central Burying Ground, was
established on the Boyleton Street side in 1756. Soldiers who died at the Battle
of Bunker Hill and during the British occupation were buried there, as well as
peacetime citizens of Boston. The Common proper served as the training field for

2 5
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ston _ military companies, eight of which existed by 1674, as well as for those

from surrounanu towns. Od ly enough, the militia musters proved to be an occasion
for recreation;

Throughout New England, training days offered the greatest opOortunity for
participation in outdoor sports. As the years passed a gala spirit came to
pervade these periodic musterings of the able-bodied men of the town. Though
the same psalms were sung before the.emercises, the sober decorum of the days
of John Cotton was not so:evident in the time of Cotton Mather. At the Boston
training the drill was generally followed by a.great feast on the Common.
Those who did not tarry too long at the taverns competed in target practice
for prizes ranging'from a silk handkerchief to a ilver cup. Proficiency in
marksmanship wao scarcely more coveted than superiority in wrestling and
rough-and-tumble fighting. Running and jumping contests became more hilarious
as the day waned, but the magistrates were apt to overlook much on training
days which they would not countenance on lea's favored Occasions,4

In.1758, during the French and Indian (Seven Years') War, Ceneral Jeffery Amherst
and his army of 4500 pitched their tents on the Common en route to Albany and
New France (Canada).

Among the political events that occurred-on the Common in the years preceding the
Revolution was.a ce:lbration of the repeal of the Stamp Act on May 19, 1766. It
was a short-lived ceiebration, for strict revenue acts were passed by Parliament in
1768. Theae sicts were so strongly'objected to in Massachusetts that Britiah troops
had to be stationed In Boston; they encamped on the Common. The troops were removed
after the Boston Massacre (1770) but returned after the Boston Tea Party (1773).
On April 18, 1775, British troops formed up at the foot of the Common before marching
to Lexington.

During the winter of-1775-76, Boston was held by the British and besieged by the
Patriots. As part of the British defenses, a mall earthwork designed for infantry
was constructed at the northwest corner of the Common and a small stronghold was
established on Foz Hill (near present Charles Street and subsequently cut down for
fill). The artillery had their entrenchments on Flagstaff Hill, and behind were
three battalions of infantry. A regular garrison of 1700 men remained encamped on
the COmmon to prevent a landing by General George Washington and his troops.
Eventually, however, the. British evacUated Boston, and the Common thereafter was
secure.

These depredations by the British scarred the Common and removed many of its trees,
but did not,fundamentally change its character. After the Revolution, the Common's
original uses continued, with recreation gradually taking precedence over cattle
grazing and military exercises. The building of the Massachusetts State House in
1795-98, opposite its northeast corner, contributed to a general sprucing up,
although cows continued to be pastured there until 1830.5
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By 1836, when the pasture fences were finally removed, malls had been cut out along
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Page

all the edges and across the Common. The Long Path, from Joy Street to the Tremont-
Boylston corner, is the most renowned, made famous by Pliver Wendell Holmes.6
Formal landscaping also began in this era. Informal sport activities continued
their sway, however, as Henry Adams relates: "One of the commonest boy-games of
winter, inherited directly from the eighteenth-century, was a game of war on Boston
Common."7

The Frog Pond, earlier a watering place for cattle as well as a resort for children,
was bordered with stone in 1824. In 1848, when municipal water piped from Lake
Cochituate was first introduced to the city, the Pond was the site of a great
festival commemorating the accomplishment.8

During the Civil War, the Common was again a gathering and mustering out point fo
the militia. It has retained its role as a public gathering spot during the 20th
century.

Since the 1860s, the Common has been enhanced by a number of works of public sculp-
ture, including some of exceptional quality. Augustus St. Gaudensl Shaw Memorial
is probably the most outstanding. (These works are inventoried in the Description
section of this study.)

For a sizable tract of real estate in a thriving city, the Common has remained
surprisingly undisturbed in its 350 years. Ten generations have used and enjoyed
the Common and have been largely successful in protecting it. Public outcry in the
1890s, for example, at a proposal to route trolley lines across the Common to
relieve the city's even-then horrendous traffic, was met by storms of protest. The
result, in 1895, was the construction of America's first subway (a National Historic
Landmark in its own right), which, though it took small portions of both the Common
and Public Garden, left them essentially intact. With this exception, and slivers
of the Common removed for street widening by 1920, the Common was largely unscathed
until the 1950s. The under-Common parking garage constructed in that decade dotted
the Common's old "parade" with decidedly unhistoric kiosks and destroyed many trees
along Charles Street.9

In recent years, the Friends of the Public Garden (and Common) have assumed the role
of private-sector guardians of these great parks. Working with Boston's Parks and
Recreation Department, the Friends have made major progress in rehabilitating the
sculpture and grounds.

Footnotes

'Much of this text, except where noted, is derived from the National Register of
Historic Places joint nomination of the Boston Common and Public Garden prepared
by Robert Rettig in 1974.
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hJohn D. McCallum and Charles H. Pearson, Colle e Football U.S.A. 1869-1973 (New
York: Hall of Fame Publishing Co., 1973), P. 80.

3Cited in Walter Muir Whitehill, Bostou:_A Topographical History (Cambridge -a sl
Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 15.

4.John Allen Krout, "Annals of American Sport," The_rageant of America (New Haver.7_,
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1929), 15:11.

5Whiteh 1 E12. p. 59.

6Marjorie Drake Ross, The Book of Boston, The Victorian_Period (New York: Hastings
House, 1964), pp. 80-81.

7Henry Adams, The Educat on of Henr Adams (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1918)v
41.

8Ross, p2. _cit., pp. 81-82.

9Henry Lee, "Citizens at A: s," pp. 17, 20, 22, 25, in The Promenade (Boston:
Friends of the Public Garden, 1977).
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Modern view of Tremont Street Subway
Kiosks (NHL), from the Tremont Street
Mall, Boston Common. (Polly Matherly,
National Park Service, 1975
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Boston Public Garden

and or common

2. Location
number Beacon, Jharles, Boylston, and Arlington Streets not for publication

city, town Boston vicinity of

state Massachusetts code 025 county Suffolk

Classification ---
Category Ownership Status Present Use

X district public occupied agriculture museum
buildIng(s) private unoccupied commercial perk
structure both work in progress educational private residence_
site Public Acquisition Accessible entertainment religious
object In process -X_ yes: restricted government _ scientific

being considered _ Industrial _ transportationyes: unrestricted_ _
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name City of Boston

number City Hall

city, town Boston vicinity of state Ma achusetts

S. Location of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Suf folk County Registry of Deeds

street & number Pemberton Square

city. town Boston state tiassachu

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title

Boston Landmarks
Commission Survey ha his property been determined eligible? _ yes

date 1969

deposit Ty for survey records

federal state county _X_ local

Boston Landmarks Commission, City Hall

city, town BoSton 293 state Massachusetts
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ruins I. altered
unexposed

Check one
X original site

moved date

L

Describe the present and original (it kno _n) physical appearance

SUMMARY1

The Public Garden has existed within virtually its present bounds since the land
was definitively dedicated to the purpose in 1859 by a 60-1 vote of the citizens of
Boston, although a 40-foot strip along the south was absorbed by Boylston Street in
1914 for subway and street construction.

The principal feature of the Public Garden is a free-form 6-acre pond, crossed near
the middle by an iron footbridge and plied in summer by the pedal-powered Swan
Boats. The pond and the walks still closely adhere to the Meacham plan of 1859, as
may be observed by comparing the historic and modern-day plans that accompany this
study. Because of the botanical and horticultural origins of the Public Garden,
the plantings are especially important.

Set amid the Garden's landscape are a number of monuments, particularly statues.
The most prominent is an equestrian statue of George Washington, at the Arlington
Street entrance opposite the Commonwealth Avenue mall. Also important is J.Q.A.
Ward's Ether Monument. Surrounding the Public Garden on three sides (the Boylston
Street side is missing because of the 1914 subway-street construction) is a handsome,
though deteriorating, Victorian cast-iron fence. Except for the sculpture, the
Garden is little changed from the mid-19th century.

HISTORIC_FEATURES OF TBE PUBLIC GARDEN*

Granite Basins with Fountains (A) (1861)

By Ebenezer Johnson.

E uestrian Statue of Ceorge_Washington (B) (1869)_

The artist was Thomas Ball. This statue is well-known sculptor-painter Ball's
best-acclaimed work.2

a.anese Lantern (C ) (1905)

This 16th-century object, from the palace of Gen. Toyato Hedeyoshi, was a gift by
Bunkio Matsuki.

indicated by letters and numbers on the accompanying plan of the Public Carden.
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Statue of Edward Everett:Hale(D) (1913)

The artist was Bela L. Pratt. Mr. Hale a noted preacher and writer, and author of
"The Man Without a Country,- was chaplain of the United States Senate in 1903-09.

ogag No.1024-cole
ER0.10-31-134

Pe

Ether Monument (E) (1867768)

The scul tor was Jot Quincy Adams Ward, "the sculptor-laureate- of the late 19th
century. The monument, an early example of Ward's work, was a gift to the City by
Thomas Lee to commemorate the early use of ether at Massachusetts General Hospital
in Boston in October 1846.

George Robert Wbite Memorial (F) (1924)

The artist was Daniel Chester French, "America's leading oculptor- (best known for
the seated Lincoln in the Lincoln Memorial).4 The architect was Henry Bacon. The
memorial is a female figure in bronze casting "bread upon the waters.- George
Robert White left $5 million in trust to the City "for creating works of public
utility and beauty for the use and enjoyment of the inhabitants of the City, of
Boston."

atetee of Rev. William Eller Channin (G) (1903)

The artist was Herbert Adams of New York, and the statue was given to the City by
John Foster, a member of the Arlington Street Church. Mr. Foster directed that the
statue be placed in the Garden across from the church because Channing, the "Father
of American Unitarianism," had been the pastor of the Federal Street Church, the
predecessor of the Arlington Street Church.

Statue of Charles SUmner

Thomas Ball also sculpted this statue. Long-time U.S. Senator Sumner was a champion
of emancipation and a Supporter of Horace Mann's efforts to improve public education
in Massachusetts.

Statue of_Kosciuszko (I) ( 927)

The artist was Mks. T.A.R. Kitson. Thaddeus Kosciuszko was born in Poland in 1746.
He jOined the-United States Army in 1776, and General Washington made him a colonel
and his adjutant in the AMerican War-for Independence.

Statue of Thomas Cass ( 99)

The artist was Richard E. Brooks. Cass organized a regiment of Irish volunteers
and was colonel of the 9th Massachusetts Infantry, the "Fighting Ninth," during the
Civil War; he died at Malvern Hill, Virginia:,:on July 1, 1862.
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tatue of Wendell Phillipa (K ) (1915

The artist was Daniel Chester French.
Garrison in the anti-slavery movement.
women's suffrage, and various penal and

Phillips was a follower of William Lloyd
After the CivIl War he aided prohibition,
administrative reforms.

Flagpole (L)_(1922)

Set in a bronze base designed by A.E. Austin.

Iron Fence 65)

Restored according to the origiriel design in 1978.

Brid e (1869)

This structure is of stone and iron.

_Swan Boats

Designed h.,
oldest in t

Fountains

.rt Paget in 1877, they are stl operated by the Paget family.
es from 1918.5

The 20th-century fountains
Moore.

NOTABLE TREEB_IN THE

are by Anna Cleman

CARl

Ladd, Bashka Paeff, and Mary E.

European Beech
Rivers' Purple Beech
European White Birch

American Beech
Pyramidal Beech
Weeping European Beech

2.

4.

6.
7. Western Catalpa 8. Kwanzan Cherry
9. Kentucky Coffee 10. Tea Crabapple
1. Pink Dogwood 12. American Elm

Belgian Elm 14. Camperdown Elm
15. English Elm 16. Rock Elm
17. Scotch or Wych Elm 18. Thutlow Weeping Willow
19. Maidenhair Tree 20. Sentry Ginkgo
21. Goldenchain Tree 22. Goldenrain Tree
23. Sweetgum 24. Common Horsechestnut
25. Katsura Tree 26. Japanese Larch
27. Amur Maackia 28. Saucer Magnolia
29. Silver Maple 30. Norway Maple
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31. Red Maple 32. Bur or Mossycup Oak
33. Pagoda Tree 34. Weeping Pagoda Tree
35. Van Geert Poplar 36. Dawn Redwood
37. Giant Sequoia 38. Yellow Wood
39. Wisconsin Weeping Willow 40. Redstem White Willow

CONDITION:

The statuary, fountains, and iron fence of the Garden have suffered from environ-mental pollution, but considerable progress has been made in their treatment and
protection.

There are today some 125 different kinds of trees in the Garden, among them many
mature and handsome specimens of great age. Many are elms, a species now endangered
by Dutch elm disease, but all of the Garden's trees -- oaks, ginkgoes, beeches,catalpas, even the great Pagoda Tree, one of the finest in the country -- suffer
the effects of pollution and constant foot traffic.

FOotnot's

1This description, except as noted, has been adapted and edited from the National
Register of Historic Places joint nomination of the Boston Common and Public Garden
prepared by Robert Rettig in 1974.

2"Thomas Ball," p. 25, in George C. Croce and
Historical Socie Dict1oar of Artists in America, 1564-1860 (New Haven: YaleUniversity Press, 1957).

3"John Quincy Adams Ward," p. 661, in ibid.

4"Daniel Chester French," Concise Dictionary of Americaa_21& (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1964), p. 317.

5Paul Paget, "The Story of the Swan Boats," p. 6, in The Promenade (Boston:
of the Public Garden, 1982).

David H. Wallace, The New-York

6From the list in "The Public Garden, Boston, Massachusetts" (Bo-
the Public Garden, 1985), an interpretive leaflet.
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13. Signi mance
Period

prehistoric
1400-1499
1800-1599
1800-1899
1700-1799

_ X 18011-1899
_X. 1900-

Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below
archeology-prehistoric community planning
archeology-historic conservation

-agriculture
arChitecture
an
commerce
conummIcatIons

_. economics
education
engineering
exploration settlement
industry
invention

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
poiltics.government

religion
science
sculpture
social'
humanitarian

__. theater
transportation

_X__ other (speCify)

Specific dates 1839; 1859 Builder Archlt cf John Cadness; George V. (botanical garden

Statment of Significance (in one paragraph)
Summary'

The Public Garden was the first public botanical garden in the United States. Over
the years, it has become a showplace for important sculpture. And it is known far
and wide for the Swan Boats that ply its pond. As Walter Muir Uhitehill has noted:

Meacham

the municipal gardeners have been both careful in their work and conserva-
tive in their tastes, so that the Public Garden's gaudily brilliant flower
beds, like its swan boats, irreaiatibly recall a French park of the Second
Empire.'

Hiatoty

West of the Boston Common until the 18308 were
which were granted by the town to ropemakera in
repurchased by the City in 1824 and reserved for
for 32 years over title to the property, what the
exactly to what purposes it should be put.2

marshlands, the nearer parts of
1794. This ropewalk property was
public uae, although debate raged
bounds of the area should be, and

In 1839 the City granted a group of 17 horticulturalBts, headed by Horace Gray,
permission to establish a botanic garden on this land. Gray, who had a collection
of camellias and various varieties of hothouse grapes, envisioned on the site a
botanic garden similar to those in European citiea. Gray and his group imported an
English landscape gardener, John Cadness, to supervise the work of ornamenting the
grounds.

The group built a greenhouse and set out various ornamental trees and plants. A
large circus building, just north of Beacon Street and went of Charles Street, was
converted into a conservatory for plants and birds and was a great attraction until
fire destroyed it.3

The Botanic Garden formed the nucleus of the present Public Garden, but the effort
was hampered by the Back Bay landfill projects under way in the area just to the
west. Financial reverses caused the group to return the Garden to the City. No

trace of the Cadness garden remains.

During the 1860s, the Garden was finally landscaped, according to a design by
George F. Meacham in 1859. By 1880, there were 1500 trees and 90,000 bedding
plants.4 The Swan Boats, designed by Robert Paget, began operation in 1877.
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PegeItem number
ze cyc_e propulsion principles. They were

"Schwanboot" in Wagner'S Lohengrin. The oldest in service
the newest from 1958. Adm. Richard E. Byrd waa a particulsrl-
Shirley Temple drew quite a crowd in 1938 on her first ride.

Beginning with fountains in 1861, the Garden became a showplace for public sculpture
(inventoried in the Description section of this study), including works by Themes
Ball, Daniel Chester French, and John Quincy Adams Ward. It alao still contains an
excellent collection of trees (also inventoried in the Description).

Footnotes

1Walter Muir Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical _History (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1968), p. 156.

21bid., p. 98, 142-145, 156.

3Ibid., pp. 144-145.

4"The Public Garden, Boston -a- achuset _F- ends of the Public Garden, 1985),
unpaginated leaflet.

5Paul Paget, "The Story of the Swan Boats,"
Friends of the Public Garden, 1977).
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Verbal boundary description and Justification
The plot bounded by Beacon Street on the north, Charles Street on the east, Boylston
on the south, amd Arlington Street on the West.
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national state local

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the NatiOngl Historic Preservation Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-
ISS), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
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Meacham Plan, Beaten Public Garden, 1859.
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received

date entered

1. Name
historic Administration International

anclOrCOmmmn Administration Building (Building 1) Treasure Island Naval Statio-

2. Location
number U.S. Naval Station Treasure Island not for publication

city, town San Francisco vicini y of

State California code county Francisco

3. Classification
Category Ownership Stetus Present Use

district X public X occupied agriculture _X_ museum
X building(s) private unoccupied

_
_ commercial

structure both work in progress educational
park

residence
site Public Acquisition Accesaible entertainment

_ private
religious

object In process yes: restricted government
_

scientific
being considered yes: unrestricted Industrial transportation

no mints- other

4. Owner of Property
name

street & number

city, town Oakland vicinity of state

ocation of Legal Description
counhouse, registry of deeds, etc. Recorder's Office

lifornia 94623

& number

city, town

Room 167, City Hall

San Francisco une California 94105

_. Representation in Existing Surveys
"Treasure Island Cultural Resources

Hne Re- -rt"

date 1982

has this property been determined eligible?

_X_ federal state county local

depositary for sprvey records U.S. Navy Public Works_Center, San Francisco Ba-

City, ta n Oakland
30

state Califonata 94623
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7. Descryption
Condition

excellent
good

_ her

Check one Check one
__ deterior d __ unaltered X original site

ruins -Ii_altemd _ . moved date
_ unexposed

Describl the prosent and original (if known( physical appearance

Sumer y

The three principal structures remaining from the Golden Cate International
Exposition are the permanent ones erected at the south end of Treasure Island
at the time of the exposition. They were designed to serve as the permanent
airport for the city of San Francisco and were built in durable materiels and
in a functional style.

Except for the Administration Building, the remaining structures do not firmly
reflect the dominant "Pacific Basin" architectural theme of the exposition.
These buildings are the Administration Building (Building 1), an Art Deco
structure which served as the fair's Administration Building and was intended
to be the airport terminal afterward; and two hangars, the present Reserve
Training Building (Building 2), the Hall of Transportation in 1939-40; and the
Public Works Shops (Building 3), the former Palace of Fine and Decorative Arts.
The first two were completed in 1938; the last in 1939.

The only other remains of the exposition on Treasure Island are two fragments
of buildings, a small service structure, the island itself, traces of the
exposition's street pattern and landscaping, and a hybrid uary-fountain
group of some note that combines elements of two fountains of the exposition
era.

Only the Administration Building is proposed for National Historic Landmark
designation at this time. It alone retains a sufficient measure of historic
integr7.ty and continuity of use to justify nomination. It also is executed in
a style relatively characteristic of the exposition. The two hangar structures
did not fulfill their intended use after the exposition and are not in its
distinguishing style. Alterations to them also suggest that they be excluded.
The proposed boundary has been drawn to reflect this recommendation.

Full assessment of the possible historical significance of the Navy-era facil-
ities at Treasure Island must await a full inventory of them and an evaluation
against similar properties elsewhere. Treasure Island's role in World War II
in the Pacific Theater WAS as a training facility; no structures other than
those inventoried in this nomination predate 1941.

the Golden Gate International Ex. _ition on Treasure Island

The site was planned with two principal axes, one running north-south and the
other east-west. These two axes intersected at a large central court that
featured the Exposition Tower. The main buildinga were tied together by plain,
relatively- low, solid walls, spaced on either aide of the two axes to create
protected areas for a succession of garden courts and outdoor recreational and
pleasure areas. The exhibition areas outside of the nucleus were surrounded by
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wide tree-lined roads that gave access to the grounds. At the south end of the
island, a lagoon was developed between Treasure Island and Yerba Buena island;
here the Pan-American "clipper" seaplanes took off and landed. The north end
of the island was occupied by large parking lots. (Please refer to the plan of
the Golden Gate International Exposition that accompanies this nominatiOn.)

Administration Building (Building 1)

During
office
facili
!Urine

the exposition, the Administration Building housed the administrative
, the post office, emergency hospital, an information desk, and other
ies. It now contains the bane headquarters and (since 1975) the Navy-
Corps-Coaat Guard Museum.1

A horseshoe-shaped, reinforced concrete building with flat roofs, the Adminis-
tration Building conSists of a curving central block the equivalent of four
stories in height; thiS central block is 11 bays wide and rises above two
flanking curved Wings of two stories. The back portion of the central block is
higher than the front, creating a stepped effect. The three central bays are
surmounted by an octagonal control tower. A bank of 11 entrances, at street
level, correspends to windows on the upper levels. The entrances are sheltered
by a concrete canopy which projects over the sidewalk.

The curving wings are each eight bays with windows in each bay on both the upper
and lower floors. The end corners of the wings feature slightly projecting
corner piers. On the end walls of the wings, the two center bays are fenestrated
with tall windows.

A modified cornice in the form of a band of four grooves runs along the top ef
all the structure's walls. On the back of the building a band of windows
across the base is set out from the main mass and topped with a walkway guarded
by a metal railing.

The central bleck's principal interior apace is a vast curved room rising the
equivalent of three stories. Scored piers along the balcony's edge define the
bays toward the room's front. A balcony or mezzanine runs along the front,
although portions of the mezzanine space have been enclosed to provide office
space, limiting traffic to the balcony's inner side. The bays below have also
been filled in with temporary offices except at the end entrances. Where the
walls of the rest of the main space meet the ceiling there is a cornice with
dentils. The ceiling features shallow panels.

The architectural integrity of the Administration Building is high. Its exte-
rior and principal interior spaces remain virtually unChanged, except for the
temporary offices inserted in the central block. Changes to the office spaces
in the wings have only slightly affected the architectural integrity of the
building.
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The courtyard of the Administration Building, which was landscaped in 1939-40,
ic now a parking lot. The time capsule from the exposition's groundbreaking
ceremony lies buried somewhere beneath the concrete.

Other Exposition Buildimt

The Reserve Ttaini ildi (Buildi 2 )(Hal1 of Tran _r a ion) and Public
Works _Shops Building 3 Palace of Fine and Decorative _ are two very _m-
iler large structures intended for use as airplane hangars after the planned
conversion of Treasure Island into an aviation field following the closing of
the exposition. Both are poured-in-place concrete structures with triangulated
steel trusses supporting bowed roofs. The four corners of each are buttressed
by massive square piers that taper upwards and are set beck at their tope;
secondary buttresses project at the tops, disappearing into the walls at their
bases. 'In the side walls, projecting piers divide the groups of tall windows,
grouped in threes; secondary piers or mullions rise from the window bases to
the edge of the roofs. Originally, the end walls had openings across their
lower halves for airplane access.

The Hall of Transportation displayed the "China clippers" and contained exhibits
explaining their construction and operation. The exhibit was very popular,
capitalizing on the interest in air travel to the Far East that had been ini-
tiated by Pan-Am only in 1935.

The former Palace of Fine and Decorative Arts, the site of the major exhibitions
of borrowed art during the Golden Gate International Exposition, retains no
decorative features of particular note. The principal entranceway, on the
west side of the building, is set in a concave section slightly projecting from
the wall. Its scallopped form is undecorated. Its lower part has seven pairs
of double wooden doors with glass panels divided by concrete piers. A concrete
canopy projects from the wall above the doors.

The replacement of the original hangar doors by exterior walls has somewhat
compromised the architectural integrity of both buildings, as have 2-story
additions to their west ends. Their original structural shells, however, are
intact.

The Administration Buildi (Buildi 7) (1938) is au L-shaped building that is
a fragment of the architecturally notable Federal Building, most of which was
demolished after the fair closed. The portion remaining, now used as offices,
is an architecturally insignificant fraction of the original complex that has
also been altered.
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Fountain and Statuary Remains (1939)

The main fountain (Fountain of the Western Waters) in the Court of Pacifica was
destroyed. Its setting remains, along with its outer ring of large statues,
which include a modern American woman and an Indian woman, by Carl George; two
statues of Incan Indians, by Sargent Johnson; a Polynesian group of two statues,
by Brenta Carlton; and two statues of Orientals, by Jacques Schnier.

These pairs of statues surround shallow flights of steps that lead to an inner
circle with walks and sections of lawn. Radial paths converge on a central
round element that has a tiled coping. Within it has been placed the Pacific
Basin Fountain, which was, at the time of the exposition, inside the main
building of the Court of Pacifica; this fountain now rests on the site of the
Fountain of Western Waters. The pool has a concrete relief map of the Pacific
Basin, which formerly had four water jets set in four whales in the center.
Spaced around the inner circle are statues that were, along with those on the
outer circle, part of the Fountain of the Western Waters complex. They are anv
Alaskan boy spearing fish, an American woman, and a Mexican boy, by Ruth Cravath
Wakefield; three statues composing a South American group, by Cecilia Bancroft
Graham; and two of a group of three statues, by Helen Elizabeth Phillips. The
four statues that were directly attached to the Fountain of the Western Waters
are missing.

Some sentiment has been advanced to remove thia hybrid fountain and sculpture
group from its present location, where it is subject to vandalism, to the former
coortyard of the Administration Building.

Footnotes

1 The physical description of the remains of the Golden Gate International
Exposition has been freely adapted and edited from that appearing in Sally
B. Woodbridge, "Treasure Island Cultural Resource Report," prepared for the
U.S. Navy Public Works Center, San Francisco Bay, Oakland, California, 1982.
lOpp. (Unpublished.) The report was corroborated by on-site inspection of
the facilities during a tour of the island on Hay 10, 1984.
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P lad Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below

prehistoric archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion
1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law science
1600-1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture
1600-1699 architecture education military
170g-1796 an engineering _ music humanitaden

_ 1800-1899 commerce exploration-settlement _ philoaophy theater
_X1900- communications industry

. invention
politics government transportation

other (*play)

SpeeRic Sallee 1939-40
. ---

Suilder.Architect

State:4mM of Significance (in one paragraph)
&Ammar y

_

George W. Kelharn
__ReareaUan

(World's fa r
si

The Golden Gate International Exposition (1939-40), on Treasure Inland in San
Francisco Harbor, was one of the two great world's fairs held in the United
States on the eve of World War II, the other being the New York World's Fair.
The Golden Gate International Expoaition presented a portrait of America vastly
different than that in New York.

Just as the stated theme Of the fair, "celebrating and dramatizing the on ard
march of civilization through the West," contraats with New York's theme, "The
World of Tomorrow," the predominant architectural theme and style of the Treasure
island fair were radically different. Treaaure Island adopted what its archi-
tects termed a "Pacific Basin motif" that rather closely reflected ancient
Mayan, Incan, Malayan, and Cambodian architecture. Some writers have discerned
a lofty internationalist vision in this atyle or Jound the fair notable for
the architecture of particular structures.' On the other hand, there is this
dimmer view of the expositien to consider:

As a harbinger of style, the Exposition had totally failed. It left no
permanent monuments -- no Eiffel Tower, no Prater Ferris Wheel, no Palace
of Fine Arts. It set no artistic or architectural trends. The times were
against it; nobody was building or designing anything but military camps.
The very concept of a Pacifie Basin style began to sound like an ironic
mockery. The Pacific Basin WaS not a cultural unity -- it was a theater
of war. The world was too distracted to support a bright new bubble of
creative energy. If this generation was to make a mark on history, it
would have to do so in another way, by fighting a war we had been hoping
to avoid.2

Treasure laland did leave some minor innovations as its heritage, legacies that
seem more ridiculous than sublime: the California fashion for planting front
yards in carpets of flowers, the one-piece strapless bathing suit for women,
and the waxed paper milk carton. It did not,_on the other hand, leave the city
of San Francisco the airport it had promised.3

Treasure Island received mixed reviews from its contemporaries as well. The
image formally projected by the fairbuilders and boosters clashed dramatically
with those embraced by critics and the public. Richard Reinhardt, a youth in
the late 1930s, haa written: "Small wonder that the promise of visiting an
island crowded with art museums, theaters and Ferris wheels inflamed our
dreams."4 Eugen Neuhaus, a Bay area art historian and critic swept up in the
local enthusiasm, was entranced by the prospect of ". . an opportunity to
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-create a whole new city, totally devoted to culture and entertainmentt free of
all the architectural blemishes of ordinary urban real estate.") Time,
meanwhile, parned the Fair with a statement that it was "an exotic chowchow of
the ageless East and the American West."6 It may be difficult to discern,
however, whether this statement merely reflected an Eastern bias.

Misrory

The notion of a world's fair to accompany the opening of San Francisco's great
bridges, the Golden Gate and the Oakland Bay Bridge, was advanced in a letter
to the editor of the San Francisco_News in 1933./ The idea appears to have
occurred almost simultaneously to a number of people in the San Francisco area
because the city councils and chambers of commerce in northern California rap-
idly embraced the idea. Like nearly all others, the fair would include elements
of local self-promotion.

The San Franciaco Chamber of Commerce soon commissioned a study of possible
sites. After reviewing several locations, George W. Kelham and W. P. Day, the
architects who performed the study, recommended the large shoal just north of
Yerba Buena Island. The land would, of course, have to be claimed from the
San Francisco Bay. This was the same location that had been recommended to the
city's Jaycees several years earlier as the site for the city's principal
airport. The two causes were soon joined, with the notion that, after service
to the planned exposition, the new island would become the city's permanent
airport.

A distinguished palic corporation was organized to plan the fair and the air-
port. Its president, Leland Cutler, a prominent civic activist and inaurance
executive, journeyed to Washington and secured the promise of subatautial
Federal support if the exposition company would raise matching funds. Even-
tually, the War Department through the Army. Corps of Engineers, which built the
island; the Public Utilitiea Commission of San Francisco; the Public Works
Administration, a Federal agency; and the Navy; as well as the expoaition
corporation, all played rolea.

The 400-acre island rose from the Bay between March 1936 and the fall of 1937.
It was a major project of civil construction. First, a lagoon was formed,
using 287,000 tons of boulders. Material dredged from the Bay was then used to
build the island up from the shoals. Treasure Island, a nickname that stuck,
was affixed by a local publicist, who capitalized oe Robert Louis Stevenson's
novel and his brief residence in San Francisco. ThO "pirate" theme thus invoked
played a large role in the fair's publiciry.8
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The architect in charge of planning for the exposition was George Kelham, who
had headed the architectural board of the Panama-Pacific International Expoti-
tion in San Francisco in 1915. At his death in 1937, Arthur Brown, Jr., the
designer of the San Francisco City Hall, took over. Other San Francisco archi-
tects, including Lewis P. Hobart, William G. Merchant, Timothy L. Pflueger, and
Ernest E. Weihe, also participated. The key roles played by figures who had
designed elements of the 1915 fair led many to make overt compariseyns between
the two expositions.9

The eclectic Pacific Basin style dominated many of the Tteasure Island struc-
tures, such as George Kelham's posthumously constructed 400-foot "Tower of the
Sun," Lewis Hobart's "Court of Flowers," and Donald Hanky's "Elephant Towers."
The theme also carried over into much of the exposition's statuary and mural
art. The structures praised by architectural critics, however, were ones that
deviated from the theme, namely William L. Wurster's Yerba Buena Club, Timothy
Pflueger's Federal Colonnade, and William C. Merchant's cruciform Pacific
House.10 Other buildings showed "streamline moderne" characteristics. There
were also some attention-getting architectural oddities, such as the_National
Cash Register Company's building (in the shape of a cash register)11 and a
restaurant specializing in fried chicken (built in the form of a giant chicken).

The island was embellished not only with buildings in exotic styles, but also
featured lavish floral displays and 4,000 "imported" trees; $1.8 million in WPA
money was allotted to the flowers alone. The most spectacular of these displays
covered 25 acres on the west side of the island. Dubbed the "Persian Prayer
Rug" or the "Magic Carpet," it included a million succulent ice plants; this
display set an enduring style in California garden architeetnra.12

Treasure Island also became uustly celebrated for its lighting displays. These
were carried out with a Hollywood flair that made nights in the island's "Magic
City" a spectacular visual experience. Ultraviolet "black lights," blue spot-
lights, and pink fluorescent bulbo provided just a few of the many hues.13

The Golden Gate International Exposition opened February 18, 1939, the same
date as the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco in 1915 and greeted
130,000 visitors its first day, a turnout that was below projections. Despite
this shortfall, the fair was still a substantial attraction. In the pattern
of other expositions, the Golden Gate featured entertainment, pageantry and
celebrities of all types:14 Edgar Bergen talked with Charlie McCarthy; Eddie
Cantor guessed weights, with the regular weight-guesser at the "Guess-Your-
Weight" booth supplying the answers to him in Yiddish; Gertrude Lawrence helped
in a ceremonial planting. Bing Crosby sang for 60,000 in the Temple Compound;
other musical entertainment was equally diverse: Eddie Duchin, Kay Kyser, Duke
Ellington, Benny Goodman, and Count Basie. Two extravagant pageants, dubbed
Cavalcade of the Golden West (1939) and AmericaV Cavalcade of a NatiOn (1940)
captured the era s taste for lavieh musicals using great numbers of actors.
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The "family entertainment" highlight of the fair, however, was Billy Rose's
"1940 Aquacade." He had originated the concept at Cleveland's Great Lakea
Exposition in 1936 and presented it again in New York in 1939. The pattern for
innumerable water carnivals in later years, it featured synchronized swimming
displays in a unique windmill style (overhand, backstroke, overhand, backstroke,
etc.), diving exhibitions, and water acrobatics and ballet of all varieties.
At Treasure Island, Esther Williams, who had won the National AAU Championship
the previous year, became the female star; Johnny Weissmuller vas the "NuMber
One Aquadonis." Morton Downey provided vocal accompaniment.

00 the other hand, Sally Rand's "Nude Ranch," another of the most popular
events at the fair, drew from an audience that was limited to those over 18.
Rather thanjliss Rand and her feather boas, as at Chicago's fair in 1933, the
Ranch featured 47 young women who cavorted, behind plate glass panels, wearing
G-strings and boots, while playing badminton and taking part in Western-style
Sports, such as horseshoe tossing, lassoing, and burro riding.

The adventurous could sample a variety of thrill rides on Treasure and's
"Gayway" or take demonstration flights over San Francisco Bay in Pan-_ clip-
pers" for a sample of "the new world" of trans-Pacific air service. Sports, in
a competitive sense, on the other hand, played little role at Treasure Island.
One exhibition performance, however, staged in honor of the hundredth anniver-
sary of baseball, ended in near-disaster. The catcher of the San Francisco
Seals attempted to catch a baseball dropped from a Goodyear blimp 800 feet over
the island. For his trouble, he received a bashed nose and torn lips and lost
four teeth from his dental bridge.

People with more "serious" interests were not neglected at the fair. Those
with a passion for science and technology could, visit such exhibits as the
27,000,000th Ford automobile; an experimental closed circuit television systeM;
a model of the "atom-smasher" then being built in Berkeley; "Pedro the Voder,"
an early machine-generated voice device; and "Willie Vocalite," a WestinghOuSe
robot who stood up, sat down, talked, and smoked cigarettes.

In 1939, those attuned to art could gaze on borrowed collections of European,
Asian, and American art that temporarily made Treasure Island the rival of the
world's great museums, including such treasures as Botticelli's "Birth of
7enus" and rare bronzes, porcelain, jades, and ivories from Asia. The second
year, they might watch "Art in Action," where sculptors, painters, weavere, and
p.7tters, including the Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, plied their crafts.
LC:though Sally Rr!nd's Nude Ranch at first outdrew the artistic events and
exhibits, they eventually surpassed her attendance.
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Treasure Island's second season was better managed and more successful from
a financial point of view than the first, but events abroad overshadowed ite
festive aspects.15 When the fair opened, the Germans were pushing across the
Somme toward Faris. On June 10, "Coolidge Quartet Day" at the fair, Norway
surrendered to the Nazis; the Norwegian exhibit soon became a war relief
office. The French and Italian pavilions closed. SepteMber 29, 1940, brought
the fair to a conclusion.

The fair's directors oversaw the demolition of
been planned. The Navy asked for the temporary
island. Soon thereafter, the Hall of Western
Food and Beverages Building "the largest mess
Delta Queen, which had served as an exposition
room for Navy recruits. The "model home"

most of its structures, as had
use of the remainder and of the
States was a barracks and the
hall on earth." The riverboat
ferry, became a floating class-
became the officers' club.16

Following World War II, the planned airport never opened. Somehow, in all the
earlier planning, the windswept character of Treasure Island and its proximity
to natural and man-made obstructions (such as the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge) had never been folly considered in laying out the airport. It was an
infeasible location for land planes;17 the "China clippers" and other seaplanes
that had tied-up at the docks near the "hangars on the south end of the island
soon became nearly extinct.

Treasure Island was, however, of proven use to the Navy. Therefore, the Navy,
in effect, traded the location, on the mainland, of the present San Francisco
International Airport, for Treasure Island. Over the years, with the exception
of the three permanent buildings that had been erected to serve the exposition
and the planned airport, the Navy demolished and replaced practically all of
the exposition's structures that had survived planne.t demolition at their
makers' hands.

Without its romantic towers and massive flower gardens, Treasure Island, exposed
to the crosswinds that blow off the San Francisco Bay, soon conveyed little of
the exotic atmosphere that for two brief years had made it a tourist mecca.
Even its street names were replaced by letters. Of the hundreds of thousands
of Navy personnel who "paased through" the facility in the next 40-odd years,
few would even be vaguely aware that "Treasure island" had once been a fantastic
playground bearing on its znClats great towers reminiscent of the far-off
Orient whence they wee bound or returning.
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1 Richard Reinhardt, Treasure Inland 1939-1940 San Franciscotu Ex
Years (Mill Valley, California: Squarebooks, 1978), p. 81. tfr. Reinhardt
book was the principal source used in preparing this statement of significance.
His witty and informative account conveys the atmosphere of the Golden Gate
International Exposition in an unexcelled manner. Liberal sampling of it
has been made to prepare the brief account that follows.

2 _Ibid., p. 159.

3 Ibid., pp. 54 and 92-93.

4 Ibid., p. 41.

5 ibid._

6 ibid, p. 8

7 ibid., pp. 34-51.

8 ibid., p. 53.

9 ibid.. p. 41.

10 ibid., p. 81.

11 Raymond Girvigian, "Pan Pacific Auditorium, Historical Restoration Report,
for the Gruen Team Investigation/Feasibility Study, Pan Pacific State Recre-
ation Area," Nay 1980, Part I, pp. 49-50 and 52.28, and Part II, pp. 147151,
160.36, and 160.37. A similar "cash register" was erected in New York's
"World of Tomorrow."

12 Ibid., p. 45.

13 lbid., pp. 160-167.

14 Ibid., pp. 91-158. This section deals with the variety of activities and
entertainments available on the island. Only a few examples from th: numerous
ones cited by Reinhardt have been noted here.

15 Ibid" pp. 143-145.

16 ibid., pp. 119 and 158.

17 Ibid., p. 159.
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Verbal Boundary Description

The Administration Building (Building 1) is the first structure on the right
on arrival on Treasure Island from the off ramps of the San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge. The building's boundary, for the purposes of this study, is
defined by a rectangle formed, on the west and north by the inner curbs of
existing aoutheast-northwest and southwest-northeast streets adjacent to it;
on the east by an Imaginary line drawn northwest-southeast equidistant between
the nearest points of the Administration Building and the Reserve Training
Center (Building 2) (and parallel to the southeast-northwest roadway in front
of the Administration Building); and by the water's edge on the southeast.

Guardhouses, other utility structures, and docks that impinge on or adjacent to
this rectangular plot do not contribute to the property's historical signifi-
cance.
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Administration Building Golden Gate International
Exposition, San Franc sco, California

Oakland West Quadrangle
UTM References:

A 10/555 430/4185 530
10/555 570/4185 600

C 10/555 670/4185 430
0 10/555 540/4185 380
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Condition
_ excellent
_ good
_ fah

Check one
_X_ deteriorated unaltered

ruins _X_ altered
unexposed

Check one
X original site

moved di e

Deserlbo tho pritiont and original (If known) physical appearance

Summary'

The main auditorium is a simple rectangle 400 feet by 250 feet, or 100,000
square feet. A western projection of two stories is about 20 feet deep and 274
feet long, having a curved central marquee approximately 170 feet long, which
projects 17 feet beyond the west facade; its second story Vile added in 1939.
Service appendages were later added to the north and east facades.

The celebrated "streamline-futuristic moderne" features of the exterior appear
primarily on the west-facing facade. They include four wood frame and stucco
pylons that pierce the projecting curved overhang and rise to just over 39
feet; they separate the entrances. Each pylon has a rear quarter radius top
and vertical curved fronts, bisected by five horizontal fins, and each supports
a 70-foot metal flagpole. The marquee has stucco finished edges and a corru-
gated soffit.

Detailed Data

The basic structure is of wood frame finished in stucco, although the principal
exterior walls are stucco on metal lath and the interior surfaces are finished
in plasterboard. The outside walls are an average of 27 feet high, to the
parapets, with a stepped pattern at the north and south facades, which rise to
29 and 31 feet, respectively.

The main auditorium is divided into three long parallel bays, similar to a main
basilica with side aisles. The 130-foot central bay, supported by large.seg-
mented tied arches, rises to 46 feet; the twO 60-foot flanking bays, spanned by
bowstring trusses, rise to 32 feet. Five large skylight-ventilatorsEvpierce
the central bay roof at its peak; they were added by 1941.

The 2-story west facade office wing carries other characteristic "streamlined"
features, in addition to the pylons. These include curved corners, narrow
banded fenestration, horizontal louvers, "nautical moderne" styled,pairs at
parallel pipe handrails and exterior stairs, and 'remnants of a horizontal belt
course of an original pattern theit formerly continued in painted bands in
triplicate at the cornice level and fit the facade base. The second,etory was
added to the west facade office wing by Samucl Lunden in 1939, in the style of
the original construction, and blends well with it.

The former chevron battens, "Art Deco- features, of the original entrance door*
of the north and west facades no longer survive, nor do the painted chevron
patterns over the entrances at the north and east facades, or the full horizon-
tal banded belt courses that once extended around the exterior facadea. The
remaining painted patterns of the entire facade, including the pylons, now in
white bands on dark-colored plaster backgredild with white horizontal banded
accents, are the reverse of the original calor scheme. Three original large
"hangar" doors for service purposes, one on the south facade, and two on the
east elevation, remain in place.
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The seivice appendages are not of the.atyle of the reat'of the buildingbut are,
so positioned that -they are not visible from the distinctive west facade.
the north elevation a 24by-90foot frame and atUcco addition was erected about
1940. A 1stofy wood fraMe and StuccoLaddition (1947)4 at the southeast corner,
measures 20 by 60.feet. At the:northeast corner, dressing room and,locker
facilities (1948) occupy a 1story,Lshaped addition (20 by 106 by 58 feet)
with masonry block walls. ':A corrugated galvanized metal storage building
(1953),Ito the rear, ia 32 by 96 feet.

The.main auditorium Is a simple utili arien shell. The fleors are asphaltic
concrete and, in,the central bay, still contain the cooling coils- installed in
the late 1930s to.perMit ice skating. The interior walls are finished in
plasterboard. 'The ceiling.is.exposed timber with lighting fixtures and exposed
conduits hung fro% it.

Around the walls, small wood-6framed kiosks, formerly used for snack bars and
offices,.sre still in,plade.-A builtin public snack bar remains at the qouth
west corner. The West interior wall features two interior office additions
(made.in 1946), cine.12 by-82 feet and the other 12 by 24; openings to the
office wing; and a stairway to the southern secondstory Igloo Lounge, a "VIP"
lounge, that is a virtually intact late 1930s Depression "Moderne". cocktail
bar.

Present Condition

The southwestern ection Of- the west facade has suffered fire and water damage
in recent years-. The immediate vicinity of the building and.the building
itself are not maintained'.

Patching of the-exterior stucco is obviously needed. New roofing and flashing
may be required. The auditorium's interior surfaces have suffered some damage
to their plaster. The offide wing is virtually intact..

Footnote

1 This descriptioa of the present appearance of the Pan4acific'has been-con
densed from thedetailed structural description, prepared from the original
architectural drawings -building permits, and other-,priMary data, that ap
pears in Raymond Cirvigian, "Pan Pacific Auditorium Historical Restoration
Report.. . " (Pasadena, California: may 1980), pp. II'D, 9-14 III A.1-11...
It,was verified-by onsite inspection ad May 2, 1984, 'made by'the preperer
this form.
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The Pan-Pacific is significant as a prime location of types of recreation very
basic to American popular culture from the mid-1930s to the 197060 It is also
noteworthy as a rare surviving example of tht "streamline uoderne" style in
20thcentury United States architecture, and as one of the few structures that
survive intact from the exposition architecture of the 1930s.

Built with the immediate purpose of heating the National Housing Exposition
(1935), the Pan-Pacific was enviaioned as a permanent public exhibition hail.
At Conotruction it wags one of the three largest such structurea in the Mated
States and the largest anywhere in the Western States; it,haa served as a
prototype for later buildings of its type. Until 1972, it was the principal
site of Loa Angeles' pane expoSitione, commerciel trade shows, circuees, ice
hows, and conventions. It was also a principal venue for sporting events and
concerto.

The Pan-racifin had significant , antecedents in the architecture of the Chidago
World's Fair of 1913 and proved an influential example Of its style, which
flourished briefly in the 1930s. The "streamline moderne" style is of special
note for its projection of a futuristic vision reflecting America's preoccu-
pation with progress and technology.

History

Los Angeles in 1914, like the rest ,of the nation, was in the throes of the
Great Depression. Activity, in the building trades had fallen off drastically.,
In January 1935, the Los Am/61es) Chamber of Commerce proposed a houeing exhibi-
tion to help publicize the loan programs etitabliShed by CA National Housing
Act and generally encourage the revival of construction.

A

Clifford Henderson, on whom the Chaaber called for assistance, wee widely known
for staging the National Air Races (1928-39) and other air shows, including
that at the 1933 Chicago "Century of Progress." Henderson took the Chamber's
request to organise a temporary housing exhibit as an opportunity to propose a
large permanent exhibition hall in Los Angeles. In place of the-tents planned
for the exhibit by the ChaMber,.he proposed that a permanent strUcture be built
to he used for other exhibits, conventions, sporting events, and community
recreation. The National Housing Exposition, a nenprofit corporation organiked
by civic and business leaders to hold the housing shOW,agreed. Henderion,
who had long been trying to bring a World's Fair to Les Angeles (to be Called
the Pan-Pacific International Exposition), chose the' name, Pad-Pacific. '1
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In January 1935, two young architects, Walter Wurdeman and Welton Becket, wonthe architectural competition for the dmsign of the auditorium. It was to be
semipermanent since "no adequate structure is available in Los Allgeles for anexposition of this magnitude . ... for such enterprises as the annual Automobile
Show, Food Show, Aircraft Exposition, Horse Show, etc."2

Clifford Henderson and his brother Phillip leased land beZween Beverly Boulevardand Third Street in Hollywood with an option to purchase. The giant auditorium
was completed in a record six weeks in April4fay 1935 at a cost of about 81per square foot.

Henderson envisioned the auditorium as especially suitable for automobile andaircraft shows. For that reason the "hangar" doors on.the south side of the
building were built Ifwge enough to accommodate aircraft. Henderson's passionfor the automobile and airplane, his hellef in modernity, and his optimisminfluenced the architects and played a role in the final design. Wurdemanwould later dub the structure "the flying fortresa" and the official programfor the exhibition spoke of the marquee as being "like a huge airplane wing."

Architecturally, the long low horizontal character and citrved streamlinedcorners reflect 1933 Chicago Fair structures such as the Agriculture Building.
The entrance canopy is reminiscent of the Italian Pavilion and the ChryslerMotors Building. The four flagstaffs are similar to several buildings, such asthe "Wings of a Century" Pavilion and the Hall of Social Science. The curved
"nautical"-style handrails at the west resemble those of the Hall of Science,Hall of kellgion, and other structures. Like the Chicago Fair, the Pan-Pacific
is an expressioniatic statement of "stroamlined futurism," that is, an attemptto project a visionary idea that is beyond the present norm.3

p2,tioryg Housing Exposition (19111

The crowds who flocked to the National Housing Exposition, which opened on May18, 1935, were so great that the show was held over for an extra week. Thepublic was clearly eager to see the latest in home styles and furnishings.

The displays included kitchen and bathroom equipment, various home building andarchitectural plans, a replica of the newly completed Boulder (Hoover) Dam, aglass house, and a dramatic display of new materials in a "Fountain of Fabrics"by Kem Weber. Outside the auditorium were Model homes (later moved to perma
nent locations); a "Village of Tomorrow," a model suburban center of the future,
built in miniature; A Pavilion of Molgie for concerts; a Sports Lido andAmusement Zone, . and the outdoor "Little Theater of the Stars" for pageants.
The opening show at the Pan-Pacific was not only a popular success, but also
apparently helped to Stimulate Lew construction and remodeling in the LosAngeles area.4
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Later Retreational_Significance,

Following the Exposition, the Henderson brOthers eXercised their purchase
option. They owned and operated the Pan-Pacific until 1947 when they sold it
to the automobile manufacturer, E.L. Cord, who had been one of the original
financial contributors for the building of the auditorium.

The Pan-Pacific Auditorium presented exhibitions of many types. The automobile,
truck,-and trailer shows were among the most popular, particularly just after
World War II, when the nation's auto manufacturers were able to free their
plants from war production. Other events, some of them national in character,
included home, bOat, aircraft, decorator, antique, and sportsmen's shows; a
World Investors Show; photographic fairs; television, electrical and food
industries exhibitions; and a National Dog Show.

A wide range of sport events were held at the Pan-PaCific. From 1937 until
1959, when the Los Angeles Sports Arena was completed, the University of
Southern California played its home basketball games on the Pan-Pacific court.
The Harlem Globe Trotters also played on it. Professional tennis matches, ping
pong and badminton tournaments, professional ice hockey and roller skating and
bicycle races also drew crowds to the auditorium.

Concerts in the Pan-Pacific ranged from the 1936 performance of Leopold Stokowski
and the Philadelphia Symphony to the 1957 West Coast premiere of Elvis Presley.
The Ice Follies and the Ice Capades both presented their performances to packee
audiences using "the wOrld's largest indoor ice skating rink" (33,000 square
feet), which had been installed by Henderson in the late 1930s, when he ripped
up the floors and installed cooling coils. Some of the worid's best swimmers
also performed. Buster Crabbe's "Aqua Parade" presented 100 swimmers and
divers doing both serlOus and comic acts.

Circuses played the pan-Facific, as did the Lipizzan horses of the Vienna
Riding School. Also, when, in 1945 the popular radio program "Queen for a Day"
held a special broadcast at the Pan-Pacific, a near riot ensued when more than
10,000, instead of the expected 6,000, women showed up and tried to "crash the
gate."

The public came to the Pan-Pacific not only to watch, but also to participate
in recreational activities. Ice skating and public square dances were extremely
popular. Also, during the badminton craze of the late 1930s, courts were set
up in the Pan-Pacific.

Political rallies also occurred at the Pan-Pacific. In 1952, Presidential can-
didate Dwight D. Eisenhower held a campaign rally at the Pan-Pacific, standing
amid the pylons on the roof, and later giving an address inside. In 1960, he
returned for a Nixon-Eisenhower dinner.
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The Pan- acific Auditorium attracted patrons partly becaese, in its heyday, it
was part of a varied entertainment complex. Immediately adjacent, but not
directly related to the Auditorium, were the 894-seat Pan-Pacific Theater and a
20-lane bowling alley (both 1942). Nearby were Gilmore Stadium (1943), the
site of varied sports events; Gilmore Field, the home of the Hollywood Stara
baseball team (1939-1957); Gilmore Drive-In (1948); and Farmers Market (1943).

Recent Develo manta

The completion of the Sports Arena and other large facilities in the Los Angeles
area, usually closer to the major freeways, as well as competition from other
forms of recreation and television, drew patrons away from the Pan-Pacific.
The removal of Gilmore Stadium (1951), Gilmore Field (1957), and Gilmore Drive-
In, and the closing of the bowling alley aiso lessened the crowds drawn to the
area. The Pan-Pacific closed in 1972, and has been vacant since.5

In the late 1970s a considerable measure of controversy raged over whether the
Pan-Pacific should be preserved. The Cord estate wished to dispose of the
property, which included a large tract surrounding the Auditorium. Plans to
establish a public park (and flood diversion basin) on the site, which called
for the demolition of all or part of the auditorium, were adamantly opposed by
groups and individuals partial to saving the building, or at least its weSt
facade. The issues of economic means of preserving the structure and the merits
of converting the site for park purposes elicited much discussion. Its associa-
tive values for entertainment and recreation were discounted in the debate,
which centered on the question of the Pan-Pacific's significance in American
architectural history.

The County of Los Angeles and the State completed acquisition of the property
from the Cord estate in 1979. They decided to develop the plot for recreational
park use, but to retain the Auditorium and seek means to preserve it. Preserva-
tion of the Auditorium is currently being sought through its development by a
private concessioner. In mid-1984, a private developer had proposed a plan to
preserve and restore the exterior of the structure while_converting its interior
into a motor hotel in compatible architectural style.6 At this writing, the
proPosal had not reached a conclusive stage.

Arch ural _ can- the Pan -P _ific

Wurdeman and Becket, the young architects who designed the Pan-Pacific, prac-
ticed together until the former died in 1949. Becket went on to design many
other important structures in Southern California, including the Prudential
Building, Bullocks Pasadena, the Capitol Records ToWer, the Beverly Hilton
Hotel, the Los Angeles Music Center, and the Los Angeles Sports Arena.7
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Because these other major structures are more recent than the Pan-Pacific, no
attempt will be made to evaluate them in relation to it as examples of Wurdeman's
and Becket's work4 Nor, because of the recent character of their work, will any
effort be made te assesa their possible national significance as architects
beyond the recognition due them for the Pan-Pacific.

On the other hand, the Pan-Pacific, of itself, has gained sufficient renown to
merit strong consideration for National Historic Landmark designation as a
stylistic example. Only a few examples from the voluminous literature on this
subject will be cited.

David Gebhard, a leading author on California architecture, has indicated his
belief that:

This building, both as fact, and as a symbol, has come to stand for the
impressive pepulariration of Modern architecture which occurred in Southern
California in the decade of the 1930s. ... The Pan Pacific has then
emerged as the type-form for the streamline Moderne of the thirties, and
as such I eau think of no building here in California that can equal its
importance.8

Raymond Girvigian, in his detailed study of the Pan-Pacific, has come to the
Conclusion that it weal "Perhaps the first major expression of the Streamline
style in Los Angeles."9 He points out several other examples of the style in
Southern California, but concludes that none closely reseMble or bear compari-
eon to the Pan-Pacific, which he feels is "probably the most significant
Expressionistic example of the Streamlined_Decade in this region and perhaps
one of the major ones anywhere of its period. There appears to be no other
like it, anywhere.

Although the "streamline m derne" is an architectural Style that flourished only
briefly in the 1930s and was: most popular in Southern California and at the
New York World's Fair, it was, in the typical view of architectural hiatorian
Thomas S. Hines:

.., au especially important style in the social history of architecture
since it epitomized popular notions of twentieth century modernism. It
borrowed ito imagery from mechanical and industrial objects and from the
design 01. the century's major modes of transportation -- the train, the
automobile, the ship (eepecially the great luxury liner), the various
aircraft, including the blimp, and even from the then futuristic visions
of "Buck Rogers" space ships. When one entered and experienced a "Stream-
line Moderne" building, one was supposed (either consciously or uncon-
sciously) to feel that one was somehow undergoing an exciting "modern"
adventured.)
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A complicating factor in the architectural assessment of the Pan-Pacific, and
one reflected in the debate over its preservation, is the divergence of opinion
between those, such as Thomas Hines and Robert Venturi, on the one hand, who
view the distinctive facade of the Pan Pacific as its significant feature and
dismiss the auditorium as merely a "decorated shed," albeit an impresasive
one,12 and those, such as Girvigian, who argue that the aiditorium is integral
to the structure and equally deserving of recognition.13 The former have, as
may be assumed, been relatively indifferent to the preservation of the audito-
rium as opposed to the facade.

It is possible to sideatep the inane of the auditorium'a architectural signifi-
cance, as opposed to that Of the facade, by recogniZing it for its recreational
qualities. The rarity and significance of the exceptional facade can still be
acknowledged for its architecture. Because the two elements are joined in one
structure, however, it is probably most judicious to assign the entire structure
to both areas of significance.

Footnotes

1 The account of the origins and construction of the Pan-Pacific that appears
here has been shrxtened and revamped from that appearing in Raymond Girvigian,
"Pan-Pacific AuditoriuM Historical Restoration Report ..." (Pasadena, Cali-
fornia: May 1980), pp. II 111 - II 87. Girvigian used exposition documents,
including the Qfficial Program, and interviewed Clifford Henderson in 1979.

2 National Lousimg Exosition, Qfficial Program, May 18, 1935, pp. 3-4.

3 Girvigian, 2E. cit., p. II C, 2, 137.

4 Ibid., p. II 8, 5. Girvigian reached this conclusion based on revie- o-
Los Angeles Times and Examiner files for May-June 1935.

5 Ibid. , p. II 8, 3-5.

6 See Gruen Associates, "Pan Pacific Auditorium Development Plan" (Los _g 1 :

November 1983).

7 Girvigian, 22. cit., II 8, 2.

8 David Gebhard, Director, University of California, Santa Barbara Art Museum,
to "Whom it concerns," January 11, 1978.
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9 Girvigian,11E. oit., II C, 1, 46.

10 Ibid., p. II C 1, 48.

11 Thomas S. Hines, Associate Professor, University of California, Los Angeles)
to Richard Meyer, County of Los Angeles, Department of Parks and Recreation,
October 4, 1977, p. 2.

12 Ibid., 7 3.

3 Girvig an, alz. cit., p. IV C 2.
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Sermmaryi

Themm San Francisa Civic Center is 0 group of monumental buildinmRga arounda
cencmtral open space(Civic Center Plamm__a), and additional buildings that extend
theme principal aodsto the east and wo--st. It includes all or part of 12 city
blococks, siX of which are combined in* to three double blocks that accommodate
lsiger features. %ere are eight majocor and three secondary aboveground struc-
tur7res, two nutabhlandscape features, and one major unbuilt site. Some stred
ri.lhts-of-way heabeen turned into pecmdestrian areas.

Of the buildingeln the Civic Center, . nine (City Ball, aViC for ExPosit10
Aud-altorium, the Public Library, the StMtate Building, the hderal
War- Memorial Open House, the VeCcremans Building, the Wpartmeut of Public
He 7-1th Building, ad the Civic Center Powerhouse) contribute to Mine national
Imp,aortance of thrMetrict. Two tempamorary buildings (th Departmement of City
Pla.=_Inning and the !Amery Annex) are nc=on-conforming intruaiona of l=tmited sig-
nif,-icance.

1..t17y Hall (0_11.61

Citzzy Hall occuplathe double block boa.unded by Polk, McAllister, Vam=a Ness, and
Oro--ve Streets. Redangular in ita gro-and plan, it tomtits of two 7 rectangular
off==lce wings linhdby a high central__ dome. The building is in MMLate Frend
Renosissance, or hmque, style with Lilts principal design feature, the dome,
derfved from sauced great domes in Eioaurope. The dome ruts on a =rectangular
baseme, stressed onthe east and west fac=mades by large peclUented port=lcons. The

off==ice wings feature long Doric colornades over a rusticated base, and slight
prAfjecting pavilinsat the corners.

The City Hall is erected on a steel frwome clad in gray granite. Its dome rises
moreme than 300' abum the street, higlner than the U.S. Capitol. The office
winemxs contain 4 duies above ground and a partially envsed basemmerent. Th
basemm consists of Oefirst fldor and er=posed basement, thecolumned mmsuperstruc-
turemm fronts on the second and third floors, and the forth-atorywe attic b
sldpohtly recessedbehind a balustrade.

On c=he Polk Streetor eastern, facade , three arched entrances in thme base an
rear.--thed by a steatlight of steps. LZIntricate door framo and sconmaces, ands
balucmatrade betweendm columns on theme next level, are al buroimmsbed iron,
painnoted brilliantblue and gold. Thesema colors are tarriedover in 1--he decora-
tioncia of the baImaades and windoWs o.-.of the entire facmk and the interior.
Six Corinthian Cohms in the superatrn=acture carry a Dorieentablatu=are. Them
are paired colummat the ends of eteme portico and tWo angle columns Momwidly spaced between. Behind and hat=ween the columns thee Frenemch windows
openma onto a balcony, There are large wmaindowar overhead onthe third floor, and
larg2ge flat cartoncho over them at Che top of the wall. The pedimenrmt encloses
a sc=mulpture groupby Henri Crenier, wi=ith a female "San Francisco" beckoning
commerce and navigation.
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The Van Ness (western) facade is identical to Folk Street,ticept for details in
the central portico, base, and Superstructure.

The Grove Street and McAllister Street facades, virtually identical, are simpli-
fied versions of the principal facades. Slightly protruding pavilions at the
angles are linked by simply fenestrated walls, with pilasters in the superstrue-
ture.

The dome is constructed on a steel frame, sheeted with copper and coated with
lead. It was originally highlighted with gold. The vertical lines of the
columns around the drum rise to an encircling skullcap of surface decoration.
A circling iron balustrade at the top enclosea a tall spired lantern on a base
of four low arches looking to the cardinal directions. Four taller arches rise
over the base with pairs of free-standing fluted Doric columns flanking the
arches and carrying a broken cornice. An urn carries through the cornice over
each column. A tall slender tapering steeple with a crowning torch rises from
the center.

The interior of City Hall is arranged with a central ceremonial hall or rotunda
tying the office wings together. In the rotunda, a monUmental staircase leads
directly to the board of supervisors chamber in the Van'Ness portico. Opposite
this across the domed space is .the mayor's office.

The entire baeement and ground floor are utilized, but the higher floors
grouped around central light courts. Continuous hallways that encircle
light courts open into offices and other chambers.

A wealth Of sculpture and decorative and highly symbolic detail, too extensive
to catalog here, graces City Hall's-interiors. Apart from the domed space, the
ornamental treatments in the board of supervisors chamber and the mayor's
office are especially elaborate.

The War Memorial Complex (1932)

The San Frencisco War Memorial consists of 0 pair of very'similar monumental
Classical structures, the Opera House (309 Van Nesq Avenue) and the Veterans
Building (459 Van Ness Avenue), to either side of the formal Memorial Court.
The complex is set in a double block bounded by Van Nees, McAllister, Franklin,
and Grove Streets, and faces City Hall across Van Ness Avenue.-

The Opera House is erected on a steel frame with reinforced concrete, floors ahd
walls. It is clad in terra cotta,that simulates the granite used in its base,-
stepa, and columns. The building is generally rectangular in shape,.except for
a high Ocenery loft'at the rear.and two eta/resale wings that project from the
sides so near the iront that they appear to be part-of the main facade. There
are four principal stories above ground and -a leaded copper mansard reof.
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The building ig a rather severe example of the Beaux Arts style with decoration
encircling the building at all levels. The ground-floor base is deeply rusticated
and cat with ranges of arches. The 2-story superstructure has a rusticated wall
of lower definition and the same ranges of arches everywhere except the front
facade, which is more elaborate. The attic is set back behind a balustrade.

The principal forward facade on Van Ness is reached by a series of long granite
steps. It contains seven arches in the base, glazed and fitted with handsome
bronze and iron frames. In the superstructure, eight pairs of large free-standing
fluted Doric columns rise above the piers between the arches below and flank seven
axehes recessed just behind them.

The Court and Grove Street sides of the Opera House consist of rusticated walla
with ten arches ranged across each tier from the staircase wings to the rear of the
building. The Grove Street side has a marquee that runs the length of the building.

The rear of the Opera House is dominated by a large arch that cuts through the base
and superstructure and two smaller arches on both sides in each tier.

The main Van Ness Avenue entrances open into a simple vaulted vestibule which leads
into a grand foyer across the front of the building. Corridors run off along the
sides of the building. This plan is roughly repeated on the higher levels.

Other than the concert hall, the ground-level foyer is the most highly decorated
room. The blue and gold bronzed-iron light fixtures resemble those in City Hall.

Elle main hall is given a sense of splendor by its Classical detailing. The aide
walls reflect the exterior, with a rusticated base carrying a superstructure of
high arches. The arches are latticed and hung with drapes, which originally camou-
flaged organ pipes but now house stage lights. A magnificent aluminum sunburat
chandelier hangs from the center of the large smooth oval surface of the ceiling.
A. massive proscenium arch at the stage features statuary groups by Edgar Walter in
the spandrels.

The seats (3302 with 300 standing) are arranged more like a movie theater than a
traditional opera house, with two large balconies suspended directly from wall to
wall. There is only one horseshoe section of box reating.

The west end of the Opera House contains dressing rooms and offices on all levels.

The exterior of the Veterans Building is virtually identical to the Opera House.
Tbe building sits on higher ground, however, and, in order to be at the same level
as the Opera, is approached by a shorter flight of steps. The superstructure
recedes to a longer open vestibule than in the Opera House. Instead of a scenery
loft and high central arch on the rear, there are seven arches across both the base
mnd superstructure.
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The interior of the Veterans Building is like a small opera house with a museum
(the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art) atop it. The Herbst (formerly Veterans)
Auditorium occupies the center of the building on the lower three stories. A
corridor encircles the auditorium on each floor and opens into offices and meeting
rooms on ts outer sides. The museum is organized in the same way, around a central
2story skylit sculpture court (now closed off and used as a movie theater), likewise
surrounded by a corridor, which opens into exhibit rooms on the outside.

The principal entrance opens onto Van Ness Avenue. Behind the end arches in the
base of the facade are veterans' groups offices to the south and the museum bookstore
to the north. In the projecting southern wing, a Trophy Gallery leads to a Souvenirs
Gallery; and in the similar northern wing are elevators to the museum.

The Herbst Auditorium is similar to the main hall of the Opera House, but is smaller
and has more subdued detailing. It holds 1,100 people and had only one balcony
until box seats were added in 1978. The arches of its side walls contain eight
giant murals by British artist Frank Brangwyn depicting earth, air, fire, and water
and their benefits to humanity. The murals originally hung in one of the demolished
PanamaPacific International Exposition structures. They were installed in the
Herbst at the time of the building's construction. The ceiling of the Herbst is
irregularly coffered; a traditiOnal bronte chandelier hangs from its center. The
Chamber retains its essential appearance as of the time the United Nations Charter
was signed in it.

In 1971, the thirdfloor offices were turned over to the museum by the veterans
for use as offices and classrooms. Minor renovations were then carried out in
various parts of the building.

Today, both the Veterans Building and the Opera House continue to serve the func
tions for which they were built. The Opera House is the permanent reaidence of the
San Francisco Opera, Ballet, and Symphony and hosts other cultural events. The
Veterans Building houpes both veterans groups and the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art. A recent proposal by the muSeum to expand by removing the Herbst
Auditorium has sparked discussion. The resolution of this issue is uncertain.

Memorial Court (1936)

The War Memorial Court occupies the area between the Opera House and the Veterans
Building. It is enclosed on its open sides by blue and gold ornamental iron fencing
that runs between the two buildings. The court is a central lawn encircled by a
sidewslk lined with box hedgea and sycamore trees and lighted by ornamental iron
lamps.
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Ex osition (Civic) Aftmiditori_ _(1_915)

Exposition Auditorium= (99 Grove Street) fills the block bounded byGrove, Larkin,
Hayes, and Folk Strets and faces the Civic Center Flaza trora the south across
Grove. Ica four ego mice are erected on a steel frame clad in grsygranite on the
main facade and bri=lr on the sides and rear. The Auditorium le duigned in the
Beaux Arts style vEnLth elements of both the French and Italia Renaisaance.

The main facade is s=ymmetrically arranged :ith a dominant centralfuture flanked
by advancing paviliommms and receding wings. The 2-story base is rusticated. The
superstructure above contains pedimented windows, except in the mtral feature
where three large arc=hes reach through both tiers. A cornice earleinn superstruc-.
tura and a false actZELc rises above it over the three central planes.

The three high arche=s in the central feature rise between four plea in the beige
level, and four pair--s of engaged Doric columns which stand an tNpiers in the
superstructure. The rusticated base is divided by a long woodeh marquee covered
with copper sheeting.

The rus_ cated bases of the projecting pavilions on either aided the central
feature contain largema showcase windows n 1:fa ground floor with pars of smell
windows above theM. The cornice of the bi'0 sits on two pairs ofbrackets which
frame the windows of the second floor beneAth it, and, at the saMettme, serves as
a base for two pairs of free-standing Doric columns in the aUpereructure. EaCh
pair of colmans extends through the heavy cornice of the fourth fleofwith festooned
urns on granite bases=.

The receding wings oc= the ground level contain plainly framed doorothat match the
showcase windows In ===he adjacent piers. Windows in the third floahave rounded
pediments and baluatraded balconies on brackets.

The sides end rear oL the Auditorium are brick except for granite angle features on
Polk and Larkin, arou=nd the corner from the main facade. The rear fuade contains
five planes reflectinmg those of the front. The central feature canna two high
service doors.

A remodeling of the -building in 1964 resulted in minor exterior &mations, irr-
eluding a slight exteaansion of the westernmost pier in the centralfeature of the
main facade to accommodate the principal escalator to Brooks Hall, the urderground
exhibition hall undemmr the Civic Center Plaza; and extension of the projecting
pavilions On the reor toward the sides.

The principal anditor=rium is reached through entrances at the boa of the high
arches, and two secormdary halls through doorways in the receding wings. Seating
capacity is 7,800 in the large auditorium and 900 in the side bels. Nineteen
smaller conference tOmoOMS each ho d 30 to 125 people.
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There have been several interior renovations. In 1921, G. Albert Lansburgh altered
the main hall for use by the San Francisco Opera, adding a canopy which lowered the
ceiling. After the Opera House was completed in 1932, the AUditorium was again
remodeled, obscuring the open metal trusswork of the main hall with huge canvas
murals and a forest of chandeliers. A further renovation by Wurster, Bernardi, and
Emmons, and Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill modernized the interior in 1961-64.

The principal use of the Auditoriva is for conventions. Until the 1960s renovation,
however, departments of the city government used the upper floors.

Fublic_Library (1916)

The San Francisco Public Library (200 Larkin Street) occupies all but the northeast
corner of the block bounded by Larkin, Hyde, Fulton, and McAllister Streets. The
library is erected on a steel frame clad in gray granite; it Is shaped somewhat
like a giant "P7 with a square main building and au ell continuing the south facade
the full length of the Fulton Street frontage. The Larkin and Fulton Street sides
are the principal facades, and together with the end of the ell on Hyde and a flat
pavilion around the corner from Larkin on McAllister Street, are treated in Italian
Renaissance style. The remainder of the McAllister Street facade is more simply
expressed. The other exterior walls, on the north and east, largely behind the
annex (a temporary building that occupies the northeast corner of the library
block), and the two interior light courts, are ordinary brick.

The ornamental facades consist of a rusticated basement crowned by a belt course
and surmounted by a high story consisting of projecting corner pavilions joined by
ranges of graceful arches. Over all is a high entablature which forms the well of
the top story.

The main facade faces the City Hall over the Plaza across Larkin Street. Three
large central doorways on the ground floor art flanked by two-large rectangular
windows cut into the rusticated wall on either side. There are seven plainly
molded arches in the superstructure, those at either end belonging to flat pavilions
framed by pairs of Doric pilasters. Under the end sills are pairs of tablets on
which are inscribed the names of famous authors. Between the pavilions are five
more arches, recessed together behind a row of free-standing Ionic columna, the
bases of which are linked by a low balustrade. Each arch features a a giant cement
figure on a pedestal. On the third floor, cut in a great panel, is a legend identi-
fying and dedicating the library.

The side facade on Fulton Street is a simplified variation of the Larkin facade.
The ground floor has a single central ornamental doorway flanked by six windows on
each side.
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The end of the ell on Hyde Street and the west end of the McAllister Street facade
are exact restatements of the pavilion ends of the main facade. The remainder of
the McAllister Street (north) facade consists of seventeen high narrow rectangular
bays separated by simple piers and reflects the library stacks on the interior.

The principal ornamental public spaces are those which constitute a ceremonial
progression and the two main reading reoms. The public spaces are grouped along
the Larkin and Fulton Street sides and in the center of the building. The ceremon-
ial spaces are especially noteworthy and form the distinctive architectural feature
of the library. From an elaborately ornamented tntrauce vestibule, the view is
clear through a succession of magnificent ceremonial spaces up a formal staircase
to an enclosed landing, skylighted dramatically from the sides, and to the main
room on the second floor. From the ataircase area and frcm the main room there is
ready access to two other Principal reading rooms of the library, which connect to
smaller and less Imposing public rooms on the first and third floors. The stacks
are on the McAllister Street side. Large Interior courts for light and air are to
either side of the central main room.

The main reading room is monumental. It is 65 feet square and 42 feet high and
contains large scaled features similar-to those on the building's exterior. The
entrance and three other huge arches, one on each wall, are framed in a plain
molding carried on giant free-standing Ionic columns. The room was originally
called the "delivery room," but now houses card catalogs and information services.

The two other lagiereading rooms also have special decorative treatment. The
Literature and Philosophy reading room,'originally a genaral reading room, off the
main room, runs almost the entire length of the Fulton Street facade. The:History
and Social Science reading room, off the staircase area opposite the main room, was
:originally the Reference ROOD; it runs the length of the Larkin Street side. Both
rooms are modeled after early Renaissance halls. Two giant murals, one in each
reading room, depict AMerican migration from New England to California. They were
painted by Frank V. DuMond for the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

The rest of the library is relatively plain. Most of the original functions of the
rooms are at least generally the Same as originally intended. Only two rooms, of
lesser importance, have been thoroughly remodeled. The Fulton Street entrance has
also been closed off and is usea as an office area. The original "old Italian"
accessories, which still predominate, have a high degree of unity.

Although the Library is inexcellent condition, in recent years it has aufiered
from overcrowding.
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The Library Annex (45 Hyde Seet), a "temporary" structure, occupies the northeast
corner of the Library block. It ia a 3-story rectangular wood building. Its flatwhite walls are completely plain except for rows of rectangular windows on eachfloor. Built for the U.S. Navy, it has served the library and city departments
since 1948.

California State Buildin (1926)

The State Office Building (350 McAllister Street ) is basically rectangular, occu-
pying the south half of the block bounded by McAllister, Larkin, Golden Gate, andPolk Streets. The north half of the block contains the State Building Annex (1957),
which is about the same size. The latter structure is attached to the State Building
in the center of the block allowing the buildings to function as one. Visually,
however, they appear separate. (The Annex is not included in this nomination.)

The State Building is 6 stories high, constructed on a skeleton of steel and
sheathed in gray granite and terra cotta simulating granite. The Italian Renala-
sauce style of the building ls fully realized on the long main facade, which faces
across McAllister Street to the Civic Center Plaza, and on the ends of the main
forward section of the building. A rear section, set back from Polk and Larkin
Streets, is treated more simply.

The entire main facade is lightly rusticated. It is broken up into a high 3-story
base surmounted by a 2-story superstructure of glazed arches and pedimented windows
with a simple top-floor entablature. The most interesting feature of the facade is
the entrance motif with three high arches, in the center of the base, which open
onto an air-vaulted veatibule. To either side of the arches are nine simple rectan-
gular windows evenly spaced across the facade on each floor. Three elaborate
framed doorways enter the building from the vestibule.

The second level is dominated by thirteen glazed arches marked with vcussoirs.
Between the arches are twelve vertical pairs of rectangular windows uith simple
pediments over larger lower window° and vertical panels over the upper ones. Above
each arch and pair of windowa, in the eatablature, is a small rectangular window.

The sides are treated like the main facade with three windows on each floor in the
base; a central glazed arch and two flanking vertical pairs of windows with adjacent
pilasters in the second level; and three plain windows with panels in the entabla-
ture.

The other public wall surfaces are simplified versions of the main facade. There
are three rectangular windows in each floor of the rear sections which face on
Larkin and Polk Streets. The treatment of the base is identical to other base
areme, but the superstructure is only ornamented with pediment4 over the two out-
side windows on the third floor.
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The back of the building was originally adorned like the rear sides with four
windows across from either end and brick in between. Now only two windows at each
level are exposed; everything else between has been cut out for the connnection
between the old building and the Annex.

The interior Of the State Building contains a functional organization of offices,
whicc. are not elaborately decorated. The only exception is the 2-story Supreme
Court room, which was extensively remodeled in 1956.

Federel_Building (1936)

The Federal Office Building (50 U.N. Plaza) occupies the entire block bounded h.
U.N. Plaza, Leavenworth, McAllister, and Hyde Streets. It is a generally rectangular
building with a large central court. There are 5 principal stories and a mansard
roof above. The building is erected on a steel frame clad in gray granite.

Its Classical styling, in a generally French Renaissance manner, is fully realized
on the U.N. Plaza, Hyde, and Leavenworth Street sides. The McAllister side is
treated more simply but still has a Classical quality. The U.N. Plaza side, with a
long colonnade, is the principal facade and contains the main entrance. Reentrant
corners, at U.N. Plaza and Hyde, and at U.N. Plaza and Leavenworth, contain secondary
entrances.

On all sides there is a 2-story base of rusticated blocka surmounted hy a higher
2-story tier, with an essentially smooth background wall surfaCe. The second tier
is surmounted by a Simple cornice, above which is an interrupted balustrade. On
all but the central section of the McAllister facade there is another story set
back behind the baluatrade and copped by a mansard roof.

The U.N. Plaza facade contains three high arched entrances in the center of the
ruaticated bane. Each arch ia glazed and set in an iron frame painted silver and
gold. To either side of the arches there are eight windows on each of two floors.
Alternate windows on the ground floor bear massive masks of Classical faces on
their keystones. The windOws are paired vertically, with the second-story windows
being smaller. The vertical pair of windowa at either end of the facade is set
back in a slightly receding plane which carries to the roof.

The Hyde aud Leavenworth Street facades are identical simplified variations of the
U.N. Plaza facade. There are fourteen windows in each floor of the base with the
last Vertical pair at bOth ends set in receding planes which carry to the roof.
Giant keyatene maaka are set over every third ground-floor window. The second tier
contains a single vertical pair of windows flanked by free-standing fluted Doric
columns with Doric pilasters behind.
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Flanking pavilions on the McAllister Street hude arca identical to the Hyde and
Leavenworth facades with three windows at eaehlevel. lase receding central section
of this wall contains a rusticated hese withasingle glazed arch in the center.
There are eight windows on either aide in thegmund fiaor and nine windows on the
second floor. The second tier simply contaim19 vertical pairs of windows with
horizontal panels between them. There is the suereguleor entablature and balustrade
found elsewhere at the top of this section of thewall, but there is no fifth floor
or mansard roof. The shape of the central eoutrefleczts that of the exterior of
the building, but it is faced with gray industrial bricic.

The interior contains identical hallways thatencircls the building on all four
principal floors. These halls open to officesonboth sides. The only alterations
in the building have been behind office doors. It has 'been well maintained ald is
in excellent condition.

De artrnent of -blio Health Buildin- 9

This building (101 Grove Street) sits en a rectangular lot at the northeast corner
of the block bounded by Polk, Grove, Van Ness,aM Ivy Streets. It covers the full
rectangular lot at ground level, but has a liet court above the ground level at
the rear of the building, and is thus a "U" shape above the first floor. The
structure is of reinforced concrete clad in gray granita, executed in the Italian
Renaissance style on its public faces. The facade on Ivry Street and the west wall
are gray industrial brick. The principal entrance is lAtA the reentrant corner at
Grove and Polk Streets, angled to face the CivicCenter Plaza.

The ornamental facades are decorated in two principal horizontal ban a above a
smooth granite base. A 2-story lower level consists or a rusticated wall cut by
plain rectangular windows. This is capped by again flett belt course, above which
is another 2-8tory section with a smooth Vial ut by et similar configuration of
windows. Alternate windows on the third flootue fraunsd by simple pediments of
voluted brackets and slightly projeeting balconies.

The Polk Street facade contains seven windows evenly spacsd across the wall at each
level; there is a door in the third window spacaftom thAm Ivy Street corner on the
ground floor. The Grove Street facade containsfifteen windows at each level with
a door in the fourteenth window space on the gmod floor and alternate.pedimented
and balconied windows on the third floor. The reentrant corner at Polk and Grove
consists of a high arched doorway in the first tvo floors and one window in each of
the third and fourth floors. The third-floor window is framed just like those on
the other facades but with a longer balcony.
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The main entrance opens into a small lobby with gray marble walla and floors. The
Grove Street entrance is a smaller version of the main entrance. The parts of tbs
building reached by these twe entrances serve the Department of Public Health es
offices, laboratories, and clinics. The Polk Street entrance opens on a Small
plain lobby from which a stairway rises, leading to a rear section of the building
not connected to the main office areas in front. This smaller rear area was origiP
nally a Women's prison, and is still marked by barred windows at the rear; it OnV
is a clinic. The rear entrances are to a section of the building used aS the
Central Emergency Hospital. Interior renovations occurred during the late 1 300
and in 1966.

Civic Center Plaza (1915)

The Plaza is bounded by Polk, McAllister, Larkin, and Grove Street_ A paved
pedestrian area linfid with flagpoles runs where Fulton Street once cut through the
block from east to west. A long rectangular pool sits'in the center Of the paved
area With rows of sycamore trees at its sides. Park areas to either sidg are
circumscribed by concrete walks; a central square lawn is flanked to the east and
west by rows of olive treea. The present landscaping scheme dates from the early
1960s; it was put in place after Brooks Hall and a parking garage were cOUstructed
under the PlaZa. The Plaza formerly was similar in design. During World War 1I,
prefabricated barracks were erected in the Plazzi for military men on leaVe.

Brooks Hall (99 Grove Street), a 90,000=square-foot exhibition area, is under the
south half of Civic Center Plaza. The hall was planned by Wurster, Bernardi, and
Emmons; and Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill and constructed in 1956=58. It is c04-
fleeted to the Civic Auditorium by ramps. A parking garage (355 McAllister Street),
coMpleted in 1960, is under the north half of the Plaza.

Civic Center Powerhouse (1915)

The powerhousw. built about 1915, is a small squarish building in the nortlieSat
corner of the small lot at the northeast corner of Larkin and McAllister Streetta,
It is constructed of reinforced concrete and has exterior walls decorated With a
few simple Classical details. A high steel stack, supported by two prominent
girders, rises from its back corner. The Powerhouse still supplies steaM heSt to
the entire Civic Center.

Marshall Square (1870)

Marshall Square, named after James Marshall, whose diScovery led to the California
gold rush, is the block bounded by Larkin, Fulton, Hyde, and Grove Streets. It_
the only major site in the Civic Center plan never to have acquired a sizable
structure. At present, the Department of City Planning (100 Larkin Street), on the
west side of the block, faces the Civic Center Plaza. A long sloping driveWsy to
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Brooks Hall (under the Reza) zLins the length of the Fulton Street ide ok tteblock. The Pioneer Memorial la at the corner of Hyde and Grove Streeta. Theremainder of the bleak 4 Used fi=for parking. A variety of suggestions have beenmade for the future use 0 the scfm-uare.

7
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EXP.

(1941)

This structure was builtas a 40mcosp1tality House" for the United Service Ogarujae-tion (USO) in 1941. It served t=o entertain military personnel quartered in tftrporary barracks in the Civic Ce=ater Plaza. An irregularly shaped, flat--romfed,
1story building construaed on wood frame, it is an example of late ModerhLearchitecture, with strip of vhz_ite walls, blue windows, and rounded cornerft.Although it was only Intended tenc74 be a temporary structure, it remains in gOWcondition. After World hr II, NI.Downership was transferred to the city, which 114.Sused it for offices.

The Pioneer Memori ial) (1894)

Lick left the largest part of Dla atzfortune to erect public statuary in San Franeio.sprawling work was stflpted 19Y-N Frank Happersberger to honor the miners, tredcowboys, sailors, and other pion0ers who came to California seeking their fortUnesand remained to settle. h eonsO.Sasts of groupings of bronze statuary on a ceutraistone base and four projecartg 0._ers. A female "California" with a bear at herfeet and a shield and a spear i her arms occupies the central pedestal. Twmallegories and two tableaux en ti piers are entitlad "Early Days," "Plenty, "It,'49," and "Commerce." In additUn there are four bronze relief scenes, five relief
portraits, and numerous neclallion%aa, plaques, and inscriptions. The most mot4bleappect of this work is themodelint_g of the large figures, ordinary people clepitedin heroic groupings.

United Nations Plaza

The 1acre United Nations Ping) cmmommemorates the founding of the United Nattou_ 1-4
the Civic Center in 1945. It cOrististe of former Fulton Street, between Market and_Hyde, and Leavenworth, between MArmrket and McAllister, which have been coaverteainto a pedestrian plaza. me eAtir re area is paved in brick, with granite borderathat echo the principal matAriela of the Civic Center buildings. The architectswere Mario Ciampi and Associates, John Carl Warnecke and Associates, and LawrenceHalprin and Associates. U.N. Fia provides a pedestrian approach to the CiViQCenter and a clear view froaMarItt = Street to City Hall.
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Footnotes

IThis description condenses Michael Corbett's description of the Civic Center
that appears in the National Register of Historic Places nomination EO O(1976).
He drew extensively on municipal sources cited in his bibliography.

2A portfolio of newspaper items on thin question is available for reneind wili
be permanently filed with this nomination.
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prehistoric archeology-prehistoric X Community planning landscape archlt cture religion
1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law Waft.,
1500-1599 agriculture economicS literature Sculpture
1600-1699 X architecture education military
1700-1799 ari engineering music humanitarian

. 1600-1699 commerce espLoration sediment philoSophy .. Poster
_X. 1900- communications Industry

invention
politics government- transportation

L whir (ipoolft)
_

- .Recrewan .
Specific dates 1913- 51

_

Statement of Significance (in ems paragraph)

Builder Architect

Sttrmary

It_ltiple (see bel: world's fair

... when the shores of the Pacific are occupied as the shoreS of the Atlantic
now are, when all around the vast arena formed by America, Asia, and Australia
are great nations of wealth and culture, with hundreds of Bostons and Balti
mores, of Londons and Liverpools, the great American republic Would scarcely
be satiafied with only a porter's lodge at her western gateway.

--Hubert Howe Bancroft (1907)1

The San Francine() Civic Center, the scene of events of national and international
importance, including the founding of the United Nations and the drafting and
signing of the post-World War II peace treaties with Japan, outstandingly illus-
trates the era of turn-of-the-century municipal reform movement0 in the United'
States and early public and city planning. By general consensus, ite architecture
and plan are regarded as one of the finest and most complete manifestationa of the
"City Beautiful" movement in the United States. Henry Hope Reed, a well-Moan
scholar of Classical architecture, has called it "the greatest architectural ensem
ble in America."2

The Civic Center also embodies the city's phoenix-like resurgence after the diseS-
trans 1906 earthquake and fires. The Civic Center remains the permanent manifesta.,
tion of this phenomenon; it shared its origins, hoWever, with its Siameae twin, the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition of 1915. Exposition Auditorium, in the
Civic Center, remains as the only link between these two great projects and the
only intact survivor of the Exposition, one of the most notable of America'a
World's Fairs.3

The "City Beautiful" Movement

The "City Beautiful" movement, an aspect,of the general drive for municipal refer*
that sprang up in the 1890s and continued after the turn of the century, intended
to bring order and beauty to American cities. The national impetus to the moVement
was the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, called the "White my- by
ita admirers for its large white Classical buildings that were arranged in'an
orderly manner around a lagoon in a "Court of Honor." The apparent harmony, clean.,-
liness, and grandeur of the White City captivated the American public and directly
influenced urban planners and architects for almost 40-years. A western eCho Of
thia idealistic spirit was expressed in Joaquin Hiller's novel, The Bnilding_of the
City Beautiful, published the same year ea the Chicago fair, in Which the hero
pursues a visionary scheme to erect an ideal city athwart the Golden Gete.4
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The most immediate effect of the City Beautiful movement was the imitation of the
White City in world's fairs that were held around the country in the next two
decades. The fairs spread the ideals of Classical architecture, beaux Arts planning,
and the example of cooperation among architects for greater effect in an ensemble.
But, like the White City, these expositioni, which involved multiple structures
and elaborate landscape plans, lasted for a season or two and were then largely
demolished.

A spectacular and well-known longer-term application of City Beautiful principles
was in the revival of L'Enfant's plan for Washington, D.C. More characteristic and
widespread results of the movement were aity, park, and civic center plans. Many
cities, large and small, commissioned such plans. Of the number prepared for major
cities, however, only San Francisco's civic center came near to completion. It
originated in tandem with a great exposition to be held in the city. Both were
intended to fulfill the visiona of San Francisce's elite, who saw their city as a
modern-day Florence.

History

San Francisco's Old City Hall crumbled in the first 60 s condo of the 1906 earth-
quake, and its replacement became a lively public and political issue. That struc-
ture, on the site now occupied by Exposition Auditorium, had been begun in 1872,
but, principally because of corruption in city government, waa not completed until
1897, at the then-phenomenal cost of $5.75 million.

There were suggestions that the superstructure or foundation of the old building be
reused, but, by the end 0f 1908, demolition was under way. Those who supported a
new City Hall would eventually join with other efforts to promote San Francisco
including a drive to erect a new public auditorium to attract conventions.

Already, in 1899, Bernard J.S. Cahill, with the encouragement of reform-minded
Mayor James D. Phelan, had put forth a Civic Center plan that came to naught. Out
of office, in 1904, Phelan had also been instrumental In the establishment of the
Society for the Improvement and Adornment of San Francisco. The Society invited
Daniel Burnham to provide the city with a grand plan and 'In suggested to Cahill
that he revise his 1899 plan. (The latter plan was simil. o the tightly grouped
one later adopted.) Burnham's grandiose master plan fo ;be city, including a
Civic Center, was ready in 1905 and yes delivered from tik _Tinter the day before
the earthquake on April 18, 1906; it, like Cahill's plan, languished.

In 1909, although San Francisco had been reconstructed essentially on pre-earthquake
lines, Burnham was asked to revive and revise his Civic Center plan. Willie Polk,
his deputy, handled the deeign, 'placing a semicircular,group at the corner of Van
Neaa and-Market. Stirred by what he conceived to be the impracticality of the
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plan, Cahill revised his 1904 acheme slightly and argued that the Burnham/Polk
proposrl was too expensive, disruptive, and likely to be delayed by litigation.
The Barnham/Polk plan was put before the public and easily defeated.

_ 1074..00111tg ICK11141.1

These conflicting views of the form the Civic Center should take became linked to
plans for a major international exposition to be held in San Francisco. In 1910,
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition Company was formed to hold a fair in
1915. By the mid-summer of 1911, the directors of the company had decided to build
an Exposition Auditorium as a lasting reminder of the grandeur of the Exposition
and as a permanent contribution to the city. To justify the Auditorium as an
Exposition expenses its conferences would meet there without paying rent.

A vicepresident of the Exposition Company, Jamee ("Sunny Jim") Rolph, ran for
mayor in September 1911. Amanicipal street railway, the Hetch-Hetchy water project,
and other civic improvements were parts of his program, but the Exposition and the
Civic Center ideas were its eernerstoneb. The Civic Center would permanently
exhibit the grandeur which the Exposition would only brief4 evoke.. They would
together demonstrate convincingly to the world that San Francisco had not simply
recovered from the earthquake but had become a thriving and civilized metropolis of
international importance. Rolph won a landslide victory, and the city moved forward
on both projects.

The Final_Civic Center Plan

After Eolph's election, steps toward planning of the Civic Center and the con-
_uction of the Exposition moved quickly, in Lopes of completing at leant the City

Hall and Auditorium in time for the Exposition. In January 1912, the board of
supervisors endorsed a revival of Cahill's Civic Center plan of 1909. The issue of
its location was turned over to an architectural commission under the auspice° of
the Exposition, including Willis Polk, William B. Faville, and John Galen Howard,
among others; a clear majority chose the present site.

The mayor appointed another commission (John Galen Howard, Frederick W. Meyer, and
John Reid, Jr.) to select a final plan, oversee a City Hall design competition,
and implement the plan. Howard, the chairman, guided the initial stagea and cam-
paigned for a March 1912 bond issue to finance the Civic Center and City Hall.
Spurring public approval was the announcement by the State, just before the election,
of its intention to erect a State building in the Civic Center. The bond issue
passed overwhelmingly and the City Hall competition began quickly.

The approved Civic
Hall to the west,
House to the east,
the main buildings
a Powerhouse, and

Center plan, then, consisted of a central plaza.mith the City
a State Building:to the north, the Public Library and an Opera
and Exposition Auditorium to the south: Pour corner lots between
were reserved for a Health Building, a Fire and Police Building,
an undetermined public building. The use of the site of the
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present Federal Building was also unspecified. Narrow strips, to be lined with
arcades and peristyles, were also to be accnired on all properties fronting the Civic
Center.

The Panama-Pacific International Exposition

The Panama-Pacific International Exposition of 1915, held in a 635-acre site in the
Marina area of San Francisco, was, from the vienoint of scholars who have studied
the history of world's fairs, a notable event.5 As a recreational spectacle, it
presented the same variety of amusements, exhibits, technological innovations, and
spectacular architecture as others in Ole tradition. The "car trains" used in zoos,
for example, originated there,6 and the world's first indoor airplane flight took
place in the giant Palace of Machinery.7

World's fairs, though they have their lighter side, which tends to capture popular
fancy, can also be appreciated from serious perspectives. Architectural historians,
for example, have streqsed the attention to the color schemes of the buildings and
plantings and the use of soft indirect light as notable innovations at the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition. They have also noted the Exposition's emphasis on
the arts, rather than technical sciences, that would have been expected in light of
the primary event the Exposition was celebrating, the opening of the Panama Canal.9

While it would be possible to elaborate on the legacy of the Panama-Pacific Inter-
national Exposition in terms of both its architecture and recreational aspects, which
are both highly significant, such a discussion would conclude with regrets that,
aside from Exposition Auditorium, no structures from it have survived intact.

The Palace of Fine Arts, by Bernard Maybeck, a structure of great architectural
interest, survived until the 1960s. Then, however, it fell prone to the temporary
character of the materials of which it and most other Exposition structures had
been built, and had to be demolished. It had won such a place in the hearts of San
Franciscans, however, that it was shortly thereafter reconstructed.9 (It is not
recommended for National Historic Landmark designation because, while important, it
does not meet the extraordinary tests required for the National Historic Landmark
designation of reconstructions.)

Certain tangential legacies of the Exposition have also survived, including much of
the artwork in the early Civic Center structures and the great municipal pipe organ,
from the Exposition's Festival Hall, which was installed in Exposition Auditorium in
1917.

Exposition Auditorium, however, intended as a permanent contribution to the city by
the Exposition, does remain, though it is in a detached location from the Exposition's
main site. Exposition Auditorium is the link between the two great events of 1915 in
San Francisco, the Exposition and the Civic Center. The Civic Center would grow and
endure and transcend even the significance its planners had envisioned.
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Implementation of the Civic Center_Plan

John Bakewell, Jr., and Arthur Brown, Jr., designed the City Hell, while Howard, Meyer,
and Reid received the Exposition Auditorium commission. Construction of City Hall
began quickly, in April 1913, and of Exposition Auditorium in July of the same year.
The Auditorium was dedicated on January 5, 1915, in time for the Exposition. The
Powerhouse and Plaza were also finished when the Exposition opened. The new City Hall,
on the other hand, was not ready until early 1916, after the Exposition had closed.

With the City Hall and Exposition Auditorium as anchors and the approved Civic Center
plan as a guide, other buildings were added. A home for the San Francisco Public
Library, which had been moving around in various temporary quarters since its establish-
ment in 1878, was constructed in 1915-17, by George Kelham. World War I and the sub-
sequent depression delayed further progress into the 1920s. The State Bitilding, begun
in 1920, was thus not completed until 1926.

On the other hand, the proposed arcades and peristyles were never built. And, although
the builders of the Orpheum (then Pantages) Theater planned to face the theater's blank
rear walls to match the Civic Center's buildings, a never-resolved dispute arose over
who would pay for the facing. The walls have never been faced.

Construction of th War Memorial Complt

The Civic Center, then, as it was originally approved, gradually reached virtual
completion. A new development west of the City Hall, the War Memorial Complex, expanded
the Center. Completed in 1932, these buildings thoroughly harmonize with the original
plan.

Even before the end of World War 1, a memorial to honor those who had died in the
struggle was proposed in San Francisco. There was great public debate over the nature
of the project, and whether it salould take the form of a milanument; a "living memorial,"
such as an opera house; or some other character.

San Francisco had been an enthusiastic opera town almost since the "Gold Rush," but it
had had little luck with opera houses, with several burning down. The last of these,
the Tivoli, perished in 1906. Every version of the Civic Center plan had called for an
Opera house.

In.1918, a citizens' group revived the idea and invited the American Legion to join in
support of a War Memorial Opera House. Together the two groups raised substantial
funds end gained public support. A prestigious architectural advisory commission
(Bernard Maybeck, John Galen Howard, Willis Polk, Ernest Coxhead, G. Albert Lansburgh,
John Reid, Jr., Frederick Meyer, and Arthur Brown, Jr.) dreW up the site plan. By
1925, it had been decided that BroWn would design the buildings with-Lannburgh collab-
orating on the Opera House.
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The scope of the project required far more money than had been raised priva,
_ 1d,

with the help of the local newspapers, a bond election was approved in 1927. .as
4 more years befare conStruction began, because of disagreements between the %-,.,.erana,
opera supporters, the mayor, and the board of supervisors over allocations jt funds
and space. Construction finally began in the summer of 1931 and was complec:e in the
fall of 1932.

Although there were sound aesthetic reasons for designing the two buildings of the
War Memorial as a matched pair, in the end they were made identical because neither
the opera supporters nor the veterans would consent to the other having a more com-
plete, costly, or magnificent home. As the Opera House was the more complicated
structure, it was designed first and the Veterans Building derived its shape and
design from it.

Other and Later Features

Contemporary with the War Memorial Complex, the Department of Public Health Building
was constructed in 1931-32, under the direction of Samuel Heiman of the City Archi-
tect's Office. A landscaped Memorial Court, between the Opera House and the Veterans
Building, was planned by Arthur Brown along with the two ructures, but was not
built until 1936, from designs by Thomas Church.

Construction of the long-pramised Federal Building, also designed by Brown (in his
capacity as an architect for the Treasury Department), was begun in late 1933 and
campleted,in 1936. Its addition essentially brought the Civic Center to completion.

Events in the Civic Center

The beauty, monumental character, and excellent and varied facilities of the Sah
Francisco Civic Center have drawn important people, meetings, and events to it.
Two of these events are of international importance: the organization of the United
Nations (1945) and the Peace Treaties with Japun (1951).

The United Nations COnference on International Organization met in the Civic Center
between April 25 and June 26, 1945. Heads of state and delegates from 50 countries
attended the conference. Organizational details and the drafting of the United
Nations Charter occurred in the Veterans Building; the Charter was signed in an
8-hour Ceremony in the Veterans Auditorium (now the Herbst Theater) on June 26.

Ceremonial events and speeches took place in the Opera House. Concerts and public
gatherings for the delegates, including the welcoming ceremony, were in the Exposi-
tion Auditorium. The Public Library provided its facilities and services. The
United Nations Conference demonstrated how successfully the buildings in the complex
support one another in function as well as design. 10
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A little more than 6 years later, on September 8 1951, representatives of 49
nations signed a general peace treaty with Japan, returning full sovereignty to herafter World War II. Japan, in the treaty, relinquished her claims to territories
outaide the home islands. In a separate treaty between the United States and
Japan, concluded the same day, Japan granted the United States permission to con-
tinue stationing armed forces there. Both treaties, drawn in the Veterans Building,were signed in the Opera House.

Nationally important events associated with the Civic Center have been varied in
character. The Democratic National Convention of 1920, in Exposition Auditorium,
at which James M. Cox and Franklin D. Roosevelt were nominated for President and
Vice-President, respectively, helped to fulfill a key role foreseen for thatucture. City Hall's magnificent domed space has been utilized on state occasions,
including the reception of distinguished visitors, such as the Presidents of the
United States and French President Charles de Gaulle. President Warren G. Harding
lay in state there in August 1923, after his sudden death in San Francisco, as did
former Mayor Jamee Rolph, the leading political figure behind the success of the
Civic Center, in 1934. He died while Governor of California. That same year,
events associated with the violent San Francisco general strike swirled around the
Civic Center. Later events have included House Un-American Activities Committee
hearings in the 1950s, in City Hall, and anti-Viet Nam War demonstrations in the
1960s.

Archi ectur and Aesth I c Evaluation of Civic Center -len and Buildin

Within the scope of turn-of-the-century Classical architecture in the United States,
the San Francisco Civic Center contains a superlative example, in the City Hall,
and several fine examples of the mode. They cannot, however, properly be evaluated
solely in isolation. Seen in the context of the Civic Center as a Whole, and in
relation to City Hall, they together achieve distinction, if they are judged on the
degree to which each enhances the group without distracting from the City Hall.
These qualities are achieved through a harmony of color, materials, scale, size,
texture, rhythm, and style. The ensemble is a monument of architecture and a
triumph of early 20th-century American city planning.

The Civic Center carries out City Beautiful planning concepts in its Classical
Style of architecture, in its association With municipal reform, in the restraint
Shown by the individual architects in the integration of their structures into the
Civic Center plan, and in the manner in which the Civic Center defined its importance
in architectural terms. In San Francisco, moreover, the Civic Center represented
the city's emergence as a regional center of national importance.
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The San Francisco City Hall is widely regarded as one of the finest examples ofBeaux Arts Classical architecture in the United States. A very conservative
building for its day, it is within the tradition of American capitol buildings suchas the U.S. Capitol. Yet the influence of ttie Beaux Arts revival of the Baroque
ideal and Arthur Brown's masterful and scholarly hand set it apart.

City Hall also serves as a powerful centerpiece and focal point for the civic
complex, with the dome serving as the endipoint of major vistas from the eastand west and as a dominant point of reference. Although not the first building
constructed in the complex, the City Hall was the first to he designed and all
subsequent buildings have deferred to its grandeur. Every other major Civic Center
building echoes the spirit and details of the City Hall, in such general matters asthe character of the office wings and in such details as the rusticated bases.

The finest feature of the City Hall is its dome, whose exterior has been describedas an effective and coherent synthesis of the European dome from the 16th to the18th centuries. The interior domed area, with its elaborate detail, its imaginative
but correct use of Classical elements, its grand stAircase, handsome blue and gold
metalwork, and dramatic lighting, is a magnificent Baroque space, comparable to thefinest in the United States.

The siting and design of the War Memorial Complex extended the Civic Center to an
area not included in the original plan. And, although designed 15 years later thanthe City Hall, the War Memorial is, nevertheless, aesthetically inseparable fromit. The success of the complex is due principally to the designer of its buildings
= also Arthur Brown.

The planning of the War Memorial was maaterful in terms of its relationship to the
City Hall, which had been criticized as-being too short for its block.and in needof two or three more hays at each end. By lengthening the front facades of the War
Memorial buildings, they protrude beyond the wings of the City Hall and permit an
imposing view of the War Memorial from the Plaza. The lower scale of the two War
Memorial buildings and the court between them are also effective in highlightingthe City Hall. Viewed from the weat end of the complex, the War Memorial buildings
focus the view on the dome of City Hall.

The Public Library is an excellent example of American Beaux Arts architecture inthe tradition of Classical Revival European and American libraries, such as Cass
Gilbert's Detroit Public Library, on which it is closely modeled. The long arcade
of the Fulton Street facade, with the colonnade of the Federal Building, defines
the principal planning axis of the Civic Center and directs the eye from Market
Street to the City Hall dame. The Larkin Street facade, across the Plaza from City
Hall, reflects the design of the City Hall in its main features.
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The principal issue in the Library's design competition, the shape of the building
and its relation to the others in the Center, clearly illustrates the impact of the
City Beautiful movement on an individual building. The winning architect conformed
his building in shape and oxterior decoration to integrate his structure with the
plan of the Civic Center.

The Exposition Auditorium is designed in a very traditional Beaux Arta manner with
a multi-faceted facade, huge bays, and paired columns. As au aesthetic element of
the Civic Center, it plays a unique role. The other buildings defer to the City
Hall and reflect its rhythmic and Classical qualities. They might almost serve as
the base for the dome themselves in their Style, but the form of the Auditorium
facade echoes the features of the dome itself. The small scale of the Auditorium's
details, on the other hand, serves to harmonize it with the City Hall and other
buildings.

The Federal:Building links Market Street and the Civic Center visually. The unin-
terrupted rhythmic colonnade leads the eye up U.N. Plaza and Fulton Street to the
City Hall dome. The reentrant corners and the frontage on U.N. Plaza (relative to
the setback Public LibrarY) make the building more visible frOm the Civic Center
Plaza and thus appear to be more a part of the group.

The State Building, occupying the full-block street frontage, balances Exposition
Auditorium across the Plaza. The masterful handling of the War Memorial complex
brings the State Building into relationship with the other Civic Center buildings.

The Civic Center Plaza, as the central feature of the principal grouping of Civic
Center builiings, provides views that emphasize the unity of all the monumental
buildings.

In the 1912 plans for the Civic Center, in addition to the major buildings on
blocks facing the Plaza, four sites, opposite the corners of the square that would
complete the Classical wall all the way around the Plaza, were reserved. On the
four sites, only two structures, the Powerhouse and the Public Health Building,
have been constructed. The failure to build on all four corners is due to their
incluaion in the plan for aesthetic rather than practical considerations.

Of itself, the Department of Public Health Building is a simple but pleasing exer-
cise in the Italian Renaissance style. In its shape and orientation, however, it
helps to fill the gap between the ExpOaition Auditorium and City Hall; it is the
same height as those two buildings and mixes their decorative features.
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Just as the beauty and importance of the Civic Center is diffused among many ele-
ments, so no one person can be singled out as having presided over its development
and that of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. The same individuals
were, with a few exceptions, involved in both projects. Mayor Phelan, Bernard J.S.
Cahill, the Society for the Improvement and Adornment of San Francisco, Daniel
Burnham, and the supporters of the Exposition all helped mold the Civic Center
idea. Mayor Rolph and architect John Galen Howard were probably most responsible
for winning its acceptance. Arthur Brown, Jr., designed most of the buildings.
Many of the men and groups were involved at more than one stage, and some, like
Willis Polk, never left any tangible marks of their influence, yet were signifi-
cantly involved through their support and service on the various commissions and
deaign review boards that participated in the Center's growth and the building of
the Exposition. A number of other individuals deserve credit, because the architects
involved in the conception and execution of the Civic Center were an exceptional
group, and some discussion of their background and accomplishments will make
clearer the character of the individuals involved in these achievements.

Item nUmber
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and Advocates of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition and the

The architects o'_! the Civic Center were well grounded in the formal training required
ior their tasks. Six (John Galen Howard, John Reid, Jr., George Kelham,, Arthur
Brown, Jr., John Bakewell, Jr., and G. Albert Lansburgh) had attended the gcole de
Beaux Arts, and three (Howard, Walter D. Bliss, and William B. Faville) had appren-
ticed under McKim, Mead, and White.

_

The Ecole de Beaux Arts in Paris, the most important school of architecture late in
the 19th century, purveyed the ideas, which, in the United States, became incarnated
as the City Beautiful movement. Certain American schools and East Coast architec-
tural firms provided similar training and promoted many of the same ideas. The New
York City firm of McKim, Mead, and'White was one of the most influential.

Arthur Brown, Jr. , was the architect of more buildings in the Civic Center than any
other individual, and tt&y stand out as the finest. With John Bakewell, Jr., his
partner (1906-28), he planned the San Francisco, Berkeley, and Pasadena City Halls;
the Horticulture Building at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, whichwas
a domed structure larger than the Pantheon; the Santa Fe Depot in San Diego; and
many buildings at Stanford University. Later, he deaigned the War Memorial Complex,
Federal Building, and Coit Tower in San Francisco, and the Department of Labor and
Interstate Commerce Commission Buildings in Washington, D.C.'s Federal Triangle.
He served on the architectural boards of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
and the 1933 Chicago World's Fair, and chaired,the Golden Gate Exposition held on
Treasure Island in San Francisco in 1939-40.
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G. Albert Lansburgh, who assisted Arthur Brown with the Opera House, also served on
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition board. He was principally known as a
theater designer for the Orpheum chain, and built vaudeville and movie house for
the company throughout the United States.

George Kelham, the architect of the Public Library, chaired the architecture commit-
tee of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition and designed its Court of Flowers
and Court of Palms. He had arrived in San Francisco in 1909 to supervise construc-
tion of the Palace Hotel, for the firm of Trowbridge and Livingston. Kelham's
greatest impact on the city was as a skyscraper designer in the late 1920s and
early 1930s. As much as any person, he gave definition to the famous skyline that
lasted into the 1960s. His most prominent buildings are the Standard Oil Building,
the Russ Building (the city's tallest from 1927 to 1964), and the Shell Building.
As supervising architect for the University of California, he also did the plan and
four buildings at UCLA.

John Galen Howard chaired the advisory board that selected the plan for the Civic
Center (1912) and oversaw the early stages of its implementation. Although Howard
collaborated with Frederick H. Meyer and John Raid, Jr., on the Exposition Auditor-
ium, his major role in the Civic Center was that of advisor and persuasive advocate.
Howard had served on the board 0f the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo (1901),
where he designed the prize-winning Electric Tower, and chaired the board of the
Alaska-Yukon Exposition in Seattle (1909). He was also the architect of the
Hearst Memorial Mining Building at the University of California in Berkeley (1900),
remained to plan the university campus, and founded its department of architecture,
over which he presided for 25 years. During his tenure, he designed most of the
university's new buildings. Later in his career, he sat on the committee that
advised the city on the War Memorial Complex.

Frederick H. Meyer, the German-born architect who sh-red in the design of the
Exposition Auditorium, was influential in art education in the Bay Area. He was
most closely associated (1907-61) with the California School of Arts and Crafts in
Berkeley, which he founded. He served on the original advisory board of architects
for the CiVic Center and on the later War Memorial board. His most notable archi-
tectural achievements, both in San Francisco, are the Humboldt Bank Building and
the Monadnock Building.

John Reid, Jr., was the San Francisco City Architect (1912-28). In that capacity,
he played a long-term role in executing the Civic Center plan. Aside from his part
in the Exposition Auditorium, he laid out the original Civic Center Plaza, made
interior alterations to the Health Building, and designed a large number of the
city's public schools.
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Walter D. Bliss and William B. Favilla had one of the most prominent and well-respected firms in San Francisco when they won the State Building competition in1915. They had just designed the key buildings at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition. Their other San Francisco commissiona included the St. Francis Hotel,
the Bank of California, and the Geary Theater. Virtually all of their commissions
are extant, except the Exposition structures.

Bernard J.S. Cahill, an Englishman who came to San Francisco in 1891 to practice
architecture, prepared the first Civic Center plan in 1899. His 1904 plan, as
revised, served as basis for thot final design of the Civic Center. He specialized
in mausoleums but was most influential as an early advocate of city plannin-. Healso invented the "butterfly," or octahedral, map projection.

Several contributors to the Civic Center's "decorations" also deserve mention.
Jean-Louis Bourgeois assisted with the interiors of City Hall. Paul Deniville, who
executed the decorative plaster and artificial stone of City Hall's interior, also
did the travertine interiors of rle San Francisco Public Library and the huge
Palace of Machinery at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, as well as the
Pennsylvania Station in New Yotk City,(Both of the latter are demolished.) ThomasD. Church, a nationally prominent landscape architect associated with the "BayRegion tyle," planned the Memorial Court.

FOOTNOTES

1Cited in Kevin Starr, Americans and the California Dream- 1850-1915 (Santa Barbara,
Calif.: Peregrine Smith, 1981), p. 294.

2Henry Hope Reed, Jr., The Golden City (Garden Ci y, N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., 1959),
P.

3The bulk of the text of this significance stet ment has been edited and condensed
from the exhaustive presentation of the Civic Center's significance in Mlchael
Corbett's National Register of Historic Places nomipation form, which will not be
cited further.

4Starr, INE. oit., pp. 288-293.

5John Allwood, The Cr

6Folke T. Kl%Istedt,
Architecture" (Ph. D.

at Exhibitions (London: Studio Vista, 1977) pp. 119-120.

"Formal and Structural Innovations in Ameri-an Expo ition
dissertation, Northwestern University, 1973), p. 1, 148.

7Frank Morton Todd, The Stor of the Ex osition (New York: Knickerbocke Press,
1921), II, 19.
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9For example, Kihlatedt,11E. cit,, pp. 117 et

9See William H. Jordy, American Buildings_and Their Architects, vo1.3 IPAREE-
sive and Academia Ideals at the TUrn of_the Century) (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
101)-c-ii. 275-291.

10"Truman Talk Finale to Charter Adoption," San Francisco Call, June 26, 1945,
p. 1; "Truman in S.F. Today for Conference Close," San Francisco Chronicle, June
27, 1945, pp. 1 and 4;- and "Program in Honor of the Delegates to the Conference of
the United Nations" (San Francisco: Pisani Printing Company, 1945).
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Michael Corbett's National Register of Historic Places nomination contains additional
bibliography that will be useful to any student of the Civic Center, the PanamaPacific
International Exposition, and their architects.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The area generally encompasses the portions of the Civic Center plan of 1912 that
have beenbuilt up with structures in the Classical mode substantially as envisioned
in the plain-together with Marshall Square, which antedates the plan; and the War
Memorial Complex just west of City Hall, built in, 1931-32 as an extension of the
Civic Center. A precise boundary follows2

Beginning at:the south edge of the interaection of former Fulton and Leavenworth
Streets, the boundary proceeds west to the center of the intersectiu of Fulton
and Hyde, then south on Hyde to Grove, west on Grove to Larkin, aouth on Larkin
to Hayes, and west on Hayes to Polk Street. It proceeds north on Pork to Ivy
Street and:then west on Ivy to the western lot line of Block 811, Lot 1. Then
north on the western line of the lot to Grove Street, and west on Grove Street
to Franklin Street. On Franklin Street, the boundary proceeds north to McAllister
Street, emit on McAllister to Polk Street, then north on Polk Street to the northern
boundary-of Block 765, Lot 2, to Larkin Street, south on Larkin to the northern
line of Block 347, Lot 8, and east on the northern boundary of Lot 151,. Xt then
proceeds south on the eastern boundary of Block 347, Lot 8, to McAllisterStreet,
then east eta McAllister to Leavenworth,,and south on Leavenworth ektended to the
beginning point'.
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WORKING AREA LAND USE STUDY

CIVIC CENTER WORKING IVREA W RLANNIN ....AREA 3
.

San FrancisCo Civic Center (Map 1)
Numbers and letters are keyed to the specific buildings and sites of the
San Francisco Civic Center. The above numbers relate to the order in which
buildings and sites are presented Under.Atem7(deSCription) and item 8
(stateMent of significance) in the teXt. For example, 10 is the War Memorial
Complex, "a" represents the Opera House, "b" the Veterans Building and "c"
the Memorial Court. 375
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San Francisco Civic Center

Property Map Reference

Marshall Square
Pioneer Memorial la
Department of City Planning Building lb
Parking lc
Brooks Hall Ramp Id
Civic Center Powerhouse 2B
Department of Public Health Building 2D
Exposition Auditorium 3
City Hall 4
Civic Center Plaza 5
Brooks Hall 5a
Civic Center Garage 5b
Public Library 6
Library Annex 6a
California State Bui_ding 7
War Memorial 10
Opera House , 10a
Veterans Building 10b
Memorial Court 10c
Federal Building 11
United Nations Plaza 12

537 376
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War Memorial Court from west: Veterans

Building, left; City Hall, west facade,

center; Opera House, tight.

(Michael Corbett, San Francisco Heritage,

1978)
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Aerial view of part of the San Francisco

Civic Center from the northwest: City Hall

in center; War Memorial complex, lower right;

Elposition Auditorium, center behind City Hall

(Historic American Buildings Survey, 1978)
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Rotunda of City Hall.
(Michael Corbett, San Francisco Heritage,
1978)
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Herbst Theater, site of the signing of the

United Nations Charter, June 26, 194S.

(Michael Corbett, San Francisco Heritage,
1978) ;',[t
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' San Francisco Public
Librar;/, west facade 'f

(Michael Corbett', Sat Francisco Heritage; 6,

1978)
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Nrn

Site of the Louisiana
and or common Third Olynpic Gaines (1904

2. Location

For HIM _

received

date tatered

ic District
ion and

Missouri code 29

vicinity of St.

county St. Douis code 189

Classification
Category
X_ district

building(s)
structure
site
object

Ownership
public

_X private
both

Public Acquisition
In process
being considered

Status
occupied
unoccupied

_ work In progress
Accessible
X_ yes: restricted

. yes: unrestricted
no

Present Use
agriculture
commercial

X educational
entertainment
government
industrial
military

museum
park
private residence
religious
scientific
transportation
other:

4. Owner of Proper y
name Washington University

street & number Lindell

city, town St. Louis vicinity of

5. Location o Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Pardr of Deeds St. IOULS

7900 Fostreet & number

city, town Cla

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title

6310

Missiati State Hig.t *rtiey has this property been determined eligible?

date 1978

depositOry for survey records Departlient _of Natural

city, town Jefferson City
377
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Condition
X excellent

good
fair

Check one Check one
deteriorated unaltered - original site
ruins) X altered moved date - --
unexpesed

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance
Summary

The Washington University Hilltop Campus is so called informally to distinguish
it from the Medical School campus elsewhere in St. Louis.1 The principal part of
the Hilltop Campus forms a long rectangle bounded by Skinker Boulevard on the
east, Forsyth Boulevard on the south, Millbrook Boulevard on the north, and Big
Bend Boulevard on the west. Additional property lies to the south of Forsyth.
The eastern edge of the campus, the "frontyard," lies in the City of St. Louis,
while the bulk of the property lies in an unincorporated portion of St. Louis
County.

Twenty of the more than fifty buildings on the Hilltop Campus are designed in
Collegiate Gothic style. Forming the core and the dominant feature of the
campus, these structures, along with the landscaped open spaces linking them,
constitute an historic district. A number of the buildings are arranged in
quadrangles.

Unity_of the Campus

The Collegiate Gothic buildings at Washington University were designed over a
50-year period, but present a remarkably unified appearance. They are all of
red granite, laid according to closely defined standards established by James P.
Jamieson, the on-site representative of the original architects and later the
campus architect himself.

The effect of these standards is to soften the feeling of hardness usually
associated with granite.2 The campus forms a central plateau so that buildings
along the edges of the plateau have 2 stories toward the central lawns and quad-
rangles and 3 to the rear or outer sides. Only Brown, Crow, and Umrath Halls,
along the edges, do not have this grade differential. Ridgley and Eads Halls,
and Graham Chapel, in the center of the plateau, are also of uniform height.

The typical building is a long rectangle with projecting end hays, sometimea
forming wings of some length and giving the building an H-shaped plan. Such iS
the case with Brookings, Eads, Cupples II, and Prince Halls and the Womenla
Building; Umrath and McMillan Halls form 3-sided courts. Several buildings
have central or corner towers and turrets rising 3, 4, or 5 stories.

Moldings, string courses, and decorative features are of limestone. Roofs are
hipped or gabled, covered with pale green slate shingles and copper flashing.
Windows, set in limestone frames, are grouped in twos, threes, and fours, and
varied with oriels and bays. Wall surfaces are articulated horizontally with
string courses between the floors and granite parapets, sometimes crenellated,
and sometimes accented with false shaped gables. Vertical accents include but-
tresses and drainage pipes with decorative rain-water heads.

379
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Carved limestone decorative motifs include bosses on string courses and arches,
Gothic or Renaissance pinnacles, niches and panels of blind tracery, inscriptions,
and enriched doorways and centerpieces utilizing pilasters, strapwork, garlands,
and other motifs derived from English architecture of the 16th and early 17th
centuries.

A frequent motif is the University coat of arms, derived from the family arms of
George Washington, with an added row of fleur-de-lis representing St. Louis.
Superimposed on thiS or shown separately is an open book with the inscription
Per_veritatem vie ("Power through truth"), the University's motto. Iron lanterns
with decorative brackets appear on several buildings. Chimneys rise from outer
walls or from mid-roof, sometimeS With rows of octagonal or diagonal brick chimney
stacks.

The interiors have fireproof floors consisting of steel beams with concrete
between them. Original interior walls are brick and ceilings are plastered on
metal lath attached to the steel beams.3 Most interiors have been remodeled at
least once and have few distinctive features, but certain outstanding rooms are
mentioned below.

Buildings and structureS in the historic district will be inventoried, noting
their special features within the stylistic framework just outlined.

EXPOSITION- RA STRUCTURES AND SITES

Brookings Ball_(1900) (Univeruiçy Hall until 1927)

Gothic-style Brookings Nall, the eastern face of the first, or east, quadrangle,
is the dominant feature of the eastern part of the campus. It is 15 bays long,
including gabled transverse wings, and has a massive central tower 85' high.4
The east elevation rests on a balustraded terrace, dominating the view downhill
to the east, while the north and south outer elevatione drop to 3 stories.
Entrance to the main quadrangle is by means of two flights of granite stairs
mounting the terrace and through a rib-vaulted passage through the tower. The
tower has turrets at its four corners and large grids of stone-mullioned windows
on both west and east faces. The east face is surmounted by a blank a-reticle,
while the west face has a clock.

Busch Hall (1900)

Busch Hall, the south face of the first quadrangle, has 11 bays totaling 291'.
The entrances are in the end bays, which project slightly to form towers.
Extending to the east and west of the main block are ahOrter wings of 4 bays.
Incorporated into these are arches connecting Busch wit0 Brookings and January
Halle.
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Ridgley filled the west side of the first quadrangle. Though shorter in length
than Brookings (257' vs. 325'). Ridgley has 17 bays. In contrast to the early
16th-century sources of Brookings, Ridgley's models were from the 1630s.5 The
east (quadrangle) elevation has a round-arched arcade along the ground floor,
flanked by turrets topped by crown domes. The ceiling of the arcade is composed
of wooden beams forming coffers. The arcade is closely based on the Canterbury
Quadrangle of St. John's College, Oxford, with some references to Nevill's
Court, Trinity College, Cambridge.6 The center bay of Ridgley forms a Jacobean
frontispiece* with attached columns flanking the arch below and the window
above. A central wing projects 108' from the west side of the main block. It
is 1 story high* with six large windows on each side alternating with buttresses.
The interior of this wing is a single space decorated in the style of late
17th-century England. Ridgley is connected to Duncker and January Halls by
1-bay vaulted arches; on the second-floor level above these are heavily decorated
limestone oriels.

Eads Hall (1902)

Eads is attached to the west wing of Ridgley Library. With that ng, it forms
the south side of the second, smaller, or western quadrangle. It has 12 bays.
The end bays are relatively short and shallow while the second and eleventh
bays form gabled transverse wings. Entrances are in the first (from the west)
and tenth bays. Arthur Compton's important research on X-rays took place in
the east basement of this structure.

Cup.les_Hall I (1901)

Similar in massing to Busch Hall, which it faces south across the east quadrangle,
Cupples Hall I's detailing is derived from the Renaissance end of the Collegiate
Gothic spectrum. Sections of balustrade are incorporated into the parapet, a
stone centerpiece with a sundial rises above the roofline, and the entrances
have pedimented frames carved with flowered garlands. Granite arches connect
Cupples I with Brookings and Duncker Halls. The Brookings arch forms a vaulted
chamber, decorated on the outside with two stone panels of figures representing
Architecture and Engineering.

aipples Hal/ _II (1901)

Cupples II has 11 bays, with entrances in the second and tenth bays, projecting
bay windows in the first and eleventh, and an oriel in the sixth.

3
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Prince_Hall_(1901) (Liggett Hall until 1963)

Prince Hall has 14 bays including projecting ends. The lawn (north) facade has
second-floor oriels but no doors. The south facade has doors in the wings as
well as the fifth and eighth bays. The skyline above the parapet on thie side
is not aymmetrical; there are triangular gables at the second and eleventh bays
(from the west) and falSe-shaped gables at the sixth and thirteenth. Prince
Hall was built on a 30' foundation, but the basement was opened to use only in
1948) when a terrace was built along the south elevation and a court excavated
to give full access to a new student gathering place, now a library.7 This
courtyard elevation is concrete with an orange brick parapet.

Karl D. Umrath Hall (1902) [known as Tower Dormitory (1902-29) and Lee Hall
(1929-63)]

Umrath Hall has a courtyard formed by the wings extending south from the main
block; the courtyard is now closed by the Mallinckrodt Center (not in the
historic district). The lawn (north) elevation has 15 bays, including the
projecting end wings and a 3-story central tower with a smaller 5-story tower
rising from the next bay to the west. The passage through the tower has two
rib-vaulted bays. In addition to the central arch, there are five doors on the
north elevation. The south end of the west wing is a 5-bay hall with beamed
ceiling, Jacobean woodwork, and a bay window facing'south.

Francis Gymnasium (1902)

The gymnasium has overall dimensions of 94' by 181 with 3 stories and a base-
ment, but the western 108' (6 bays) are devoted to the 75'-wide main hall.
The main bulk of the building is concentrated in the east elevation, which is
On axis with Graham Chapel. This facade consists of five wide bays, the second
and fourth of which form towers. The principal doorway is a broad, carved arch
closed by a wooden traceried screen. Francis Gymnasium has recently been
renovated as part of a new Sports Complex, and has been connected to the modern
fieldhouse adjacent to it on the north. Its fabric, however, has been left
essentially intact.

Francis Field (1902-03

Francis Field is adjacent ts Francis Gymnasium. It is surrounded hy an iron
railing and is entered by a monumental gateway, which is its principal feature.,
at itS eaSt end. The gateway wan erected to commemorate the 1904 Olympic
Games. The gate consists of four granite and limestone pieta supporting a
double central gate and two side gates. The name of the field is worked into
the Ironwork arches above each of the three openings, and historical information
is found on two bronze plaques attached to the central piers. .

382
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Inside the gate. the field is equipped with bleachers on the south side only. They
are not those us3ed at the time of the Olympics. Both the baseball field and the
running track WE-thin the field have been shifted from their previous configurations.

LATER COLLEGIATE: GOTHIC_STRUCTURES

McMillan Hall (k 90_6)

McMillan, perhapw the fullest expression of Cope's residential quadrangle system,
has the most valed elevation of any of the Collegiate Gothic buildings at Washing-
ton University. It surrounds three sides of a grassy central court, the fourth
(south) side of which is closed by an iron railing. The main entry is through an
archway in the -.ast wing. The passageway, which has a coved and wood-beamed vault,
is surmounted 1)N.- a 3-story tower, with an adjacent subsidiary tower of 4 stories.
In the west wilm on axis with the entrance passageway, is the main entrance which
forms a miniaturre three-sided court of its own. The principal doorway and window
above it are rLehly embellished with pilasters, a semicircular balcony, and a
broken pediment. The somewhat irregular fenestration facing the court is surmounted
by a total of eleven gables. MOtillan has a minor wing projecting from the west
side of the cour-r and another projecting from the north end of the east side of the
court.

Graham C11211±1.(It907)

Graham Chapel srves as the main focus of the central portion of the campus and
closes the axis from Francis Gymnasium. With an outline similar to Kings College
Chapel, Cambridgwa, and reminiscent of other contemporary collegiate ellapel, it is
also key to estalishing the stylistic tone of its area of the campus.8

The Chapel is a rectangle measuring 121' by 45', with turrets at each corner and
attractive carve c=1. stonework in the cornice. The structure is 8 bays long, but-
tressed, with a large east window representing the dedication of Solomon's Temple.
The main facade (west) is decorated with numerous carved bosses. Inside, the beamed
ceiling reaches .471-9' at the apex. The balcony was added in 1946 when a pipe organ was
presented.9

Newton R._Wilson Nemorial Hall_(1923)_

This structure i:es marked by limestone buttresses. It presents 2 stories toward the
lawn (north) but has a moat-like grading that exposes the windows of the lower level
on this side as well as to the south. In 1977 a 3-story addition was made to the
east end of Wilon. The original part of the building has 13 bays on the north
side centered on a wide but relatively short tower. The south side, by contrast,
has 17 bays wit towers rising from the fifth-sixth and twelfth-thirteenth bays.
The towers are ornamented by plaques representing Atlas supporting the globe.
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liMuncker Hall (1923)

Muncker Hall balances the northwest wing of Brookings Hall opposite it on tile

c=guadrangle as well as January Hall on the south side oE Ridgiey. It is12 ha,'s
1 ong with the main entrance in the third bey opposit the end of the RidglaY.ercade. A projecting stairtower and entrance is on the corresponding bay Of 7E

tmwt he north (3-story) elevation. Frank M. Cann and AngeXa Corrubla, graduates Of
1..;.lashington University's school of architecture, designd this structure.
=race Valid Jahuary Hall (1923)

I:Whe hall is named on the inscription above the main eritrance which is in 1Cs =
hird bay, mirroring that of Duncker. It is 13 bays L ong but divided Igo ttdo

..Istinct patterns of fenestration. The seventh north heay has another entrancO,
asetnd this is reflected on the south by a maj or stairtowar topped with pinuscle0.

he eastern half of the upper floor is occupied by a library with a timber'. -
t_russed ceiling.

arias Rebstock Hall 926)

IL-Zebstock Hall has 17 bays, the first and last two articulated to form sligrxt
e =nd pavilions. Rebstock has three la.ter wings, actually separate ',Mango;
A_...dolphus Busch III Laboratory of Biology (1957), bionanto Laboratory (1965),
a _=rtd the Life Sciences Support Building (1973), as well as a greenhouse.
0 the wings are outside the historic district.) Rmodeling in 1976 added
ta...ansard-roof-like structures of dark brown-colored metma behind the parapet 011b -oth sides of the central tower, the most notable exterior alteration to ate
h- istoric portion. Rebstock has a moat similar to thoe of Wilson and Sever,

A=u-t W. Olin Women's Building (1927)

Tit-te Women's Building has 11 bays including four gables -rld a central rower °WI'
tlia-te entrance. The tower is faced with a tall Gothic aedicule. The building iA
t.=_aised a half story above the level of the lawn and 1-xas stairs providing alleti-ttrance to the lower level from this side.
livinan Crow Rail (1933)

Tba-tis structure is an irregularly shaped building. It hs 2 stories anal) beye
est to west, including a somewhat lower -scaled 2-by--3 13..ay wing at the soucheasecrner. It is linked by a granite arch to Cupples I to the south end by af;
interior passage to Arthur Holly Compton Hall to the norh (outside the b1got-1C

3814
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e Wa oriel Hall (1935

Brown MemoriaDL Hall isslirregularly shaped 3-1-itory building of 13 bays, roughly
similar to Wa_-5,man Crew Hall. The two western=nnost bays have only 2 atoriea,
because of thsAm high ceilings of the large 11ia21 that fills the upper story..
This room his a stone chimneypiece, oak panelfnzeig, and a timber-trussed ceiling.
The eastern tantree bevel Brown Hall are eAlarmrged to form a tower embellishad
with buttreeas and pinnacles.

Sever Institie of Technolo 194

Sever is _ yemmetricea: 5 bays at the north it= a 3-story tower. The pasoago
through the .gower has a flat-beamed ceiling and opens to the north 8ic10

through two ached brick window-like opening0. The body of the building hao
herringbonetterned orange brick spandrela a-N-amt between the limestone-fromeJ
windows. Orm=xite is splayed in the tower, paripet, and south end. A moat-like
grade exposes the ground-floor windows on the plateau side of the building.

Loud rman ML (1951)

This buildiug has an symmetrical elevation famxcing the lawn (south). It ha0
eight baye, Ufte first(frmn the west) projectimmag slightly, the second a town%
of 3 storie0 with themake entrance and the elMghth projecting forward a full
bay. To the =ear (north) are two 3-bay wings.

INTRUSIONS

The Hilltop eiminpus Historic District contains camonly two buildings, Olin Libraty
(1960) and ffelumont Mill= (1965), that may Babe deemed intrusions because of
their recent ate and mm-conforming style* 01 1:hough it should be noted tlin
both make use tef red Missouri granite laid acoossrding to the original standards,
and both Were JLatendedby their architects to b compatible with their surround--
/Ags while utf_aizing anon-historic design idiomma.

The library ism a large3-story square surroundedEl by a 1-story concrete coMbina-..
tioa arcade Amsd tatram. The first floor is larrzgely glass, with some panels of
granite. The second floor has a continuous li-rae of clerestory WindoWs above
beige brick *seals, utile the third floor is part= granite and partly a limestone
grid of windeuers. Themain entrance is on the emmaat side on axis with the areb
connecting Dwuumkar withitidgley.
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Beaumont Pavilion (1965

The pavilion is a stage intended for orchestral concerts and academic ceremonies. It
consists of a granite-faced condrete podium, with concrete and granite posts supporting
a copper-clad roof.

Condition-

Although the functions of many of the buildings have changed since their erection,
their physical condition remains excellent.

Footnotes

IThia deacription is an edited version of that in the National Register of Historic
Pieces nomination prepared by Esley Hamilton of the St. Louis County Parks Department
in 1978.

2James P. Jamieson, Intimate Histor- of the Cam us and Buil4ings of Washington Uni-
versity, St. Louis (St. Louis: Mound City Press, 1941), pp. 14-15; William Glasgow
Bowling, "Names That Live," (Unpublished Manuscript in Washington University Archives,
1971), Chapter 5, p. 9. The masons callel Jamieson's rules "The Ten Commandments.

3Jamieson, p. 32.

4Th1s and subsequent dimensions of the early buildings are taken from Willi L.Thomas, Liator-ofSt.lwilMi (St. Louio: S.J. Clarke, 1911)
134.

5Talbot Faulkner Hamlin, The
p. 249.

t in Arch _ectu e (New Haven: Yale, 1926).

6Doreen Yarwood, The Architecture of En (London: Batsford, 1963), p. 196.

7Alexander S. Langsdorf, "The Story of Washington University, 1853-1953," (-npub-
lished Manuscript in Washington University Archives, 1956), p. 533.

9The chapel is a copy, much reduced in size, of King's College Chapel, Cambridge
University, Cambridge, England. Jamieson, .21E. cit., p. 31. Calder Loth and Julius
Trousdale Sadler, Jr., The Only Proper Style (Boston: New York Graphic Society,
1975), pp. 54-55, suggest Eton College Chapel as the closest source.

9Langsdorf, 11E. t., p. 532.
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The Washiegon University Hilltop Campus Historic District is significant for its
associatjwib the Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904), the largest in area and
scope of 140fIcl'er. Fairs to that date, and for the third in the modern series of Olympic
Games, heldin cnonjunction with the exposition. Although not specifically designed
as exposition sr:ructures, the early buildings at Washington University remain one of
the largeM ext.gant groupings from the heyday of World's Fairs in this country.

The campus sly -Isis° be significant for the stylistic unity of its architecture and
for the distingLxished individuals associated with Washington University.

IAIRRLY

WashingtooKveminsity was founded in 1853 on Washington's Birthday as Eliot Seminary
and renakedfor the first President of the United states the next year. The Law
School OpeoM irx 1867. The Art Department, founded in 1879, is the origin of both
the Schoolof F%Lne Arts and the St. Louis Art Museum. St. Louis Medical College,
founded isl 1842 became the WashingtOn University Medical School in 1891; it main-
tains a 5ogirat4m campus at Barnes Plaza. Washington University's first buildings
were on tie blc*ek bounded by 17th Street, St. Charles Street, 18th Street, and
WashillgtOrtiVentx in downtown St. Louis.1

Robert Brookingm , who in 1895 became president of the Board of Directors of Washington
University, had made a fortune of several million dollars by the age of 40 as partner
in the flrz of Emanuel Cupples and Company, which controlled more than half the nation's
trade in woodenww.re and willowware. He retired from business to accept the university
post. He devotimai the same energies to this position as he bad earlier to business
(and ns be Woo t:c) do after his move to Washington, D.C., in 1922 to the establishment
of a center forr the study of economies and government that became the Brookings
Institutioo in 1-927).2 The continuity of his leadership as president of Washington
University for 32 years is reflected in the unusual consistency of the campus design,
which he esuperim-rended. Brookings had this opportunity partially because the univer-
sity Wa0 sibvisig In° a new campus at the beginning of his tenure.

In 1894, 10ac_cms running between Skinker Boulevard and Big Bend Boulevard, south of
Millbrook had, were purchased. The office of Frederick Law Olmsted, the foremost
landscape dosignAer in the country at that time, was hired to prepare the site plan.
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While Olmsted probably did not personally supervise the project,3 his firm did pre-
pare a preliminary plan the following year, which emphasized Che importance of the 50
acres extending from the University's property south to Forsyth Boulevard. This land
was acquired in 1899. Olmsted Brothers promptly revised the plan, and six nationally
prominent architectural firms were invited to participate in a competition for the
new buildings, using the Olmsted plan as a suggestion but not a rigid guide. Cope
and Stewardson of Philadelphia were announced the winners late in the year.4

Walter Cope and John Stewardson had opened their office in 1885.5 They had a comfort-
able country house practice, based partly on the social position of Cope's family, and
deriving stylistically from the stone-and-shingle manner of Wilson Eyre.6 By 1890
they were doing work in a Colonial Revival style well-informed by local tradition.7
Their chief fame came, however, from their collegiate work. They were Bryn Mawr's
campus architects from 1885, and in the mid-90s designed a large dormitory complex
for the University of Pennsylvania and three influential buildings at Princeton.

All these buildings were variationa on the style of architecture seen at Oxford,
Cambridge, and Eton and variously called Collegiate Gothic, Tudor, or "Jacobethen."8
This style is transitional, shading from the Late English Gothic or Perpendicular to
the free use of Classical forms and details. This transition in style took place
within an unvarying framework of long 2- and 3-story gabled buildings grouped around
closed quadrangles punctuated with chapels, halls, and tower gateways.

In America, Gothic had been used in individual college buildings since 1824 when Old
Kenyon was built in Gambier, Ohio. Kenyon Coluege also boasts an early example of
the use of late Perpendicular or Tudor in Ascension Hall, built in 1859.9 The
Collegiate Gothic of Tudor and Jacobean England, with its large grouped windows and
intimate scale, had a functional appeal for American colleges. On the symbolic level,
it had attractive connotations of the English collegiate virtuea.10

The concept of a Collegiate Gcthic quadrangle made much slower headway against the
American tradition of separate buildings on a lawn. William Burges, au admirable
English architect of the High Victorian Gothic, designed a monumental series of four
quadrangles for Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, in 1873, but anly one side
of one quadrangle was ever finished." Acceptance of the quadrangle plan came
first with Stanford University in 1888, designed by Olmsted and executed by Shepley.
Rutan, and Coolidge in a Richardsonian Romanesque. This was followed by Henry Ives
Cobb's design for the University of Chicago (1891), a quadrangle surrounded by 4- and
5-Story limestone piles that were vaguely Gothic but had no resemblance to Oxford or
Cambridge. 12 Charles McKim's quadrangle for Columbia University (1893) was clothed
in Nee-Classical forms, with a Pantheon-like library in the center. The following
year, Cope and Stewardson designed their full-blown Jacobean dormitory group for the
University of Pennsylvania that achieved a quadrangle scheme on a grand scale,
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which their buildings at
Stewardson died tragically
along the courae they had
neering partner.

Bryn Mawr and PrinCeton had only approximated. John
in a skating accident 111896, but Walter Cope continued
begun together with StOndson's brother Emlyn aa ertgi-

Cope and Stewardson's plan for Washington Uniwenity united the best featnres of
their previous collegiate buildings: the quadrang10 from Pennsylvania, the refined
stonework from Bryn Mawr and Princeton, and the emdmntal tower from Blair Mall at
Princeton, and turned them into a unified oomPosition. The key recommendation of the
Olmsted plan, and the one that still underlie% themearance of the universlty, was
the leveling of the top of the hill to create a plateau. (This) topography which
seems natural today, was achieved only by fillinglw spots as much as 30' detep.)13
The Olmsteds also suggested that the buildingS beplaced on the perimeter of this
central high ground in an orderly but widely. spacdway. Walter Cope's idea was to
pull the buildings closer together, bree.king up the sprawling central eren into
smaller units. Since money was available for oftlyfise buildings at first, Cope's
plan promised an immediate impact. It called for aftont (east) quadrangle ccmnposed
of four buildings with the ends of two more filling in corners, a larger second
quadrangle immediately behind that, and a clnsterof residental quads flankAng the
chapel in the mid-portion of the plateau. Physiceiducation facilities were grouped
at the west end of the campus.

The first buildings were started in late 1900 ad mid-1901. They included. Busch
Hall, University Hall (called Brookings after 1927), and Cupples 1, forming three
sides of the first quedrengle;14 Cupplas II 04 the north side of the prnjected
second quadrangle; and Liggett Hall (called Prince Hall since 1963), the first
dormitory in the mid-campus area. Brookings Rau, with its large tower based on
precedents at St. John's and Trinity Colleges, abridge, dominated the group.15

Louisiana Purchase Ex osition

Occupancy of the new campus was expected in the fahof 1902. In the meantime, how-
ever, plans for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition hd taken shape. They called for
a 1903 St. Louis World's Fair on a scale hitherto Wmown, filling the western two-
thirds of the City's Forest Park and extending into St. Louis County; the fair,
however, was postponed until 1904. The Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company, headed
by former Governor David R. Francis, viewed the ekerging Washington University campus
as a site for activities and the new permanent bnildings as appropriate headqnsrters
for the Company. Robert Brookings, taking advantage of this situation* shrewdly
negotiated a lease agreement that provided fund% for more new buildings: Lhnrath
Hall, Ridgley LibrPly, and the athletic facilitiesof Francis Gymnasium and Francis
Field.16 Ridgley Library filled the center of the oa side of the main quadrangle.

Eads Hall was attached to Ridgley's projecting
dormitory along the south side of the campus
axis to the west. Thus, by 1903, Washington
additional engineering laboratories, a power
facilities.

west wing. Umrath Hall added a second
and Francis Gymnasium closed the main
university had nine major buildings,
plant, the athletic field, and other
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Tilitittately . all these bu Idings were used in the feir, and the east lawn below the
hill was C4=rwered with the temporary pavilions of foreign timmns: Argentina, Austria-
Hungary, Aieagium, Brazil, China, Cuba, the Netherlands, ttaly, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Siam, and EShweden.17 Great Britain had a large paviliondesitzmned as an enlarged copy of
the Orangaie at Kensington Palace, set in a formggardea.- The British Government
also used iflhe upper floor of Ridgley Library to dleplay sax selection of the gifts
received tow Queen Victoria on her Diamond Jubilee. Ridg-aeY, dubbed the Hall of
InternatiOm=cal Congress, was used for a variety of gatherings.

The other 'auildings were used as follows:

Brookings: Administration, including the receptionavieit2OLng dignitaries.

Busch: DLision of Works for the architects, engineers, dremaitsmen, and construction
managers of! the fair.

Cupples It Anthropology, including mummies in the basement.

Cuppies IX= Jefferson Guard, the security headquartere for t==he fair.

Bads: Boad of Lady Managers a group appointed byth fair to arrange activities of
special imt=erest to women.

Uarath Rail- : Used as a dormitory by Exposition

Prince (LiAL2gett) Ball: Dormitory for principals _of iidwest emmcondary schools visiting
the fair.

Frannie Gy1iasium and Francis Field: Physical culrme, emxlminating in the Third
Olympic G*aniamS.

The Intrausi_=al Railway, which connected all parte a the =Affair, wound through the
campus with stops northwest of Cupples II and inmedigay opP-mcosite (east of) the main
gate of Pregmcis Field. To the east, the Administration BUilc=ling overlooked the axis
of Lindell Moulevard, the "midway" of the fair* andits carn:dLval contrast to the air
of scholariw dignity projected by the new campus buildings.

The Third CUMLympic Games

The third ajlE the modern "Summer" Olymp Games was had on tlRae grounds of Washington
University M_To 1904. This wee the first such evost Othe Urited States and remains,
along with he 1932 and 1984 Olympics in Los Angeleo,the orwaly ones hosted by this
country. Flmmneis Gymnasium and Francis Field, provided for in the original campus
design, wer completed specifically to accommodate tMOlympic== activities.

5138
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Both facilities were named to honer David R. Franei_s, president of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition Company, and the person generalIELy credited with ita success.
Francis had already achieved a conaidenble reputation . After a successful career as
a wholesale grain dealer and banker, ad as publisher= of the St. Louis Re ublio, he
served as Mayor of St. Louis (188589),Governor of gi=assouri (1889-93), and Secretary
of the Interior (1896-97). Be was Subsequently Ambagsmador to Russia (1916-17) duririg
the crucial period of the 1917 Revolunon,18

The ancient tradition of the Olyepieshad been revived in Athens in 1896. The eond
held in Paris in conjunction Idth the Internati....onal Exposition of 1900. Th

outstanding accomplishments of Ameticanathletes in th7aose years pointed to a site in
the United States for the third Meeting, The Internati_onal Olympic Committee seleCted
Chicago in 1901. Francis, undeterred,cmnilY appnintud James E. Sullivan, secretag
of the (U.S.) lUnateur Athletic Unicia,as his chief of the DeparLment of Phyaical
Culture for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.19 Saki_livan announced that he wOuM
hold a major athletic competition in %Louis in 1904 with or without OlyMpic sane-
Ural. This threatened the financial gdections of Mane Chicago planners and led to
the transfer of the official OlyMpie designation to Louis.

The Olympics in Paris had lost much oftheir impact co the larger specta le of which
they were a part, and the same Vea unfortunately in St. Louis. Only eight
fOreign countries were officially represented in the cc=xmpetition: Australia, Canadef
Cuba, Gemmany, Greece (by two athlete0,Hungary (thec=a part of the Austroliungarim
Entire), Ireland (not then a ooVereign nation), and South Africe.20 Neither the

United Kingdom nor France had offieikldelegations.

Not surprisingly, given the ex:ent mfumpetition, tt=le United States dominated; h
track and field, they won 23 of 25 events and swePt small but 5 places. The list d
American winners reflected the divet'seAhnio straine of the nation: John Flanagan
(hammer throw), Myer Prinstein (longjap and trip1 em5_. jump), Charles Dvorak (pole
vault), Martin Sheridan (discus), Dt,G. E. Sheldon (platform diving), Oalph Rod
(16-lb shotput), C. M. Daniels (440-yardswim), Archie Hell (100-m and 200-Mdashes),
Harry Hillman (400-m run and 400-re hurdles), James Lighmatbody (800-m and 15uu-m rUns),
Frederick Sehule (110-m hurdles), 9ftuelJonea (high Miump), and Thomas Hicks (Mara-
then). The only United States blsek Athe games, C. C. Poage, took tWo thirds in
hurdles.21

The official games occupied the wenic nfAugust 29-Septemmber 3. The pageantry includd
the presence of Alice Roosevelt, the Presidcrit's dawighter, who giT.'re out medals.
Attendance, hawever, was not as greatahad been expe...cted.22 Furthermore, the nem
"Olympic" or "Oly-rapiae," as was then =ant, had been devalued by beirg attached 0
virtually every athletic competition beldat the fair. These events had ranged from
Bohemian and Turnverein gymnastics tchmdicap ranee and high school rallies. No

doubt the most notorious of them Waa theAnthropology _Days," when representatives of
various "aboriginal" racial groups, including Africoc=a pygmies, Ainus, Moros, and

Sioux lneians, competed in games for Aieh they were for the most part untrained end
physically unprepared.
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In spite of the rathermodest popular 1../Lmpact the St. Louis Olympics had at the time,
they were an Important step forward a=in the history of amateur athletics in this
country. Almost every Mcord from the tptwo previous Games was bettered and done so by
college athletes tether than older A 1-Abletic club members. Both features were to
characterize later 01Ppics.

Later Develo ment of theCam us

In January 1905, the Xversity Moved 1-2,..nto its buildings, which had been vacated by
the fair, and in APrilof that year arl Arbor Day was held that began the system of
plantings that remaim one of the nOti-able features of the campus023 This strong
landscape design aYstem was superimp0a..-ed over but complementary to the quadrangle
plan. The landscape deolgn should Proloom.ably be credited to Henry Wright, who later
achieved fame as a planner of new tolios.... He was at the time in charge of the office
of George Kessler, Whohad been the fal,r-='s landscape architect.24

Walter Cope had died 1111902, but he 041m..d apparently left numerous designs, including
one for the UniverstO chape1.25 111e designs permitted construction of McMillan
Hall (MdMillan DorMitoryfor Women) in IcZ9C16 and Graham Chapel in 1907. Both buildings
were sited according torhe original calttnpus plan, and supervised by James P. Jamieson,
who had set up CoPe nd Stewardson's office in St. Louis in 1900 and supervised
construction of the University's first br.uildings.,

After the Chapel, therewas a hiatus ot more than a decade before construction again
began. During this dm, when enrolltcnent nearly tripled, the University became
hard-pressed for space, Jamieson, who h4_ad returned to Philadelphia, came back to St.
Louis in 1912 to set up his own praCtIM=me, taking George Spearl as partner in 1918.
Jamieson was stronglyin favor of a comuntinuation of the original plan and style.26
From 1920 to 1950 the firm remained tt-Ahe campus architects, even after Jamieson's
death in 1941, and theCollegiate Gofhttic style established by Walter Cope and the
Stewardsons was maintained.

In the matter of planning, however, Jaoii.eson had less influence. Gabriel Ferrand, a
faculty member of the School of Archireczrure, advocated a new plan keeping the_Quad-
rangle, but laying outa new area foy he arts in the forecourt between Brookings
Hall and Skinket Boulevard, and expend-rarag the departments behind and to the west of
the Quadrangle: the natural scienceft to.cm. the south and engineering to the north* in
an arta to be closed tothe west by the chape1.27 The Ferrand plan was effectively,
though not officiallyodopted.

The south half of the fotTcourt was hall:ran in 1921-26 with Bixby Hall for the School
of Fine Arts (not included in this namirnmaation). Wilson Hall for Geology, completed
in 1923, faced Sada southwest of the Q4mmadrangle, and Rebstock (1925-27), also free
standing, was entirelyogside the seoP4 of the plan. Both buildings did, however,
relate to the central plgeau in the mAmmner established at the beginning: 2 stories
facing the central space, and 3 stories to the outside. Together, they defined the
south edge of the caltipsin the gap left between the earlier buildings.
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The Women's Build witompleamted in 1928.28 it was built near Willem Halls. then
the women's dorzn.tofY, but woe sited without any obvious reference n the buil_clinAgs
on the opposite oide Othe canpue, and left a large gap where there: should hav been
something to clone the inocreeested by Umrath Hall and its maple walkway. The Univer
Silty's; deciaion in 19g0 ere.,rt a row of nine fraternities at the wmt end tm* the
campuo coat another coonunitNK to reinforce the quadrangle conceptin the dorMeitory
area."

A new physics builniet ,ymau Crow Hall, was constructed in 1933. Tim site oe1-4ected
vas just north of cobtoloI$ arrad the building was designed to complement the eaAstern
elevations of CupPloe adiStoottinga. A 1934 bequest for the Brown School of Scacial
Work wao seized on ag soppolmrtunity to restore balance to the hilltop groupizmg.30
It achieved nits gool wry offmmectively, but at the cost of precludtg any erpazimsion
of the Chemistry Dept:tit/Ma traseen in Busch. This problem was finally rectifieead in
1951-52 by the coostrectim of =.ouderman Hall. Louderman filled in th space nezmitt to
Cupplea It and opPoeitelebatot=mk Hall, and completed the row that extends west past
the Women's Building toWdllazmn Hall.

Louderman Hall won en% hot bul_-_lding on the campus built by Jamieson and SpearZ3L and
the last in the Coll-keine Got=hic style. It was preceded in 1948-50 by the ever
Institute, Which inCZeOced tr=iangulariy patterned brickwork into the heretanofore
entirely atone eampne,1 Sevezmr did fill the gap between Duncker end Cupplee MEI in
harmony with the ori8t3S1Plen and ita arch and tower Closed the umt end oliff the
walkway ciceed at tbe van.mnd igly the arch and-tower of McMillan Hall.

In summary, it can be nid tha_t in spite of deviations in campuaplanning and con
struction after 19200 threaut at the end of 50 years was a maim of ramerarable
harmony of color, acat.elind peuLttern that faithfully reflected the intentions o2SE the
Olmsted plar, Wel.ter C40,_ arI Jamas P. Jamieson. Internal altentiono of7 the
buildinge +nave effecteAlheir ammxternal appearance only minimally. Me moot reemcent
buildinge have' With C011neo ...exceptions, bean held behind the central area oJE! the
campuo, told thone exCvnone, tiEhe Olin Library (1960), hy Murphy and !lackey, enel the
Beaumont Pavilion 090, by ernoud Mutrux Bauer, have been praised for iheir
sensitivity to tbe naelvdtrodtLtions.

Notable Assoeii_

In addition to the pi1eflt intlividuals mentioned earlier, Washingtonlinivereirmir has
always; attracted out niog 5c!==.1nolars, including several Nobel Prizewinners inns_ the
Medical School. The conuelloress have been particularly outstanding. Winfield HE;cott
Chaplin, who served frwil$91 tc.. 1907,wao a mathematician and a stuiMmtof phy5ic=m8.33
Hie successor, David tom4in Remouston,-an'historian, came from the presidency 01R! the
University of Testae.. Uldeft Seat. Louie to betome Secretary of agrialture(191221.ZO
in President WoodrowtklmOs Ca7lbinet, and later Secretary of the Treastay(1920-21K).3:
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erbert S Hadley, chancellor irt -46,had had a dis-C _nguished career in law and
politics. A lawyer from Kansas City, hehad been elected A_ttorney General of Missouri
in 1904 and Governor in 1909, the frstRoublicen to hal =d that office since Recon
struction.35 He had been a favorite so candidate for =President in 1912, and, in
1924, during his tenure as chancellor, os offered the V IcePresidential nomination
by Calvin Coolidge but declined it.36

Arthur Holly Compton won the Nobel Erizein Physics (1921) for work done primarily in
Eads Hall, while he was. Wayman Crow Professor of Physi4a (1920-23). His discovery
that the wavelength of Xrays changes m scattering wee; termed the Compton Effect.
In 1923-45 he taught at the University of Micago. (His holmme in Chicago is a National
Historic Landmark.) _In 1945 he re turudto Washington tin_iversity as chancellor and
remained until 1953.37

Footnotes
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8Ralph V. Hammett, Architectur the
1976), calls it "Tudor Eclgcnic,"wFeil
(New York, Braziller, 1974), calls It
by Marcus Whiffen in AmericAn Arch
Press, 1969), pp. 178-1

ted (NeU Y-ork: John Wiley & Sons,
gter C. Kidney, The_Architecture of_Choice
obean." The rerm "Jacobethan" is defined
since 1780 (Ceobtmridge, Massachusetts: MIT
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The Washington University Hilltop Campus Historic District is bounded by an imaginary
line not corresponding to any surveyed boundary but intended to separate the histor-
ically significant buildings and spaces from thoae more recent.

Beginning at the intersection of Forsyth Boulevard and the unnamed transverse road
that crosses the campus between BroOkings and Givens Halls; thence north along the
midline of this transverse road to Millbrook Boulevard, thence west to a point on an
imaginary line drawn along the east front of Compton Hall; thence south to a point
opposite the juncture of Compton and Crow Halls; thence west through this juncture to
the north-south footpath between Compton and Urbauer Halls; thence eouth and west
along this path and the adjoining path past the south front of Urbauer Hall and
continuing west along the north front of Cupples Hall II to the path.between that
hall and Bryan Hall; thence north to the south front of Bryan Hall; thence in an
irregular line along the south fronts of Bryan Hall and MdMillan Hall; thence north
along the west side of McMillan Hall; to the sidewalk parallel to the east-west
campus drive; thence west along this walk to the north-south staircase and walkway on
the northwest side of Maillan Hall; thence south along this walkway and in an irregu-
lar line around the west side and west wing of McMillan Hall to the east-west
Fraternity Row walkway; thence along this walkway to the north-south walkway paral-
leling the east edge of the Francis Field parking lot; thence west along the south
edge of the parking lot and continuing west past the north side of Francis Gymnasium
to Big Bend Boulevard; thence south along the east side of Big Bend Boulevard to
Fortyth Boulevard; thenee.east along the north side of Forsyth Boulevard to A point
on an imaginary north-south line drawn along the west side ot Prince Hall; thence
north to a point on an Imaginary east-west line -drawn along the south end of the west
wing of Umrath Hall; thence oast along this line and continuing east past the north
front of the Mallinckrodt Center; thence north then east around the northeast wing of
the Mallinckrodt Center, and'continuing east past the north front of Busch Laboratory
to a point opposite the juncture of Busch Lab end Rebstock Hall; thence south through
this juncture and in an irregular line generally east around the south front of
Rebstock Hall; thence continuing east past the north front of Monsanto Laboratory and
the south front of Wilson Hall to the east edge of the north-south drive that enters
the campus from Forsyth BoulevardAust west of Brown Hall; thence south along this
ndge to Forsyth Boulevard; thence east along the north side of Forsyth Boulevard to

2 starting point.
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South side of Francis Field, looking
southwest. (James H. Charleton,
National Park Service, 1985)
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hi The New York State Building, Pan-American Exposition, 1901.

andor,commOn 'The Buffalo and Erie County Historical Societyif--
2. Location

25 Nottingham Cou& number

clivitown Buffalo iviclinity of

not for publication

Category
district
bullding(a)

_ structure
site
object

na-

street & num

cit

Ownership
public

_X private
both

Public Acquisition
_ in process

being considered

wner of Proper
The Honorab

Statue
occupied
unoccupied

_ work In progress
Accessible

yes: restricted
yes: unreetricted
no

Present User
agriculture
commercial
educational
entertainment
government
Industrial
military

_.L museum
_ park
_ private residence

religious
_ scientific
_ transportation

other

ames D. Griffin, ayor, City of Buffalo, City Hall, Buffalo, NY 14202

The Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, 25 Nottingham Court,

ion of Legal Description
Office of the County Clerkcourthouse, regia ry of deeds, etc.

25 Delaware Avenue& number

city, town Buffalo
eta NY 14202

Representation in Existing Surveys
National Register of Historic Sites has this property

X
1979

date

ermined eligible? X_ yes no

_ state county local

depoitOi Urvey records 3uffalo andrErie County Historical Society

city
25 Nottingham Court

Buffalo NY
403
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7. Dezcp
Condition

excellont
good
fair

Check one Check one
deteriora ed unaltered original ste
ruins _ altered moyed dale
unexposed

Describe the present and original til known) physical aPpearance

In 1900 plans for a New York State building were opened to
competitive design, R.W. Gibson, president of the Architectural
league of New York selected the plans of George dary, founder
of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design. Cary planed a structure
faced and corniced in white Vermont. marble to emulate the
Parthenon in Athens, and he meant it to be distinguished by-the
"solidity-and force" of the Doric style. Before Cary made
additions in-1927, the building was rectangular, 130' x 80 x
50. In 1927 construCtion began pn the East and West wings that
measure 55" x 38', and now house the library and auditorium
Cary's d&sign of the additions waa compatible with the original
structure, he was concerned that the aesthetic unity be main-
tained. A formal dedication was held ln May of 1929. The ten
free-standing columna which frame.the Southern facade are cut
to the same proportion (length to height) as.the columns at the
Parthenon. Above them, the tympannum contains a highly styl-
ized classical rendering of figures which represent Philosophy,
Industry, Art, Husbandry, History, Science, Mars the god of
War, Religion, and Lau+. The pedestal is 61 x 17 feet, and
flanks a 40 foot wide monumental stairway the center of which
is one inch higher than the sides. Optically undetectable,
this slight bulge nevertheless adds to the imposing impression
of the facade. The structure is so positioned on a natural
semicircular decline that ends in the.North Bay of Delaware
Lake that, on still days,. the whole structure can be seen
reflected. In 1929 sculptural plagues were added to the ex-
terior of the building. Executed by Edmond Amateis these
groups commemorate significant episodes in the history of the
Niagara Frontier: e.g. the surveying of Western New York, the
sorcery trial of the Seneca sachem Red Jacket, the opening of
the Erie Canal, the underground railroad, Commodore Perry's
victory on Lake Erie, Millard Fillmore addressing the Buffalo
Historical Society. These groups measure, in stone, the popu-
lar attention to history in Western Ikr..w York.

The Northern Facade is particularly noteworthy. Six three-
quarter columns stand at either side of the bronze doors. J.
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Woodley Gosling (who designed the doors in Trinity Church in
New York City) was recruited to design an entranceway. Ralph
Hinton Perry, the famous young sculptor of the "Fountain of
Neptune" at the Library of Congress, executed his desion.
Henry Bonnard Bronze Co. cast the twelve-foot high, two ton
doors. Classical reclining nude female figures Art and Science
preside above in the transom. Clio, the muse of-RIstorv, holds
a lamp, stands on the left door and pulls back a veil from her
eyes. The curious figure on the right representing Ethnol)cn,
holds a skull. Both north and south doors open onto the
largest room in the building, the State Court, that is open to
the'roof. . Black marble staircases lead upward 13 feet '4Io the
exhibit areas, which are designed so that visitors need not
retrace their steps. Thirty south-facing windows and doors
help illuminate the State Court and the exhibit space. Thirty
eight other windows and doors open on work areas. A large
carved maple fireplace is in the west wing.(1)

Today the Pan-American Building is the home of the Buffalo
and Erie County Historical Society. As such it
is the venue for various activities that popularize the history
and material culture of the Niagara Frontier. Permanent ex-
hibits in the galleries display artifacts that span subjects
from pre-historic Indian societies, to the history of auto-
mobile manufacturing in Buffalo. An exhibit on the Pan-
American Exposition is scheduled to open in 1987. Manuscript
and photographic collections document lived of both ordinary
and famous Buffalonians. Maps, census and insurance records,
and political documents are sources for scholars interested in
urban history, economic history, and city planning. Architec-
tural historians have utilized the extensive collection of
blueprints, and white prints, as well as business records of
companies which were headquartered in architecturally signifi-
cant buildings in the Buffalo area. The building is also the
focus of amateur and professional interest in history. The
Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society sponsors chapters
interested in the social and professional history of medicine,

4°5
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=military history, geneaological research, and arliitectural
Maletory. An educational program is an itnportant resource for

rie County schools. Concerts are held in the re=tunda, or
tate Court. In the suimerthe marble staiNase often seryes

the b4ckdrop for wedding pictures.

No e

The building has often been the subject of.14=woal attention.
MNIewspaper accounts can be found in scrapbooks in -the archives.
=he Publications of the Buffalo Historica_ sp_deiv.have often
=noted the architectural hiatory and a gn fLeance cf the build-
MLiag, e.g.Frank H. Severance, "The New Home of th Buffalo

istorical Society,", vol. V, (1902), pp. 388ff. I George Cary,
The Building Described," ibid., pp. 398-404)DariLiel M. Lock-

wmgood, vol. VI, (1903)0 appendix B, "Dedication the Build-
ng," Frank Severance, "The Historical BuiLding Enlarged,"

30, (1930), pp. 27-37. George Cary's ofigirra.1 pencil on
..i.ssue drawings are in boxes and cannisters, no. C65-8.23 and

"f., more whiteprints appear in the Jamee, IleadourEt and Howard
=ollection, the original 'legislative Reps?rt of t1 Board of
c=eneraZ managers of the ExAabit of the g_t_a_k,e of lsriew Yo_rk at the

An-Ameri-can ExpoTt1, JoB, Lyon Co*, Albany, 1. 902,
mates the planning of the building.
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Period
prehistoric

_ 1400u-1499
. 1500-1999

1600-1699
_ 1700-1799

1600-11399

i900-

Specific dales

Statement of Signiticam.c. (In one paragraph)
The Claerical white marble builing on the North Bay of

Delaware Liak in Buffalo is architeafturally and historically
significant ffctr four main reasons. it . is the only
surwitring stsacture from the enorrnoumily popular Pan-American
ExpositiOn oE -1901, which hoped to emcourage North and South
American ecora.amic ties after the Sparaish-American War.(1) Its
architecture is a symbol in stone of the brash interventionist
democracy of _America at the turn of .fthe centurY. Second, in
the public rneamory the Pan-Am buildin= also senres to memorial-.
ize the fair' as most importSnt visito, President Wiliam

.

McKinley, anti the dramatic and violemt events that followed his
assaessinatira.m. (2) In the most publEd of American assassina-
tions, on the day McKinley was shot y an anarchist nearby in
an Expositiom hall (now demolished) caller 100,000, people.were in
attendance. -Third, the Pan-American Building is a major un
altered examp.a.e of the work ef the laaux arts architect George
Cary, who alairct designed the additionm in 1927-2g, maintaining
the aesthetic unity of the building, Finally, -since 1902 the
white-marble .i.diface has housed the lEtuffalo and Erie County
Historical Soiety, which had ensure:B. its preservation and
upkeep. The ituiding has also served as the central repository
for artifacts and manuscripts signifLcant to local history, and
of national e-a.rents that touched closly on -that history. (4)
Among its manme collections, the Bufflo and Eri County Histori--
cal Society hc=)1ds an outstanding et4oe of Pan-American -memor-
abilia.

Areas a=. f SignificanceCheck and lustilr below
ar=lieologyprehistoric community filanning
armi,eologyrhistoric conservatioi-i

_eg econics. a-ic ulture om
ermrlitecture
art
corm-amerce
coranmunIcalions

. educatiOn
. engineering

evlaration.monlernent
. Industry

Invention
.

Builder Archite=t- - _ .

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
politics government

..

reitaicu-2
sclencem
acuiphz;gre

humantarlan
theiter
trartep=anation
Other (Empecity)

* *

The New "--cark State Building of t=1-ie 1901 Pan-American
Exposition, nc=14- known popularly as tl-r_e Pan-krnerican building,
is the only em.ctant structure from tha._-t important event which
was organized *to celebrate North and South American coopera-
tion. The bui.ding owes its construc--tion to the conjunction of
national and SInternational events in -the lucky resolution Of a
local politicil impasse. The Erie Co-unty Legislature allocated
$25,000 to erct a building to house -the collections of the
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-uffalo EEListorical Society. The Board of Managns of the
ociety i_avored a site across Delaware Park Lakewhere the

AlbrightKnox Art Gallery now stands. Of twelvepark commi-
sioners six agreed on the Concourse, but the other six, whi=.
were reltm_ctant to alter Frederick Law Olmsted's design by
devoting park land to the project, disapproved.(3) The deacM-
lock was broken in 1898 when an Erie County assemblyman narnd
Henry W Hill proposed that since the United States was engsmged
in a war with Spain, Congress shOuld be petitiomd to postpc=ne
the Pan-inerican Exposition, (then slated to begin in 1899)p--
for two y-sars. The Exposition, which would consist almost
entirely of elaborate, but temporary structures,would be c=yn-
structed in part on park land. Hill's plan hoped to marshaL-M
New York State funds to erect a permanent building to repreewcant
the State at the Pan-American Ex-position. Aftenmrd the But -
falo Hist-clrical Society would take control of thebuilding. In
the enthir-siasm for the Pan-American Exposition, the public
pressure =mot to use park lands eased. Three hundred fifty
acres of Delaware Park and adjoining property were earmarkelt
for the p-aroject.

The -two-year delay allowed for considerablecare in the
plarining =nor this building, and for a consideraMy larger suuirt
to he infIrAmmsted. A parcel of land on the North Bay of Delawa_are
Park lake was examined by the Board of Architects of the Expg-4o-
sition, a=md construction was approved by a panelwhich had hail
appointed by the young Governor of New York, Theodore Roose-
velt. Th_=ough the efforts of Henry Hill, the NewYork Statft
Legislata=mre added $100,000 to the fund to construct an 0aboo._au-
tely fireroof" building. Roosevelt signed the appropriatio*m.
in March wa:If 1900. The initial outlay was $175,000, and the
eventual Investment was approximately 500,000 uninflated dol
lars.

The _rganizers'of the fair frankly acknowledged their-h_goope
that the 3an-American Exposition would further cumercial o0=1-
tacts betvm.reen Anglo and Latin America.(5) The nm-American
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Expcssition took on spec al igagnifiqknce because cluritcalq theplarming of the Exposit on th United States fought a war w- thSpain', on the territory of a 1-atin American neighbor, which_
esta_lolished American superioei_Ity cwei European interemmts in_ theregifm-L. -Most of the buildinqa=la at tke exposition whielfra weredesined in an elaborate HSpare_ctish geniesance" style s a 11.mppe--ful y-rnbol of a rejuvenated tia *tin Artuarica. At first t iscuriusity that George cary, t =he arelitect of the New Yorkstat building, chose an equal _ly synaciic (but diffetnt) a_ -chittecture that emulated the d Resign 4sf the golden aga of AtThen-ian Sauperial democracy. Expla xining -this requires a 1)=-1.eftour- in political history.

Teddy Roosevelt, a man of - exparisive temperament/ was asodecied-ly an expansionist in 11_1as foreign policy viebrga. Becusehe stan well represented and sha=_ped the aggressive qualM-ty of
Arnercan democracy in turn-of---the-ceratury. America he M-s oftnregaded as a symbol for the aw_ge xu retrospect he glerns tieperf(mot figure to have opened a fair devoted to interAmeri=ancommeial opportunity, it not surprising that tr= fair at
Buffes10 also reflected the ekuX_berant American spirit, flushfrom the recent victory over tILThe decaining Spanish ersil=pire.
Sliglatly north of the New York State building, for escsmrnple, theU..s. Government buildings stoorl 250 feet high, topped by afoot elassical winged Victory- The giant aerial firdwitarorks
displ_ay in September 1901 spe2=_1-ed out a pyrotechnic 1./lcorne toPreel_dent McKinley "Chief of isurur Nation and our Esepie."(6)

It is in this context thald-t the architectural syrebesolism of
the NTew York State building ansumeat not be werlooked, Tha Pa=i--Arnerian building is a "period pieceD in the fullest s.-sense,
beeavase. it self-consciously ernodies the ideals of a lmistori-fcalera. Concerns for -continuity upaiwotild Have demanded that_ the -1*.V`ew
Yorx State building also tolloimair the Spanish Renaissanc,=e styl=e.But he clean, classical line/a of the ran-American bui ldinga-
are =emininiscent not of the ai=orchiteutute of the recerr-t Euram-peen past, but of classical tjece. Before and during the
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Spanish-American War, Spain was dnotimesd as err old played-out
power, a decadent foreign potenta--1-k.e with no app-ropriate role in
the new world. At the turn Of thea century, ttr..4e Greeks were
admired for being both democratic _ and imperial_ist. These
cultural preferences of the -turn =z3f tke century- are literally
carved in stone at the New York S'srtate Building. (7)

In the broader realm of cultimaral history, -the well preser-
ved building stands as the tarigib=_e symbol of tThe American
fascination with national and intrnational exp-ositions. (8)
The. Pan-American Exposition Vas tWrie cillminatiom_ of a string of
grand nineteenth-century ;airs tlit attracted m_Allions of Am-
ericans, and reassured them of hoof far as a nat_ion they had
come, Earlier, the Industrial Em=zosition at lEsufalo in 1869,
the Centennial. Exhibition at Phildelphia in 18 -76, The Columbia
Expositon at Chicago in 1893, The Cotton States Exposition atAtlanta in 1895, and the Paris E;(osition in 19..00 (the sole
relic of which is the Eiffel Towe) ali had bee= showcases of
technology and commerce. Presidet McKinley, 14=--iose determina-
tion to attend the Pan-American 74..tpos1tion provd fateful,
regarded fairs as a "record of t11 world's advamricernents," and
the "timekeepers of progress." /-_-.1.terest in the fair was enor-
mous, one of every ten Americans more than eiht million
people, passed the exposition gats itithe SUrnmr of 1901.
There to be educated and delighte, each night hey marveled at
the technological achievement of Electric TI=wer. Daily,
they- were intrigued by the demonsrations of naleltional crafts
and dances, stirred by the music sz=bf John Philip Sousa and
thrilled by the thunder of the ROP-al Mexican Arvtillery.(9)

The New York State Building rat- s situated at what was the
ElmWood Avenue entrance to the Par=-A-American Expc=sition, and was
the first sight of the greater po-tion of Exhibtion visitors.
It was intended as a reception halEL.1 farvisitin dignitaries,
and the press. A suite was const=-ucted for the Governor s use.
Not just dignitaries came" to the air in the suuner of 1901 of
course, nearly 120,000 people tocl= tbe time to ign the guest
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registry in the lobby of the Neiefork tate building. The new
president, William McKinley and his viee-president, Theodore
Roosevelt, were among the viitoto,(10 ) Organizers urged visi-
tors to feel themselves to be part Or -=the proceedings. The
"Short Sermon for Sightseers" reo,nded fair-goers "when you get
inside the gates you are part ai the sbow."(11)

The millions who had attended the fair felt themselves to
be part of another drama, but a tragic one that ended the Pan-
American Exposition. More than 10100= people were gathered to
hear the President at the Temple of 1ruric, September 6, 1901,
-but instead of" listening to his speectimw hushed crowds watched
in horror as the "electriCal ambelancer""" wound through the
grounds conveying the wounded Preeiden to the improvised and
ill-equipped hospital. Rioting ensued when the assassin, an
anarchist named Leon Czolgosz, was alet=s rushed across the
esplanade. When McKinley died, lint 1-ain broke out, Cleo-
patra's needle vas hauled down, lights were smashed, a cafe
destroyed.(.12) Teddy Roosevelt, 'that damned cowboyn as
McKinley's friend Mark Hanna called hin=s, was sworn in as Presi-
dent. Czolgosz was quickly tried, four=d guilty, and executed a
bare forty five days after the aseassiramation.

For practical purposes, trie aesaNination was also the
death knell of the Exposition. Atteadance fell off sharply.
Congress underwrote some of the debt ir=curred by Expositionorganizers. The New York State beildirg itself passed into themore secure financial hands or the Buffalo Historical Society
in February 1902, which accounta for it_s good condition today.Unlike the rest of the Exi5ositicelbuild_ings which were torndown, funds were provided for the conti-Lued upkeep and enhance-ment of the Historical Society building- .

Among these enhancements, tle brone doors, still used for
public access to the building, axe espeially noteworthy.(13)
The director of the Society, Ancixew Landon, hired J. WoodleyGosling (who designed the doors in Trinty Church in New York
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City) to design an entranceway. Ralph Hinton Perry, Vie famous
young sculptor of the "Fountain of Neptune" at the Library of
Congress, executed his design. The Henry Bonnard Bronze Co.
cast the twelve-foot high, two ton doors.

The integrity of the design of the building did not suffer
when two wings were added in the.period 1927-29. Coherence was
maintained because, happily, the origimal architect wasstill
at work, though nearly thirty years had passed. Georg! Carl',
the.Harvard and PariA-trained President of the AmericanInsti-
tute-of Architects, and the founder Of the Beaux Arts Institute
of Design in New York, added the sections that now house the
library, archives, and the auditorium.

Currently the building is the venue for various acti-vities
that popularize the history and material culture of theNiagara
Frontier. Permanent exhibits in the galleries displayarti-
facts that span subjects from pre-historic Indian societies, to
the history of automobile manufacturing in Buffalo. An exhibit
on the Pan-American Exposition is scheduled to open in 1987.
ManuScript and photographic collections document livesof both
ordinary and famous Buffalonians. Maps, census and insurance
records, and political documents are Sources for scholus in-
terested in urban history, economic history, and city planning.
The building is also the focus of amateur and professional in-
terest in history. The Buffalo and Erie County Historical
Society sponsors chapters interested in the social andprofes-
sional history of medicine, military history, geneaological ze-
search, and architectural "history. An educational program is
an important resource for Erie County schools. Concerts are
held in the rotunda, or State Court. In the summer theniarble
staircase often serves as the backdrop for wedding pictures.

In many ways, both actual and symbolic, the buildthg inds
authenticity and depth to popular understanding of history.
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1. In 1921 the Secretary of theBuffalo Historical Socift-zty
discussed the'significanbe Of tAsbuilding. He began by--
saying that it would prObahay allitys be associated with t-7-lhe
Pan-American Exposition.: Aeseadk the present significance of
the building must begin there' tAsee Frank H. Severance, The
Book-of the Mueeume.v010 XXV, eications of the Buffelp
TaTrWiT6al So4etv, (1921)* to 4,

.2. Sees e.g., the popular ltWaslhistoryo Richard C. Broimmn, and
Robert Watson, BuffaloA Lake gUin Niagara Land, Windsozr
Publications* 1981, Chapter WrYlhe Pan-AmeRan Exposi-irtion0"
pp. 132-141.

3. The Pan-AM building and civitiec of the'Buffalo and
Erie County Historical Society arediscussed in ibid.* pp--0 216
ff.

4* One of the best soUrces cif information on the Pan-Ameamrican
building and its constructicil kIethe Scrapbooks and othesmr
documents held by'the Buffalt, zoidErie County Historical E23ocie-
'ty in its library and archiyeas,

5, Neil Harris, argues in. "1404a5, Merchandieingl and thae
Popular Taste,'" Ian M.G. QUirnI4P id., Material culture aag the
Study of American Life, W.W. Autoll & Co., New York, 19/EE3, p*
143, that the 4agreat expoeitiohinuffalo's Pan7American EEExpo-
sition among them' were not taiaoli the traditional sensc= of
merchants_encounters1 they bOckpOriented toward consuAer=rS,
the exposition became a "giant odvertising organ rather tl=man a
protected site used to seal Qortitootal transactions,"

6. Mark Goldman' Higlk Hope& Wise and Decline of Buf2Falo
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New Laras, State University of New York Press, Abany, 198
p. 8.

7. for the admiration that Victorians held for lethe Greek im-
perial age, see for example Richard Jenkyns, The Victorians Aug
A-Went Sreace, Harvard University press, Cambrdge, 1980, and
Frank M. Turner, ns Greek Hejiae ill Victorian= EAri_tain, Yale .

Univeraity Press, New Kaven, 1981, especially Clihapter 1."

8. The PanAmerican Exposition at Buffalo rankew with the late
19th 'Century fairs at Chicago and Philadelphia s particularly
well attended," Harris, ibid., p* 145. "Pair--gc=ping," he says,
vas a typical experience for the American at the turn of the
century*" The significance of world's fairs is discussed in
Kenneth Luckhurst, The Story of Exhibitions, Stwadio Publica-
tions, New York, 1951, and John W. Reps, The Malt*cincr of -U
America, Princeton University Press, 1965. espy Chapter and
John F. Kaegon, Civiiizng tl_La Machine: Techol.ciy and- Republi
glu Virtues in Amer ca-L'1776-1900k'Grossmashers, Viking
Press, New-York, 1976.- 'Gong the many local trbutes to the
-building is Daniel N. Lockwood's, who said in "-'he Buffalo His-
torical Society end the State of New York," Pulp.ications of the
Buffalo Historical Society, vol. VI, (1903)-, p. 611, "Grand and
substantial in all its architectural lines and evIroportions, it
4111 stand here for all time as a monument to [=,eorge Cary's]
intelligence and fidelity, as well as a reniindeaw. of the wonder-
ful, beautiful and instructive Pan-American Expc=rsition of
1901. "

9. Harris, ibid. pp. 143-150, passim.

10. The signature books remain in the colleotic=rn of the Buffa-
lo and Erie County Historical Society Archives.

11. Sophia A. -Walker, "An.Art Impression of the Exposition."
Independent 53, 2746, (July 18, 1901), 1678.
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12. An account of these events can be found in'0old an, High
Hopee, pp. 1-20.

13. Henry W. Hill, "Brcnze Doors at the Historical Society,"
Manuscript collection, Buffilo Historical Society archives;
Herman Sass, "The Bronze Doors," Buffalo and Ada County His-

Society Newsletter, (Jan.-Feb., 1982), Pp. 1-3; and.
. scrapbooks.
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Richard C. Brown, and Robert Watson, Buffalos Lake City in Niag-
ara Land, Windsor Publications, 1981; Mark Goldman, High lippest
The lase and Decline of Buffalo New York, State University of New
York Press, Albany, 1983; Neil HarrIi7-"MuSeums, Merchandising,
and the Popular Taste," Ian M.G. Quimby ed., Material Culture and
the Study of American Life W.W. Norton, & Co., New York, 1978;
John F. Kasson,'Civiliz ng the Machinei Techrplogy and Re ub ican
Virtues in America, 1776-1900, Grossman Publishers,-Vrk ng Press,
New-York, 1976; Kenneth'Luckhurst, The StorY of Exhibitions.
Studio Publications, New York, 1951;'John W.'Heps. The Making of
Urban America, Princeton University Press, 1965; Frank H.
Severance, "The New Home of the Buffalo Historical Society,"
Publications/ Buffalo Historical Society vol. V, (1902). PP. 388
ff.; George Cary, "The Building Described," ibid.. pp. 398-404;
Daniel M. Lockwood,ibid., V01. VI, (1903). appendix B, "Dedica-
tion of the Building," Frank Severance, "The Historical Building
as Enlarged," vol. 30, (1930). PP. 27-37.
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7. Description
CorWHItion Check one Check one
___exCenent __deteriorated , unaltered X OrigMalsite

_& good rulns = X= altered moved date
fair unexposed

Describe the present and original (if kno n) physical appearance

puteoiRy

Fair Park houses some 30 structures that date from the Texas Centennial Exposition o
1936 and its continuation, the Greater Texas Pan American Exposition of the followik
year. The site has been used for the State Fair since.1886; several of the buildingl
were built for the fair and altered to correspond with the Centennial architecture.
The site is still used as the site for the Fair, and some of the buildings have since
been altered to accommodate this use. A few structures have burned or been demolishel.
A few new ones have been erected. The Park, overall however, strikingly reflects the
Exposition era. This extends to the landscape plan of the Exposition, which is also
generally intact.

Buildings and features relating to the character of the district (numbered and lettered
according to the accompanying map) are described below.

THE ESPLANADE OF STATE

This area of the Park contains the Esplanade of State and adjacent buildings as listed.
In area, this is the largest portion of the Park and was the primary focus of the
Exposition.

Parry Avenue Entrance Gates and pylon _(1)(4936)

The Parry Avenue entrance features carved reliefs and six gold-leafed metal medallions.
A central 85'-high pylon designed by George Dahl is topped with a gold star represen-
ting the Lone Star of Texas. At the base is a sculpture frieze of a buffalo hunt and
a pioneer wagon train designed by Texas artist James Buchanan Winn, Jr. The monumental
scale of the pylon frames the entrance to the Esplanade, an imposing and beautiful
vista. Lower gates stand to either side of the pylon. This entrance replaced an
entry gate and building designed by James Flanders about 1900.

The Esilanade of State (A-C) (1936)

The Deco-style Esplanade of State, the most formal axis within the Park, provides a
direct connection between the Parry Avenue entrance and the State of Texas Building.
This axis is on a southwest-northeast direction. The axis is comprised of three
areas: the Grand Plaza (A) (the entrance), the Esplanade proper (B), and the Court of
Honor (C), the plaza in front of the State of Texas Building. The Esplanade of State
leads from the main entrance to the State of Texas Building; its centerpiece is the
reflecting pool, 100' by 700' long.

At the southwestern end of the pool's fountain are decorative pylons designed by Pierre
Bourdelle. Oa each side of the pool are two 100'-by-175' courtyards dedicated to the
regions of Texas. Featured in the courtyards are statues which symbolize the six
governments that have ruled over Texas--Spain, France, Mexico, the Republic of Texas,
the Confederacy, and the United States.
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Three of the statues are the work of Laurence Tenney Stevens. In one, Spain carries a
castle in one arm and castanets in the other hand. The second features a woman repre-
senting the Confederacy. She has a band of seven stars around her head, symbolic of
the time, at the start of the Civil War, when Texas was the seventh State to secede
from the Union. The Texas sculpture has a Lone Star above her head.

Cenrpnpial BuiYing (Triinaportatipe/ChrYel_er Build4rig) (4)(1195 1916)

New known as the Centennial Building, this Spanish Romanesque building by architect
James Pleaders was modernized and enlarged in an Art Deco style for the Centennial
Exposition. It bounds the northwest aide of the Esplanade of State. The porticos
were added, providing places for statues and cement freaco murals, and the original
Esplanade facade was renovated.

The Centennial Building retains the artwork created for the Exposition. Along
the facade above 'each entrance are raised cement frescoes, known as cameo reliefs, by
Pierre Bourdelle. Representing different modes of transportation, they are "Speed"
(Man and Angel), for air transportation; "Locomotive" (Man and Eagle), for rail;
"Streamline" (Cougar and Bison), for land; and "Man Taming Wild Horse," for water.

10ANW4T,Lof_the American Revolution Building (Continental Oil Hospitality House
(3)_(1936)

Now used as the Daughters of the American Revolution House, this 2-story house In
Southern Colonial Plantation style features a 2-story front porch supported by six
columns and a balustraded deck over the porch. The architect was W.R. Brown.

Maintenance Building (Hall of Administration) (2) (1910

Originally constructed by architect James Flanders as the State Fair Coliseum, this
Spanish Romanesque style building was renamed and remodeled in Art Deco style for the
Centennial Exposition. It is to the left or northwest of the Parry Avenue Entrance
Oates. It is presently used for maintenance equIpment and storage and is now known as
the Maintenance Building. During the Exposition, this building housed the Centennial
Corporation offices. The Exposition's architectural staff also maintained its office
in this building.

Automobile Buildi-- (6) (1948)

This eclectic-style building, on the southeast side of the Esplanade, faces the Centen-
nial Building across the Esplanade of State. It replaced the Electric, Communications,
and Varied Industries exhibit buildings which burned in the 1940s. Portions of its
facade (at entries) are painted to match the color of the original surrounding buildings.
The engineers for its construction were Bill Cobb and Ed Wilson.
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The three matching statues flanking the north side were done by Raoul Josset and survive
from 1936. They are 20' high and mounted on 12' pedestals. France has a fleur-de-lis

her chest and grapes in her hand. The traditional eagle and snake are features of
the statue of Mexico. The United States has a shield on her cheat and holds a laurel
sprig.

Old Mill Inn (Morten Milling indt(1936)

This building behind, or south, of the Automobile Building, when built for the Centennial
Exposition, hougsed a modern experimental flour mill. It is presently known as Old Mill
Inn and houses a restaurant. It is a rough-stone structure with towers and gables, in
a 19th-century domestic eclectic style.

Hall of S Texas Buildin 5 936)

Now known as the Hall of State, this structure, at the head of the Esplanade, is regarded
as an excellent example of Art Deco architecture and was the showpiece of the Centennial
Exposition. It features a large curved central mass with lower rectangular wings.

The Centennial Corporation Architects (George Dahl and staff, including Donald Nelson)
prepared the design and construction documents for this building, only to have the
Board of Control (a State agency established to oversee the entire Centennial effort)
select another group of architects to begin again. This group of architects was called
the Centennial Architects, Associated, and included H. B. Thomason, Dewitt and Washburn,
Fooshee and Cheek, Walter P. Sharp, Ralph Bryan, Anton Korn, Mark Lemmon, Flipt and
Brass, T. J. Galbraith, Arthur Thomas, Donald Barthelme of Houston, and Adams and Adams
of San Antonio. Donald Barthelme was the principal designer for the project, and Adams
and Adams were the interior designers. The building was only partially completed in
time for the Centennial Exposition opening.

It houses many pieces of art, including statues, friezes, murals, medallions, and
stenciled ceilings. The building is dedicated to the State of Texas and her heroes.

Above the entrance is a carved sculpture by Harry Lee Bigson. In relief, a female
figure which represents Texas kneels behind the Texas flag. Below, the owl of wisdom
holds the key to progress and prosperity. In the background are branches from the State
tree, the pecan.

FOcuaing attention on the entrance is an heroic bronze and gold-leaf statue of an Indian,
which stands on a dais 20' high. Thie "Tejas Warrior- by Dallas sculptor Allie V.
Tennant is 11' tall. The figure acts as a terminus for the bronze floors at the entrance.
The inner wall of the niche is faced with ceramic tiles of deep blue and orange.

Inside the size and drama of the art is overwhelming. In the Hall of Heroes, on marble
pedestals, are six heroic-sized bronze statues of great figures of the Texas Revolution.
These statues by Pompeo Coppini are considered to be the finest examples of his work.
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Above and along the walls is a frieze that records the battles of the Texas Revolution.
The Hall of Heroes opens onto the Great Hall, which is 94' long, 68' wide, and 46'
high. Murals span the north and south walls. They depict Texas history beginning in
1519 and ending with figures representing the arts and the development of the cotton,
grain, oil, lumber, and agricultural industries. The murals, by Eugene Savage
of New York, with the assistance by Reveau Bassett and James Buchanan Winn, Jr., both
of Texas, were the largest murals in the world at the time they were painted.

A mageificent medallion representing the six nationa that have ruled Texas is mounted
on the far wall of the hall. Designed by Joseph E. Renier, the medallion, 25' in
diameter, is a bas-relief in three tonea of gold.

The floor and steps of the Hall are of verde antique marble from Vermont. The white
inlay strips and mosaics of Texas fauna in the floor are of San Saba stone from central
Texas. The hand-stenciled ceiling in an Aztec motif is the work of George Davidson.

The le t wing of the Hall of State contains the East and West Texas rooms. Tile panels
depict such West Texas figurea as a Comanche Indian and a Mexican guitarist. Dallas
artist Dorothy Austin's wooden atatue of a cowboy stands in a niche. MUrals by Texas
artist Tom Lea contain a Texas cowboy surrounded by cattle and horsemen. The mural on
the opposite wall is "Three West Texas Folks in a Wagon."

The East Texas room contains the "Sleeping Giants" mural by Olin Travis, which
depicts East Texas before and after the discovery of oil.

The south wing 'of the Hall of State contains the North and South Texas rooms. The
North Texas room 4.-ontains carved figures and door details by Texas craftaman Lynn Ford
that represent cotton and wheat.

A large fresco painting by Texas artist Arthur Starr Niendorff represents a cartoon
character, "Old Man Texas," the only fresco painting created for the Exposition because

.

of the difficult process which involved painting directly on wet plaster.

The South Texas room features the mural work of James Owen Mahoney, Jr., with allegorical
figures symbolizing the region.

Mar o Jones Theater (Magnolia Lounge)(8)(1936)

Built by the Magnolia Petroleum Company (Mobil), this low building, facing the Grand
Entrance Vista, proVided for the comfort of the Exposition visitor. Designed by William
Lescaze, a Swiss-born New York architect, this was the first Dallas building, and
poss ibly the first in Texas, of the "neW" International style, a style of which Lescaze
was a leading proponent during this era. It is interesting to note that of the limited
coverage of the Texas Centennial Expoaition in the Maise Architectural PeriOdicala, it
is the Magnolia Lounge thet is mentioned the most.
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Currently known as the Margo Jones Theater, the building houses a 100-seat theater-in-
the-round, which is not uaed.

Se- u_centennial Head u of Reli ion) (9)(1936)

This Art Deco building was built for the Lone Star Gas Company, and used for exhibits
by various religious groups. It was partially demolished after the Exposition. The
remnant houses the State Fair Information Center and the offices of the Greater Dallas
Sesquicentennial Committee.

Fair Park Musie Hall (Auditorium)(10)(1925)

Fair Park MUsic Hall is situated in the eouthwest corner of Fair Park. -Used aS an
auditorium for the Exposition, this Spanish Romanesque building, by architects Lang and
Witchell, underwent minor interior changes to prepare it for use by General Motors fOr
an auditorium and exposition apace during the Centennial Exposition. Renovation and
expansion in 1972 were performed by Jarvia Putty Jarvis.

THE AGRARIAN PARKWAY (p)

This area, northeast of the Hall of State, is comprised of exhibition buildings. It
has a different scale from the remainder of the park. The feel ia more urbanof
walking down a city street which bristles with activity rather than being in a formal
setting. This area has one focal point, or landmark, the tower at the alight angle in
the street. The facades of the buildings provide a unified design element.

Embarcadero Build_ _(F ode Buildin / rcultural Buildi 2 )(date unknown_

NOW known as the Embarcadero and the Creative Arts and. Show Place Theater Build
This building was either built or remodeled for the Centennial Exposition, in
Southwestern style.

ne
the

Food and Fiber Building (Poultry Building)(1 date unknown)

Now Inowe as the Texas Food and Fiber Building. Its history and style are similar to
those of the Embarcadero Building.

Pan American Building (_Livestock Building1)(13) ( 1917)

Now known as the Fan American Building, or the Goat ane Sheep Building, this building
was renovated in 1930.

ne Building (Livestock_BuildieL2)(14)(date_u _own)

Its style and history parallel those of the Embarcadero and Food and Fiber Buildings.
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Thia Deco-style building by architect Bertram C. Hill today contains police and fire
substations which serve the fairgrounds, and WRRAM, a city-owned radio station.

THE L&GOON (J) AND CENTENNIAL DRIVE

This area of the Park is the most informally planned, with buildings carefully located
In almost a sprawling manner around the lagoon, the pivot point for the museums. The
character of this area is relaxed compared to the other urban spaces within the Park.

Della (20)(1936)

The Dallas Museum of Fine Arts is due south of the Lagoon. This Moderne bu lding was
designed by architects Dewitt and Washburn, H. M. Greene, H. D. Knight, LaRoche and
Dahl, and Ralph Betan.

Band_Shell ( -ai 21)(1936)

The reinfored concrete Band Shell resembles the Hollywood Bowl and features "streamline"
pylons. The atage will accommodate a 150-piece band or 200 performers, while the
amphitheater has a seating capacity of 5,000. The Band Shell is southeast of the
Lagoon. The architects were W. Scott Dunne, and Christensen and Christensen.

Science Place (Museum of D ) (25)(1936)

Formerly called the Health and Science Museum, it is now known as the Science Place and
Planetarium. It also houses WRR-FM. It is on the north side of Centennial Drive near
the eastern edge of the Park.

The Cotton Bowl (15)(1930)

Originally a single-tier stadium, the upper tiers were added in 1948-49.

Women's Building (17)(1954)

This structure, by architects Harrell and Gibbs, is built on the site and is approxi-
mately in the same location as the Ford Motor Company Building of 1936.

Muaeum of Natural History_(18)(1936)

This Moderne structure by architects Clyde Griesenbeck, Mark Lemmon, Frank Kean, and
John Danna is to the southwest of the Lagoon. The Museum of Natural History visually
tells the history of the State of Texas since the dinosaur.
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The architects were Anton Korn and J. A. Pitzinger. The WRR-FM station is housed in a
brick addition built about 1974, which does not match the fieldstone of the original
pOrtion. The architect of the addition was Emil Fretz.

Garden Center (Horticulture Building)(23)(1936)

NOW known as the Garden Center, this building due east of the Band Shell, near the
southeast corner of the Park, has been significantly altered through remodellings and
additions. Architects Arthur E. Thomas and M.C. Kleuser built it. It was remodeled in
1958 and a solarium addition, by Pratt, Box, and Henderson, was put up in 1971.

Model Home 24)(1936)

Three model homes were built by local contractors tor the Centennial. One remains in
the southeast corner of the Park, and is currently used for storage. Also in the area
was the Portland Cement House, which was the winning competition entry of residential
buildings. This latter building has been demolished.

Aquarium (26)(1936)

This Deco building by architects H. B. Thomason, Lester Flint (of Flint and Broad), and
Forshee and Cheek is northeast of the Lagoon. James B. Cheek was the architect of the
1964 addition, built in the style of the existing building.

Police Buildin (Christian Science Monitor Building)(27)(1936)

This Moderne building is now the police station for the Fairgrounds.

THE FEDERAL AREA

This area of the Park contain- the Federal Building with adjacent plazas and other
buildings.

Plazas

There are three plazas associated with the U.S. Goverment Building. The first, Federal
Concourse (F), at the south end of the Texas Court of Honor, is the only vehicular
plaza designed for ceremony in the complex.

ConStitution Place (G) lies between the U.S. Government Building and the Women's Building
(On the site of the 1936 Ford Motor Company Building). The original plaza '(1935) was
much narrower, with green scale (grass) between the plaza and the buildings, creating a
pleasant exterior space.

Stadium Plaza (H) forms a grand plaza culm nat ng the entry to the Cotton Bowl. Consti-
tution Place opens from Stadium Plaza.
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The Tower Building, adjacent to the Texas Hail of State on the aoutheaSt, was the only
Federal Government exhibit building at the Centennial Expoeition. Ita great tower
dominated the Exposition site. This building is now used by the State Fair of Texas
Association as administrative offices and a reception area for dignitaries.

It features a gold-leafed eagle at the top of the tower, designed by Raoul Josset and
executed by Dallas artist -Jnse Martin. The sculptured frieze around the exterior Isthe work of Julian Garnsey. The acenes on the right and left of the main entrance
depict Texas history from 1540 to 1836, as well as various industriea. The structure
features some excellent Art Deco interiors, complete with a grouping of original lobby
furniture designed by Herman Miller.

INTRUSIONS

Non-conforming intrusions detract ng from integrity of the district;

Cattle Barn 1

Horse Barn 1 (31)

Livestock Pavilion (31)

Cattle Barn (31)

Coliseum (30)

Footnotes

1 The physical description of the structures within the Dallas Fair Park has beea
freely adapted from that appearing in "Fair Park Historic District: Designation Report"
for the City of Dallas, 1984 (unpublished). The report Was corroborated by on-site
inspection of the facilities during a tour of the Park by Historian Stephen Snyder on
September 11, 1985

14.28
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8. S gnificance
Period

prehistoric
1400-1499
1500-1599

. 161:41699
1700-1799
1800-1899

X, 1900-

Areas of SignificanceCheck
archeology-prehistoric
archeology-historic
agriculture
architecture
art
commerce
communications

Specific dates 1936-37

Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

and justify below
community planning
conservation
economics
education
engineering
exploration settlement
industry
invention

Builder Architect

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
politics government

George L. Dahl e_t.al.

religion
scence
sculpi;!re
social
humanitarian
theater

_ transportation
X other (specify)

Recreation- -
(Exposition
(football)

Site)

SUMMARY.

The Texas Centennial Exposition was not only a celebration of Texas independence, but
also of Texas and Western culture. The 1936-37 Exposition was also a festival of
architecture, which embraced the then-new International style of architecture. Tradi-
tionally, worlds fairs are the testing grounds for new ideas in building design; Dallas
and its Exposition architects chose to reflect the style of the Exposition Des Arta
Ducoratifs in Paris in 1925. The were also influenced by the recently completed "Century
of Progress" in Chicago (1933-34), where the International style of architecture was
prominently displayed.

The significance of Fair Park extends beyond the architectural theme of the remaining
buildings. Fair Park is one of the largest intact grouping of Exposition buildings
remaining in the United States. Most World's Fairs or Exposition grounds in the
United States have been demolished, except for one or two exceptional buildings.
However, many of the original 1936 buildings and open spaces remain today from the
Texas Centennial Exposition, even though several were constructed as "temporary"
structures.

Fair Park is also significant in terms of urban design, open space design, and artwork
and sculpture. The Exposition architecture expressed monumentality in design, but this
was reinforced by the open spaces and landscaping that the buildings were sited around.
The grounds were planned on two landscape design themes: a Beaux Arts theme that involved
grand plazaS and vistas that intersected or were terminated by major buildings, and a
pastoral theme that used winding paths, random landScaping, and building siting to
create a very informal atmosphere. The majority of these open spaces, both formal and
informal, exist today in one of America's most well-planned parks. Four major open
space areas (and their buildings) still remain: Esplanade of State (Grand Plaza--
Esplanade of State--Texas Court of Honor); Agrarian Parkway and The Chute; Federal
Concourse (Federal ConcoUrse--Constitution Flace--Stadium Plaza); and the Lagoon and
Centennial Drive. These spaces combine to create a series of monumental spaces, formal
vistas, landscaping, and pastoral images unparalleled in a planned park in Texas and
the Southwest.

The sculptures murals,and other artwork remaining from the Exposition are also signifi-
cant. Often intended to be "temporary" artwork, they reinforced the monumentality of
the buildings and the open space design in Fair Park. Many of the artists studied in
Paris; their work remains in exterior spaces as sculpture and murals, and inside many
of the buildings in the Park.'
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The idea of a Texas Centennial is gen rally attributed to Governor James S. Hogg, when
in 1903, he expressed the hope for a fitting observance of the State's first 100 years.
This need was again addressed on November 6, 1923, when Theodore H. Price, a New York
editor attending the meeting of the Tenth District Associated Advertising Club of
America at Corsicana, Texas, proposed that Texas should have a gigantic celebration
between 1936 and 1945. The notion took hold and, by 1934, $100,000 had been appropriated
by the State to finance the initial Centennial effort, and two committees, the Centennial
Advisors Board and the Texas Centennial Commission, had been set up to oversee its]
development.2

The location of the Centennial became the next problem to solve. Houston, San Antonio,
and Dallas were obvious contenders. R. L. Thornton, the presiaent of the Dallas Chamber
of Commerce, led the effort to get "Big D" selected as the site. His proposal offered
the Commission a site that met their minimum 200-acre requirement. Additionally, the
citizens of Dallas approved municipal bonds valued at $3 million for _construction of
museums and exhibition halls. Dallas was selected by the Commission.3 A corporation
was organized to operate the Exposition with Fred F. Florence as president, Nathan Adams
as chairman of the board, and R. L. Thornton, vice-chairman of the board, in recognition
of his previous work on the project.4

The existing state fairgrounds were expanded to almost 300 acres for the Exposition.
Most of the structures were built under direction of the George L. Dahl and Paul Cret,
a consulting architect from Philadelphia. AB "Centennial Architect," Dahl was respon-
sible for the design of the buildings and the Expoaition grounds. This was not a neW
task for Dahl, for he had been active in the previous five years, working with supporters
of the city to ensure that Dallas would host the 1936 exposition. Dahl had completed
preliminary concepts for the planning and architecture of the Exposition grounds even
before Dallas' selection as the host city.

George Dahl, the Centennial's principal architect, received his undergraduate degree
in architecture from the University of Minnesota and a Master's Degree from the Graduate
School of Architecture at Harvard in 1922. As a result of exceptional work at Harvard,
Dahl received the Nelson Robinson, Jr., traveling fellowship. From his 18 months Of
study in Europe, he wrote Portale, Doorways and Windows of France (1925).6 During World
War II he designed shops, warehouses, and repair depots for the War Department. Hie
firm designed the Dallas_Morning_ News building; nineteen buildings on the UniVersity of
Texas campus at Austin, including the Texas Memorial Stadium; and the Texas Centennial
Exposition.7

Dahl had the responsibility of renovating the existing fairground buildings, designing
the Federal Building, and coordinating the design of the remaining buildings by Other
teams of architects. The office of "Centennial Architect" was also responsible for the
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design of the Exposition grounds, which included open spaces and landscaping, sculptures,
artwork, exterior site elements (pylons, seating, lighting, and signage) and the exten-
sive exterior nighttime lighting performances. Dahl was aided conaiderably in the
design of the grounds by Donald E. Nelson, a member of the staff.

Dahl's concept for the design theme of the Exposition was "southwestern" in that it
would "... exemplify the color, romance, and grandeur that had marked the development of
Texas and the great Southwest. The Romance of Spain and Mexico, combined with the
culture of the old South." This regional flavor, intermingled with modern concepts,
was the basic design style for the renovation of existing structures and the design of
new buildings. The architectural motif of the Texas Centennial Exposition buildings
was modern in its disposition of large, unadorned, and unbroken masses; geometric
crispness; and bold color. In many ways it was a fortunate choice of style because it
was aesthetically pleasing in the contrast of its stark monumentality against the
expansive flatness of North Texas and the brightness of the Southwestern sun. Today
this style of architecture is referred to as Art Deco, for its roota in the 1925 Paris
exposition.

On June 6, 1936, the Centennial opened. "The Empire
accomplishments in agriculture, livestock, and industry.8
exhibits, the giant cash .register of the National Cash
each day's attendance. There was d. scale model of the
"Jercey_Lily," the courtroom of the. renowned Judge Roy
Pecos.".9.

on Parade" extolled
In addition to the

Register Corporation
Alamo and a replica
Bean, 'the "Law West

Texans'
serious
tallied
of the
of the

The Midway, with its controversial "Streets of Paris," offered nude females. The City
of Dallas was forced, after civic outrage, to require minimal attire on the beauties.
:Other popular attractions ,were Robert Ripley's Odotorium, "Believe It or Net," with
its:collection of strange people and articles, and the Little America Exhibit, set up
by Adm. Richard E. Byrd to resemble his base camp in Antarctica'. 10 The Centennial
closed for the season on November 29 -- but renamed the Greater Texas and Pan American
Exposition continued in 1937, from June 12 to October 31.

The Site_Before and After the Exposition

The use of the Centennial site for the Dallas State Fair began in 1886, with the char-
tering of the Dallas State Fair and Exposition. In 1904, 2 years after a fire destroyed
a number of buildings on the site and the Texas legislature ended horse racing, the
owners, in financial difficulties, exchanged the deed to the fairgrounda with the City
of Dallas for money to pay off their debts. The City converted the horsetrack on the
ground to an automobile racing track and built new entrance gates and an administration
building. Construction continued through 1936, including the (firat) full-time public
museum in Dallas (1908) and the Textile and Fine Arts Building. The Cotton Bowl was
built on the racetrack site in 1930. 11
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The Texas Centennial Exporition grounds continues to be the site of the annual Texas
State Fair. Some of the buildings have been adapted for that use. The Hall of State,
Museum of Natural History, Museum of Fine Arts, Science Place, Garden Center, and
Aquarium are used as museums. The Music Hall, now known as Fair Park Music Hall, is
used as a theater. In preparation for the Texas Sesquicentennial in 1986 and, with an
awareness of the historic significance of the site, the City of Dallas has committed
itself to the restoration of the park. The Automobile Building is receiving a facade
in the style of the Centennial, and its norticos are being constructed to match those
that were on the Electric, Communications, and Varied Industries buildings. Walkways
and other buildings are also being restored.

Footnote-

1City of Dallas, "Fair Park Historic pistrict: Designation Re
This report was the principal source used in preparation of the statement of onifi-
cance.

_" (1984), pp. 17-18.

21bid., pp. 10-11.

Mk' \
31bid., pp. 12-13.

4Ibid., p.

5Tbid., p. 14.

6George L. Dahl, Por als Doorwa8 and Window-
Book Publishing Co., Inc., 1925

7George L. Dahl, Selected Work Geor-e L Dahl-
pp. 8, 11, 31, 32, 39, and 40.

8City of Dallas, 2E. cit., p. 15.

9Wallace 0. Chariton,
1979), pp. 92, 94.

10Ibid., p. 95.

11City of Dallas, 9p. cit" (1984

ance New York: The Architectural

-En

Texas Centenn al: The Parade 0

P.
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Verbal boundary description and justification
The Exposition site is oounded on the north by the Texas and Pacific Railroad, to the
south by Second Avenue, on the west by Parry Avenue and the east by Pennsylvania Avenue.

and counties tur properties overt opine state or county boundaries

code county code

code

11. Form Prepared By
county code

name/titi
Stephen 0. Snyder, Park Ranger; Revised by
History Division, National Park Service

torian,

November 12, 19
organization Lyndon B. Johnson National Historical Park date December 24 1985

'beet & number P.O. Box 329 telephone (.512) 868-7128

city or town Johnson City Texas 78636

12. State Historic Preserva ion Officer Certificat on
The evaluated significance of this property within the state is:

national state local

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 9-
GM I hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that It has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.
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anddrcommon Belmont Amusement Park Roller CoaSter ("Earthquake" ) ("Big Dipper")

Location
net for publieationnumber 81)111 .# E. =

ci own San Dieao vicinity of

state California cods 04 county San Diego 073

3. Classification
Category Ownership Status t Use
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district public occupied agriculture museum_
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_
private 1-C unoccupied

_
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__X_ structure
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both private residence_ work In progress educational
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76 Description
Cledition Checkone Cheek one

xcellent deteriorated ..2C unaltered X original site
X good _ ruins _ altered moved date

fair _ unexposed

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

_Summary

The "Earthquake" is a wooden roller coaster with rolled steel tracks. It has
an irregular "footprint" approximately 100 by 500 feet and "hills" that reach
a height of 75 feet. Its tracka total about 2,800 linear feet. The structure
is oriented with its length along a north/south axis paralleling the beach
strand between the Pacific Ocean and Mission Bay. The tracks reach their
highest points at each end with various intermediate rises and plateaus. The
curved "Belmont" entrance sign is off center left on the west side, mounted on
the structural framework below a correspondingly curved section of the tracks.'

A tunnel-like building, or terminal," on the west side of the coaster, to the
left Of the entrance, is accessory to the baaic structure. It.houses the
ticket booth and mechanical equipment, and provides the stopping place for the
cars when loading and unloading passengers; it Is open on both ends, with a
wood frame and gabled roof, and is sheathed with corrugated metal and wood
siding. A portion of the terminal building was repaired in 1957 after a 1954
fire. IC has been painted various colors from time to time.

"Earthquake" is situated on a narrow sandy spit between the Pacific Ocean and
Mission Bay, in the northeaet corner of the site of the former Belmont Amusement
Park. The Mission Beach Bathhouse building, completed in 1925, Is just west of
"Earthquake." It contains a larger than Olympicsize swimming pool, The Plunge,
which Is st.1 in use. "Earthquake," the Bathhouse building, and the roller
rink (to tha a of the coaster) are the only remaining structures of more
than 30 that ant existed in the park. (The bathhouse and the roller rink will
be considered fon inclusion at a later point in the recreation theme study.)

"Earthquake" is at the southwest corner of the main street intersection in
Mission Beach--Hission Boulevard, running north and south, and Ventura Place,
starting from the beach and extending east. Because of the consistently low
building scale of Mission Beach coupled with the flat topography of the strand,
and the openness of Missiot Bay and park areas to the east, the roller coaster
continnes to dominate the local landscape and serves as a synbol'of the commu-
nity'a recreational character.

Footnote

1 This description draws on that prepared by Anthony A. and Lisa Ciani,
"NatiOnal Register of Hiatoric Places Nomination, Mission Beach Roller
Coaster," 1978.
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8. Sown icance
Period Arees of SignificanceChock and justify blow
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_ (Recreation)Specific dates 1925 Sunder:Architect (Tho_ FFank P REq_Frec1191.5..1E_church

Statement of Significant, (in one

Summar y

ph)

The "Earthquake" roller coaster is one of the two large wooden scaffo ded
roller coasters with structural integrity that remain on the West Coast.'
Although built slightly later than the other, the "Big Dipper" at Santa Cruz,
California, erected by Arthur Looff using a Prior and Church licehse, "Earth-
quake" is the only one on the West Coast built by Frank Prior and Frederick A.
Church themselves that remains. In the nation as a whole, only one other
extant design, the -Dragon Coaster" (1928), at "Playland" in Rye, New York,
survives of some 30 by this noted firm of whom it has been stated, in referring
to the select fraternity of roller coaster designers:

Perhaps no two gentlemen stand out more than Prior and Church, whose
assigns were once considered pristine adaptations of ideas no one ever
coneidered before.;

"Earthquake" also is the prime survivor and the most visible symbol of the
Mission Beach Amusement center (later Belmont Amusement Park), the celebrated
centerpiece of sugar heir John D. Spreckels' ambitious early 20th-century
recreational development at Mission Beach.

gistory

The Mission Beach Company, owned indirectly by John D. Spreckels and his brother
Adolph, developed the Mission Beach community in 1914-25, constructing a bridge
to San Diego proper, boardwalks along the ocean and bay, streets, and utilities.
Their San Diego Electric Railway Company completed a streetcar line across the
bridge to Mission Beach in 1924, and a terminal in 1925. The Spreckelses built
the Mission leach Amusement Center, at a cost of approximately $2,500,000, to
stimulate real estate sales and attract street car passengers.

Architect Lincoln Rogers and his associate F. W. Stevenson drew up the compre-
hensive plan for the Spreckels brothers. To construct the roller coaster,
Prior and Church, who then operated out of Venice, California, were retained.
Most of their work was centered in California, especially at Venice, Santa
Monica, and Long Beach. They were well known fora series of racing coasters
featuring "Chase Through the Clouds" or similar names, but had recently begun
building "Bobs"-type coasters, ones that featured trailer-type cars connected
by ball couplers on plans that featured tight curves on high elevation tracks.
"Bobs"-type coasters already built by them included the "Bobs" at Riverview
Park, in Chicago, and the "Tornado" at Coney Island, New Ymk (both now de-
stroyed) .3

Mo
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When it opened., in 1925 the amusement center also included the Melon Beach
Bath House, wismth a 60'-X-175' indoor sea water swimming P001 (The thole); the
Mission Beach Elall Room, festUring a dance pavilion and cafe; Oft Minion Beach
Roller (skating) Rink; the Luna Park Fun House, an exact reprnductiM of Le
Palais des Joimmts in Paris; a large carousel; and a paved parking arefor more
than 1500 autosms. Spreckels intended the amusement center to be eadsborete
attraction. TErle pool was said to be the largest in the country, thehm Renee
the first of =its kind in the United States, the carousel the htgetit in
California, anal the roller coaster the largest on the West COaato lirbert S.
Burns, who haa been Florenz Ziegfeld's stage manager at the New katerdsm
Theater in New- York City for two rooftop revues, and then_diretUr of the
Ziegfeld Folliemss for a year, became the general manager of emoneeMte end
concessions for- the Mission Beach Companyi

John D. Spreekemals, "the Step-father" of San Diego,4 and his bouherwere the
leading magnates of the city. At one time or another, betareen 1607,Aen John
Spreckels arriv--ed in San Diego, and his death in 1926, they °vaned the south
side of Broadwemay from the Bay to the Plaza, as well as all of Coronado and
North Island. They also acquired the Southern California einOnn Water
Company; the Saaun Diego Electric Railway, which they rebuilt And %emoted; the
DroionrTtibune ruwewspaper; and the First National Bank. In addition,* com-
pleted the San Diego and Arizona Eastern Railway, the Lower OtaY psaland the
Hotel del Coroxmaado0 built the San Diego Hotel, the Union B0i1ang, tbe
Spreckels Themtairmr, and the Golden West Hotel in downtown San Diego; eadonated
the Spreckels OlimCgan Pavilion in Balboa Park.6

After John SpretAckels' death in 1926, his family company donated tho Mission
Beach Amusement Center to the city through the State Park ComeisolionOn 1939
the State gave the city full title to the center. The name wee chimed to
Belmont Park in 1954 when the city negotiated a 20-year lease _Iiwith JiinkBay a
Canadian amusemement park designer. Ray redesigned the park with nn eghesis on
family entertair=ment and renamed it for a friend in Canada who had introduced
him to amusemenlit parks. That same year, the roller coaster (owned boy i3eparate
company, but Qv city land) caught fire and had to be closed down. Unable to
make repairs, t=lne coaster company declared bankruptcy in 1957 and Odd the
roller coaster z-ato Ray, who reopened it. Ray died in 1965, 404 10069 hit;
widow sold the remainder of the park lease to NBA, Inc., Whe etriatinued to
operate the partmc until 1977.

In that year, tt=ae city permitted M.B.A., Inc., to remove or demoith 41of the
structures end r--Ides except the roller coaster, the Plunge, and the tolls rink.
The City tiien temantatively decided to demolish the roller coaster to allow for
"passive" park.74'
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A group of local citizens, however, who believed that the roller coaster should
be preserved, formed the "Save the Coaster Committee, Inc.. They used a National
Trust consultant service grant to study the feasibility of its preservation, and,
in 1982, won approval of the city council to assume ownership of the coaster
and lease the land on which it rests from the city. The COmmittee plena to
restore the coaster, including revivin its original brilliant color scheme,
and possibly operate it for the public.

Fooy:otes

1 This statement ol significance draws generously from that prepared by Anthony
A. and Lisa Ciani, "National Register of Historic Places Nomination, Mi2sion
Beach Roller Coaster," 1978.

2 Richard W. Munch, President, American Coaster Enthusiasts, "Case Study: The
Design Firm of Prior and Church," January 4, 1982, pp. 1-2.

3 Ibid.

4 Florence Christman, _The Romance of Balboa Park (San Di o: Neyenesch Printers,
1973), p. 40.

5 The Hotel del Coronado is a National Historic Landmark for its architecture.

6 Spreckels Organ Pavilion is within the existing Balboa Park National Historic
Landmark.

7 "Belmont Park Status Report," Report to the Honorable Maxor and CitCouncil
from the City Manager (San Diego: November 11, 1977), P Le

8 Save the Coaster Committee, Inc. "Devehipment Plan, Janus y 15, 1983"
(San Diego, California), pasaim.

Owner of Property

Hon. Roger Hedgecock
May0r, City of San Diego
202 C Street
San Diego, California 92109
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Save the Coaster Committee
P.O. Box 83067
San Diego, Calif rnia 921
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Verbal Boundary Description

Beginning at a point at the northeast covner of the Belmont Amusement Park
property, on the southwest corner of Mission Blvd. and Ventura Place, proceed
south approximately 600 feet to a point along the eastern property line. Then
turn to the west and proceed 200 feet due west, then turn to the north and
proceed due north 600 feet to a point on the northern property line of the
amusement park on the southern side of Ventura Place. Then turn to the east
and proceed along the northern property line back to the point of beginning.
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Mission Beach Roller Coaster, San Diego,
California

LaJolla Quadrangle
UTM References:
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7, De caption
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_ falr uneepOSed

Describe the present end original (it known) physical appearance

Sixtnizary

The Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, which contains a variety of amusement facili-
ties, occupies a generally rectangular plot that stretches along the beach in
downtown Santa Cruz from the vicinity of the Municipal Fier to the Beach Street
bridge over the San Lorenzo River. The complex has undergone changes to fit
its facilities to'succeeding generations of fashion, aa have practically all
extant amusement parks. Within the Boardwalk complex two elements have suffi-
cient age and historic integrity to suggest them for National Historic Landmark
,esignation in recognition of the Boardwalk's historic significance: the
carousel, which is the oldest ride on the Boardwalk, and the "Big Dipper," the
park's roller coaster. Two major early structures in the complex, the Casino
and the Natatorium, have been sufficiently altered over the years to effec-
tively 'rule them out of consideration for designation. The other elements of
the Boardwalk are leas than 50 years old, and will not be inventoried here.

Carousel

The Satta CiAlz Beach Boardwalk Carousel, in place since 1911, features 70 hand-
carved horses. It is one of the handful of carousels that feature a ring
dispenser. Although not all the horses in place are original, a careful resto-
ration effort, in 1980-82, replaced some 11 horses that had been substituted
over the years with original Looff horses, obtained from carousels in Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, and Belmont Park, in San Diego. Looff's horses are
characterized by long flowing manes, imitation jewel-studded bridles, highly
muscular legs, and smiling expressions. The carousel's music is provided by a
342-pipe Ruth band organ that dates from 1894. Thin German-made machine is one
of the last of its type that survives.

The carousel is housed in a modern shelter, erected in 1967, that does not
contribute to its historic significance. It is uncertain whether or not the
carousel has remained fixed on this precise spot since it arrived in Santa Cruz,
but, contrary to many of its brethren that have been moved repeatedly, it has
remained at the Santa Cruz Boardwalk since it arrived.'

Roller Coaster

The "Big Dipper" or "Giant Dipper" dates from 1924. It is a classic wooden
"twister"-type coaster with aweeping fan curves, providing a half-mile ride.
Ita arches reach a maximum height of 75 feet. Its basic structure and form are
intact, although some wood haa been incrementally replaced for safety reasons.
Approximately 327,000 board feet of lumber was used in its construction. A
replacement loading platform, put up in 1976, features a Victorian-style facade.
The roller coaster'a care have also been replaced, most recently in 1984: those
now in service have been designed to appear similar to those that operated in
the 19200.2
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The Casino

The Casino at the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk was one of aeveral buildings
constructed in 1907. As first built, it was a large 2-story wooden structure
with "onion" domes reminiscent of Russian architecture. On the ocean front, it
possessed a large twelve-sided feature on both floora that protruded toward the
sea and ranges of arcades that sprang from both its sides and paralleled the
beach front. The arcades covered the wooden boardwalk. Above the arcades, on
the second level, were offices and storage rooms.

The Cocoanut Grove Ballroom and lobby of the Casino building were carefully
restored in 1981 to a facsimile of their 1907 appearance. Large rooms were
alao added in a more modern design. Earlier, about 1950, the exterior had been
altered extensively. The west, or ballroom, end of the complex received maJor
concrete additions in a modern style. They diaplaced the arcaded section on
that end, and totally altered the structure's external appearance. The twelve-
sided section was done over in a stripped-down style that matched the modern
additions to its west and ito fenestration was altered. The arcaded section to
the east, however, retained its original configuration, although much of it has
been rebuilt. The boardwalk was done over in concrete at an unknown date.3

The_Natatorium

This large 1907 structure with a great bowed roof retains a fair measure of
exterior integrity. It is behind the eastern areaded section of the caeino
complex. Its swimming pool has, however, been fillectin with concrete aud the
structure now serves as a miniature golf course.

FOOTNOTES

Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, "Boardwalk Featurea Classic Carousel," Santa
Cruz Beach Boardwalk News, pp. 1-3; National Carousel Association, National
Carousel Association Census (Los Angeles: National Carousel Associa ion,
1983), p. 6; "The Looff at Santa Cruz, California," Narry-Go-Roundup, 5, 1
(Winter 1978), p. 29.

2 Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, "Giant Dipper to Celebrate 60th Birthday," Santa
Cruz Beach Boardwalk News, pp. 1-3.

3 Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, "The Cocoanut Grove: From Nostalgic Ballroom to
Modern Conference Center," Santa Cruz Beach_ Boardwalk News, pp. 1-4.
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The Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk is the last major operating seaside boardwalk-
amusement park on the Pacific Coast. It is a mixture of past and present
amusement attractions that reflect 77 years of evolution of this aspect of
recreation. Its intact historic remains are a carousel and a roller coaster by
members of the Looff family, one of the major early manufacturers of carousels,
who later built notable roller coasters. The carousel is one of the six Looff
carousels that survive in the United States.1 The "Big Dipper," or "Giant
Dipper," roller coaster le one of the two large wooden scaffolded roller coasters
that remain on the West Coast, and is slightly older than the other, that at
Mission Beach in San Diego by Frank Prior and Fred Church. The "Big Dipper,"
however, was built using Prior and Church patents. The Santa Cruz coaster is
the only one on the West Coast that remains the centerpiece of az active amuse-
ment park.

History

Although Santa Cruz, with its mild climate and attractive beaches, beaame name-
thing of a resort as early as 1865, when the first public bathhouse was built
in the town, it did not attract amusement park development until after the turn
of the century. In 1904, Fred W. Swanton, a great promoter, laid plans for
caaino and boardwalk patterned after those at Coney Island. His Neptune Cagan°
operated only until 190, when it was destroyed by fire. Undeterred, Swanton
retained architect William W. Weeks, who drew plans that included a new casino,
an indoor, swimming pool or natatorium, a "pleasure" pier, and a boardwalk. The
new facilities opened in June 1907. The next year, the first "thrill" ride at
the Santa Cruz Boardwalk opened; it was the L.A. Thompson Scenic Railroad, a
miniature train with small "hills" of a roller coaster typt that ran through
the area presently occupied by the "Big Dipper."2

In 1911, the Boardwalk acquired its carousel from the Long Beach, California,
"factory" of Charles I.D. Looff, one of the nation's foremost carousel carvers.
The carousel, which remains at the Boardwalk, has been one of its primar-
ttractions over the years and has carried some 60 million passengers.-

Charles I.D. Looff was -ne of the earliest manufacturera of carousels in the
United States. Re built his first carouael at Coney Island, New York, in 1876
and was probably the first person in the United States to carve carousel horses
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and to make their frames. Although he did not build nearly the number of
carousels that other manufacturers did, his work was noted for its quality.
His early work was done in the East but at the turn of the century he moved to
Long Beach and thereafter executed nearly all of his work in the West.

In 1924, Charles I.D. LOoff's son, Arthur Looff, persuaded the Boardwalk's
owners to replaCe the Scenic Railway with the "Giant Dipper" roller coaster.
Since its opening, the coaster has carried more than 25 million riders and
remains one of the most popular attractions at the Boardwalk. That same year,
the first MSS CalifOrnia Pageant vas held at the Boardwalk, and the winner
went on to become MUM America.

During the 1930's Depression and 1940's wartime travel restrictions, the Board-
walk's business went into \eolipse. The Natatorium, which had featured water
shows including daredevil diving and water ballet (and served as a location for
swimming inStruction) also drew fewer patrons, especially after 1942, when
local officials curtailed the more spectacular stunts for safety reasons. The
Casino, with its Cocoanut Greve Ballroom, however, was at the height of its
popularity, attracting celebrity performers of the "big band" era.

In the 1930s, names such as Paul Whiteman, Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, Buddy
Rogers, Xavier Cugat, Vincent Lopez, and Glen Gray adorned the marquee. In the
1940s, Gene Krupa, Dick Jurgen, Tommy Dorsey, Freddy Martin, Russ Morgan, Mery
Griffin, Lawrence Welk, Kay Kyser, and Barry Owens packed in large crowds of
servicemen from nearby military installations, drawing up to almost 4,000 people
in an evening.

Although the big band era faded in the 1950S, orchestras such as those led by
Billy May, Les Elgart, Hal McIntyre, and Si Zentner continued the dancea at the
Cocoanut Grove. The emphasis switched to teen dances in the 1960s, with a feW
contemporary artists; vocalists, including Nat "King" Cole, Sonny and Cher,
the New Christy Minstrels, and the Four Freshmen, appearing. Following a reno-
vation in 1965, the ballroom was used mostly for private events with very few
public dances, but did enjoy something of a renaissance during the "big band"
revival of the late 19708.4

The Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk remains a popular "family-style" attraction and
includes an array of facilities that permit vistors to sample several generations
of amusements. It is a rare survivor of a vanishing breed-, the old-style
amusement park.
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1 This conclusion was reached by study of the Looff-related entries in National
Caroueel Aseociation, National Carousel Association Census (Los Angeles:
National Carousel Association, 1983), nassim.

2 Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, "Behind-The-Scenes Facts," pp. 1-2.

3 Santa Cruz Beach BoardwAk, "Boardwalk Features Classic Carousel," Santa
-us Beach Boardwalk News, pp. 17.3.

4 Sante Cruz Beach Boardwalk, "The Cocoanut Grove: From Nostalgic Ballroom to
Modern Conference Center," Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk News, pp. 1-3.
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Verbal 1oundary Description and Justification

Because of the proximity of the roller coaster to othzner annuitant facilities,
some nemarable, at the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, it = is not exasy to draw a
boundar that would exclude impinging on other resourcazes. The e---m-ousel, which
ie not eijacent to the roller coaster, ia houaed in non-hiateric atructure
and may not historically have remained on its present p=preeloe ace, although it
has resam_ined within the atnuaement zone since it Tons beoen)ught to the Boardwalk in
1911. M'iserefore, for convenience's sake, the bounclaz,eries usianed are those
indicatd on the attached map, which are those of the entire stninement zone at
the boa=-dwalk. These boundaries are, rougUy speakinajz, Beach Street, on the
north; =he San Lorenzo River, on the east; the sea, on the south; and the east
edge of the the Boardwalk's parking lot, on the west. The only EL tr uctur ea that
are premmently judged to contribute to the historic sigeiMfieance of the property,
howev,-. are the "Giant Dipper" roller coaster and t1".11e 1911. L.ceoff carousel.
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Name

No.1024-0018
tip. 10-31-54

F NPR 11044 *ray

received

date entered

historic Looff's Hipoodiom

andor common Santa Monica Amuseflont Pier Carousel

2. Location
num 276 Santa Monica Pier

LOof ' usement Pie

publ

city, town Santa Monica

California

Classification

viciniti

ousel
ding)

coun Los hri-.g cc

Category
district

A_ building(s)
_ structure

site
Object

Ownership
_x_ public
_ private
_ both
Public Acquisition
_ In process
._ being considered

Status
occupied

_ unoccupied
X Work in progress

Accessible
_x yes: restricted
_ yes: unrestricted
_ no

4. Owner of Property
na

Rresimpast Use
amiricutture
co=u-nmercial
esclucational
ou-stertainment
g.=vernment
irwelustrial
rrviittary

_ museum
park
private residence
religious

_ scientific
_ trans-

Rocreati.Un
a

nu o Pie Manager. 276 Santa Monica Pier

city, town

5. Location o
Santa Monica vicinity of

Legal Description
istrY et deeds* et,

street & nuMber 1635 Main Street

California

:

city, town Santa Monica California 90401

6. Representation in Existing Surv s
None has this properi

_

survey _Inds

city, town
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7. Description
Comidition Chicken* Check one

excellont deteriorated _ unahemd X original she

_mins Lallemd moved date

fair unexpoaed

Deteeribe the peasant and original (If kno n ) physical appearance
Summary

Looff's Hippodrome, or Santa Monica Pier Carousel Building, is the most intact
element on the former "Looff Pleaaure Pier," that was built in 1916 abutting
the original Santa Monica Municipal Pier (1905). The Hippodrome ia a 2-story
frame atructure that was designed to house a Looff carousel emplaced there the
same year, but which was later sold. A different carousel is now in the
building.

Additional DescripOon

The Hippodrome Building rests on a portion of the former Looff Pleasure Pier,
which abutts the original municipal pier. A square structure, it features
octagonal 3-story towers at the corners with seven bays intervening between
the towers. Each bay includes an arched opening on the lower level and paired
arched windows above. Over the second, fourth, and six bays on each side
decorative semi-domes or finials were originally positioned.' The openings on
the first floor originally permitted free access to the carousel on the interior;
they were closed at an unknown date to limit traffic. The corner towers contain
restrooms and other conveniences for visitors.

The second level of the Hippodrome contains a series of offices and storage
areas, built around the large interior space that shelters the carouriel.
Crowning the structure is a giant tent-like roof that culminatea in a clere-
story capped by a bulbous tower aimilar to the onion-shaped dome comonly found
on Russian churches.

The vertical members (exposed ,:cood beams) of the frame of the Hippodromes
plain interior converge at a peak over the central space where the carousel ia
installed. Except for non-historic railings and benches and the paint scheme,
the interior of the Hippodrome is largely unaltered.

The original Looff carousel was removed from the Hippodrome in 1939; the present
carousel, Philadelphia Toboggan Company #62, was installed in 1947. Until
1977, the structure was used for a variety of other purposes and underwent
relatively minor alterations. In the latter year, a local group of carousel
enthusiasts undertook restoration of the carousel. Since the carousel's resto-
ration was completed in 1981, they have continued to operate it as a tourist
attraction.

The Hippodrome has also recently been restored by the City of Santa Monica, the
current owner of the building, as part of a master plan to revitalize the pier
for recreational use by the community and tourists.

FOOTNOTE

1 The correlation of present physical appearance with historic-photographic
views has been performed by Raymond Girvigian in his study, "Santa Monica
Carousel, A Restoration Report" (Pasadena, California: May 27, 1983).
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Pa Areas of Significanceeh ck and justify Wow
prehistoric archaology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion
140O-1499 archeology-historic conservation law cince
150(V-1599 agriculture economics Iltersture sculpture1960-1099 architecture education military social-1701799 art engineering music humanitarian1900-1899 cmnmeme exploration se ment _ philosophy theaterA 1900-- communications industry

invention
politics government --- transportation

_X_ other (specify)- _Recreation
111.001fie &Hee 1916

_

Waterman* of SignIf5conco (In
Summary

MuilderArchhect Charles and Arthu_
Looffph) Shelter)

Looff's Hippodrome (Santa Monica Amusement Pier Carousel Buildi__) is a rare
intect example of an early shelter structure built to house a carousel in an
amusement park. It is one of only two such structures that remain on the West
Coast.1 Its location on an amusement pier adds to ite novelty, and it is also
the principal intact historic element of the formerly extensive collection of
amusement facilities at the Santa Monica Amusement Pier (Looff's Amusement Piet).
The carousel presently in the Hippodrome Is not, however, the Looff carousel
originally inatalled there in 1916, when the Hippodrome opened, but Is a Phila-
delphis Toboggan Company specimen that dates from 1922 and was emplaced in the
Hippodrome in 1947.

History

Charles I.D. Looff and his son Arthur were well-known carousel crafters, roller
coaster builders, and amusement park operators, who worked primarily cn the West
Coast after the turn of the century, although Charles' career had begun at
Coney Island in 1876. Their center of operations on the Went Coast was their
factory in Long'Beach (now largely demoliohed). One of their early carousels
(1911) and a roller coaster (1924), at the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, and a
carousel and its shelter at Bast Providence, Rhode Island (their headquarters
before moving to Long Beach) are described elsewhere in this study.

In 1915-16, the Looffa constructed the "Looff Pleasure Pier," over the waters,
adjacent to the existing 1000-foot Santa Monica Municipal Pier, which had been
advertised since 1905 as the "largest concrete pier in the world."2 Over the
next few yeara, they built an impressive and popular set of attraction.. These
included the Hippodrome Building with its carousel of their own construction
(1916); the "Blue Streak" roller coaster (ca. 1917); a giant rotating swing
ride, known as the "Aeroacope"; the Bowling and Billiard Building (Ca. 1917);
and the La Monica Ballroom (1924), a vast structure of eclectic Byeantine,
Persian, and Mission Revival motifs that accfmmodated 5,000 dancers. The Looff
pier also featured picnic shelters and electric trams.3

Looff's amusement pier waS accessible by electric trolley from Venice and down
town Los Angeles. ,Its attractiveneas, and ease of access were aleo enhanced
when the main Santa Monica pier vas rebuilt in 1921, widened, and extended to
nearly 1600 feet. 'Ail the Looff facilities remained to the south of the land-
ward end of the city's pier.4 Looff sold his interests in 1924.
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height of the Santa Monica Amusement Pier a popularity was from 1924, when
the La Monica Ballroom opened, through World War II, before the freeway system
(begun only in 1939) made more distant coastaide attractions and new inland
theme parks, such as Knott's Berry Farm (1940) and Disneyland (1955), easily
accessible to the burgeoning population and tourist trade Of Southern Califor-
nia. The pier's popularity persisted into the 1950s, and the La Monica Ballroom
became the first in the nation to televise its progrems.5

The "Blue Streak" roller coaster, on the other hand, had survived only until
1931. The La Monica Ballroom was demolished in 1968.5 Today, other thin the
Looff pier itself, only the Hippodrome, the. Bowling and Billiard BulldirAg, nOW
used as a gift shop, and one minor structure survive. Th0 Bowling and Billiard
Building, which once featured early automatic pin-setting machinery,7 has been
extensively altered on the interior: for that reason it is not recoMiended for
inclusion in this nomination. Likewise, the Looff Pier and the Municipal Pier
have both been so modified that they cannot be said to posseas clear historic
integrity.

The:Carousei

The Carousel presently in the Hippodrome is Philadelphia Toboggan Company #62,
a 3-row carousel that began its career in Cumberland Park, in Nashville'
Tennessee, in 1922. It was emplaced at Santa Monica in 1947.8 As an intact
carousel by a first-rate manufacturer and of the general period represented by
the Hippodrome, its presence contributea to the integrity of the structure,
since it maintains the building's historic use. The interior of the HippodroMe
is, furthermore, being restored to its original appearance to provide an approx-
imation of the historic setting of the former carousel.

On the other hand, the carousel is not the original Looff carousel that WaS
manufactured for the Hippodrome. And, of itself, ea a rather typical exaMple
of Philadelphia Toboggan Company carousel work in the early 1920s, it is, While
quite attractive, not exceptionally early, rare, or unusually distinguished.
It was, however, featured in the film "The Sting," and is well known froe ite
appearance in other films and a host of television series episodes.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Raymond Girviglan, "Santa Monica Carousel, A Restoration Report" (Pasadena,
California: May 27, 1983), p. 4.0-3.

2 ibid., pp. 2.01-2 and 2.01-10.

3 Ibid., pp. 2.01-7-2.01-9 and 2.01-17.

4 ibid., pp. 2.01-9 and 2.01-15.

5 ibid., p. 2.01-17.

6 mid.

7 ibid., p. 2.01-13.

8 National Carousel Association, "National Carousel Association Censua" (Los
Angeles, California: National Carousel Association, 1983), p. 6.

9 The basis for this conclusion is a review of all the Philadelphia Toboggan
Company entries in the "NatiOnal Carousel Association Census" and the list
of the Philadelphia Toboggan Company carousels in Charles J. Jacques, Jr.,
"The Carousels of the Philadelphia Toboggan Company," AmuSement Park Journal,
5, 4 (1983), pp. 36-37.
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historic PhiladelphiA21:42gga

and or commOn_ Elitch Gardens Carous_qLS1905-281;_l_Cit Carson CcmritvCcuse1 (1928.

2. Location
street & number Kit Carson Coinity Faisun

city, town Burlington

state Colorado code 03

Classification

_ vicinity of

not for publication

county _ Carson code 063

Category
_ district

huilding(s)
structure
site

_ object

Ownership
L.. public

us
occupied

Present Use
agriculture museum

private unoccupied commercial park
both work in progress _ educational private residence

Public Acquisition Accessible religiousentertainment
in process yes: restricted government scientific
being considered

_X
_ yes: unrestricted

_
industrial transportation_ _

_ military L. Other' 'Recreationno

4. Owner of Property
name Kit Carson Cam

P.O. Box 248street & number

Burlingtoncity, town _ vicinity of state Colorado

5. Location of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds. etc. Kit Carson Cotaity Co a

street & number 251 16th Street

city, town Burlington state Colorado
_ _

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
lorado

date ow:mg_
has this propeny been determined eligible?

federal 1"._ tate county local

depository for survey records State Historical Society of Colorado, 1300 Broadway

city. town D
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Condition
_IL excellent

good
fair

Checkene
deteriorated unaltered
ruins

AT altered
unexposed

Check one
original site

X. moved date

Describe the present and original (it known) physical appearance

The Kit Carson County fairgrounds at Burlington, Colo., features the county's fully
restored and operating carousel, a 3-row Philadelphia Toboggan Company machine housed
in a dodecagonal shelter structure. The carOusel has all its 46 original stationary
animals and 4 sleighs, all of which rotate in a counterclockwise direction on a platform
45' tn diameter. It also retains 45 original paintings on its central core and itS
1912 Wurlitzer Monster Military Band Organ.

Shelter

The dodecagonal structure, built specifically to house the carousel and Its organ,
is a 1-story building, topped by a 12-sided enclosed cupola featuring 12 small
windows, each of which contains 3 vertical panes. The original lap-siding hes
recently been replaced with steel. There are two entrances, one on the east side
and one on the west. When the carousel is in operation, shuttered openings on all
sides are raised until parallel with the ground and perpendicular to the walls.

Although of interesting construction, the shelter dates from the carousel's move to
Burlington in 1928, and is not regarded as contributing to the historic significance
of the carousel.

Carousel

The animals featured in the 3-row carousel include seelions, horses with horse-hair
tails, antelopes, deer with antlers, goats, giraffes, and camels, as well as a
"seahorse," a dog, an Indian pony, a tiger, a zebra, and a lion (the lead animal),
Except for the paired animals flanking the sleighs, all.others are arranged in sets
of three. Within each set the animal on the outside is the largest and most ornately
detailed; the middle animal is smaller with less carving; and the inside animal is the
smallest and plainest.

No two animals were carved in the same stance or with the same decorations. Secondary
carvings adorning the saddleS or the animals themselves include full-blown roseS,
figures of Cupid, a cat with a mouse in its mouth, a cornucopia, and a wooden medallion
with the figure of an Arab shiek. A giraffe has a snake twined around its neck and On
the neck of a deer is a woodpecker. Behind the saddle of the zebra is a gnome sitting
in a shell aiming a spear at the rider's seat.

The texture of the individual animal coats has been faithfully detailed and teeth,
tongues, and hooves are carefully carved. Toed animals have their dewclaws and
hooved animals are shod. The antlers on the deer are authentic, as are the horses'
tails. All figures have glass eyes carefully matched to those of their natural
counterparts.
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TWO of the sleighs are positioned on the outside of the circle and are very colorful
and ornately carved. The two inside sleighs -- like the inside animals -- have less
decoration. On the back of each of the sleigh seats is a painting similar in charac-
ter to those around the central core.

Moat of the 45 carnival-type paintings that adorn the central core feature bucolic
scenes. Of them, 36 measure 38" x 46" and nine 42" x 65." They are arranged in
three tiers around the central core, except above the organ where there are only two
tiers. Among the paintings is found a sign advertising the carousel's manufacturer.
Originally handpainted on canvas, the paintinga were completely restored by early May
1977. Carved and painted wooden valances in a repetitive design top each tier of
paintings and embellish the circumference of the superstructure. (Before the carousel's
move to Burlington in 1928, there may have been 18 additional paintings around the
outside perimeter of the top of the carousel; attempts to verify this fact and to
locate the paintings have failed.2)

The central core houses the mechanical driving system, originally steam-operated and
belt-driven, but now powered by electricity. This conversion to electrical power is
the only alteration that has been made tO the carousel. Set into the central core
and flanked by the paintings is the Rudolph Wurlitzer Monster Military Band Organ.

The Monster Military Band Organ, Style 155, was designed for use in large skating
rinks, amuSement parks, and the like. It measures 6'10-1/2" high,,8'9" wide, and 8'3"
deep. It is housed in its original oak cabinet with leaded glass panels at the front,
which afford a view of some of the enclosed brass horns. Through the use of music
rolls, this 100-key instrument is equivalent to a 12-15-piece band. The organ's 285
pipes include the following: 30 pipes for basses; 22 for accompaniments; 100 for
violin, violoncello, stopped and open pipes and "clarionets"; and 72 for piccolos and
flutes. The brass section is composed of 51 brass trumpets and 10 brasS trombones.
In addition to both snare and bass drums the organ also features eight stops: two for
piccolo and flutes and one each for "clarionets," trumpets, trombones, stopped basses,
open basses, and bass octavo. In the 1930s the carousel building was used for storage,
and mice destroyed some of the organ parts; the instrument, however, was restored in
1976.

Footnotes

1This description of the carousel is an edited version of that appearing in the National
Register of Historic Places nomination, prepared by Karen Patterson of the Colorado
Historical Society in 1978, and a revised form submitted to the National Register and
the History Division in 1983, which was prepared by Jo Downey of the Kit Carson County
CaroUsel Association, in cooperation with Gloria Mills of the Colorado Historical Society.

2Kit Carson County Carousel Association, "Kit Carson County Carousel" (undated pamphlet).
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Period Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below
prehistoric archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture reHMOn
1400-1499 archeology-historic conservation law SCienCe
1500-1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture

. 1600-1699 architecture education military ocil
1700-1799 an engineering musk: humanitarian
1800-1899 commerce exploration settlement philosophy = Mmater

X 1900- Communications industry
invention

politics government ._transportatiOn
other (specify)

JT-40,0TL_.
Specific dates 1905_ .

BuHder Architect Philadelphia Toboggan
-CaupanyStatement of Significanc (In one paragraph)

Suamaryl

Carousel)

The Kit Carson County, or Burlington, Carousel is the oldest carousel made by the Phila-
delphia Toboggan Company extant, in virtually unaltered condition. Its exceptional state
of preservation is, in filer, an important element in its significance. It was built in
1905 and was the 6th of nome 89 manufactured by the Philadelphia Toboggan Company between
1904 and 1934.2 It waa boilL for the Elitchea Gardens amusement park in Denver Where
it remained until 1928, When it was sold to the commissioners of Kit Carson County, a
rural cOunty Southeast of Denver near the Kansas State line.

The carouaela manufactured in Germantown, Pennsylvania, I/1Y the Philadelphia Toboggan
Company have been highly praised, described, for example, as the "world's finest and moat
Substantially made."3 The company's work, in any case, was among the more artist-
ically elaborate and expensive of the lines Of Carousels available.

In common, however, with the work of other manufacturers, relatively few, less than 20,
Philadelphia Toboggan Company carousels survive.4 One, dating from 1922, is housed in
the Looff Hippodrome at the Santa Monica Pier in California, where it replaced an original
Looff; another, the last Owned by the Company, is one of the carousels at the Cedar Point
Amusement Park, near Sandusky, Ohio. (Both these properties are included elsewhere in
this theme study.)

The Rudolph Wur:atzer Monster Military Band Organ, Style 155, installed on the carousel
in 1912, while it was at Elitches Gardena, is also of note because it is apparently the
only cne of its kind remaining in operating condition.

Histeri

The Philadelphia Toboggan Company, which still survives, was founded in 1903 by Henry
Auchy, an amueement park manager, and Chester Albright, who ran his family's purse
business. The partnere wanted to produce the finest in amusements, especially roller
coasters, or "toboggans," and carousels. They successfully tapped the wave of interest
in amusement parka that followed the opening that year of Luna Park on Coney island, and
remained important producers of "top-of-the-line" carousels until the Great Depression,
when the Company stopped building carousels and concentrated on other amusements, includin
old milla;- their old stand-by, roller coasters; and, after World War II, skee ball.
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In 1905, the management of Elitches Gardens, a popular amusement center in Denver,
selected and ordered the carousel to replace a simpler and smaller one then in use.
It Operated until 1928, when Elitches decided to replace itwith a new and larger
model.

It was at this point that the Kit Carson
And the organ, moved them tO fairgrounds,
them. The commissioners who approved the
disapproval over the $1,250 price, a sum
chOse not to run for reelection.

County commissioners purchased the carousel
and built the dodecagonal structure to house
carousel's purchase met with such widespread
that was considered extravagant, that

In 1931-37, the Depression forced the county's officials to suspend the holding of the
county fair, at which the carousel had been displayed and operated. In those years,
the fairgrounds were neglected. Cornstalks and hay were stored in the carousel building
and elsewhere on the fairgrounds. Vermin infested the carousel building and waste
accumulated in it; mice devoured portions of the insides of the band organ.

When annual fairs resumed in 1937, the carousel and its building were cleared
accumulated debris and cleantd. The carousel was revarnished and put back into
tion. Phonographs and tape recorders provided the music for nearly 40 yearn,
Which time the carousel continued to serve the community.

of the
opera-
during

In 1975, a committee of civic-minded Kit Carson County citizens, eager to undertake a
project that would be appropriate for the Bicentennial observance, took note of the
state of the carousel. They chose to begin its restoration. An expert was retained
to restore the band organ, which was accomplished just in time for the 1976 fair.

Grants and donations were sought to continue the work and the committee reconstituted
itself as the Kit Carson County Carousel Association. In 1977, the oil paintings
were restored by trained conservators. Two years later, restoration of the animals
began. The original paint ill most instances turned out to be in astonishingly good
condition.

Today, the finely restored carousel is the oldest working carousel in Colorado, although
it operates infrequentlyprincipally on the last three days of the annual county fair
and in the course of fund-raising drives for its restoration.

Recently, the Burlington Carousel has drawn national interest for its historic
qualities. Representatives of the Smithsonian Institution have visited the site to
document the early vintage of the carousel and organ. The Conservation Committee of
the National Carousel Association has endorsed the object as worthy of preservation.
Marianne Stevens, president of the American Carousel Society, has described it as
"without ual.... absolutely the finest original American carousel left in the
world...
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'The basis of the historical data included in this statement is
of Historic Places nomination forms referenced in Note 1 of the
exceptions noted below.

2 National Carousel Association, _National Carousel Association
Calif.: National Carousel Association, 19_3); and Charles J.
Carousels of the Philadelphia Toboggan Company," Amusement Park
pp. 36-37.

&Jacques, lE. cit. p. 3.

the National Register
Description, with the

Census Los Angeles,
acques, Jr., "The

Journal, 5, 4 (1984)*

4National Carousel Association Census, ep. cit. This conclusion is based on a review
of all Philadelphia Toboggan Company entries.

5These notes on the Company's history are abstracted from Jacques, op. cit., pp. 3-11.

6From the text of a letter to Gloria Mills of the Colorado Historical Society, May
18, 1983. The full text is reproduced with this nomination.
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7. Description
Condition
__X_ excellent

geed
fair

Check One
deteriorated unaltered
ruins X. altered
unexposed

Check one
original site

x moved date

Osecribe the present and original (it known) physical appearance

St=ary

1956; 1975

The Children's Museum carousel began its career in Indianapolis in 1917 as a compos-
ite, apparently assembled by the Mangels-Illions Company, using its mechanical equip-
ment and Dentzel Company animals. The most historic elements of the Children's
Museum carousel are its pre-1900 animals, which include the following: one lion, one
tiger, three goats, three giraffes, three reindeer, and 31 horses of different sizes.
Eighteen of the animals are "jumpers." Of the total of 42, 41 are the Dentzels used
on the carousel during its historic residence (1917-56) at Broad Ripple Park. The
single missing horse has been replaced by a compatible Dentzel.

As is explained in the Significance statement of this study, the 1917 Mangels mecha-
nism was not available when the restoration of the carousel began in 1975. A substi-
tute Mangels-Illions was used.

The Children's Museum Carousel operates in the southwest corner ot the fifth floor
of the museum's modern building, which is presumably the largest museum building in
the world designed exclusively for children. The carousel is housed in an interior
paviliOn, which, though it is of modern construction, represents a composite Of the
designe Of several historic carousel pavilions.1

Additional Data

The "borrowing" or "trading" of parts was a relatively common practice among carousel
manufacturers when they needed to fill orders in a hurry. Mangels-Illions likely
obtained the animals from a pre-I900 Dentzel carousel and installed them on their own
mechanism, when the carousel was ordered for the "White City" amusement park in
Indianapolis. The animals' history prior to 1917 is not known.

In keeping with the pattern used by Mangels-Illions, and in accord with historic photo-
graphic evidence on the carousel's appearance, the carousel was restored with animals
in alternating rows of jumpers and stationary animals, three abreast. The animals in
the outside row have jewels; although they were not manufactured with jewels, they
were decorated in that fashion when in Broad Ripple Park.

The animals are mounted on the substitute 40' diameter Mangels-Illions mechanism,
which is.perhaps close in appearance to the original. In reassembly of the carousel,
the exterior scenery, on the large outside rim panels, was painted by a Pennsylvania
artist, using other carousel art as models. The outside mirror frames and decorative
carving above them are also replicas. New scenery was fabricated for the interior in
the museum's shops.

The carOusel's band organ is a 1919 "Special Carousel Organ" (model 146B) that long
operated on a carousel at an amusement park in San Francisco. This style of organ
was produced strictly for carousels of that period. The interior of the organ wan
rebuilt in 1976, before installation.
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1 This description is based on information in Dwight Crandell, "The Children' Museum's
Carousel," Merry-Go-Roundu2 8,2, pp. 17-19, as well as onsite inspection of the carousel.
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WWW0
sculpture

humunderlan
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tranipertiftn

othor(opsetty)

:RticrOntica.
(carousel)

Mangels-Illions 'Onedheriitstr

Summary

The wooden carousel at the Children's MUseum in Indianapolis, although it incorporates
other elements, is one of the three earliest carousels that is virtually intact in
terms of its Dentzel menagerie animals. Ito closest contemporary, coincidentally
aleo in Indiana, at Logansport, has not been as finely restored. Logansport is dated
variously between 1900 and 1903 though it may predate 1900; the Children's Museum.'
animals probably antedate 1900 although their history cannot be documented prior to
1917. The only older extant Dentzel is that at Meridian, Minsissippi, which may date
as early as 1885-89, but is more likely from 1892-97.

Dentzel Carouaels

Although extant carousels by other manufacturers included in this study are of earlier
date, these three earliest Dentzela are fine representatives of the mature carousel
work by this important manufacturing family. The Dentzels' work has been praised for
the artiatry of its carving and described as "the finest built." This characteriza-
tion especially applies to their work up to 1910.2

The Dentzels have been credited with giving the carousel industry in America its real
start. Gustav A. Dentzel, a young German immigrant, began building carousels in
Philadelphia in 1867. Parte of his first American carousel, it appears, were imported
from his father, who manufactured carousels in Kreuznach, Germany. The family con-
tinued in the business in Philadelphia until 1929.3

Of an unknown total number of carousels manufactured by the Dentzel company, certainly
upward of a hundred, some 21 (including the 3 mentioned above) still exist.4 The
integrity of several of the survivors haa been marred by replacement of animals with
those by other manufacturers. (TWo Dentzels [1905-15 and 19211 at Cedar Point, Ohio,
are described in a separate nomination of that great amusement park; the Dentzel
[1927] at Kennywood Park, in W. Mifflin, Pa., near Pittsburgh, is similarly treated.)

Although other Dentzel carousels might have been included in this study, it has been
noted that the company's later work showed the effects of maas manufacture.5 Even
these standardized specimens are now so rare that they might be deemed worthy of
consideration. A large percentage, however, of all remaining Dentzel carousels have
been repeatedly moved or greatly modified.
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111R2Ey_ofthe. Children's Museum's Carousel

Key elements in the Children's Museum's carousel, i.e., the animals, are those of the
carousel which operated in Broad Ripple Park in northern Indianapolis from 1917 to
1956. The animals, however, appear to be pre-1900.

The carousel was brought there in 1917 to be part of an amusement park known as White
City, owned by the Union Traction Company. In 1922, the Broad Ripple Amusement Company
purchased the park and renamed it. A giant roller coaster, baseball diamonda, a foot-
ball field, cinder track and bath houses were other features. At first, the carousel

housed in a large enclosed building near the pool. ln 1927, the park was sold to
Oscar and Joseph Baur who removed many rides end added new attractions such as the
Temple of Mystery, Huffman's Auto Speedway and Dodge 'em Care. The ownership again
changed in 1938 when William McCurry acquired it. He moved the carousel to the
children's playground and housed it in a domed pavilion without walla.

By the time McCurry sold the park to the city in 1954 the amusement rides had all but
disappeared. By 1956 deterioration was such that the pavilion collapsed on the Carou-
sel, destroying its sweeps and mechanism. Except for the animals, which the city
stored in a warehouse, the rest of the carousel was junked.

In 1965, the Children's Museum acquired two of the Broad Ripple carousel horses for
display. Later on, in 1969, the museum acquired all of the others, with the excep-
tion of three reindeer and two horses, and put them in storage. Many were in poor
condition.

When the museum decided to move into a new building it was felt that two or three
animals would be displayed and the rest sold to benefit the mueeum. With that in
mind, Mrs. Mildred Compton, the museum's executive director, went to the first
National Carousel Roundtable at Sandwich, Mass., id the fall of 1973 to find buyers.
Instead, she returned to Indianapolis convinced that the museum should restore the
carousel and put it in operation as a permanent exhibit.

Restoration of the carousel, in 1975-78, was a time-consuming and expensive project.
The remaining animals, except for one, were finally located. A Mangels-Illions
carousel mechanism was delivered in November 1975 and erected. A whole new platform
was constructed and covered with indoor-outdoor carpeting. Work on the animals was
so extensive that it was not until the fall of 1977 that the last of the restored
animals was put on the carousel.

Changes have been made to make the carousel durable and'reliable in daily operation.
Added bracing was installed, and the mechanism belt drive was exchanged for a fluid
drive. The animals are periodically "touched up" in the museum's conservation lab.
The Children's Museum's Carousel accommodates about 200,000 riders a year. The modest
fee charged goes to insure its continued maintenance.
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Footnotes

'These conclusions are based on a compilation of data that appear in National Carousel
Association, National Carousel Amsociation Census (Los Angeles, California: Natiotml
Carousel Association, March 1983), paselm, Which were rearranged chronologically ',tor
this study and supplemented by data appearing in successive issues of Merry-Go-Moundnp,
a periodical of,the National Carousel Association.

2Frederick Fried, "The Denttel Carousel, A Condensed Hi ory," Merry,Go-Roundup 8,2,
po 6.

2Ibid.,rp. 3-5.

4National Carousel Association, Ea. cit.

5Fried,220 cit., p. 8.

6This history has been compiled from the accounts in Dwight Crandell, "The Children's
Mnoeum's Carousel," Merry-Go-Roundup 8,2, 16-19; and Nancy Kriplen, Keep an gye on
that Mummy (Indianapolis: The Children's Museum of Indianapolis, 1982), pp. 185-193.
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The Logansport Dentzel carousel occupies a shelter building in the playground area of
Riverside Park, one of the city's public parks.1 The shelter building is a shed of simple
multi-sided design and recent construction and is strictly utilitarian; its sides, which
are protected with metal bars, are opened during the summer months to provide light and
air while the carousel is operating.

The Logansport Dentzel is a stationary 3-abreast carousel of the No. 103 style described
in the Dentzel company catalog (c. 1885), as follows:

Caroussel is built with animals, three abreast, such as lion, goats, deer, giraffe,
tiger, and different styles of horses, containing 40 in number, together with four
double-seated chariots, of fine design and architecture, handsomely carved, fresco
painted and upholstered in plush. The Caroussel is 42 feet in diameter, with sixteen
section platform, 40 feet in diameter. All upright rods are encased in brass tubing.
All working parts are enclosed by high class oil paintings, mounted upon scroll-worked
frame, finely painted. Includes concert organ, with two cylinders of music, also
ring board and attachments, also power of steam or electric, as desired.2

For the Logansport carousel, the Dentzels supplied a, slightly different group of 42 animals
(31 horses, three goats, three reindeer, three giraffes, one lion, and a tiger), exactly
the same menagerie combination as on the Children's Museum carousel in Indianapolis. All
of these animals remain in place on it. The ring dispenser is also in plaCe.

Additional_Data

The origins and date of the carousel's musical equipment are speculative. Most of its
other parts have survived rather well. (It is uncertain whether the decorative interior
and exterior panels, now obscured, might be restored by removing overlays of paint.)

The Cass County Carousel Association has, hOwever, in the process of restoring the carousel,
discovered that dry rot haS begun to affect the carousel's animals, some of which have been
painted aS many as 20 times. If not eventually restored and housed in climate-controlled
surroundings, the animals are certain to deteriorate further.

To its credit, the Cass County Carousel Association is striving to raise the funds neceasary
to complete the carousel's restoration and to build a more suitable shelter for it.
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1The bulk of this description has been prepared from data included in the following newspaper
articles: "Carousel's 44 Animals To Undergo Restoration," Pharos7Tribune (Logansport,
Ind.), Sunday, January 23, 1983; Dave Kitchell, "Logansport's Carousel," Pharos-Tribune
(Logansport, Ind.), February 19, 1984, pp. 1,8; Deborah Pines, "Carousel's riders feel joy,
glory," The_Indianagrilla, Sunday, July 8, 1984 (Spectrum Section), pp. 1,3; and Dawne
Slater, "Grabbing brass ring still possible," _Kokomo (Ind.) Tribune, Friday, August 31,
1984.

2"Catalogue of Caroussels and Organs" (Phi adelphia: G.A. Dentzel, c. 1885), unpaginated.
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rouse1)Dentzel Carousel Corpora

The wooden carousel in Riverside Park in Logansport is one of the three earliest Dentzel
Menagerie carousels that are virtually intact. Its cloSest contemporary, coincidentally
also in Indiana, in the Ghildren's Museum, in Indianapolis, has been finely restored, but
includes a substitute Mangels-Illions mechanism. The Logansport carousel, which is only
partially restored, is dated variously between 1900 and 1903, although it may predate
1900. The only extant Dentzel that may be older-is that at Meridian, Mississippi, which
may date to 1885-89, and is certainly pre-1900.1

Dentzel_Carousels

Although extant carousels by other manufacturers included in this study are of earlier
date, these three earliest Dentzels are fine representatives of the mature carousel work
by this important manufacturing family. The Dentzels' work has been praised for the
artistry of its carving and described as _"the finest built." This characterization
especially applies to their work up to 1910.2

The Dentzeis have been credited with giving the carousel industry in America its real
Start. Gustav A. Dentzel, a young German immigrant, began building carousels in Philadel-
phia in 1867. Parts of his first American carousel, it appears, were imported from his
father, who manufactured carousels in Kreuznach, Germany. The family continued in the
business in Philadelphia until 1929.3

Of an unknown total number of carousels, certainly upward of a hundred, manufactured by
the Dentzel company, some 21 (including the 3 mentioned above) still exist.4 The integrity
of several of the survivors has been marred by replacement of animals with those by other
manufacturera. (TWo Dentzels (1905-15 and 19211 at Cedar Point, Ohio, are described in a
separate nomination of that great amusement park; the Dentzel 11927j at Kennywood Park,
in W. Mifflin, Pa., near Pittsburgh, is similarly treated.)

Although other Dentzel carousels might have been included in this study, it has been
noted that the company's later work showed the effects of mass manufacture.5 Even these
Standardized specimens are now so rare that they might be deemed worthy of consideration.
A large percentage, however, of all remaining Dentzel carousels have been repeatedly moved
or greatly modified.
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History of the Logansport Carousei6

The Dentzel carousel in Logansport has delighted visitors to this northern Indiana commu-
nity of 14,000, since 1919. Until 1962, it was in Spencer Park, and was then moved to
its present location in River ide Park.

The Logansport Dentzel has been dated to c. 1900-1903, although it may be as early as
1885-90, inasmuch as Dentzel manufactured mostly stationary animals, such as those on the
Logansport carousel, prior to 1890, and afterward made relatively feW. From 1903 to 1905
it apparently toured, and then found a home in Fort Wayne, Indiana, from where it was
removed to Logansport in 1919.

In Logansport, the carousel served the public in SpenCer Park, which WaS then at the end
of a local streetcar line. It operated under the management of a Succession of private
owners and was moved to Riverside Park by Lawrence Kandler, the laSt of them, in 1962.

After Kandler's death in 1969, his estate sought to dispose of the carousel, and it
remained idle until 1972. In that year, the local Jaycees began a "Save Our Carousel"
drive that raised $15,000 to purchase it. Once this was accomplished, the carousel was
turned over to a non-profit corporation, the Casa County Carousel ASSOCiation, which
continues to operate the carousel in Riverside Park during the Summer montha. The asso-
ciation is using the proceeds from 43,000--odd tickets gold each year to maintain and
operate the carousel. The association has also made a valiant, though modest, beginning
in its restoration.

Footnotes

'These conclusions are based on a compilation of data that appear in National.Carousel
Association, National Carousel Association Census (Los Angeles, Calif.: National Carousel
Association, March 1983), paSsim, which were rearranged chronologically for thiS Study
and supplemented by data appearing in successive issues of Merry-Go-Roundup, a periodical
of the National Carousel Association.

2Frederick Fried, "The Dentzel CarOuSel, Condensed History," litax=g2=kne 8,2, p. 6.

3Ibid., pp. 3-5.

4National Carousel Association, cm. cit.

5Friedp 11E. cip., p. 8.

6This brief sketch of the carousel's residence in Logansport derives from neWSpaper
articles graciously furnished by Mr. Eric Wof of the Cass County Carousel Association.
They are cited in Footnote 1 of the Description.
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7, DescriptiOn
Condition

excellent
good
fair

deteriorated
_ ruins
_ unexposed

CCheck one heck one
unaltered original si e

_25._ altered _X_ moved date ._ _
Describe the present and Original (if known) physical appearance

bummary

The Abilene carousel is a 2-abreast, track-type machine. It has 24 Parker hornet;
and 4 Parker chariots (2 with large yellow sunflowers on the sides) on a platform
40' in diameter, one of the largest made by the Charles W. Parker Amusement COmpany.
The paired horses, though mostly unrestored, are in generally exce1lent condition.
When the carousel is in operation, they are mounted on flexible metal frames, or
rocking mechanisms, that produce a ride much more realistic than the up-and-dOWn
motion of later carousels with horses mounted on poles. There is no top to the
carousel, as it was Intended to be set up under a tent.

Alter- ions and Other ESylpEep

The platform rests on wheels running on a track on the ground. Solt of the wooden
planks mounted on the frame have required replacement; otherwise the platform is in
good condition. The military band organ designed to accompany the carousel is no
longer with it.

The carousel has traditionally been powered by a 2-cylinder, 2-horsepower steam
engine, which is set up a short distance away and connected to the carousel drive
wheels by a cable. The .boiler on the original steam engine has been replaced to
accommodate current safety regulations so that the carousel can again be operated
by the steam engine.

A new building to house- the carousel is under construction behind the Dickinson
County Historical Museum, just east of the Eisenhower Library and Memorial in
Abilene. The 3,600 square-foot Carousel building will be octagonal, with portions
of five of the walls capable-of being 'raised as viewing windows. An extension of
the octagon will house the steam engine and serve as a workshop. An electric motor
will power the carousel in its day-to-day operation, but the steam engine will be
on display and will operate the carousel on special occasions.'

Footnote

'Bob Guenthner, "The Abilene Parker" (Abilene-, Kansas: Dickinson County Historical
Society, 1984), unpaginated leaflet, provided the bulk of the data on which this
description is based.
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Company
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social
humanitarian
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nt transportation
Other (specify)
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ousel)_ _
Summary

Of some 68 carousels built by the Parker firm in Abilene between.. 196 -d1910.1
the Abilene carousel is one of only three that Survive esoentielly intoct. 4 is
the earliest of the three, dating sometime from 1898 to 1901.2 Thip rare and
wandering survivor has returned to the community in which it yes built; it is the
only tangible evidence of the company's presence in the city.

Parker's early hand-carved wooden horses have been described aa

in a class by themselves. They were long sinewy ereatorea,vith Ion
muscles carved in interesting shapes. Their heads were thin, long, and
sensitive; their manes rolled back in gentle "8" curves, end forelocks flowed
back under the ears, following the contours of the head.3

Aistory

Charles W. Parker, an Abilene .native, began making carouel in Abil ne in 1898.
Re manufactured many other amusements and carnival accessories:, including mechanical
shooting galleries, portable electric lighting plants; conceasions-,,show fronts,
hand-painted banners, tents, and.band organs. Parker employed, the ,best Skilled
carvers and artists for the carving and painting of his,merry-lwrounda. Wbrought
craftsmen from Switzerland, GerMany, and Austria to hend.4.carve.the boraes and is
generally credited with inventing the mechanism that wakes hie horses' rear up and
down. His carousels became particularly well known in rhe Hidweat. and West.

Parker also at one time owned four complete carnivals. In addition, he operated an
amusement center, "The Midway," or "Parker's Playhouse," in Abl.lese. (Neither the
carousel factory nor "The Midway" is extant.)

He continued manufacturing the equipment in Abilene until 1910, vhen'he-noved his
plant to Leavenworth, Kansas. In Leavenworth, he began using carving:machines that
gave the carousels a standardized mass-produced appearance. They Te:00, for that
reason, as attractive to carousel connoiaseurs as hie earlier work.!' The Parker
Company quit making carousels in the late 1930s, after Charles' death in 1932.4

The "Abile__' Carousel

Amechanic in Lander, Wyoming, James Weisner, purchased thinceroosel from on
Parker's traveling carnivals in 1928. Thereafter he annually put it ap for the
town's 4th of July celebration. He sold it in 1959, shortly 'before his death,
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Tom Knight, of Riverton, Wyoming, who operated it st a drive-in theater he owned in
the community. FiAlowing Knight'a death, his widow, desiring to dispose of the
carousel to a party who would keep it intact, contacted the Smithsonian Institution
in 1975. The Smithsonian in turn contacted the Dickinson County Historical Society
in Abilene.

By mid-19760 the historical society and the associnted Abilene Carousel Committee had
raised enough money to purchase the carousel from Mts. Knight. The carouael was
brought back to Abilene and placed in storage.5 The need for funds to build a
aecure shelter and to restore the carousel has caused work to proceed slowly.

Construction at last began on the shelter building in June 1984. The society expects
to complete it and begin operation of the carousel on a regular basis in the summer
of 1986.

Footnotes

'Arthur McClure, "C.W. Parker:
3 (Fall 1983), p. 26.

-nsas Amusement " Amusement Park Journal,

2Based on review of data in National Carousel sociation, National Carousel Associa-
tion Census (Los Angeles, 1983).

3Frederick Fried, cited in McClure, 92. cit., p. 25.

4MCClure, eit., pp. 20-27; and Jeanne Von Essen, "Small part of Abilene deritage
reclaimed in Wyoming," -Star-Tribune [Casper, Wyoming], March 17, 1976, p. 3.

5Bob Guenthner, "The Abilene ParkW (Abilene, Kansas: Dickinson County Historical
Society, 1984), unpaginated leaflet.
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historic Plying Horses -Carousel

and or common Oak Bluffs Carousel

2. Location
street & number 33 oak Bluffs Avenue not for publication
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state Massachusetts code county Dukes
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in process
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street & number Ryan Amusement Company, 519 Yarmouth Road
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street & number Main Street

city, town Edgartown Massachusetts
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_
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Description
Condition

excellent
gocd

X falr

_

Check one Chock *no
deteriorated __25 unaltered _ ._ o:IgInst site

_ ruins altered _X_ moved dme _ 1ta84 ,._ asna._ _

unexposed

Describe the present and original (If known( physical appearanc
Summary

The carousel which measures 36 feat in diameter, consists of a platform and an
open canopy whose 14 spreaders are supported by the uprights which secure the
horses and chariots. The carousel supports 20 prancing horses and 4 chariots.
They are arranged in the following manner: a chariot, 2 pairs of horses, a Chariot,
3 pairs of horses, a chariot. 2 pairs of horses, a chariot, and 3 pairs of horses.
In all cases, the outer of the paired horaes is larger. In addition to its fine
hand-carved horses and chariots, the carousel retains rim, spreader, and center
panels with intact paintings that are fine examples of late 19th-century folk art.

Location

The Flying Hor es carousel is situated in the business district of Oak Bluffs at
the base of Circuit Avenue, the main street of the town.1 Its shelter building la
placed on a triangular parcel, along with two other buildings, on the small block
bounded by Oak Bluffs Avenue on the north, Yaebec Avenue on the southeast, and
Lake Avenue on the southwest. This vicinity has always been the entertainment
center of town. Late 19th-century and early 20th-century photographs show the
carousel surrounded by a skating rink, a bowling alley, and hotels.

Shelter

The carousel'_ shelter is a simple 1-story utilitarian structure, sheathed with
wood shingles painted a deep red and encl.sed by a low pitched gable roof. Ite
date of construction and early history are unknown. The major entrance faces north
at an angle to the northwest and northeast elevations. A secondary entrance is in
a shed-roofed porch which runs the full length of the southwest elevation. The
major alteration to the building, as revealed by historic photographs, is the
enclosing of this porch about 1900, and the addition of the concrete steps at the
main entrance. Although the shelter building does not fit the classic multi-sided
carousel shelter design, its continuity of use is significant.

In addition to the carousel, the carousel shelter building houses a ticket counter
and several pinball machines.

Mditional Data. on _the Carousel

The machinery powering the carousel consists of a 10-horsepoz-s belt-driven elec ric
motor in the basement. Although originally steam-powered, the carousel has been
driven by electricity since around 1900. Its present motor is connected to gears
Which are concealed by the eight center panels. The machinery which powers the
carousel has recently been overhauled. The owner hopes to complete restoration
when funds are available.
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The horses and chariots have not been painted for several years, but the owner
hopes to restore them to their original appearance after paint research. The
horses have large oxide eyes, horsehair tails, and painted bridles and saddle pads.
The double-seated chariots resemble birda, dragoneD and serpents.

Most of the panels, painted mainly with equestrian and marine scenes -- which
originally concealed the gears, spreadera, and rims -- survive but are badly in
need of restoration and are not in situ. Local scenes by Georgina McCarthy are in
their place.

Footnote

'This description is an edited version of that appearing in Candace Jenkins'
nomination of the Flying Horses carousel to the National Register of Historic
Places (1979).
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Recreation.
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--------

The "Flying Horses" caroUsel of Oak Bluffs. Massachusetts, and the "Flying Horse"
carousel of Watch Hill, Rhode Island, are almost certainly the two oldest essentially
extant carousels in the United States.1 Because of difficulties attendant on dating
carousels of that vintage, it is not possible to determine absolutely which is the
older. Some experts give the nod to Watch Hill. Because the two are. somewhat
different types, both are excellent representatives of the early era of carousel
manufacture in the United States. Both have also been on-site for exceptionally
long periods.

They also represent the only surviving examples of the work of the Charles W. F.
Dare Company of New York City1,2 one of the major carousel manufacturer's1, which was
in business from 1856 until 1901 making hobbyhorses and other amuseient devices:
The company ceased operations at Dare's death.

History

"Flying Horses," At Oak Bluffs1, which is, in any case, the oldest operating'plat-
form carousel in the United States, has been in the community since 1884.3 It was
brought to Oak Bluffs (then called Cottage City), a well-established late 19th-
Century resort, by a Mr. F.O. Gordon of New York City. The tradition that it was
first operated in the New York City area is duggeated by the inscription "Coney
Island #4" on the back side of one of the decoratiVe panels. In 1889 the carousel
was purchased by the town and moved to its present site. It Was Sold in 1896 to a
Mr. Joseph Turnell. He applied the "Flying Horses" name to it, which is something
of a misnomer1, since the horses have always been stationary (i.e.1, they do not move
up and down as do the horses on many later carousels).

The horses and chariots which form the major components of the carousel are example+)
of those found in the Charles W. F. Dare catalog (1878)1, "Constructions for Sea-Side
& Summer Amusements1, Carousels1, Organ Figures, Fixtures &c." Also the canvas scene
paintings used to covar the outside rim and inside poles of the carousel housing
and maLbine covering1, as well as painted views on the spreader boards, are very
similar to those shown in the Dare catalog. Carousel expert Frederick Fried believes
the artist who painted the panels and canvases may have made the catalog woodcut
engravings from these paintings.4 Because of these factors, the carousel can be
approximately dated to 1876-78.
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Footnotes

1This claim is supported by review of the National_Carousel Association Census (Los
Angeles: 1984) and Frederick Fried, "Flying Horses -of Martha's Vineyard Offer
Surprise," Antique Monthly (July 1974).

2Supported by review of all entries in the National_Carousel Association _Census.

3Historical data, except as noted, has been revised from Candace Jenkins' National
Register of Historic Places nomination form for the carousel (1979).

4Frederick Fried, "Flying Horses of Martha Vineyard Offer Surprise," An!Ague
Monthly (July 1974).
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1. Name
historic Highland Park Dentzel Carousel Shelter Building

end:or common Same

2. Location
rest & number Highland Park

city, town Meridian vicinity of

not for publication

state Mississippi

. Classificat on
code 75

Category
district

X huilding(s)
structure
site

2L object

Ownership Status Present Use
_X_ public occupied agriculture museum

private unoccupied
_

commercial
_
X. park

both work in progress
_

educational private re
Public Acquisition Accessible entertainment

_
religious

in process yes. restricted _ government sciantifki
being considered _X_ yes: unrestricted _ transportation_ industrial

7, no _ military _ other
4. Owner of Property
risme City of Meridian

restS numbercit Hall, Box 1430

city, to n

Location o
vicinity of

Legal Description
Office of the Chancery Clerk

courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Lauderdale County Courthouse

state MisSips-

street & numbs: 500 - 21st Avenue

-n Meridian _si_sippi

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title Statewide Survey Of Historic Sites has this property been determined eligible? yes no

date August 26, 1977 federal _2L state courtly local

depository for survey records Mississi i DeRartmenf Of Archivps_ and Biz:toy:4r

city, town Jackson 507 state Isiseippi 39205@
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7, Description
Condition

excellent detenorated
X good ruins

fair Unexposed

Check on
unaltered
altered

Check one
_ original site

moved date _ iaay_

Describe the present and original (it known) physical appearance
Summary

One of the primary features of the city of Meridian's Highland Park is its
Dentzel Carousel and shelter, which have occupied their site in the park since
the park opened in 1909 at the end of a city streetcar line. The Highland Park
Dentzel carousel is a staLionary (No. 102) carousel approximately 30' in diameter
with two animals abreast; it is smaller than the standard 2-abreast. which was
42' in diameter.

Its shelter is a rare surviving carousel building from a Dentzel blueprint.1
rectangular in shape with a clerestory over the carousel's position within it.

Carousel2

The 28 hand-carved animal5 secured by brass poles to the wooden platformiinclude
a lion. a tiger, 2 deer, 2 antelope. 2 giraffes, and 20 horses. The outer
ring displays more elaborate carving. Two double-seated chariots, ornamented by
scrolls and flowers, bring the seating capacity of the carousel to 36.2 All
stations are of brightly painted carved wood trimmed with gold. The animals have
been painted over the years; their restoration is being performed in stages and
they are otherwise in good condition.

The carousel is further ornamented with three tiers of -scenery containing 64
original oil paintings. Above the outer ring of animals, at the end of the
16-spoke rafters, are 32 oil paintings on wood. Sixteen are large views of
animals ranging from chickens to buffalo, framed in a long cartouche of painted
scrolls. Between these and over each animal is a smaller landscape painting
set in a frame of gilded wood scrolls. Much of the mechanical equipment and
structural members are concealed by two inner tiers of paintings. The upper
tier features 15 genre and landscape scenes of Europe and the Middle East
painted in oil on canvas. On the sixteenth panel is the advertisement: G. A.
DENT= BUILDER of the LATEST IMPROVED CARROUSEL [sicj 3635-41 Germantown, Pa."
Both paintings and advertisement are framed in wood with painted scrolls. One
scene in the upper tier has been repainted. Below are 16 canvases which have
been painted over in red, white, and blue, with eagle decals applied over the
alternating white canvases. These too were originally small landscapes.

A deck of wide planks forms the riding platform. which is raised 12" off the
floor and encircled by a 4" metal rim. The floor is suspended by iron rods
from a large circular ring which in turn is supported by tension rods and heavy
10" x 10" wood struts from the central post. The carousel is powered by a
large electric motor connected by a canvas belt to a flywheel and horizontal
drive shaft with a clutch and cam gear. A vertical steel shaft with a large
wheel gear is connected to the cam gear. The clutch and a spring-loaded brake
are operated manually, using levers. All of the machinery dates at least to
the early 20th century. The original carousel pipe organ fell into disrepair
yearS ago and was supplanted by recorded music provided by a modern phonograph
and amplifiers.
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Carousel Housii-

The carousel house was begun in 1909 in anticipation of the arrival of the city's
newly acquired Dentzel carousel. Apparently built from a Dentzel blueprint* it isa rectangular building approximately 70' x 75' with 22' high board-and-batten
exterior walls.

The exterior massing is distinctive in appearance with a low, square* main block
and an octagonal central section with a steep pyramidal roof with clerestory windows.
The clerestory is about 40' in diameter and lights the interior with 32 six-light
stationary sash hung horizontally. The peaked roof of the clerestory conforms tothe octagon. The clerestory is carried on eight wooden columns encased in pressed
tin simulating square fluted columns raised on pedestals.

At the center of the east, west, and south elevations, below small gable extensions
at the eaves, are large entrances with double doors and four-light transoms. Thenorth elevation has a large central window (now covered with plywood) with an
identical gable. Originally the south elevation was open on both sides of its
entrance, lighted either by glass or open lattice. The openings have been closed
and a relatively new window unit appears to the west of the doorway. Similar
window units symmetrically flank the center doors of the eaet and west elevations
and the center wind,W of the north eleVation. A shed roof has been applied across
the south elevation and is supported by slender steel columns.

Inside, the original mosaic tile floor with a large snowflake pattern iu green,yellow, terra cotta, and white is intact. A high paneled wainscot of painted oak
encircles the large interior space. On the south wall, a new concession stand has
been built, replacing the original soda fountain. In view of the original open
design of the south wall, it is probable that the soda fountain was intended to
serve patrons both inside and outside. The carousel house has recently (1983-84)
been restored, using a combination of city funds and a small National Park Service
grant.

Footnotes

iThe description of the standard 2-abreast and the carousel building appear"Catalogue of Caroussels and Organs" (Philadelphia: G.A. Dentzel, c. 1885
unpaginated.

2The description of the carousel combines the data that appears in the Highland
Park National Register nomination (1979), prepared by Gregory B. Free and Susan Perry
of the City of Meridian Department of Parks and Recreation, and in Mendel, Mesick,Cohen, and Waite, Architects, "Highland Park Comprehensive Preservation Plan"
(Albany, New York: 1981), unpaginated.

3The description of the carousel house was prepared from the sources listed in Note
2. Onsite inspection in September 1985 revealed the extent of progress on restora-
tion.
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Period
. prehistoric

1400-1429
1500-1599
1500-1599
1701799

__X_ 1500-1599
1960-

Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify blow
archeology-prehistoric community planning
archeology-historic conservation

. agriculture . economics
architectur education
an engineering
commerce exploration se
communications industry

invention

carousel 1892-9Spec life dates S.
_ _ahelter 1909 'milder Architect

Stoteortettit of Significance (in one paragraph)
SUMma ry

The wooden carousel in Highland Park in MeridiaL which may be as early as 1885-89,
although it is more likely from 1892-99, is probably the oldest of the three earliest
Dentzel menagerie carousels that are virtually intact. Its closest contemporaries,
both in Indiana, are the Children's Museum carousel in Indianapolis, probr.bly
pre-1900, which has been finely restored--though it is not a pure Dentzel-,-and that
in Logansport, only partially restored, which is generally dated between 1900 and
1903) although it may predate 1900. All three have been moved, those in Indianapolis
and Logansport relatively recently; the Dentzel in Meridian arrived there in 1909,
and it is the only one still in the "shelter," or carousel house, that it occupied
historically.1 The carousel house is a rare survivor, built from a Dentzel blue-
print.

nt

landscape architectur
law
literature
military

_ music
philosophy

. politics government

religion
science
sculpture
social'
humanitarian

__. theater
transportation-
Other (a

_ Recreation carousel)_
carousel (Dentzel Carousel corporation)
shelter. (Pentzel.CaxouaeL_Cnrz)oration_.!

pattern)

Dentzel Carouse

Although extant carousels by other manufacturers included in this study are of
earlier date, these three earliest Dentzels are fine representatives of the mature
carousel work by this important manufacturing family. The Dentzels' work has been
praised for the artistry of its carving and described as "the finest built." This
characterization eSPecially applies to their work up to 1910.2

The Dentzels have been credited with giving the carousel industry in America its
real start. Gustav A. Dentzel, a young German immigrant, began building carousels
in Philadelphia in 1867. Parts of his first American carousel, it appears, were
imported from his father, who manufactured carouSels in Kreuznach, in present
Germany. The family continued in the business in Philadelphia until 1929.3

Of an unknown total number of carousels, certainly upward of a hundred, manufactured
by the Dentzel Company* some 21 (including the 3 mentioned above) still exist.4
The integrity of several of the survivors has been marred by replacement of animals
with those by other manufacturers. (TWo Dentzels [1905-15 and 1921] at Cedar Point,
Ohio) are described in a separate study of that great amusement park; the Dentzel
[19271 at Kennywood Park, in W. Mifflin, Pa., near Pittsburgh, is similarly treated.)

Although other Dentzel carousels might have been included in this study, it has
been noted that the company's later work showed the effects of mass manufacture.5
Even these standardized specimens ere,now so rare that they might be deemed worthy
of consideration. A large percentage, however, of all remaining Dentzel carousels
have been repeatedly moved or greatly modified.
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'the Meridian Denczel carOusel is one of only two
It is also one of the few in the United States that
ry" Oil paintings.

.Meridiants Denteil Mao A 44etind-hand machine sold to the city when it was establishing. .

Highland Perk in 1909. It Was installed in the carousel house in the northern part of
the park neat the atteetcer Station in that year, and has been a feature of the park
ever eince.. The park begin as a "pleasuring ground" in a Victorian mode, and evolved
into a more Modern fealityrfeaturing organised and active sports in the 1930s. The
carousel. honever, Unlike a-nunber of other facilities in the park, has remained intact
and in ploce.6.

Footee

1These cone ueiOns,ere baled.on a compilation of data that appears in National Carousel, .

AssoaittiOn
0

tien ,CAT-M4.01 AseociaLon Census (Los Angeles, California: National-
Carousel ASSOciStiOn,-Match 19_3 ),,Iessim, which were rearranged chronologically for

. thiS atudy,aaa dipPleiented'by'data appearing in successive issues of Merry-Go.ftound42,
a perio4ioal'.of the Naildnal Carousel Association. Sources for data on the other two
carousels ROpeer in tke'iftdividual examinations of them elsewhere in. this theme study.

2Frederi k Fried, "The Dentael Carousel, A Condensed History," Merry-Go-Roundup 8, 2,
p. 6

3Ibid.,-pp. -

4National CarOUlel AsSociation, op. cit.

5Fried. 8.

6Soorees fOr Chia data are thOSCcited'in Note 2 of the Description section of thiS
Study.
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9. Major BIN ographical Re er vices

SEE 6ONTINUATION SHEET

10. Geographic
Acreage of nominated property less than

Quadrangle name Meridian South
M References

Quadrangle Seale 1:24,000

A LuSj 1 31 3181 3 OA 13 L5 18 13 12.15JILI 811111 1 LL1_1 L11L1 I

Zone Eastin4 NoMhing Zona Eastin Nanning

CL_L_1 1 1_ 1_1 i I_1 1 lj I I 1__IL 1 ° 1_1 L I i L_j 1 W--i 1-1_11
E LL1 F 1 1_1 I I 1 L Li_j_l
a LIi 1 1 1 LL.J.1 HI LJ II Lli 1 I 1 i_l_

Verbal boundary description and Justification
Only the carousel building and the carousel within

L ist all states and countis for properties overlapping state or county boundaries

state code county c_

state code county

11. arm Prepared By
na /title Jeme -

Organization HiStOry DivIsion

strsst & number 1100 L S

a ional Park Service date October 1985

telephone 4.2a24_343.8.3..s.s-

city or town Washington state DC 20013-7177 _ _ _

12. State Historic Preservation Officer Certification
The evaluated significance of this property within the state is:

national _ state local

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-
665). I hereby nominate this property for inclusion In the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.

State Historic PreseriatIon Officer signature

tills date

For N u
I hereby certify that this property Is includad In the National Register

Attests
Chief of Registration
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"Catalogue of Caroussels and Organs." Philadelphia: G.A. Dentzel, c. 1885.

Charles, Barbara. "Merry-Go-Round," Smithsonian Magazine 3 (July 1972): 40-47.

Fried, Frederick. A Pic
Pp. 51-58.

8, 2, pp

Hintot of Ihe C rousel. New York: A.S. Barnes, 1964.

"The Dentzel Carousel, A Condensed History," Merry-GoRoundup

"Information Wanted!" Merry-Go7Roundnp 9, 3, P. 22.

Mendel, Mesick, Cohen, and Waite, Architects. "Highland Park Comprehensive Preser-
vation Plan." Albany, New York: 1981.

Mendelsohn, Ink. "Carousels Caught in Vicious Circle; SmithsonianNews_Service.
May 1981, March 1982. 8 pp. (Press packet.)

Meridian [Miss.] Star, April 28, 1908; April 28, 1909.

National Carousel Association. National_Carousel Association Census. Los Angeles,
California: National Carousel Association, March 1983.
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Sketch map of Highland Park, showing
location of Carousel Shelter.
(Mississippi Department of Archives
and History, 1978)

HIGHLUD PARK MIDIAA, MISSISSIPPI
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G. A. reentsel, 3635 In 3M1 Germantown Awe rhiladelphia, PI.

DESIGN FON CAROUSSEL. Bu:Lina

Managers .and architects who are engaged upon plans of new parks, should
investigate the merits of Caroussels, and they will be convinced of the necessity of
arranging a building, or part of a .building, for this form of amusement.

We will furnish all the necessary information upon application, also blue print

for a building for our style of Caroussel. if desired.

A page from the Dentsel Carousel Corporation's
catalogue (e 1885), showing the firm's pattern
design for a carousel shelter structure.
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Name

CMS No_ to24-ools
Exp. 10-31-84

For NPS use only

received

date entered

historic PaznitgeHerschell Carousel

and Or common .1th-rden (Pioneer e) CarOu_

Location
street & number Pioneer Village not for publication

city, town Minden vicinity of

_reeka code 31 county _ey code 99

Classification
Category Ownership Sta us Present Use

district public occupied agriculture museum
X private

_
_ unoccupied X commercial X parkbuilding(s)

structure both _ educational private residencework in progress_
site Public Acquisition religiousAccessible entertainment
object

_
scientificin process X_ yes: res! :cted government_

being considered yes: unrestricted industrial
_

transportation
no military other:

4. Owner of Property
name

street & number

city. town

Harold Warp_

1100 N. Cicero

Cbicago _ vicinity of

5 Loca ion o Legal Description
state Illinois =--

courthouse. reg

street & number

ry of deeds. etc. Kearney CaLtnty Courthouse

city, town =0 0 state

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title None

date

depository for survey records

city, town

has this properly been determined eligib!4? yes
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dos _kv.tto rIlIden Pebras4)

presnt and original (I n ml phy

The Armitage-Harschell carousel is on the east aide et Peneer Vi _

Minden, Nebraska, between St. Paul Lutheran Churoh,,Peny 4preps
Station, Pony Ekpress Barn and Agriculture Building. The oetoueel
ocoupies approximately 1,809 square feet of Pioneer Ville$0, Xt is ss
a concrete base surrounded by grass with a Colora4o-0000 tree in-the
background. The setting is eomplemented by a OWing u4 a s*terillith
two benches. A white picket fenCe'with four-d0Ot red past, 4m41000 the
carousel and the ateam engine. Unlike many oproupola, this arouol
predates electrical lighting and it has no artificial lightint.-

The Armitage-Herschell oaroueel has a fourteen-ei4odlop$ r044.
.

measuring approximately thirty-seVen feet inAiameter# Tha sPoror
canopy is framed hy two- by six-inqh wood fram0 Wtarei pores* by wo d
and masonite panels. The panele are topped witkeevenrepOrre-Maphalt
shingles. .1h addition, the roof is supportpd by fourteen:plimer.,.

The carousel is operated by an Armitage-Ne7eohell-etete Ong 41.

105-foot cable extends from the pteam Ogine.Oppad Vjo.plipuoterinee
of the carousel. For normal operationt-the ',team mana riquirpv,w0;
cords of wood per week. The iron steam'engPle in biSsiti'SOPITSisOloslY
eight feet tall and is supported by six wheels Mada.a. Opel: Two-,
wheals are red and forty-eight inches in diamet0 withl:twenty apokOso
Two wheels are blue and twenty-nine and-one-hal; inehes-in diameter
with fourteen spokes. The remaining two wheels are blapk end 00eprisa
the drive pulley. They are eighteen and one-hilf invitee in'diamatpr

, -engraved with "Armitage-Harsohell Tonawanda, Hew York,"

The carousel platform on which the animals reat is thirtYw.ts.0 feet tn
. . , .diameter, has 201 green wooden planka, and is supperted by. fourteen

beams. Generating from the central carousel posters,fourteen: po
three fect in height with three feet otrope bet** 000100 ,

platform mete on fourteen steel wheela which rotate: Oil 41Wal.rpipae
original track.

Muoic is furnished hy the original eallippeAmih/ph hae..
'roller with small metal pegs end a thee7foot falintlero.
carousel revolves, pins move thus opening leyerewhilh:in
calliope valves. The celliope-oan pley ten'tymea;':A'tuMer

riged hy manually manipulating a rod into one of,tanitotO

The carousel has nineteen animals and-two chariots: There-Awalwellwe
small horses, five large horses, one reindeer and ene gireffev. All ef
the animals on the carousel Are hand-carved Woodf 1119 *0441 No.r.005 ire
four feet long and three feet high. They are two mbimapi and 009107
the aame beams in pairs. The large horsest' Armitage,Bereehe;10
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arranged in an alternating pattern on the carousel, are eight feet
long, three and a half feet high with double saddlen, and three prongs
on each side. The wooden chariots, also made by Armitage-Herschell,
measure fifty by thirty-four inches.

Two of twelve smaller horses axe identically designed. White with red
saddles, these horses have blaok manes, tails, and hoofs. The saddle
blankets are yellow with blaok trim accompanied by a gray strap with
red trim which fastens beneath the stomach.

The second pair of small horses is gray with brown saddles; black
tails, manes, and hoofs; and silver horsenhoes. The .hrse on the outer
edge of the carousel has black eyes graced with pink, white teeth and
its mouth is trimmed in a pastel pink. Its saddle blanket is red,
white, and blue. The horse on the inner carousel edge has a blue
saddle blanket trimmed in white with a green strap fastening underneath
the stomach. Its eyes are black trimmed in mauve.

The third pair of small horses is very different.in coloring. The
horse on the outer edge of the carousel is black with a black mane and
no tail. It has a mauve saddle, a red naddle blanket lined in yellow,
and a red harness. On the inner platform edge is a light brown horse
with no tail and a black mane. It has a black saddle lined in white, a
light green saddle blanket trimmed in white, and a matching green
harnees. The horse has transparent eyes with black pupils. Both
horses have pink nostrils, open mouths, and black hoofs.

The fourth pairAs datk brown with white manes and tails, open mouths,
dark pink saddles, and transparent eyes trimmed in light pink. The
horse positioned on the outer platform edge has a dark green saddle
blanket trimmed in blue and the other horse, a red saddle blanket trim-
med in yellow. The latter also has a red harness trimmed in yellow.

The fifth pair of small horses is white with gray manes and tails.
Both have dark brown saddles lacerl in mauve, red saddle blankets' brown
harnesses, and their breasts are partially covered with yellow sashes
outlined.with a distinct brown. Transparent eyes complement each
horse, but the horse on the outer platform edge has eyes outlined in
dark brown while its mate's are trimmed in mauve. The same color
arrangement complements the inner ears and nostrils of the animals, but
the horse on the outer platform edge is marked by a bright yellow
flower on its right hip.
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The sixth and final pair of small horses is quite different in color-
ing. The horse on the outer platform edge is white with thirteen brown
spots. The mane and tail
trimmed in black; nostril
It has a brown harness, a
saddle trimmed in white.
eight white spots. It has
below the knee. It has a
saddle blanket trimmed in

are black and white; eyes are transparent and
and mouth are pink; and its teeth are white.
grayish-blue saddle blanket, and a brown
The other small horse is dark brown with
three legs with the left front leg missing
black saddle highlighted in red, a white
red, and a red harness.

The first of five large Armitage-Herschell horses is white with a gray
mane and tail, black hoofs, and silver painted horseshoes. Ite mouth
is trimmed in red, highlighting its white teeth. The reins are black
leather and are attached at the mouth to a blue harness. The black
double saddle features a yellow saddle blanket outlined in blue.

Designated by black printing on the saddle blanket, the second large
horse is named "Larry." It is grayish-mauve with a green double saddle
and a yellow saddle blanket trimmed with green. Larry has a brown
mane and tail and black hoofs with silver horseshoes. Eyes are made of
a hard transparent plastic and are trimmed in brown. The mouth is
closed and nostrils are pink.

Another horse designated by similar black lettering ia "Katy." The
third large Armitage-Herschell horse, Katy is gray with dark gray spots
on her hindquarters. She has a black mane and tail, black hoofs with
silver horoeshoes, and transparent eyes trimmed with black. Katy's
double saddle is black with a green saddle blanket trimmed in dark
green. Her open mouth and protruding tongue reveal white teeth
shadowed by a pinkj_nterior.

A black stallion is the four:h Armitage-Herschell large horse. It has
a white mane and tail, whit horeeehoes, transparent eyes with black
pupils highlighted in white. The mouth is open and its tongue extended
in an upright position. Its double saddle is bright red accented in
dark blue with two red straps trimmed in blue fastening underneath the
stomach. It has a dark red harness and part of the saddle blanket
covers the breast.

The fifth and last large horse has sixteen white spots on various parts
of its body. It has a black tail and mane, transparent eyes with black
pupils, and its tongue protrudes from its open mouth. The mouth, inner
ears and nostrils of this horse are red. It has a dark brown double
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saddle and a light green saddle blanke

The first of two chariots is yellow with a red border. It has black
accessories on the main portion of its body resembling artistic curves
with hooks on the ends. The second chariot is identical to its
counterpart in shape and design on the upper portion of its uprights.
It differs in color and design on the lower portion of its body. This
chariot is red traced in dark green with three C-shaped diagrams with
hooked ends.

A giraffe occupies a beam with a reindeer on the carousel. Yellow with
mauve spots, mane, tail and hoofs, the giraffe has a tranaparent right
eye and the left eye is missing. The animal has a black saddle, a blue
saddle blanket ornamented with white, and a blue tassel hanging from
the right side of the blanket. The reindeer is mauve with a black
saddle and a blue saddle blanket trimmed in green and white. The
reindeer has authentic antlers that are black and its eyes are carved
holes painted white. On its breast is a blua sash with white des_ ns
shaped like asterisks.*

Some technical information for this section was secured through
interviews by Historian Pam Smoot with the following Pioneer Village
personnels Wayne Bergensten and Millard Enarson, Minden, Nebraska,
14 September 1985.
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The Armitage-Herachell carousel in Pioneer Village is almost certainly
the oldest carousel by that manufacturer still in existence. It is
also significant as one of the oldest and few remaining steam-powered
carousels in the United States. In that respect and in other ways it
represents the early and innovative design work of the firm. This
carousel is also one of the few that still has many (six in use; five
in storage) of its original hand-carved wooden animals.

HISTORY OF THE ARMITAGE-HERSCHELL COMPANY

The first carousels had already been built when Allan Herschell
immigrated to Tonawanda, New York, frau Albreth, Scotland, in 1870. In
1872, Herschel' and aunee Armitage, a machine shop foreman, organized
the Tonawanda Engine and Machine Company which began operations the
following year manufacturing steam engines and boilers. Suffering two
fires, the struggling firm reorganized, changing its name to the
Armitage-Herachell Company when George Herschell, Allan's brother,
joined the partnership.

Armitege-Herschell's first steam-operated carousel was built in 1883,
after which it went on tour through New York. This carousel was sold
to Mr. C?] Coons, an auctioneer, at Attica, New York. Allan Herschel'
built twp other steam-operated carousels in 1884 and 1885. The former
was sold to Sam Dietrick of Niagara Falls, New York, and the latter tO
Christ Krull of Mrtinsville, louisiana.1

The Armitage-Herschell Company was innovative in its design techniques.
It improved carousel design by introducing a circular track upon which
the device revolved. The circular carousel platform rotated by means
of a slender cable around the outer rim which led to a nee y steam
engine. To improve the carousel further en organ was plar on this
same revolving platform. Belted to a track wheel, the or, played
music while the carousel was in motion. The use of the tr.t wheel
also served to create a rocking motion of the carousel animalu. The
finishing touch on the carousel was a large canvas top supported by
guide ropes covering the entire structure.2

During the late 19th century, the carousel became popular and the
industry thrived. The Armite-Herschell Company aold sixty carousels
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in 1890; by 1891, more than 100 carousels were manufactured and shipped
to different parte of the country. Soonafter, Armitage-Herschell
carousels were produoed at a one-per day rate and could be purchased
for a little less than $2,000.3

HISTORY OF THE ARMITAGE-HERS_COELL CAROUSEL IN PlOWR VILLAGE;

Harold Warp founded Pioneer Village in 1953 in Minden;
Pioneer Village is a popular amusement/historical park
cated to the AmerIcan spirit of invention. Today, the
park is twenty acres comprised of twenty-aix buildings
than 30,000 historioal items from 1830-to the present.
items range from small kitchen utensils to locomotives

4eraa.

NebraakA.
which is deii-
privately-owned
housing more
The exhibit

from different

Harold Warp's search for a oarousel for his business venture actually
began in 1952 by Clara Warp Jensen, Harold Warp's ;sinter, and her
husband Tharvold. On March 29, 1952, the Jensens purchased antique
carousel fixtures in Chillicothe, Missouri. Two small horsen were
crated and transported by train to Minden, Nebraska.

The quest ended in Pontiac, Illinois, in 1955. Ironically, Harold Warp
initially sought to purohase a eteam engine from:collector Dan Zehr
when he notilvd a dismantled carousel in a storage shed.5 Zehr told
Warp that it was a steam-powered Armitage-Hersohell carousel built in
1879.* The carousel was dismantled and stored in the shed in 1907, and
had remained there untouched since that time. The carousel had a brown
canvas eoof with one long pole going through the center, several wooden
polea to hold he awnings in place, and six large Armitage-Hernohell
wooden horses.-

Warp wanted the vintage Ammitage-Herschell carousel to provide amune-
ment fer children vieiting Pioneer Village, butwas unable to purchase
it until the following yea. On August 27. 1956, he purchased the
1879(?) carousel from Dan Zehr for $1325, and immediately had it trann-
ported by truck to Pioneer Village. He subsequently bought seven smell
horses for $400 from Mrs. John Radshaw in Greenville, Illinois.7 The
carougel horsen were formerly used in Chicago's White City Amusement
Park.

* The 1879 date is suspect considering the fir
muscats were not manufactured until 1881 and
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ASSembling the carousel at Pioneer Village after its having been in
StOrage for a half-century was a difficult and time-consuming prooess.
Looal wOrkers were Unfamiliar with it, but determined to preserve
histori0 fabrio whenever possible. The five-year renovation project_
bsgamon October 24, 1956, when the steam engine, the carousel's only
power source' was activated. In January 1957, the renovation of the
carOusel platform began when wood from the Danish Lutheran Church
oteeple8 in Pioneer Village was used to replace missing and broken
planks.9 On June 30, 1958, the carousel track was laid out on the
ground. Eight days later, workmen poured concrete under the platform
of the carousel' s steam engine.10

Carousel mUsio is a significant feature of the earliest carousels since
the music was made by a calliope. Pioneer Village's carousel calliope
required restoration. While other Pioneer Village personnel were
occupied with the physical aspects of the oarousel, employee Reams
Slack was responeible for the reed calliope on which he replaced the
bellows, cloth, and tubing .11

The original canvas roof, deteriorated beyond use, was replaced by a
wooden canopy in September 1958. Carpenter Dennis Lammers construoted
the carousel roof' which was thirty-seven feet in diameter. Using
shiplap sheathing and roofing felt he finished the project with asphalt
ehingles.12

The platform for the calliope was built by Wayne Bergensten who was
also responsible for fitting the calliope for a Flex-O-Glaas cover; the
Steam engine was reflued; and a fence and gate were built enoOmpassing
the carousel r September 1959, these tasks were oompleted. Before
the first attempt to operate the =rowel in 1960, all of the Wheels
beneath the Platform were replaced and new bearings were installed. In
September 1961, the original carousel cable was replaced.

HarOld Warp continued to purchase additional carousel horses despite
the number of spare horses stored in the livery stable at Pioneer
Village. The number of operating carousels was slow1y diminishing and
wOoden caroUsel,animals were rare. Whrp bought six animalss a deer,
goat, gireffo,,sebra, seahoree, and camel from R. G. Hawley in
Lakeview, Iqchigan, for $1000 in late September 1961. Warp discovered
these particular animals were same of the original animals which
belonged tO hie carousel.13 Today, the only carousel animals original*
to thie carousel,still in use are the five large Almitage-Herschell
horses and the giraffe. The other animals are in a nearby etorage
building and will be used as replacements.
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In December 1961, Harold Warp bought a wooden carousel antelope and a
tiger from R. G. Hawley, and included them in his collection in
storage. At the same time, Pioneer Village personnel built a fence
around the carousel engine. This Armitage-Herschell carousel has not
undergone any significant changes since its purchase in 1956. It
remains in the same location in the park. The original steam engine
is intact, but a new boiler was installed by an Omaha company. All of
the carousel horses were repainted in 1981. The carousel complex is in
good condition and has a high degree of integrity.

Today, the Armitnge-Herschell carousel in Pioneer Village operates
seven days per week from early spring until Labor Day. It is billed as
"AmeriWs Oldest Merry-Go-Round." A carousel ride costs a nickel qnd
lasts from three to four minutes. Approximately 1,000 people of all
Ages ride the carousel each week. During the winter months, the
carousel is enclosed by wood panels and closed to the public. After
the smokestack is removed for storage, the steam engine is wrapped in a
Flex-O-Glasa plastic cover.14

NOTES

1. Frederick Pried, A Pictorial Histor of the Carousel (New York: A.
S. Barnes and CompanY, 9 4), 52, 62, 70.

2. Harold Warp, The Nistery_of 1.1an'smmml (Minden, Nebraska: The
Harold Warp Pioneer Village), 105.

3, Al Griffin, Step Night p Folks! (Ohicago I Henry Regnery Company,
1974), 36.

4. Harold Warp, Over the _Hill and Past Our Place (Mlndens The Harold
Warp Pioneer Village, 1959), 74.

5. Harold Warp, telephone conversation with Pam Soot, 6 September
1985.

6. Wayne Bergenaten , intervIew with Pam Smoot, Minden, Nebraska, 14
September 1985.

7. Harold Warp, Clara's ers (Ninderu The Harold Warp Pioneer
Village, 1978), 197.
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8. Herold Warp, telephone convereation with Pam Smoot, 6 September
1985.

9. Dennis Lammers, telephone convex-a _ on with Pam Smoot, Minden,
Nebraska, 14 September 1985.

0. Wayne Bergenoten, interview
September 1985.:-

11. Warp, Clera'a 252.

h Pam _o_, Minden, Nebraska, 14

12, Dennis Lmmmera, telephone conversation with Pam moot,
September'1988.:-

13. Warp., Clara' Lettere, 348.

14. Nopnis.Lammere, telephone conversation with Pam moot, 14
SepteMber 1985.
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ARMXTA0E-HEROOHELL CAROUSEL
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Describe the present and original (II known) physical appearance

Summary

Playland Amusement Park is a 280-acre county-owned property on Long Island Sound in
the city of Rye. The Park contains architecturally significant buildings, many
amusement rides and concessions, an entrance plaza with a fountain, a central
landscaped mall, a freshwater swimming pool, and two beaches totalling 7,900' of
shoreline, a man-made 80-acre lake, and 122 acres of undeveloped bird and wildlife
habitat.

Opened to the public in 1928, Playland, the firat totally planned amusement park in
the nation, was the result of the combined efforts of the Westchester County Park
Commission and its staff, and the architectural team of A. Stewart Walker and Leon
Gillette. The Park's basic plan, its principal buildings -- moat of which were
deaigned in a distinctive Art Deco style, and some of its original rides remain
intact. (Because of the significance of the Park's plan, it is discussed in that
section of this nomination.) New rides, including two major steel roller coasters,
have been added recently.

The following descriptions of Playland's extant features, all of which, except as
noted, date from 1927-28, correspond numerically to the building index on the nomina-
tion's general plot plan.

Bath House Pool and Boardwalk (

The Spaniah Revival Bath House complex, completed in 1928, with the exception of
the pool, which was constructed the following year, was designed by Walker and
Gillette. It is the only principal building not in the Art Deco mode. Although
the Bath House is of the Spanish Revival, or Mediterranean, style, in massing and
detail, it is related tO the Park's Art Deco buildings by similarity of construction
materials and color scheme.

The configuration of the Bath House complex and boardwalk is that of a sickle blade,
correaponding to the shape of the beach before it. The main stuccoed structure,
facing Long Island Sound and the Park's swimming beach on the east, consists of a
central section, 2 stories high and 3 bays wide, flanked by twin towers to Which
are attached wings extending to the west.

The central section of the Bath Boucle has three arched portala providing entrances
to the north and south bath houses; stairs ascend on both sides of the portals to
the pool level where the arch motif is repeated in flanking arcades. The pool
level originally contained a restaurant, now closed. Semicircular open sections
beneath the stairs are filled with decorative iron grillwork. Rectangular windows
capped with triangular niches appear on the tower facades and on the main (east)
facadea of the wings. Above a bracketed cornice on each tower is a copper roof
with a 6-aided cupola supporting a wrought-iron seahorse weather vane. Decorative
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onwork also appears on the tower balconies. On the south and northeast, at the
boardwalk level, nre connecting 1-story stuccoed galleries housing shops and con-
cessions; these sections have low wooden balustrades above tiled overhanging eaves
supported by large-scale carved brackets, and terminating pavilions with colonnades.

To the northeast, the boardwalk in front of the Bath House extends past the BusTerminal area, the Administration Building, Entrance Plaza, and Casino. It leadsto the dock, now decayed, where steamships from New York City tied-up during thePark's early decades. Rock jetties, constructed to prevent Pue sand from washing
away, run out into the Sound perpendicular to the boardwall

Casino (2)

The Casino, facing the Entrance Plaza on the east, was part of Walker and Gillette's
original Park plan, although it was not constructed until 1929-30. Two stories
high, eight bays wide, and nine bays deep, the stucco structure is the largest of
the Park's principal buildings in the Art Deco style.

Entrance is provided by double glass doors in each of the three main (west) facadebays. A flat copper canopy extends the width of the entrance bays at door-height
level; above the canopy in each bay is a round-arched multi-paned window to theroof line. The windows are flanked by triangular pilasters; the pilaster capitals
are formed by alternating cream and beige bands of zig7zag trtm. The central arch
has a keystone, similar in its triangular configuration to the pilasters, supportinga flagstaff. Behind the main facade can be seen the domed roof of the Casino's
main skating arena. Decoration on this facade consists of the copper roofs topped
with octagonal lanterns on the projecting pavilion bays; decorative iron grillwork
in the set-back bays connecting the central section to the pavilions; Classically
inspired cornice trim on all bays except the central three; and the cream, beige,
and sea-green color scheme. Uplights on high pedestals, situated at the corners ofthe pavilions, illmInste the principal facade at night. Fenestration on all
facades consists generally of rectangular windows with black metal sash, the three
entrance doors ot the main facade, and a large double utility entrance on the rear(east) facade.

The Casino, Which originally provided space for bowling, dining, dancing, and games
concessions, as well as ice and roller skating, underwent a major interior renova-tion in 1973. It now contains two additional skating areas, a snack bar, and
improved locker and skate shop facilities. The exterior remains unchanged; Art
Deco decorative elements in the lobby area, including the original chandeliers,
have also been retained. Also unchanged is the notable lamella framing of the
large arena roof, and the diamond-shaped windows of colored glass set into the roof
framing.
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Dra on Deli (3)

This is an enclosed, flat-roofed stucco restaurant. It faces the Entrance Plaza
and forms the Plaza'S nOrtheast corner. The 1-story 5-bay structure has double
windows with aluminum sash and a metal-framed lamas double entrance door. The
restaurant is situated between two pavilions: the Entrance Pavilion on the south
connects the Deli to the Casino building and the first Colonnade Pavilion on the
north connects the restaurant to the Mall. The original curved Colonnade section,
from which the Dragon Deli projects, retains its drop cornice, hand-painted murals,
and wooden balustrade.

Buffct Colonnade (if)

This structure forms the northwest corner of the Entrance Plaza. Two cream-colored
stucco pavilions, one bay to each of the three exposed sides, flank the central
section. The pavilion to the south is of the Entrance Plaza type: it is enclosed,
with a domed copper roof, compound inset bays, and Classically inspired cornice
decoration. The other pavilion forms the Plaza terminus of the west Mall Colonnade.
It has a flat roof, is open on three sides, and has simple rectangular bays. Food
at the restaurant is ordered and served buffet-style inside; dining tables are set
up outside under a flat plexiglass canopy which has replaced the original canvas
awning. Decorative details on the central section consist of the original hand-
painted murals, visible on the frieze above the canopy.

Colonnades (5)_

These originally framed the entire central Mall and the western section of the
cross-axis and extended across the front of the Boat House. The Colonnades were
built of frame, with octagonal columns at 12-foot intervals. Drop panel cornices
contained friezes with hand-painted murals; the cornice Sections were topped with
curved balustrade section0 between low posts supporting Classical frosted-glass
lighting fixtures. The friezes were designed and painted by a group of women artists
under the supervision of Grace King Hutchins. The artwork used on the panels
reflected the types of amusement behind and included figures from children's rhymes,
mounted cowboys, dancers from around the world, dragons, and waterfowl.

The primary color, for nighttime visibility, is white; but column capitals, mural
frames, and balustrade posts and railings are occasionally emphasized with con-
trasting trim. The Colonnade pavilions, more severe than those in the Entrance
Plaza, are square in section, with flat roofs, and were designed to be open on all
sides. Stepped-back cornerS at the roof line provide platforms for light fixtures
identical to those topping the Colonnades.
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The central Co onnades were heavily damaged by fire in the late 1960s; sections
north of the cross-axis are no longer standing, and those south of the cross-axis
have been altered by the removal of alternate columns and the replacement of the
original frame cornices with steel and plexiglass superstructures. Two of the
central Pavilions have been enclosed to provide space for food concessions. Sections
of the original Colonnade remain intact on the Boat House and in the western section
of the cross-axis.

Games and Concessions Buildings (6)

These ten frame permanent structures were designed to house games of skill and
chance, and food and souvenir concessions. They are related to the Art Deco theme
of the Colonnades and the stucco buildings through the use of similar decorative
motifs; a variety of colors have been used to trim the primarily white buildings
and emphasize the Park's lighthearted "spirit of play."

Carousel (7)_

The Carousel, one of the Park's original rides, is housed in an open octagonal
building with a green-shingled roof crowned by an enclosed cupola. The roof has
lamella framing and a paneled cornice, and is supported by octagonal columns. The
roofed-over area surrounding the carousel is partially enclosed by a picket fence.
Decorative trim is painted blue and orange. The horses were hand carved by Charles
Carmel of Brooklyn. The Carousel's mechanism was designed by Mangels and the organ
is a rare Gavioli, with three moving figures. The organ, originally powered by
steam, has been converted and now utilizes Wurlitzer rolls. Carmel's distinctive
66 horses, generally set 4 abreast, and 3 cha-iots run counterclockwise around the
organ.

Music Tower (8)

The 110-foot-high Music Tower terminates the central Mall at the Park's north end.
Of cream-colored stucco, the monolithic structure incorporates and repeats many of
the characteristic Art Deco motifs and details found elsewhere in the Park. The
Tower is stepped back on all four facades and is horizontally divided into three
stages, or sections.

The lower stage contains pilasters with fluted capitals at each corner, and, on
each facade, metal uplights on high pedestals. At this stage on the main (east)
facade are two openings covered with decorative grillwork similar in configuration,
though not in scale, to that on the.facade of the Casino. . These openings were
originally functional: the lower one was part of the staging area for the band
shell, no longer in existence, which was directly in front of the Tower; the upper
opening provided a platform for live keyboard (piano and organ) performances.
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The middle, or second, stage is distinguished by compound stepped-back insets
containing a flagstaff on the main facade and openings for the sound system speakers
on all facades. The third stage contains an octagonal lantern on each corner, and,
on a high central base, a large octagonal bronze, copper, and glass lantern.

The Tower was designed to contain the mechanical equipment for the Park's innovative
synchronized sound system, no longer in operation. Directly behind the Music Tower
are stucco gate posts, repeating the Tower's stepped-back configuration on a much
reduced scale. Folding metal gates between these posts at either end of the Mall
allow the space to be secured when the Park is closed.

Boat House 9)

cla the southern edge of Playland Lake, the Boat House is comprised of two stucco
pavilions of the Entrance Plaza type (although the dome-shaped copper roofs have
been replaced with shingles), flanking a 42-foot-long colonnade. The colonnade
retains its original columns, cornice, murals, balustrades, and lanterns. Several
more contemporary and utilitarian lighting fixtures have been added to the colonnade
since the Boat House was constructed; a small 1-room frame administrative structure
has also been added on the roof of the colonnade near the eastern pavilion. Beyond
the Boat House on the lake shore are concessions for rowboats, paddle boats, and an
excursion boat.

The MAR (10)

One of the Park's original rides, the Whip is housed in an elliptical structure.
The wood frame building has a lamella roof supported by octagonal columns and is
partially enclosed at the boardwalk level by a picket fence. In keoping with the
decorative treatment of other permanent frame structures, details on the Whip's
building relate it tO the Park's Art Deco theme; the color scheme is white with
bright trim. The machinery of the Whip was designed and manufactured by the Mangels
Company.

Dragon Coaster (11)

This roller coaster was constructed in the 1928-29 season under the direction of
the Park's first superintendent, Frank Darling. A fine and well-maintained example
of the prototypical amusement park -Scenic Railway" ride, the coaster's cars are
pulled upward by a mechanical cable grip and then relea3ed at the tops of the hills
to roll down. The coaster is 82' high and 3,400' long. Playland's ride differs
from its contemporaries in that the occupants are hurled, as the cars descend* into
a tunnel resembling the mouth of a dragon. The covered entrance and exit platform is
related to the Park's other frame buildings through use of decorative motifs and
color. The coaster was rehabilitated in 1983.
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The Old Mill is a brown and white frame and stucco structure on the western sectionof the Mall's cross-axis. It was erected during the Park's first season; its
watercourae is under, and follows the configuration of, the Dragon Coaster's tracks.

Derby Racer_(13)

One of the Park's original rides, the Derby Racer is contained in a frame structure.
The building haa a lamella roof, crowned with a cupola and supported by octagonalcolumns; in color scheme and decorative details it conforms to the Park's Art Decotheme and other frame structures. One of only two Derby Racers remaining in the
country, the ride's horses were carved by Marcus Illions and the unique mechanical
action was designed by Fred Church. (The other Derby Racer is at the Cedar Point
amusement complex adjacent to Sandusky, Ohio.)

"Kiddyland7 (14)

This feature's concept was an important element in the desired family orientation ofPlayland. As built, it contained two rides and a large playground; today the play-
ground no longer exists and "Kiddyland" contains 16 rides housed in a variety ofstructures. Much of the section's original boardwalk has been retained. "Mary's
Garden," near the entrance on the Mall, is a notable landscape feature.

Adm ye Offices (15)

The Park's offices_ are housed in a structure at the southwest corner of the Entrance
Plaza, consisting of a Plaza Pavilion and an L-shaped wing extending to the south andwest. Two stories high, five bays deep, and six bays wide, the wing is sheathed withstucco, has a flat roof, and is connected to the covered Bus Terminal platforms onthe west. The Administration Building's 'fenestration, in the Pavilion, consists of
two doors and multi-paned windoWa with black metal sash, designed to fit the compound-
edged insets in each facade; in the wing, there are two exterior doors and simplerectangular metal sashed windows. Decorative elements include the Pavilion's domed
copper roof with octagonal lantern, the copper cornice flashing on the wing, the
Classical cornice motifs on the Pavilion, and the building's color scheme of cream,beige, and sea-green.

Ticket _Booths_(16)

These small square structures represe n innovative aspect of Playland's administra-
tion: the use of scrip, or ticketa, instead of money for the rides.
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The board-and-batten construction, corner pilasters, and bright color scheme relate
the booths, constructed with central sections of heavy wire mesh, to the other frame
structures in the Park. Their distinctive appearance and red-shingled pagoda-like
roofs make them highly visible, as do their prominent locations on the Central Mall.
When Playland opened, there were 14 Ticket Booths; 9 remain.

Picnic She/ ern (17)

The two shelters, near the Picnic Beach, are elliptical in shape. Shelter Number 1
has a covered eastern extension into the Picnic Grove area. Erected during the
Park's first decade, both have green-shingled monitor roofs supported by simply
carved brackets above square wooden piers; low railings, constructed of vertical
sheathing, enclose the lower third of the buildings. The color scheme, primarily
white, utilizes brirht trim to relate the buildings to the Park's other frame
structures.

Foot o e

'This description is an edited version of the corresponding section of the National
Register of Historic Places nomination form (1979) prepared by Karen Morey Kennedy
of the Westchester County Department of Planning.
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Playland Amusement Park in Rye, New York, developed in the 1920s by the Westchester
County Park Commission, was the first totally planned amusement park in America.1'
It ia a 280-acre complex of amusements, concessions, and water-oriented facilities
well-integrated with landscaping and its natural environment. After more than 50
years of use, its basic design and its diatinctive Art Deco architecture remain
essentially unaltered. Playland was the unique result of the combined efforts of an
enlightened governmental body and the talents of creative individuals, and is a
prototype for the contemporary theme park.

Several of Playland's rides are of major individual significance because of their
ranty. Three of the four surviving original rides -- the Carouael, the Derby
Racer, and the Dragon Roller Coaster -- are individually significant.,'The Carousel
is one of only three still in existence featuring the wooden hand carvings of
master craftsman Charles Carmel. The "Derby Racer," by Marcus Charlea Illions and
Fred Church, is one of only two still operating in America, the other being at
Cedar Point, Ohio. The Dragon Coaster la also a rare surviving example, and is
unique in design.

History

in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Rye becdme a summer resort far wealthy
Manhattan residents. The popularization of the automobile in the 1920s accelerated
the development of Westchester County as a suburb. Recognizing the need for
regional planning early in that decade, the Westchester County Board of Supervisors
under the provisione of the Westchester County Park Law, established the County
Park Commission in 1921.2 'Itansportation and recreation were considered to be
fundamental components in planning for suburban' develoOment, and the Commission was
empowered to locate, establiah, acquire, and improve parks, beaches, and open
spaces, as well as parkways, boulevards, streets, roads, docks, and bridges which
would serve to connect 7-Aem.

Jay Downer Chief Engineer of the Commission, stated:

Until recent years, the automobile was an unknown factor in the planning of
cities and other municipalities in which park areas are fundamentally as
important as street systems. When Central Park was laid out in 1853, men
thought of parks in terms of a unit area. But in our own era of vastly
increaaed mobility resulting from mass production of motor cars we must think
wholly in term$ of a,conneeted system of parks and parkways.3
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Acting upon this philosophy, the Commission, during its first decade, was responsible
for a number of major projects, including the Saw Mill River Parkway, the Hutchinson
River Parkway, the Westchester County Center in White Plains, Glen Island Park,
Kingsland Point Park in Tarrytown, and Playland at Rye.

The establishment of a coUnty park at Rye Beach, considered one of the best beaches
on Long Island Sound, was advocated as early as 1900.4 Other interests took over,
and, by the 1920s, Rye Beach wan the site of two privately owned competing amusement
areas: Rye Beach Amusement Park and Paradise Park. Together they comprised "a
complete seaside resort ... a typical assortment of amusement and retail business
enterprises ... ramshackle hotels, shanties, and cheap, rundown bath houses."5 The
area's unsavory reputation as a "meeting place Lit every pickpocket, drunkard, and
proatitute in Westchester County"6 prompted letters and petitions urging the Park
Commiasion to redevelop it. In response, the Commission, in 1924, stated a desire to
include Rye Beach in the county park system; in April 1925, the acquisition of the
land was recommended.7

The Park Commission's development of the contiguous 160-acre Manursing Island Park
was linked with Rye Beach by 1926. The plan for Rye Beach also included an exten-
sion of the Crosa-County Parkway from the Boston Post Road to the planned park.
(This extension was never built. Playland Parkway, however, was completed in
1929.8)

To acquire experience in amusement park management, Commission members decided to
operate the existing parks through the 1926 season.8 Twelve dilapidated structures
were torn down in the spring of 1926; in October of that year, Paradise Park suffered
two fires which damaged the park and conveniently cleared the land for new develop-
ment. Rye Beach Pleasure Park reopened for the 1927 season, its existing boat
house and amusement facilities still in operation, with construction of the new
amusement park under way.10

A atudy of the existing amusement parks east of the Mississippi had been undertaken
by the Park Commission in 1925. Maj. Gilmore D. Clarke, head landscape architect
of the Commission, visited many of these parks and cult!Lvated contacts in the
amusement park industry. Frank Darling, an amusement park expert whose experience
was gained in a management position at Coney Island, was employed as a consultant.
Darling, an official of the Naticmal Association of Amusement Parks, was eventually
persuaded to leave his position as president of the L. A. Thompson Scenic Railway
Company to oversee construction of Playland; he also became its first general
manager.

American amusement parks of the 1920s, although popular, were not always held in
high esteem. Many had been developed by transit companies and were known as "trolley
parks," but by the late years of that decade, as members of the middle and upper
classes bought their own cars, the number of riders on the trolley lines, and
attendance at these parks, fell sharply 11 For example, Coney Island, the prototype
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of many amusement parks early in the century, waS an extremely popular but heterog-
eneous area_ for "sideshows, barkers, hot dog stands, rides, and games, crooked orotherwise."12 The new amusement park at Rye Beach, however, was clearly to be dif-ferent. It would be arrived at primarily by automobile to insure a family and
middle-class orientation, and would be carefully and harmoniously planned.13

Designs for all structures at the new Park, including a bath house, boat house,casino, and other amusement houses, were submitted to the Commission in 1927 by theNew York firm of Walker and Gillette. A. Stewart Walker and Leon N. Gillette had a
good reputation based largely on their residential designs in a variety of Revivalstyles.14 Throughout the years of their partnership (1906-45) Walker and Gillette
were often heralded by critics for their versatility.15 During the late 1920s and
early 1930s, the firm designed a wide range of buildinga in the Art Deco style; thebuildings at Playland were their earliest designs in this mode. Their other impor-tant Art Deco works include: the National City Bank Building at Broadway and Canal
Street, Manhattan, 1928; the Westchester County Center, White Plains, 1928; theFuller Building in Manhattan, 1929; the Industrial Trust Company Building, Provi-dence, Rhode island, 1929; and the First National City Bank Building, on WallStreet, Manhattan, 1933. They also designed the Electrical Products Building ofthe 1939 New York World's Fair.

The site plan of Playland was the result of the collaboration of Clarke, Darling,Walker and Gillette, Park engineers L. G. Holleran and Jay Downer, and lightingenglaeers Watson and Flagg. During the pre-construction stage of the Park, the lakewas dredged. Fill from the dredging was used extensively during construction to helpclose off the lake from its original southern connection with the Sound, to provideland for the playing field area, and to fill the former salt marsh on which three-
quarters of the amusement area was to be builr.16

Access to the Park, considered to be the "junctional terminal of all the great bou-levards of Westchester County,"17 was provided by a new parkway, on axis with the
towers of the Bath House, and lined with English elms. The parkway curved around the
arrival area for patrons traveling by bus, went through a traffic circle, and into alarge parking lot. Visitors could also strive by ferry from New York City.

The Bath House and swimming pool were placed at one end of the Park. A 40'-wideboardwalk, with a retail gallery, crescent-shaped to conform to the configuration ofthe beach at this point, led past the main entry plaza to the ferry terminal. Thisplaza contained a jet fountain, the Administration Building, and, after 1930, ayear-round casino. Perpendicular to the boardwalk at this plaza was the amusement
section of the Park, planned along an axial mall 1,100' long. Thia-mall, as designed,
contained a central reflecting pool or lagoon; as built, the central section wasplanted in grass. Flanking this section on each side was a row of trees, a wide
promenade, and a colonnade. This axis, running from the main bathing beach to theBoat House on Playland Lake, was interrupted once _by a cross promenade and was
dominated at the lake end by a Music Tower 110' high.18
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An unprecedented unity in amusement park design was attempted throughout the plan.
The Art Deco detailing selected by the architects was considered to be "of simple
design yet interesting ... expressive of play."19 The colonnades, in addition to
providing protection from the weather, a crucial consideration given the location's
propensity for spring and summer showers, also helped to unify visually an otherwise
heterogeneous assortment of amusement activities.

A second unifying factor, the landscaping, carefully planned, planted, and maintained,
is also an original design element. Elm trees, low evergreens, and fruit trees frame
the entrance to the Park; pin oaks and barberry hedges line the central mall. Flowers
are started in January for spring transplanting around the fountain, at both ends of
the Mall, and in Kiddyland's "Mary's Garden." The contribution of the landscaping to
the site was streesed in a contemporary journal:

When a World's Exposition is planned a most important part of the general scheme
is the landscape planning. The same has been true of Playland. The Commission's
Landscape Department has worked hand in hand with the other designers. There
will be no barren holes in Playland. Every nook will be planted to soften the
lines of the buildings, freshen the ground areas, and form grooves ... between
the buildings. Hedges, lawns, flowers, and trees will form a most important
part of the beauty of Playland.20

To avoid the typical amusement park problem of "bands and calliopes and orchest
playing against one another," an experimental centralized music system was designed
for Playland. Wooden horns placed on the Music Tower and at various strategic
locations throughout the Park broadcast a single musical program, as well as public
announcements -= including, during the first seasons, baseball scores.

The design of Playland also utilized contemporary theories of crowd psychology.
Steps were avoided in handling level changes, and ramps were used wherever possible.
Sharp corners that would block important vistas were also avoided in areas Where
promenades met; instead, the.chamfered corner stations, or pavilions, of the colon-
nades allowed the spaces to merge subtly. Consideration was given to the nature of
certain amusements and how they might enhance, or, in some cases, neutralize one
another. For example, Kiddyland0 an area of mild amusements, was placed next to the
more violent Aeroplane Coaster.

The ticket system, although an adaptation of one used at Euclid Beach, in Cleveland,
Ohio, was, in its final form, Playland's own. Scrip tickets were sold in 1928. as
they are today, in red pagoda-like booths scattered through the amusement area.
Then a strip of 5 tickets cost 25 cents, a book of. 21, $1.00, and a larger book of
110, $5.00.z1 All tickets are good anywhere in Playland, except where merchandise
(i.e., refreshments and game prizes) is sold; no cash is accepted at the entrance
to any attraction. The advantages of the system are many: all cash is kept in a
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few places which can be well-protected; entrance collectors are relieved of the
chore of change-making, thus facilitating the operation of the amusements, and
importantly for the Park's profits:

It induces patrons to buy tickets in quantities. They pass out one dollar very
easily. The psychology of the system is very interesting and tends to prove
that the patron does noC keep track_of the quantity he spends as much as he
does the number of times he spends. 22

Playland opened in May 1928. With the exception of the Casino and the pool, built
the following year, and the replacement of the lagoon with lawn, it was erected
aCcording to the Walker and Gillette plan.23

In 1928, features of the Park included a Japanese Tea Room, behind the Colonnade
near the Music Tower; a Parisian Boulevard Cafe, in the principal entry plaza; and
a Dance Hall, on the present site of the Auto Scooter ride. Also present were a
Dodgem-Scooter; two popular competing "bumper car" rides powered by an overhead
electric charge that were housed within the same elliptical building and "fed" each
other; and the Tumblebug, Caterpillar, and Custer Car, variations of rides that had
originated in the 1890s. The Aeroplane Coaster, designed by Fred Church and named
in honor of the successful Lindbergh flight in 1927, was a 3,600' roller coaster
similar to the "Bobs" at Chicago's Riverview Park. (Called the "greatest body
wringer and most violent ride ever built, "24 it was taken down in 1957 because of
structural problems.)

Playland has, on the other hand, retained some important early rides. One of these
is the Carousel, by Charles Carmel. Carmel's "jumper" horses are noted for their
beautiful manes, carved flowers, and jewels.25 Carmel, a Russian immigrant, owned a
shop near Prospect Park in Brooklyn; he used horses in nearby stables as models for
his carvings. 26 The mechanical action of the Carousel was built by Charles Mangels,
a German-born manufacturer who produced some of the finest carousel machinery.27 A
rare European Gavioli band organ decorates the center of Playland's carOusel. The
Gavioli family, active in the late 19th and early 20th centuries with shops in
Italy and France, designed many innovative organs.28

Directly across the mall is the "Derby Racer," a derivation of the old steeplechase
ride, and one of two still operating in America. Fast, carousel-like, and intended
to simulate a horse race, the Derby Racer, designed by Fred Church, features a
jolting, up-and-down mechanical action. The horses, of a very different character
than Charles Carmel's, were carved by Russian-born and English-trained Marcus
Charles IllionS. _Minns was a superb craftsman whose meticulous carvings have
been much copied.29

The Carousel, the Derby Racer, and the Whip, another original ride, are all housed
in buildings with unusual lamella roofs that were designed by Walker and Gillette.
Particularly well-suited for structures housing amusement devices, this type of
roof framing requires no central vertical supports.30
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The "Dragon Coaster," erected during the Park's first season, was the creation of
Darling's L.A. Thompson Scenic Railway Company. This "scenic railway" is typical
f the firm's work. A mechanical cable grip pulls the cars upward, then releases

them to roll downhill. As the cars descend, decorative motifs give the impression
that the riders are being hurled into the mouth of a dragon.31

Other amusements to be found at Playland over the years included the "Jack and
Jill," a large slide which riders descended on small mats; "Noah's Ark," a rocking
replica of the original; and the "Magic Carpet," a Moorish funhouse containingmoving floors, dark passages, rotating disks, air jets, lopsided rooms, and a
carpeted slide on rollers. A clipper ship, Beniamin F. Packard, was moored at the
Park until destroyed by the great hurricane of 1938. A fire ii 1966 destroyed much
of the area opposite the roller coaster, including the Dance Rall, a good portion
of the Colonnade, and the Magic Carpet building.32 The Casino underwent interior
renovation in 1973 to increaae the skating area

Playland has had an important role in the shared experience of millions of individ-
uals. Visitors to the Park in its first season numbered 2.8 million. In 1932, inthe midst of the Depression, attendance was more than 3.8 million. In recent
years, attendance has run about 1.5 million annually.34

Footnotes

1This statement is an edited version of the corresponding section of the Nat
Register of Historic Places nomination (1979), by Karen Morey Kennedy of the
cheater County Department of Planning.

2Report of the Westchester Count Park Commission A-
pp. 74-83.

3Ibid., p 45.
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Albany, 1924),

chester Count Park Commission A l 30- 1925 New York, 1925),
P. 10.

%eon N. Gillette and Gilmore D. Clarke, "Playland -- An Amusement Park at Rye,
Westchester County, New York," American_ Architect, CXXXIV, 2555 (October 20, 1928),p. 492.

6Gary Kyriazi, The Great_American Amusement Park (Secaucus, New Jersey: Citadel
Press, 1976), p. 118.
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10A1 Griffin, Step Right U Folks Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1959), p. 17.

11Kyriazi, op. cit., p. 117.

12Ibid., p. 79.

13Gillette and Clarke, ep. cit., p. 492.

14For example, the William Coe Estate (1920) at Oyster Bay, Long Island, now listed
in the National Register, was designed by Walker and Gillette

15A.T. Covell, "Variety in Architectural Practice: Some Works of Walker and Gillette,"
Architectural Record, 35 (April 1914), pp. 277-355; and M. Price, "The National City
Bank of New York," Architectural Record, 63 (September 1916), pp. 406-408.

16Gillette and Clarke, 1m. cit., p. 497.

17"A super-Park in the Making, Amusement Park Management, 1, 4 (March 1928), p. 131.

18Gillette and Clarke, op., cit., pp. 492-493.

19Ibid., p. 493.

20"A Sup -r-Park in the Making," aa. cit., p. 134.

21Bullet1r National Association of Amusement Parks- Pla land Numbe- August 15, 1929),

P.

221bid., p. 2.

231bid., p. 1.

24Robert Cartmell, a roller coaster expert, quoted by Joan Cirillo in "How
Picks a Ride," Hmnaa (Gannett Westchester Newspapers), July 16, 1978, p. G4.

25Carmel's horses have magnificent manes, carved roses, and an abundance
their saddles sometimes resemble bats' wings or sea lions.
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C. finger, "Charles Carmel," Carousel Art, 4 (January 1979), p. 4; T. C. Gotten-

daker, "Charles Carmel," National Carousel Roundtable: Carvers and Their Me -Co-
Rounds (Flint, Michigan: Alfred P. SIoan Museum, 1974), p. 1 and James Feron,
"Westchester Journal," New York Times, April 21, 1979. The other two extant Carmel
carousels are in Prospect Park and Coney Island, both in Brooklyn.

27Frederick Fried, A Pictorial History of rhe Carousel (New York: Bonanza Books,
1964), p. 102. On the Playland Carousel, the horses called "jumpers" swing slowly
out, or sideways, as the ride picks up speed.

.28Ibid., pp. 187-188.

291bid.- pp. 102, 128.

30Mario Salvadori and Robert He ler, Structure in Architecture; The Building of
Buildings (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963; 1975), p. 214.
"In the lamella roof structure a series of parallel arches, skewed with respect to
the sides of the covered area, is intersected by another series of skewed arches so
that an efficient interaction is obtained between them. This system does away with
the beams connecting parallel arches and constitutes a curved space frame." See
also "Lamella House with Trussless Wooden Roof," Architects Journal, 102 (September
6, 1945), pp. 175-176. The main skating arena in the Casino also has a lamella
roof.

31Kyriazi, Ea. cit., p. 34.

32Lonis Botro, "Playland:
1978, pp. 8-34 passim.

33J. Kaplan, "Playland Casino:
(November 1977), p. 13.

Where it All Began," 1212aL (Daily

Westehe Ice Palace,"

Fact Sheet,"34 B_ to, op. cit., P. 9; and Playland: 1976
letterhead.

News) Magazine, May 21,

a2111/12_22-EY!, 1,

Mimeograph on Playland
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Verbal Boundary_

The property bounda ies of Playland Amusement Park, which are the historic bound-
aries of the park, enclose an area which is irregular in shape. Beginning at a
point near the intersection of Forest Avenue and Ridgeland Terrace (letter 0 on the
USGS map), proceed approximately 250' north along Forest Avenue to Ridgeland Manor,
then 625' easterly, 125' northeasterly to Beck Avenue, 250' along Beck Avenue,
approximately 2,250' northerly, 125' easterly, 400' northeasterly, 350' due north,
250' northwesterly, approximately 1,250' north to Manursing Way, 350' east along
Manursing Way, approximately 300' south, 225' east, 350' north to Manuraing Way,
1,000' east along Manursing Way, 325' southeast, 1,500' easterly, 1,250' south,
approximately 500' southeast to Long Island Sound, 500' south along Long Island
Sound, approximately 1,000' northwesterly, 1,250' southwesterly along Long Island
Sound, 325' northwesterly, 750' west to Playland Lake inlet, 250' south, 275' due
east (to Rocky Point), approximately 350' southwest, 250' west, 875' south, approx-
imately 500' westerly, curving along Rye Beach, 500' southwest, curving along Rye
Beach, 350' west (inland from Rye Beach), 500' north, and 750' west to Forest
Avenue and the beginning point.
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Play land Amusement Park
Ryet Westchester County

Plot,Plan

Legend:

1, Bath lioUst, Pool, Boardwalk
2, Casino
3, Dragon Deli

4, Buffet Colonnade
5, colonnades and Colonnade Paviliert
6, Gam and Concessions Buildings I

7. Carousel
8, Music Tower
9. Beat House

10, Whip

11, Dragon Coaster
12, Old Hill
13. Derby Racer
14. Kiddyleld

15, Adoinistration Building
15, Ticket Booths
17, Picnic Shelters
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7. Description
Condition
-A excellent

good
_ fair

Check one
deteriorated unaltered
ruins _X_ altered
unexposed

Surrinar-

Check one
- i Original site

_ moved date

ant and original (n known) physical appearance
_

Kennywood Park is a 40-acre amusement area roughly 5 miles southeast of thecity of Pittsburgh which is open to the public each year from April until LaborDay. Sited on a plateau above the south bank of the Monongahela River, nearly
opposite Turtle Creek, Kennywood was begun as a trolley extursion park in 1898
by the Monongahela Street Railway Company and opened to the public in 1899.

There are now more than 35 buildings and amusement structures on the site, aswell as parking areas and a picnic ground overlooking the river valley. Thepark is reached via Kennywood Boulevard, which passes the southwestern edge ofthe site. An additional 85 undeveloped acres owned by the Kennywood Park
Corporation are across the boulevard. This latter area is not included in thisnomination.

The following structures are the oldest remaining at Kennywood: the Casino
(1898); the "Jack Rabbit" roller coaster (1921); the "Old Mill" (1926); the
"Racer" roller coaster (1927); the Dentzel carousel and its shelter building
(1927); the Windmill (1929); and the Noah's Ark (1936). These features, gener-
ally in the central area of the park, constitute iCs historic area. Kennywood's
facilities have continued to evolve around them since the 1930s.

While Kennywood updates its attractions continually and the site has _ seen
numerous changes during its history, the Park retains, to a high degree, its
original combination of picnic space, landscaped grounds, a dining area, music
and entertainment, and a variety of games and rides.

KASywood's Individual Historiejeatures:

George S. Davidson, the engineer for the Monongahela Street Railway Company,
designed the basic layout of Kennywood Park in 1898 and became its first manager
when it opened in 1899. His arrangement of open-air pavilions in a triangular
pattern surrounding a small central man-made lake remains basically intact.
The abundant, careful landscaping, begun when the park opened, remains todayand is, in fact, an attraction in itself. The grounds feature tree-lined
walks, flowers in abundance, a topiary, and a floral clock (a calendar in
flowers with a daily-changing date).

The_Casino

Of several pavilion-type structures built at Kennywood according to Davidson's
design, however, only the Casino, or Main Restaurant, remains. A large 2-story
Shingle-style building with an interior floor space 72 feet by 120 feet, it
originally featured arched open-air openings on the first floor and square ones
on the second; it was glans-enclosed on both levels in the 19408.1 The
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Casino continues to house the Park's main restaurant. The front facade, facing the
lake, is 7 bays, with the 3 center ones projecting. The interior of the Casino was
restored in 1971; its high pressed-tin ceiling, exposed wood beams, and alow-movin-
ceiling fans exude a particular charm that recalls the era of its construction.

Roller Coe

Kennywood's roller coasters of _different types and vintagoe remain the Park's
single moot exciting attraction.3 Of 11 coasters built at Kennywood between 1902
and 1980, five are extant: the "Jack Rabbit" (1921) and the "Racer" (1927), both
designed by John A. Miller, a top coaster designer; the "Dipper" (1948) and the
"Thunderbolt" (1968-69), designe4 and built by Andy Vettel; and the "Laser Loop"
(1980) designed by Intamin/Schwarzkopf. The first two qualify as historic re-
sources.

The "Jack Rabbit" was the first Kennywood coaster to use wheels beneath the track,
enabling higher speeds, higher hills, and an altogether more thrilling ride than
had been possible before. It has a 70-foot double dip and tracks 2,132 feet long,
which run through a ravine on the edge of the Park; the higher dip is at the top of
the ravine and the lower is at its bottom. A tunnel after the first drop was
removed in the 19400 and the trains were replaced in the same decade.

Hiller's "Racer" is a twin-track racing coaster 2,250 feet in length Its highest
hill is also in a ravine. Its reverse and bank curves add excitement to the ride.
In 1949, the final hill was removed. Otherwise, except for its platform facade,
which was redesigned in 1946 and again in 1960, the "Racer" is intact.

The three later coasters are also leading attractions. The "Dipper" is 40 feet
high and 1,650 feet long. Constructed in 1948, it was redesigned in 1951, when
additional hills and track were added and new trains purchased. The "Thunderbolt,"
the "Ultimate Roller Coaster,"4 revamped the earlier "Pippin" into a fearsome
coaster 95 feet high and 2,887 feet long, featuring a renowned 90-foot "final
drop." The "Laser Loop," the Park's most recent coaster, inclUdes a "loop" that is
46 feet in diameter with two inclines, the most extreme of which is 140 feet high.
Riders travel its traek at speeds in excess of 54 miles an hour and endure the
sensation of near-weightlesoneos at the peaks of the inclines.

On the other hand, none of the Park's earliest coasters remain. Those coasters, of
the oide-friction type, had cars which held on to the track by side rails rather
than wheels, and so could tolerate only gentle hills and dips. They were: the
"Figure Eight" (1902-21), built by Fred Ingersoll; the "Scenic Railway" (before
1906); the twin-track "Racer" (1910-26), an early John A. Miller racing, coaster;
the "Speed-O-Plane" (1911-23); the "Pippin" (1924-67), another Miller coaster with
a double dip; and the "Teddy Bear" (1935-47), a small Philadelphia Toboggan Company
"Kiddie Coaster.
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Kqinywood's Carousel

Kennywood's large hand-carved 4-row Denzzel merry-go-round was installed in 1927;
it is tht third at the Park.5 This carousel was one of the last of its size and
type to be built before the Depression, which virtually ended the production of
such custom-made merry-go-rounds. Originally intended for use at the Philadelphia
Sesquicentennial celebration of 1926, it is 54 feet in diameter. It features 64
horses (50 jumpers and 14 stationary), 1 lion, 1 tiger, and 4 chariots. It incorpo-
rates the 1916 Wurlitzer model 153 band organ that was on the preceding carousel at
the site.

The caroueel was completely refurbished in 1975-76; each animal was stripped,
sanded, and repainted to original coloring by art students from Carnegie-Mellon
University. The present carousel shelter building dates to 1927; it was constructed
specifically to house the new and larger carouse1.8

Other Historic Strnctures

Kennywood's "Old Mill" is a virtually complete 1927 rebuilding of a modified wooden
structure dating from 1901. In the latter year, it was rebuilt in sheet iron and
its channel was lengthened to accommodate 25 boats. Its interior exhibits were
most recently changed in 1974.7

The "Windmill" is a 1929 facsimile of one at Coney Island, Ohio. Originally on an
island in the lagoon, it was moved to its pre ent site, near the main entrance, in
1939.8

"Noah's Ark" (1936), one of the most famous of the Park's symbols, is both a boat
and a building, perched atop a miniature Mount. Ararat. It rocks back and forth and
contains a rip-ling floor and has other disconcerting features. It was last reno-
vated in 1969.

Demoliahed Features

Other structures and attractions drew the public to Kennywood over the years.
Among the vaniahed features are those described immediately following.

The 2-story Dance Pavilion, one of the original Park structures, served a variety
of functions until it burned in 1975.

The Bandstand, constructed for Kennywood's second season in 1900, was one of the
Park's longest-lived features. It burned in 1961. Commissioned by W. Larimer
Mellon, Andrew Mellon's nephew, who was then president of the Monongahela Street
Railway Company, the Classically designed structure featured a 30-foot high prosce-
nium arch.lu During its history, especially during the "Big Band" era, the band-
stand welcomed a host of entertainers, bands, and choral groups.
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An athletic field measuring 400 feet by 400 feet, with a total seating capacity of
2,000, served Kennywood in 1900-25. In the latter year, the field was replaced by
a 350-foot by 180-foot swimming pool. At one end of the pool, a Classical-style
pavilion housed a grandstand seating 2,500; on the pool's other three sides, a
25-foot-wide artificial beach was created with 20 railroad carloads of white sartd.
The pool operated until 1973, when leakage from coal mine subsidence beneath the
pool forced its closing.

Footnotes

'This description is an edited version of Christina Schmidlapp's 1983 Pennsylvania
Historic Resource Survey Form, supplemented by data as noted below.

2Charles J. Jacques, Jr., Kennywood, Roller Coaster Capital of_rhe World (Vestal,
N.Y.: Vestal Press, 1982), p. 181.

3Charles J. Jacques, Jr., "Kennywood's Roller Coasters." (Pamphlet.)

4Robert Cartmel, "The Quest for the Ultimate Roller Coaster," The New York Times,
June 9, 1974.

5Charles J. Jacques, Jr., "How Kennywood Got Its Dentzel," Merry-Go-Roundup 9, 4,
pp. 9-14.

6Ibid.

7Cherleri J. Jacques, Jr., Kennywoodi Roller_Cnaster Capirel of the World (Vei a
N.Y.: Vestal Press, 1982), pp. 7, 45, 136, 172.

Bibido, P 45.

9Ibid., pp. 93-94, 97, 162.

10Pittsbur-h Bulletin, March 31, 1900.
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ill:ailment of Significance fin one paragraph)

Stmmary

Kennywood Park, the "Roller Coaster Capital of the World," has also been dubbed, in
the words of its premier historian, "America's greatest traditional amusement
park."1 it has won such acclaim by enduring, since 1FM1, the multiple vicissitudes
that have put dozens of its competitors out of business.

The development of KennywoOd Park documents the growth and trends in the amusement
industry in America, as well as the technological advances and innovations which
contributed to the Park's continued success. Buildings, structures, or rides from
nearly every era of its history are preserved at the Park.

Kennywood retains many of the facilities, including several rare, exceptional, and
highly representative historic ones; that attracted its patrons early in the eentuxy.
Yet it has always managed, over the decades, to adapt to changing fashions in a
manner that has enabled it to retain its popularity.

Kennywood opened when there were scarcely any automobiles or paved roads. It has
survived the Great Depression and other hard economic times, the diversion of its
trade to other tourist destinations made possible by successive generations of
highway construction that have bypassed Kennywood itself, and the onslaught of
television on traditional outdoor recreational pursuits.

History

Thriving Kennywood Park is one of the few survivors of the "trolley park" phenomenon
which boomed at the turn of the century, when street railway companies across the
country, anxious for riders in the evenings and on weekends, built suburban amusement
parks linked to center cities by trolley. In southwestern Pennsylvania alone,
Kennywood was one of thirteen such trolley or railroad excursion parks.

Surviving the competition depended upon attracting businesses, institutions, and
organizations to the Park for picnics and outings. Shrewdly managed, Kennywood
soon became the largest picnic park in the region. In advertisements, it was
promoted as a place both pastoral and thrilling, with amusements of all kinds in a

fe, clean environment.

Before the trolley era, the land which now comprises Kennywood was part of the
Kenny Farm, a tract of land purchased in 1818 by Charles F. Kenny. Kenny, with his
son Thomas- prospered by mining coal on the property and shipping it downriver on
flatboats.
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In 1898, the Monongahela Street Railway Company leased a part of the Kenny's property
known as Kenny's Grove and began constructing an amusement park. On the advice of
financier Andrew Mellon, who held an interest in the company, the name "Kennywood"
was choSen for the new park, capitalizing on the area's already established reputa-
tion as a public picnic spot. In the beginning, the park drew its pattens largely
from the surrounding working class population, who worked mos ly in the mills of
the Monongahela "Steel Valley."3

The Monongahela Street Railway Company managed the Park only until 1900, when a
merger created the Pittsburgh Street Railway Company. Not very interested in operating
the Park, the conglomerate leased Kennywood to various companies for several seasons,
then reluctantly reassumed management for two seasons, and, finally, in 1906, signed
an agreement with Andrew S. McSWigan, Frederick W. Henninger, and A. F. Meghan by
which the latter would manage the Park. The McSwigan and Henninger families continue
to be active in .its management today; they finally acquired full title to the land in
1971.4

Magnificence of Individual Features at Kennywood

Kennywood notably displays the work of John A. Miller, who has been dubbed the
"greatest name in coaster design." Miller's "Racer" at Kennywood is the only
surviving single-track racing coaster in the United States. His "Jack Rabbit"
there is also a rare survivor.

Miller was the most prolific designer of coasters in the United States, with more
than a hundred to his credit; he also advanced the technOlogy of the field by
developing patented designs for deep dip, racing, bob, and third-wheel coasters.
The third-wheel coaster was an especially important innovation because it permitted
greater eed, deeper dips, and more extremely banked curves than had been poseible
hitherto.

Two other structures at Kennywood are of extreme rarity. The "Noah's Ark" is the
last of its type in the country. The "Old Mill" is one of only two of its vintage
still operating in the United States. (The other is at Playland in Rye, N.Y., a
propert- also proposed for National Historic Landmark designation as part of this
study.)

Footnotes

lInterview, Charles J. Jacques, Jr., December 11, 1984.

2Charles J. Jacques, Jr., Kenn wood, Roller Coes er Ca'ital of the World (Vestal,
N.Y.: Vestal Press, 1982), p. 1.
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4Ibid., pp. 16-17, 168.

5ChaT1es J. Jacques, Jr., "John A. Miller, The Greatest Name in Coaster Design,
Part I," Amusemept ParkJournal 5, l(Spring 1983), pp. 17, 18, 23.

6"Open for the Section," Amusement Park Journal 2, I (March 1980), p.
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7. Description
Condition
_L excellent

good
fair

Cheek one Check one
deteriorated X unaltered X original site
ruins altered moved date
unexposed

Des Cribe the present and original (if known) physical appearance
Summary

The machine has a circular wooden platform 50' in diameter with four figuree abreas
which makes it larger than the average carousel. No two of its 66 figures a
exactly alike, another unusual characteristic. It includes 56 jumping horses in 14
sets of 4, four ornately carved chariots with dragons and aerpenta, and six station--
ary figures of camels and horses. Most of the figures probably date between 1905,
when Looff arrived at Crescent Park, and 1910, when he left for Long Beach,
California.

The Carousel

The Crescent Park carousel almost surely was built shortly after its manufacturer
Cherie: Looff signed a lease with the park's owner for the constructiln and oper
ation of the ride in April 1895. It was extant by July 108, when a photograph of
it appeared in the Prpvidence Journal of Commerce.1

Each figure fits precisely into an overall design.2 Each horse of each row provides
a complementary stance and attitude to those to its sides as well as those in front
and behind. At least every other row abreast is all white, a typical Looff pattern.

The trappings and embellishments of this jumping horse group closely match descrip
tions and illustrations of an 1894 Austrian Imperial Court "carrouselle." Their
style is that of Looff's mature, or third and final period.

Almost equally spaced around the platform are four stationary chariots flanked on
the outside by six stationary carousel figures. The two larger chariots are nearly
identical dregonprowed gondolas originally intended to rock. The two smaller
chariots feature finely carved interwined serpents and are the work of Looff's
eldest son Charles. There are no other known chariots similar to the style, quality,
or carving of these examples by the younger Looff on any other carousel.

The stationary figures flanking the chariots are all much older than the jumping
horses. The camel and the lone gray horse (beside the pink gondola) represent
some of Looff's earliest work. Both date from 1880. They feature brass tassels
and round brass rosettes with mirrored centers which show this country's first
application of "jewelling."

Beginning with the Crescent Park carousel, Looff began using one or two exceptionally
fine examples of his early work to fill the stationary positions. Ne other existing
Looff carousel* however, presents Looff's own carousel history as completely,
orderly, or dramatically as does this one.

To Looff, the relationship between a carousel's ornamental framo.work and its figures
was the same as that between a painting and its frame. On a Looff carousel the
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framework's function was to present the figures to their best advantage, not to
compete with them. His frameworks were traditionally all white, accented only by a
generous use of gold trim, often gold leaf. Early Looft carousel rims and inner
decorations were comprised only of paintings and scenic panels. Later, Mirrors
were introduced, and eventually Looff carousels featured all-mirror rims. The
Crescent Park carousel carries a mix of both paintings and mirrors. It was the
last, and only existing, of the Looff carousels produced which carried both the
older and newer Looff trademarks in rim decorations. Atop the center post is a
large wooden eagle, approximately 4' in wingspread, covered with gold leaf.

The rim and center facade, enclosing the driving mechanism, are in a florid Neo-
Baroque style typical of Looff's work, but somewhat restrained for carousel panels
of the period. The band organ was installed s4ortly after the turn of the century
and was manufactured by A. Ruth and Sohn, a noted German manufacturer. For a time,
Looff served as their sole distribator and American representative. He promoted
the sale of Ruth's organs to accompany his carousels, and the one here was made
especially for display 2urposes. Originally, it employed a 94 keyless organ (played
by air pressure) using cardboard books; but this was replaced early on by a Wurlitier
165 military band organ roll mechanism.

The elaborate scrolls and swirls of the Crescent Park carousel band organ's facade
are reproductions of their counterparts embellishing the carousel framework. This
is no accident. Every Looff carousel, from at least the Crescent Park model forward,
was equipped with one of these large Ruth organs. Although its original 300 or so
pipes are still intact and fully functional, its operating mechanism was converted
several years ago into an autematic device which uses only a small range of the
organ's potential.

Both carousel and band organ were in tially powered by steam supplied from the
Park's central plant. This source has been replaced by a 15-horsepower, 550-volt,
3-phase electric motor within the pavilion. Artificial lighting came from a large
gas chandelier suspended over the centerpole; its fittings remain in situ. Probably
by the 1920s, the gas lights were replaced bZ 25-watt electric bulbs attached to
the posts, carousel sweeps, and center faced

The Shelterie

Specially designed pavilions to permanently house caronsels are an American innova-
tion, probably Looff's, although it was widely copied by others. In this case,
Looff's design is a 14-sided wood frame structure, its roof supported by two rows
of vertical posts and suspended in the center by steel tension rods. It is enclosed
by an unadorned frame consisting of four sliding and four stationary window panels
on each bay, with vertical siding below. Four bays, and originally several more,
carry two sets of double-folding doors giving access to the interior. Above, each
bay has 3-panel stationary transom windows with border panes of colored glass.
This articulation is repeated at the clerestory, on line with the inner row of
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poora. e multicolored panes projec- rays of colored light onto the moving,
mirrored surfaces of the carousel's framework and figures. This illumination by
natural light was developed at a time before electrical illumination was practical.
Vents at the tip of the conical roof, many upperlevel windows, groundlevel doors,
and the spinning carousel itself all combined to form a primitive, but welcome, air
conditioning system. Orginally, the roof rose to a peak; somet'me before 1909,
Looff added the cupola and onion dome.

ousi.olau-oom
Exp. KI-31-e4

The ea ousel and its shed remain in an excellent state of repair; recent painting
of the figures and the frame as well as the shed's interior have generally conformed
to the early 20thcentury coloration. The carousel is prominently sited on a slight
rise.

Footnotes

'This description draws on the National Register of Historic Places nomination
form prepared by Richard W. Longstreth for the Rhode Island Historical Preservation
Commission in 1976.

2The bulk of the carousel desCription is an edited version of that appearing in
Gail Burfee, "The Crescent Park Carousel," MeryGoRoundup 5,4 (October 1978),
pp. 7-9.

3The data on power supply is taken from the National Register form.

4Ibid.
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SpecifiC dates t. 1895, dane-before Builder Architect Charles I. D. Looff
1909

Statement of Significance (in ono paragraph)
Summary

roigion

science
sculpture
social
humanitarian
theater
transportation

other (specify)
_. Recreation__
(Carousel and Shelter)

The Crescent Park carousel is the largest, most elaborate, and probably best pre-
served of the surviving works of Charles I. D. Looff, one of the earliest and
foremost manufacturers of carousels in the United States. Because it served as his
"showroom" carousel'during the time he was headquartered in East Providence (1905-10),
it bears some of the finest examples of his carving.

Very few carousels in the country have been so little altered. Complete with its
original shed and early 20th-century band organ and lighting, this carousel affords
a now-rare example of the carmsel experience as it was in its heyday.

Crescent Park probably is also the oldest extant and one of a handful remaining of
the more than 100 carousels Looff built during his lifetime.1 (The Looff Carousel at
the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, from 1911, is included, along with the Looff coaster
there* elsewhere in this study; its shelter is not original. The Looff Hippodrome
[1916] at the Santa Monica Pier survives and haS been restored; it is also included
In this study. It no longer has a Looff carousel in it, however.)

History

A native of Schleswig-Holstein, Looff immigrated to New York in 1870.2 Although he
was trained as a furniture maker, he soon began to use his spare time constructing
a carousel for Balmer's Pavilion at Coney Island, New York (1876). The first on
Coney Island, it was wildly popular with the public. Looff was probably the first
man in the country to both carve the horses for these rides and to make their
frames. He entered the business full-time in 1880, opening a plant at Greenpoint
in Brooklyn. His operation never grew to be a large one, when compared to such
other carousel makers as the Philadelphia Toboggan Company or Gustave A. Dentzel,
although during his career Looff designed and built carousels throughout the United
States. He did much of the carving hxmself, and closely supervised assistants who
joined his workshop. The quality of his work quickly earned him a considerable
reputation.

Several orders came from parks in Rhode Island* including Rocky Point in Warwick
(c. 1892* destroyed), Boyden Heights in East Providence (c. 1900, moved or destroyed),
and Crescent Park.3 Of these the Crescent Park carousel was the largest and most
elaborate. Here he opened a branch factory. In 1905, when his Brooklyn works were
condemned* Looff moved to East Providence and made the plant at Crescent Park his
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to the rear of the carousel, with a 6-room apartment on the second floor probably
serving as his living quarters. (Although it had long since ceased to nerve its
original function, this strUcture remained until recently.)

Once he had relocated in East Providence, Looff embellished the Crescent Park
carousel so that it could be used as a display for prospective clients, although it
remained a working carousel& New horses were added over the next few years, each
different, and each representing the latest model. Thus, the carousel is extremely
unusual, if not unique, in its variety, for a carousel generally carries about five
types of animals, with additional differentiation coming only from color schemes.

The Crescent Park carousel is a veritable museum of Looff's work. Of further note
is the fact that not only are the animals and frame of the carousel by Looff, but
the shed enclosing them is of his design as well. Unlike many carousel houses of
the period, Looff's structures were polygonal, reflecting the form of the machine
inside. Eschewing ornament, the shed's multi-surfaced masa and the delicate
articulation of its glass panes provide an unusually restrained and forthright
visual statement.

Another exceptional aspect of the carousel is its excellen state of preservation.
Carousels often have histories of being moved from one park to another, and of
alterations that have significantly changed their original character. During its
existence, the Crescent Park carousel has remained in its original location and
experienced little modification after Looff left East Providence in 1910. A princi-
pal reason for this is that it was owned and operated by Looff's children and
grandchildren until 1967.

Crescent Park, itself* was noteworthy among Eastern amusement parks. Started by
George B. Boyden in 1886* it was one of New England's major parks for several
decades, and was the oldest in continuous operation in Rhode Island. By the turn
of the century, it occupied more than 300 acres, offering a large variety of rides,
including as many as four carousels at once; dining facilities for 1,000 people;
the region's largest dance hall; a hotel; and a number of cottages& An estimated
50,000 to 75,000 people visited the park each day on weekends during the peak
season.

the past quarter century, however, Crescent Park declined in size and prestige.
During the 1970s, it experienced financial difficulties. By 1979, it appeared that
the Park would be aold at auction and the carousel removed, sold, or broken up. A
determined local group of concerned citizens, Save Our Carousel, Inc. (subsequently
reorganized as the Crescent Park Carousel Preservation Association), sought to
retain and restore the carousel in the community. Although the Park itself has
been sold and its other features removed, the Association was able to convince the
city to deed the carousel and its immediate site to the Association.
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As of late 1985, the Association had completed refurbishing the Looff pavilion and was
making progress on restoring the carOusel's figures, a notably expensive propoaition.4

Footnotes

1This conclusion is based on a review of the Looff entries in the National Carousel
Association Census (Los Angeles, Calif.: 1983).

2Biographical data and information are drawn from Willi Looff Taucher, "Looff Family
Photo Memoirs," pirrousel Art (Special Edition), July 1982, p. 2, which correlate with
data in the National Register of Historic Places nomination:form cited in Note 1 of the
Description.

3The remainder of this section is e revised version of the corresponding section of
the National Register of Historic Places nomination form cited in Note 1 of the
Description.

4Crescent Park Carousel Preservation Association, "The Carousel Restoration Project"
(E. Providence, R.I.: 1985), leaflet.
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I. Name
historic r- rru1
and or common _Watch Mill carousof
2. Loca ion
street & number terminus of Bay Street not for publication

city. town Westerly vicinity of

Rhode Island code coun Washington code

Classification
Category Ownership Status Present Use

district public occupied agriculture museum
building(s) private unoccupied commercial park
structure work in progress educational private residenceboth
site Public Acquisition Accessible entertainment religious
object in process yes' restricted government scientific_X_

being considered yes: unrestricted industrial fransponation
no military X other. Recreation

4. Owner of Property_
name Watch Hill Fire District

street & number Watch Hill

city, town Westerly _ vicinity of state Rhode Island

5. Location of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Westerly Town Hall

street & nmber

city, town Westerly state Rhode Island

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Historic and Architectural Resources of

title land A Preliminary has this propeny been determined eligible?-_z_ _por
date March 1978

__ yes no

._ federal _X_ state _ county _ local
. .

depository for survey records Rhode Island Historical Preservation

city. tOwn Providence
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7. Des ription
Condition
--_ excellent
_X_ good

telt

deteriorated
_ ruins

unexposed

Chuck one Check one
unaltered original sIte
altered _x_ moved- date

Descrik* th present and origins (If known) physical appearance
Summary

The Flying Horse Carousel at Watch Rill operates in a simple shelter at the
southern end of Bay Street, about 200 yards from the ocean, beside the townbeach, in the quiet summer resort of Watch Hill, Rhode Island.' The carousel
consists of 20 wooden horses ranged 2 abreast and suspended by chains fromwooden sweeps. The horses all face the same direction, and come in two sizes.
All are small animals, naively carved and quite plain when compared with other
horses attributed to Charles W. F. Dare -- notably those on the Oak Bluffs,
Massachusetts, carousel.

Shelter

The shelter __ a small decagonal hip-roofed pavilion of wood frame supported by
rough cobblestone columns. The structure appears to have been built, or much
altered, in the opening decades of the 20th century. The original canopy was
likely of canvas; the present roof is asphalt shingling. A low picket fenceset on a 2-foot cinderblock base partially encloses the spaces between the
piers and keeps over-eager riders out of the path of the "flying horses." Thefloor of the carousel shelter, originally of sand, is now poured concrete.

Detailed Data on the Carousel

Each horse is said to have been carved from single block of wood, although
the legs appear to have been carved separately, and each horse has a leather
saddle and bridle and real horsehair tail and mane. The saddlea, bridles,
tails, and manes have been replaced several times, as is common in carousels,
but the hornes' agate eyes are the originals.

Each horse is suspended from the heavy wooden framing of the canopy roof by a
chain connected at the rump and an iron bar joined to the pommel. The bars may
have been substituted for original neck or head chains, perhaps in an attempt
to steady the steeds and limit their arc. As the carousel turns, the horses
swing out by centrifugal force, hence the enduring and endearing name "FlyingHorse Carousel."

In addition to the horses, three double seats, or chariots, were originally
included for those too old, young, or timid for "free flight." These vanished
in the hurricane of September 21, 1938, which devastated the community; because
it has been judged that the sweeps were too old and weak to support the weight
of seats, they have not been restored to the carousel. All the horses, on the
other hand, survived the hurricane and were unearthed from sand dunes nearby
where the force of the wind and water had buried them. Most of the carousel
housing also survived the storm.
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Alterations to the carousel have been necessitated by changes in technology (motive
power and source of music), by the hurricane (replacement of the roof framing and
cover and the picket fence and the loss of the seats), and by years of continued
use. Restoration of the Elelter and horses occurred in 1961 and again in 1974.
The 1961 work included stregthening the sveeps and center pole, installing new
roofing and metal work and a paved floor, and application of fresh coats of paint
and new tails and manes to the horses. In 1974, the horses received more detailed
attention from lo..7.11 cabinetmakers, who recarved two missing legs and oversaw
installation of new leather saddles and reins and flowing horsehair tails and
manes. The horses were also stripped and repainted. The metal stirrups, which
once hung by the horses' flanks, have been removed in an effort to preserve the
wooden bodir!s; and riders -- now limited to those 12 years of age or younger -- are
strapped on their mounts.

The carousel was originally powered by a calico horse, who spent his summers walking
in circles, and music was provided by a hand organ.2 In 1897 horsepower gave way to
waterpower, which, in turn, was replaced, about 1914, by electricity. By the turn of
the 20th century, the hand organ had been replaced by a band organ which played
paper rolls. Music is now provided by a tape player installed in 1975 within a
copy of a band organ. The ring dispenser is of uncertain date.

Architectural ornamentation of the housing is limited to a scalloped wooden canopy
edging the perimeter of the revolving frame and to the match-boarded central housing
which conceals both the motor and the tape system. Victorian-style stencil patterns
have recently been applied to the housing in an attempt to recar,ure its period
flavor.

The preservation and restoration efforts, carried out since 1948 by the Watch Hill
Improvement Society under the indefatigable leadership of Mrs. Harriet C. Moore; the
on-going concern of its owner, the Watch Hill Fire District; and the affection in
which the Flying Horse Carousel is held by the general public testify to the carousel's
great appeal.

It has even inspired a book. In 1960 the French children's author Paul Jacques
Bonzon was so taken with the carousel that he wrote a story about it, "Le Petit
Cheval de Bois," published in his Contes de L'hiver. The story was translated into
English and, with illustrotions, pUblished in the United States in 1976, as The
Runaway_Flying Horse.
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lThis description is an edited version of that appearing in the National Register
of Historic Places nomination form by Ancelin V. Lynch of the Rhode Island Histor-
ical Preservation Commission (1980). Mrs. Harriet C. Moore's Around_and_Around
the Story 0f the Watch Hill Carousel (Westerly, Rhode Island: Sun Graphics, 1980)
was also helpful.

2Mariana Tallman, Pleasant Places in Rhode Island... (Providence, Rhode Island:
Providence Journal Company 94), p. 29.



8 Significance
Period

prehistoric'
.__ 1400-1499
_._ 1500-1599

1601.399
1700-1799
1800-1899
190t1

Areaa of SignificanceCheck and Justify below
archeology-prehistoric community planning

. archeology-historic conservation
agriculture .. economics
architecture education
art engineering
commerce exploration settlement
communications industry

Specific dats ca. 1876
Statement of Significance (in one pare radii)

Summary

invention

SuilderArchitect

landscape arch
law
literature
military

.MUSIC
philosophy
politics government

ure religion
science
sculpture
social !
humanitarian
theater

_ transportation.
other (specify)

,PecreatiPn (cArousel)

Charles W.F..D.

The "Flying Horse" carousel of Watch Hill, Rhode Islend,'and the "Flying Horses"
carousel of Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts, are almost certainly the two oldest extant
carousels in the United States. Because of difficulties attendant on dating
carousels it is not possible to determine absolutely which is the older. Some
experts give the nod to Watch H4.1.l. Because the two are somewhat different types)
however, both are excellent representatives of the early era of carousel manufacture
in the United States. Both have also been on-site for exceptionally long periods.

The two carousels also are the only intact surviving examples of the work of .the
Charles W. F. Dare Company of New York City, one of the major carousel manufacturers,
which was In business from 1866 until 1901 making hobbyhorses and other amusement
deviceS.

Historx

The Watch Hill carousel is tentatively dated about 1876, although it muy have been
built several years earlier.2 The carousel at Oak Bluffs, Martha's Vineyard, is
also dated to about 1876 because its horaes and chariotS match those illustrated
in catalogs issued by the Dare Company in 1876 and 1878. Because the horses at
Martha's Vineyard are somewhat more elaborate than those at Watch Hill, it is
possible that the Watch Hill horses may be more."primitive" examples of Dare's work
from as early as 1867.

Price, rather than age, on the other hand, may account for the differences in the
two carousels, for the Dare catalog offered custom work in any desired size. The
party ordering on Marthes Vineyard apparently went "whole hog," ordering the
housing, complete with platform and paintings, as well as the horses, direct from
Dare. It appears that at Watch Hill only the horses and their original support
system and mechanisms came from the Dare Company; the ready availability of stone
may explain this preference for a locally built pavilion or price may have made the
difference. It is unfortunate that whatever paintings once ornamented the Watch
Hill housing no longer survive.

The question of the age of the Flying Horse Carousel at Watch Hill is of interest,
but ultimately of relatively minor significance. Whether it is the oldeSt or the
second oldest ip the nation, it is an important 8,1, rare survivor of the CharleS
Dare Company's work. The Charles W. F. Dare Nei. York Carousel Company was in
busineSs manufacturing hobbyhorses and amusement devices for "Sea-Side & Summer
Amusements" as early as 1866 and continued until Dare's death in 1901. The COmpany
produced three types of carousels and accessories and other amusement paraphernalia
such as ferris wheels, shooting galleries, swings, and bowling alleyS
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The Flying Horses came to Watch Hill as part of a traveling carnival about 1879.
By this time, Watch Hill had developed as a summer resort, featuring several hotels.The era of cottage building had begun here about 1870, the same year a bathing
beach trith bathhouses was established. It was adjacent to the beach that the
carousel was set up.

The resort continued to grow as improved transportation brought increasing numbersof visitors. Steamer service was available from several points, and, beginning in
1894, a trolley line terminated at the carousel.

By the time the trolley closed in 1921, the automobile had made significant inroads.This began Watch Hill's decline as a hotel summer resort, and today only one hotelsurvives. Large summer houses continued to be built, however, and despite the
devastating 1938 hurricane -- in which 15 lives were lost in the town and 53 houses
swept out to sea -- Watch Hill remained a reasonably popular community for wealthy,
summer, and year-round residents. The Flying Horse Carousel, which operates every
year from June through Labor Day, continues to be one of its singular attractions,
a landmark known and valued not only by residents throughout Rhode Island and
neighboring Connecticut, but by visitors from afar as well.

1This conclusion is based on study of the entries in the National Carousel Associa-
tion census (Los Angeles, 1984) and Frederick Fried, "Flying Horses of artha's
Vineyard Offer Surprise," AntiquerMonthly (July 1974).

2Most historical data in this statement has been revised from the National Register
of Historic Places nomination form by Ancelin V. Lynch of the Rhode Island Historical
Preservation Commission (1980).

3Frederick Fried, A _Pictorial History of the Carousel (New York: Bonanza Books,1964), p. al.
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Verbal boundary description and justification
That portion of Plat 14 Lot 21 immediately beneath the carousel, with a 20-foot
margin around the carousel's circumference.

List all states and counties for properties overlapping state or county boundaries
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Wallace Circus /inter Quarter (1892-191 _erican Circus
historic Quarters (1921-29)

and or common Peru Circus Farm; Valley Farms

2. Location
number 2.5 miles southeast of city center

city, town _IL vicinity o Peru

not for publication

Classifica
Category

district
L. building(s)

structure
site

_ object

Ownership
public

L. private
both

Public Acquisition
_ in process

being considered

Status
occupied

_ unoccupied
_ work in progress
Accessible

yes: restricted
yes: unrestricted
no

Present Use
agriculture museum

_ commercial _ park
_ educational private re
_ entertainment religioui
_ government _ scientific

Industrial transportation
military other:

4. Owner of Proper
name Valley Farms, Inc. c/o Mr. Lyman Bond

street & number 13555 114th Street

city, town

Loca son of Legal Description
Noblesville _ vicinity of stele Indiana

courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Courthouse

street & number

City, town Peru at Indiana

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
title None has this prope -n determined ell ible? yes no

date federal county local

depository for su ey records

city, town
587

state
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7. Description
Condition Check ono Cheek one
_ excellent __ deteriorated ._ .: unaltered X original site

ruins _X_ . altered . . moved date
unexposed

X good
fair

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Sumary

The principal "Circus Fc-1" of Peru is that used sequentially by Benjamin Wallace,
the American Circus Corporation, and the Ringlings between 1892 and 1938. The
structures.remaining on it from the circus era date, in their present configura-
tions, from the 1920s, an era of great prosperity in the business; some incorporate
earlier Wallace quarters structures. Although these buildings, which now serve a
prosperous working farm, do not display conspicuous evidence of their glamorous
past on their exteriors, close examination reveals relations to their former use.
And, though a number of the structures in the circus quarters complex are gone, tha
principal buildings that constituted its core are relatively well preserved from
the circus-era.

The principal surviving structures include the Godfroy (Godefroy) House, the only
building on the property that clearly antedates Wallace's arrival there in 1892;
the Wagon Shop and the Elephant, Hippo, and Cat Barn, both outsize wooden barns
with ample second-story spaces; and the concrete Tiger, Lion, and Bear Barn, linked
to the Elephant, Hippo, and Cat Barn. The former Office structure of the quarters
also survives, as does the outline of the Sells-Floto Pony Stables' training ring.

Other structures in the quarters area have been destroyed over time. Several of
them fell prey to fire, a persistent foe of circus structures that limits severely
the possibilities for the preservation of structures associated with the industry.
Others have been pulled down over time to accommodate farm needs. The demolished
structures include the Sells-Floto and Hagenbeck Horse Stables (burned 1946); the
Paint Shop (down by 1941); a series of corrals and pony stables to the northwest of
the majOr barns; the 425'-long Wagon and Baggage Shed; the Sells-Floto Pony Stables,
or Ring Barn (torn down in 1958), between the barns and the house; a wagon storage
barn (to the southeast of the house); the John Robinson Stable (east of the house);
and bunkhouses and other small structures (also to the rear, or east, of the house).
A residence, adjacent to the Godfroy House, was used by the Ringlings. It stood
where the present swimming pool now rests.

2241E2y House

The Godfroy House, the front block of which is a substantial 2-story, 5-bay brick
structure of unknown construction date, was the centerpiece of a prosperous farm
long before Wallace acquired it in 1891 and is of more than passing interest as the
home built, probably in the 1850s, for Gabriel Godfrey; Gabriel's father Francis,
a chief of the Miami Indians, received confirmation of his title to the land on
which it rests from the U.S. Government in 1826. Enlarged substantially during the
circus years, it served as a dining hall for workmen, or "roustabouts," who resided
in bunkhouses behind it.
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During this use several frame additions were made to the rear and the south side;
the latter has been removed. The principal facade at one time featured a 1-story
porch spanning its length; this has been removed and replaced by a simple enclosed
portico that serves as the main entrance to the house. The large rear addition,
now clad wIth wood siding, remains intact.

The Godfroy House has apparently been remodeled several times on the interior. The
principal block appears to have started out on a center hall plan with paired room')
to both sides on the two levels. This portion of the structure retains its high
ceilings and thick walla. The present arrangement of rooms reflects Dome adapta-
tions made by the present owners. The exact character of changes that may have
been made to the hoose'a earlier configuration during its service as a dining hall
for the circus are unknown.

The Circus Barns

The Wagon Shop (1922) and the Elephant, Hippo, and Cat Barn (1923) are oversize
wooden structures of nearly identical size (150' long, 72' wide, and 40' high) with
gambrel roofs; they have ranges of 1-story concrete block wings to both sides that
contain stalls designed, respectively, for wagons and repair machinery and for the
circus animals; elephants were tethered in the center of the floor in the latter.
Although minor features of both structures have been modified on their interiors,
no fundamental changes have occurred in either exterior or interior appearance.

The concrete Tiger, Lion, and Bear Barn, linked to the Elephant, Hippo, and Cat
Barn, is a 2-story structure of concrete that incorporates, at its ends, structures
built for Wallace early during his use of the farm. Its small high windows, high
on the walls, give it a forbidding prison-like appearance, but this placement of
the windows was dictated by the need to keep the animals safely confined.

Other Structures and Features

The former "Circus Farm Office," adjacent to the road past the quarters, is ex ant.
It iS a simple 1-story frame cottage with a smaller addition to the rear. The
addition has been put up since the circus era.

The present ownera have kept in place the large carved stone posts that stand at
the sides of the entrance to the former main driveway, to the right, or south, of
the front facade of the house. They are one of the more noticeable circus-era
decorative features that remain in place on the farm.
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Other Peruft-area structures, none of which are included in this nomination, were
also asSOCiated with Wallace and his successors. His first quarters, which he used
until 1892, was on his brother John's farm several miles farther from Peru. Only
the farmhOuse and a single barn survive. Housing that Wallace constructed for his
circus workers (Wallace Row) survives just south of Peru en route from the town to
the winter quarters. The intown railroad yard and its structures, on a 5acre
tract where the circus massed for its road trips, have been obliterated by fire.
Extensivi landholdings that Wallace acquired with his circus earninga can be iden
tified; while some may have been used for circus purposes, none were as intimately
associated with it as the "Circus Farm."

Footnote

1This description is derived from historic descriptions published in Chalmer
Condon, "Benjamin E. Wallace's Winterquarters," Bandwagon (JulyAugust 1964),
pp. 7-10, and Charles Wirth, "The New Circus 'Home' at Peru," Billboard (August I,
1923), as reprinted in Barg._.T_on (JulyAugust 1964), pp. 13-18. Both contain
sketch maps. Wirth's article reproduces a map done by the Indiana Inspection
Bureau in 1929, a copy of which appears with this nomination. This map was espe
cially helpful in determining the dates and uses of structures and the extent of
modifications to them, a task performed during an onsite visit by the author of
this form in December 1984.
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8. Significance
Period Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below

prehistoric archeology-prehiStoric community planning landscape architectu religion
_ 1401499 archeology-historic conservation law science
.._ 1500-1599 _ agriculture- . __ economics literature sculpture

1601:1699 architecture _ educatiOn military social/
1704-1799 art engineering music humanitarian
1900-1899 commerce exploration,se lement philosophy _ _ theater

X 1904- communications induStry
invention

politics government transportation
_X other (specify)

Regre4tion
Specific dates 1892-1938 BuilderArch oct Unknown

Statement of Significance (in one pgragraph)

(circus quarters)

;LTTAIX

The Peru, Indiana, circus winter quarters used by Benjamin ("Ben") E. Wallace and
his successors contains several of the few remaining structures associated with the
heydey of the American circus. Only the somewhat earlier Ringling structures at
Baraboo, Wisconsin, which have already been recognized as a National Historic
Landmark, compare with them.

Between the Civil War and the Great Depression, the traveling American circus
flourished in a manner never known before or since. The essential completion of
the American rail system made it possible to bring great circuses to all major
communities. Local sideshows blossomed into enterprises of great dimensions.

Preeminent among the circus impresarios in this "golden era' were Barnum and Bailey
and the Ringlings. Other important figures who belong in any pantheon of great
circus showmen are Benjamin Wallace Of Peru, Indiana, and his successors in the
American Circus Corporation (Jerry Mugivan, Edward M. Ballard, and Bert Bowers).
Wallace started in the business the same year as the Ringlings and, with them, gave
the more established Barnum and Bailey a run for their money. Wallace, like his
competitors, insisted, with some merit, that he had the "greatest show on earth."
The American Circus Corporation laid claim to similar distinction before selling
out to the Ringlings in September 1929.

History

Peru's renown as "Circus City" began with "Ben" Wallace, a Civil War veteran who
operated a livery stable business that had grown into one of the largest in the
State by the early 18806.1 Beginning in that period, Wallace, initially with a
partner, acquired the remains of several circuses at auctions, and, in the spring
of 1884, set out of Peru with "Wallace and Co.'s Great World Menagerie, Grand
International Mardi Gras, Highway Holiday Hidalgo, and Alliance of Novelties." This
grandiosely named but relatively small 1-ring show toured Virginia and Kentucky and
enjoyed an excellent season. He had nine "cars" the next year.

Over the next two decades, Wallace plowed much of his profits back into the
business, progressively lengthening his tours and eniarOng his shows. he took
to the rails with 15 cars in 1886, 4 years in advance of the Ringlings. By
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menagerie was
ou _e S OW s ze aga n. ve- n

relatively ex_ensive: for example, in1895 he

carried ... 5 elephants, 5 camels, 2 yak, 2 llamas, 4 ostriches, 1 saerred ox, 3
zebra and 20 cages. The big top was a 180 ft. with 4-50 ft. middlm, pieces.
The menagerie top was an 80 with 5-40's. The ftessing tent was 70 AEr. with
1-40. 40 trunks were on the gentlemen's side and26 on the ladies. Tl-mare were
6-8 horse drivers; 9-6 horse drivers and 7-fourtanse drivers.2

Wallace's shows grew bigger and bigger. This was partially because he acquired
other circuses and merged them into his, including the La Pearl, 1899; Ca=1 Hagen-
beck, 1907; and part of the Norris & Rowe, 1910. After the 1907 merger, the com-
bination was dubbed the Hagenbeck-Wallace, including the "Carl Hageabee-X-c Animal
Show" and the "Greer Wallace Show of Human PerfoMers," although Hagenl=ieck was
effectively shut out of the circus he had started, win Wallace's principal_ partner
being John C. Talbot of Denver.3 At that point, onlythe Ringling BrOtheira Barnum
and Bailey, formed by similar merger the same year, was an effective cormpetitor.

In 1913, Wallace, giving into his age and his desiroto retire from the huly-hurly
of life on the road, sold his circus interests, exopt for the farm near Peru on
which since 1892 he had been wintering the ctreus.4 The circus itself was .acquired
by a syndicate, dubbed the Carl Hagenbeck Elnd Greg Wallace Shows Compart, which
was owned by Talbot, Wallace's erstwhile partner; Edward M. ("Ed") Ballard, a hotel
and casino operator from West Baden Springs, Indiana; and C. E. Corey, ir.a_llace's
nephew.5 Ballard was the main power in the firm and he gave reign to hims desire
to house the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus at W. Baden Springs, moving it o newly
constructed quarters there after the 1914 season.

The syndicate had rented the Peru quarters for Hagenbeck-Wallace in 1913.-14. In
the next few years, other circuses under other owrmn rented them from liWialace:
the Howe's Great London, Robinson's Famous Shows, John Robinson, and Sell-Floto.
Finally, in 1921, on Wallace's death, his estate mAdthe quarters to the .41amarican
Circus Corporation, a holding company that conrrolleddl of the circuSes named in
this paragraph. Ballard was a key figure in the neworporation, along W1.1-1 Jerry
Mugivan and Bert Bowers.

This great circus conglomerate enhanced and expandedthe Peru Quarters, add=-Tng many
new buildings, mostly in 1922-23. They also operated the quarters as a type of
"zoo" ("Circus City Zoological Gardens") during the off seasons. Tom Mix a=d Clyde
Beatty were human attractions who complemented the animal collection, Whichx. at one
point featured:

6 giraffes, 3 hippopotami, 30 camels, 40 elephants, 125 lions and tigeL-irs, 500
blooded horses, 200 dogs and ponies. Llamas, minas, monkeys, puma% , black
panthers, polar bears, Russian bears, Himalayan bears, ostriches, [amAdI Many
other species of wild animals all imported from Oeforeign jungles.6
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The Corporation continued to winter the John Robinson at the Peru Quarters through
the 1923-24 winter, and had Se11s-F1oto there also. In 1924-25 Ballard welcomed
John Robinson to his W. Baden Springs quarters, and sent Hagenbeck-Wallace back to
Peru, During the rest of the 1920s, Eagenbeck-Wallace remained at Peru, joined
by SellsFloto beginning in 1925. and -John Robinson at the close of the 1928 road
season, when Ballard closed down the W. Baden Springs quarters.* In 1929, the
American Circus Corporation acquired still two more smaller circuses, the Sparks
and Al G. Barnes.

The ease year, "Ed" Ballard, in Midwestern parlance, "euchred" the Ringlings out of
a valued Madison Square Garden billing. John Ringling then determined to buy
Ballard out. With luck or foresight, or both, Ballard decided to sell. He cleared
a reported $2 million on the deal, concluded in September 1929. Ringling became
the undisputed mrAster of the circus industry -- and the owner of the Peru circus
quarters.

Initially, Ringling kept all three circuses ill Peru. The worsening Depression led
him to shelve John Robinson in 1931 and. Sells-Floto in 1933; they combined elements
of these shows with the Hagenbeck-Wallace, which toured even in 1933 and 1934.
Further retrenching, Ringling combined Hagenbeck-Wallace with another of their
circuses the Forepaugh-Sells, for 1935. and did not put the show on the road at
all in 1936. Under lease in 1937, the combined shows enjoyed a good season, but
finally perished in the recession of 1938, when they took to the road, but never
cone back from California. Much of their equipment was dispersed from there.

In the distressed state of the circus industry, the quarters complex was an impedi-
ment, Beginning in 1938, distinctive c ircus equipment was sold off or destroyed.
In 1941, when the Mingling& decided to sell the quarters, a great wagon burning
reduced to ashes many of the 'highly decorated vehicles that had graced the circuses.
By 1944, when Emil Shram, former president of the New York Stock Exchange, purchased
the property, most of the circus equipment and moveable trappings had been removed
or disposed of.

Since 1944, the great -Circus Farm" has been an active, prosperous, and more tradi-
tional farm. Emil Shram and members of his family continue active in its operation.

*The W. Baden Springs quarters were demolished in the 1940s. Only Ballard's resi-
dence ("Beechwood") and the W. Baden Springs Hotel, in the atrium of which the
circus occasionally performed, recall the circus history of that mmunity. (The
W. Baden Springs Hotel is being studied for possible National Historic Landmark
designation as a part of this study.)
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Verbal Boundary

A roughly rectangular tract bounded by a line drawn northwest 800' along Indiana
124 from the easternmost of the two atone entrance gates to the Godfroy House, then
running on a line 30 degrees east of north 700', then on a line 30 degrees south of
east 800', and returning via a line drawn 30 degrees west of south some 700' to the
point of beginning, said tract including all the extant circus-related structures
inventoried in this study.
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Wallace Circus Winter Quarters Peru, Indiana
Peru Quadrangle
UTM References:
A 16/552 850/4511 850
A 16/582 810/4511 650
C 16/582 630/4511 730
D 16/582 700/4511 910
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WINTER QUARTERS
This oftwal mop of tha American Circus Corporation propenies yards. Tha dam of constniction I. Iistod ea many of the buiI&oga.was made by ins Indiana inspecto Bureau in June 1929. Each of front 1922 to 1921. TMs may can be usoril In locating carious bulidinos

ths buildings aro Identified at both the quartets and he railroad shown In the photos to Nth Issuo.
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esereption
Condition Check one

excellent _ __ deteriorated unaltered
X- good ruins X

, altered
_ fair _ unexposed

Check one
X original site

moved date

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Summary

The historic structures, buildings, and features at the New York Zociogical Park
(Bronx Zoo) are scattered over the Park's 252 acres, one of the la:7gest tracts
occupied by any urban zoo. A cluster of historic features, the Bai:-(i Court, will
be described first. The other features are dinpersed over thE r:ounds. Only the
features referenced here are regarded as conCributiug to the national si,d,tficance
of the Zoo.l

BAI_ ASTOR) COURT ( 901-22)

This 5-acre plaza in the north-central section of the Park is bounded by the Rainey
Gate concourse and Fountain Circle on the north and the Animal Riding Track and
Elephant House on the south. Named for Spencer Baird, a 19th-century naturalist
who founded the United States Bureau of Fisheries, the Court was once the principal
animal-exhibit area in the Zoo. Five of the six Beaux Arts buildings surrounding
the Court were erected between 1901 and 1910. The last, designed as a museum for
trophies, dates to 1922. Three of the buildings (the Monkey House, the Carnivore
House, and the Elephant House) are still used for animals. The Administration
Building and the Education and Development Center house offices, and the latter a
small auditorium. The old Large Bird House, closed for renovation, exhibits a
small collection of owls in cages along its east side.2

Monkey (former Prima e) House (1901)

The Monkey House is on the southeast corner of Baird Court. It formerly held 38
wire-fronted cages on the inside, with another 11 outdoors along the east side.
Upwards of twenty species of primates--including some of the larger anthropoid apes
-- were shown.

After renovation in the late 1950s
were reduced to half the original
natural habitats were built in
outside enclosures was reduced to

Sea Lion Pool (1906)

, it was renamed the Monkey House. Indoor displays
number, glass fronts replaced wire, and simulated
several of the larger displays. The number of
three, reserved for hardier species.

Near the center of Baird Court, the Sea Lion Pool is a marine display including
several small islands and a rocky shore. The pool has a maximum depth of 7'. The
exhibit was enlarged to more than twice its original size in 1980. This renovation,
completed in 1981, included the addition of the rocky beach and shallow tidal
pools.3
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Carnivore (former L Hou 190

The Carnivore House, on the west side of Baird Court, is replete with heroic sculptures on the exterior. The inside has a wide public space and twelve high-ceilingedcages that offer close views of the big cats. The inside cages lead directly tonine outdoor displays.

During the summers, many large felines occupy the open habitat displays in the"Wild Asia" and "African Plains" areas of the Zoo. This hailding provides winterviewing. It also supplies holding space for animals ca hand for future display.
One of the significant species in the Carnivore House is the snow leopard, fromcentral Asia. The New York Zoological Society's conservation efforts have beenlargely responsible for the creation of additional wild preserves to help protectthese animals, now endangered in nature. The snow leopards in this building ateone of the few breeding groups in captivity.

Ele hant House (1908)

The old Elephant House, a white limestone structure With on imposing green dome,stands south of Baird Court proper, dominating the west-central area of the Zeo.It was designed to house hippopotamuses, tapirs, and rhinoceroses, as well aselephants. The gradual removal of most of these animals to zoogeographic displays,coupled with the building's need fo- renovation, terminated its use aa an indooranimal facility in the mid-1970s.

At present, the outdoor yards at the Elephant House are being developed for socialspecies. The Zoo's riding elephants also occupy the premises during off-duty hoursand hay breaks. Because of its location, size, and attractive architecture, theElephant House has been selected to serve as the information center for the Zo0.4
Dens _(1899)

Months before the official opening in the fall of 1899 crowds flocked to the par-tially completed, but already tenanted, "Bear Dens." In the Zoo's first guidebook,issued that year, Director William T. Hornaday praised these new exhibits becausethey were "large open yards, properly situated with snug, dry sleeping dens attaehed."5

The 1899 bear dens were an improvement over earlier bear exhibits, but formed a mazeof 9'-high steel-bar fences transecting the -Rocking Stone" ridge, just north of thepresent-day "World of Darkness.- Time and weather took their toll and by the early1960s all but three of the dens were gone. (A surviving example is opposite theKodiak bear display, behind the Penguin House.)

For remodeling in 1968, the granite ridge of the original den site was chosen.Instead of steel bars, wide moats separate bears and visitors. Added space wasgained by having only two exhibits instead of nine.
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This --- accomplished by running a masonry wall along the spine of the riGgs, sepa-
rating a high western enclosure from a lower one on the east. Another masonry wail
on the south contains the bears on that side. A rockwork-covered structure on the
north conceals a Service building honeycombed with corridors, work areas, and sleep-
ing dens for the bears. Moats, 13' wide by 15' deep, hidden by plantings along the
front, provide visitors with an unobstructed view.6

African_Plains 1941)

The opening of the "African Plains" in 1941 marked the beginning of a new era at
the Zoologi al Park and set the pattern on which it has developed since then.
Earlier, all of the larger animals in the collection were exhibited with either
wire or bars separating them from the visitors, and in many cases from each other.
Here on the "Plains" both predators and prey can be seen much as in nature. Some
10 acres of the "African Plains" were the original range of the Zoo's bison, first
acquired in 1899, the year the Zoo opened. The bison now occupy a 3-acre tract
near the north end of the Zoo.7

Wildfowl Pond (1899)

Situated in a grassy meadow east of the Pheasant Aviary, the 1-acre Wildfowl Pond
is the main display area for the Zoo's collection of waterfowl: ducks, geese, and
Swans from around the world. The pond has a compressor-powered air-bubble system
to help keep the water from freezing during the winter.

Pheasant Aviar-, (1905)

The Pheasant Aviary, in the southeastern corner of the Park, has 19 heavily planted
outdoor displays with a shelter building running along its entire rear at the north
end and a free-standing aviary with separate indoor quarters.

The Aviary, designed for gallinaceous birds and pigeons, was renovated in the late
1960s. This modernization reduced the number of displays and added plants, pools,
and streams.

Small Mammals House (_1_904)

A long, low-white structure with a red roof, the Small Mammals House is in the center
of the Park, west of the Great Apes House and the Reptile House; visitors enter at
the south end through an archway shared with the Ostrich House. All exhibits in
the Small Mammals House are small and shallow, affording close-up views of shy
apecies.8
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In the more than 75 years since it opened, the Small Mammals House has undergone anumber of renovations. Originally, its interior was crowded with 88 wire cages,double-tiered down each wall and connected with an equal number On the exterior.The present arrangement was devised in 1947 and the small cages were replaced byglass-fronted displays of natural settings. Outside cages were eliminated on thewest side of the building and, on the east side, replaced by six large enclosuresfor weather-hardy animals.

In 1961, following a series of experiments to determine the practicality of reversinganimals' daily cycles, the red-light system was installed in the north end of thebuilding and the day/night cycle reversed, allowing visitors to see nocturnalcreatures in active periods. The exhibit growing out of these efforts has beendubbed the "World of Darkness."9

Re tile House (1899)

The Reptile House is near the center of the Park, across from the Great Apes House.Its buff-mottled brick and Indiana limestone exterior is largely hidden by a growthof ivy. Its interior has been renovated in 1954 and 1969.10

Ea les and Vultu es AviLtry_ii1111

The Eagles and Vultures Aviary opened in 1912, with 28 varieties of raptorialbirds---including hawks and falcons---represented in a series of 13 connectingcages that curved in a sweeping arc for 210' on the western edge of "Bird Valley,"between the Aquatic Birds Building and the present-day Children's Zoo.11

The largest cage was in the center and measured 24' by 24'; its dome, wire meshstrung around ornate grillwork, rose to 32'. The other displays graded down insize to six "hawk" cages, each about half the size of the center flight section. Aconcrete shell along the rear of the structure offered shelter from the weather.Each unit had a small pool in the gravel-covered concrete floor. Horizontal polesand vertical stumps for perching rounded out a decor typical of bird-of-preyexhibits of that day.

A renovation of the Aviary during the 1960s retained its original shape, style, anddimensions, but reduced the number of exhibits by combining cages at the ends andmade other changes. 12

Harr de Jur Avia ater Birds ("The F 1899)

Bordering the Flamingo Pond on the north side is the Harry de Jur Aviary for WaterBirds. Erected in 1829, this 1/2-acre arch-shaped, wire-covered structure hasalways been used by water bizds. The aviary deteriorated so badly that it had tobe rebuilt in 1930. In the mid-1970s, when repair was again made, it was transformed
from a large "bird cage" to a sea bird habitat.13
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c9Pa_ Lake

Stretching across the northern edge of the Zoo, Cope Lake was intended as a water
boundary for that side of the Park. Named for Edward Drinker Cope, a noted 19th-
century American paleontologist, it has been the summer home of the Zoo's pelicans
since 1941. During the 1960s, small islands were added at the eastern end of the
lake so that gibbons might be exhibited.14

ART IN THE PARIC

Art, in the form of sculpture, was important in the design of the Zoo. Full-scale
statues, wall mounts, and friezes featuring lions, elephants, rhinoceroses, baboons,
reptiles, and birds were fashioned in the Zoo from living models, and executed in
stone and terra-cotta.

One of the finest examples of animal art la the 36e-high Paul J. Rainey Memorial
Gate (1934), the formal entrance to the grounds, at the Pelham Parkway, or north,
entrance. Crafted by the distinguished American artist Paul Manship, the double-
arched bronze structure is a stylized "tree of life" design, with 22 metal animals
set in the foliage. These animals are presented in profile so that they can be
viewed from either side of the gate.

An ornate fountain situated in the circle of the Rainey Gate concourse is adorned
with heroic figures of aea horses, dolphins, mermaida, and mermen. This White
limestone sculpture waa presented to the Park by William Rockefeller in 1902.
Originally from Como, Italy, and likely dating to the 17th century, it was first
erected on the east side of Baird Court in 1902, and moved to its present site in
1910.

Near the steps leading from the Fountain Circle adjacent
life-size jaguars in stone. Theae are the work of Anna Hya
presented to the Zoo by the artist in 1937.15

Baird Court are two
Huntington, and were

Footnotes

1 This description is based on material in Joseph Bell, Offical Guide to the
Bronx Zoo (The Bronx: New York Zoological Society, 1980).

2 Ibid., p. 82.

3 ibid., p. 83.

4 Ibid.. p. 84.

5 Ibid., p. 33.
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6 Ibid., p. 33.

7 Ibid., p. 49.

8 Ibid., p. 57.

9 Ibid., p. 65.

10 Ibid., p. 99.

11 Ibid., p. 76.

12 Ibid., p. 77.

13 Ibid., p. 80.

14 Ibid., p. 81.

Ibid., p. 95.
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8. significance
Period Areas Of SignificanceCheck and justify below

prehistoric archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture relig!on
1401499 archeology-historic conservation law science
1500-1599 _ agriculture economics literature sculpture
1600-1699 architecture education military social
1701799 art engineering music humanitarian

X._ 1004)-1099 commerce exploration settlement philosophy theater
X 1900- communications industry

invention
politics government transportation

, _X. other (specify)
Recreatiom

Specific dates 1899-date Builder Architect He s & LeFarge
Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

Summary

The New York Zoological Park ("Bronx Zoo") is the largest zoological park in the
United States in land acreage, and until 1962 was the lavg:ent in zoological collec-
tions. For years it was the leader of zoos in the world and in America, and was
eclipsed only in the 1950s by San Diego, which has a much smaller area. Visitation
has averaged at least 2 million each year since the turn of the century.

The Bronx Zoo has long been a leader in the exhibition of "firsttimers," that is
to say the first living zoo animal in the world or in America. Among them are
platypus, Komodo dragon, okapi, pigmy hippopotamus, bongo, Congo peacock, scarlet
cock-of-the-rock, quetzal, New Guinea pitted-shelled turtle, marine iguana, and many
species of birds of paradise. Many species have'established longevity and breeding
records at the Zoo.

One of the Bronx Zon's special accomplishments was the preservation, at the turn of
the century, of the American bison ("buffalo").1

History2

In 1895 the State legislature panned an act incorporating the New York Zoological
Society and provided it with a charter to establish a zoological garden in New York
City. The New York,Zoological Park, popularly known as the Bronx Zoo, opened to
the public in November 1899. Twenty-two exhibits, housing 843 mammals, birds, and
reptiles, situated on 264 acres of virgin woodland, were then complete. Since
then, the number of live specimen has tripled and the number of major exhibits
more than doubled. From the beginning the Society actively involved itself in
conservation, becoming the leading force in the successful effort to save the
American bison.3

New York Zoological Society conservationists sponsored the founding of the American
Bison Society at a meeting in the Zoo's Lion Rouse (now Carnivore House) in 1905.
Under the vigorous leadership of its president, William T. Hornaday (the Zoo's
first Director), this group successfully lobbied for national protection of bison.
The "buffalo" long on the U.S. nickel, modeled after a Bronx Zoo specimen, was one
of the symbolic fruits of this campaign.

In his role as director, Hornaday had shown great foresight in acquiring btson for
the Zoological Park in 1899. By 1903, there were 40. In 1907, 15 were chipped to
Oklahoma as the nucleus for an independent National Herd in the Wichita Forest and
Game Reserve. Subsequently, the Bronx Zoo provided bison for other refuges. Today
most American bison have Bronx Zoo blood.
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Thq Bronx Zoo was also instrumental in the enactment of laws to hat the wholesaleslaughter of wild game for market, to stop the destruction of birds for clothing,and to provide protection for migratory birds of North America. Our Vanishink
Wildlife, written by Hornaday, and published by the Society in 193, helped persuadelegislators of the urgent need for wildlife protection and bring about treatiesthat protect more than six hundred species of North AmeIlcrin migratory birds.

In its BO years, the Zoological Park has changed greatly, both in the way that itmaintains and exhibits its collections and in the philosophy that determines thekeeping of animals. Early on, the Zoo emphasized rarity and numbers. The total
number of animals kept at the Zoo has dropped significantly over the years. Thereal difference, however, in the composition of the collection is the number ofspecies represented. There are fewer kinds but larger numbers of each species.

Architecture and Desi n

The Zoo's moat significant buildings are on Baird (Astor) Court, though there areother old structures scattered on the grounds. The buildincs on the Court were allbuilt in 1901-22 and were designed by the architectural firm of Heins and La Farge.A typical assemblage of Beaux Arta buildings, they were noc innovative at the time
they were built nor did they serve as models for later zoo structures. The LionHouse reproduced the Lion House at the London Zoo; the Elephant House copied thePalais des Hippopotames in Antwerp. The Reptile House also borrowed features, froma similar structure at the London Zoo.

It also appears that "even at the time of their construction, some of these buildingswere out of date in terms of esthetic and humane exhibition of animals." By 1903Karl Hagenbeck had developed barless and naturalistic enclosures at his private zooin Stellingen, Germany.4

Footnotes

'This statement of the Zoo's accomplishments is paraphrased from Marvin L. Jones,'New York Zoological Park, 'Bronx Zoo,' New York City, New York," in RoslKirchshofer, ed., The World of Zoos, A Survey and Gazetteer (New York: VikingPress, 1968), pp. 246-247.

2The history of the Zoo is sketched from data in Joseph Bell, 0 ficial Guide tothe B onx Zoo (The Bronx: New York Zoological Society, 1980), pp. 10-17.

3The preservation of the American bison is discussed in Ibid., pp. 29-30.

4William Conway, General Director, New York Zoological Society, letter to JamesCharleton, History Division, National Park Service, July 31, 1985, pp. 1-2.
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Rainey Memorial Gate
Sountain Circle
Baird (Astor) Court
Monkey House
Sea Lion Pool
Carnivore House
Elehart House
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Pheasant Aviary
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tile House
Eagles & Vultures Aviary
Harry de Jur Aviary for ater Birds
Cope Lake
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Baird (Aatca) COurt, from the aouth:
principal buildings include Elephant
HOusc, center &reground; Monkey HOuse
(right center); Carnivore (cat) House
(left center); and Sea Lion Pool (center).
(Naw YOrk Zoological Society, 1985)
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7 Description
Condition

excellent
-X_ goOd
_ fair

Cheek one eek one
deterlorat d _ unaltered original site
ruins X altered A moved date

_ unexposed

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

St.ar

Herbivere Monkey HoUses
Av1nryffarg,19747,75_,

Two buildings at the Cincinnati Zoo, the original Monkey House present Reptile
House) and the Herbivore (Elephant) House are the zoo's earliest surviving structures.
The remnant of a third structure, the Aviary (later Monkey House) also survives,
although it has been moved a short distance from'its original site. The Aviary and
Monkey House were completed before 1880; the Herbivore House in 1902.1

These structures are fine examples of early zoo buildings and notable tor the func-
tional aspects of their design, for they provide excellent light and space for the
species they were designed to house. They are important as early zoo structures, of
which few remain in the United States, and for their interesting architecture.

Most other buildings in the zoo were built after 1940. Many of the earlier buildings
were replaced with open grotto areas that shelter animals in seasonable weather.
Overall, the zoo retains its park-like setting. It includes a lake, picnic areas,
and tree-lined hillsides.

-nke House nt R e Hou e

This round stone structure is 60 feet in diameter and has pedimented entryways pro-
jecting at right angles from the main block. Each entryway holds a double door
flanked by small windows. A 2-stage round dome, 40 feet in height, crowns the
building. The lower section of the dome is encircled by small 4-pane windows near
the roofline; its upper portion has a series of hexagonal louvered openings around
it. Except as noted below, the structure is largely unchanged.

Originally, there were 16 cages ranged around the interior wall. Each was skylit by
windows in the dome and filled with lush green plants. The monkeys had access to
outdoor "summer- cages through openings in the wall.2

The Monkey House was remodeled in 1922. The outdoor summer cages were removed and
the interior ones modified. A flat-roofed stone addition on the north side, of
unknown date, encloses the former entry on that side. All the doors and windows are
now aluminum frame; the interior walls and floors are their original reinforced
concrete.

Herbivore (Elephant) House

This concrete structure resembles an East Indian temple. It is 175 feet long and 75
feet wide. Five adjoining round domes pierce its flat roof. Each dome has vast
semi-circular windows on its outer sides. The central one, 70 feet high, is conical
with an octagonal base. There are six chimneys on each long face, evenly spaced.
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Projecting entryways (for human access) on the narrow ends of the building have
ogeearched openings. Wood trim divides the two long sides of the building into five
Section0; in each section, large rectangular doors permit the animals to browse in
outdoor garden areaS on both long sides of the building.

Both the interior of the Herbivore House, which features large animal enclosures
along both its long walls, and its exterior are essentially unaltered from their time
of construction. The Structure also atill serves its original function.

Aviar or 'Old Bird Run" later Monke House -artiall demolisbed]

Andrew Erkenbrecher, one of the zoo's founders, was a collector of rare birds and it
ia likely through his influence that the Aviary, a series of structures in a pictur
esque Japanese style, was the first facility to be completed. The Aviary encompassed
seven rectangular pagodatype, tileroofed buildings in a complex 320 feet long.
These structures were connected by wire summer cages. The center building, larger
than the others, was more elaborate, with pediments on each facade, and a short
square tower capped with a pseudoonion dome. The roofs of all the buildings had
copper birds on their peaks, representing the species housed. Remodeled in the
1940s, the Aviary afterward served the zoo's monkeys.

The six smaller unite of the Aviary were demolished in 1974-75. The large central
pavilion was retained. Moved approximately 50 feet to the northwest of its original
site, it has been restored.

This surviving building was the final home of Martha, the last passenger pigeon, who
died in 1914. It serves as an exhibit on endangered species and as a memorial to the
passenger pigeon and the Carolina parakeet, another extinct species, the last known
specimen of which perished at the zoo in 1918.

FOOTNOTES_

This description includes data from the National Register of Historic Places
nomination form.

2

Engravings of the Monkey House and Aviary that appeared in Album, Zoolog4cal
Garden of Cincinnati (Cincinnati: Krebs Lithographing Co., 1878) were compared with
current views to determine the extent of alterations to the Monkey House and Aviary.
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B. Significance
Period

prehistoric
1400-1499
1500-1599
1600-1699
1701799
1800-1699

Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below
archeology-prehistoric
archeology-historic
agriculture
architecture
art
commerce
communications

community planning
X cOnservation

economics
education
engineering
exploration settle en
Industry
invention

Specific dates Herbivore House 1902 Builder Architect
Monkey House & Aviary before 1880Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

5ummary

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
music
philosophy
politics government

religion
science
sculpture
social'
humanitarian
theater
transportation
other (specify)

jztnereatAcT(Zoo)

Aviary:. James McLaughlin
Monkey House: probably James McLaughlin
Herbivore House: Unknown

The Cincinnati Zoo, which opened to the public in September 1875, only 14 months
after the Philadelphia Zoo, is the second oldest in the United States. It is
significant not only for its antiquity and the richness of it. collections but also
for its efforts in the propagation and nurture of rare and endangered species. The
zoo also became well-known as the home of the last passenger pigeon and for several
of its other celebrity animal residents.

History

A caterpillar plague infesting the Cincinnati area in 1872 played a role in the
founding of the Cincinnati Zoo, although the idea had been suggested as early as
1868 by Andrew Erkenbrecher.1 Erkenbrecher vas a successful starch manufacturer in
the city, who had a particular passion for collecting birds. The caterpillar
plague led him, with several friends and other concerned citizens, to form the
Society for the Acclimatization of BtrA4. The Society imported about 1,000 insect-
eating birds from Europe to combat the cterpillars. The release of the birds put
an end to the caterpillar threat.

Erkenbrecher and his associates hoped to continue the Society's work by opening a
European-style zoological garden, transplanting to the United States the current
Continental rage for such permanent outdoor animal exhibitions, which some viewed
as stationary circuses. They consulted Dr. A.E. Brehm, a famed naturalist of
Berlin, Germany, who encouraged their efforts. Not long thereafter, in July 1873,
Erkenbrecher and his associates formed the Zoological Society of Cincinnati, a
private stock corporation, to build and operate a "zoo." A 67-acre site in Avondal
then a suburb of Cincinnati, was secured. Construction began on the rugged site in
October 1874, but progress on the buildings and animal encloaures was alow.

The public, however, was anxious to see the new zoo, and thus the Society opened it
as schaduled, on September 18, 1875, although few of the animal shelters were then
complete. The firat exhibits included an aviary, dog kennels, and bear pits. The
aviary housed a fine collection of birds, including 400 collected by Erkenbrecher.
The rest of the entire collection consisted of three deer, eight small monkeys, one
buffalo, a tiger, a lion, an ancient hyena, a talking crow, a pair of elk, an
alligator, a pair of grizzly bears, six racoons, and an old elephant ("Conguerer,"
who was purchased from a circus).2
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Despite the instant popularity which greeted it, the zoological garden, which began
as a profitmaking venture, saw its early years marred by financial problems and
finally went bankrupt in 1898. From then until the establishment of the presentday
Zoological Society in late 1932, the zoo's financial status was often precarious.
The Cincinnati Transit Company, which ran a trolley line to the gates, purchased a
controlling interest in 1901 and operated the zoo until 1916. In that year, the
zoo was rescued by large donations secured from two prominent citizens, Mrs. Mary
Emery and Mrs. Charles Taft, who agreed to match public contributions.

In the late 1910s and the 1920s, the Cincinnati Zoo enjoyed a measure of
Its collections grew and its national reputation spread. New buildings
Ancillary activities at the zoo also brought it added attention. For
1920, the Cincinnati Summer Opera began giving performances at the zoo.
eventually broadcast nationally by NBC, and, while they were elite
offered the amusing spectacle of the opera stars occasionally having
with vocal animals.

prosperity.
were added.
example, in
These were
functions,
to compete

The effects of the Depression hit the zoo hard and in 1931 it once again rested on
the brink of financial disaster. Another rescue effort was mounted. The zoo's
longterm future was finally assured only when the city purchased it in 1933. The
zoo was transferred to the city's Board of Park Commissioners with the understanding
that a society formed of appointed members and citizen volunteers would manage it
as a nonprofit organization. This organizational arrangement remains in effect at
the present time.

Through all of the financial vicissitudes and other difficulties of the zoo's early
growth, one individual remained inextricably linked with its fate and its rise to
national esteem. This was Sol Stephan, who came to the zoo as the trainer of
"Conquerer," the zoo's first elephant, in 1874 and remained until 1937, the last 51
years as general suparintendent.

Stephan was a resourceful individual, who was sometimes reduced to carrying the
zoo's expenses out of his own pocket. Something of a showman at beart, he built
recreational facilities, including an ice rink, a dance hall, and a music pavilion,
and installed a carousel3 and a small roller coaster.4 He also staged spectacular
events that drew crowds to the zoo.

On the other hand, Stephan also administered the zoo well and promoted its central
purposes effectively. Among events illustrating his latter role are: the first
exhibition of Cape hunting dogs in the United States (1889); the birth of the first
giraffe in the country (1889); and the first exhibition, in the United States, of
Prewalski horses (1904). One reason for Stephan's -firsts- and other successes was
that he was long the sole North American agent tor the sales of animals by the
Magenbecks of Hamburg, Germany, a renowned circus and zoo family.
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Stephan also showed a solicitous attitude toward :the zoo animals. He tenderly
cared for individue3Ls,such as Martha, the last pamtssenger pigeon, from 1902, when
the zoo acquired henr,until her death in 1914. Fe=or a decade before, a reward of
$1,000 stood to anycone who could come forward wit=lh a mate for her. Fulfilling a
promise made earliear,Stephan donated her to the Summithsonian, where she remains on
display. One of tbet new stars in.his last days at= the zoo was Susie, the world's
first trained gorillUsand long the only One in capowtivity; she lived on at the zoo
until her death in X947.

In recent years, contservation has become a more exmpress focus of the zoo's manag
ment. Rare Siberia= tigers, snow leopards, sand cets, caracal, and pampas cats
have all been succestsfally bred here, the latter t=hree species for the first time
in captivity.

Today, Cincinnati's Taammal collection is one of thmmla largest in the United States.
Its_feline collecticsm surpasses even the fabled ecmiallection in Philadelphia. The
zoo's special acceaM is on rare small animals.5

FOOTNOTES

'This historical trettnent, except where noted, is a condensation of the accounts
that appear in Olivear H. Gale, "The Cincinnati EM:oo -- 100 Years of Trial and
Triumph," Cincinnati Historical Society Bulletin, 32;3, 2 (Summer 1975), pp. 85-119,
and Susan Hartle, "Cziminnati Zoo History," 1984, p7op. 1-6.

2Gale, cit., p.

3Charles Jacques, Jr., "Two Great America Pa_
(Spring 1981), p. 32, traces the later history
at the zoo for 56 yesam

"- Amusement Park Journal, 3, 2
this carousel, which remained

4Charles Jacques, Jtr., "The Coasters of the Ph=Liadelphia Toboggan Company,"
Amusement Park Journet1,6, 1 (1984), p. 36.

5Rosl Kirchshofer, d., The World of Zoos A Surze and Gaze t- (New York:
Viking Press, 1968), p.236.
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Cincinnati Zoo Historic Structures, Ohio
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public
private
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work in progress
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yes: unrestricted
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Description
Condition Check one

esoetlent deteriorated unaltered
good ruins _X altered
fair unexposed

Check one
original site
moved date

Describe the present and original (If known) physical appearance

$ummary

NJk

R.M.S. Queen Mary is one of the largest passenger liners ever built. She is of
a scale that requires discussion in terms that, if applied to buildings, would
be reserve4 for skyscrapers. At 1,020 feet in length (about four New York City
blocks), she is only a few feet shorter than her slightly younger (and now
wrecked) sister ship Ween Elizabeth (1) (1,031 feet) and the oncecompeting
French vessels France (III) [now Iharia-_, at 1,035 feet, still active as a
Caribbean cruise ship in Norwegian registry] and Normandie (1,027 feet) (gutted
by fire and broken up). Queen Mary_ is longer than Queen Elizabeth (II) (963
feet) and United States (990 feet) and longer than the Eiffel Tower is high
(984 feet). In tonnage among the "superliners," Queen_MaLa (81,237) outranks
all that have been built except Queen Elizabeth (I) (83,673).1

Ql4pen Mary'A other proportions are as ample as her length. From her keel to
the top of her forward funnel is 181 feet, 18 feet higher than Niagara Falls.
The funnels, of elliptical shape, are 36 feet measured fore and aft, 23 feet
wide, and between 62 and 71 feet high. Her molded breadth is 118 feet. The
hollow rudder alone weighs 65 tons.2

She has 12 decks with plans as intricate as those of floors in a hotel build ng
of corresponding size. Above the Promenade Deck are sepa ate Sun and Sports
Decks.3

Detailed Description

In her active days, the Sports Deck included space for deck tennis and other
tourist gamea, between the two forward funnels, which interrupted the deck.
The Sports Deck also includes the captain's and officers' quarters, hard forward;
and the wheelhouse, chartroom and bridge, above them.

The Sun Deck, the level between the Sports Deck and the Promenade Deck, holds
Queen_MAry's 24 lifeboats, each capable of accommodating 145 persons. It also
housed the Verandah Grill (aft), gymnasium and squash rackets court (amidships),
and firstclass staterooms and suites, as well as the engineers' quarters and
wardroom (forward). The Promenade Deck (724 feet in length) featured a forward
cocktail lounge and observation room with a spectacular view, and also held the
lavishly decorated 30foothigh firstclass lounge (the Queen's Salon) and
shopping area (amidships). Beneath the Promenade Deck, the Main Deck included
the tourist class lounges, extreme forward and aft; the Library; and a number
of firstelaes staterooms and suites.

The next four decks lower in the ship, designated by letters AD, included
mainly passenger cabins, with firstclass quarters and facilities centered
amidships; among the latter were a lavish indoor swimming pool ana a domed
rstaurant. Deck D housed much of the ship's stores and other supplies. Deck

while it had space fore and aft for crew and thirdclass accommodations, was
interrupted amidships by the upper sections of the engine and boiler rooms,
which, with related facilities, occupied larger and larger sections of the ship
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down through the remaining decks. Deck E was also the last deck above the
waterline. The Engine Room contained two 40,000-horsepower turbines. The
automobile garage (or hold), accommodaZing up to 39 cars, and the tourist class
swimming pool, were on Deck F. Decks G and H and the hold contained baggage
rooms end cargo spaces. The two principal cargo spaces coutained 120,000 cubic
feet. In the aft section of the hold was "Shaft Alley," or the Shaft Tunnel,
where the ship's four 28-inch propeller shafts, which drove its 35-ton, 18-foot-
high propellers, were housed.

Queen Mary, whose vast steel frame was originally decorated in 1936 with teak
decks and walls and trim of other fine woods (much of it from Britain's colo-
nies), fine Wilton carpets, and other luxurious appointments, many of them in
fine Art Deco or streamline moderne style, was stripped of her more deluxe
fittings and painted "battleship gray" in New York Harbor in March of 1940
after she was requisitioned by the British Admiralty for use as a troop ship.
(The items removed were stored in the Cunard Line's New York warehouses for the
duration of World War II.) Her overhaul was completed and she was fitted for
transport duty in Sydney, Australia, in April of that year.4

After her herculean labors as a troop transport and prison ship during the con-
flict, she waa hastily refitted at Southampton, England, early in 1946 for her
first postwar peacetime service, in the "bride and baby" fleet, bringing American
and Canadian dependents to North America from Europe. After her demobilization,
she was thoroughly refurbished in Southampton in October 1946-July 1947. Her
original red, white, and black paint scheme was revived and she was virtually
reetored to her prewar mode, with no further changes of consequence until after
her retirement to Long Beach in 1967.5

At Long Beach, in her conversion to a stationary "floating hotel" and exhibit
over the next 4 years, a number of alterations were made. Three of the four
propellers were removed, about 100 hull openings were closed, and the stabi-
lizers were removed. It was discovered that her funnels were badly deterio-
rated; they C011apsed on removal and, after other renovation was completed,
new Welded steel ones were installed. In addition, to accommodate Jacques
Cousteau's "Living Sea" museum within the ship, portions of two decks were
removed amidships.

The City 0f Long Beach built a special berth for Queen Mary, surrounded by
a porous rock dike, As well as a 900-foot pier, a 4,000-car parking lot, and
other site improvements. A separate struCture was also built to provide
electricity, heating, and air conditioning to the vessel thrOugh articulated
piping.6
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Portions of giALtLLtEa now serve as the Hyatt Queen Mary Hotel. Soule 396
original cabins serv- lestrooms. Many of the ship's original facilities,
such as stores and loungs, serve their original or similar functions and
retain, to a remarkable degree, their original fittings. Notable examples, in
the Deco or Moderne style, are the cocktail lounge/observation room on the
Promenade Deck (now operated as the Art Deco Lounge) and the Queen's Salon.

Queen Mary is owned by the City of Long Beach, but is managed under a long-term
contract, with an option to purchase, by Wtather Port Properties, Ltd., along
with an adjacent major attraction, the "Spruce Goose," Howard Hughes' giant
seaplane which is, in most dimensions, the largest aircraft ever built. The
"Spruce Goose" rests within a giant domed structure erected adjacent to Queen
Mary when the airplane was moved to this site in 1981.

Together, these two giants of transportation form a complmentary, yet iron-
ically contrasting, pair, for the seaplane's sisters, the jumbo jets, sounded
the death knell of the great ocean liners and forced Queen Mau, after a

thousand and one voyages, into her retirement home in Southern California.

Footnotes

Compiled from chartS and tables at rear of J. Bryce Gillespie, H.M.S. Queen
Mar- Superliner Pictorial (Oakland, California; Mike Roberts Color Produc-
tions, 1971), and information in Cunard White Star Line, The "Queen Mary," A
Book of Gom-arisons [Facsimile edition] (Riverside, Connecticut: 7C'S
Press, no date), pasSim.

2 Statistics here and those that are inserted in the text following are taken
from an unpubliShed fact sheet used in Queen Mary tours.

3 The generalized discussion of facilities on the different decks was prepared
from schematie and cross-sectional drawings of _Queen Mary in serviCe, one of
the best of which appears as a centerfold in Gillespie, EB. cit.

4 Steve Harding, The H.M.S. ueen Mau at War (Missoula, Montana; Pictorial
Histories Publishing Company, 1982), pp. 5, 7.

5 ibid., pp. 65-69.

6 This summary of Queen Mary's Long Beach conversion and the preparation of
her site there iS abstracted from "The H.M.S. Queen Mary Conversion Story,"
The Queen Mary Tour_ (Press release, no date c. 1980]), pp. 1-2.
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8. Snficance
Period

prehistorle
1401499

_ 1900-1599
_ 1500-1099

1701799
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=k_1900-

-
%poodle dates

dross of JigniticenseCheck and j,stify bolow
archoology.prehlatorlc community planning
archeologrhistoric centervetion

_ agriculture
architecture
art

_ commerce
communise

. economics
education
engineering
exploration.
Industry
invention

en

1946767 Budder Architect ohn_

landscape architecture
law
literature

X military
music
philosophy

....= politics government

religion
science

. sculpture
= social/

humanitarian
theater
transportation
other (specify)

Re_oreation (ocean
Brown EnginoorinT liner)

Itetemetd of SignifiCeriee (in Ono paragraph)

_Summary

The "superliner" Queen Mary, the only remaining of her vintage and great size,
ia of major Significance in both American and British history, as a tangible
expression of the relationship between the two nationa. She recalls both the
era of luxurious peacetime ship travel between the two nations and their common
struggle againSt the Nazi and Fascist onslaught in World War II. She carried
more than 2,000,000 passengers in peacetime and more than 765,000 soldiers
durin4 the conflict.,

She is the last intact link with the apogee of trans-Atlantic Ocean passenger
travel by ship attained in the mid-20th century before jet aircraft virtually
displaced ocean-going vessels. As King George V noted in his speech at the
launching ceremony:

Samuel Cunard built his shipa to carry the mails between the two English-
speaking countries. This Oae is built to carry the people of the two
landS in great number to and fro so that they may learn te understand each
other...._Both are faced with similar problems, and prosper and suffer
together.1

BOyal Mail Ship Ologen_Mary lived up to both parts of King George's prophecy.
AA Hie Majeaty's Ilanaporr Qoeen Mary, she ferried British troops hither and
yon around the world, and carried remarkable numbers of American servicemen, in
complements up co division Strength, to the European theater of war. West-
bound, she brOught Winston S. Churchill to America three times during the
cOnflict. She also eenveyed -- by the thousands -- prisoners of war to intern-
Ment centers, Allied wounded to hOspitals and home nations, and "war brides" to
North America, before resuming her intended career aa "the finest ship afloat."

WinSton Churchill well sumMarized the careers of thiS lady of 1,001 Atlantic
voyages and her younger sister Quesn Elizabeth (1):

Built for the arts of peace and to link the Old World with the New, the
Queens challenged the fury of Hitlerism ... to defend the liberties of
civilization. Vital decisions depended on their ability continuOusly to
elude the enemy, and without their aid the day of final victory must un-
questionably have been postponed.2

633
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2

Big ory

Queen Mary continued a tradition of trans-Atlantic steam passenger service be-
tween Britain and the United States that wag nearly a century old at the time
she set out on her maiden voyage in 1936. Designed for a reeular passenger
capacity of nearly 2,000, with an accompanying crew of nearly 1,200, and a
cruising speed of about 30 knots per hour, she and Queen Elirsheth_M were
intended to take the place of several smaller vessels. It would be possible to
maintain Britain's regular weekle crossing of the Atlantie with only two ships
of such scale and speed.3

There were other reasons 'or the v sels' construction than the obvious advan-
tages offered by their size and speed. They were constructed in the climate of
intense nationalism that gripped Europe in the 19708 and 1930s. Thus, while
Britain built R:leen Mary and 91TTIL!lizabeth (I), Germany had constructed the
Competing Bremen and Europa; Italy, Rex and Conte di Savoia; and France,
_Normandie and 15.e de France. National pride, the expense of construction
consOnant with the scale of these "superliners," and economic factors virtually
dictated that their construction be assisted by the national governments in
each case. A substantial factor in winning thie assistance was their value as
international status symbole.4 As is noted below, none except Qpeen Mary ever
made a real profit.

These vessels vied with one another in such matters as speed; conveniences,
entertainment, and recreation for travelers; and furnishings and fittings.
Except in bad weathet, travel aboard one of them had all the amenities of
staying in a fine urban hotel, in addition to the recreational advantages
afforded by the sea and sun. The range of leisure-time activities was ample;
aboard Queen_MAry, for example, concerts, dances, shopping, library, deck
tennis, shuffleboard, and racquet ball were all available. The comfortable
character of shipboard life made theRattaL monicker "Royal Mail Steamer" into
a truly ludicrous understatement.

The Cunard line began laying plans for 922Eaji,Eu in 1926. Final designs were
not accepted until 1930, hardly a propitious time for an undertaking that in-
volved such cOlossal expense. Late in 1931, Cunard had to suspend work on her,
and she lay for 28 months in limbo in the giant John Brown & Co., Ltd., ship-
yard in Clydebank, Scotland. In March 1934, Parliament voted a subsidy that
permitted continuation of work on her, and that resulted in the merger of the
Cunard and White Star lines.5

In May 1936, Qeen Mary was finally ready for her maiden voyage to New York
City. She provided
Riband," having set
Though she lost the

exprese service; later that year, she won the coveted "Blue
a new speed record on the run from Southampton to New York.
record temporarily in 1937-38, she recaptured it in August
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of the latter year, and held it until 1952, with a time of 3 days, 20 hours,
and 42 minutes.8 Queen Mary was thus, in the years just before the outbreak
of World War II, "the undisputed Queen of the express liners. Her luxury and
elegance became world famous, and the elite of several continents soon came to
consider her the only civilized way to travel."8

This idyllic pattern did not continue for long. On September 2, 1939, en route
to New York, Queen Mary received a coded message from the Admiralty ordering
the captain to put the ship on full war alert. bn the 5th, she put into New
York Harbor.

Before she would again resume her role as a luxury liner 8 years later, she
would be stripped of her elegance and daubed in gray to serve as a transport
ship. Her cabins were stacked with folding bunk beds and her elegant dining
rooms converted into military messhalls. As a transport, Queen Mary would log
72 voyages, for a total of more than 569,000 miles, during the war and its
immediate aftermath.7 First, she plied the Indian Ocean and Pacific in 1941,
carrying Commonwealth troops from Australia and India to North Africa (from
"Sydney to Suez," as one author has put it).8 The next year, in February=
March, she voyaged to Sydney from New York with her first American troops
(8,398) aboard. From then on, as a type of reverse "lend-lease," she and Queen
Elizabeth remained under American direction.9

On Succeeding trips, she carried as many as 15,125 troops, embarking the entire
First U.S. Armored Division on a voyage from New York to Scotland in August
1942. With Queen_Elizabeth (I) and fOur other liners bollectively known as
"the Monsters" she played a significant role in building up American troop
strength in Britain for the eventual invasion of the Continent (Operation
Bolero). Queen Mary alone brought nearly 340,000 American and Canadian service
personnel to the United Kingdom. 10

A major auxiliary duty to Queen Mary's troop transport service was the dispatch
of prisoners of war to rear area detention centers in South Africa, Australia,
and the _United States, and, beginning late in 1944, the transfer of the
wounded.11 Also, on three round trips Prime Minister Winston Churchill jour-
neyed to meet with Roosevelt; to the Trident Conference in Washington (May
1943) and the Quadrant (August 1943) and Octagon (September 1944) Conferences
in Quebec.12 In addition to Churchill, her "VIP" passengers included other
Statesmen, diplomats, newnmen, entertainers (e.g., Bob Hope), and military
leaders. Although her accommodations were not up to prewar standards, at 30
knots per hour, she was usually the fastest thing afloat.13

Queen Mary's last service under military auspices was occupied by happier
tasks, carrying troops home to North America and Britons back to the United
KingdoM, beginning June 20, 1945, with a tumultuous welcOme in New York, when
she discharged 14,777 American troops; and bringing "war brides" and children
ta Alarth America, in January-September 1946.14

635
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After refitting in Southampton- Queen Mary resumed her New York-Southampton
service in the summer of 1947, refitted to her prewar standard. Her postwar
career would fulfill the promise of her early service in the 1930s. With Queen
Elizabeth (1), she reigned supreme in the North Atlantic passenger trade in the
first postwar decade. "Their speed, elegance, and luxury made them the standard
by which all other express liners had to be measured...."15

Little more than a decade of undisputed mastery over the North Atlantic remained
to the great liners, however. Although 1957 was the postwar peak of sea travel,
with more than 1 million people sailing on about 70 vessels, air travel began
to cut into the steamers' business. In late 1958, commercial jets slicud travel
time from America to Europe by air in half, to a mere 7 hours. Within 2 years,
the airlines had 702 of the trans-Atlantic travel business. By the end of the
1960s, a scant 42 of trlvelers journeyed to Europe by water. The great age of
the ocean liner was over, with dramatic swiftness. 16

By 1967, with losses mounting, Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd. (successor to
Cunard-White_Line) decided to sell both Queen Mary, once the only money-making
major liner,17 and Queen_Elizabeth (I). Queen _Elizabeth (I) was purchased by
a consortium of businessmen from Hong Kong who intended to use her as a floating
university. She burned, however, in a fire in 1972. Queen Mary was, on the
other hand, far luckier. The City of Long Beech purchased her and she was
moved to retirement there at the end of 1967,18 where she continues to provide
a permanent exhibit of what ocean travel was like in its heyday.

True, even in the 1980s, nOstaigia for the sea may be e9suaged by travel on a
cruise ship. But the vast majority of Americans have traded time for the
pleasures and leisure of travel by sea. The only place for most to capture an
idea of what the greatest luxury liners once were like is the Hotel Queen Mary,
in Long Beach.

Footnotes

1 Cited in J. Bryce Gillespie, R.M.S. Queen Mery,_Superliner_ Pictorial (Oakland,
California; Mike Roberts Color ProductiOns, 1971), p. 10.

2 Cited in Steve Herding, _Gray Ghost4 The R.M.S._Queen Mary at War (Nissoula,
Montana: Pictorial Histories Publishing Company, 1982), p. 43.

3 John Maxtone-Graham, The OtaLWay to Cross (New York: C011ier Books, Inc.
1978), pp. 268-269.

4 Thid., p. 269.
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Harding, Eg cit., pp. 7-ei Gillespie, Ea cit., pp. 10 and 13-15.

6 Harding, Ea. cit., p. viii.

7 Ibid., pp. 1-6; 76-81.

8 Ibid.

Ibid., p. 26.

10 ibid, pp. 28-48, passim.

11 Ibid., pp. 49-56, passim.

12 Ibid., pp. 56-57. Churchill insisted his lifeboat be equipped with a .50
caliber Browning machine gun so that he might continue to resist if 9222E
_Mary were torpedoed. He was apparently :illing to resist the Germans not
only on "the beaches and landing grounds" but even to the last lifeboat of
Wean M4ry.

Ibid., p. 56.

14 ibid., pp. 59-69.

15 Ibid., p. 71.

16 Maxtone-Graham, 2E cit., p. 9.

17 William H. Miller, Jr., The Gr at
Record (New York: Dover Publications, Inc

-incur Liners 1927-1954- A Pho

18 Harding, Ea. cit., p. 71.
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60. Vegotable Room

61, Kitchens

62. The Will Room

61, Chine Pantry

64, Cockrell 130

65, Private Dining Roam

66, Restaurant

67, Foyer

V DECK

68, Crew Quarters

II Suites a &Mon
70 Ale 0 Smut Room

71. Dairy Produce

72, Fruit Soros

73: Fresh 8 Frozen Fish

74: Butcher Shop

75, Poultry, Game, Etc.

77, Ship Hospual

78. Dispensary

79, Printing Shop

60, 00 Filling Stan

61, Pool Oreging RoOm

62. Swimming 120o1

83, Kosher Kitchen

"E" DECK

84, Crew Area

85, MAXIMS

ReL MORO

DECK

87, Baggage Room

H. Tourist Pool

69, Beer Storas

90. Wino Swop

91, Garage

DECK

02: Linen Stores

93. Baggage Section

94, Mail Space

MACHINERY 0 HOLD

95, Rudder

98. propellers

97, Shalt; Snail Moneta

95 Alter Engine ROM

99. Forward Engine Rooms
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For NPS U.. oari

reCeived

date entered

historiC New York Yacht Club

and or common

2. Local
num

ion
7 W. 44th_ Str not for pubilcition

city, t Wn New York Cit

New York

assifi -ation

_ vicinity of

Category
district
building(s
structure
site
object

Ownership
_ public

private
both

Public Acquisition
NA, in process

being conside

036 county New York

Status Present Use
_X._ occupied _ agriculture
_ unoccupied _ commercial
_ work in progress educational
Accssible entertainment
_X._ yes: restricted _ government
_ yes: unrestricted _ industrial

no military

061

museuin
perk
private rest nce
religious

_ scientific
tranoportation

_L Other: Clubhouse

4. Owner of Proper
name

number

city, town

New York Yecht_Cluh

37 W. 44th Street

New York City vicinity of state

- Location of Leg
courlhous gistry of deeds, etc.

I DescriptIon
York County Registers Office

number 31 Chambers Street .

citi New York City

6 Representati
state New York 10007onmm_

n in Existing Surveys
Landmark Designation Report

title (1,12-1019)

date September 11, 1979

has this pr n determined eligible? no

_ federal state county local

deposltdeir for survey records_ New York City_ Landxnaris$_EresaXiiation_ammision..,_2.CLA/
Strleet

city. term New York City
6)42
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7. Descripti n
Caaalltlen

-X incident deteriorated-7

gOad wine
_ fair enexpoSod

Chock ono Check ono
unaltered X. original
altered moved date

Describg tho present and original (if known) physical appearance
Summary

The New York Yacht Club building houses a private men's club in midtown Manhattanjust west of 5th Avenue. This is a largely commercial
area although there are alsoa number of other private club buildings. The Club, flanked by commercial struc-tures, is a mid-block building

and occupies its entire lot. The side elevationsare non-exposed party wells and the rear elevation is not visible. The Yacht Clubis 7 stories in height (2 are included within the mansard roof, which is set back15') and is constructed of brick with a finely grained stone facing. Stylistically,it is a Neo-Baroque version of Beaux-Arts architecture.

Princi al ectural Features E-

The building is divided into four horizontal sections three window bays and anentrance bay. The entrance pavilion at the east projects, providing a verticalcounterbalance to the overall horizontal layering of the elevation.

A first story with grille-covered windows is designed as a podium for the grand,double-height piano mobile which is composed of three bays. Each bay contains amonumental round-arched window from the bottom of which projects an elaboratelyenframed bay window. The bay windows imitate the sterns of Baroque sailing vessels,especially Dutch Jaghta, and are fancifully carved with garlands of shells andseaweed, sculpted waves, and dolphins. This unusual system of fenestration isenframed by two monumental Ionic engaged columns at the center and Doric piers atthe outer corners.

The entrance pavilion at this level contains a segmentally arched window from whichprojects an elaborately carved cartouche above the doorway in a composition analogousto that of the adjacent
round-arched and bay windows. A deeply recessed rectangularwindow Surmounts the segmentally arched one, and both are enframed by smooth broadpilasters adorned with the club shield.

Above the piano nobile level, a modillioned entablature runs the full width of thebuilding. Upon this entablature rests a series of recessed rectangular windowsseparated by piers which become free-standing above the balustrade surmounting thisthird section of the facade. The piers originally supported a pergola which shel-tered a roof garden. The mansard roof, set behind the plane of the facade, contains2 stories with attic windows.

Princ Architectural Features: Interloi

The principal rooms of the club, arranged on split levels, are richly detailed andfinely crafted. They include the Entrance Hall; the vast Model Room; the Rotunda,or Trophy Room, originally used as a cafe, and now used to display trophies(including the America's Cup until 1983); :and the Grill Room, which resembles thehold of a ship.
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Page 2
The light-filled, 2-story Entrance Hall, with walls of Caen marble, is dominated by
a wide, red-carpeted marble staircase that leads like a glorified gangplank to a
landing giving access to the Model Room to its left.

To the left of the stairs on the ground floor is what was called the Strangers'
Room, where all non-members were detained until accompanied by a member. The room
now contains the reception desk.

A short, narrow staircase at the left of the base of the stairs behind the Strangers'
Room leads down from the Entrance Hall to the oak dining room, known as the Grill.
This low-ceilinged room is constructed like the 'tween decks of an old ship. The
shiplap planking of the walls is curved, and the oak beams and oak detailing are
massive.

Originally, glass doors at the back of the Grill opened into the Billiard Room,
where there were fovr billiard tables and a large fireplace. The connecting doors
have been replaced with a wall, and the Billiard Room is now the Bar. The original
tile and brass portable captain's stove from America rests in the fireplace of
the Bar.

A short, curved double flight of steps leads up from the Bar to the domed circular
Trophy Room, 25' in diameter and 2 stories high. This was originally a small
cafe furnished with green leather chairs and sofas reminiscent of those in the
owner's cabin of a turn-of-the-century yacht. It was put to its present use after
World War II.

The Club's greatest room is the double-height Model Room, where the majority of the
Club's models are housed. Until 1951 the owner of any boat participating in a race
sponsored by the Club was required to give a half model to the Club. Many owners
gave full models. In addition, all America's Cup defenders and challengers and all
the great sailing and steam yachts of the turn of the century are represented among
the roughly 1,000 models in the Club's various rooms.

The Model Room is 45' wide and 96' long, the latter dimension being the full depth
of the building. In the long wall that contains the entrance door are four sets of
French doors which open onto shallow carved balconies. Three of these balconies
overlook the well of the Entrance Hall, and the fourth overlooks the Trophy Room.

Opposite the wide entrance to the Model Room is a monumental Caen stone fireplace
and overmantel. There is a balcony around three sides of the Model Room that even
extends behind the overmantel. A circular ship's stair leading to the balcony was
planned but never executed, so that now the balcony is reached from the third-floor
landing.

The ceiling of the Model Room, 26' above the floor, has a central stained-glass
skylight. The room is dominated by the larger models in glass cases, while the
fabric-covered walls have always been used for the display of half models.
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T e vo time a troom on
the building. In the bsement kitchen
and converted into refrigerators. The
well-shined silver card tray secured

The only major interior changes to the
bathrooms .

otnotes

num 7
_a third floor ends across the front of

, the original oak iceboxes have been relined
original mahogany-paneled elevator, with its
in its bracket, still serves the building.

ohle P4o.1
exp. .10-31-114

Page

club since construction have been additional

iThis description of the exterior is adapted from the National Register of Historic
Places nomination prepared by Nancy Goeschel of the New York City Landmarks
Preservation Commission in 1981.

2The interior description is an edited version of data appearing in Lucy Harvey
Sydnor, "The Clubhouse of the New York Yacht Club," Anti-uea, CXVIII, No. 3
(September 1980), pp. 508-15.
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Period
. prehistoric

1400-1499
. 1500-1599

1600-164
1700-1799

_X_ 1800-1899
_X_ 1900-

Areas of MignificaneCheck and justify below
arche=ilegy-prehistoric community planning
arche=rlogrhistoric
agricu lture

A archltwicture
arl
comrorce
comm iz nications

Specific dates 1899-19(30

cOnservation
economics
education
engineering
exploration settlement .
Industry
Invention

landscape architecture
law
literature
military
musIC
philosophy

. politics government

religion
sCience
sculpture
social%
humanit Ian

___ theater
transportation

N' other (specify
_ __Recr.eat-ioo

Builder Architect Whitney Warren of (yaohtingl
Warren & Wetmore-

Statement of SIgnifloancetp (in one paragraph)
Summary

The New York Yacht 4C1ub, renowned as the long-time home of America's Cup, is Amer-
ica's oldest and fcmost yachting organization. Before moving to W. 44th Street,
the club had been lso,ated in much more modest accommodations. It was at the insti-
gation of banker J.P. Morgan, then Commodore of the club, that the new
building was ereetegol. The clubhouse has changed very little over the years and is
today highly evocatff_-ve of the Gilded Age in America which produced the magnificent
private tien'S clubs (of New York.'

Constructed in 1899-1900, the New York Yacht Club is a brilliant example of the Neo-
Baroque style and a 'paradigm of Beaux-Arts design principles. Designed by the noted
architect Whitney Wren of the firm of Warren & Wetmore, this building established
the firm's reputatin. The clubhouse is one of their finest works and of an
architectural merit .qual to that of the firm's most famous commission, New York's
Grand Central Termirxi.

History

Founded in 1844 by group of nine New York yachtsmen aboard a schooner anchored
off the Battery, tY-1_ New York Yacht Club was incorporated "for the purpose of
encouraging yacht biLxilding and naval architecture and the cultivation of naval
science."2 These aims soon came to realization with the construction of the famous
sailing yacht, Amera. In 1850, the New York Yacht Club was invited to enter the
competition for the Royal Yacht Squadron Cup, Great Britain's most celebrated
sailing prize. The ace was scheduled as a postscript event to the first World's
Fair, in London (1850).

A founding member oE the club, Commodore Joha C. Stevens, and -several associates
took up the challengfm-. They commissioned Geo7ge Steers, known to design the fastest
pilot boats in New -York, to supervise the zonstruction of a yacht with which to
enter the British ra_ce. Christened America, it was this vessel which, on August
22, 1851, swept past_ fifteen international competitors around the Isle of Wight to
win the ornate slave= cup which came to bear her name.3

After winning a sectmorld race, America was sold in England. Her career after her
sale was extraordinay. Owned in succession by several Englishmen, she raced, with
considerable success during the rest of the 1850s. Beginning in 1861 she was
involved in blockadft running on behalf of the Confederate States and wound up
scuttled in the St. -John's River in Florida. Raised by the Federal Navy, she was
put to work chasin other blockade runners off the coast of the Carolinas.
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Next she was assigned to the Naval Aca.clemy, then temporarily in Newport, RhodeIsland, a training vessel, and returned to Annapolis, Maryland, nth the Academyin 1866. After refitting, she participa=ed in the defense of her a-_-up in 1870, butplaced ficaurth. She was auctioned by the Navy in 1873 and sold to ="en. Benjamin F.Butler. She remained in his family until 1917.

In that wear, she was purchased and preseed to the United States Academy andreturned to Annapolis, where she served .m.s an historic attraction. In 1944, whilein a shater, her decaying hull was sroashx_ed by an icestorm that a1s destroyed hershelter. Her remains were broken up and became souvenira, although= her rudder ispreserve. at Mystic Seaport in ConnecticvaLt in the structure, once t Hoboken, NewJersey, =hat was the original clubhouse o:E the New York Yacht Club.

In 1857, the cup's owners presented it tc=i the New York Yacht Club. The Club thusbecame thmae supervisor of the America's Cup races, which began in 1870.4 GeorgeSchuyler._ one of Stevens' cosponsors of America, convinced the otML-aer members todonate tte cup, with the specification =bat it become a perpetuai_ internationaltrophy. No challenge was accepted until a 870, when fj.tgL defeated reat Britain'sCmbria. American yachts auccessfully oticafended the Cup 23 more T-Zimes, againstchallenge from Canada, Britain, and Atatralia, until 1983, when an Australianyacht, Au.tralia II, finally wreated it axer-..ay.

Among the most exciting of these challenge were six between 1899 a=nd 1930 by SirThomas Liwton's five yachts, successively- named Shamrock, Shamrock II, Atte. Theespecial1r exciting 1-sces between Liptorx Shamroac IV and Resolte, skipperedby Charle Francis Adams, in 1920 were trae closest series to that ime 5 HaroldVanderbil's Enterprise, Rainbow, and Ra=tser successively turned brack all comers
in 1930, 1934, and 1937. The races were conducted in the New York Narrows-SandyHook area in 1870-1920. Since 1930, they kaave been held in the water; = off Newport,Rhode

The Ameria Is Cup competitions are only th most famous of the cruise and regattasthat have been sponsored by the Club. Thft Club continues to encourae innovationssod improNas-oments in naval design.

The Yacht Club's first clubhouse wee in Eloboken, New Jersey, where its regattaswere held off the clubhouse promontory, atmael later on Staten Ialand. In 1871, the
Club's bur-,aeoning membership began detaandilng an increase in social ativities and,ln additio-rt to the Staten Island house, reuted rooms in a house at Z.5mtadison Avenueand 27th treet in Manhattan. In 1884, axl. the club's ehoreside am zivities weretrensferrem.d to the Madison Avenue address.

By the 189-0s, men's social clubs hod becozne an established traditio. in New YorkCity. Rapdly growing memberships forced xnany clubs out of the broAanstones theyonce comfomctably occupied and into specilly designed clubhouses. The MadisonAvenue cluW3house of the New York Yacht CMub was also becoming ovemccrowded withmodels and artifacts.
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lb Interior

In aaner_.tuary of 1898,
to actalady the posaibil
as to the site and

the until Commodo
a. and donate the

kelek with this traa-aad, a Yacht Club committee was formed
y of Resting a larger a-mand more commodious clubhouse. Debate

szmeen the clabhoueeme should serve continued for several
Prpont Morgan procc=mpted a decision by offering CO Par--

44eftreet site, if t==he Club would assure him of building
Mr.lhouse aad raise the sarma dues from $25 tt7---7, $50.

To Sects-Jura a design for the rew club, An arChi-_tectural competition was held. Seven
arahLtel-ects entered. On 0exther 15, 1898, T=lle New York Times announced that the
designma of Whitney_Warren .of Warren & Wetmore had been selected by the Yacht Club
buildil=ng committee.6 They W selected Werren's evocative Baroque design aver a
more azednriventional one 01014W by George A. ftmteeman. Warren explained upon presen-
tation of his plans:

lihis being a club for sopseial purpose na-amely the furtherance of naval archi-
Ummacture from an amatew1Xendpeint, we counsider that exte:nally and internally
tli-he arrangements should be such as to plamace the subject in evidence, and not
tQo retire it and make N clubhouse appear as that of merely a social club.7

This femanciful Beaux-Arta de p, which incorpor--ated images of marine life and naval
archiMmec:ture, was both imagi Sive end daring. Pe Mt the same time, the carefully planned
elevaintion, the clear expreatisof the interior pplan, and the fine scaling and disposi-
tion oftE the architectural eledl, demonstrate Warren's sound understanding of the
tradiCtitional theorie0 and priolplen of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Footh02tes

1This tztext (except as noted 6114v under 3-5) is based on the New York City Landmstk8
presevevation Commission DwagMion Report, The UMJew York Yacht Clukjuilding (LP-1019),
Septesibinmer 11, 1979, by RuCh Wen-Sturgill, whumich was essentially incorporated into
the NOt=tonal Register or loAcMcPlaces nominari_on cited in Note 1 of the Description.

2 Y- lk Yacht Club Yearboo 0944, p. 48.

3Amerlt=a's history is sumnst-iled from Robert W. Carrick,
440,5Le-spI-7:_cesRa (New W441 Viking, 1964), pp a. 18-26.

4Ibid, pp. 173-187; and WOrlikklmanac, 1985,

The PIctora1 History Of the

886, were the sources of thin aumma

5GrahC1-.-and Rice, "The vicColl of the Resolote,-
§Zsail- (flew York; Harper 6 VA0962),

6N- 0 cork Time;

7Ne Tines

December 1502M, 5:4.

December 9* MO, 23:4.
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Verbal boundary description and justification

The building occupies Borough of Manhattan, Tax Map Block 1260, Lot 16, which iS
_x 100'_in sig_e_l_Aa_nglined_on attached

LIM all states and counties for properties overlapping state or county boundaries

code county

state code county

code

code

1. Form Prepared By
narnalitle James H. CharletonHij
organization Hi

street & number

city

ory Division, WatiOnal Park Service date

1100 L Street NW,

Washington

telephone

ate

October 1905

12 S a e_ Historic Preservation Officer Certi
The evaluated significance of this propeny within the state is:

national state local

ication

AS the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-
665). I hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.

State Historic Preservation Officer signature

title date

For NPS uSe only
I hereby certify that this property is Included In the National Register

Keeper 0

Attest
Chief of Registration

date

daM

GP° 604.70$ 650
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meshed

data entered

Name
historic Boat House Ro

number 1 15 East River Drive bl

city, town Philadel hia

Pennsylvania

Classification

vicinity of

Philadel hia

Category Ownership Status Prssnt Use
_ district _L public (land) X occupied agricutture

unoccupied _ commercialbuildIng(s private (huildings)_
structure

_X_
both work in progress educational

site
_
Public Acquisition

_
Accessible _ entertainment_

object _ In process yes: restricted_
_ being considered

_X_
yes: unrestricted _

4. Owner of Prope
name

_mil

mum=
lark

_ private residence
_ religious
_ scientific

transportation
X other: Recreation

ow ng, S at ng,
_and social clubs)

See continuation shee

street a numbe

city, town _ vicinity of stat
5 Location of Legal Description
courthouse. registry of deeds, etc.

street number City Hall

city, town Philadelphia

City of Philadel hie. Office of Recorder of Deeds

state Pennsylvania

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Philadelphia Register

title of Historic Places it termined eligible?

date November 27, 1983 ederst _ county _X_ local

depository for survey records Philadelphia Historical Commi5aion, 1313 City Hall Annex

city, town Philadelphia
6614

10 01

state Pennsylvania
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4. Owners

The land on which the structures of Boat House Row rest is owned by the Fairmount
Park Commission, a municipal agency. The individual boathouses are under the
following ownership. (All structures are situated in Philadelphia, Pa. 19130.)

Boat House # 1 Fairmount Park Commission
Memorial Hall

Boat House # 2 and 3 Fairmount Rowing Association
2 East River Drive

Boat House f 4 The Schuylkill Navy
4 East River Drive

Boat House # 5

Boat House f 6

House 0 7 and 8

Boat House # 9

Pennsylvania Barge Club
4 East River Drive

Pennsylvania Boathouse Association
4 East River Drive

Crescent Boat Club
5 East River Drive

Bachelors Boat Club
6 East River Drive

University Barge Club
7-8 East River Drive

Malta Boat Club
9 East River Drive

Boat House 1 10 Vesper Bost Club
10 Bast River Drive

Boat House f 11 College Boat Club of the University of Pennsylvania
11 East River Drive

Boat Ho ie f 12 Philadelphia Athletic Club Rowing Association
12 East River Drive

Boat House 1 13 Undine Barge Club
13 Boat House Row

655
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Bost House # 14

Boat House # 15

Philadelphia Girls Rowing Club
14 Boat House Row

Sedgeley Club
15 Boat House Row
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7. scription
Condition

excellent _X deterior
good ruins

_ fair _ unexposed

Check one
unaltered

_L altered

Check one
X original site

moved date

---------
scribe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Summary

The fifteen boathouses of Boat House Row stand along the east bank of the Schuylkill
River north of the Fairmount Water Works.I They exhibit the wide variety of styles
employed during the second (1860-70), third (1870-85), and fourth (1885-1905)
generations of boathouse construction on the site.

Boat House Row contains examples of architectural styles prevalent during the late
19th century. Its appearance, however, has not completely retained its Victorian
character. The cOnstruction of two new boathouses early in the 20th century and
changes and additiOns to many of the others have altered its overall appearance.
The Row had its beginnings in the 1850s but none of the first generation (before
1860) boathouses have survived. They were small frame and brick boat shelters,
simple, unpretentious, and utilitarian. The City ordered their demolition in the
late 1850s.

The City allowed the erection of three stone boathouses and the stone Skating Club
Building in 1860. The three houses occupied the present sites of #2-3, 6, and 14.
Two boathouses (at #3 and #6) were Gothic Revival in style; the Skating Club (#14)
was Italianate. By 1868, three brick houses also existed (on the sites of the
present #4 and 5, 7 and 8, and 9 and 10). After the creation of the Fairmount Park
Commission in 1867, the Commissioners required the replacement of the brick struc-
tures by ornamented stone buildings.

By 1873, all of the brick houses had been replaced and, within the following 10
years, the stone houses at #1, 11, 12, and 13 had been built, extending the Row
eastward toward the Water Works and filling the gap between the Philadelphia Barge
Club (#10) and the Skating Club (#14). Most of the houses erected in the 1870s and
early 18808 exhibited an ornamental Victorian GothiC associated primarily with the
Philadelphia Centennial buildings elsewhere in Fairmount Park and then Conaidered
the proper style for park buildings. (The University and Philadelphia Barge Clubs
used a Second Empire style for their boathouse at 07 and 8) [1870-71]).

Frank Furness' design for the Undine Barge Cllib (#13) in 1882 started a movement
away from ornamental Victorian Gothic and into more eclectic styles. In the 18900
and early 1900s, the beat clubs either replaced or altered their old boathouses.
The architects used a variety of styles, including modified Eastlake (#4 and
additions to #10), Shingle (#7 and 8), and Mediterranean-influenced styles (#6).

After 1900, twO Clubs used variations on the Colonial and Georgian ReVival styles.
The Sedgeley Club hired Arthur H. Brockie to design a house using elements of both
Colonial Revival and Shingle styles. The Fairmount Rowing Association's house, an
excellent example _of Georgian Revival, replaced the earlier stone house at #2 in
1904.
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Tudor and half-timbered styles were also used. Plaisted Hall (#1, 1881), the
Pennsylvania Barge Club (1/4, 1912), and the Malta Barge Club ( 9, 1901) contain
sections of their buildings in this style.

No new boathouse has been built since 1904. Alterations and additions have
accounted for the work occurring on them during the 20th century. Especially
during the last decade, the growth of women's racing has prompted new additions to
several boathouses to provide separate locker and shower facilities.

Condition of Boat Hbu e Row

Most, it not all, the houses have preservation problems: e.g., Boat House #5
(Crescent) suffers from deteriorating stonework; #6 (Bachelors) has a large
crack running through its brickwork that appears to be the result of a settling
foundation; and #1 (Plaisted Hall) has been poorly painted and is very heavily
used. (A full evaluation of the preservation problems of the component boathouses
is beyond the scope of this nomination.)

DESCRTPTIONE OF INDIVIDUAL BOATHOUSES

Boat House P 1 -- Plaisted Hall

Plaisted Hall (the former Public Boat House) is of half-timbered, shingle, and
stucco construction. The eastern wing of the building stands 1-1/2 stories high in
approximately an octagonal shape with gables on each exposed elevation. Each of
the gables contains two large window openings on the second floor. The ground
floor contains many windows, each framed by half-timbering. According to oral
history, this section originally housed a carousel at another location and was
brought here and converted first for boat purposes and later into a basketball
court with locker facilities for the members of the Schuylkill Navy.

The western section of the building stands 2 stories high in a cross shape with the
long arm of the cross extending toward the Schuylkill River and standing cnly 1-1/2
stories high. The north elevation contains a tripart opening on the ground floor
and paired sash within a second floor opening. The front door sits on the western
side of this arm of the building. The eastern and western cross-gabled sections
contain four-part openings on both the ground and second floors. The side elevations
of these cross-gabled sections each contain paired openings. The long 1-1/2-story
rear section has two cross-gables and several door openings to the boat storage
space. The 2-story front section presently houses food and bicycle rental
concessions.
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The Public Boat House was built in 1881 after the commodore of the Schuylkill Navy
complained of the disreputable practices of the boat rental men on the Row and the
ill-kept condition of their houses, and suggested that the Park Commission replace
the three existing houses with one new public one. Russell Thayer, Chief Engineer
of Fairmount Park, prepared the design. Completed in 1881, the structure was
renamed in honor of Fred Plaisted, a habitue of the Row, after his death in 1946.
Alterations had been completed the previous year.

Boat_ Houpel 2 -- Fairmount_Rowing Association, or Fairmount Boat Club

The Fairmount Rowing Association, which has occupied this
Valter Smedley, since ite construction in 1904, originally
boat house dating to 1860 with the Quaker City Barge Club.
had erected the earlier structure. Eventually, around 1880,
house over to the Fairmount Rowing Association, which used
neediog the larger present structure.

structure, designed by
shared a double stone
The Pacific Barge Club
the Pacific turned the
it for 20 years before

Boat HOUse # 2 is a Flemish-bonded brick structure _ ending 2-1/2 stories high with
a hipped roof. Designed in Georgian Revival style, the building faces east so that
an observer from the Schuylkill River or East River Drive actually sees the side of
the building, not the front or rear.

On the river sidc, the structure measures three bays wide with arched openings on
the ground floor. These formerly flanked a semicircular portico which has been
recently removed. The portico covered a slightly arched door flanked by two small
openings, each with flat brick arches. On both sides of the ground floor recessed
1-bay extensions support open second-floor porches. The second floor contains
three large openings, each with 6/9 double-hung sash flanked by 2/3 double-hung
sash. Three gabled dormers pierce the roof. The wall finish on the first floor
has brick beltcourses CA both the main building and wings. Quoining appears on all
corners of the principal building.

The East River Drive elevation contains three rounded arched openings on the ground
floor, three large openipgs similar to the river front with one small opening in
the far right bay on the second floor, and one third-level dormer. A 1-bay stuccoed
back section contains a door opening on the ground floor and two 6/6 double-hung
sash in a stogie opening above. The porch above the ground floor on the main wing
continues over the stuccoed addition.

Boat House # uaker Cit Ba e C ub

The Quaker City Barge Club occupied the western half of this clubhouse until it
became inactive in 1932. The building was erected by the Pacific Boat Club in
1860. The 1-bay, 1-story stone structure displays a very low profile, especially
in relation to its immediate neighbors. It was designed by an unknown architect in
the Gothic Revival style.
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A set of steps leads to its East River Drive door, filling the 1 bay of the north
elevation. A steeply pitched roof is pierced by a cross-gable over the door opening.
The river side originally duplicated the Drive elevation but a 1-story extension
erected in 1874 to provide additional storage space still fronts this elevation.
The gable on the river side contains a rounded arched opening with two casement
sash. Two narrow openings appear within the gable on the western elevation.

Boat House #3 is one of the two second-generation boathouses erected along BoatHouse Row. After 1932, the Fairmount Rowing Association incorporated this house into
its building at #2.

at House # 4_7- Hallenbeck House or Schu-lkill N v Flead.uarters mer

In 1868, the Pennsylvania Barge Club received permission to erect a boathouse to
replace its earlier brick. house. By the time construction started, the Crescent
Boat Club had joined forces to build a double stone house at #4 and 5, respectively.
After the Crescent Boat Club, in 1892, authorized alterations to their half of
the building which destroyed its symmetry, the Pennsylvania Barge Club decided
replace their building with one more architecturally current.

The resulting design by Louis Hickman produced a boathouse containing much of the
eclecticism found in period residences. Easnlake in appearance, the building had
a stone ground floor and basement with many deviations from the main plane of the
building line, including two side bays and a corner tower. Porches ran the width
of the building on both the front and rear elevations. A large hipped roof,
penetrated by pedimented eyebrow dormers, hipped dormers and a cross-gable, topped
the entire structure.

In 1912, the need for space led the club to hire C. E. Schermerhorn to design a
second-floor addition. He removed the original roof of the main building and
tower and replaced them with a half-timbered and stucco addition that changed the
overall appearance of the building. The extension of the three-sided bay around
the chimney into the second floor, the use of leaded glass on the addition, and
the placement of a cross-gable in the same location as in the original helped the
addition to blend with the ground floor. The structure now appears as a 2-1/2-story
building with a gabled roof, two cross-gables, a ground-floor porch on the north
elevation, and a 2-story open porch on the river elevation.

The Pennsylvania Barge Club ceased active operations in 1955 and offered the use
of its house to the variouS governing organizations of rowing. It now houses the
Schuylkill Navy, the United States Rowing Society (formerly the Schuylkill Navy
Association), the Philadelphia Scholastic Rowing Association, the Middle States
Regatta Association, the Dad Vail ROwing Association, the National Association of
Amateur Oarsmen, and the United States Rowing Association. In 1974, the United
States Rowing Society honored one of its former presidents, William M. Hollenback,
Jr., by renaming the building the "Hollenback House."
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Boat House #4 has undergone some alterations since the gcverning organizations
occupied it. These alterations have included the replacement of some sash on the
ground floor. In addition, all wooden parts, including the timbering, have been
covered with aluminum siding.

Boat House # 5 -- Crescent Boat Club (LaSalle Rowing Association)

The Crescent Boat Club erected their original house in 1869-71 in conjunction with
the Pennsylvania Barge Club. In 1890-91, Charles 3alderston enlarged the house for
the club by adding two stories.

The street front of the building has three defined sections: a central section
containing the doorway, flanked by a recessed left section and a prOtruding right
pavilion. The ground floor is constructed of atone and the upper floors of brick,
timber, and stucco.

The left section has one ground-floor door opening with a brick arch above and a
narrow horizontal opening containing two sash, also with a brick arch, at the
second-floor level. The original gable has been enlarged with a stuccoed addition
to its right containing a window opening.

The center section contains the door with a brick arched opening. A large brick
course runs at the top of the door level. Smaller brick courses separate the
atone ground floor from the stuccoed and timbered second and third floors. Four
Casement saSh fill the second-floor opening. The third floor contains three
openings, each filled with two casement sash.

The right section contains a large window opening on the ground floor ,e1Ch a brick
arch above; the opening is filled by two 1/1 double-hung sash and three transoma
reading "1867 Crescent 1891." The second floor contains two openings, each having
two multi-light casement sash. An eyebrow dormer pierceS the hipped roof. On
the western elevation a cross-gable covers a protruding bay.

The Crescent Boat Club turned the house over to the LaSalle Rowing ASSociatieri in
1951, when it resigned from the Schuylkill Navy and ceased active operationS. By
1974, the house was vacant. Subsequently, the revived Crescent Boat Club reoccupied
the house. The club rents space in it to the LaSalle College High Sehool, the
North Catholic High School, and the St. Joseph's University Women's rowing teams.

Boat HouSe # 6 -- Bachelors Bar:e Club

The Bachelors Barge Club', the oldest active beat club along the Schuylkill River,
has occupied Several boathouses in SucCescion; two in sequence during the period
before 1860, when it erected a 6:term house. In 1893, the FairmOunt Park Commisaien
granted the ciub the authority to replace that structure with the present edifiCe.
This boathouse has remained essentially unaltered.
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This free-standing house, completed in 1894, exhibits a Mediterranean appearance
with Pompelian brick composing the ground floor and pebble-dashed stucco covering
the second story. Two square openings with 9-light casement sash pierce the
ground floor on either side of the center door opening. The latter contains a
frontispiece reminiscent of work executed by the firm of Hazlehurst & Huckel, the
architects, on Philadelphia townhouses. The second floor is highlighted by an open
arcade on the front elevation with six arches facing north and two each facing eastand west. A hipped roof with flared pedimented dormers sits on the top of the
building.

On the east elevation there is an octagonal bay on the second floor and a story
brick pavilion covering the rear half of the elevation. The second floor openings
on the bay and to the left of the bay on the east elevation and the right center
and right openiggs on the west elevation are arched. The openings closer to East
River Drive on both elevations are square or rectangular in shape and contain
multilight sash.

Today's tenants include the Baldwin School Girls Team and the Lower Merion High
School teams, as well aS the Bachelors Barge Club.

Boat_House Universi
NEELSR-921

One of the largest boathouses, this
in 1870-71, stands two stories high
Now an example of the Shingle style,
appearance. Work performed in 1893
1901, octagonal bays had been placed
flanking the center door openings.
had extended the left and right bays

e Club omen Phil- el

twin boathouse by an unknown architect, built
and exhibits a late 19th-century appearance.
the house has lost its original Second Empire
gave the building a rectangular outline. By
on the left center and right center openings

In addition, a 1-story pavilion, 3 bays wide,
toward River Drive.

The Seeond floor has paired three light casement sash surmounted by three openings,
each containing 9 light sash. These left and right second-floor bays are crowned
by pyramidal roofs and connected by a central shingled section containing a single
opening with doUble-hung sash. The left and right pavilions each contain 2/2
double hung sash within the left and right arched openings and a central arched
door opening leading to the boat bays. The steeply pitched hipped roof covers the
seeond floor and extends to the top of the ground floor. Hipped dormers pierce the
roof over both projecting pavilions. Large gables highlight the east, west, and
river elevations. The windows formerly located on these gables have, for the most
part, been removed. The east and west elevations have four arched openings each
With 2/2 double-hung sash on the ground floor. The gables contain two 12-light
sash flanking Carved medallions on the second floor.
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The University and Philadelphia Barge Clubs were partners in cia=yristructing these
houses, teamed together to perform the )1,_terations in 1893 and 1901 -to maintain their
symmetrical appearance and continued ti=, act in concert. In 190D, they conceived
the idea of an annual Inter-Club liege= ta, which continued until_ the outbreak of
World War I. When the Philadelphia Bar_ge Club folded in 1932, mot of its members
joined the University Barge Club in wat was in effect a merge= between the two
organizations. Today, several team op -.Brate from this double boahouse, including
that of Chestnut Hill Academy.

Boab Houses #9 and #10 -- Ma Vea er Boat Clubs

The Malta and Vesper Boat Clubs joined .r/rces in 1873 to erect an -6=ernamental 1-1 2-
story stone boathouse reminiscent of ma=y Centennial buildings.

The stone house is still visible hur_ed under the additions pplied by later
architecte and contractors. Along th Drive elevation, the o iginal building
measured two bays wide with arched ope aings appearing on both fr_oors. The front
section has a low gable toward the flriv and a slightly larger an steeper pitched
gable to the rear. A moderately pitched c ross-gabled bay containinc two second-floor
openings appears at each side. A larg , steeply pitched cross-gable with shingle
siding exhibits two large and two ete.1 l openings on the secors-Arl floor and two
openings on the third floor of the sid elevations, two pyramidfu -roofed bays on
the Drive elevation, and two large gabl...rl wall dormers facing the Iver .

Alterations to the Malta Boat lione ha__-ve included the replacemet of the single
opening on the ground floor with two opnings, the addition of a 1=p-my window on the
side in 1880, and a large shingled, atimt.coed and timbered second and third-story
addition, creating the tallest houoe t=vn the Row. The archite=rs of the 1901
additions, George W. and Williarn D. 11sAtt, also changed the appearance of the
bargeboards on the original gable to ma -t ch that of the addition. The new 2-story
addition exceeds the height of the rear cross-gable and covers th., original gable
roof and rear wall dormer. The side 2-1/2-story, half-timbered Lnd stuccoed bay
contains two openings on the second and third levels and three opftraings on the top
level facing east. The center section -mcz)f the present building ta&__ a large gabled
roof with a tripart opening on the shia=gled-sided second floor f..cing north, two
openings on the same level facing east, and two openings on the l-lf-timbered and
stuccoed third story. The right, and talest, section contains a pb-eiired opening on
the third level and a single opening on he fourth level.

The original design of the Vesper Boat leuse also underwent chang , in 1898, when
Howard Hagar added a second-floor turret between the front gable ar.c=1 the first side
cross-gable, altered the ground floor fortt openings, and erected a 2-story brick
and shingle addition that masks both ch front cross-gable and thil large rear bay
and extends along the side toward the river. The rear bay's py-amidal roof is
still visible. Other additions were panned and approved in 19l but have not
occurred.
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_7 Coils e Hut Club of the_UnivsEsity of_ PeriekyIeriia

This etrueure was erected in 1874-75 shortly after the University of Pennsylvania
moved frog: the center cityto its present West Philadelphia campus. The unknown
architect mweed a Victorian Gothic style similar to that used for College Hall and
other perio..md University buildings. Over the years, additions and alterations have
hidden the original building from view.

The origir1a_1 College Boat flotwe forms the core of the present complex. Constructed
of stone on...4 measuring 2 stales high, this boathouse had a hipped roof, punctuated
by large 'Oft:Ell gables on theumth and south ends and one large wall gable, flanked
by two amal_ler gables, on the east and west elevations. The openings on the side
mimicked thma gables with assail arched opening on both floors under the small
gables and a tripart, alMog Palladian, opening on the first floor, and a tripart
ached openrig on the second floor under the large gable. The wall finish of all
the gables .zas frame rather than stone, a treatment used on several of the additions.

A 1-1/2-ac0==ty stuceo and fume addition was placed (probably in 1920) on the Drive
elevatioa,_emaxtending the ongnal front wall gable. This addition has two square
openings flamanking the center opening on the ground floor and a tripart arched
opening eiretAlar to that found on the original sides of the building on the second
floor. AnoUNther addition extended the left wall gable of the east elevation in
order to pr-ovide more boat atvrage space. A modern fire escape leads from the
second floonmt of this gable end. Other 1-story stuccoed additions (ca. 1938 and ca.
1969) farm cithe remainder ofthe eastern third of the complex, the front addition
having two =openings containing multilight double doors.

In 1980--b10 the University of Pennsylvania hired the firm of Francis Cauffman
Wilkinsen & Pepper to deSign a 2-story stuccoed side addition along the western
facade of t _be building, fa women's locker facilities, effectively hiding the
western eleouration. The additica has.two square openings flanking a center door on
the ground-Effloor front elevation and a gabled dormer above. The side has two
gabled Oect=ons forming theleft and right bays and a recessed center section.
Three openintws appear withh the ground floor of the left pavilion, four on the
right paviliMon, and four in the center. A band of windows is on the second floor
between the gables. Small dmular windows appear on the gables.

Boat HoUSe Pwl2 -- West Philadel.hia Rowing Club (Penn Athletic Association Rowing
Club)

Erected in _878 for the Westildladelphie Rowing Club by an unknown architect, this
stone boattio.A.use measures 1-1/2 stories high, three bays wide, and approximately
four hays de,metp. The River Drive elevation has three openings on the ground floor:
a central opening flanhdby two window openings, each with stone lintels and
sills. On t-Ale second floor,Within the gable, sits a bay window with two 3-light
jalousie sae 11 facing the Dave and one 3-light jalousie sash to either side.
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The eastern elevation has remained generally intact with a wall gable containing a
three-sided bay window facing the first section: four openings with stone lintels
and, sills containing 2/2 double-hung sash on the first floor, two small openings with
stone lintels and sills containing 2/2 double-hung sash on the second floor, and two
small dormers, one shed and one gabled, piercing the roof forming the second section.
The third section contains a small wall gable with paired 1/1 double-hung sash on the
second floor. The fourth section is composed of a large cross-gable which protrudes
from the main building. The Hver side of this cross-gable contains a large open
second-story porch.

The western elevation has been effectively covered with unsympathetic 1968 and 1981
stucco-covered additions containing locker room facilities. The addition contains
three rectangular openings on the ground and second floors of the north (Drive)
elevation and five openings along the ground floor of the west elevation. The second
floor of the 1981 addition extends back only three bays and an open porch covers the
remainder of the structure. Door openings are located within the left bays on both
floors; a fire escape leads from the second floor. A cross-gable tops the front of
this addition.

Boat House Undine Bar e Club

The Undine Barge Club stands 2-1/2 stories high and measures three bays along the
front (Drive) elevation. The arched center door opening is flanked by two smaller
arched window openings on the first floor. The second floor contains a single
opening framed by ornamental woodwork within the gable. Another second-floor opening
exists on the right side under the eaves of the gable.

The western elevation contains two arched openings on the ground floor and a serieS
of openings under the eaves of the roof. A door opening about two-thirds of the way
along the facade toward the river leads to a small open porch. Four gabled dormers
pierce the roof.

The eastern elevation is highlighted by a large covered porch running the length of
the second floor to the cross-gable. The porch is joined by a large bay window at
the northeast corner of the building with a massive stone support containing the
coat-of-arms of the club below and a pyramidal roof above. Three dormers pierce the
roof on this side.

The rear cross-gable culminates in a 2-1/2-story stone pavilion with curved walls and
a hipped roof, a gabled dormer window, two openings on the second floor facing east,
and a door opening on the ground floor facing north.

Unl ke many of the other buildings on Boat House Row, the Undine Barge Club, erected
in 882-83 by the firm of Furness and Evans, has experienced few exterior changes.
The Club continues to use the house and also permits Haverford School to use it.
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Boat House Philadel-hia Girls Rowing_Club (151ER!Off PhilAdslphia Skating
Club and Humane_Societ)

The Skating Club building, with the Quaker City Barge Club (Boathouse 1/3), the oldest
on the Row, has played host to many boat clubs. Over the years the Skating Club
rented its space to the Undine (1860-82), the University (1860-70), the 2nd Iona
(1884-95), the Sedgeley (1897-1902), and the Philadelphia Girls Rowing Club (1938-65),
before relinquishing control of the building to the latter. By hosting the Sedgeley
Club, it gained the honor of housing the first women's boat club along the Schuylkill
River.

This Italianate stone building, erected for the Skating Club by James C. Sidney in
1860, stands 1-1/2 stories high. Despite its many tenants, it has remained remarkably
unaltered over its 125-year history.

All of the openings are arched with stone window moldings. The front contains a
central door opening flanked by two window openings facing the Drive and two others
which are beveled. Three openings appear on the east elevation; two on the west
elevation (the third is fronted by a small stone subsection containing a small opening
with a stone lintel).

The back of the building is wider than the front and measures two bays deep. A porch
on the river side has been enclosed within the past two decades. Bracketed eaves
support the roof. A square cupola with three arched openings on all sides res on
top of the building.

Boat _House #15 -- Sed ale _Club

The Sedgeley Club's boathouse was erected in 1902-03. Using a combination of the
Shingle and Colonial Revival styles, Arthur H. Brockie created a house which comple-
ments the older houses on the Row and incorporates the old lighthouse which has stood
on this point since the early 19th century.

Moasuring 1-1/2 stories high, the street front of the building has a large five-sided
bay topped by a parapet filling the left bay, and a door opening surmounted by a
gable and flanked by one window opening on the left and two openings on the right,
each containing 9/1 double-hung sash, filling the center and right bays. The front
of the building curves to meet the side section which surrounds the old lighthouse.
Three hipped dormers appear on the moderately pitched roof.

The north section of the building is curved and several openings appear containing
single or paired 12/1 double-hung sash. A parapet exists above. The south (or east)
elevation contains a door opening on the basement level with an arched window opening
above, a narrow rectangular opening filling the right bay, and a square opening
filling the central left bay of the ground floor. Two square openings and 6/1 double=
hung sash appear on the second floor. A 2-story, partially open, porch stretches
across the river elevation.
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The lighthouse has two arched openings at different levels and on different elevations
providing light to the stairway inside, and an eight-sided walkway surrounding the
six-sided light.

The Sedgeley Club today operates as a social club rather than a rowing club. When
the house was erected, it had boat storage facilities. The deterioration of the
slip, and the need for space to service the social functions of the club, led the
members to arrange for storage of their boats in the Public Canoe House and remove
the slip. The Colonial Dames of America, Chapter II, share the clubhouse with the
Sedgeley Club.

Footnote

lThis description is a condensed and edited version of Jefferson Moak's 1983 nomina-
tion form of Boat House Row for designation as a Philadelphia City Landmark.
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Boathouse Row's boat and barge clubs and skating club came into existence Uservethe recreational needs of Philadelphians. The clubs and their parent organtidon,
the Schuylkill Navy, have spread Philadelphia's name throughout the towl.ORThe Schuylkill Navy's role is of particular importance. Formed in 1858, it fl theoldest aaateur governing body in sports in the United States. Indeed, Ole birorestriction of its contests to amateurs, beginning in 1872, contributed direely toclarifying the distinction between amateur and professional sports.1

Many of the Navy's premier oarsmen have become national and international chkegns.The Olympics have served as the setting of some of the most significant og aloe
victories. A Vesper Boat Club eight won the gold medal in 1900. John B. Kelly,k.,
was the first American to win the singles, in 1920. American representation 3.0192o,
1924, 1928, and 1932 consisted solely, with the exception of the eights, of omenfrom the Schuylkill Navy.

The growth of the sport over the years has brought Philadelphia fame as a Major enter
for rowing, recognized not only for the Schuylkill Navy but also for the eMergeoaandlocation of other governing bodies (the Philadelphia Scholastic Rowing, Middle antesRegatta, and Dad Vail Rowing Associations) in Philadelphia. In addition, the Navyshares its quarters in Boat House 114 with the United States Rowing AssociatitonIthe
national governing body for rowing in this country (founded in 1873 as the katims1
Association of Amateur Oarsmen).

The individual rowing clubs are of interest. They include both the oldest coritituOui1y
existing club in the United States and the oldest women's club.

The architectural variety of the boathouses and the prominent ind viduals and fima
associated with their design make them of considerably more interest than typick,lhite
19th- and early 20th-century utilitarian buildings.

History

At an early stage in Philadelphia's history, residents-of the area used th tiertoswim and fish.2 Inns and hotels sprang up beside the riverbanks to cater re Mewho wished to frequent the area for hunting, fishing, sleighing, skating, or Jottoenjoy the inns' hospitality in a picturesque rural setting. As the city greil eothe
Schuylkill's banks, the river became increasingly used for recreation.
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In the early 19th century, the erection of the FairmountWater Werke and Faireem.tuat
Dam altered the river from a tidal stream to a very long freshwater lake that ew-en-
tually drowned the cataract known as the Falls of Schuylkill. This change ptovEEAled
a relatively calm surface which, when frozen, was idealfor skaters and, wheA mat
frozen, became one of the finest courses available in thelited States for a spmmmrt
then in its infancy: rowing.

Indeed, the Schuylkill River and rowing became inextricably linked for much of the
history of the sport. The first recorded regatta on thektmylkill occurred in L-1935
between the Blue Devils and the Imps Barge Clubs.3 Earlier contests had protam3o1y
taken place: the University of Pennsylvania claims tbd it first raced in L_4901
against the Atalanta Boat Club of New York City. The emitement generated by the
1835 race sparked the formation of many rowing cldbs, modof them short-lived. The
surviving clObs, however, eventually recognized the need for an organization to
control the sport and to prevent it from becoming a victim of shady practiee0 and
fixed races.

During much of the 19th century, professional rowers doinated the sport much as
professional athletea dominate many sports today. The formation of the Schuy3k=1.11
Navy in 1858 resulted from the adios' intent to promote amateurism on the riv-ser.
The rules of the Navy expressly prohibited the acceptam of any wagered mAr=ley.
Non-adherence led to expulsion. The success of the Navy and similar organizati_.ons
throghout the country contributed heavily to the extinction of the professlo-aal
rower.

. In 1855, the City of Philadelphia declared the Lemon HillEstate, purchased by I:he
city in 1844, a public park to be known as "Fairmount Park." A leaseholder, whO -was
using the Lemon Hill Estate as a beer garden, had allowedameral boat cldbs to ermeect
houses along the river. The ramshackle nature of these structures prompted the c
to condemn them in 1859. Pressure brought to bear upon the City by the various b.vnat
claim and the Schuylkill Navy resulted in the passage of ordinances in 1860 t721at
permitted the construction of three boathouses by the Pacific Boat Club and the Cleabs
comprising the Schuylkill Navy, and allowed the PhiladelpMa Skating Club to er0c-1t a
house.

SkatIng had become so popular a sport that in 1849 the Philadelphia Skating Club mmwas
formed to promote the sport and rescue akatera in danger. The lifesaving record of
the cldb soon eclipsed that of the older Philadelphia Rime Society end the ma:Isio
organizations merged, in 1861, as the Philadelphia SkatingClub and Humane Bovines:yr.

Some cldbs soon erected boathouses in much the former way although brick and Oti=orie
structures replaced the earlier frame buildings. The city government exerciemzed
little or no control over their construction and design. Mter the enlargement of
Fairmount Park in 1867, however, the Park Commission, In 1868, received the authot=lity
to review and approve plans for structures in the park. With this authority, Otthe
Commission ordered the removal of all but the Skating Clubbuilding and those tEriat
housed the Pacific and Bachelors Barge Cldbs.
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The clubs then began to erect more aesthetic, rather than strictly utilitarian,
buildings. By 1872, they had erected a number of stone boathouses, primarily in a
Victorian Gothic style favored by park architects in the period. Again, in accordance
with the accepted thought of the day, the Commission dictated the use of stone for
all new construction.

Eventually, sentiment shifted. People came to feel that styles other than Victorian
Gothic fitted well into park settings; the boat clubs were allowed to erect houses in
a variety of styles, including Mediterranean, Picturesque Victorian (Eastlake),
Shingle, and Colonial Revival. The Commission also let the clubs build with materials
other than stone, including brick, shingle, and stucco. The clubs proved themselves
responsible tenants, which the Commission informally recognized by allowing the
construction of new buildings and enlargements that gave the clubs plenty of room to
carry on social events as well as provide space for housing boats.

The Schuylkill Nally

The Schuylkill Navy began in 1858 with nine clubs and approximately 300 members. In
1983, its 125th year, it boasted a membership of ten clubs and more than 1200 partic-
ipating rowers. The ten clubs (with dates of joining) are the University (1858),
Undine (1858), Bachelors (1859-70, 1882-date), Malta (1865), Crescent (1868), Vesper
(1870-71, 1879-date), College (1875), Fairmount (1916), Penn Athletic (1925), and
Philadelphia Girls (1967). At least 23 other clubs have belonged to the Navy at
various times.

The Schuylkill Navy and its member clubs still hoot many races. In 1953, the Navy
convinced the Dad Vail Rowing Association to move, its regatta to Philadelphia. It
has remained since. The Dad Vail is probably the largest collegiate regatta held and
usually signifies the end of the spring rowing season for most collegiate teams. The
45th Annual Dad Vail Regatta (1983) had participating teams from 67 colleges. Other
ma or regattas held each year include the Thomas Eakins Head of the Schuylkill Regatta
(sponsored by the University Barge Club) and the Frostbite Regatta. The Navy also
sponsors other athletic endeavors including a basketball league and an annual cross-
country race. The latter has been held since 1899, with a few interruptions during
World War II.

Other Boat Clubs

In addition to the clubs in the Navy, other clubs associated with the boathouses over
the years have included Sedgeley, LaSalle, West Philadelphia, and Ione. Many of the
clubs allow scholastic and collegiate clubs to share their facilities.

SPECIFIC BOAT_CLUBS

Bachelors Barge Club: Organized in 1853, the Bachelors Barge Club claims to be the
oldest boat club in existence today. It presently occupies Boat House #6.
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Coll mze lvania: Originally the University of
Pennsylvania wan represented in rowing by tl-aale University Barge Club, which began as a
university student club, but soon severed its ties. In 1872, students founded the
"College Boat Club" to represent the UniweXrity in rowing events. They erected their
own house (#11) in 1874-75.

Crescent Boat Club: Members of two clubs, the Pickwick Barge Club and the (first)
Ione Barge Club, formed the Crescent in 113EaP67. Eathough not very active today, they
rent their boathouse (#5) to several coli-egialate and scholastic teams.

Fairmount Rowing AssoCiation: Shortly sttalzrr formation in 1877, the Fairmount Rowing
Association procured the boathouse and e'llzruipment of the Pacific Barge Club. In
addition to their own boathouse (#2), they acquired the Quaker City Club house (1/3)
after the latter's demise.

Malta Boat Club: The Malta Boat Club, fniukalled in 1860, is the only club which traces
its existence to rowing on the Delaware lkiNizs..er, where they owned a boat And boathouse
at Smith's Island. They moved to the Scouvrylkill in 1863. The club occupies Boat
House #9.

Penn Athletic Club Rowing Association: Tb a association traces its ro°tte 1871 when
the West PhiladelPhia oat Club was formed.. The club erected Boat Haus #12, whichit still occupies, in 1878. In 1924, the cz club became associated with the downtown
Penn Athletic Club and changed its name. Jollahn B. Kelly, Sr., helped briii prominence
to the club in the 1920s and 1930s.

Pennsylvania j_lClAA: The Pennsylvania BrSarge Club existed from 1861 to late 1955
when they turned over their boathouse the Schuylkill Navy.

Philadelpub: First known as t1-711-ke Panola Barge Club, Oa Philadelphia
Barge Club was organized in 1862. -It fitat occupied a small brick heune along with
the old Washington Barge Club and repleGeod it in 1870 in conjunction with the
University Barge Club, erecting present Bolt = Houses #7 and 8. A number of prominent
Philadelphia architects belonged to the PhAELadelphia Barge Club , including Louis C.
Baker, Jr., Arthur H. Brockie (who designed Boat House #15), James P. 6ime, Emlen L.
Stewardson, and John Stewardson. The club ceased operation a C the enci of 1932 arid
merged with the University Barge Club.

Philadel hia Girls Rowi Club: Composed pf marily of wives of oarsmen who wished to
participate in this mostly all-male sport, the Philadelphia Girls Rowing Club was
organized in 1938. It Is the oldest act5.vx..7e such club in existence. They first
rented the Philadelphia Skating Club and 1w%. ane Society building (Boatl-nouee #14) andaround 1965 obtained full title to it.
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-aker_Ciry Barge Club: Organized J.n MM, the L___ub entered many races during
its 74-year existence, and held the NM of cometit% in the first Four-Oared
Shell with Coxswain race in 1870. It used active operations at the end of 1932.

atiel.m.1.1.2.A: Formed in 1897 as the bdtp1e, Barge a_md Canoe ClUb, this group name
was soon changed to the Sedgeley eldb. They first c=nccupied quarters in Boat House
#14 and applied for pennission from: theFeirmount P°ark Commission to erect a new
building in 1902. With the suppOnr ethe Univeromxity Barge ClUb, they obtained
permission to build #15 hoet House tww, ly World War II, the club had become largely
a social organization.

Undine Barge Club: Undine Barge CluP started operations in 1856, occupying a small
frame house along the Schuylkill whiah N City conde=nmned in 1859. Quartered in #14
Boat House Row from 1860 to 1882, the dob commissior7qed Furness and Evans to design
Boat }louse #13, which they still cootoPisd to which they moved in 1883.

University Barge_Club: The University Bule ClUb dstes to 1854. It originally
limited membership to students and gradaMs of the B=tniversity of Pennsylvania. The
club shared the Philadelphia Skating CLOW Humane =Society house (#14) with Undine
before constructing Boathouses #7 sod 8nth the Phi771adelphia Barge ClUb. In 1932.-
33, University absorbed the latter 5P4 Wk over the entire double house. Like the
Philadelphia, the University Club hea suMber of prominent architect members,
including Charles L. Borie, Jr., Clsf4 Wharton Churebtamen, James S. Hatfield, George
Howe, Sydney E. Martin, George B. Page, NJOhn P. 0. Sinkler.

Vesper Boat Club: Founded in 1865 tbhulub opeettamted under the name Washington
Berge Club until 1870. In 1872, they Joined the MAASLta Boat Club to erect present
Boat Houses #9 and 10. John B. gelly.k., is garter -ally credited with leading the
Vesper Club to its greatest succaasula hang the midtidle of the twentieth century.

ARCHITECTS OF THE BOAT HOWES

The architects of severalof the boathomnwere well-4tmanown figures in the profession.
Others are of lesser significance, or wettnoted felt ()mother accomplishments. All were
active in the Philadelphia area.

Frank Furness

Furness' works dominated Philadelphia' _ Ndscape dnrit=mg the late 19th and early 20th
centuries; few still exist. He eXecutedhs commfaoi-dons for the Undine Barge ClUb,
the up-river Castle Ringstetten (1875) en4Boat House GIV13 (1882-83).
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These two brothers joined profesSional forces in 1878. George had been Furness' partner
until 1876. The Hewitts proved their versatility by designing industrial, commercial,
ecclesiastical, and residential structures. The Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, the Bourse
Building, and the Wissahickon Inn are their most notable surviving buildings. The work
they performed on the Malta Boat Club house came at the end of their firm's prolific
existence.

Edward Hazlehurst and Samuel Huckel

Hazlehurst and Huekel teamed in 1881, forming a 20-year partnership that specialized in
ecclesiastical and residential architecture. Their ecclesiastical work includes Mother
Bethel A.M.E. Church (a National Historic Landmark) and Union Methodist Church. Examples
of their residential commissions are found throughout Germantown and Chestnut Hill.
They designed two clubhouses for the Bachelors Barge Club: the "Bachelor's Button" in
the East Falls neighborhood in 1882-83 and Boat House #6 in 1893-94. Huckel became a
member of the club shortly after the boathouse was completed.

Louis Hickman

Hickman never attained the recognition accorded to many of his peers. His work within
the T-Square Club and the renovation of the Merchants Exchange Building have come down
as some Of his most notaLle accomplishments. He designed the Pennsylvania Barge Club
at the beginning of his career in a Picturesque Victorian style. The addition of a
second story in 1912 modified his original design.

Clarence Schermerhorn

Schermerhorn does not have many major architectural works to his credit. On the other
hand, he contributed heavily to architectural literature with Architectural Studies
(1902), House Hints for Those Who Buy, Rent, or Sell (1902), "How to Go About Planning
Your House" (1916), and Home Building Hints (1924), among others. He also became one
of the first architects in the country to broadcast on the radio, with his brochure
"Services of an Architect" being read over the air on thirty stations. His specialty
lay in the field of domestic architecture. The Pennsylvania Barge Club hired him in
1912 to add the second story to their Hickman-designed building.

ames C- Sidney

James C. Sidney, a cartographer, surveyor, and architect, designed the Philadelphia
Skating Club building in 1860. He also wrote five parts of a proposed ten-part series
entitled American Cottage and Village_Architeeture. In 1859, working with a partner,
Andrew Adams, he produced an early landscape plan for Fairmount Park. During the late
1860s, he designed numerous school buildings in the city, few of which stand. Sidney
has been overshadowed by his contemporaries Thomas U. Walter and John Notman.
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Smedley specialized in residential architecture, principally in the Colonial Revival
styles' He also executed some notable designs for Philadelphia-area banks (princi-
pally the Northern National Bank and the West Philadelphia Title and Trust Company) and
other commercial buildings. The Fairmount Boat Club house is only one of several
structures Smedley contributed to Fairmount Park.

Arthur H. Brockie

The Sedgeley Club building (1902-03) represents one of Brockie's earliest commissions.
His reputation is based chiefly upon his residential designs, many of which still exist
in Germantown and Chestnut Hill. His interest in Boat House Row was not limited to his
role as one of its architects: his bosses, John and Emlen Stewardson, belonged to the
Philadelphia Barge Club and he joined the University Barge Club in 1902.

Charles Blderston

Balderston's work consisted chiefly of alterations and additions to existing buildings.
His work on the Crescent Boat Club, in 1890-91, came during his fi st years as an
independent architect.

Howard Hag41.

The alterations and additions to the Vesper Boat Club in 1898 were his major work
within the central portions of the city.

Foo notes

1"Amateur Athlete," in Frank G. Menke, The Eac-clo edia of Sport- 5th rev. ed.
(New York: A. S. Barnes & Co., 1975), pp. 11-12.

2The bulk of the data contained in this statement is edited and condensed from
Jefferson Moak's 1983 nomination of Boat House Row for designation as a Phila-
delphia City Landmark.

3J.T. Scharf and Thompson Westcott, Histor of Philadel.hia, 1609-1884 (Philadelphia:
1884), II, 1870-1871.
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Boat House Row is enclosed by a line beginning at the apex of the curved west
curbline of the intersection of Aquarium and East River Drives, proceeding south
east along that curbline of Aquarium Drive to the north edge of the traffic
circle enclosing the Fountain of the Sea Horses, then due west to the edge of the
Schuylkill River, then upriver along the Shoreline to the south edge of the
statue of Karlsefni at the river's edge, then due east from that point to the
west curbline of East River Drive, and then generally east along that curbline to
the point of beginning.
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View of lower portion of Boathouse

Row upstream along the Schuylkill

River. From right to left: §1, 2-3,

4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. (Fairmount Park

Commission, 1985)
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Mid-portion of Boathouse Row. From
right to left: #5, 6, 7-8, 9, 10,
and 11. (Fairmount Park Commission,
1965)
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I. Name

oue No. wo4-oo15
Exp.

For PIPS use only

received

date entered

hiatoric Asilomar Confdrence Grounds

and or common Asilomar

2._ Location
nUMber Asilomar Boulevard

City,town Pacific GroVe

California

vicinity

_ not for publication

053

_

Category
X dlatrict

Ownership
X public

Status
occupied

Present Use
agriculture

building(s)
_

private
X_

unoccupied commercial
structure both work In progress educational
site Public Acquisition Accessible entertainment
Object in process & yev restricted government_ _

being considered _ yes: unrestricted
no

industrial
military

_
4. Owner of Property

museum
_ park
_ private residence

_ religious
scientific
transportation
other: Recreation
n erenc,t n er)

name California Department of Parks and Recreation

street number P.O. BOX 2390

city, town Sacramento niavicinity of state California 95811

S. Location o Lega Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Recorder's Office, Monterey County Courthouse

number 240 Church Street

city, town Salinas state California

6. Representatoon in
Historic Buildings Survey

title A omar -onference Grounds

-xistmg Surveys
n determined eligible? yes no

dat _ August 1984 federal v state _ county __ local
Resource Management and ProteCtion Division

depositery for kurvey recordsCalifornia Department of Parks and Recreation

city. town 1950 - 20th Street, Sacramento
68? state California
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Condition Chock ono
excellent _ deteriorated _ unaltered

X gOOd ruins _X altered
fair unexposed

Chock ono
_X= original

moved date 913-28

Deecribe the presnt and original tit known) physical appearance

The historic core of the Asilomar Conference Grounds contains 11 buildings, all
designed by the noted American architect, Julia Morgan, in a rustic "Craftsman"
mode intended to fit sensitively into the scenic oceanside location. Built among
the dunes and Monterey pines of Asilooar Beach, the buildings utilize compatible
materials such aa redwood shingles and shakes, exposed stone foundatione, porch
piers, and fireplaces.

The focal point of the complex ia the large circle flanked on the three land
sides by the Administration Building (east), the Chapel (north), and the Crocker
Dining Hall (south). Dormitory facilities lie to the eaat and north of this
core. Access roadways, following Morgan's plan, wind through the complex from
the masaive stone entrance gates, also designed by her; retaining walls are of
exposed stone; and pathways are often lined with stone where they cut into the
grade. New construction, described at the end of this section, has occurred
around the edges of the historic core. It does not obscure the view from the
historic structures to the sea.

The features that remain from the historic period are;

o the Entrance Gates (1913)

AdMinistration Building (Phoebe A. Hearst Social Hall) (1913)
o Crocker Dining Hall (Mary A. Crocker Kitchen and Dining Room)
" Memorial Chapel (1915)
The Lodge (ViSitor's Lodge) (about 1918)

" Scripps Lodge (1927-28)
o Viewpoint (originally the "Health Cottage") (about 191
o Hilltop ("Stuck-Up Inn") ("House of Happiness") (about 1918)
o Outside Inn (about 1913)
Merrill Hall (1927-28)

o Tide Inn ("Pirates Inn") ("Reserve Cottage") (1923)
o Pinecrest (David Visel's Cottage) (1927-28)

( 8)

Along with the road plan, the Morgan-era structures are all judged to contribute
to the_historic significance of the complex. They are described individually
belcw:1

Entrance Gates

The entrance gates, at the intersection of Asilomar and Sinex Avenues, consist
of two square rough-cut granite columns positioned at an angle which leads the
visitor into Asilomar. Craftsmen-style ironwork, containing lighting, surmounts
the columns.

The entrance gates, among the earliest of Morgan's features on the grounds,
introduce the informal Craftsman ethic employed by her throughout the complex.
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The Administration Building is Morgan's earliest Aailomar building. It was
designed and constructed of local natural materials in 1913. The structure,
which established the architectural style Morgan employed on the other build-
ings, is a 1-1/2-story, long, rectangular split log and poet-and-beam building
surmounted by a cross gable and hip roof. The front facade is punctuated with
a large central cobblestone chimney and projecting hip-roofed rooms at either
end. The projecting wive line is emphasized by post-and-beam and vertical
split log detailing which runs across the facades directly below the eave line.
The roofline is accented by a central open hip-roofed cupola. Fenestration
consists of banks of three- and fiverow casement windows.

The rear facade has a modern deck addition. The interior has been somewhat
modified; besides housing the Center's business offices and central lounge,
it also contains two conference offices.

_Crocker Dinkaff Mall

Crocker Hall is a 1-1/2 story rectangular building of rough random-size granite
and redwood shakes. It is surmounted by a gable end roof with wide eave over-
hangs that ie pierced by dormers. The five-bay front facade is punctuated by a
broadly projecting central entrance porch.: The roof line is accented by a
central square cupola with hip roof. Fenestration consists of banks of casement
windows grouped in threes. The east and west facades contain large central
granite chimneys. Additional dining rooms at the rear and sides ("Seascape,"
"Woodlands," and "The Nook") were added in a compatible design in 1961.

Memorial Chapel

The Chapel is a 2-story redwood shingle/vertical split log rectangular building
with a dominant front facade featuring an enclosed porch supported by five large
granite pillars. The porch's flat roof reseMbles a pergola. The entrances are
at both sides of the front facade. The building is surmounted by a hip and
gable end roof. Fenestration consiets of banks of casement windows grouped in
twos and threes. The rear facade contains a projecting central room with a
large granite stone chimney. The altar window, regarded by many visitors as
eapecially notable, frames c natural picture of pines with the sea and sand
dunes behind them in the dietance.

The Lo

The Lodge, which provided the first hotel-style lodging on the grounds, is
-ortheast of the Administration Building. It is a 2-story rectangular building
surmounted by a hip and gable end roof. It is clad with brown shingles. The
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front facade is distinguished by a central 2-atory projectinr room surmounted
by a gable end roof and central granite chimney. Four large granite pillars
support the second-story projection and verandas. The verandas surmount the
entrances which flank both sides of the central projection. The west facade
features a long second-story redwood beam open balcony. Fenestration consists
of banks of easement windows.

In 1953 the building's interior was remodeled to provide private baths for every
room. New floors and carpeting were also laid.

Scri_PPP Lodge

Scripps Lodge. adjacent tO The Lodge on the north, is a 2-story U-shaped brown
ahingle dormitory surmounted by a combination hip and gable end roof. Fenestra-
tion consists of banks of casement windows. The weatern front facade entrance
appears altered; the original interiors, however, remain intact. Scripps
Patio, southeast of the building, contains its original cement benches. The
building is in need of restoration.

Viewpeint

Viewpoint, east of the AdMinistration Building, is a 1-story long rectangular
redwood shake building surmounted by a coMbination gable end and hip roof. A
bank of four casement windows projects from the center of the front facade.
The entrance doors are to either side of this projection. The central front
entrances are flanked by two original cement benches: the cement benches empha-
size the entrances, enhancing the building's symmetry. In 1956 the interior
was altered for meeting room space and new, larger wings in compatible styling
replaced the original wings on the east and west.

Viewpoint was originally known as "Health Cottage." because it served as the
sick bay for the camp. In 1936-41, it was known as the Paulsen Visel Cottage
for its occupant, one of two brothers who had taken a lease-option on the
Asilomar property.

Viewpoint remains an integral part of the historic building cluster at Asilomar,
visually tying together the Administration Building and Hilltop in a broad vista.
It is now used for meetings.

Halter,

Hilltop, farther east of Viewpoint to the south of the entrance gates, is a
unique 1-story shake shingle building enclosing a central courtyard garden.
Two long rectangular wings extend east from both ends Of the section which
forms the front facade. These two extensions are joined to the rear portion
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by gable-end covered walkways. The building, in its entirety, forms an open
square, and is surmounted by a combination hip and gable-end roof. The front
facade contains a central projection punctuated with a central brick chimney.
Casement windows run the length of this central projection as they do the
other building extensions. The wide eave overhangs all around the building are
supported by bark-covered log rafters which project from the interior rooms.

Hilltop acquired its nicknames, "Stuck-Up Inn" and "House of Happiness," because
it served during the 1920s as living quarters for the "Stuck-Ups," college
women who worked at Asilomar during summer vacations.

Hilltop is in good condition, except for the interior garden, which has been
allowed to deterior te.

Outside Inn

The Outside Inn is a rectangular 1-story shake shingle and board-and-batten
building surmounted by a gable end roof. It contains a five-bay facade with
an indented entranceway. Its fenestration consists of casement windows in
groups of twos and threes.

Outside inn presently houses park staff. It has served as staff housing through-
out its history; it was originally the Engineer's Cottage and later (about 1938)
served as the Superintendent's residence. It stands near the southeast corner
of the original Asilomar reservation.

Merrill Hall

To the southeast of the Administration Building, Merrill Hall is an imposing
rectangular 2-etory wood frame and rough-cut granite building surmounted by a
gable end roof. Wood shakes and Vertical planed logs embellish its exterior.
The building's west facade is punctuated with a broad, soaring granite central
chimney and flanks of Gothic arch windows. The front facade consists of a long
row of Goth

. arch windows above a shed roof which projects over a series of
casement doo: and window openings at ground level. The rear facade repeats this
theme.

Designed to seat 1,000 people, the acountically excellent hall was, at the time
o2 its construction, the largest auditorium on the Monterey peninsula. Large
convocations and dancea are still held here.

The building commemorates His. John F. Merrill, head of the Asilomar Committee
between 1913 and 1925.
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Tide Inn

Tide Inn is a broad 2-story brown shingled building that descends the hillside
to the south of Merrill Hall. It is surmounted by a cross gable-end and hip
roof. A cobblestone chimney punctuates the north facade. Its fenestration
consists of a series of casement windows.

Tide Inn was known as -Pirates Inn- during the 1920s, and served as the counter-
part to Hilltop, the "Stuck-Up Inn.- The "Pirates" were college men who worked
at ASilomar during summer vacations.

In the late 1930s, Tide Inn served as a guest building on the conference grounds
and acquired from that use the sobriquet of "Reserve Cottage.-

Pinecre

Pinecret is a rectangular 2-story brown shingled cottage surmounted by a cross
gable-enC roof. Its fenestration consists of banks of casement windows. In
1936-41, it served as David Visel's cottage. Pinecrest is situated in the woods
between the later Long View Group and the central portion of the Morgan-era
complex.

Other Features

In addition to Class Hall, which burned in 1955, all of the Morgan-era "long-
houses," basically open-air structures with canvas sides, have been demolished.
The last of them was taken down in 1971.2

The sites of the longhouses, as well as other portions of the Asilomar grounds,
nOw feature more modern facilities. These structures, which do not contribute
to the historic significance of the complex, have generally been placed in
sections away from the central core (and have been excluded from the boundary
of this nomination). They are listed here for purposes of reference:

- "Surf" and "Sand" and the new Corporation Service Yard (1959);
- the "Sea Galaxy" (1964), a miniature conference center, by John Carl

Warnecke and Associates, including three guest houses (Windward, Shores,
and Cypress) and two conference buildings (Ttiton and Nautilus);

- Housekeeping Headquarters Building (1965);
- Long View Group (North, Middle, and South) (1966) erected on the sites

of old longhouses 8, 9, and 10;
- View Crescent (1968), a complex of seven buildings, including three
guest lodges (Whitecaps, Breakers, and Spindrift) and four meetingrooms
(Marlin, Curlew, Dolphin, and Sanderling), that rest on the sites of
longhouses 1 through 5;
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- North Woods (1973), a complex of three lodges (Manzanita, Oak Knoll,
and Willow Inn) and three meetingrooms (Toyon, Acacia, and Heather),
designed by the firm of Smith Barker Hanssen; and

- the State Park Training Center (the William Penn Mott, Jr., Training
Center) (1973), on newly acquired land across Asilomar Avenue from the
historic complex. The Center includes three lodges and a headquarters
building.

Footnotes

The description of the Morgan-era structures at Asilomar is adapted from the
draft National Register of Historic Places nomination form, by Kent L.
Seavey, as verified by on-site inspection on May 12, 1984. Ms. Pamela
McGuire, an historian for the California State Department of Parks and
Recreation, conducted the physical examination and photographing 0f the
structures on which the National Register form was based, on August 11,
1983. She consulted the Julia Morgan Collections at the Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley, California, and at California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo, California, for historic photographS,
maps, brochures, and other documents (including the original blueprints of
the Asilomar buildings, at the latter location). Ms. McGuire also inter-
viewed MS. Sara Holmes Boutelle, who has written extensively 0n the career
of Julia Morgan.

2 The following summary of the features that have been added at Asilomar since
its acquisition by the State has been prepared from the summary given in
Hazel-Ann Hunt, Auilomar_at Sixty (Monterey: Lee Printing Company, 1973),
pp. 8-14.
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Period Areas of SIgnIfIcanoeheolt and justify below
. prehistOtle archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion
_ 1400-1499 . archeology-historic conservation law science

15W1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture
1600-1629 architecture education military sociar
1700-17,2 art engineering music humanitarian

_1600-1622 commerce exploration settlement philosophy theater
1600- COmmunications industry

invention
politics government transportation

other (specify)
_ RecxeatisWIUwomen's)

Slimmdfkl40100 1913-36 Bullder.Architec
C. - _

Julia Morgan

1111ettainoot of Significance (irs one paragraph)

Siary

Asilomar (Spanish for "retreat" or "refuge by the sea") was designed as the
Young WoMen's Christian Association's national camp and conference grounds in
tha Weat. It is significant for its role in the work of the Aasociation and in
the development of the Monterey peninsula as a resort area. It is also notable
architecturally, as an example of its style and as an outstanding work by Julia
MOrsan, a noted California architect, who was one of the first women to achieve
eMinence in the architectural profession in the United States.

Hia Orly

The Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA), which pioneered in recreation
end leaderahip training for young women, established Asilomar in 1913. Previ-
Onsly, the YWCA's western conferences had been held at Mills College, near
Oakland, California, in 1897; at the Hotel Capitola ("Guardamar"), in Santa
Crux, which burned in 1912, in 1900-11; and in tents at the "hacienda" of
Ere. Phoebe Apperson Hearst, of the publishing family, in 1912. In 1913,
Hrs. Hearst, a vigorous supporter of the YWCA movement, motivated the Pacific
ImprOvement Company'(4 predecessor of the present-day Del Monte interests), to
denate to the "YW" 30 undeveloped seaside acres in Pacific Grove that became
the nucleus of Asilomar.

Me. Hearst made substantial monetary contributions and gifts, including camping
equipment, to Asilomar, as did Mary A. Crocker, of the San Francisco banking
family (for whOm'Crocker Hall would be named). Donations from meMbers of the
Huntington, Doheny, Baldwin, Merrill, and Scripps families; funds raised through
the gale of food at the Palace of Food Services at the Panama-Pacific Inter-
natiOnal Exposition in 1915; and other fundraising efforts permitted the YWCA
tO Meet stipulation& set by the Pacific Improvement Company for the enhancement
of the property.'

The task Of developing Asilomar fell to Julia Morgan (1872-1957). Morgan was
the first woman to receive an architect's license in California. She had also
been the first woman accepted in the architecture section of L'Ecole de Beaux-
Arts in Petrie& When she took 'on the Asilemar project, Morgan had already
designed the main buildings at Mills College and additions to Mrs. Hearst's
"haCienda."2
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Morgan would continue her association with Asilomar from 1913 through to its
"completion" in 1928, and design all its buildings. She revised her 1913 plan
over the years, but, despite the changes, retained the same essential "rustic"
or "Craftsman" style. The Social Hall (present Administration Building),
constructed in 1913 of local timbers and stone, was the first permanent
building and established the "rustic" theme of those that followed.

The lack of permanent facilities at Asilomar had not prevented its being put
into almost immediate use. In 1913, ten redwood "tent-houses," or "longhouses,
with striped canvas awnings, were put up. Although the "Ionghouses" were open
to the elements except for the awnings, they did have wooden floors and roofs
and electricity and running water. A huge circus tent served as the diningroom. (The use of the "long houses continued until the last of them was taken
down in 1971.)

The second major structure, the Chapel, dedicated to Grace H. Dodge, national
chairwoman of the YWCA board, was completed in 1915, the year after Mrs. Dodge
died. Crocker Dining Hall, finished in 1918, replaced the circus tent used
earlier. The Health Cottage (present Viewpoint), which served as the infirmary;
Hilltop; and The Lodge were also completed in about 1918. Other structures
were added at various times up until 1928. Merrill Hall, the last of the
Morgan buildings, is architecturally the most impressive and complex of them.3

Beginning in 1921, the YWCA kept Asile.ar open on a year-round basis. Expenses,
however, tended to outweigh income. During the Depression, when the YWCA
decided to dispose of many of its real estate holdings, the fate of Asilomar
was much debated. In 1936-41, it was leased to David and Paulsen Visel with an
option to purchase, which was never exercised. Then, during World War II, the
National Youth Authority utilized the facility as a training center.4

In 1946, after a temporary lease to a nearby motel expired, the YWCA again
assumed operation, this time with more favorable financial results. By 1952,
however, the YWCA renewed its program of disposing of its real estate. Local
citizens formed a "Save Asilomar" Committee that lobbied with the "YW" and the
State to preserve the property. This effort culminated in the purchase of the
property by the State in 1956. The "Yw- sold the property for one-half its

essed value and donated its remaining interest to the State.5

Joined to a picturesque mile-long strip of beach (the Asilomar State Beach)
adjacent to it, the Asilomar unit of the State park system now includes 95
acres. Since its acquisition by the State, a modernization program has added
substantially to the facilities. Measures have also been taken to preserve the
natural features that attracted the YWCA to the site and continue to charm
visitors to the Monterey peninsula.
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Conclusion

The YWCA's efforts on behalf of recreati_onal and educational opportunities for
women are quite noteworthy. They have r eached into hundreds of communities in
many nations. ln the United States, tbAnugh its earliest efforts as a grass-
roots movement date from the late 186tDs, it became a coordinated national
organization only in 1906.6 Asilomar represents one of the early common
efforts of the national organization.

Asilomar also natksa major achievement ira the career of architect Julia Morgan,
who, among het more than 700 conmaissiona , designed a number of individual YWCA
structures in the cities of California, 'Utah, and Hawaii. She is probably best
known for her work at the Hearsts' San 1.1neora,, but her sophisticated training
and facile ability to work with clients 1.asore her buildings a great diversity of
style, in projects for residences as wll as for complexes of large scale.
Asilomar is Morgan's most celebrated ccibinplex in the "Craftsman" or "rustic"
mode.

1 Hazel- -n Rant alma= The First rift Year 9 96 col rey: Lee
Printing Conpany,1963), pp. 3-5.

2 Sara Holmes /loutelle, "Julia Morgan..." vol. 3, pp. 238-239, in Adolf K.
Flaczek (ed.). The Macmillan Er_asysisalla of Arch±tects (New York: Macmillan
and The Free lives, 1982).

3 Hunt, 22. c pp. 6-9.

4 Ibid., p. 11.
5 Ibid., pp. 11-13,

6 Mary S. Sims, (YWCA) Executive Commttee for National Interpretation and
Support , "Young Women's Christian Asso.=lation,- Encyclopedia Americana
(New York: Americana Corporation, 195), 29, 665.

7 Boutelle, 2E cit, p. 239.
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1. Name

OMO No.1024-01)15
gap. 10-31-1M

For NFS use only

received

date entered

historic Tne Avalon Casino

and or common Catalina Casino

2. Location
number Ceeino Way not for publication

city, town Avalon vicinity of

code coun

. Classification
Category Ownership Status Present User

district public X occupied agriculture museum
building(s) private unoccupied

_
commercial

structure both work In progress educational
park

_ private residence
site Public Acquisition Accessible entertainment _ religious
object

_X_
_ governmentIn process X yes- restricted

being considered yes: unrestricted
_ scientific

transportationindustrial
_ military

_
otherno

4. Owner of Property_
name Santa Catalina Island COMpany (C o Mr. Chester Lewis)

street & number Execut N.re Vico-President

city, town Avalon vicinity of state California 90704

Location of Legal Description

number 20 W._ _Te le Street

Los An eles

6. Represen
title

a Ion in Existing Surveys

date

state California

has this properly been determined yes no

_ federal state county local

deposito urvey records

city, town
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state



Condition
excellent

good
fair

Check ono Chock one
deteriorated _It_ unaltarsd XcrlgIn& site

ruins altered moved dat

unexposed

Describe the present end original (if known) physical appearance

Summary

The Casino at Avalon is an early 20th-century adaptation of MOorish and Spanish
design (sometimes also characterized as Spanish Colonial revival or Mediter-
ranean), using modern materials and building methods such as cantilevers and
cast-in-place concrete over steel construction.1 Rising approximately 140 feet
above ground, the equivalent of a 12-story building, the Casino is a generally
circular structure with two matching rectangular wings at right angles to it.
The wings are positioned with an acute angle between them on the land side of
the small peninsula of which the Casino occupies the end.

Despite its height, the casino has only two major functional levels. The first
accommodates a 1,184-seat theater, and the second, directly above, a giant ball-
room, 158 feet in diameter. To support these large spaces without pillars or
other visible supports that would clutter the theater and ballroom spaces,
cantilever construction was used. Two massive 178-foot-long girders span the
building's frame at right angles. They are trussed vertically and braced
horizontally with three flat trusses. Six semi-cantilever trusses radiate from:-
the center of the structure in such a fashion as to give the theater a domed
ceiling. At the same time, they support the ballroom floor. On the upper
level, steel columns and beams connecting to additional trusswork Support the
roof above and the ballroom ceiling below.

Exterior

The Casino's exterior is unplastered concrete, originally painted a light gray-
white with blue-green emphasizing the details. Since 1946, the principal color
has been cream with rose details. The roof is topped by a 25-foot lantern
cupola and two small towers that contain ventilators from the theater stage.
The cement roof is covered with 105,000 curved red Catalina tiles.

The principal access to the theater and to a number of rooms surrounding it is
by three large doors that rest inside five massive corbelled arches between the
two wings. Above the doors are large mural panels that portray Catalina's
undersea gardens. The doors open into a lobby or loggia that fronts on the
foyer to the theater and opens at its sides to large ramps in the rectangular
wings.

The lobby is 40 feet high. Its interior:is richly decorated in Art Deco style
with vertical emphasis and features nine large murals of Catalina-area marine
life by John Gabriel Beckman. Beckman, the artist who decorated Grauman's
Chinese Theater in Hollywood, was also responsible for the murals in the theater
and decorations in the theater and ballroom.
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From the lobby four sets of theater doors open into a curved foyer 25 wide by
160 feet long. The foyer is paneled in black walnut to a height of twelve feet
and features a beamed barrel ceiling of coral-red, studded with golden. stars.

The Theater

The theater itself is entered through three double-curtained openings. The
theater space is 138 feet across and 43 feet high. It is dome-shaped and
unbroken by pillars or balconies. Star designs decorate the ceiling, which ie
made of acoustical materials covered by silver leaf and features lights recessed
behind star-shaped openings. The base of the dome is decorated by 10 cone-shaped
murals that rise above 7-foot panels of rcse-colored acoustical material. These
murals are also by John Gabriel Beckman and incorporate marine themes and alle-
gories of Southern California history and landscape.

The 44-foot-wide and 24-foot-high proscenium arch defines the depressed stage,
which is adaptable for both movies and stage productions. Beckman's murals
culminate here in a large figure of Venus, patterned after Botticelli's "Birth
of Venus." To the left, in the orchestra pit, is a fouk-manual Page organ,
especially designed to create sound effects. Only three other organs of thie
type were built; one of the others was used in the Columbia Broadcasting System
studios in the Wrigley Building in Chicago. The two organ lofts are behind the
golden cloude in the mural. The great organ was installed not only to provide
music in the theater, but to entertain evening concert gatherings outside the
Casino and to give musical greetings to the crowds arriving by steamer in Avalon
Bay.

The theater seats are original, as are practically all other decorative elements
including the murals. One of the first theaters designed for "talkies," this
chamber has notably good acoustics.

MeZzanine, and SuIrmezzanine

The ramps, in the rectangular wings, provide the principal access to the upper
levels, although there is a freight elevator; they are wide enough to permit
an automobile to be driven up them and into the ballroom. On the mezzanine
level around the dome of the theater, between the theater and ballroom levels,
are the cloakroom, restrooms, and smoking rooms, as well as storage rooms. The
projection room, which features equipment in place since 1939, and several
other rooms as well are suspended below the mezzanine.

The Ballroom

The Casino's vast ballroom, 156 feet in diameter, may have been the largest in
the world at the time of its conStruction. It has accommodated more than 3,000
Couples on a single evening. Decorated by Beckman, it features a ceiling shell
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that expands in 32 flutes from a 500-light central chandelier mounted in a
38-foot grille of sunburst design. A central revolving cone in the chandelier
has facets that scatter indirect colored lighting from more than 500 colored
spotlights hidden in the alcoves. The effect is rather similar to modarn
"disco" lighting.

The ballrOom's wall is divided into panels that correspond to the ceiling flutes,
interspersed with 16 double doors leading to the balcony that nearly encircles
the ballroom on the outside. The octagonal plaques in silver leaf that ring
the ballroom above the doors and the cornice with dentils of silver leaf are
original.

The circular dance floor is set, atop a layer of cork, ic strips of maple,
white oak, rosewood, and other woods in a 16-sided pattern that converges at
the circle's center. Loge seating that originally surrounded ',;he dance floor
was replaced in 1947 with tables and chairs and the dance floor space was
reduced by adding a 13-foot terrace inside the loge. The dance floor, although
smaller, still measures 10,000 square feet. The ballroom also features a stage
and orchestra shell. The lobby between the two ramps that provide main access
to the ballroom was converted into a kitchen in the 1947 renovation

The 14-foot-w4de Covered balcony cr promenade has not been substantially altered
since construction, although its Catalina tile floors have become worn. It
rests upon 29 concrete corbels or brackets, which serve as cantilever supports.
The balcony is 18 feet high and features ceiling panels inlaid in silver leaf.
It affords a full view of Avalon, Avalon Bay, the ahoreline, and the sea.

Other Features

The principal entrance to the Casino is built on a rise that slopes down to a
ground floer beneath the theTter. Four ramps descend from the theater to this
level. The rooms that circle the building on this ground floor have varying
histories and present uses. Several are occupied by the Catalina Island Museum
Society and the Catalina Art Association.

FOOTNOTE

1
This physical description has been prepared from data contained in "Suggested

Guide's Commentary for Casino Walking Tour" (ANalon, Calif.: April 10, 1972)
(15 PP., unpublished), and Patricia Anne Moore, The Casino, Avalon,_ Santa
Catalina Island California (Avalon, Calif.: Catalina Island Museum Society,
Inc., 1979), pp. 18-57 passim. The description was also verified by on-site
inspection on May 3, 1984.
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The well-preserved Casino is the premier sLructure in Santa Catalina Island's
only major community, Avalon, a namesake for the earthly paradise in the western
seas to which King Arthur and other Celtic heroes were transported after their
deaths. To vistors approaching the islani,. the Casino serves as an introduction
to and symbol,of its varied recreational resources. The Casino is especially
renowned,for its ballroom, quite possibly the largest in the world at the time
of its construction, and one that is particularly well known for the "big band
sound" performed in and broadcast from it from the 1930s to the 1950s.

The Casino's construction and preservation also symbolize the lasting interest
of the-.Wigley family in the island and reflects their attitudes toward its
development. The Casino was the culmination and centerpiece of William Wrigley,
Jr.'s, careful efforts to make Santa Catalina a wholesome recreational resort
for families of modest means. Philip K. Wrigley, his son, provided key concepts
that inflUenced the Casino's architecture and endeavored to assist the develop-
ment of Avalon in a Spanish motif harmonious with the Casino and with the
island's early history; he was also determined to insure the preservation of
the island's natural beauty and unique ecology. The continuity of these com-
mitments by the Wrigley family have insured that-a visit to Santa Catalina will
continue to be a memorable experience. (These efforts, which go beyond the
purview of this nomination, include the donation of 85% Of the island to the
Santa Catalina Island Conservancy, as well as other philanthropic actions.)

Although certainly not the only exceptional extant structure associated with
the Wrigleys' remarkable careers, the Casino captures an illuminating aspect of
this illustrious American family's attitudes toward mass recreation. Two other
important structures associated with the Wrigleys are described elsewhere in
this study, the Tournament of Roses House in Pasadena, California, the community
where their interests in Southern California earlier centered, and Wrigley
Field, the historic home stadium of the Chicago Cubs, in the city where William
Wrigley, Jr., achieved his fame and fortune.
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History

William Wrigley, Jr., began his family's involvement with Santa Catalina Island
when, in 1919, he purchased an interest in the island "sight unseen." Rather
than turn around his investment, he succumbed to Santa Catalina's charms and
bought out his partners, a group of investors from Pasadena. For the renainin-
12 years of his life, its careful development was one of his major passions.

The Santa Catalina Island Company, which was the firm through which Wrigley
acquired the island, had been attracting tourists since the 1890s. Santa
Catalina's fine weather, varied and pleasant landscapes, and crystal clear
waters were, however, relatively undeveloped recreational resources in 1919.
Avalon, furthermore, had been devastated by fire in 1915, and rebuilding had
been slow.2

Wrigley added to the island's amenities for tourists. He built a new dance
pavilion (the "Sugarloaf Casino")3 and glass-bottomed boats, enlarged the golf
course, built a new country club, and started a bird park. Other improvements
were more practically minded; he insured the water supply by building a reser-
voir and improved transportation to and from the mainland by building S.S.
Catalina and buying two other large excursion steamers.

Turning his genius for advertising to good use in the promotion of the island,
Wrigley publicized its attractions to great effect. He also sponsored special
events such as the Wrigley Ocean Marathon, a cross-channel swimming race, and
got the attention of sports fans by bringing the Chicago Cubs to Avalon for
spring training.

Wrigley hoped to celebrate and magnify his successes on the island by building
a combination theater, ballroom, and meetingplace that would symbolize the
"new" Catalina. Far from being an exclusive club, the Casino would charge no
admission (although a modest one was later added), and only moderate rates were
levied for the theater and events in the ballroom. The Casino was to serve and
delight the public on a year-round basis.

The site chosen for the new casino was that occupied by the "Sugarloaf Casino,"
the octagonal 2-story dance pavilion that Wrigley had put up in 1920; its
location was the key physical landmark of Avalon Bay, occupying a strategic and
scenic position at its entrance. It not only featured these attributes, but
was adjacent to the island's renowned "underwater gardens."

Wrigley's son Philip suggested the ballroom be placed over the theater and they
agreed that the whole project be executed in Moorish style.4 Architects Walter
Webber and Sumner Spaulding collaborated with the Wrigleys to translate theSe
ideas into the design of the new Casino. A circular plan fit the triangular
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site best. Access for the antiCipated crowds posed an unresolved problem until
the senior Wrigley suggested the use of ramps, as in his ball parks, rather
than elevators.

The balcony was suggested by features of the Alhambra, in Spain, which the elder
Wrigley admired. The structure's 140-foot height, however, was dictated by the
height limitation in Los Angeles County, of which Santa Catalina island iS a
part.

The Casino's architecture married the light and airy effects for which Spaulding
was noted and Webber's mastery of strong sturdy construction.5 One seems obliged
to concur with the judgment that the Casino is "an exciting example of the
imaginative integration of historical elements into a modern structure."8

The construction of the Casino was overseen by David M. Renton, the Wrigleys'
general manager on the island. The site was cleared in February 1928. Con-
struction crews dug down 40 feet to bedrock and began erecting the great building
the next month. By June, the 28,222 shapes and plates of the steel frame were
in place; in August, the last of the 25,000 cubic yards of cement was poured.
The finishing and decoration of the interior began around the first of the new
year. The grand opening was held on May 29, 1929.7

The facilities of the completed Casino were "state of the art." The theater,
for example, one of the first designed for "talkies," was praised by film
producers and actors for its perfect acoustics. The sound engineers working on
Radio City Music Hall came from New York City to study the Casino's acoustics
and used similar methods in the design of that renowned structure.8

As the Wrigleys envisioned, the Casino has been a community center and an at-
traction to tourists since its opening. Few communities of Avalon's si2e can
boast such magnificent surroundings for public functions. In addition, events
in the Casino have given it a well-merited national reputation.9

The theater haS witnessed at least one stage premiere and those of several
films, notably those that were "shot" on the island, such as Moritnri (with
Yul Brynner and Marlon Brando) and The Glassbottom BOat (with Doris Day and
Arthur Godfrey). Film directors, including Cecil B. DeMille, Joseph Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, Samuel Goldwyn, John Ford, and Erich von Stroheim, used the
theater for viewing "rushes" from films (such as Rain, Treasure Island, Mutiny
on_the_Bounty, etc.) that they had made on and near the island. Vaudeville
acts and revues. including Major Bowes' amateur talent show, were also booked
into it.

The ballroom, on the other hand, was long the principal drawing card of the
Casino. From the time of its 1929 opening, with Maurice Menge and his El Patio-
Catalina Band, who were hired by 20th-Century Fox in the fall of that year to
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do Fox's first "all-star" musical, the ballroom regularly attracted top flight
bookings, and drew as many as 6,200 danters in a single evening. A sampling of
the names and dates will convey something of the flavor of the era and the
quality of the performers: Ben Bernie ("the Ole Maestro") (1935); Buddy Rogers
and the "California Cavaliers" (1935); Jan Garber ("Idol of the Air Lanes")
(1934-37, 1949); Little Jack Little (-the Cheerful Little Earful") (1936); Dick
Jurgens ("the Crown Prince of Rhythm-) (1937-38, 1940-41); Herbie Kay (1937);
Ted Weems (1938-39) (with Perry Como in his sextet); Freddie Martin (1939);
Benny Goodman ("the King of Swing")(1935, 1940); and Kay Kyser and his "College
of Musical Knowledge" (1939-40).

On the eve of World War II, other popular acts provided the dance music, such
as Bob Crosby and his "Bob Cats" (1940-41) and Ray Noble (1941). During the war,
USO dances, featuring such celebrities as Alice Faye, Lt. Phil Harris, Kate
Smith, Bob Hope, Dauny Kaye, Johnny Mercer, Spike Jones, and Dick Haymes, were
held in the ballroom. The Casino also hosted training classes for the U.S.
Maritime Service.

AA popular as the performers were on the island, they achieved national renown,
beginning in 1934, from the nightly radio broadcasts of their muoic. The most
enduring of these were over the Columbia Broadcasting System, whose principal
studios and broadcast facilities were in the Wrigley Building in Chicago. Thus
the phrase, "From the beautiful Casino Ballroom, overlooking Avalon Bay at
Catalina Island, we bring you the mueic of ..., became familiar to a generation
of Americans. The broadcasts continued with few interruptiOns into the 19508
and sporadically until 1963. The National Broadcasting Company also broadcast
Kay Kyser's "College of Musical Knowledge" from the theater in 1939-40. The
ballroom continued its popularity into the early 19508 when the "big bands"
that played it included Tony Pastor, Ina Rae Hutton, Stan Kenton, Jimmy Dorsey,
and Woody Herman and his "Best Band Ever."

In recent years, the ballroom has accommodated a variety of functions, including
"reck and roll" dances sponsored for youth by the City of Avalon. Changing
musical tastes had brought an end to the "big band" era, although something of
a revival occurred in the late 1970s.

Since the era of the -big bandS," the Casino has become increasingly uead as a
convention center. It haS special meeting rooms of varying sizes. The ball-
room, however, is still used for dancing on weekends during the summers. The
Casino also continues to attract tourists, much as its builder intended. The
island still has a romantic lure, celebrated in a number of songs, such as the
one that begins: "Twenty-six miles across the open sea, Santa Catalina is
a-waiting for me. ..." Santa Catalina has an attraction and a fame that draw
from history more enduring than the Catalina swimsuit and flying boata, even
though they also help to characterize its varied recreational attractions.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Patricia Anne Moore, _The Casino _Avalon Santa Catalina Island California
Society, Inc., 979), p. 12(Avalon, Calif.: Catalina Island

2 The general historical background of the casino that follows has been
abstracted from Moore, ge. cit., pp. 12-17.

A casino in the generic sense is any public room or building that is used
for musical or theatrical performances, dancing, or gatbling, etc. In the
1920s and 1930s, the term was commonly used in connection with dancehalls
and ballrooms. Its usage to denote gambling establishments has become
firmer in recent years. Gambling has never been permitted in the Avalon
casinos.

4 Moore, 2E. cit., Foreword (by William Wrigley).

5 Ibid., pp. 18-21.

6 Ibid., p. 21.

7 Ibid., pp. 22-27, for the construction information included here.

8 ibid., p. 37.

The discussion of plays, films, and "big bands" that follows has been
gleaned from the material in Ibid., pp. 46-77 Aassim, 83.

10 Ibid., pp. 82-86; Anonymous, Suggested Guide's Commentary for Casino
Walking Tour" (Avalon, Calif.: April 10, 1972), p. 12.
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Summary

The West Baden Springs Hotel rests on rolling land in the middle of extensive
forested areas in a region long famous for its mineral springs.' In its heydey,
during the first three decades of the 20th century, the complex included the
708-room main hotel building, built in 1901-02; a'number of smaller structures; and
various recreational facilities. The main hotel is a 6-story brick and concrete
structure, 16-sided on the exterior, with a vast covered circular "Pompeian Court,"
or atrium, rising the full height of the building on the interior. A huge steel
and glass dome, 195 feet in diameter and 130 feet high, covers the circular court
Elliptical in configuration, the dome is supported by 24 steel ribs connected to a
circular plate drum at the crown and tied together at the bottom by circular plate
girders that rest only atop the hotel's outer walls at the circumference of the
enclosed space. The ribs are supported on giant steel shoes provided with rollers
to allow for metallic expansion and contraction. Around the court are two concentric
rings of rooms with a corridor between them on each floor.

Alterations

The building's original arrangement and detailing have been somewhat altered. In
1917-19, much decorative work was added to the formerly somewhat austere inner
court. The great brick columna were covered with canvas and painted. The lower
walls were faced with marble and a magnificent marble mosaic tile floor and a large
glazed ceramic fireplace facing were installed. In the 1930s, when a Jesuit seminary
began to OCcupy the building, the Jesuits found the nominally "Moorish" architecture
offensive and took down Byzantine-style towers from the main building and removed the
scalloped top edge of its exterior brick wall. They also altered somewhat the arrange-
ments of the rooms, making cells and prayer rooms of some of them, and converted the
grand lobby into a chapel, closing it off from the atrium.2

Further interior alterations were made by Northwood Institute in the 1960s in
converting the building for college use. These included removing the individual
hotel room bathrooms on the upper floors and providing group facilities.3

Still joined to the main building on the north is a square strecture which originally
housed a dining room below and a ballroom/exhibition hall above; the Jesuits divided
the latter into classrooms. Also to the north, beyond the dining room, is a large
kitchen area and to the side a boiler room and the former garage and staff quarters,
later used as an academic building by the seminary and the institute.

Other Features

The hotel's red and white brick was painted early in its history. A large veranda
was constructed late in the 1910s. An extension of the veranda, no longer standing,
connected the building via a covered walkway to a series of buildings across the
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street housing a hospital and an opera house. Beyond these structures were a formal
garden, spring houses, and a giant 2-story covered structure with a horse track on
the first floor, a bicycle track on the second, and a full-size open baseball field
in the center.

To the south of the building, around the formal rectangular garden are several
brick pavilion buildings of Greek Revival design. A temple of "Apollo," a pavilion
which contained bowling.alleys and billiard tables; and the "Temple of Hygeia,"
another spring building later used as a chapel, remain. These structures replaced
earlier frame ones in the late 1910a. Spring Building Number 7, a brick building
with elaborate glazed ceramic decoration on the interior and loaded glass windows,
has been removed and the access stairway to the spring area in the rotunda of the
building has been filled in with concrete. The Jesuits capped this and the other
springs during tbeir stay.

The opera house and hospital, the bicycle-horse track building, a Catholic church,
and smaller outlying structures have also been demolished; the baseball diamond and
portions of the golf course remain. Astable still stands but is in poor condition.

Footnotes

1

The description that follows is an edited version of that appearing in the
National Register of Historic Places nomination (1974).

2

Janice TUrner, "A Stately Pleasure Dome" (West Baden, lnd.:
1980), pp. 22-24.

3

Gregory S. Gatsos, "Biography of a Hotel" (1970).
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The West Baden Springs Hotel, the focus of the community that dubbed itself the
"Wiesbaden" (West Baden) or "Carlsbad- of America because of its Mineral Water
springs, is a dramatic witness to an opulent social era, when Americans "took the
waters" to restore health and enjoy a variety of recreational actiVities.1

From its proxi ity to gambling casinos the West Baden Springs HOtel emerv_ as the
Midwest's answer to Monte Carlo. The resort's exceptional recreational facilities
likewise attracted sportsmen, notably practice teams of major league .bahehall.
Throngh one of its owners, it also had ties to circus history. Finally, in itself,
the hotel is a major feat of engineering, featuring an immense covered dome that
was the largest in the world when built.

This steel and glass dome covering the inner atrium, of 200 feet in diameter we
an engineering tour de force. It was advertised by its owners and in engine,
journals of the time. Its great size, and the desire of its builders to make
the biggest in the world, made it a climactic achievement in a great era of expari
mentation in the use of metal and glass in the last half of the 19th century. This
tradition includes works like the 1851 Crystal Palace at London's World's Fair and
the great railroad train sheds and domes of ever-increasing size which culminated
in 1893 with William LeBaron Jenney's Horticultural Hall dome at Chicago's World's
Columbian Exposition, the outer diameter of which was 187 feet. Although later
outstripped in size by other types of domes, including reinfOrced and geodesic
structures, the West Baden Springs Hotel dome may still be the largest of its type
in the world.

History

The first hotel in the West Baden Springs vicinity was built in 1845. The Mlle
Lick Hotel, soon renamed the West Baden Springs Hotel, Wee constructed in 1855.
Receiving its great impetus when the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago completed
rail service throngh the town with the Monon Line, the first build14, as expanded,
served until it burned to the ground in 1901.

The present building was constructed in 1901-02 for the owner of the old hotel,
Lee W. Sinclair, a banker from nearby Salem, Ind. Sinclair dreamed of building
a vast domed structure but was turned down by a number of architects who thought
the project impossible. He finally engaged Harrison Albright, a young architect
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from Charleston, West Virginia, to design the buildIng and an engineer,
Westcott, to plan the dome. (Because Sinclair feared being burned out he
specified that a minimum of wood be used in construction: the hotel's fel= atichs
were stone, its floors concrete, and its plaster lath of heavy steel mesh T te
astonishment of skeptics, the structure did not collapse. Indeed, it stil
structurally sound.

Sinclair's hotel, which featured a music room, a theater, and a stock exctlange, was
an attraction in itself, but the resort's other amenities made it even more enticing.
7n addition to the spring houses, these included: a separate opera house; a double-
decked covered bicycle track that was the largest in the country, built in an oval
a third of a mile around, and so large that a full-sized baseball field was in its
center ; a natatorium surrounded by three floors of bath facIlitieS; a miniature
Catholic cathedral on the hill to the west of the hotel; a golf course bridle paths,
and nature walks; and a trolley, at the door, to nearby French Lick.-

The building's architecture is not as much an example of any particular style as an
Olympian combination of several styles. Some of the outbuildings' styles, however,
can be traced to mineral water health spas in Baden and Wiesbaden, Germany. Infact, the building known as Spring Seven had several entrances, over one of which
is the name S-:rudel Sebea, German for "Spring Seven.- The mineral water bottled by
the hotel was called Sprudel Water after the Spredel Wasser of Wiesbaden.

The hotel played a significant role in American social history. Guests came first
for the mineral waters available there and for the hotel's many recreational ameni-
ties, but were also attracted by the gambling and gaming in the area, especially
during the 1920s. It was a perennial vacation address for the great and near-greaty
during the first three decades of the 20th century. The name of "Diamond Jim-
Brady appeared on the guest register many times. General John J. Pershing, the
Studebaker family, Mayor -Big Bill" Thompson of Chicago, New York Governor and
Presidential candidate Alfred E. Smith, the humorist George Ade, and EV8 ("I don't
care") Tanguay were also guests, some of them coming year after year. The song "Onthe Banks of the Wabash" was written by Paul Dresser during a vacation at the
hotel, and it was first played here. Boxers John L. Sullivan and Thomas J. Sharkey
were also regular patrons. An infamous visitor was Al Capone, who came year after
year in the 1920s--with his bodyguards.3

* Bicyclists pedaled on the upper floor; horseback riders paraded on the lowerlevel. .The following major league baseball teams used the field for springpractice at various times: St. Louis Browns, Pittsburgh Pirates, Philadelphia
Phillies, Chicago Cubs, Cincinnati Reds, and St. Louis Cardinale. (Gregory
S. Gatsos, "Biography of a Hotel- [1970].) (Unpaginated)
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Sinclair continued to run the hotel until his death in 1916. His daughter and
son-in-law then took over its management. They conducted an extensiverenovation
(sketched in the 1T-tesLin section of this nomination), elements of which occurred
both before and after the hotel's brief service as an Army hospital in 1918-19.4

In 1922, the hotel was sold to Edward ("Ed") Ballard, a "local boy" who had become
highly successful in the gambling casino and circus businesses. He ran casinos in
Miami Beach, Fla., Hot Springs, Ark., Saratoga, N.Y., and Mackinac Island, Mich.,
as well as in West Baden Springs. He had also moved the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus
to the West Baden Springs vicinity in 1915. Ballard was a great showman who used
the hotel's "Big Dome" as a "big top" at times; he had, in fact, entertained the
soldiers with circus performances there during the hotel's hospital service.5
Under Ballard, the hotel thrived until the Great Depression, although, like other
Northern resorts, it began to lose trade to Florida and other distant resort
locations that were becoming readily accessible by private automobile.

Ballard had -- with wisdom or luck (or both) -- liquidated his circus interests
days before the stock market crash in 1929. He had not sold the hotel, however,
and, out of loyalty to his home town, struggled to keep it open. Finally, in the
spring of 1932, he closed its doors.

Ballard considered selling the hotel but found that the prime would-be purchasers
were gambling interests of an unsavory variety. When he despaired of selling, he
cast about for an onganization that might use the structure for religious or educa-
tional purposes. Thus it was that in 1934, Ballard, although not himself a Catholic,
donated the hotel to the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) for use as a seminary.6 During
its 30 years in that role, the hotel underwent modifications that subdued its
flamboyant decoration. (The principal changes are listed under Descri tion.)7

In 1964, the seminary moved to new quarters near Chicago, and the Jesuits advertised
the property for sale. In 1966,. the Northwood Institute, a private collegiate
school of business management, acquired the building.8 It served as one of the
institute's campuses until 1983.

Eugene MacDonald, an experienced hotel owner who is a native of the area, purchased
the hotel in late 1983, and plans to restore and reopen it.9 MacDonald's efforts,
if successful, would return the hotel to the character and appearance of its
glamorous early 20th-century past.
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additional data from Janice Turner, "A Stately Pleasure Dome" (West Baden, Ind.:
Northwood Institute, 1980), passim.

2

3

Ibid., F. 9.

Ibid., p. 11.

4

_Ibid.,

5

Charles E. Ballard, The Ballards in Indiana Peru, Ind.: The C.E. Ballard
Literary Trust, 1984), pp. 58-60.
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Ibid., pp. 60-62.
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Turner, op. cit., pp. 22, 24,
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Ibid., pp. 26-30.

9
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the atriuM."of the West Baden Springs
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Summary

The Mapes Hotel is a 12-story Art Deco building situated at a major intersection
in downtown Reno, where Virginia Street crosses the Truckee River. It was
designed by F.H. Slocombe of Oakland, California, and constructed in 1947-48 by
the Theodore P. Moorehead Engineering Company, an associate firm of H. L.
Stevens Company, a well-known firm specializing in hotel constru tint'. It
remained in service until 1982 and has been vacant since then.1

The Mapes Rotel is a three-part Vertical composition: a twr-story base (including
a mezzanine and a belowstreet-level baaement), rectangular in plan, with large
glassed storefront windows and entrances surrounded by decorative terra cotta;
an L-shaped body consisting of eight floors of guest quarters and one service
floor (the llth, housing heating and air conditioning equipment); and a crowning
"Sky Room with floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the Truckee River and
Virginia Street,

The Mapes is of reinforced concrete construction with terra cotta-clad first
and second atories. The upper stories are faced with brick and cast concrete.
The concrete used in the upper stories was substituted for the terra cotta
specified in the original design because of a strike, during the period of
construction, at the factory supplying the terra cotta.

Exterior

The exterior at the mezzanine level retains original decorative features: belt
courses with foliated mot!..ts and linked chevrons divide the mezzanine from the
upper hotel section; casc aluminum grills decorate the lower sections of the
double hung mezzanine windows. The south side of the base of the building has
two-story-tall windows facing the Truckee River. The original Virginia Street
hotel entrance was two stories in height with stepped sidewalls and a large
glass transom.

The facade of the nine-floor midsection is arranged in alternating vertical
strips of bricks and vertical strips of windows with cast concrete spandrels.
The apaudrels are decorated with an identical foliated pattern. The windows
are short, double hung, and aluminum framed, arranged in single and paired
configurations. Curved, four-part window bays project from three corners of
the building. Two eight-story-tall, slanted-side, bay windows project from the
south aide.
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The "Sky Room" level is lighted by floor-to-ceiling expanses of glass and is
surrounded by a continuous balcony with an aluminum balustrade and a concrete
floor. At intervals, portals with decorated concrete stepped-side panels,
topped by concrete canopies with crowning.finials, open onto projecting concrete
box balconies. A repeating, high relief, zig-zag brick cornice tops the building;
the roof is flat. The hotel's vertical feeling is further emphasized by deco-
ratively rich geometric Art Deco finials which are placed at intervals along
the cornice.

Interior

The basement and main floor both boast 9,180 square feet. The upper ten floors
each contain 5,580 square feet. When combined with the mezzanine level, the
total square footage of the building is 79,340. The basement level provides
parking for 40 cars, plus spaces for storage, a barber shop, a boiler room, and
a Turkish bath. When opened, the ground floor contained seven rental shops,
three with frontage on First Street and four with Virginia Street frontage.
The remaining ground floor space was occupied by the combination lobby and
lounge, the casino, a bar and cocktail lounge, a coffee shop, a dining room,
and a kitchen. Three passenger elevators across the lobby from the registration
desk provide access to the upper floors. As built, the mezzanine featured a
banquet room, offices, and a beauty parlor.

The Mapes was Tlanned for easy maintenance and high fire safety. Guest rooms
had aluminum baseboards, toe molds, thresholds, and window sash, with corridor
doors and lamps of hollow steel. Also in the interest of fire safety, the
guest rooms were built without transoms and their steel doors were intended to
restrain any fire to a single living unit; staircases were enclosed by walls
with a 4-hour fire resistance rating.

The eight floors of the body of the building contain a total of 250 guest units
and 40 apartment units. One floor has 40 rooms, while the other seven include
42 rooms each; 27 bedrooms, 5 living rooms, 5 kitchens, and 5 dinettes. Three
apartments on each floor are on the rounded outside corners, providing panoramic
views. The other two apartments, on the south Side of each floor, are provided
with bay windows. The bedrooms range in size from 10'1" by 14' to 13' 10" by
17'6. Apartment living roomS have an average area of 280 square feet.

The "Sky Room" (top floor) contains space for 400 to dine, a complete kitchen,
a stage, a dance floor, casino area, and .bar. Originally, space was also
provided for the Prospector Club, a private Reno men's club.
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Alterations at the base of the building have affected a small portion of the
exterior. The majority of the exterior surface is exactly as when built. The
original two7story main entrance, on the south side, still exists, although the
upper porti)n hes been covered by signage; the entry vestibule ceiling has also
been lower,d. The storefronts were modified when the shops were removed to
enlarge the- Casino space. These original storefronts have been covered with
concrete panels pierced with small horizontal windows. Awnings and signage
have been added, including a large sign calling attention to the "World Famous
Skyroom."

Interior Alterations

The spatial arrangement of the first floor interior of the Mapes was altered
when the seven original shops were removed to add to the casino space. The
coffee shop has also been taken out. As the Mapes' casino space was relatively
small Compared to: later downtown Reno casinos, the need for expanded gaming
space to insure competitive facilities brought ahout the removal of the shops
ancleplargement:of the casino area throughout the main floor. The first floor
main- kitchen,, dinlng room, hotel lobby, west 4ntrance, east entrance, and
curved bar of Circassian walnut, however, remain in their original positions.2

Some interior: decorative .features on.the first floor have also been changed.
The floor7to-ceiling structural columns have been faced with mirrors, although
it is.probable:that the column facings, as built, are intact under this contem-
porary covering:...Much of the original ceiling exists above the new drop ceiling.
The original ceiling is, still visible in the hotel lobby; it is coved and
ornamented with a ,curved or "wavy" cornice. The three elevators are original,
as are their exterior signal lights. The nearby glass and metal mail chute
also dates from the period of construction.

The floor plan of the mezzanine level has been altered over the years. When
the high-ceilinged shops on the first floor were removed, the upper part of the
space above them was converted into offices, adding to the mezzanine level.
The foyer and banquet room, however, remain in their original locations.

The spatial arrangement of the guest floors is generally intact. Original halls
and suites remain and are very plain.
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The basic neer plan of the Skyroom is intact. The dance floor and stage are
in their original positions, as are the kitchen, lobby, and curved bar. The
flOorto-ceiling windows are intact, as are the structural columns and the
curVed or "wavy" cornice. Most of the streamlined modern, dropped, circular
ceiling medallions, which held period light fixtures, remain in place. The
former private menS1 club on this floor has been converted into restaurant
space.

Priem *Mounts of the Mapes Hotel at the time of its opening, the main qualities
of ite interior design, which were much admired in the 1940s, were its size and
"modern" Simplicity -- a sound, no-cheap-frills kind of design. As the casino/
hotel industry developed, however, glittery and flashy, almost gaudy, interiors
became the rule, because they wereludged tO be an important factor in attracting
cuStomers. To keep pace with this trend, and at the same time maintain interiors
that are subject to heavy traffic, interior redecoration has been common and
frequent in casinos. The Mapes has experienced the effects of thia trend, but
otherwise remains generally intact.
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UP. 103113,1

The physical description appearing here has been adapted and condensed from
that appearing in the National Register of Historic Places nomination form,
prepared by Ana Koval and Patricia Lawrence-Dietz in August 1983. It was
verified by onsite inspection on April 25, 1984.

2

The plans for the Mapes appear ed in S.P. Barash & Company, Western Hotel
and Restaurant Report (San Franciscs, November 1948).
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The Mapes Casino was the first high-rise hotel/casino in Nevada and served as
the prototype for later hotel/casinos, profoundly influencing their design.
It was the first high-rise casino complex to include gambling, dining, lodging,
and entertainment under one roof. It also has stature as an outstanding example
of the Art Deco style in the State, and derives local renown from its associ-
ations with members of the Mapes family, who have been prominent in Reno's
ciVic and business affairs for more than a century.1

The Mapes'is a preeminent example of a kind of es:ablishment and building type
that has attained major importance in Nevada's booming urban development during
the last four decades. It was also the tallest building in Nevada when it was
built.2

Background

Gambling, because of moral considerations and religious scruples, has often
been restricted or outlawed. It has, nevertheless, survived and even flourished
in vodern societies. Even when declared illegal, it has often continued in
small-acale operations on the edge of the law, such as neighborhood taverns
running football pools, or, in other cases, in large-scale and entirely illegal
businesses run by organized crime.

The regulation of gambling has provided a continuing and controversial dilemma
for lawmakers and law enforcement authorities, as have the control of liquor,
prizefighting., and. prostitution. On these issues, the State of Nevada has
traditionally,taken a more libertarian position than practically any other
jurisdiction in the United States. For example, the State legalized prize-
fighting in 1897 and hosted numerous bouts, especially before 1910, when the
Sport was-illegalirc.many.States. Gambling, which had been legalized in Nevada
in 1869,became illegal in 1910. In 1931, the State again legalized gambling,
generally referre4'to in:Nevada as "gamin (The same session of the State
legislature also relaxed its divorce laws.
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After the 1931 law, the first legal public casinos in Reno were 5mall-scale
facilities retrofitted for gaming use, such as Harold's Club (1935), the first
Nevada casino to attract a major national and international clientele. This
structure housed only a casino, with no other facilities. Harold's Club has
been heavily modified in recent years. Other buildings, including hotels, such
as the Riverside Hotel (diagonally opposite the Mapes), merely added casinos on
their ground floors.

In Las Vegas, the early casinos were built in a "ranch-style" fashion, i.e.,
sprawling 2-story buildings. Examples of thie herizontal type in the city
include the El Rancho Vegas (1941), the Last Frontier (1942), and the El Cortez
(e. 1941).

Construction of the Mapee Hotel was planned before the onset of World War II.
Wartime restrictions on the use of SCarce building materials for civilian
purposes, however, delayed its building. It was not until after the Mapes
Hotel was built that the caaino industry adopted as standard the three-part
vertical composition in high-rise conatruction. The Mapes had two floors at
the ground level serving as casino space, restaurants, banquet facilities,
shops, and hotel lobby; the body of the building contained guest quarters; and
the uppermost floor provided space for entertainment, dancing, dining, drinkihg,
and more gambling, and even a wedding chapel.

Since 1947, almost all casino design in Nevada haa followed the Mapes' three-p
_

plan featuring multiple attractions. Las Vegas followed suit in the 1950s as
urbanization pushed land values up, encouraging casinos to build vertically
rather than horizontally.

The Mapes Hotel is associated with other _rats" in the casino industry. It
was one of the first major Nevada hotels to popularize floor shows and dancing
in a nightclub atmosphere, one of the first to hire "big name" stars and to
showcase lounge entertainment, and the first in the Reno area to participate in
direct remote broadcasts for the Ed Sullivan television show. Media personal-
ities have also been associated with the Mapes. Sammy Davis, Jr., made his
debut here with the Will Marston Trio in the late 1940s, and later appeared
solo.4 Other performers who appeared at the Mapes over the years include Mae
West, Nelson Eddy, Gypsy Rose Lee, and Ann-Margaret. "Bonanza," the popular
television "western", was first shown at the hotel. A number of films have
been made at the Mapes, including Marilyn Monroe's and Clark Gable's last
movie, "The Misfits."
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In terms of its architecture, the Mapes possesses State significance. trat is
the only Art Deco hotel of its size in Nevada that bears cdspariamn Wititri Art
Deco hotels in other urban areas of the country. It is alsone of the fQ1..irlw Art
Deco buildings that remain in the State. In Reno, the U.S. Post Office (11=-1934)
on Mill and South Virginia Streets and the El Cortez (1931) atSecond Streetrt and
Arlington Avenue are the only other remaining major constructions 1,11 A the
style. Neither is as elaborate or showy as the Mapes, although the MaPeo tta s of
later date.

The hotel is also significant to Nevada for its association witil the IteMapes
family, who have been prominent in the State's business and civic effaito k-F,since
the 1860s. The Mapes Hotel, in fact, stands on the site once occupied PINiev the
grain and feed store of George Washington Mapes, the progenitor of the fA4mn1ly.
Mts. Gladys Hart Mapes ("Mts. Rene") (1896=1974), who marrimiinto the fguts=mily,
conceived, built, and ran the Mapes Hotel until shortly before her death' She
was a competent businesswoman whose commercial successes hadamarked irep0==t on
the good fortunes of Nevada. She won the sobriquet "Mts. Rene for the_ 17C%-ssmadth
of her civic and philanthropic interests. On her death, omership Of the krnotel
passed to her son, Charles W. Mapes, Jr. He operated the Ntel until 1t = was
placed in bankruptcy in 1980.
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1

The rele of the Mapes family in the State is elaborated in some detail in
the National Register of Historic Places nomination form, prepared by Ana Koval
and Patricia LawrenceDietz in August 1983. The "significance" section of that
nomination has been edited and revised for this section of this nomination.

2

Oscar Lewis, Sagebrush Casinos, 1953.

3

Robert _-xal , Nevada- A Bicentennial History (New York: W.W. Nor on Co.,
Inc., 1977), pP. 89-100.

4

Nevada State Journal, December 17, 1957.
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1. Name
historic Canfield Casino and Congress Park

and or common

2. Location
Mr number not for publication

city, town Saratoga Spring vicinity of

Classi !cation
Category

district
Ownership

public
Status
x occupied

Present Use
agriculture

building(s) private unoccupied
_

commercial,X
structure both work in progress

_
educational

-X site Public Acquisition Accessible _ entertainment
object in process _X_ yes: restricted government_

being considered industrial_ yes: unrestricted
no

_
militarymsK km-r ameaim.

4. Owner of Proper

museum

Prairvkpate residence
religious
scientific

_ transportation
X Repareaition

name Thomas G. Maygue,Comrnissioner

street & number City Hall

city, town Saratoga Springs

S. Loca
courthouse, regist

m3 _ vicinity of

ion of Legal Description
of deeds, etc. Saratoga County Courthouse

New York

street & number

city. town Ballston Spa state_
6. Representation in Existing Surveys

Nineteenth Century Architecture of SaratOgatjtjarr..utectil ___Raazias this pro

date 1970

New York

n determined eligible? yes no

federal _ state _ county local

depository for survey records loan_ Siegf ed, Profesaar_a.f Azt Hi toi-41

ty. town Saratog_ings
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7. Description
Condition Check one Check one
:X excellent ___ deteriorated unaltered X original site
_ good _____ ruins - X altered _ moved date

fair __ unexposed

DOseriba the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Summary'

The 17 acres forming Congress Park today are an accumulation of property acquired
by 5he city in stages in 1901-13. They consist of the old Congress Spring holdings,
including the site of the bottling works and Congress Spring Park; the Canfield
Casino and its park; and the former Congress Hotel property. Scattered through the
essentially basin-shaped park are paths, groves of trees, lawns, an Italian garden,
and springs with Grecian pavilions. The abundant water supply has been channelled
into streams, ponds, and fountains. The most notable fountain surrounds Daniel
Chester French's renowned statue, "Spirit of Life," placed in 1915, which is a
memorial to Saratoga's benefactor, Spencer Trask, a close friend of the sculptor.

Congress _park

The northwest corner of the present-day Park is the former site of three significant
buildings demolished in the 19108: Congress Hall, the Congress Spring Bottling
Plant, and the Congress Spring Pavilion. Congress Hall was a hotel begun in 1812
by the foresighted Gideon Putnam. It was rebuilt to monumental proportions in
1866. The bottling plant and pavilion were outgrowths of Dr. John Clarke's develop-
ment of the spring, which he bought in 1826 when it was little more than a quagmire!
By 1878 a million bottles of Congress Spring water were sold each year, and its
fame was worldwide. Both Congress Hall and the bottling plant were razed by the
City after it acquired the properties in 1911 Today the public library (1949;
enlarged 1967), a small but intrusive building of modern design, at the northwest
corner of the Park, and the Trask Memorial fountain stand on their sites.

Across the Park's main road from the Casino, a Greek Revival Doric pavilion has
been reconstructed on the site of the original Congress Spring. Its water today is
piped from the nearby Congress L-X Spring. West of the pavilion is the Columbian
Spring, tubed by Gideon Putnam in 1806 and reactivated in 1981 with a domed pavilion
in replica of the early .19th-century Greek structure. Its invigorating water is
high in iron, said'to "impart .a freshness and beauty to the female complexion."

'The Congress 3 Spring, farther along the path to the south, is another water which
was bottled and distributed worldwide in the mid-19th century. From the hillside
to the northeast corner of the Casino flows the Freshwater Spring, popular with
city residents.

The Katrina Trask Memorial Stairway (1922) is an attractive historic element On the
southwest edge of the Park. It was designed by New York City architects Ludlow and
Peabody. Katrina Trask was Spencer Trask's wife.2

(Overlooking the Park on the southeast is the Clarke; or "President's House" [46
Circular Street], which is not included in this nomination but is of interest in
relation to the Park. It is a white clapboard Greek Revival 2-story residence
built about 1823. This building was originally built for Dr. John Clarke who not
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only began the bottling of Congress Spring water, but also donated the Thorvaldsen
vases in front of the Casino, and designed and named Circular Street. The house is
now the residence of Skidmore College's president.)

Casino

The original architect of the Casino's early construction is unknown. It is situ-
ated in the hollow of the Park facing south and was built in two stages: the main
building in 1870 and its east wing in 1871, and the diningroom and kitchen exten-
sion to the north in 1902-03. The Renaissance Revival building has a soft pink to
orange hue characteristic of the brick of the Upper Hudson River kilns.

The principal portion of the building is rectangular in layout. It is 3 stories
With a basement. The structure is wood-framed to center-bearing walls. On the
front (south) facade the brick around the front doorway and at the corners of the
first floor and east wing is made to look like rusticated stone. A belt course
delineates the first and second floors. The front (South) facade is distinguished
by a different treatment of the sandstone window trim--segmental pediments over the
windows and front door on the first floor, triangular pediments on the second, and
rectangular ones on the third. The roofline is accentuated by a richly ornamented
cornice with brackets. This cornice continues along the west side of the building.
Centered above the cornice on the front (south) facade is a free-standing segmental
pediment.

On the interior is a central hail with a stairway. On the first floor, office and
library were on the west side. On the east a room that was the first diningroom
opens into the large gambling room in the east wing. On the second floor were
three private gambling rooms and, on the third, living quarters.

The east wing containing the large gaming room is three bays wide on the front
(south) facade and five bays on the east facade. In contrast to the main portion
of the building, the doorway and the two windows flanking it are 1-1/2 storieS
high. Over the arched window heads are segmental pediments and over the doorway a
triangular pediment echoing the alternate treatment of pediments on the front
facade of the 3-story portion. The cornice, too, reflects that of the main building
but is more ornate. There are two domes in the roof of the gaming room. Interior
details of the room--woodwork, ceiling, immense mirrors, statuettes, lighting
fixtures, and some furniture--still remain.

The diningroom and kitchen wing to the rear (north) date from 1903. This addition
required the removal of several 1-story service wings that stood behind the building.
The diningroom is a brick structure with floor framing supported on steel beams.
The arched roof is framed with riveted arch beams supported on columns. The kitchen
and rear storage area are brick with floor framing supported by steel beams and the
roof by an inverted truss.3
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The huge diningroom, measuring 93' x 58', runs on an east-west axis. At both ends
are stained glass windows depicting horses in different historical periods. The
harrel-vaulted ceiling has octagonal coffers which are filled with stained glass
windows, which provided an innovative system of indirect lighting. The room's
plasterwork is richly decorated and its original parquet floor remains. A primi-
tive, but effective, system of air conditioning utilized vents in the walls and
opening of the coffered windows.

Under the City's stewardShip, the Casino has become a focal pOint of CoOmunity
activities. Neither Morrissey nor Canfield admitted town residents, and ladies
were not allowed beyond the first floor. Today, the former gaming rooms and private
apartment on the second and third floors house a museum operated by the Historical
Society of Saratoga Springs. Canfield's reading room and office have been converted
to an art gallery and gift shop also managed by the Historical Society. The parlor,
once the principal gaming room, is used for concerts, lectures, seminars, and private
parties. The bar in the center room, where Morrissey's patrons once sought refreshment,
was restored during the 1970s. The ballroom is used for such events as weddings,
proms, parties, community forums, and political rallies. Many furnishings from the
"golden era" of the Casino are present in the building.4

Two vases (1824), designed by the Danish sculptor Albert Hertel Thorvaldsen, depicting
"Day" and "Night" stand on the lawn in front of the Casino. The Casino's gardens are
an integral part of its charm, especially the formal Italian-style garden from Can-
field's era, to the northeast. Its entrance is framed by two'white marble ColuanO.

Condition

The Casino Building is well-maintained and possesses a high degree of histOric inte-
grity; a new air conditioning and heating system was installed in 1984 with Minfft41
effect on historic fabric. The Park is administered accordin- to a 1977 master plan
that calls for preservation of its historic landscape features.

Footnotes

'The bulk of this description is an edited version of the relevant parts of the'

Casino-Congress Park-Circular Street Historic District nomination tO .the National
Register of Historic Places prepared by Cornelia Brooke, of the New York State
Historic Trust, in 1972. The description of the Park has been refined with data
from the master plan referenced in Note 5 below.

2LA Partnership, "A Conservation Report for the Katrina Trask Stairway" (Saratoga
Springs, New York, 1985).
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3-Structural Report of the Canfield Casino, Congress Park,
Engineer, Saratoga Springs. n.d.

4Office of Commissioner of Public Works, City of Saratoga
Casino- (N vember 6, 1985), p. 2.

5Leaver, Anthony, Gerow, and Associates. "HIstoric Congress
(Saratoga Springs, New York, 1977).
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8. igne cance
Priod Areas of SignificanceCheck and justify below

prehistoric arcneology.prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion
1400-1499 arCheology-historiC conservation law SCienCe
1500-1599 agriculture economicS literature Sculpture
1600-1599 architecture education military SOcial
17011-1799 art engineering music humenitalan

X_ 1600-11399 commerce exploration settle e t philosophy Wiesner
1900- communications industry

invention
politics govern ent transportation

X. Other (specify)
_

Specificeetel 1820S-1911-
Statement of SiunificenCe (in one par

Summary

Builder Architect

mph)

Various
_ _Recreation,
ealth spa; gambling
CaginO)--------

The international fame of Saratoga Springs--the -Queen of the Spas" as a health
resort and gambling center stemmed primarily from two important sites: the Congress
Spring and the Canfield Casino, both in Congress Park. These sites are intimately
associated with the most important figures in the city's history: Gideon Putnam, its
founder; Dr. John Clarke, the popularizer of Saratoga water; and John Morrissey and
Richard Canfield, the two gambling impresarios who turned Saratoga Springs into
America's Monte Carlo. The fashionable and wealthy flocked to the city and made it
for a time America's most renowned resort.

Throughout Saratoga's existence as a community there has been a tension between its
appeal as a place for tranquil restoration of health and mental well-being through
the "water cure" and the desire for indulgence in gambling and other fleshly pleas-
ures. These two sites are Saratoga's epicenter and reflect both these contrasting,
and sometimes conflicting, aspects of her history. Because Saratoga's great hotels
of the 19th century have all been demolished, the Casino and Congress Park are the
most apt reminders of the city's apogee as a national resort.

History'

Congress Spring was so named after it was visited in 1792 by a group of adventurers
including two Congressmen, from whom its name derived. Gideon Putnam, in 1803,
bought an acre of ground around the spring, then situated in a swampy tract, and
erected Union Hall Hotel. In 1805, after purchasing an additional 130 acres, he laid
out the town of Saratoga Springs around- his:spring. He was so successful that he
enlarged the hotel twice. He died in 1812 while supervising work on another hotel,
Congress Hall (on the pres nt litrary.site).

Early in the 19th century, Saratoga endured fierce competition with nearby Ballston
Spa, as well as mineral springs in Pennsylvania and Virginia. Partially because the
town had what was probably the first temperance society in America, gambling, dancing,
and alcohol were proscribed until around 1820. The gradual relaxation of these bans
drew a more varied clientele to the city. Hotels were expanded and new ones added.
Dr. John Clarke, of New York City, who had been the proprietor of that city's first
"soda fountain," moved to Saratoga in the mid-1820s, purchased the Congress Spring
site, and erected a residence across the street. He began bottling Saratoga water
and promoted its use to great effect. His promotional efforts were aided by the
discovery of iodine in the water. Clarke also improved the spring site, laying out
the lawn in basically its present crescent shape, and installing drains to reclaim
the swamp-like land.
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Saratoga thereafter quickly became one of the nation's premier resorts, its popular-
ity reflected in the phrase "Saratoga trunk." It was particularly favored by
Southern aristocrats before the Civil War. The completion of railroads to the city
made it convenient of access.

Saratoga entered exciting days when gambling began to thrive in the 1860s. In
1863, retired heavyweight boxing champion (1853-57) John Morrissey established
residence in Saratoga and opened a racetrack, which proved so successful he opened
a second the following year. In 1866, when he built the main part of the present
Casino, on a tract adjacent to Congress Spring Park, he won election to Congress
as a Democrat representing New York City. Morrissey was well connected in other
ways as well. Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt, William R. Travers, Jay Gould, and
Leonard Jerome were among his associates in racing and became part of the wealthy
and fashionable crowd that pat-onized the Casino and the tracks.

Morrissey thrived as the proprietor of the Casino and added to the community
attractions for the gaming-minded by organizing great boat races on Saratoga Lake.
After his death in 1878, two other New York gambling figures took over management
of the Casino.

Gambling at Saratoga was relatively refined and honest under Morrissey and his
successors. This tradition continued under Richard Canfield ("The Prince of
Gamblers"), who purchased the Casino in 1894. Canfield enlarged the Casino, later
added formal garden on adjacent land, and made it an even more opulent and
sumptuous environment for wealthy sporting gentlemen and their ladies. It featured
haute cuisine and fine furnishings, and guests wore formal attire.

Canfield had grandiose schemes and a successful flair. The monumental dining hall,
designed by Clarence Luce, and the kitchen extension were built in 1903, and some of
the biggest games in gambling history were played under the roof of Canfield's
Casino. The Casino is a chapter in the nation's social history. Here mingled,
dined, and gambled the paradoxical and yet eminently compatible combination of
members of the socially prominent families, such as Whitneys,,Vanderbilts, Morgans;
flamboyant gambling personalities, such "Bet-a-million" Gates and Diamond Jim
Brady; and prominent figures of the entelaining world, such as Lillian Russell and
Florenz Ziegfeld.

Canfield's era, generally regarded as Saratoga's golden age, came to an end in a
tide of anti-gambling sentiment in the State. Canfield retired in 1907 and sold
the Casino and its grounds to the city in 1911. Legislation (the Pure Food and
Drug Act), meanwhile, had a negative effect on the sale and use of Saratoga waters.
In 1912, the city bought Congress Spring Park and demolished the Congress Hall
Hotel and Bottling Plant. The Casino and Congress Park, joined as a public park in
1913, have remained in the city's ownership since that time.
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The grounds of Congress Spring Park wcrP well known, with Grecian pavilions over
the springs, fountains, pools, flower beds, gravelled walks, a bandstand, and a
deer lodge. Prominent landscape architects, including Frederick Law Olmsted and
Jacob Weidenmann in 1876 and Charles Leavitt and Henry Bacon in 1914, contributed to
the development of the park.

Footnote

'This historical account is a summary of information appearing in the National
Register of Historic Places nomination form referenced in Note 1 of the Description;
Jeffrey Limerick et al., America's Grand_Resort Hotels (New York: Random House,
1979), PP. 23-27, 35-41; George Waller, _Saratoga, Saga of an Impious Erg (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Ball, 1967), passim; and Evelyn Barrett Britten.
Chronicles of Saratoga (Saratoga Sprin3s, New York: privately printed, 1959), pp.
48-88; 270-280; 485-488.
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Verbal Boundarx

The proposed area is bounded by a line running on the north along Spring Street, on
the east along Circular .Street to its intersection with Park Place, then generally
northwest along the ridgeline of the 300' contour (which forms the rear lot lines
of other lots on the block) to its intersection with Broadway some 200' south of
Union Avenue, then north along Broadway to the point of beginning.

The enclosed area is the tract adminis _ ed by the city as Congress Park since
1911.
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Close-up of Canfield Casino, showing west side

left) and south (main) facade.

,, James H. Charleton, National Park Service,

'1985)
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Description
As one Check ono

_ deteriorated unanered _X_ original s
_ ruins altered _ moved date
_ unexposed

NA

Describe MI known) physical appearanc

The Saratoga Spwpa State Park is located in the foothills of
the Adirondack Mount=ains in the city of Saratoga Springs, New
York. The park lies-s south of the densely developed city center
and north of the Kayaderosseras Creek which defines the city's
southern boundary. Ur. S. Route 9, a major north-south corridor
through the state, runs through the eastern edge of the park and
New York State Route-r 50, running southwest from Saratoga Springs
to the county seat ast Ballston Spa, runs along the western side.
The park today total. 3 approximately 2000 acres, of which 970 are
included in the pres-ent nomination. The nomination encompasses an
irregular triangle bounded generally by Route 50 on the northwest,
Route 9 on the east, and the park _road known as East and West
Roads on the south._ The boundary is drawn to include only that
area which was owned by the state in 1934 at the peak of the
park's period of historic significance. Since that time additional
acreage has been inc=luded in the park, including lands to the east
of Route 9, west or.fiRoute 50 and southward to Kayaderosseras
Creek. These additio.onal lands are undeveloped for the most part
and excluded from theme nomination. In the historic portion of the
park are two major immntrusions, the Saratoga Performing Arts Center
amphitheatre and its parking lot on the west side of the park, and
the Peerless Pool eomm=plex, near the southwest corner of the
nominated propertY. Also scattered throughout the park are
numernam non-htstel ronturon =s r#1,7.dfrn picnic shelters, comfort
stations, parking loWts, a dormitory, the modern 9-hole golf
course, and now.histcworic portions of the original 18-hoe golf
course. There are 144 contributing historic features of the park
including 19 buildinsggs (11 primary buildings, 6 secondary bui1A-
ings, and two origiesnal picnic shelters), 8 obje9ts (public

drinking foUntains), and 17 structures (11 pump Anuses, 2 geysers,
and 4 landtioape featLilres: the Avenue of Pines, the reflecting
pool, the original 9 hole golf course, and the tree farm). Many
miles of roads and pesathways, groves of mature deciduous and pine
trees, and other pletsntings comprise the historic park setting.
With the exception of3r the individually significant ca. 1835
Patrick-Latour Farm', the historic features of the park date from
the early years of tt7le state reservation, ca. 1910, through the
end or the Spa develcmpment, ca. 1935. Extensive development of
the park in the 1960.12a included expansion of the existing golf
course to eighteen hc:ples; upgrading of roadways; installation of
numerous picnic areas:ma, most with large shelters and comfort
stations; and constru=otion of a new 9-hole golf course, the Peer-
less Pool complex, armd SPAC. These modern additions were located
on the rringes of th ese! previously developed area for the most part,
were planned with sermsitivity to the historic buildings, landscape
plan, and mood of these park, and do not detract from its historic
character. With few exceptions, the buildings and landscape
retain exceptional irmategrity of their original design and feeling.
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The park cons:Asts of three primary areas, here identified as
ZALiwin Park, Gelsomer Creek, and the Spa complex, each
distinguished by ii°Its topography and history of development. In
--thenortheast cornemer of the park, on the flat plain that borders
NaJ.S. Route 9, ts_a cluster of buildings which form the cos*e of
imitalt was originaillilm known as Lincoln Park. The northernmost of
mionpark's major btmaildings, Washington Bathhouse, was originally
Iftwilt as a carbonic= gas plant ca. 1903, but in 1918-20 was con-
umfertad for use as ama bathhouse by the office of the New York State
AMtrotatect, Lewis 114-- Filcher. Its half-timber and stue2eo exterior
emand sprawling plan reflect the eclecticism of contemporary ar-
cmmhitemtural fashiorml and the influence of the Arts and Crafts move
nmstmt on park desigr=i-at this period. Directly to the south is the
Mincoln Bathhouse, *guilt in 1928-30 to replace an earlier
tmmathilcuae that burrmmed. A monumental cast stone building, it was
efttm first building in the park to exhibit the formal Neoclassical
cmicsiOn which characmmterized later park architecture.. Surrounding
t=t.heLincOln Baths r-FRre a greenhouse shed and eight pumphouses in-
=lading two on the east side of Route 9 on an otherwise un-
eleveloped parcel of77 the nominated property. The pump houses are
ammmall squarish frammme buildings set on concrtte slab foundations
=owed in stucco tmmut otherwise unornamented. To the rear are the-
M'ormer laundry huil_ding and power house, both exhibiting the same

alf-timber and stumacco exterior finish as the Washington Baths.

On the western= edge of the park lies the area formerly known
mos Geyser Park. Hatere in the picturesque dells and wooded ravines
r-ornd along Geyser Brook (formerly known as Coesa Creek) and its
tm.rawtaries are fou=nd many of the mineral springs for which
%aarate4a is famous. Broad trails and narrow paths run alongside
tzlhe creek and thromigh the woods, joining the springs and many pie-
ramie areas to the Slm--a Complex. Primary access to this area is via a
L_Amoproad, called Picnic Lane on the park map, which incorporates
p..ortiens of roads a nd bridle paths from the 1935 plan. In the
1 9603, several larg7e picnic areas were constructed off this road;
ftwasthave large ope n shelters, brick comfort stations, barbecue
V-its, and grassy re creation fields. Another 1960s addition to this
a,rea is the huge. Pe.erless Pool complex, on West Road west of
G elraw. Brook. Thes.,e modern features are numerically dominant in
t Paz area, but are located in previously undeveloped spaces -in
s-ajcha way that the=lf do not detract from the historic feeling of
t7IneOeyser Brook ar..ea. Historic features in this area include six
ra Instal water fount..ains, _three pump houses, a geyser known as the
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Isla d Spouter, two of the original ca. 1915 picnic shelters, and
manY Picturescie tramils, walks, and drives. Most of the public
fountains are uonstr-AWted of rock-faced ashlar, as are many Other
landscape features 2Ln the area, such as culverts and walls. The
Hathorn fountain is an ornately carved stone font, protected by a
simple modernsheltem.r. The pump houses_are simple squarish buil-
dings like then in Lincoln Park but different in exterior
detailing: TheOrendla pump house is constructed of rubble stone,
the Hathorn pun houase is sheathed in wood shingles, and the Coesa
pump house features half-timbering similar to the Washington
Bathhouse. Metwo picnic shelters are small open pavilions,
their hip rodssupp*orted by triplets of square timbers joined and
bracketed inamanmr suggestive of the Prairie Style. This sec-
tion of the perk is dominated by the rugged landscape into which
structures fond of- natural materials have been inserted with
sensitivity. The tr-ails are laid out in gentle grades and are
lined with towering pine trees. Dense forests of mature
coniferous anddecidtuous trees cover the steeper hillsides.

BetweenLincolnm and Geyser Parks, in the center of the park,
the area nand toft-re the Spa Complex. Laid out on a broad

plateau is theformapl geometric landscape designed by landscape
architect A.H,Brinmkerhoff and the large Georgian Revival style
Spa structureswhichL were the centerpiece of the 1930s develop-
ment. The formal deslign is based upon a cruciform plan in which a
broad north-south mall lined with monumental buildings is CroSsed
at right anglesby a narrower mall and farther north by an
east-west road. The- rectilinear pathways, regimented plantings
and Georgian Revival_ style buildings were designed to draw the eye
along formal vistas, culminating in elegant buildings and serene
landscapes. no two- most prominent buildings, the Hall of Springs
and the SimonBaructt Research Institute (now the Administration
Building) Cestffe br-Aoad porticoed facades facing one another
across a squtresect Ion of the grassy mall with a square reflec-
ting ppol in the den lber. Round-arched arcades extend outward from
these buildims, the Ar rectilinear arms serving to define the cen-
tral square further. Similar arcades reach northward from the two
buildings direetay t4o the south, Roosevelt Bathhouses I and II,
the more modestport dlcoes of which mirror each other across the
mall. Lookingwth along this mall, the eye is drawn to the
entrance of theAven-mue of Pines, a mile-long roadway lined with
towering Pinetrees, leading northeastward toward Lincoln Park.
Looking south,one s.eaes the meadow and mature forest which lie
south of the plateau - The east-west mall crosses the north-south
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axis north of the Roosevelt Baths. The eastward view from the
crossing ends in the Victoria Pool, a quadrangle of small buil-.
dings joinedat the corners by enclosed arcades, surrounding a 45'
x 105' swimming pool. With their red brick and limestone trim,
columned porticoes, and round-arched openings, the four buildings
of Victoria Pool are variations in miniature on the grand Georgian
Revival buildings on the mall. North of the pool across a long
greensward is the Gideon Putnam Hotel, surrounded by a large grove
of mature pine and deciduous trees. A large but graceful brick
building with a three-story piazza on its drive front and a
terrace on the garden front, the hotel has the look of a country
estate of the period. Its symmetry and elegance have been
somewhat compromised by a series of additions on the ends.and
garden side. The hotel is situated along the east-west road
historically known as Herrin Avenue. The road originally ran east
to Route 9 but now ends at the golf course, originally nine holes,
but expanded to a full eighteen holes in 1962. Northeast of the
hotel are the stuccoed one-story hotel garage of ca. 1935 and a
non-contributing stuccoed building constructed in the 1950s for
hotel staff housing. On the same road, west of the north-south
mall, lies the Bottling Plant, another large Georgian Revival
style brick building featuring large multipaned round-arched win-
dows. All seven major buildings of the Spa Complex are large
structures of red brick accented with limestone and exhibiting
such characteristic features of the Georgian Revival style as hip-
ped and gable roofs, beltcourses, quoining, flat-arched lintels
with enlarged keystones, columned porticoes, and round-arched ar-
cades and openings.

South of the Bottling Plant and west of the Hall of Spring3
is the Saratoga Performing Arts Center amphitheatre, a steel and
concrete structure seating 5100 under shelter and thousands more
on the sloping lawn. Constructed in 1966, SPAC, its box office,
and lts parking lots to the west and south are major
non-contributing features in the historic park. The primary
entrance to the SPAC grounds is via a stee1 and concrete bridge
which crosses a gorge in Geyser Brook. Other openings in the high
iron fence which separates the SPAC grounds from the rest of the
park are located near the Hall of Springs, whose rear facade opens
onto SPAC grounds. The Brinckerhoff plan of 1934 called for an am-
phitheatre to be located at the end of the western axis at the ap-
proximate location of SPAC, but oriented slightly differently than
the present structure. That plan also envisioned southward
development of the Spa Complex in additional wings of the
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The park includes three additional historic features which do
not clearly relate to the three areas described above. The
Patrick-Latour Farmhouse (ca. 1835), located in the golf course
near the southeastern corner of the nominated property, is an ex-
cellent example of vernacular Greek Revival style residential ar-
chitecture. A single-story frame building exhibiting such charac-
teristie features of the Greek Revival style as corner pilasters,
wide frieze pierced by eyebrow windows, entablature returns in the
gable ends, and trabeated doorway, it was originally a five-bay
central-entry structure with rear wing. A three-bay wing with
Greek Revival detailing was added to the west end, probably before-
the Civil War. Later in the nineteenth century, shed-roofed
porches with spool screens were added to the entries and rear wing.
Purchased by the state in 1928 with the surrounding 150 acres, the
property represents the type of farmstead that has dominated the
county's rural economy for two centuries or more and the farmhouse
is a excellent representative example of a regional building type.
It is the only structure in the park that predates the popularity
of Saratoga's Springs.

The trolley barn, just north of the bottitng plant, relates
physically to the spa complex, but dates from the early years of
the State Reservation. A large rectangular brick building with a
broad-eaved hipped roof supported by wooden brackets, it is
representative of rural passenger depots of the period. Con-
structed ca. 1910 as part of the inter-urban rail linkage between
Albany and Saratoga Springs, it would have served the considerable
numbers of day visitors to the Geyser Creek area in the early
years of the State Reservation.

The tree farm, a 155-acre area on the east side of the park
has been a Feature of the park landscape since the 1930s. Laid out
in a simple and functional grid pattern, it has little visual in-
terest, but its presence reflects the concern for conservation em-
bodied in the establishment and development of the park.

A detailed descriptive list of park features follows:
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Saratoga Spa State Park, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Co., NY

Building Name Map Photo Architect Date DescriPtion

Lincoln Park

Washington Bathhouse

,4

Ln

Lincoln Baths

1159

Item 7 Page 6

2 3 NYS Arch., 1903, This building combines simple elassical detailing with the natural

L.Milcher rehab materials and low profile favored by the Arts and Crafts movement.

1918-20 It is a large, single-story, gable-roofed, H-shaped structure. The

exterior fabric is of reinforced concrete, half-timbering and stucco

oVer wire mesh and a patterned slate roof. The plan features a Cen-

tral 117 x 36, (21 bay) section with flanking 214 x 36' wings whieh

partially enclose spaCe on two elevations. On the eaSt eleVatiOn

these wings end in large hip-roofed colonaded pergolas, which embrace

the coUrtyard of the building's principal entryway. Thi$ entranCe is

sheltered hy an extended eave supported by boric columns creating a

wide porCh, above which is a shed dormer. The correSponding west

elevation is characterized by a projecting half-timbered gable end

over a semi-circular glazed solarium. On the interior there is a

central 1 1/2 story reception room or lobby with neo-Classical

details in Ionic columns, pilasters and denticulate entablatures.

The original treatment rooms have been altered on the interior.

2 4 NYS Arch., 1928-30 A large, 2-story, flat-roofed building, the Lineoln Bathhouse is the

Wst fully developed example of Beaux Arts Neoelassicism In the

park. Crafted in stucco, cast stone, terra Ate, and marble it fea-

tures a syietrical floor plan of a central hall with 3 projecting 2

story wings on each side 3.bays wide. These wings are connected by

glazed arcades to enclose 4 interior courtyards. Exterior features

include concrete foundations, water tables, belt courses and cor-

nices of cast stone, and metal framed windows. The principal facade

is articulated by a colossal central portico framed by wings which

end in pilastered pavilions with wide entablatures. The entry

pavilion projects outward in a colossal portico formed of 4 Ten-

nessee marble columns with foliated capitals supporting a wide en-

tablature with the inscription "LINCOLN BATHS". Above the en-
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Building Name Map Photo Architect Date Descriptioa

tablature is a parapet wall which encircles the Wilding. Mounted

on the parapet above the portico is a relief sculpture of the New

York State Seal. In the portico is paving of granite and marble with

wrought iron and brass railings. Opening from the central entrance

into a lobby are three wide double
doorways with ornamental leaded

glass panels and fan-shaped transom. In the entrance lobby are

cashiers' windows on the right, and a check room on the left. The

lobby is finished in ivory tile wainscotting. From this level 3

wide steps lead to a small rotunda with skylight and gallery, which

houses a 4 sided spring fountain. Leading to the west is the cen-

tral hall or spine nr the building which opens into the bath wings

and the interior courtyards, the latter through multiple french

doors with fan-shaped transoms. The building originally housed 252

bathtubs and more than 500 dressing roam, for 3 ilrivate bathing.

Some of the original equipment has been removed, but the bathhouse

continues to be used summers.

Laundry House 3 NYS Arch., 1903 This building is a T-shaped (13 by 3 bays with a 12-bay wing),

L.W.Pilcher 1915 single-story structure. It features stucco and half-timbering with

three gable-roofed porches extending over entryways on the

principal (east) elevation. The building includes large overhead

garage doors and garage haYs with concrete slab floors, which

preaumably post-date 1940. The gable roof is broken by Multiple

ventilators.

Steam Boiler Plant 4 5 NYS Arch., 1903 A 6 i 3 bay wood framed,
single-story structure with 5 3 bay

L.M.Pilcher 1515 end wings. Built to house massive steam boilers, the plant has

a concrete slab sub-basement floor.
The exterior is stucco and

half-timbering. The gable roof features patterned slate and

a polychrome brick chimney stack.
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Building Name Map Photo Architect Date Description

Greenhouse Shed 5 6

Lincoln Pump Houses A-H 7

1920- This building is a 1 x 2 hay, single-story, hip-roofed service

1930 structure which was attached to a long, single-story

green house (now in ruins). The building has 6/6 paned windows

and a wood paneled exterior door.

1920- The 8 pump houses are 1 x 2 bay, 14 x 20 single story stuccoed

1930 utility structures. Some are hip-roofed; some are gable-roofed.

All have some form Of shuttered skylight. Several have original

pumping equipment; most have exterior drainage pipes which allow

public access to the spring water at the pumphouse. 6/6 windows

light interiors; access is through double-leafed wood or steel

doors on one gable end.

,4 Lincoln Fountain 6 c11915 Typical of the earliest fountains in the park, this fountain Is

Ln
a sculpted round marble font set on a columnar stone pedestal,

Landscape Features

Avenue of Pires 7 NYS Arch. 0,1925 Begun in the 1920s, this mile-long avenue is bordered by

ranks of tall, straight pine trees. The avenue originally

ran in a straight line southwest from Route 9 behind the

Washington and Lincoln Bathhouses, but was reroted south of

the Lincoln Bathhouse in the 1930s.

Geyser Creek Area

Orenda Pump House 8

1163

c.1915 The building is a small, stone rubble, single-story, rectangular

structure with a shingledt gable roof. On the east gable end is

located the Orenda Spring fountain. A heavy wooden door gives

access to the interior on the weat gable end.
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Buildini Name

Picnic Shelter I

Nap Photo

9

Picnic Shelter II 10 8

Hayes Fountain 11 9

Island Spouter

,4

47 Karista Fountain

Architect Date Description

c.1915 Thia early
pavilion is small and square with a hip* roof. At

each corner, three heavy timbers, joined at top and betto, DY
cross-tiabers and bracketed at the top, support the shingled
roof,

a.1915 Identical to Picnic Shelter I.

c,1920 This rectangular
fountain is crafted of rock-fated ashlar

like several others in the park. A fence and paved terrace
surrounds it,

12 10
0.1925 This is a man-made island with a geyser of mineral water spouting

from it.

13 Itid c.1920 Thls is a stepshaped rectangular fountain
of rock-faced ashlar.

c.1920 Ibis is a squarish fountain of rock-faced ashlar.

15
c.1920 This is a round fountain of rockfaced ashlar.

Polaris Fountain 14

Ferndell Fountain

Coesa Pump house 16 11

and Geyser

Hathorn Fountain 17

1165

0.1920 The pulp house is a 15 a 20' half-tiabered,
stuccoed, gable-roofed

structure with an 8 I 14' projecting porch on the W elevation,

All windows are shuttered.
Originally designed with a drinking

station sheltered by the porch, this it the most decorative
of the park puml) hOuses. Its

exterior detailing is similar to
that of the Washington Rathhouee,

Southeaat of Ole pump home is a mall pond in Vnich a maniad_
geyser spouts Coma spring water.

0.1915 lbe fountain is an elaborately carved stone font set on a stone
base. A non-contributing hip.roofed pavilion and brick wall
shelter it.
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Hathorn Pump House 18

Non-contributing Features

Saratoga Performing I-1 1,I-1

Arts Center

Large Picnic Pavilions:

Orenda 1-3 1-2

Columbia 1-8

Ln Family Picnic Pavilions:

Lfl Hathorn 1-4

Coesa 1-5 1-3

Carlsbad 1-6

Comfort Stations:

Ferndell 1-7

Geyser 1-2

Peerless Pool Complex 1-9 1-4

!E Com lex

c.1920 The structure is a 10 x 10', 1 x 1 bay, single-story, wood framed

-30 structure on a concrete slab foundation. It has a shingled gable

roof with a gable-roofed monitor. The exterior is shingled.

1966 This 5100-seat amprtheatre of stee] and concrete is set in the

natural declivity fond along Geyser Creek.

1960s The picnic pavilions are large open structures of wood and steel

19603 with low-pitched gable roofs supported by splayed

legs of steel-reinforced timbers. The large group pavilions

shelter concrete and brick comfort stations at one end. The

smaller family pavilions have brick and concrete comfort stations

19605 nearby. The pienic.areas also feature athletic fields, fire-

1960s places or barbecue pits, and picnic tables.

1960s

19603

1960s

z

1960s This large swimming complex includes a large single-story bathhouse

of brick and concrete, a wading pool, a diving pool and an

an Olympic-size swimming pool.

Simon Baruch 19 12013, J.H.Freedlander# A wlsive, 2 1/2 story, 160 x 157', H-shaped, Georgian Revival style,

Research Institute 14 1932L34 brick masonry structure, the Simon Baruch Research Institute was

1167
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Building Name Map Photo Architect Date

'In collaboration with:

Dr. Frank M. Groedel, Bad Nauheim; Germany

Dr. Walter S. Melellant Spa Medical director
Cyrus Bruce Elmore, Plant Superintendent

Hall of Springs

1169

Description

designed to house
all administration and research facilities of the

spa, as well 83 examining
rooms, a library, a museum and a 574-seat

theatre. Distinctive and prominent
features include two temple front

entrances; one on the E elevation to the Houseman Theatre, and one on
the W faeade to the ai8linistration offices. Brick arcades of Roman
arches, ending in open brick hip-roofed pavilions in an embracing
0-shape flank the W facade, which faces the Hall of Springs acroas
the mall. The building consists of a central hip-roofed

pavilion
with projecting 3 x 3 bay gable-roofed wings and Rankin
barrel-vaulted arcadea. Both east and west facades feature deep por-
ticoes of fluted limestone

Dorie columns supporting a palinl wide
entablature, dentieulated cornice and pediment with sculpture in
relief. The ashlar pediment of the eastern pediment is inscribed
ANNO 1934. Behind the Doric columns of the temple fronta are
rusticated piers which at the left and right support the 2-story
barrel arches which lead into the flanking arcades. Other features'
include chiseled limestone trim, belt courses and keystones, niches
and rusticated quoins.

20 15116 J.H1 Freedlander Executed in the Georgian
Revival style, the Hall of Springs is the

1934-35 most carefully detailed and decorative of the buildings of the Spa
complex. Like the Research Institute which it faces across the mall,
it is a substantial

2-story, H-shaped, hip-roofed masonry building
with two temple-front

particoes of limestone; one on the east front
facing the Hall of Springs and one on the west facing SPAC. Each has
fluted Doric columns

supporting a plain wide entablature; den-
ticulated cornice and pediment

with sculpture in relief. Behind the
Doric columns of the eastern temple front are rusticated piers which
at the left and right

support the 2-story barrel
vaults which lead

into flanking arcades
characteristic of the complex. Other features

include red brick
masonry; chiseled limestone trim, belt courses,
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keystones, niches with statues, and rusticated quoins. On the north

elevation there is another entryway characterized by pink marble

fountains flanking a wide entrance terrace, The entry is 5 bays wide

betweenlwo 'projecting gable-roofed wings. It consists of

Aouble-leafed doors with alternating round-headed and triangular

j'ediments. Interior features include a large, long (160' x 709,

2-storyllarrel vaulted hall of limestone ashlar and marble. Mul-

:tiplellazed french doors with leaded fanlights open from the hall

into smaller reception rooms. Three massive glass and silver tiered

chandeliers illuminate the space and hang from circular recesses in

the coffered ceilings. In each end of the hall are glazed mezzanines

containing office space. The mezzanines are supported by monolithic

'marble columns. In the center of the hall were three fountains from

which Geyser, Hathorn and Coesa Spring Waters were served to strol-

'ling drinkers.

Ui

'4 Roosevelt Bathhouse I J.R.Freedlander A large Georgian Revival style building, the Roosevelt Bathhouse I is

, (west) 21 17 1934 a1J1hapedi 11/2 story, hip-roofed structure of brick with lirestOne

detailing. 'It features a'hip-roofed portico,with fluted limestone

Doric colUmps supporting:a plain entablature and.denticulated

cornice. 'Entrance to the building is gained through three bays of

double-leafed doors. The doors are in pedimented glazed enclosures

witfr large transoms flanked by ruSticated limestone Surrounds a.%d

flat,stone pilasters suPporting a matching entablature. Flat-arched

arcade's extend on each side of the entrance, leading into flanking

and.projecting Roman arcades. The north arcade ends in twin

hip-roofed pavilions with garlanded drum finials of lead-coated cop-

:per. Other features include decorative Wrought iron railingS,

rusticated stone quoiningl belt courses, keystones, inscribed stone

placques and relief sculpture, medallions. The roof is slate_on the

pavilion and lead-coated copper raised seam on the arcades. There

are also wrought iron hanging lanterns and chiseled pink marble urns
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on pedestal bases in the entrance
portico, In the rear, three,

double-leafed pedimented doors provide access to the narrow courtyard
formed between the 1-story bath wings. The interior of the building

is characterized by a large central lobby with vaulted ceiling,

pilasters, original lighting
fixtures including a large central brass

and cut glass chandelier, and original lobby furniture, The bathtubs
and much of the original equipment remain In use in 40 mineral water

bathing rooms and 8 resting rooms.

Roosevelt Bathhouse II
J.H.Freedlahder Roosevelt Bathhouse II is identical (mirror-image) to Roosevelt I(east) 22 18 1934-35 Its interiors were extensively

altered under management by the
Veterans Administration (1942-51)

and subsequently (after 1960)
for use as restoration shop.

Victoria Pool & 23 D.J. Baum 1934 5 The Victoria Pool is a complex of four Georgian Revival styleRecreation Center 19,20
brick masonry pavilions which, with their connecting Roman-arched
brick arcades enclose an open-air court which houses wide slate
terraces and the pool itself. Each of the enclosed structures is
used for a specific function.

These four buildings which comprise
Lo

oo

the whole are as folloWs:

1113

1: The admission/concession building, a 94 x 31' single-story,

bria-ZWITEMinffiiiononien campus-style buil-
dings, It is characterized by a projecting central pedimented

portico of 1 1/2 stories, 3 bays wide, supported hy four Ionic
columns in limestone, on each side of which extend arcades of
Roman brick arches which terminate in square, hip-roofed pavilions
at the northWest and

southwest corners Of the complex, Other eX-
terior features include hanging

lanterns of glaas and wrought
iron. The gable roof of the pavilion is slate.

2:The Bath House/locker room, an 80 x 89', single-story, brick
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*Landing with stone exterior trim in Organ Revival style. It
I= characterized by twin pedimented prOYing wLngs which face

fte pool on the south elevation. ihe Op are connected by a

Dmrio portico of three bays with a flat O. 713e raised seam

r=of of the pavilions are lead-coated tor. Ora each side of the

siltructure extend brick masonry arcades &Ilan arches which end

im hip-roofed square pavilions at the rewest and northeast cor-
nrs of the complex. These arcades Weed those of the
admission/concession building and the grsium it these corner

3= The "gymnasium"/golf locker roomy a x 1.14', 2-story brick
nisonry, slate gable-rooted oMon with 8 projecting pedimented
gmble end; supported by four stone Ionic pilasters separating 3 bays
off brick Roman arches. The pediment cprilihs a lock face and faces a

cmrresponding pediment across the pool a the east elevation of the

amission/concession pavilion. On each !Ide of tte building are
c=nnecting roofed arcades which end in hb.roofed brick pavilions

tIme northeast and southeast corners of the complea, At these corner

pvilions the arcades intersect arcades NIN the oll house and the

bath house.

The "golf house", an 80 x 321, singivtory, brick masonry

bmilding with stone exterior trim in a Dnian kvival style.
'flue pavilion is characterize by twin pedbented projecting wings
wrmich face the pool on the north elevattg, The "golf house" is
SLualar in form to the "bath houser the bic wino are connected

br a Doric portico of three bays with a flat roof. This piazza is

enclosed with wire mish wens. Arcadeg gtend or, each side of
tile pavilion to hip-roofed pavilions at tho southeast and south-

Wemst corners of the complex.
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These four neo-Georgiah stYlOrick pavilions with their_ eon-

fleeting arades enclosing thepol form the original Spa Recrea-

tion Unit. The interior coemasures 150 x 220' and thft pool I a

45 x 105'. The pool is 110e4ilth blue faience terra oottza titles

and is lighted from beneatb toter. The water 13 heatet4 and

purified through a circular sIder-a novelty for open-air- pools

at the time of its congructIc

Gideon Putnam Hotel 24 p2 M.T.ReynoldEs 1935 The building 13 a massive 4 1Pstory, brick, H-shaped, tittle-roofed

structure, dominated by s 3%61 piazza on the Principal =facade.

It Is flanked by two wings itNing, cn the west, a 4-sto:ry additial

(1940) and on the east, s SlegIltory meeting ball (1979)-. Features

include many decorative detalhof the Georgian Revival stle, such e0

farshaped transoms over mu1t0 double-leafed French doors; a pedi-

mented Palladian-Inspired or% entrance; decorative triczlk quoinint

dentieulated cornices with rela in the gable enda; and eEe gable roolf

artIculated by multiple proJeg4 gable-roofed dormers. Whe piazza

is supported by colosaal colualvith foliated capitols1 anterior
features include a central lodyvith Adamesque decorative elements

on Georgian style fireplaoe fngs, fluted pilasters, and ctienticulatk
cornices. The hotel was exPek in 1940 with the addition or a s10111

4-story rectangular wing on West end. A single-story mmseeting

hall.with multi-psned rOureamnd windows was added to thm east end

In 1979. The south elevaticrulginally features a single---storY

verandah and a terrace which areplaced with a projection one-storY

restaurant addition of brief( feturing round-arched window= in

imitation of the spa's Roman Ms.

Gideon Putnam Garage 25 1 35 The garage is a 142 x 581
, 9 Obey, masonry single-storr

flat-roofed service structure. features include a stuocoect ex-

terior with metal casement Albs, a raised concrete founftationt
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and several overhead doors (metal and wood).

Building Name Map Photo

State Seal BottlLng 26 23 D. J. Baum 1934

Plant

State Seal and Geyser 27

Fountains

Landscape Features

Nine-Hole Golf Course 28 1

Reflecting Pool

Item 7 Page 16

The building is a 110 x 116', brick masonry, 2-story, Georgian

Revival styled StrUctUre, designed for specific use as a bottling

plant. Features include a raised foundation; limestone trim in

belt COUrses1 keystones, entablatures and cornices; 2-story

round-arched windows on the principal elevation, and lead-coated

copper raised seam roofs. The Georgian style of the street front

consists of a central pedimented 3-story pavilion with three

2-story multiple-paned, round-arched windows flanked by projecting

3-bay, 2-story wings. The east and west elevations of the buil-

ding are characterized by repeating bays of brick reCesSed Roman

arches and, at the south end, projecting parapeted gable ends which

house twin brick chimneys. The interia of the central paviliOn is

exposed from the tile floor to the roof support system and contains

Mechanized spring water bottling apparatUs with a spectators'

catwalk, the whole illuminated by the large arched windows and

skylights In the gable roof,

0.1915 This ornately carVed stone fountain has two types of water

spouting from a central column into large circular fonts.

A.F.Brinckerhoff Now incorporated into the 18-hole golf course, the original

e.1935 9-hole golf cour e began on Harrin AvenUe just east or the hotel.

29 1 A.F.Brinckerhoff This square shallow reflecting pool is the center of the spa

0.1935 complex.

Non-contributing Features

Golf House 1-10 14

/17 9

1970s This is a small square hip-roofed frame structure with large

service windows.
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Gideon Putnam Staff 1-11
1950s This is a large,

single-story, D-shaped, concrete a01 44Dormitory
building constructed to house hotel staff.

Itto T Nge 17

Outlying Areas

Trolley Station 30 24

c)
r13 Patrick Latour House 31 25

110

1910 The building is a 3 x 5 bay, 1 1/2 story, brick magnell

hip-roofed structure with twin loading docks on the eofind wt

elevations. Features include a concrete slab float onimdel

stone window sills and door thresholds, large wood pa060

overhung doors, and a slate roof. The roof eaves projdover the

raised loading docks and are supported by many Si- le 00

brackets on brick corbels.

1835 The structure is a large 2 x 8 bay, 58 x 68' L-shaped,

single-story early Greek Revival-styled house with ap

asphalt-shingled gable roof. Distinctive features 1010

pilasters at the corners which support a denticulat$d attravol

wide board frieze and boxed Cornice. The entabletON NIms with
the cornice in the gable ends forming a pediment in thald gable

ends. The attic floor above is illuminated by rectangulltyebrow

windows set In the frieze. Other features include a dAtive

principal entryway on the south elevation with Greek Reda style
pilasters supporting an entablature and framing a raise4oneled

door with sidelights. The other entry on this elevationilooated

centrally in an early 3-bay addition to the WeSt end, tore

simply detailed. Both entryways on the south elevatIondlich

transform the appearance of the building to that 0f a Ocile

house, are sheltered by late 19th century Shed roofs 340°1
screens and railings. These porches may be original in DI,
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Landscapefotures

Tree Farm

having been updated in style during the late 19th century. A Vic-

torian period shed porch is attached to the north kitchen wing.

The interior features a Greek Revival style fireplace front and

staircase with newel posts and railings.

32 1 NYS Dept.of 0.1935 Begun in the 1930s, this tree nursery consists of fields of

Conservation seedlings planted in a grid pattern defined by roads and ta 1

windbreaks.

uu Non-contrhAing Features

Par 29 01f Course 1-12

1183

1960s This 9-hole golf course is located northwest of the Avenue of

Pines. Just north of the trolley station a small golf house

(similar to that on the larger course) marks the start of the

course.
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Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

rr

The Saratoga Spa State Park is significant for its don-
ibution to the development of the city of Saratoga Springs, for

its role in the history of conservation, recreation, and medicine,
and for the outstanding design of its buildings and landscaping.
visited for centuries because of tneir ouraA;ive powers, tne
mineral springs of Saratoga were a primary factor in the nine-
teent'l century devllopmen of Snrato7., Sp-ings as a fashionable
resort. By the end of the century, however, the springs were
being so heavily exploited as a source for carbonic gas that the
watertable and ultimately the economy of Saratoga were threatened.
In 1909, the NYS legislature responded by establishing the State
Reservation to conserve and develop the springs for public
benefit. Over the next two decades, a program of acquisition,
conservation and cautious development was undertaken, guided lar-
gely by Dr. Simon Baruch, a leading exponent of hydrotherapy. In
1929, under the administration of Governor Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, the state embarked on an ambitious expansion project,
designed to increase both the therapeutic and recreational use of
the state holdings. Over the next ten years, funded by state ap-
propriations and the federal Reconstruction Finance Commission, a
major spa complex was constructed, including a grand Hall of
Springs in the European style, two bathhouses, a hotel, a bottling
plant, a swimming pool, an administration and research center, and
a comprehensive landscape design which included athletic fields,
scenic trails, forested drives, formal walks, and exceptional
scenic vistas. The total 970 acres which were under state ow-
nership in 1934 are included in the National Register nomination.
With the exception of an architecturally significant Greek Revival
style farmhouse, dating from ca. 1835, all the significant
man-made features of the park date from the early years of the
State Reservation, beginning c. 1910 and culminating in the grand
opening of the spa in 1935.

The mineral waters of Saratoga have been recogni, fo- cen-
turies for their healing powers. As early as the fourteenth cen-
tury, Iroquois Indians in the vicinity frequented the High Rock
Spring, and there was an Iroquois tradition that the spring waters
had medicinal qualities. The waters were one of the primary at-
tractions which led to the city's establishment in the eighteenth
century. The springs, widely acclaimed for their curative powersat a time when modern medicine_was in its infancy, became a sourneof recognition for the area. Eventually, they generated thecity's flowering as an elegant Victorian-era resort center. 764
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to partake of the mineral waters. Drinking fountains and, later,
-eat drink halls were built at several of the springs. Drinking
e mineral waters evolved into a highly social recreational

pastime, and casinos, ballrooms, lakehouses, and racetracks were
developed to serve the fashionable visitors. Eventually, as other
attractions became increasingly popular, the mineral springs
declined in popularity. At about the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, a new technology was developed to exploit the waters: The
carbonic acid gas with which the waters were charged could now be
separated, liquefied under pressure, and sold for the manufacture
of carbonated beverages. As a result of this profitable new in-
dustry, the number of springs tapped multiplied tenfold by 1890,
and the annual output from the springs increased to 150,000,000
gallons. The result was a drastic lowering of the water table and
-a threat to the natural ecological balance.

In reaction to this exploitation, the State Legislature in
1909 established a three-member commission "to select and locate
such lands in ...Saratoga...as it shall deem proper and necessary
to be taken for the purpose of preserving the natural mineral
springs...After the acquisition of any piece of land by the
board...the same shall be kept, and remain, and be known, as a
part of the state reservation at Saratoga Springs, for the pur-
poses of restoring, and forever preserving,'the mineral springs
and wells and mineral water, Ind the natural carbonic acid gas on,
and in and under said lands."- The Commissioners were also em-
powered to regulate the maintenance, care, and protection of
the properties, to grant concessions or leases on the properties,
and to sell or regulate the sale of excess mineral waters.
Similar powers were enumerated when the New York State Conser-
vation Department took control of the Saratoga Reservation in
1916, with the addition of "promoting the resort to the said
springs of the people or the state for health, and the other
suitable uses of the said reservation by the people, and of iden-
tifying, safeguarding and assuring the natural purity, qualities,
and repute of such water and gases, and for the purpose of
providing said waters to the people for drinking, free of
charge."'

The state's development at this period advanced on several
fronts: conservation, recreation, and medicine. Conservation of
the natural resources was pursued through an active program of
Purchase and. management. Within the reservation's first two
years, the state acquired over 160 springs and shut down all but
19 it1 ordev to restore the natural watertable. By 1915, the state

2 1909 New York Laws Chapter 569 Sections 2 and 4
1916 New York Laws Chapter 295 Section 602
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owned not only the springs, but over 1000 acres around them. The
springs remaining active were largely grouped in four major areas:
High Rock Park at the north edge of the city; Congress Park, down-
town; Geyser Park; and Lincoln Park. The latter two constitute
the Saratoga Spa State Park as we know it today.

Public access to the springs was encouraged through the
maintenance and development of public fountains. Recreational
use, particularly of the Geyser Creek area, was encouraged by con-
struction of picnic shelters and landscaping improvements such as
"a beauttful system of walks and driveways laid out in gentle
grades." With the inauguration of trolley service to
Saratoga around 1910, a new station was built at the northern edge
of Geyser Park, further encouraging public use of the
area.

For the therapeutic development of the waters, the state
turned to the noted hydrotherapy expert Dr. Simon Baruch. Baruch,
born in Germany in 1840, had emigrated to the United States as a
youth, trained at the Medical College of Virginia, and served as a
surgeon in the Confederate Army. Following the war, :he practiced
in South Carolina for many years, then moved to New York City
where he became well known for his research:in the therapeutic
uses of water. He returned to Europe for a time to study under
Professor W. W. Winternitz, who operated a hydrotherapeutic in-
stitute at the University of Vienna. In 1898, Baruch published the
first systematic treatise on hydrotherapy in English, The Prin-:
ciples and Practice of Hydrotherapy, A Guide to the Application of
Water in_ Disease, written fb-r studeilts and practitioners of
medffne. -If: a-field which for most of the nineteenth century had
been associated with quackery, Baruch was one of a handful of
physicians active at the turn of the century who placed the study
of hydrotherapy on a scientific footing. At Columbia University,
he held the first chair at an American college to be devoted to
hydrotherapy.

Engaged by the Saratoga Reservation Commission to conduct a
study of European spas in 1912, Baruch recommended state con-
struction of bathhouses. Within a year, the state was operating
its first bathhouse at Saratoga, with the reopening of an earlier
private facility on Phila Street in downtown Saratoga Springs as
the §aratoga Bathhouse. Within the present-day park, a former

New York State Conservation Commission, Division of Saratoga
Springs, The State Reservation_at Saratoga Springs, Albany, 1917,
p.13.
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carbon dioxide plant on the Lincoln tract was converted for
bathhouse use and opened in 1915 as the Lincoln Bathhouse. Five
years later, another converted carbonic plant, the Washington
Bathhouse, was opened to the public. By 1927, the state bath-
houses were giving over 90,000 treatments annually, sometimes 23
many as 2200 in one day, and the springs at Saratoga wereeeported
as being "the most widely known of the American springs."

The popularity of the waters during this time was largely due
to Dr.'Beruch's research and advocacy. Because of the waters,
ability to retain the carbon dioxide gas content at full
saturation, it was found useful for a variety of ailments in-
cluding heart and circulatory disorders, rheumatic conditions,
gastro-intestinal ailments, nervous conditions and convalescence
following acute and chronic diseases. Baruch created the Saratoga
cardiac therapy, a program of bathing and water-related treatment
given only upon a doctor's prescription. The special therapy com-
bined the mineral baths with other hydrotherapy techniques such as
steam rooms, electric light cabinets, massage, salt, alcohol and
oil baths, colonic irrigations, mineral water packs and mudpacks.
It generally was recommended as a two or three week therapy
program.

It is clear from the contemporary accounts of the park that
the state program was seen as innovative and forward-thinking.
Promotional literature of the period (1917-18) celebrates the
development of the State Reservation as a progressive conservation
approach: "This ... was in line with the nationwide trend toward
conservation...which ispremised on the idea that the State is he
logical conserver of the natural resources within its borders."-
This was not the opinion simply or the owners: In 1927, a study
of American springs and spas unfavorably compared the paucity of
government-owned spas in America (three owned by the federal
government and three by states) 14ith the tv,re progressive con-
servation policies of European _Itions. ',The governmental control
of these celebrated spas insurc' the prujervation for all time,
for the use of the people, the ilentages of these natural resour-
ces; it gives assurance for the ghest degree of protection and
the scientific administration of these natural curative agents to
the Invalid who may go to these mineral springs for treatment.
This governmental jurisdiction over a few of the mineral springs
of oHr country is in accord with European mr'hods, and gives

William Edward Fitch, Mineral Waters e United_Staes
and american Spas. (Philadelphia: 1,6a-t -Febiler'; 1927)T-o-145.

NYSabifervation Commission, p. 11.
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promise of becoming an important factor in the suppressioh of
charlatanry in the exploitation of American mineral waters and of
establi-hing American hydriatics upon a dignified and ethical
basis."-

In the early years of the State Reservation, 1909-1928, land-
scape design and construction were intended to complement the
natural setting. Buildings of the period, such as the Washington
Bathhouse and the other original buildings of Lincoln Park, and
the many pumphouses in Lincoln and Geyser Parks, evoke a sense of
rustic simplicity through the use of such natural materials as
timber beams or half-timbering and stucco. Natural stone was also
used for the fountains and to wall pathways. Many of these buil-
dings (e.g., Washington Bathhouse, power house and laundry) were
remodellings of earlier structures designed for use as carbonic
gas plants in the first decade of the twentieth century. A number
of the remodelled buildings, such as the original Ferndell Bot-
tling Plant, became obsolete with the construction of new buil-
dings in the 1930s and were demolished; only those in Lincoln Park
aftd scattered pumphouses remain. No known architect has been
linked to the design of these buildings, although all work was
carried out under the supervision of the State Architect's Office.

Among the properties acquired during this period was the
Patrick- Latour Farm of 150 acres in the southeast quadrant the
nominated area. Unlike most of the property purchased by the state,
the Latour property had no carbonic facilities, but was simply a
farmstead. Preserved intact since the state's acquisition, the
farmhouse is an excellent representative example of a regional buil-
ding type in the Greek Revival style. Its wide'frieze pierced by
eyebrow windows, cornice returns on the gable ends, and trabeated
doorway are characteristic features of the vernacular Greek Revival
style, here applied to a conventional five-bay, center-hall,
one-story structure. Judging by its identical detailing, the side
extension was an early addition. Porches with spool screens appear
to date from later in the nineteenth century. Most of the farm
property was incorporated into the golf course or the tree farm in
the 1930s. No related outbuildings survive.

During the first two decades of state ownership, landholdings
at the Geyser and Lincoln Parks increased froA 350 acres (around
1915) to over 900 acres, and-much of the acreage was improved
with drives, plantings, and modernization of existing buildings.
In 128, the original Lincoln bathhouse burned down and was

' Fitch, p. 21.
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replaced in 1930 by the present Lincoln Bathhouse, a much larger
and more luxurious facility. The new cast-stone building was
evidence of the increasing demand for baths, and its imposing
Neoclassical design also asserted a new concept of park design,
leaning toward the more formal European ideal.

In 1929, during the administration of Governor Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, the Legislature appropriated funds for further
study of the Saratoga mineral waters. A new commission was formed,
under the chairmanship of Bernard Baruch, son of Dr. Simon Baruch,
who had died in 1921. The commission's report, published in 1930,
called for an ambitious program of expansion and upgrading of the
reservation to a standard comparable to European spas of the
period. The report recommended two immediate needs, "formulation
of a wise medical policy," to include conferences and training for
physicians and establishment of 4 research institute, and "the
development of the environment." In the latter regard, the cem-
mission made specific recommendations for new construction,
suggesting not only the research institute, but also a central
drinking hall, living accommodations for physicians and patient's,
a sanitarium, a casino, covered promenades, and a golf course.
They further recommended the development of cultural and
recreational activities to entertain the guests in keeping with
the treatments, mentioning such amenities as open air concerts,
tea rooms, and winter sports. The commission's specific recom-
mendations on incorporating state-of-the-art equipment included
some criticisms of the new Lincoln Bathhouse, compared with those
in the European spas.

In response to the reporti a law was passed in April, 1930,
establishing a commission to oversee the development of the State
Reservation as a health resort. In contrast to the conservation
approach of the 1909 legislation, the 1930 law called for the
development of "a state health resort and spa for use by the
public for baineological, therapeutic, and other similar healthful
purposes." Projects authorized by the law included: "a scientific
survey of the physical properties of the entire reservation," and
"an engineering, architectural, landscape, and organization study
to enable it more effectually to carry out its purpose." Fur-
thermore, the commission was directed to erect an administration
building, a residence for the director, and an adequate drink-hall,
to incliide "promenades, a concert hall, solaria, and drinking
room*."v Soon thereafter, a program was developed for extensive new

' New York State Saratoga Springs Commission, Report_ _to the
Legislature, Albany, 1930, p.22._
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bathhouse and administrative facilities at Geyser Park, at a cost
of appro4imately $2,375,000. A state appropriation of $1,585,000
was supplemented by a $3,200,000 loan from the Reconstruction
Finance Commission to build the new spa. The Reconstruction
Finance Commission was a government lending agency created by the
Hoover administration in 1932 to provide emergency credit for
financial institutions and government-owned corporations. Its
powers were expanded by the Relief and Construction Act of 1932 to
making loans to state and local agencies for construction of
public works of a self-liquidatimg character, such as the Saratoga
Spa. It was one of the few Hoover programs to survive into the
"New Deal", for under the presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
the Reconstruction Finance Commission was charged with
distributing Federal Xmergency Relief.

New construction undertaken between 1931 and 1935 included
the requested research institute, two new bathhouses, the grand
new Hall of Springs, the Victoria Pool and Recreation Center, the
Gideon Putnam Hotel, and a new bottling plant. Although designed
to be self-supporting, the spa facility was considered part of the
state's public health program, available to all its citizens. Free
public fountains in addition to those already available in Lincoln
and Geyser Parks were incorporated into the new construction. The
Victoria Pool, the 9-hole golf course, and the walks and playing
fields served the dual purpose of turning therapeutic activity
into play and of being a diversion for visitors to the spa who
were accompanying patients but not taking the waters themselves.
The State Seal Bottling Plant bottled both mineral and sweet
waters for sale, thus producing an income for the park and mar-

keting the spring waters to a larger public.

This unified design was the work of several people, including
some prominent architects of the day. The landscape design was ex-
ecuted by Arthur F. Brinckerhoff, a New York City landscape architect
trained at Cornell University and best known for the gardens he
created for large estates in several eastern states. The four core
buildings of the Spa Complexthe Hall of Springs, Administration
Building, and the two Roosevelt_Bathhouseswere designed by Joseph
H. Freedlander, a student at l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, who won many
design competitions and desigrIZTnumerous -1-a-r-PFUWiic buildings in-
cluding tha Museum of the City of New York, .and the Bronx County
Courthouse and Jail. Dwight James Baum, a noted designer of country
houses and estates, designed the Victoria Pool and Recreation Center
and 4he State Seal Bottling Plant. Practicing in New York City, he

' 1930 New York Laws Chapter 866.
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designed a number or buildings for Syracuse 10i't'T.sity and public
buildings in New York and Florida, but is be;': K.-Thwn for his residen-
tial work for wealthy clients such as John h,-7),Ag and Arthur Ham-
merstein. Marcus T. Reynolds, Albany archit of such prominent
public buildings as the Hackett Junior High School and the Delaware
and Hudson Railroad Building, is renowned fQ_r his use of finely
crafted exterior detail. His design for tive Gideon Putnam Hotel, in-
tended to suggest a Georgian country estate, is uncharacteristically
simple and unadorned.

In the first half of the twentieth century, the State Reser-
vation and the Spa served an important role in the local economy.
Saratoga Springs at the turn of the century offered such
sophisticated amusements as casino gambling, horse-racing, and
elegant dining in its grand hotels, as well as the relatively
staid attractions of the springs. Many of these attractions came.
under attack in the twentieth century, however: Anti-gambling fer-
vor closed the casinos and restricted book-making to the extent
that in some years no racing meets were held. Prohibition further
subdued Saratoga's social life. Lastly, with the advent of the
automobile age, Saratoga's tourist visitation shifted from down-
town to Saratoga Lake, a short ride outside of town, where
fashionable lakehouses offered gambling, dancing, and nationally
famous entertainers. First the small hotels, then larger ones
fell victim to the new trends. The springs offered a decorous al-
ternative to these less respectable tourist attractions, and
provided a stabilizing force in the volatile economy. During the
Depression, the construction and operation of Saratoga Spa
provided employment, and brought new visitors to the area.

The baths at Saratoga were the only baths east of the Mis-
sissippi River which featured naturally carbonated mineral waters.
Because of its uniqueness as a natural resource, its new
state-of-the-art equipment for the bathhouses, its resort at-
mosphere and use of the most advanced spa therapy techniques, the
Saratoga Spa flourished, growing from 98,870 baths in 1934 to a
peak of 198,306 baths in 1946. Use of the baths began to decline
thereafter, with the discovery of antibiotics and the change in
resort fashions. Following World War II and particularly fol-
lowing the transfer of reservation properties to the newly
established New York State Office of Parks and Recreation in the
1960s, a broad range of recreational activities began to be
developed at the Park. The golf course was expanded to eighteen
holes, and a second golf course was added; the Peerless Pool com-
plex (with an Olympic-sized pool, a diving pool, and a wading
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pool) was constructed, large group picnic areas were developed,
and in 1966, the open-air, 5100-seat amphitheatre of the Saratoga
Performing Arts Center opened. Additional acreage was also added
to the Park on the east, south, and west, to allow for future ex-
pansion of the facility.

Despite these recent additions, the 19303' design for the
Saratoga Spa State Park survives with remarkable integrity. The
buildings of the Park are all preserved in their original exterior
appearance, with virtually all their architectural detailing in-
tact. The original landscaping has long since matured, further
enhancing the overall appearance of the buildings and strength-
ening their relation with the natural setting of the surrounding
parklands.
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Gideon Putnam Hotel, from northwest.
(R. YOungken, New York Office of Parks,

, Recreation, and Historic Preservation.
1982)
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sevelt Bathhouse I, from %est.
(R. Youngken, New York Office of Parks,
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1982)

Hall of Springs, west facade. (R. Youngken
New York Office of Parks, Recreation, and
Historic Preservation, 1982)
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Describe the present nd original (If known) physical appearance

Sux1
The eight original wings of Hotel Breakers were constructed in 1905 to the specifica-
tions of G. A. Boeckling, following his visit to the Loire Valley in France. The
resulting design is French Chateau-style country architecture with rough plaster
exterior walls, presently white with black trim. One additional wing, Bon Aire,
the largest and northernmost, was added In 1924. It is of the same desiga. The
Structure covers eight acres, with nine wings extending like fingers off a main
hallway which parallels Lake Erie. Each wing is three stories high. However, the
winga are connected only on their ground floors. Each wing that faces the lake
ends in two rounded towers.1

Features of the adjacent Cedar Point amusement park include one of the two remaining
Derby Racers in the United States (originally at Euclid Beach Park, near Cleveland,
and brought to Cedar Point in 1967)*, four carousels, and the Casino building, a
contemporary of the hotel, which has been modified for use as an arcade. The
steamer, G. A. Boecklin/, which ferried visitors from Sandusky to Cedar Point in
1909-51, survives, but is docked across the Bay in the town of Sanclusky; the ferry
is significantly alted.

Cedar Point's carousels include the following:

1) A rare (probably only six exist) Daniel C. Muller (1912), previously at
Revere Beach, Massachusetts, which was installed in the park about 1942. It
appears to be missing its fifth row of horses, but is otherwise well preserved.

2) An Allan Herachell miniature of aluminum purchased new for the Park in 1953.

3) A Dentzcl (c. 1925). that was brought to Cedar Point from Germantown,
Pennsylvania, in 1968.

4) A 1921 Dentzel in the Park's "Frontiertown" section that came to Cedar
Point in 1971 from Aurora, Illinois, via Haslett, Michigan.

Because Cedar Point Park has been extensively rebuilt and because all of the features
cited above, except the Hotel, have been modified, or moved to the Park, in recent
decades, and, in the case of the carousels, are not exceptionally early examples,
they are not proposed for inclusion in the National Historic Landmark. They do
cnrJA.bute to the historic flavor of Cedar Point, and the Park's management expends
great care in their preservation, and in that of the collection of structures,
moved to or built at the Park, which constitute its "Frontiertown."2

*The other is-at Playland, in Rye, New York. Playland is proposed for designatlon
in this study.
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Detailed Descriprion of Hotel Breakers

The main lobby is quite large with a high ceiling, surrounded by balconies on the
upper levels. The ceilings and upper walls are tin reliefjn a fleur-de-lis pattern.
Suspended from the ceiling are three Tiffany glass chandeliers. Original stained
glass panels by Louis Buser of Tiffany's, the famous glass cutter who did the
stained:glass work for.the Mormon Tabernacle and the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine; in New York City, are poditioned on three sides atop the balcony rail. All
are under.protective

The Rotunda, adjacent to,the Lobby on the lakeside, is of note. This section of
the hotel is five stories high.and cylindrical, with odd-shaped rooms. All upper
floors have the original spoked railings.' The flooring on the first level is the
original maple and gum..

Room arrangement, on either side of long interior hallways, has remained consistent
through extensive remodeling programs. Many sets of two or three rooms, which each
averaged 9' x 12', have been combined to form modernized rooms or suites. Two back
wings, away from the lake, are presently used as employee accommodations and are
unchanged. Their original partitions and wood flooring are intact.

All guest areas have modern baths and the walls have been refinished with either
commercial paneling or decorative wallboard. Their ceilings are suspended.

Interior modernization began about 1959 with the Bon Aire wing. Further remodeling
has proceeded floor by floor and wing by wing. The last major undertaking was the
refurbishing in 1977 of Section C, nearest the amusement area.

The only significant exterior alteration to the Hotel is the southwest portico,
which was added in thi 19600 . The orientation of the main entrance was thus changed
from the lakeshore to the automobile approach. It is simply an extension of the
original southwest wing. This portico replaced a service entrance, the "back dOor"
of the hotel wing, consisting of a small door and a few wooden steps that had never
beetrueed by the guests and had no architectural distinction. Otherwise, the style
and arrangement of the hotel 'wings retain the integrity of the period of construc-
tion, and the interior public spaces of the Lobby and the Rotunda convey the atmos-
phere of the early 20th-century resort hotel to a remarkable degree.

Footnotes

IIhe description of Hotel Breakers is an edited version of that appearing in the
National Register of Historic Places nomination form prepared ,by Richard B. Lauber
of Cedar Point, Inc., in 1980.
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2Notes on the facilities at Cedar Point Amusement Park other than the Hotel have
been prepared from the following items cited in the Bibliography: "Americaws
Amazement Park;" "Cedar Point is Born Again;" Thomas Layton, "Cedar Point Racing
nerby;" John Hayek and Rich Wickens, "Discovering the CarouSels on America'S North
Coast;" and -Merry- Rounding in Ohio, Part 2."



B. S gnificance
Period Aras of SignificanceCheek and justify below

prehistoric archeology.prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion11100-1499 archeology-historic conservation law science. 1500-1599 agriculture economics literature sculpture1600-1699 architecture education military social1700-1799 art engineering music humanitarian1800-1899 commerce exploration settlement philosophy theatercommunications industq
invention

politics government transpoflation
other (specify)

Spocific data*

Statemont of Sitard

Summary

1905 Builder Architect
canoe (In one paragraph)

Wilrn Knox and -

John H. Elliott

,17e74:4-iQ11_,

__JrasOrt.hatel;
football)

Hotel Breakers is a large late Victorian Chateau-like resort hotel built in 1905,during the "golden age" of the resort hotel in America. It was designed by WilmKnox and John H. Elliott, a noted architectural team of Cleveland. The Breakers isone of the few remaining major resort hotels from the turn-of-the-century age ofthe resort hotel in America. It was also the site of eventS of historic interest,including the perfecting of the forward pass and the terminus of a record-settingflight over water.

The resort hotel has always, in one form or another, been a very popular recreationalform in America. Many were built near natural and scenic wonders; sometimes, likethe Breakers, they were also linked to amusement parks and entertainment centers.Coney Island in New York City once boasted several fine resort hotels; in fact, thehotels there pre-dated the rides and other attractions. A variety of factors maderesort hotels popular. They were large, opulent for the standards of the day, and,most importantly, they offered a variety of activities under one roof. To use amodern phrase, they were one-stop vacations. Eating and drinking, dancing, bandconcerts and music of all kinds, games, and lectures were all attractions.

Few hotels of that grand era (roughly 1890 to 1915) have survived. Most were frameand were susceptible to fire. With the Depression and the coming of the automobile,long visits to resorts decreased in popularity and many of the hotels were torndown or converted to apartment buildings. The Breakers is a true example of theclassic American resort hotel, and a rare instance of one that survives in conjunc-tion with an amusement park.

History

The Sandusky Bay/Lake Erie Islands area of the Stare of Ohio has been a popularvacation area for more than a century. The history of tourism and recreation is animportant factor in the overall development of the region. Recreation gives thearea much of its character and charm, as well as providing an economic base. Thisregion of Ohio -- roughly the area from Vermilion to Port Clinton including theislands -- has traditionally been the most popular vacation area in the State. Infact, it is the only area in the State in which recreation and tourism have playedan important historical role in terms of economic and social development.
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Major resort hotels once existed on South Base Island in Lake Erie and on Johnson's
Island in Sandusky Bay. Both, however, were deatroyed by fire prior to World War I.

The Breakers was conceived and built by George A. Boeckling, an Indiana entrepreneur
who was one of the great amusement park and resort developers early in this century.
Boeckling bought Cedar Point in 1897, and soon announced an ambitious program of
development. At that point, the principal facility was the White House Hotel and its
Bay Shore addition. He built Cedar Point from a small local resort, used ea early as
the 1860s, into a Midwest showplace.

In 1904, the "lagoona" were begun. These 10' deep and 60'-150'..Aulde channels or
canals offered various advantages: for recreation, supply, and land reclamation.
In 1905-06, the Breakers and the pavilion known ea the Coliseum were built, and in
1907 construction of an amusement section, or midway, began to its southeast.2

Boat travel to and from Cedar Point was common. Boeckling's namesake steamer G. A.
Boeckling served beginning in 1909, supplementing service by other vessels.

From Boeckling's death in 1931 until 1950, the property was administered by trustees
and then leased to a Cleveland hotel operator. It had declined dramatically in the
intervening years. Both its physical plant and its financial condition were perilous.
In 1960, however, a new syndicate, including George A. nose of Toledo, E. A. Legros
of Cleveland, and Paul A. Dunn, decided to emulate Disneyland, bringing in a Disney
veteran to manage Cedar Point. The new managers reversed the decades of decline and
brought prosperity.to the Park. Among other steps, they Introduced new rides, includ-
ing one of the first Mill Race Log Flumes (1963) and the "Blue Streak" Roller Coaster
(1964), and restored old ones. In 1965, the Park passed two million in attendance
for the first time; in 1978, three million.5

The Breakers has been the site of events of historic interest. On Angust 31, 1910,
pioneer aviator Glenn Curtiss flew non-stop from the waterfrowa at Euclid Beach Park,
just east of Cleveland, to the beach in front of the Hotel Breakera, a distance of 64
miles. This long-distance flight over water eclipsed the record of 25 miles over the
English Channel by the French aviator Louis Bleriot. A crowd of 20,000 witnessed the
landing. In 1911, Curtiss gave exhibition flights at Cedar Point in his new hydro-
plane, the "Triad."4

Football in:mortals Knute Rockne and Gus Dorais of Notre Dame perfected the forward
pass while working as lifeguards on the Breakers! beach in the summer of 1913. That
fall, they applied their new techniques with devastating effect to defeat Army and
usher in a new age of football. Rockne returned and married Bonnie Skiles of Sandusky,
who was also working at the Breakers, the next summer. Later, the "Four Horsemen"
worked at Cedar Point.5
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In 1916 a featherweight championship boxing match between George Chaney and defender
Johnny Kilbane was held in a canvas open-air arena erected southeast of the bsy
dock. The scheduled fifteen-round title bout ended with a knockout in the third
round by the champion, who retained his crown. The previous year the champion had
met Alvin Miller of Lorain, Ohio, at Cedar Point in a non-title twelve-round bout
which went the distance. Another boxing bout, between Frank MAson and Joe Thomas,
flyweights: in 1920, was the last held.

Boeckling wan an impresario who brought many stars of the New York Metropolitan Opera
to sing at the Breakers while on their summer tours to Chicago. Nellie Melba, John
McCormack, Enrico Caruso, Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink, and others gave impromptu
concerts from the balconies in the Rotunda.

During the early and middle decades of this century, the Breakers was a top gathering
place for many famous people, including John Philip Sousa, and six U.S. Presidents:
William Howard Taft, Woodrow Wilson, Warren G. Harding, Calvin Coolidge, Franklin
Roosevelt, and Dwight Eisenhower. The Breakers has even entered literature, for
another guest, the American writer Sherwood Anderson, who was from nearby Clyde.
Ohio, used Cedar Point and its great hotel as a setting for some of his short
stories.

The one innovation in the 19308 -- a period when Cedar Point was otherwise in the
doldrums -- that was both popular and profitable was the conversion of the Coliseum
dance floor into a ballroom with refreshment service in 1939. To this ballroom
over the next few years came many of the popular bands of the day, among them the
following:

Don Bestor
George Olsen
Russ Morgan
Charlie Barnet
Blue Barron
Sammy Kaye
Buddy Rogers
Woody Herman

Shep Fields
Gene Krupa
Ozzie Nelson
Glenn Gray
Vincent Lopez
Guy Lombardo
Vayne King
Frankie Masters

Bob Zurke
Paul Whiteman
Ted Weems
Ted Lewis
Bob Crosby
Benny Goodman
Henry Busse
Ray Noble7

Footnotes

'This statement is an edited version of the National Register form cited in Note 1
of the Description. The major source for the significance section of that form was
Charles E. Frohman, Cedar_point (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio Historical Society
for Cedar Point, Inc., 1969).

2NOtes on Boeckling's acquisi ion and development of Cedar Point are found in
FrohMan, Ie. cit., pp. 12-13.
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3"America's Amazement Park," Amusement Park Jou nal,

4Frohman, Ea. cit., pp. 14-16.

5Jerry Brondfield, Rockne: _The Coach the Man the Le end (New York: Random House,
1976), p. 54; Frohman, Ea. cit., p. 20.

6Frohman, Ea. cit., p. 17.

7Ibid., p. 19.

(January 1981), 42-47.
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yerbal Boundary

Following northwest, from its southeast term nus, the unnamed Park road that runs
generally northwest past the Hotel to the first fork in the road, then along an
imaginary line drawn due northeast from the fork to its intersection with the Lake
Erie shore, then along the Lake Erie shore in a generally southeast direction to a
point on the shore intersected by the prolongation of the paved road between the
Hotel and the Convention Center, then southwest along the latter road to its inter-
section with the Park road first mentioned above, i.e., the point of beginning.
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Hotel Breakers aerial, view fraim nrtast,
Rotunda and projecting wings, over

looking the beach where &lute Rockne and
Gus Dorais practiced the foreward pass in
the summer of 1913. (C-Apriar Point, Inc.,
1985)
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and or common Adler Planetarium and Astronomical Museum

Location
Street & _number 1300 S. e Shore Drive

city, town Chicago _ vicinity of

_ not for publication

state Illinois code county COOk
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Category Ownership Sttu. Present Uso

district _ public occupied _ agriculture
private _ unoccupiedA building(s) commercial

structure _ both educationalwork In progress
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7. Description

good
_ fair

Check on
_ deteriorated

ruins
auintrered

unexposed

beck one
original elle
moved d

Describe the present and orleInel (If known) pheeical appearance
The Adler Planetarium is situated on the rounded northern and easternmost extension
of Northerly Island, built up from shoals of the Lake Michigan shore.1 The "island"
is a peninsula linked to the mainland by a causeway. The planetarium's position
is a commanding one, presenting a panorama of the downtown Chicago skyline to the
west and northwest, the Lake Michigan shore to the south, and the seemingly
endless horizon of the lake to the east and north.

The esplanade in front of the building, which now contains the main entrance,
through steps down from a glass-enclosed cage-like structure into an underground
addition, is surrounded by flower beds. Formerly it included a long narrow
reflecting pool with stylized depictions in terrazzo of the twelve months. The
pool Was built in 1933 for the Century of Progress Exponition. When the addition
was built, the pool had to be removed; now a small model of the pool's terrazzo
base is affixed to the wall inside the old entrance.

The new approach to the museum also includes a statue of the 16th-century Polish
astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus (Mikolaj Kopernik). This was given by the
Copernicus Foundation and the Illinois Division of the Polish-American Congress
in 1973.

A recent addition (1977) to the planetarium complex is the Doane Observatory, a
low circular structure containing a 16-inch telescope. It is on the lakefront
side of the planetarium ate.

The building sits on algrassy terrace several feet above the circular drive that
surrounds it on the ground level. A broad flight of steps leads to the bronze-
covered entrance doors, which are set with bevelled glass. The exterior walls of
the buildingb which are covered in polished rainbow granite of reddish hue with
dark green veins, form three concentric 12-sided :rings or prisms, the largest of
which is 160 feet in diameter. The 12-sided form of the structure symbolizes the
months Of the year and the signs of the zodiac. The rings rise in receding
tiers, with terraces atop them, originally designed for astronomical observation,
to the base of the dome. The roof is of copper sheets, which cover a hemispheric
form. The two geometric forms reflect the two basic internal functions of the
building. The lower portion houses the astronomical museum, classrooms, and
offices; the inside of the dome serves as the screen for the planetarium projector.

The smoothness of the flat-walled surface is relieved by narrow bands of fluting
which run horizontally along the top of the lower level, and vertically at the 12
corners of each level. The upper corners of the lowest level are embellished
with bronze plaques by the sculptor Alfonso Ianelli; they depict the signs of
the zodiac in low relief. Stars are positioned on the plaques according to the
constellation descriptions by Ptolemy, the Greek astronomer of the 2nd century
A.D.
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e present entrance to the building is underground. A flight of steps just
west of the original stairs leads down to the 280-foot underground extension of
the museum, constructed in 1973. This addition, the Astro-Science Center1 built
below ground to avoid interrupting the character of the setting, more than
doubled the floor space of the original building. This facility includes an
area for space-age exhibits, a library, and the Kroc Universe Theatre, which
augments the presentation of the planetarium in the Sky Theatre by seeming tO
transport the viewer to distant parts of the universe thrrtugh projections from
behind its translucent walls and ceiling.

Above the eastern portion of the new main floor are the two floors of the
original building. These house astronomical displays and the rich instrument
collection, containing around 1,000 instruments for astronomy, navigation,
surveying, and time measurement; the items in this collection date from 1131
A.D. to the present.

Also on the upper floor, in the center of the building beneath the dome, is the
Sky Theatre in which the planetarium projector is operated. The present planet-
arium, which gives the building its name, was installed in 1970. The projector
can reproduce the night sky on the ceiling of the dome as the sky appears from
any place on earth and at any time for thousands of years in the past and
future. The appearance of almost 9,000 stars, the planets, the Milky Way,
constellation outlines, and special phenomena such as eclipses, meteors* comets*
and artificial satellites can be simulated. Orbits and changes in orbits over
thousands of years can be shown.

Outside the doors of the planetarium chamber, in the original entrance foyer of
the building opposite the doors, is a dedicatory panel of greenish-brown marble
with white-metal symbols of eight planets in low relief. These were also
executed by lanelli. (Pluto, the ninth planet* was discovered in 1930* too
late to be featured in this panel.) The planets encircle a statement of the
purpose of Max Adler's gift:

To further the progress of science to guide an understanding of the
maJesty of the heavens -- to emphasize that under the great celestial
firmament there is order, interdependence and unity.

The building's interiors generally are a uniform dark cinnamon in color* and
the ceilings of the exhibition areas are gold. Carl Condit has ably described
the intricate interior construction of the planetarium, which contrasts with
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the simplicity of itslexterior design. This complex structure was necessary to
meld the curved and straight-line geometric forms that compose the exterior.
His description is quoted here in full:

The simplicity and the purity of the Adler Planetarium are in one respect
deceptive, since they hide a complex internal structure. The foundations
rest on composite piles of wood and concrete that were driven through the
fill and into the original lake bed to a depth of 44 feet below the bed
level. The structural eystem is also composite: the walls of the pris-
matic volumes are supported by a concrete frame, whereas the floor, roof,
and dome frames are steel. The horizontal slabs are carried by standard
girders and joists, but the double dome required more elaborate curvilinear
forms. The primary members in the frame of the outer dome are twenty-four
meridional open-web ribs built up of steel plates, angles, and straps and
curving on an outside radius of 40 feet 7 inches. Alternate ribs spring
from twelve 'steel columns disposed in a ring around the planetarium chamber,
and the intermediate ribs between them form 1-beams joining successive pairs
of columns, the entire group of twenty-four bearing on a steel compression
ring at their upper ends. This ring, which is 10 feet in diameter, also
serves as an opening for the smokestack. The ribs are stiffened laterally
by circumferential struts, and the whole assembly is braced by double
diagonals in all but the topmost ring of the spherical trapezoids formed by
the primary framing members. The steelwork of the dome is covered by one-
inch-thick cement tiles caulked with elastic cement, and these in turn are
covered by copper sheathing. The innar dome is a lightweight duplication of
the outer and its crown and spring line stand seven feet lower than those of
the external covering. The inner rihs and rings, formed of steel angles,
are suspended by steel hangers from a light horizontal framework fixed to
the outer built-up ribs. Wooden ribs attached to their steel counterparts
once formed the nailing base of the stretched and treated cotton fabric that
originally constituted the planetarium screen, but this flimsy material was
later replaced by anodized aluminum.2

FOOTNOTES

1This description is largely an adaptation of that contained in Commission on
Chicago Historical and Architectural Landmarks, "The Adler Planetarium: Prelimi-
nary Summary of Information," November 1, 1976, pp. 1-4.

2Carl Condit, Chicago, 1910-29: Building, Planning, and Urban Technologt
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), pp. 201, 204.
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_ 1600-1599
1700-1799

_ 1800-1899
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archeology.prenistoric
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architecture
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et SignificanceCheck and justify below
community planning
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economics
education
engirmering
xploration setti men
industry
invention

Specific dates 1929-30
-

BuilderArchitect

men! of Significance (in one paragraph)

Summatyl

landscape architecture
. law

literature
military
music
philosophy
politics governr,-,

_ .

Ernest Grunsfeld, Jr.
.._.=

religion
science
sculpture
sociaV
humanitarian

__theater
hansportatlon
lther (specify)

(P1-Anetarium)

The Adler Planetarium, the first institution of its type in the Western Hemisphere,
opened to the public in May 1930. With its neighbors, the Field Museum and the
Shedd Aquarium, it forms a significant cultural complex that enriches its visitors'
knowledge of the sky, the earth,,and water, a connection enhanced by the spectacular
lakefront setting of the complex, which evokes each of its components.

The structures that house these institutions offer eloquent testimony to the way in
which recreation enhances and ultimately enriches knowledge. Furthermore, they
are, along with Soldier Field, the prime remaining structures surviving on site
from "A Century of Progress" (1933-34), the second great Chicago exposition. They
all slightly predate the exposition, but, integrated into it, served as the northern .
anchor for the exposition, which stretched southward along the Chicago lakefront in
Burnham Park. Thematically, they fit well with the exposition, which was dedicated
to the grand concept of "a century of'the growth of science, and the dependence of
industry on scientific research."

The Adler Planetarium and Astronomical Museum wAs given to the people of Chicago in
1930 by Max Adler, a retired senior officer of Sears, Roebuck and Company, who had
been deeply involved in philanthropic activities for many years. In addition to
funding the building and the planetarium projector, Adler purchased and donated to
the city an extensive collection of antique scientific instruments for display in
it.

History

At the time of the planetarium's dedication in May 1930, Adler explained his reasons
for building it. He hoped to further the progress of science and to enable people
to "observe the action of uhe heavenly bodies as heretofore only astronomers could
do." He also felt that if people realized the enormity of the universe and the
smallness of their part in it, they would be humbled and come to see the inter-
dependence of all mankind, and thus the futility of force as a means of solving
problems. The use of the planetarium would "emphasize that all mankind rich and
poor, powerful and weak as well as all nations here and abroad constitute part of
one universe."
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Max Adler was born in 1866 in Elgin, Illinois. He learned the violin as a child
and studied at a music conservatory in Germany. He eventually moved to ChiCago
to open a string instruments store with a partner. In 1897 he married Sophie
Rosenwald. That same year, Sophie's brother Julius invited him to join the staff
of the yOung mail-order firm of Sears, Roebuck and Company of Which he, Julius,
was an officer and part-owner and later president. Julius retained Max as the
buyer and manager of the musical instruments and related departments. As the
company grew, so did Adler's position within it. By 1921, he was an officer,
director, and substantial shareholder.

In 1928 he retired from business and devoted his life to philanthropic activities
in Chicago. His primary interest was directed toward Jewish inatitutions and
organizations, but he also supported musical organizations and music students.

Although he had no particular interest in astronomy, he was intrigued by a
friend's report of a planetarium, a device which could reproduce the night sky
on the ceiling of a domed room, that the friend had seen in Munich. Chicago
already had a museum of fine arts and one of natural history, and plans for both
an aquarium and a museum of science and technology were well under way. The
latter was the inspiration of Adler's brother-in-law, Julius Rosenwald, who
provided the funds to establish the museum. A planetarium, Adler began to _eel,
would complement those museums in which the earth and sea were studied.

Intrigued by the idea, Adler went to Germany to see the Munich planetarium and
several others himself, accompanied by his wife and architect Ernest Grunsfeld,
Jr. They found the planetarium to be not only exciting but also instructive.
Adler decided to give Chicago the first planetarium in the Western Hemisphere,
and Grunsfeld was retained to design the building in which the machine would be
installed.

The South Park Commissioners, who had jurisdiction over the southside parks
before the amalgamation of several park boards into the Chicago Park District in
1934, offered the site. Under the Lake Front Ordinance of 1919, which developed
from Daniel Burnham's 1 09 Plan of Chicago, a group of five recreation islands
were to be built off the lakeshore between 12th Street and 51st Street, separated
from the shore by water and joined to each other by bridges. Construction of
what was known as Island #1 began in 1923 off 12th Street. By 1928, when Adler
offered the planetarium to the Commissioners, the landfill for the island was
almost complete, and the Board of the South Park Commissioners arranged for the
building to be placed on the promontory at its north end. The other four islanda
were never built, and Island #1 became known as Northerly Island. The temporary
bridge connecting the island to the mainland was converted into a permanent
causeway soon after the building was completed.
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The Adler Planetarium and Astronomical Museum opened on May 12, 1930) and later
that year Ernest Grunsfeld, Jr., received a gold medal from the American Institute
of Architects for his design. Given the spectacular setting on the lake, Grunsfeld's
design is most striking by its deceptive simplicity, yet it is an impressive sight.
He admirably solved the problem of the building's two special requirements: a
domed room for the planetarium and space for museum displays and administrative and
educational areas. The transition from the lower portion of the building to the
dome is smoothly accomplished by the three nesting rings which decrease in size as
they rise to the dome. Carl Condit has called the building a "lake-set jewel of
geometry" and a "classic !.a the modern idiom." He has also praised its use of
symbolism and its functional interior.2

More than 22,000,000 people have visited the Adler Planetarium since it opened in
1930, indicating the attraction many people feel to understand something of the
universe. They can not only observe the "sky show," but can also attend a year-
round schedule of classes in astronomy and navigation and even learn to grind their
own precision telescopes. Through these activities the Adler Planetarium has
carried out the scientific and educational aims of its founder.

1This statement is an edited version of that in Commission on Chicago Historical and
Architectural Landmarks, "The Adler Planetarium: Preliminary Summary of Information,"
November 1, 1976) pp. 1-4.

2carl Condit, (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1973), p. 201.
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Describe the present and original kno ) physical epos_

The aquarium'_ plan may be.described as a Greek crow:4 with the corners between
the four arms of the cross filled in, giving the building the shape of an
octagon. The central rotunda is surmounted by an octagonal tower roofed with a
pyramidal skylight 0f thick translucent glass set in a steel armature. Like the
Field Museum, the aquarium le covered with white Georgia marble, and ia set on
a modest dlevation, surrounded by a terrace with a broad flight of steps leading
to the entrance. The entrance portico is in the form:of a Classic Doric temple.
The other exterior detailing of the building principally derives from the same
source. At the roofline, however, the detailing takes the form of stylized
waves. The marine motif is maintained on the tower which is capped at the
point of its roof by a tall trident, symbol of the Creek god of the waters,
Poseidon.

The entrance, which faces west toward Lake Shore Drive, leads into a central
foyer in one of the four main wings of the building. To one side of the central
hall are administrative offices. On the other is the octagonal Balanced Aquarium
Room, decorated in the manner of an Oriental courtyard. It contains a special
exhibit of tropical fish. In the center of the room is a kiosk containing seven
large tanks; sixty-five smaller tanks line the walls.

At the intersection of the four wings, under the tower, is an octagonal rotunda
which originally contained a circular pool surrounded by a rock garden inhabited
by small reptiles and amphibians. In 1970 the pool was replaced by a large
coral reef tank in.which various types of Caribbean sealife live, fed twice a
day by divers. The six exhibition galleries that radiate from this room are in
parallel pairs in the three wings, with exhibit tanks lining the outer edges of
each gallery. The galleries are covered by low vaulted ceilingsi skylights and
artificial lights abGve the 200 display tanks illuminate the tanks while keeping
the galleries dark enough for optimum viewing. Behind and between the galleries
are work spaces and offices. Under the exhibition floor is the Aquatic Science
Center, built in a former mezzanine storage area and opened in 1975. It includes
classrooms, laboratories1 and the aquarium's library.

A highly complex water storage and circulation system operate behind and beneath
the exhibition galleries. Maintaining a great variety of fish requires a range
of water conditions, and the water tanks are divided into five groups, according
to the temperature and salinity of the watez..

The decorations of the building's interior are derived from aquatie plant and
animal forms. A clock hanging between the foyer and the rotunda has sea crea-
tures in piece of nuMbers. Light fixtur,Is on the walls are in the shape of
sting rays, and there are standing lights in the shape of nautilus shells
resting on shafts of seaweed. Mosaics of fkohes decorate the walls at eye level.
Brass radiator grills and railings inside the entrance are made in the form of
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fishnets with plants around their bases and fish around the borders. In the
central hall, doorways are topped with glazed tiles of fishes and plaster
turtles, and shells decorate the panels of the high coffered ceiling. All this
ornament is well integrated with the simple Classic lines of the building, and
does not detract from the main attraction: the forme, colors, and movements of
its living aquatic inhabitants.

Footnote

1The description is an edited version of that in Commission on Chicago Historical
and Architectural Landmarks, "John C. Shedd Aquarium: Preliminary Summary of
Information," December 6, 1976, pp. 1-3.
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The Shedd Aquarium, the first inland aquarium in the United States to maintain
a permanent collection of both fresh-water and salt-water fishes and other
aquatic life, was constructed in 1929 and opened to the public in June 4930.1
With its neighbors, the Adler Planetarium and the Field Museum, it forms a
significant cultural complex that enriches a visitor's knowledge of the sky,
the earth, and water, a connection enhanced by the spectacular lakefront setting
of the complex, which evokes each of ita cOmponenta.

The structures that house these institutions offer eloquent testimony to the way
in which recreation enhances and ultimately enriches knowledge. Furthermore,
they are, along with Soldier Field, the prime remaining structures surviving on-
site from "A Century of Progress" (1933-34), the second great Chicago exposition.
They all slightly predate the exposition, but, integrated into it, served as
the northern anchor for the exposition, which stretched southward along the
Chicago lakefront in Burnham Park. Thematically, they fit well with the
exposition, which was dedicated to the grand concept of "a century of the
growth of science, and the dependence of industry on scientific research."

HiatOCY

John G. Shedd, whose philanthropy made the aquarium possible, was born in New
Hampshire in 1550. At seventeen he decided that farm life was not for him and
he found work as a clerk in a grocery store. After similar jobs he decided in
1872 to go west to Chicago "to work for the biggest store in town." He found
work in the Field, Leiter and Company store, Be began In the atockraom and
shipping room at ten dollars a week, but soon became a salesman. By 1893 he
was a partner in the firm, which had by that time become Marshall Field and
Company. Eight years later, when the company incorporated, Shedd was named
first vice-president, a post he held until 1906 when, on Marshall Field's
death, he became president. From 1921 until his death in 1926, he served as
chairman of the board of the company.

Shedd was involved with a number of charitable activities during his life,
but his most prominent contribution was the aquarium he endowed just before his
death. BA made an agreement with the South Park Commissioners in 1925 by
which he would provide $2,000,000 for an aquarium to be built on park property
adjacent to the Field MUseum of Natural Hiatory, which had been completed in
1921. When the final coat estimate for the aquarium showed that more money
would be needed, Shedd added $14000,000 to his gift.
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The architectural firm chosen to build the aquarium was Graham, Anderson, Probot
and White. Ernest R. Graham had joined the firm of Daniel Burnham and John
Root in 1888. Root died in 1892, and after Burnham's death in 1912, Burnham's
two sons and Graham reorganized the firm as Graham, Burnham and Company. When
the two Burnhams left to start their own firm in 1917, Graham established a new
firm with three other members of the original Burnham firm. Graham, Anderson,
Probst and White, still in existence today, has been one of the most prolific
firms in American architectural hiatory. Among many other buildings, the firm
was responsible for the Field Museum of Natural History. They were commissioned
to do the new aquarium, Just across Lake Shore Drive from the Field Museum, in
a manner which would harmonize with the museum.

The aquarium is appropriately located on the shore of Lake Michigan, and contains
not only rare and exotic fish, but also those of Lake Michigan, with exhibits
explaining the ecology and problems of the lake today. The Shedd Aquarium
has always been a popular place. With the Field Museum and Adler Planetarium
nearby, it is a part of one of the world's great cultural complexes in which
anyone may study the earth, the sky, and the seas.

Footnote

1This edited text derives from
Landmarks," John G. Shedd Aquar um: Preliminary Summary of Information, December
6, 1976, pp. 1-3.

mmission on Chicago Historical and Axchitectural
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VERBAL BOUNDARY

The aquarium site in bounded on the west and southwest by the northbound lanes
of Lake Shore Drive, on the north by a line drawn.due east to the lakefront
from the point at which Lake Shore Drive diverges into north and southbound
lanes, on the north and east by the lakefront, and on the south by a line draw
west along the east-west axis of the water edge of the causeway to the Adler
Planetarium until it intersects the northbound lanes of Lake Shore Drive.
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Mill Grove, John James Audubon's home in 1804-08, ia a 2-1/2-story house of
native fieldstone, with a 2-story west addition of the same material set on alower level. The structure sits on a rise of land overlooking Perklomen Creek.

There are inside end chimneys in the wood-shingled roof of the main block and at
the west end of the addition. The roofline of tha main block is pierced by three
gables on the north elevation and two on the south, or creek, side. The cornice
is coved with pent across the gable ends.

The main portion of. Mill Grove was built by James Morgan, who operated a mill and
a lead mine in the vicinity, in 1762. He also erected the west addition, 3 years
later, apparently as an inn to shelter travelers stranded at the crossing of thePerkiomen near his home.1 The dormern and porches were added after 1830.2 Withthose exceptions, the house's exterior appearance is apparently the same as when
Audubon knew it.

The north facade features a central entrance with a smalI wi_ _- cut over it and
4-over-4 sash on both levels to either side. The south facade has 4-over-4 sash
on both levels except in the central bay of the 5, on the first level, which
contains the main south door. Many of the windows contain the original wavyglass.

The structure's interior integrity is also high. The main block is laid out on acenter hall plan. All the floors, except those on the first level, are original
and are composed of random width oak and pine. Those on the first level were
replaced in the early 1950s, using similar random width native pins more than 100
years old. Nearly all first and second floor roomS, end those in the basement,
feature fireplaces set on a 45 degree angle to the true square of the rooms. The
only other interior changes of note are the sealing Of fireplaces to meet insurance
requirements and the closing of one or two deorways to meet public traffic flow
regulations.

The wing contains a large room on the f
in the house's early years, and uatair oms.

floor, which was licensed as a tavern

Mill Grove serves as a museum, housing a priceless collection of Audubon's bird
paintings, including a complete set of the rare "elephant folios." Several pieces
of his furniture have been donated CO Mill Grove, and are on display, along withperiod pieces. An upstairs bedroom has been furnished approximately as it may have
been when Audubon had his studio In the house. Murala,,In aeveral of the rooms, by
George M. Harding, were painted in the 1950s; they illustrate Audubon's travels
and adventures in America.
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Of other structures,that may have been on the grounds during Audubon's residence,
only the barn has survived. The entire Mill Grove tract (130 acres) today forms a
bird, animal, and plant sanctuary. The property is kept in a natural state, excepi;
for small formal gardens and lawns adjacent to the house, and some 6 milea of
trails. The flora and fauna found in the sanctuary are quite diverse. Some 180
species of birds have been observed.

Footnotes

Edward S. Mocker, "Up and Down Montgomery County," A-8, 15, p 18. (Scrapbook
in the collections of the Montgomery County aiatorical Society.)

2

The only depiction of the house in the early 19th century is Thomas Birch's
011 painting of 1830 in the New York Historical Society Museum, which is reproduced
with this study. It clearly shows the absence of both the dormers and the Victorian
porch, which were added by the Wetherill family long after Audubon had departed.
The basic form of the houne is clearly the-same today as when Birch painted it'
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Summary

Somewhat like the birds he watched, shot, mounted, and painted, John James Audubon
is associated with no single location in America. This comfortable farm house in
rural Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, was his first home in the United States, in
1804-08. Although his stay here was brief, it was highly significant. Mill Grove
is "... historic for its lasting stimulus to Audubon's ... life and achievements."1

At Mill Grove, Audubon made his earliest observations of the "birds of America";
conducted his experiments in bird-banding, the first in the United States; devised
his methods of taxidermy; and painted artistic renderings of his wildlife subjects.2
Mill Grove is thus an important site in science and art, and significant in the
history of conservation for the movement that sprang from it.

MoreoVer, it strikingly illustrates the potential significance of an avocation that
becomes a passion and then a profession, for Audubon is the prototype and patron
saint of America's 20 million birdwatchers. And Mill Grove and the land around it
supplied his budding genius with material for inspiration and scientific inquiry.

In addition, althongh it was his father's property, Mill Grove is the only surviving
Audubon home in America. The only house in America that he owned in his own name
was "Minniesland," a house he built in New York City in 1841. He died there in
1851. The house was razed early in the 20th century.

History

Audubon's father Jean, a French naval lieutenant, served in the fleet support
Washington at Yorktown and was, in the 1780s, engaged in trade in the West Indies.
During a sojourn in Haiti, he fathered Jean Jacques, who eventually returned to
France with him. The boy got a gentleman's upbri _ing, but balked at entering the
Navy. He studied art with Jacques Louis David, and, at 15, had begun a collection
of his own drawings of French birds. 18,.perhaps to avoid Napoleon's draft, his
father sent him to the United States.

A refuge was waiting for him -- Mill Grove. The elder Audubon had purchased Mill
Grove while, on a trading voyage in Philadelphia in 1789. Although he may have
acquired the estate as a potential refuge for himself - slave insurrections were
sweeping Haiti and the French ReVolution was beginning -- he had never resided there.
Nantes, France, remained his home when not at sea or in the West Indies.
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The house at Hill Grove
mill nearby on Perkiomen
lead, copper, and zinc,
the American Revolution,

had been built in 1762-65 by JaMes Morgan, whu operated a
Creek. Because the property contained a mine that produced
and was close to Valley Forge, it had been looted during
although the house escaped essentially unscathed.4

In March 1804, Jean Jacques (whose name was quickly anglicized to John James)
arrived at Mill Grove. He was supposed to develop the mine on the property for hia
father; however, Ale fell under the lure of the Pennsylvania countryside. He
roamed the wooded hills along the Perkiomen and the Schuylkill and purSued hunting,
t0_,xidermy, and painting. He was intensely interested in studying the area's wild-
life, particularly its birds.

He was a prodigious colleCtor of nests, eggs, and avian specimens, which he faith-
fully sketched in life-like attitudes after first arranging hiS subjects for the
sittings by means of wires thruSt through the carcasses and then bent and twisted
to hold them in the desired positions. This method of arranging the specimens ias
his own imention. Here, Audubon also performed the first authentic experiments in
bird banding in America. He banded a species of flycatcher, the phoebe, succealding
generations of which still nest at Mill Grove. During his stay, Audnbon also
became acquainted with Lucy Bakewe11, daughter of the owner of a netghboring farm,
and became engaged to her.

Audubon actually spent lelwthen 2 full years of his life at Mill Grove. He returned
temporarily to France in 1805, worked in the office of his fiancee's uncle in New
York City from the autumn of 1806 until August 1807, and opened a general store in
Louisville, Ky., later in the latter year. In 1808, he went baCk to Mill Grove to
marry Lucy, but quickly set out for Kentucky with her.

During the Audubons' peripatetic life -- they lived in New York, Ohio, Kentucky,
Missouri, and Louisiana, in addition to Pennsylvania, and he traveled through
Texas, Mississippi, Arkansas, Illinois, Tennessee, Florida, Maine, the Carolinas,
and much of the rest of the Nation -- Lucy played an indispensable role. She saw
him through two decades of poverty, failure in business, and his struggle to estab-
lish himself as a nature artist. Her earnings as a schoolteacher often supported
the family, and she financed his trip to Britain that finally led to the publication
of his work, beginning in 1826.

During Audubon's stay at Mill Grove, another Frenchman -- albeit with a Portuguese
surname -- Frangois (Francis) DaCosta, had served as his guardian and partner in
the mining operation. DaCosta was also assigned a half-interest in the property.
When the Audubons left for Kentucky in 1808, DaCosta acquired full ownership of
Mill Grove.
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DaCosta, in turn, sold the property to Samuel Wetherill of Philadelphia, in1813. Wetherill's descendants cwed it until 1951, when it was sold to the
Montgomery County Commissioners to be held forever as a shrine to Audubon andas a wildlife sanctuary.

Mill Grove has been open to the public as a unit of the Montgomery County park
system since the spring of 1952.

Footno_es

1

George Dock, Jr. "Sanctuary on the Perkiomen, Audubon HA azine, July-August1951.

2-

3

The biographical daea on Audubon contained in this sketch are derived fromDonald C. Peattie and Eleanore R. Dobson, "John James Audubon," Dictiouary_of
American Biography, 1, 423-427.

4

Edward S. Hecker, "Up and Down Montgomery County," A-8 15, p. 18. (Scrapbook
in the Montgomery County Historical Society.)
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Describer the present and original (if known) physical appearance
Summary

The Atlantic City Convention Hall, a vast 650-foot by 350-foot structure built
in 1926-29, provides a dramatic focus on the Boardwalk at a significant bend in
the beachfront.1 It draws attention partly because of the great curving lime-
stone exedra that curves out toward the beach and emphasizes the entrance of the
Hall. Within, behind the massive pylons of the entrance, looms the great
arched volume of the auditorium. Thus, the building really exists in two
parts, unified by materials, function, and scale: the exedra with the covered
curving double row of columns terminated by public bath houses, and the 2-story,
limestone-clad front block of Convention Hall, backed by the immense brick-clad
arched volume of the main hall. The main building contains the Great Hall, or
Auditorium, large ballroom, and smaller public rooms.

Detailed Description

The exedra and public facade of the hall are both constructed in cut limestone.
Their detail draws on the then-popular Lombard Romanesque, with elements of Neo-
Assyrian design, especially in the capitals of the main arcade- That fusion of
architectural styles no doubt occurred because both styles were being rediscov-
ered by historians in the 1920s. The "First Romanesque Style" was the subject
of volumes by Arthur Kingsley Porter and the Spaniard Puig y Chadafach, while
the Assyrian archeological finds made by the British Museum were much noted in
the popular press.

The Boardwalk-beach edge is appropriately ocean-oriented, with decoration, like
that of contemporary Atlantic City hotels; using forms of ocean flora and
fauna. Stone seahorses, porpoises, shells, and crustaceans are set into panels
on the upper surfaces. The architectural forms are somewhat Mediterranean,
with tile roofs, shallow corbels, and stylized Ravennate basket capitals similar
to Italian 9th- and 10th-century Romanesque. At the corners of the site, just
beyond the east and west walls of the facade, are public bath houses, small 3 x 5
bay rectangular limestone-clad buildings which are narrower on the north and
south fronts. Shallow relief panels are set above their lintels, while corbel
tables and tile roof edges crown their walls.

A short gap along the edge of the Boardwalk separates the rest rooms from the
cubic baldachini that terminate the exedra. The latter are great piers that
terminate the upper facade of the hall, bringing its overwhelming scale down
onto the beachfront. Four square stone shafts carry an entablature that is
capped by a series of stepped flat plates of stone. From the baldachini, the
exedra curves out toward the ocean, then back toward the Boardwalk. It contin-
ues the entablature at the same level while the interior ia clad with Gustavino
tile; these are the same materials originally u$ed in the vaulted entrance of
the hall.
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The front of the Convention Hall follows Beaux Arts monumental scheme, again
with Lombard Romanesque detail. A multi-story arcade above the broad Boardwalk
entrance is flanked by tall pylons. The lower 3-story-high blocks,"flanking the
main block, contain shops on the first floor and offices and conference rooms
on the second and thir4. The stone is coursed in regular, alternating wide and
narrow bands, of a sort associated with Neo-Romanesque style in the 18908.
Pronounced variations in the color and tone of the limestone form au overall
pattern.

The Beaux Arts rhythm, of lower end wings, terminating towers, and central
arcade block, contrasts with the secondary patterns of Lombard Romanesque, in a
smaller decorative scale. A corbel table supporting a string course sets off
the openings of the first floor from the fenestrated and arcaded second floor;
it is repeated again below the tile roof edge across the upper levels. Heraldic
shields of the State of New Jersey are flanked by porpoises and leahorses
above the doors in the towers and over the broad Boardwalk entrance, while a
great frieze of sea fauna caps the towers.

This facade remains essentially intact, although the original architects modified
it at the time of the Democratic National Convention in 1964. They walled in
the large window openinga of the aecond-floor gallery and removed the store
fronts to the aides of the main entrance, as well es the doora in the towers.
The original .Boardwalk entrance was also modernized. Grained marble column
covera and blue tile were place4 ou the wall, below a new stainless steel
canopy, leading into a modernized foyer.

Behind the cut-stone front block, the main bulk of the building is sheathed iu
variegated yellow brick laid in decorative patterns, panels, and diaperwork.
Massive piers along Georgia and Misissippi Avenues mark the great structural
arches of the interior. Blind arcades along the side again recall the Lombard
Romanesque. Bullseye windows and corbel tables fill the walls below the tiles
of the roof edge, and limestone continues the color of the front on the upper
aurfaces of spur buttresses on the pier caps along the aides.

The same large rhythm of piers, infilled with brick wall panels, marks the
north, or stage house, end. There the tall central volume, flanked by lower
side wings, recalls the front composition. The street level is again detailed
with limestone pier caps. Light-toned brick with limestone-colored concrete
piers was carried on to the west wall.

The veetibule that connected the Ball to the Boardwalk was designed to be an
immense vaulted passageway 50 feet wide, linking the beach and the Convention
Hall and of sufficient size to permit the floats of Boardwalk pageants to ba
driven directly into the Auditorium for judges to view. It was sheathed in
limestone, with a shallow Gustavino tile vault (resembling the outdooc exedra).
The vestibule led to great sloping ramps to the upper levels and the front Ball-
room and, through a low entrance, to the Great Hall itself. This vestibule was
also modified in 1964.
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The front Ballroom occupies a space behind the front loggia, or promenade, which
is 12 feet wide by 185 feet long* Ito axis runs across that of the main building
to form a rectangular room 185 feet by 130 feet. A coved cornice leads to a
central border, containing lights and speakers, that sets off a central flat
panel raised above ventilation grills. The central panel is richly painted with
clouds opening around square gold panels containing the signs of the zodiac, from
which reach golden rays from the sun in the center. An organ balcony on the
north wall, framed by three large arches, rests on capitals carved with seahorsea.
Though altered by new paint colors, stainless steel doors on the north side, and
elOsed off from the balcony, the room remains an important Art Deco space. (Its
original character ie being restored.)

The extraordinary Great Hall is still one of the world's largest interior spaces,
more than half a century after its completion. Its great roof gives the building
its characteristic shape. It takes its form from the ten pairs of immense three-
hinged arch roof trusses spanning its full 350-foot width. They recall the shape
of the great railroad train sheds on which they were modelled. The result ia a
room 300 feet wide by 480 feet long, seating 30,000 on the floor, and surrounded
on three sides by A mezzanine that seats another 10,000.

The Great Hall focuses on a handsome proscenium arch, flanked by eagle-capped
pilasters. They frame the stage, Which is alone 110 feet wide and 85 feet deep,
at the north end of the building. The room survives nearly intact, with its
original Art Deco decorative schemes still visible. Instead of primary tones,
Lockwood and Greene used a color scheme based on secondary tones: sea foam green
on the pilasters, accented by bright blue trim which continues along the triple
arches of the side arcades. There, the emblems of all the States emphasize the
theme of Atlantic City as a national resort. The whole space is covered by the
massive steel arches, which are infilled with a continuous web covered by an
early attempt at acoustic sound-absorbent material, painted a dull silver that
sheds a metallic gleam.

The pipe organ of the Great Hall contains some 33,000 pipes in 8 chambers. These
are placed:

one on either side of the stage in the same plane, separated by 175
feet, two spaced along each side wall between the seating gallery and the
ceiling vault, and two high in the ceiling itself, close to the middle of
the auditorium. It is as if the listener were inside the instrument, sur-
rounded by sound which not only issues from two positions in every quadrant
for anyone stationed forward of the middle chambers, but echoes and rever-
berates from everywhere else. Even visually, it is not an "object." One
sees only grills flush with the room surfaces; there are no display pipes.2
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The ancillary spaces off the Great Hall are almost plain by contrast to it; imitation
red granite wainscotting, set off by dark borders, accents the long ramps to the
mezzanine and the upstairs corridors. The walls and ceilings in the corridors, mall
conference rooms, and dressing rooms are painted plaster. Stairwells that lead to
the side exits on the major axes follow the detail of the public areas, with the
imitation granite wainscotting. The metalwork is painted the dull silver of the main
hall.

In general, the Conuention Hall is in excellent condition, with alterations only
minimally detracting from the great structure. The principal changes have occurred
on the sides, where recent construction has obscured much of the side walls. In
1964, the original architects, Lockwood and Greene, were called back to erect a
large, single-story, columned exhibition hall connected by doors and.an escalator to
the major levels of the Convention Hall. Its exterior of concrete and block construc-
tion recalls the monumental scale of the original building, but in different materials.
Though it serves an allied purpose and functions together with the original hall as
one of the East Coast's premier convention facilities, the new hall is sepa ated by
deed. (Only the original hall and exedra are included in this nomination.)

While the new hall is adjacent to the original hall, it only conceals the lower
portion of the west side, leaving the hall's two major facades intact. More recently,
the Trump:Casino has been constructed abutting the east wall of Convention Hall.

A major restoration and rehabilitatiou of the Convention Hall began in 1983, and
should be complete in 1985.3 The Great Hall and Grand Ballroom are being carefully
restored; the entrances from the ballroom onto the loggia will be reopened, as will
the arcaded shopping area beneath it. A new main lobby will replace the vestibule
area modified in 1964.

Foo -otes

'This description is an edited and condensed version of the description contained
in the draft National Register of Historic Places nomination form, prepared by Dr.
George E. Thome° of the Clio Group, Inc., for the Atlantic City Convention Center
Authority in 1983.

2David Fuller, "Atlantic C_ y and the Ideal Organ," The American Organist, 19,
(November 1985)s P. 74.

3Atlantic City Convention Center Authority, "Atlantic City Convention Center, the
Second Renaissance Begins" (Atlantic City: Atlantic City Convention Center Authority,
1985), unpaginated. (Pamphlet.)
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Atlantic City introduced a number of elements to American seaside amusements before
beauty pageants, including the Boardwalk (1870), the amusement pier (1882), the
rolling chair (1884), and the American picture postcard (imported from Germany)
(1895). Even in the first decades of the 20th century, it also featured fine
hotels.1

The present Boardwalk is concrete. All of the storied amusentent piers have been
destroyed or modified beyond recognition. The leading hotels from early in the
century have been demolished. Only one major edifice remains that recant; the
city's heyday as a seaside resort: the Atlantic City Convention Hall. Thia struc-
ture is also the scene of one of America's greatest pageants, the Miss America
Contest.

The Atlantic City Convention Hall is the largest structure on the Atlantic City
Boardwalk.2 Its construction in 1926 marked the coming of age 0f "The World's Play
Ground," as the nation's most popular resort dubbed itself; it culminated a half-
century of development that created the Boardwalk, lined with great hotels. The
city became the center of many of America's most popular folk eventa, beginning
with the Easter Parade, and crowned in the 1920s with the public relations coup of
the Miss America Pageant. More than half a century after its completion by archi-
tects Lockwood and Greene, the Hall continues to serve its original use aS a conven-
tion center. It is also of interest for its size and engineering.

As engineering, the Atlantic City Convention Hall occupies a significant place in
the history of large-span structures. Indeed, when it was built, it contained the
largest room with an unobstructed view in the history of architecture. That feat
was accomplished by the use of an architectural form developed for railroad train
sheds, the three-hinged arched truss. The form had already been used for a similar
exhibition purpose, in the Hall of Machinery of the Paris Exhibition of 1888, but
it had not been used in a public auditorium. The engineering triumph of building
so vast a hall on the seashore site resulted, on its 50th anniverSary, in its being
the recipient of the Civil Engineering Landmark designation of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.

Atlantic City Convention Hall is also highly regarded by connoisseurs of American
pipe organs, for it features what is, arguably, the largest organ in the world
with 33,000 pipes, arranged in chambers built into the walls of the Great Hall.-
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The Atlantic City Convention Hall opened in 1929, on the 75th anniversary of the
founding, by the directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad, of the city, which began
as a speculative resort on Absecon Island. The role of the building in local history
is clear from its position on the Boardwalk, the seasirle boulevard that set Atlantic
City apart from other American cities, and near the railroad stations, built by the
capitalists who established the community.

The building was first proposed in 1926 when the Atlantic City beachfront was at its
peak of popularity. In that year, architects Lockwood and Greene of Boston and New
York were selected to deaign it because of their experience with long-span structures.
They were charged by Mayor Edward Bader to build "the world's largest auditorium," as
befitting "The World's Play Ground." When completed in 1929, the Hall was the world's
largest auditorium and had the largest permanent span 3-hinged roof arch system ever
built.

The Great Hall of the Convention Center was multi-purpose from the start. It has
been transformed alternately into an ice-skating rink, a football gridiron, a polo
and horse-show field and a steeplechase course; the ice-skating rink (90 feet by 200
feet) and one of the world's largest pipe organs were built into the structure.

The Hall was dedicated On the traditional weekend of the opening of the summer season,
on May 31, 1929, exactly 75 years after the first train steamed into newly laid out
Atlantic City. The event was attended by luminaries who included the Vice President
of the United States Charles F. CurtiS and the Ambassadors of the United Kingdom and
Spain.

Atlantic City Convention Hall still holds national interest as the site of the typi-
cally American and much copied beauty pageant, the "Miss America Contest. Though
Bert Parks and the song "Here She Comes, Miss America" are part of the past, the
Convention Hall has, since its completion, been the traditional scene of the event,
now more than 60 years old. The first pageant was held in 1921; the following year
that great recorder of Americana, Norman Rockwell, was one of the judges. By the
early 1930s, the event had been invested with such significance by the media that
Mayor Charles White boasted: "This is a cultural event seeking a high type of beauty.
Atlantic City has a keen interest in the way of art, beauty and culture."

The hall has also been used for other nationally important events. For example, the
Democratic National Convention of 1964, at which Lyndon B. Johnson and Hubert H.
Humphrey were nominated for President and Vice President, respectively, was held
there. The hall continues as-one of the Nation's principal convention centers. That
position has been enhanced in the 1980s, as Atlantic City's casino boom has brought
revived prosperity to the city.
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Architecture

In architecture, for its era, the facade is up to date in adapting historical
styles then being revived. It is primarily Lombardic RomaneSque With overtones of
the Assyrian Revival, which was, around the same time, being adapted in the Nebraska
State Capitol and the Los Angeles County Library. These otyles were overlaid on a
Beaux Arts Classical facade then common in civic design. The gigantic insCriptiono
marking this as a place for cultural events--"EDUCATION, SCIENCE,-CONVENTIONS, ART,
INDUSTRY" on the right tower, and, on the left, "FESTIVITIES, MUSIC, PAGEANTRY,
DRAMA, ATHLETICS"--are also firmly in the Beaux Arts tradition.

Engineering

The Convention Hall is also a tribute to the talents of the designers, Lockwood-Greene
Co., who are important in the history of American architecture and engineering.

The firm is one of the oldest active in America, having been formed in Providence,
Rhode Island, in 1833. It long specialized in long-span mill spaces. By 1900 it had
shifted into purely architectural and engineering work and its services were much
sought after. Raymond Hood used:the firm se engineers for the super span spaces of
the McGraw-Hill Building in New York City. Auditoriums up and down the East Coast
were designed by the office, although the Atlantic City Convention Hall is almost
certainly the most important. -Once the firm was established in Atlantic City, it was
responsible for several other important commiasions along the Boardwalk, including
the Boardwalk National Bank Arcade (now the First National Bank of New Jersey) and
the Seaside Hotel.

Footnotes

IWorks Progress AdminiStration, "Atlantic City," New Jersey,A Guide to Its Present
and Past (New York: Viking Press, 1939), PP. 195-98.

2This statement of significance iS, for the most part, edited and condensed from the
draft National Register of Historic Places nominatiOn form, prepared by Dr. George E.
Thomas of the Clio Group, Inc., for the Atlantic City Convention Center Authority in
1983.

3See discussion in the article by David Fuller cited in Note 2 of the Description.
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VERHAI, BOUIWAIIY

The Convention Hall site is bounded by a rectangle beginning at a point where
Georgia Avenue intersects the Boardwalk, continuing 645 feet along Georgia Avenue
to a perpendicular intersection with Pacific Avenue; then along Pacific 347 feet
to Mississippi Avenue, then returning at a 90 degree angle along Mississippi 675
feet to the Boardwalk; at that point returning 349 feet to the originating point
at Missiasippi and the Boardwalk. The entire site, consisting of Lots 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, and 18 in Block 42 of the Tax Map of Atlantic City, is occupied by
Convention Hall.
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